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PREFACE

The XXIV SLAC Summer Institute on Particle Physics explored the role of the strong interaction in
the physics of hadrons and partons. The Institute attracted 239 physicists from 16 countries to hear
lectures on the underlying theory of Quantum Chromodynamics, modern theoretical calculational
techniques, and experimental investigation of the strong interaction as it appears in various
phenomena. Different regimes in which one can calculate reliably in QCD were addressed in series of
lectures on perturbation theory, lattice gauge theories, and heavy quark expansions. Studies of QCD
in hadron-hadron collisions, electron-positron annihilation, and electron-proton collisions all give
differing perspectives on the strong interaction—from low-* to high-Q2. Experimental understanding
of the production and decay of heavy quarks as well as the lighter meson states has continued to
evolve over the past years, and these topics were also covered at the School. Attendance at the
morning lectures was excellent, and the lively nature of the afternoon discussion sessions revealed a
totally new aspect to the strong interaction—the passion of the physicists working to understand this
remarkable force.

We are grateful to all speakers for their efforts to prepare clear and stimulating lectures, and to all
those who presented the latest results in the field of particle physics at the Topical Conference that
concluded the Institute. We are once again indebted to Lilian DePorcel and Jennifer Chan for creating

|i such an enjoyable atmosphere for the Summer School and for their attention to the needs of so many
5 who attend.

David Burke
Lance Dixon
David Leith
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QCD: QUESTIONS, CHALLENGES, AND
DILEMMAS

James D. Bjorken*

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309

ABSTRACT

An introduction to some outstanding issues in QCD is presented, with

emphasis on work by Diakonov and co-workers on the influence of

the instanton vacuum on low-energy QCD observables. This includes

the calculation of input valence-parton distributions for deep-inelastic

scattering.

®
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1 Introduction 2 Questions

Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is the correct theory of electromagnetism.

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the correct theory of the strong force.

These bold, bald statements are slightly unscientific. Nevertheless, they are not

far from the truth, in the sense that to challenge either is a very serious enterprise,

and one that is likely not to bear fruit unless the challenge is an especially incisive

one.

It is remarkable to me that in the short span of two decades, QCD has attained

a degree of credibility competitive with QED: the truth and the degree of falsity

of the lead sentences above are at a comparable level for the two theories. In

fact, we know that QED at short distances does break down. The noble photon

becomes the offspring of an ugly, unaesthetic U(l) gauge boson and the neutral

SU(2) electroweak boson. Nothing like tha t fate appears to await the gluons, at

least this side of the GUT scale.

Both QED and QCD live in the family of gauge theories and are structurally

similar. Their Lagrangian densities both are E2 — B2. Both require the gauge-

invariant substitution p -» p — eA. The Heavy-Quark Effective Theory of QCD

has its counterpart in the Heavy-Nucleon Effective Theory of QED, responsible

for the nonrelativistic limit of electrodynamics, which contains the foundations of

condensed matter theory, chemistry, biology, and more.

Both QED and QCD have their Feynman-diagram perturbation-theory pro-

cesses, leading to incisive precision tests—which work. Their coupling constants

run and are seen to run. QED and QCD are very well "tested."

But just as nonperturbative QED contains very interesting phenomena, as

mentioned above, nonperturbative QCD is a most interesting portion of that the-

ory as well. To me, it is the most interesting and most important portion of QCD

to address, despite the evident difficulty in doing so. The lectures in this school

emphasize the doable, perturbation-theory based piece of QCD, because that is

where most of the work is occurring. In this introduction, I have decided to try

to highlight the opposite extreme, with emphasis on material not covered in the

other lectures, as well as on the troubles, not successes. 1 will omit some other

unconventional QCD topics which I regard as especially relevant to future high-

energy collider experimentation, because they are covered in another talk given

to the Snowmass workshop earlier this summer.1

These are rather random, just to set the tone. First some easy ones:

Q l . Does the force between quarks get weaker at short distances?

A l . You had better answer no. The force follows an approximate inverse-

square law, with a coefficient which at short distances very slowly gets smaller

(asymptotic freedom). Please don't accuse me of nit-picking. It may be acceptable

for us to use sloppy language to each other, but it is definitely very wrong when

trying to explain QCD to the outside world at the Scientific American level.

Say it right! When you do, it becomes perfectly clear why there are so many

high-pi jets in hadron-hadron collisions, jets that justify the livelihood of so many

experimentalists and theorists. The forces between quarks get so incredibly strong

that 500 GeV partons which collide head-on can make the right-angle turn at rates

high enough to be detected.

Q 2 : In idealized QCD, with light quarks omitted, does the force between

quarks grow as their separation becomes very large?

A 2 : Again, no. It's the potential energy that grows linearly.

Q 3 : Is the QCD strong force CP conserving?

A 3 : In general, no. There is a CP-violating term E-B in the Lagrangian which

is allowed and admits observable effects like a nonvanishing neutron electric dipole

moment. Renormalization effects make the coefficient of the CP-violating term

formally divergent, but the actual coefficient is very small, less than 10~9. What

to do remains an unsolved problem, probably not mentioned again in this school.

Q 4 : Do instantons matter?

A 4 : Yes. These will not appear in other lectures but will be mentioned in

this one later on. They impact on, among other things, the CP-violation issue

mentioned above.

Q 5 : Does old-fashioned pre-QCD 5-matrix theory have anything to do with

QCD?

A 5 : Yes. While there seems to be a feeling that quarks, QCD, and parton

ideology have rendered that body of work obsolete, this is not true. The S-matrix

techniques were built from general principles (analyticity, unitarity, microscopic

causality, crossing symmetry, spectrum, ...) which are rigorously true in QCD.2

Much can still be salvaged from these ideas in describing the nonperturbative,

confining, low-energy limit of QCD. It is still something worth learning, and I
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fear that it is taught less and less, much being eventually lost and having to be

someday rediscovered afresh.

Q6: Does Regge-Pole theory have anything to do with QCD?

A6: This question is a special case of the previous one, with the same answer,

but with very clear implications, for example, in main-line QCD structure-function

phenomenology. Nonsinglet deep-inelastic structure functions in the limit of small

x should be describable by exchange of well-established Regge-trajectories like the

p or u). These Reggeons are very well-established experimentally and precisely

parametrized. There is much less uncertainty in the theoretical underpinnings of

the asymptotic limit of nonsinglet structure functions than there is in the related

world of soft and hard Pomeron physics, to be described by Al Mueller in this

school.3 Nevertheless, there is very little work going on to understand this problem

in the context of QCD, perturbative or otherwise.4 It is becoming of special current

interest because of the experimental situation regarding the small-x behavior of

the polarized structure functions.5

Q7: Is the boundary between what is legally calculable from perturbation

theory and what is not well-defined?

A7: I believe not. Furthermore, it seems to be crossed more and more in-

discriminately as time goes on. Many calculations treat initial and final quarks

and gluons as on-shell, asymptotic states. This is illegal; there is no S matrix

for quark and gluon interactions. At a less fundamental level, some perturbative-

QCD-inspired models for hadronization push shamelessly into regions of param-

eter space (small momenta, large distance scales) which are indefensible. While

boldness in this regard is in itself no vice, an uncritical attitude is. It is not enough

to say "It agrees with data, therefore it makes sense and is a prediction of the

perturbative theory."

Q8: Will these questions ever end?

A8: Yes, right now.

3 Challenges

The basic challenges in understanding QCD can be seen very clearly in aspacetime

description: it is how to link the phenomena at short distances with phenomena

at large distances. The simplest case is the static limit, with all light quark

degrees of freedom left out. The short-distance limit is that of onium physics—a

Coulomb-like interaction between heavy quarks with a weak coupling constant.

This is under very good theoretical control. As the heavy quarks are pulled apart,

there emerges a linear potential between them, something described quite well

via the lattice calculations.6 The microscopic picture is believed to be that there

is a color-electric flux tube of smallish diameter between quark and antiquark

in this limit. However, the dynamics creating it is the essence of the problem of

confinement and not "understood" well. And if light quarks are included, long flux

tubes invariably break and are terminated by constituent quarks or antiquarks.

Pull apart bottomonium and you get a B meson and anti-J? meson. A B meson is

(by definition!) a constituent quark plus a heavy spectator 6 quark which can be

treated perturbatively. Therefore, the B-meson dynamics is an especially simple

way in principle (alas, not so much in experimental practice) of learning about

the properties of single, "isolated," constituent quarks.7

Challenges for "pure" QCD with light quarks excluded include the understand-

ing of the glueball spectrum,8 as well as the details of the flux tube. When the

light quarks are introduced, there are major changes to deal with: the glueballs

mix with the myriad of ordinary meson excitations of q — </ pairs, perhaps toward

the limit of total extinction. Flux tubes break, but the microscopic description is

obscure. Perhaps the flux-tube concept is likewise driven to the edge of extinction.

Another very basic challenge for the static picture is the nature of chiral sym-

metry breaking. Because the bare masses of up and down quarks are so small, the

QCD Lagrangian has an almost exact SU(2)i x SU(2)R = 0(4) chiral symmetry.

These S£/(2)'s describe independent isospin rotations of left- and right-handed up

and down quarks. There is a vacuum condensate (O|CT|O) J£ 0, with a the fourth

component of an internal-symmetry four-vector (a, if) built from the quark densi-

ties. The situation is very analogous to the Higgs sector of electroweak theory. In

QCD the spontaneous symmetry breakdown leads to nearly massless Goldstone

bosons (the pions) as well as the 300-400 MeV of constituent-quark mass. So in

the large distance limit (momentum scales smaller than 500-1000 MeV), the QCD

dynamics is best described by an effective chiral Lagrangian containing the a, it,

and constituent-quark degrees of freedom (plus some glue) rather than the par-

tonic quark-gluon degrees of freedom which form the basis of perturbative-QCD

phenomenology.9
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It is an extremely basic question to relate this long-distance chiral description

to the short-distance Lagrangian. The boundary between large and short dis-

tances needs to be sharpened and quantified. And the connection of this chiral-

symmetry breaking phenomenon to confinement needs elucidation. So far, the

main clue comes from the lattice: the chiral phase transition and deconfinement

phase transition in finite-temperature QCD are indistinguishable so far.

I have devoted the final section of this talk to a description of a specific attack

on the above questions by Diakonov and his co-workers. I am no expert in this

topic. But their work strikes me as a promising attack on the question at an

impressively fundamental level, work which respects a variety of fundamental

principles. Right or wrong, I think it is well-worth careful attention and study.

Much closer to most of the material contained in the lectures at this school

is what goes on in QCD in the high-energy limit. Again, we may look at this in

spacetime. But for high-energy collision dynamics, the important action is in the

neighborhood of the light cone. Near the past light cone, there is perturbative

"evolution"; it is here where each incoming hadron is replaced, in parton-model

ideology, by an incoherent beam of incident partons which eventually scatter off

a similar "beam" of partons in the other projectile. Near the future light cone,

there occur perturbative branching processes which create the multijet structure of

typical QCD final states. Further into the interior of the future light cone, things

get messy because the partons must find their way into final-state hadrons without

violating the nonperturbative demand of perfect confinement; never must a single

quark escape into an isolated final state. Finally, deep inside the future light

cone, there may also be dynamics: some of us speculate that this region contains

a vacuum state with a rotated value of its order parameter (disoriented chiral

condensate) which decays into coherent states of pions with curious properties.10

It is conceivable that there could be other mechanisms of particle production from

this region of spacetime as well. This need not happen, but if it does, it is novel

physics not contained in existing event generators.

The time scale for evolution of the final state in high-energy collisions is very

large, proportional to the energies involved. The time scale for hadronization of

leading particles in a jet, in reference frames where the nearest neighboring jet is

90° away (The correct way, in fact, to define what is and is not in jets is to do it in

such frames.11), is proportional to the transverse momentum or transverse energy

of the jet. Thus, there is a direct correspondence between the configuration-space

and momentum-space description of jets: the production angles are, of course,

the same, while the (large) p('s and (large) jet-hadronization time scales T are in

direct proportion.

Indeed, since one can simultaneously describe the gross properties of jet con-

tents in both momentum space and spacetime, it is clear that the description

must be macroscopic, quasi-classical in nature. The vital region for phenomenol-

ogy is the region of spacetime where the real observed hadrons are produced.

In QCD, this is typically a fractal surface, because there can be jets within jets

within jets . . . . Recall that in the absence of QCD jet phenomena, hadrons are

produced with rather uniform density in the lego plot. Since the lego plot area is

proportional to log s, the multiplicity should rise with s in a similar way. When

additional jets populate the lego plot, they increase the phase space area by an

amount equal to log pt (or logT) per jet. The jets themselves can contain addi-

tional jets in their (extended) phase space, leading to a branching structure and

fractality by the time all jet evolution is accounted for. The hadron multiplicity

is then proportional to the total area of this extended phase space, which thereby

acquires fractal properties,12 and the multiplicity growth with s becomes more

rapid.

It is, of course, a challenge to provide a sharp description of all this. And

the situation is, in fact, quite good. There is the phenomenon of "preconfine-

ment," which is a perturbative mechanism which keeps color and anticolor close to-

gether (most of the time) in momentum space as the branching scale becomes soft

and hadronization is invoked.13 The Monte Carlo programs which employ QCD

branching mechanisms work well, and subtle, QCD-specific phenomena like the

"string effect" are predicted and seen.14 Nevertheless, some of the other claimed

successes are consequences of phase space and little more. And a purely perturba-

tively based approach cannot be complete, because confinement is neglected and

confinement is important. For example, much is made of "local parton-hadron du-

ality" which is the statement that the perturbatively computed momentum-space

densities of "produced" soft partons matches smoothly to the corresponding den-

sities of produced hadrons. This principle is reasonable almost always, especially

when the densities are not small. But now and then, the phase space densities of

produced partons will fluctuate to small values, and some nonperturbative mecha-

nism {e.g., flux tubes) must intervene. For example, the Z occasionally will decay

into two pions and nothing else. Local parton-hadron duality asserts that with
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comparable probability, the Z will evolve into two final-state partons and nothing

else, e.g., a q and q; no gluons choose to be emitted. But this is a disaster because

at the hadronization time of the quarks, they are 50 to 100 fermis apar t . The

local duality should apply to spacetime as well as momentum space, and there is

a clear problem with simple causality. One cannot be satisfied with a theory of

hadronization which accounts for confinement only most of the time.

Finally, there are challenges even within the perturbative sector. These need

only be mentioned here briefly, because they will get a lot of attention in the other

lectures. It turns out that despite the phenomenon of asymptotic freedom, the

interaction of partons at extreme cms energies and a fixed, small-distance scale

(say, of impact parameter) is supposed to grow as a power of energy, perhaps

almost linearly with cms energy.3 Thus at extremely high values of s/t, t he parton-

parton interactions might become strong, with a breakdown of perturbation theory

and lots of diffractive phenomena. This is focusing much-needed attention on

diffractive phenomena, especially short-distance, high-p( diffractive processes. The

buzz words are hard diffraction, soft and hard Pomerons, BFKL Pomerons, etc.

It is an exciting new field, as the proceedings of this school exhibit.3'15'16

4 Dilemmas

It is the challenges facing QCD that makes its investigation so much fun. But with

the challenges come the dilemmas, which can sometimes make the investigations

frustrating. What follows is a rather random potpourri of dilemmas.

On the experimental side, many of the greatest challenges lie in the nonpertur-

bative sector: low-energy spectroscopy (e.g., of glueballs) and collision dynamics,

as well as the problems of hadronization and soft diffraction at high energies.

Unfortunately, these problems nowadays have little sex appeal, and the interest

in—and resources for doing—low-energy spectroscopy and soft-collision dynam-

ics is simply insufficient. For example, a low-energy full-acceptance spectrometer

with modern capability would not be costly in comparison with most modern de-

tectors, and could by itself augment the spectroscopy data base—much of which

was established long ago via bubble chamber techniques—by orders of magnitude.

There is not even an initiative anywhere for doing this. I am informed by Bill

Dunwoodie that there actually was a proposal not so long ago for a full-acceptance

spectrometer17 at the proposed Canadian facility KAON. But it did not survive

the death of KAON itself and is now abandoned. What a pity!

I also bemoan the lack of interest in full-acceptance, large-cross-section physics

at hadron-hadron collider energies. The bemoanings are made in my Snowmass

talk1 and elsewhere,18 and will not be repeated here.

Most of the challenges for theorists mentioned in the previous section are low-

energy or soft phenomena which go beyond perturbation theory. And there are

not too many good options for theorists under those circumstances. Lattice QCD

is a very powerful way of going beyond perturbation theory, but it is very difficult

to apply to high-energy collision dynamics.

A basic dilemma at higher energies is the problem of hadronization, where as

already mentioned there is a fuzzy boundary between what is perturbative and

what is not. The techniques for creating a precise understanding are still lacking.

Finally, there is the problem of QCD vacuum structure. Understanding the

QCD vacua (there are many of them) is the key to the question of confinement

and is important for the phenomenology of the effective chiral theory valid in the

low-energy limit. Again, the available techniques are limited; nevertheless, the

problem is being attacked and progress is being made. The next section on the

recent work of Diakonov and his co-workers is evidence of some of the best of

this work, and, right or wrong, is an exemplar of the kind of thing that is sorely

needed to really make major new inroads into the full understanding of QCD.

5 Diakonov et al.: Instantons and their

Consequences

The starting point of Diakonov's work19 was t o study the influence of instantons on

low-energy QCD. The instanton, something not easy to explain even at length,20

no less in a short summary like this, is a classical solution of the (Euclidean) QCD

field equations, which physically is related t o the mixing (via a tunneling mecha-

nism) of various QCD vacua which differ by gauge transformations of nontrivial

topology. All this was discovered 20 or so years ago,21 but at that time, infrared

divergences in the calculations22 made quantitative consequences near impossible

to attain. More recently, Shuryak determined phenomenologically the properties

that the instanton "fluid" should have in order to be consistent with known data.23
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Diakonov and Petrov24 then performed variational calculations which supported

the Shuryak picture. Since then, there have appeared some lattice calculations

of instanton effects which, although still somewhat controversial, appear to lend

support as well.25 The net result is that by now there is a credible picture of what

the instanton effects are. The immediate ones are the solution of the f/(l) prob-

lem (why the r\' meson is so heavy) and the existence of a gluon condensate (seen

in QCD sum rules, yet another piece of QCD not discussed at this school26).

All this, however, is still rather abstract; it is not clear what more these ab-

struse considerations have to say to the experimentalists in the trenches. However,

the next steps taken are more directly related to QCD phenomenology. The most

relevant features, in my opinion, are as follows:

1. The quark-parton degrees of freedom are influenced by the presence of the

instantons, and they get a "constituent-quark" mass as a consequence of

having to propagate through the instantons.

2. The above mechanism leads naturally to spontaneous breaking of the strong-

interaction chiral symmetry.

3. Therefore, there must be the Goldstone degrees of freedom (almost massless

pions) in the spectrum as well as the constituent quarks.

4. The low-energy chiral effective Lagrangian can be constructed. The lowest

order terms are universal (model independent) in form, depending only on

symmetry considerations. However, higher order terms are also present and

can be estimated. The magnitudes of these terms are in agreement with

what is needed for the phenomenology.

5. The Goldstone pions can be shown to be composites of the constituent

quarks. This is an improvement on the scheme put forward by Manohar

and Georgi27 some time ago. They argued for the chiral constituent-quark-

plus-pion picture based on the success of the additive quark model. They

had, however, an awkward time in understanding whether their Goldstone

pion is the same as, or distinct from, the 'Si partner of the 3Si p. In the

Diakonov instanton picture, they are not distinct.

6. Diakonov et al. in addition put forward an interesting model of baryons,

which is a variant of the somewhat popular Skyrmion picture, and to my

eye, an improvement.28 They assume that the pion cloud surrounding the

three constituent quarks of the baryon has a nontrivial "hedgehog" topology,

as originally suggested by Skyrme long, long ago29 [see Eq. (14) below]. Then

it can be shown that in such an external field, there will be one and only

one quark-bound state with energy in the gap between the continua starting

at E = +m and E = — m. This state can be populated with one quark

of each color to make objects with the quantum numbers of the nucleons.

In the large Nc limit, the combined wave functions of these quarks can be

treated a la Thomas-Fermi atomic theory as a source of the "hedgehog" pion

field, leading to a self-consistent semiclassical description of the nucleon. To

recover quantum mechanics, in particular the classification of the energy

levels, the "cranking-model" techniques of nuclear theory can be employed

to give a reasonable description.30 So this picture has a quite good formal

justification in the large Nc limit.

7. Finally, with this picture of the nucleon, they calculate31 the distributions of

the "primordial" partons within the nucleon, namely the leading-twist par-

ton distributions at a low value of Q2 sw 0.5 GeV2, which when evolved to

higher Q2 via the DGLAP evolution equations give the leading-twist contri-

butions to the structure functions. Their results agree reasonably with the

Gliick, Reya, Vogt32 primordial parton distribution functions which are in-

put by hand in order to reproduce deep-inelastic scattering data. But more

important in my opinion is the way Diakonov et al. can maintain the internal

consistency of the formalism. The validity of a variety of current algebra sum

rules is established. This is highly nontrivial, because relativistic effects are

very important, and valence antiquark distributions must be present; they

are created by the back reaction of the nucleon valence quarks on the pionic

"hedgehog" sea. The techniques which are employed provide valuable lessons

for all bag-model descriptions of hadrons.

There remains a major missing link: an understanding of confinement. The

effects of gluons in this low-energy limit are formally of "higher order." In one sense

this is good, because in the low-energy constituent-quark spectroscopic world, the

gluon degrees of freedom do not seem to play a central role. On the other hand,

their effects cannot be omitted, because confinement depends on them. Probably

some of the effective quark mass is accounted by something akin to color flux-tube

energy, and the dynamical effects of fluctuations about an average value are not
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too important. I think the ideal arena for studying this problem is that of heavy-

flavor mesons and baryons, where the source of color is static and understood (a

stationary heavy 6-quark, or Wilson line), and only how the color finds its way into

the single constituent quark degree of freedom of the B-meson, or alternatively

into the "Skyrmionic" quark-baryon wave function, needs to be solved. Some

work has been done, but more is needed.33

While there may well be reason to exhibit skepticism regarding t h e whole

Diakonov program, I still want to emphasize that this kind of work is at the

most important forefront of QCD. It links the confining world to the perturbative

sector. Most of the known nonperturbative QCD phenomena are involved, and

the work touches upon the edge of some of the best perturbative phenomenology

which exists, namely the information on deep-inelastic structure functions. The

level of attack is much deeper than mere phenomenological model building. It

deserves, I believe, close attention and constructive criticism.

6 Some More Details on the Diakonov Program

The preceding description was very general in nature, and what follows is a slightly

more technical version of some of the same material. It is far from definitive, if

for no other reason than the limited competence of yours truly. However, there

are recent lecture notes19 to consult for a more detailed and authoritative version.

6.1 What about these Instantons?

As already mentioned, an instanton is a solution of the QCD classical field equa-

tions in Euclidean spacetime with finite action. It contains a "topological knot"

and is localized in spacetime. It also has a size parameter which can take a n y value

in principle. The immediate function of these instantons is to create couplings,

via tunneling, between different Minkowski-space QCD vacua, vacua which dif-

fer from each other by a gauge transformation which also contains a "topological

knot." Because of these nonperturbative tunneling couplings, the many initially

degenerate QCD vacua, which can be classified in terms of the number of gauge

knots they contain, are coupled together and must be diagonalized, leading to the

so-called 0-vacua, which are the true energy eigenfunctions of the vacuous QCD

theory.

When theorists initially attempted to estimate the magnitude of these effects,

they were thwarted by the presence of large numbers of large instantons, whose

effects were not under control. Shuryak, working phenomenologically, argued

that if instantons with sizes larger than about 0.3 fermis (or a momentum scale

w 600 MeV) were suppressed, instanton-induccd phenomenology could be under-

stood. Furthermore, were this true, the instanton "liquid" in Euclidean spacetime

would be dilute, in the sense that the mean separation R between instantons would

be two to three times larger than the important instanton size p. As already men-

tioned, Diakonov and Petrov,24 using variational techniques, found a candidate

mechanism for this to happen, namely medium-range instanton-antiinstanton re-

pulsion.

The bottom line is that the effects of large instantons are arguably damped

out at a known scale, with a bonus of a small parameter (the instanton packing

fraction in Euclidean spacetime) in the formalism. This then becomes the working

hypothesis for going further. It is not rigorously established but is credible.

6.2 How Do the Instantons Induce Chiral Symmetry
Breaking?

The next step is to introduce the quarks and calculate their influence. The equa-

tion of motion of quarks in a classical instanton field (again in Euclidean space-

time) also shows a remarkable feature—the existence of "zero-mode" solutions of

the Dirac equation of the quark in the presence of the instanton (with zero eigen-

value of the Euclidean Dirac operator) which are localized around the instanton.

Just as for the instanton itself, the implication of these solutions for physics is

subtle and deep. For example, they influence the presence (or absence) of CP

violation in the strong interactions. The vital buzzword here is "spectral flow": a

filled negative-energy level (now in Minkowski space) in the negative energy sea

can, because of the knotty gauge potentials, be pushed above zero (in the chiral

limit of massless quarks), while other empty positive energy levels with different

quantum numbers can be pushed into the negative energy sea.34 The net result

is that there can be net pair-creation induced, with the pair not necessarily hav-

ing vacuum quantum numbers. All this activity is quite sufficient to create the

mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breakdown.
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In the calculations which argue for spontaneous symmetry breaking, it is nec-

essary to include the mixings of zero modes associated with different instantons,

something rather nontrivial. What follows are a few equations for theorists and

well-educated experimentalists to give a flavor of what is done. The information

about all this kind of thing is to be extracted from the Euclidean partition function

(1)

The factor p/R2 for (A) occurs because

= (det(y - g /I - m))

where in the second line the Gaussian integral over fermionic quark fields is per-

formed, and where

An = n,k eigenvalue of (y - g /I) (2)

and m is the small quark-parton mass of a few MeV.

There is one zero eigenvalue per instanton per quark flavor in the dilute-

instanton approximation. But when the effect of the overlapping of zero modes

from separate instantons is taken into account, the zero eigenvalues repel. The

typical values become

W ~ ^ - (3)

Now, by definition, the chiral order parameter is

where we go to continuum normalization via

£ * (d\v{\)
n J

(5)

and V is the (Euclidean) spacetime volume.

This shows that chiral symmetry breaking will occur provided the density of

zero modes u(X) at A = 0 is nonvanishing. But this is what is estimated to occur,

N 1

with (A2)0 the contribution to A2 from one instanton. Note that this happens

because we have added the contributions to splittings from all the neighboring

instantons in quadrature. This rough argument, due to Diakonov, actually can

be refined, so that the conclusion is quite robust.

The parameters of the constituent quarks can be estimated from the instanton

parameters, which are

instanton size: ~p ss 0.3 / (8)

instanton spacing: Rm 1 / . (9)

This means that the fraction of Euclidean spacetime occupied by instantons is

(10)

The quark mass, in order of magnitude, turns out to be

(11)

and the careful calculations produce a reasonable value of constituent quark mass

of 350-400 MeV.

The pion decay constant F, can also be estimated

•Fir —
const

p \K/ V P

In the very low momentum limit, the constituent quark degrees of freedom can

be integrated out of the partition function, leaving a chiral effective action of the

form

Z = ei5<*> = J Vi>Vl}> exp i j %J-M e'?if] VB + h.c.) . (13)

There is also a "gap equation" relating how the pionic degrees of freedom are

related to the quarks, but I have had difficulty dredging the details out of the

easily available literature.
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6.3 How Does This Lead to a Model of the Nucleon?

Thus far, it has been sufficient to look at the theory in Euclidean spacetime, a clear

indicator that phenomenology is somewhat distant. The reason for the success

is that the theory has been about the vacuum properties much more than about

excitations of the vacuum, where Minkowski-space description is essential. (If the

energy of the system is zero, then its analytic continuation to imaginary energies

does not change too many things.) Nevertheless, the Euclidean analysis has led

to an effective action, which can be continued to Minkowski spacetime and used

for dynamics.

The model of the nucleon is built from this action via the Skyrme ansatz for

the pion "condensate":

U = e1'™ = eir-f/lr) (14)

with

Because

and

/(0) = n / (oo) = 0 .

U(Q) = - 1

(15)

(16)

U(<x>) = + 1 , (17)

the pion field contains the "topological knot"; U cannot be continuously deformed

to the unit matrix.
Now the Dirac equation is solved in this pion field

i J - MU(r) = 0, (18)

and as already advertised, one bound state is found to exist with \E\ < M. The

bound-state wave function is then determined by calculating the summed energy

of the negative-energy Dirac sea and the bound state contribution as a function of

the trial function f(r), and then minimizing with respect to the choice of / . The

resulting structure is classical, and the quantum structure is built by using the

"cranking model," i.e., projecting the constructions on eigenfunctions of rotations

and translations. The nucleon and A masses can be calculated; the nucleon mass is

somewhat on the high side (1200 MeV or so), although there are several candidate

apologies for this situation. With this model, a variety of nucleon static properties

are calculated with reasonable success.

6.4 What Implications Does This Have for Deep-Inelastic

Structure Functions?

An especially interesting application of the model is in the construction of the

primordial parton distributions, defined as follows35:

,(*) X>0 1 1
—q(—x) i < 0 J 47T J-

with

» = ( * , - * , 0,0). (20)

This is to be interpreted as the input parton distributions at the highest value of

the scale allowed by the effective chiral theory, namely the scale associated with

the typical instanton size, 600 MeV, or Q2 ss 0.4 GeV2. Note that it is defined in

the nucleon rest frame, but when boosted to an infinite-momentum frame becomes

the usual correlation function defining the parton distributions.

Note that the definition in Eq. (19) admits the introduction by necessity of

valence antiquark distributions. And, as mentioned earlier, the contribution of the

discrete level by itself leads to negative-definite valence antiquark distributions.

It is necessary to calculate the (distorted) negative-energy continuum contribu-

tions before obtaining sensible results. When this is carefully done, the antiquark

distributions happily are positive definite. Some of these are shown in Figs. 1-5.

In particular, in Fig. 3, which exhibits the flavor singlet antiquark distributions,

is sketched the negative contribution of the discrete level, as well as the summed

result.

A variety of deep-inelastic sum rules are also tested and shown to be in principle

(as well as numerically) satisfied. These include the sum rules for baryon num-

ber, momentum (at this level, all momentum is carried by quarks), isospin, and

flavor-nonsinglet polarized distributions. Also, the Gottfried sum, which measures

the flavor nonsinglet antiquark distribution, is calculated and has a nonvanishing

right-hand side, with the sign needed to account for the data. The argumenta-

tion for these results goes deep into the basic structure of the model, and the

consistency is very satisfying.

It would be a great advance if the description of mesons, for which there is

no Skyrmionic topological starting point, could be carried to the same level of

sophistication. Are mesons really so different from baryons? I think the best
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x(q-q)/2

0.0

Figure 1: The singlet unpolarized distribution, x[u(x) + d(x) + u(x) + 3(a;)]/2.

Dashed line: regularized contribution from the discrete level; dash-dotted line:

contribution from the Dirac continuum; solid line: the total distribution, namely

the sum of the dashed and dash-dotted curves; dotted line: the exact total distri-

bution; squares: the parametrization of Ref. 32.

Figure 2: The baryon number distribution, x[u(x) + d(x) — u(x) — 3(x)]/2. Solid

line: distribution from the unregularized discrete level; dotted line: exact Dirac

continuum contribution; squares: the parametrization of Ref. 32.
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-0.2

Figure 3: The antiquark distribution, a;[u(a;) + d(x)]/2. Solid line: theory; dotted

line: the parametrization of Ref. 32; dashed l ine: contribution from the discrete

level only.

0.0

Figure 4: The isovector polarized distribution, i[Aa(i) — Ad(x) + AtF(a:) —

A3(x)]/2. Dashed line: regularized contribution from the discrete level; solid

line: the sum of the contributions from the discrete level and from the continuum;

squares: the parametrization of Ref. 32.
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candidate for study is the B meson. If progress can be made there, it may also
shed light on the confinement issue, which so far has remained beyond the scope
of these methods.

Figure 5: The isovector polarized distribution of antiquarks, x[Au(x) — Ad(a;)]/2.

Reference 32 assumes this quantity to be zero.
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1 Introduction 2 Electron-Positron Annihilation and Jets

A prediction for experiment based on perturbative QCD combines a particular

calculation of Feynman diagrams with the use of general features of the theory.

The particular calculation is easy at leading order, not so easy at next-to-leading

order, and extremely difficult beyond the next-to-leading order. This calculation

of Feynman diagrams would be a purely academic exercise if we did not use certain

general features of the theory that allow the Feynman diagrams to be related to

experiment:

• the renormalization group and the running coupling;

• the existence of infrared safe observables;

• the factorization property that allows us to isolate hadron structure in parton

distribution functions.

In these lectures, I discuss these structural features of the theory that allow a

comparison of theory and experiment. Along the way, we will discover something

about certain important processes:

• e+e~ annihilation;

• deeply inelastic scattering;

• hard processes in hadron-hadron collisions.

By discussing the particular along with the general, I hope to arm the reader with

information that speakers at research conferences take to be collective knowledge—

knowledge that they assume the audience already knows.

Now here is the disclaimer. We will not learn how to do significant calculations

in QCD perturbation theory. Three lectures is not enough for that.

I hope that the reader may be inspired to pursue the subjects discussed here

in more detail. A good source is the Handbook of Perturbative QCD1 by the

CTEQ Collaboration. More recently, Ellis, Stirling, and Webber have written an

excellent book2 that covers most of the subjects sketched in these lectures. For

the reader wishing to gain a mastery of the theory, I can recommend the recent

books on quantum field theory by Brown,3 Sterman,4 Peskin and Schroeder,5 and

Weinberg.6 Another good source, including both theory and phenomenology, is

the lectures in the 1995 TASI proceedings, QCD and Beyond.7

In this section, I explore the structure of the final state in QCD. I begin with the

kinematics of e+e~ —> 3 partons, then examine the behavior of the cross section

for e+e~ —i- 3 partons when two of the parton momenta become collinear or one

parton momentum becomes soft. In order to illustrate better what is going on,

I introduce a theoretical tool, null-plane coordinates. Using this tool, I sketch

a space-time picture of the singularities that we find in momentum space. The

singularities of perturbation theory correspond to long-time physics. We see that

the structure of the final state suggested by this picture conforms well with what

is actually observed.

I draw the distinction between short-time physics, for which perturbation the-

ory is useful, and long-time physics, for which the perturbative expansion is out

of control. Finally, I discuss how certain experimental measurements can probe

the short-time physics while avoiding sensitivity to the long-time physics.

2.1 Kinematics of e+e~ 3 Partons

Consider the process e+e~ -» qqg, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Let </s be the total

energy in the cm. frame and let q^ be the virtual photon (or Z boson) momentum,

so q^q^ = s. Let pf be the momenta of the outgoing partons (q, q, g) and let

Ei = p° be the energies of the outgoing partons. It is useful to define energy

fractions £,- by _
~ 2p, • q

x{ =

Then
0 < x,-.

(1)

(2)

Figure 1: Feynman diagram for e+e -» qqg.
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Energy conservation gives

(3)

Thus only two of the ar,- are independent.

Let 6ij be the angle between the momenta of partons i and j . We can relate

these angles to the momentum fractions as follows:

2pi = (pi +P2)2 = ( ? -P3) 2 = * - 2 9 - p 3 , (4)

2EiE2(l - cos0i2) = s(l - z3). (5)

Dividing this equation b y s/2 and repeating the argument for the two other pairs

of partons, we obtain three relations for the angles 0y-:

^1*2(1 — cos(?i2) = 2(1—0:3),

ar2a;3(l-cos023) = 2(1 -Xi),

x3xi(l - cos631) = 2(1 -x2). (6)

We learn two things immediately. First,

*.- < 1. (7)

Second, the three possible collinear configurations of the partons are mapped into

Xi space very simply:

012-

0 2 3 '

X3

X2

1,

1,

1. (8)

The relations 0 < ar«- < 1, together with x3 = 2 - xi - x2, imply that the

allowed region for (xi,x%) is a triangle, as shown in Fig. 2. The edges x,- = 1 of

the allowed region correspond to two partons being collinear, as shown in Fig. 3.

The corners x,- = 0 correspond to one parton momentum being soft (p? -> 0).

2.2 Structure of the Cross Section

One can easily calculate the cross section corresponding to Fig. 1 and the similar

amplitude in which the gluon attaches to the antiquark line. The result is

1 da a. „

<r0 dXldx2

- x2)'
(9)

x3=O

Figure 2: Allowed region for (x\,x2). Then X3 is 2 — x\ — x2.

2 & 3 collinear
3 -

soft

Figure 3: Allowed region for (xux2). The labels and small pictures show the

physical configuration of the three partons corresponding to subregions in the

allowed triangle.

where Cp = 4/3 and 00 = (4wa2/s) £ <?/ is the total cross section for e+e~ —>

hadrons at order a°. The cross section has collinear singularities:

0,

0,

(2 & 3 collinear);

(1 k 3 collinear). (10)

There is also a singularity when the gluon is soft: £3 -> 0. In terms of X\ and X2,

this singularity occurs when

• const. (11)
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Let us write the cross section in a way that displays the collinear singularity

at #3i -+ 0 and the soft singularity at E3 -4 0:

1 da __as ^ f(E3,63])

Here, f(E3,63i), is a rather complicated function. The only thing that we need

to know about it is that it is finite for E3 —> 0 and for 63\ -» 0.

Now look at the collinear singularity, #31 -> 0. If we integrate over the singular

region holding E3 fixed, we find that the integral is divergent:

daI d COS <?3i = log(oo). (13)

Similarly, if we integrate over the region of the soft singularity, holding #31 fixed,

we find that the integral is divergent:

dar
Jo

dE30 dE3dcos93i
= log(oo). (14)

Evidently, perturbation theory is telling us that we should not take the pertur-

bative cross section too literally. The total cross section for e+e~ -> hadrons is

certainly finite, so this partial cross section cannot be infinite. What we are seeing

is a breakdown of perturbation theory in the soft and collinear regions, and we

should understand why.

Where do the singularities come from? Look at Fig. 4 (in a physical gauge).

The scattering matrix element M contains a factor l/(pi + P3)2 where

(Pi + Ps)2 = 2pi • p3 = 2£1
1£3(1 - cos03i). (15)

Evidently, l/(pi + P3)2 is singular when 03i -+ 0 and when E3 -+ 0. The collinear

singularity is somewhat softened because the numerator of the Feynman diagram

contains a factor proportional to #31 in the collinear limit. (This is not exactly

obvious, but is easily seen by calculating. If you like symmetry arguments, you can

derive this factor from quark helicity conservation and overall angular momentum

conservation.) We thus find that

J2L (16)

for B 3 - t 0 and #31 -¥ 0. Note the universal nature of these factors.

/ P I

V «( Pi + P3

\\

Figure 4: Cross section for e+e~ -¥ qqg, illustrating the singularity when the

gluon is soft or collinear with the quark.

Integration over the double singular region of the momentum space for the

gluon has the form

• E$dE3d cos 63ld<p

E3
• J

Combining the integration with the matrix element squared gives

i2

(17)

(18)

Thus we have a double logarithmic divergence in perturbation theory for the soft

and collinear region. With just a little enhancement of the argument, we see

that there is a collinear divergence from integration over 93i at finite E3 and a

separate soft divergence from integration over E3 at finite #31. Essentially the

same argument applies to more complicated graphs. There are divergences when

two final state partons become collinear and when a final state gluon becomes soft.

Generalizing further,8 there are also divergences when several final state partons

become collinear to one another or when several (with no net flavor quantum

numbers) become soft.

We have seen that if we integrate over the singular region in momentum space

with no cutoff, we get infinity. The integrals are logarithmically divergent, so if we

integrate with an infrared cutoff Mm, we will get big logarithms of MjR/s. Thus

the collinear and soft singularities represent perturbation theory out of control.

Carrying on to higher orders of perturbation theory, one gets

1 + a, x (big) + a2 x (big)2 + • • •. (19)

If this expansion is in powers of as(Mz), we have a, >C 1. Nevertheless, the

big logarithms seem to spoil any chance of the low order terms of perturbation
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theory being a good approximation to any cross section of interest. Is the situation

hopeless? We shall have to investigate further to see.

2.3 Interlude: Null Plane Coordinates

In order to understand better the issue of singularities, it is helpful to introduce

a concept that is generally quite useful in high-energy quantum field theory, null

plane coordinates (see Fig. 5). The idea is to describe the momentum of a particle

using momentum components p" = (p+,p~,pl,P2) where

Integration over the mass shell is

= (p°±p3)/v/2. (20)

Figure 5: Null plane axes in momentum space.

For a particle with large momentum in the +z direction and limited transverse

momentum, p + is large and p~ is small. Often one chooses the plus axis so that

a particle or group of particles of interest have large p + and small p~ and pr-

Using null plane components, the covariant square of p" is

Thus, for a particle on i ts mass shell, p~ is

Note also that, for a particle on its mass shell,

0, 0.

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

We also use the plus/minus components to describe a space-time point i*1:

x± = (x° ± a;3)/\/2. In describing a system of particles moving with large mo-

mentum in the plus direction, we are invited to think of x+ as "time." Classically,

the particles in our system follow paths nearly parallel to the x+ axis, evolving

slowly as it moves from one x+ = const, plane to another.

We relate momentum space to position space for a quantum system by Fourier

transforming. In doing so, we have a factor exp(»p • x), which has the form

p • x = p a ; + p xi r + — l (25)

Thus a;~ is conjugate to p + , and x+ is conjugate to p~. That is a little confusing,

but it is simple enough.

2.4 Space-Time Picture of the Singularities

We now return to the singularity structure of e+e" -4 qqg. Define P\ +Pi=kiL.

Choose null plane coordinates with k+ large and kj = 0. Then k2 = 2k+k~

becomes small when
_ _ P3.T, _ _ Pa,T (26)

becomes small. This happens when P3,T becomes small with fixed pf and p j , so

that the gluon momentum is nearly collinear with the quark momentum. It also

happens when P3,r and p j both become small with p$ oc |P3,T|, SO that the gluon

momentum is soft. (It also happens when the quark becomes soft, but there is a

numerator factor that cancels the soft quark singularity.) Thus the singularities

for a soft or collinear gluon correspond to small k~.

Now consider the Fourier transform to coordinate space. The quark propagator

in Fig. 6 is

SF(k) = Jdx+dx~dx exp(i[ifc+ar + k~x+ - k • x]) SF(x). (27)

When k+ is large and k is small, the contributing values of x have small x and

large x+. Thus the propagation of the virtual quark can be pictured in space-

time as in Fig. 6. The quark propagates a long distance in the a:+ direction
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before decaying into a quark-gluon pair. That is, the singularities that can lead

to divergent perturbative cross sections arise from interactions that happen a long

time after the creation of the initial quark-antiquark pair.

Figure 6: Correspondence between singularities in momentum space and the de-

velopment of the system in space-time.

2.5 Nature of the Long-Time Physics

Imagine dividing the contributions to a scattering cross section into long-time

contributions and short-time contributions. In the long-time contributions, per-

turbation theory is out of control, as indicated in Eq. (19). Nevertheless, the

generic structure of the long-time contribution is of great interest. This structure

is illustrated in Fig. 7. Perturbative diagrams have big contributions from space-

time histories in which partons move in collinear groups and additional partons

are soft and communicate over large distances, while carrying small momentum.

The picture of Fig. 7 is suggested by the singularity structure of diagrams at

any fixed order of perturbation theory. Of course, there could be nonperturbative

effects that would invalidate the picture. Since nonperturbative effects can be

invisible in perturbation theory, one cannot claim that the structure of the final

state indicated in Fig. 7 is known to be a consequence of QCD. One can point,

however, to some cases in which one can go beyond fixed order perturbation theory

and sum the most important effects of diagrams of all orders (for example, Ref. 9).

In such cases, the general picture suggested by Fig. 7 remains intact.

We thus find that perturbative QCD suggests a certain structure of the final

state produced in e+e~ —• hadrons: the final state should consist of jets of nearly

Figure 7: Typical paths of partons in space contributing to e+e~ -> hadrons,

as suggested by the singularities of perturbative diagrams. Short wavelength

Reids are represented by classical paths of particles. Long wavelength Gelds are

represented by wavy lines.

collinear particles plus soft particles moving in random directions. In fact, this

qualitative prediction is a qualitative success.

Given some degree of qualitative success, we may be bolder and ask whether

perturbative QCD permits quantitative predictions. If we want quantitative pre-

dictions, we will somehow have to find things to measure that are not sensitive to

interactions that happen long after the basic hard interaction. This is the subject

of the next section.

2.6 The Long-Time Problem

We have seen that perturbation theory is not effective for long-time physics. But

the detector is a long distance away from the interaction, so it would seem that

long-time physics has to be present.

Fortunately, there are some measurements that are not sensitive to long-time

physics. An example is the total cross section to produce hadrons in e+e~ anni-

hilation. Here, effects from times At » l/y/s cancel because of unitarity. To see

why, note that the quark state is created from the vacuum by a current opera-

tor J at some time /; it then develops from time t to time oo according to the

interaction picture evolution operator U(oo,t), when it becomes the final state

\N). The cross section is proportional to the sum over N of this amplitude times
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a similar complex conjugate amplitude with t replaced by a different time t'. We

Fourier transform this with exp(—i-/s (t — t')), so that we can take At s t — t' to

be of order 1/i/s. Now, replacing £ |A0(N| by the unit operator and using the

unitarity of the evolution operators U, we obtain

(28)
AT

, 00)1/(00, = (O\J(t')U(t',t)J(t)\O).

Because of unitarity, the long-time evolution has canceled out of the cross section,

and we have only evolution from t to t'.

There are three ways to view this result. First, we have the formal argument

given above. Second, we have the intuitive understanding that after the initial

quarks and gluons are created in a time At of order l/-/s, something will happen

with probability 1. Exactly what happens is long-time physics, but we don't care

about it since we sum over all the possibilities |JV). Third, we can calculate at

some finite order of perturbation theory. Then we see infrared infinities at various

stages of the calculations, but we find that the infinities cancel between real gluon

emission graphs and virtual gluon graphs. An example is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Cancellation between real and virtual gluon graphs. If we integrate the

real gluon graph on the left times the complex conjugate of the similar graph with

the gluon attached to the antiquark, we will get an infrared infinity. However, the

virtual gluon graph on the right times the complex conjugate of the Born graph

is also divergent, as is the Born graph times the complex conjugate of the virtual

gluon graph. Adding everything together, the infrared infinities cancel.

We see that the total cross section is free of sensitivity to long-time physics. If

the total cross section were all you could look at, QCD physics would be a little

boring. Fortunately, there are other quantities that are not sensitive to infrared

effects. They are called infrared safe quantities.

To formulate the concept of infrared safety, consider a measured quantity that

is constructed from the cross sections,

to make n hadrons in e+e~ annihilation. Here, Ej is the energy of the jth hadron

and Qj = (Oj,(f>j) describes its direction. We treat the hadrons as effectively

massless and do not distinguish the hadron flavors. Following the notation of

Ref. 10, let us specify functions Sn that describe the measurement we want, so

that the measured quantity is

1 = -h

+^
— J da[A]

(30)

The functions S are symmetric functions of their arguments. In order for our

measurement to be infrared safe, we need

Sn+i(pi,...,(l - A)p{J,Ap{J) = Sn(py,...,p£) (31)

for 0 < A < 1.

What does this mean? The physical meaning is that the functions Sn and

<Sn_i are related in such a way that the cross section is not sensitive to whether

or not a mother particle divides into two collinear daughter particles that share

its momentum. The cross section is also not sensitive to whether or not a mother

particle decays to a daughter particle carrying all of its momentum and a soft

daughter particle carrying no momentum. T h e cross section is also not sensitive

to whether or not two collinear particles combine, or a soft particle is absorbed

by a fast particle. All of these decay and recombination processes can happen

with large probability in the final state long after the hard interaction. But,

by construction, they don't matter as long as the sum of the probabilities for

something to happen or not to happen is one.

Another version of the physical meaning is that for an IR-safe quantity, a

physical event with hadron jets should give approximately the same measurement
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as a parton event with each jet replaced by a parton, as illustrated in Fig. 9. To

see this, we simply have to delete soft particles and combine collinear particles

until three jets have become three particles.

Figure 9: Infrared safety. In an infrared safe measurement, the three-jet event

shown on the left should be (approximately) equivalent to an ideal three-jet event

shown on the right.

In a calculation of the measured quantity I , we simply calculate with partons

instead of hadrons in the final state. The calculations! meaning of the infrared

safety condition is that the infrared infinities cancel. The argument is that the

infinities arise from soft and collinear configurations of the partons, that these

configurations involve long times, and that the time evolution operator is unitary.

I have started with an abstract formulation of infrared safety. It would be

good to have a few examples. The easiest is the total cross section, for which

5n(Pl'i---,P{J) = 1- (32)

A less trivial example is the thrust distribution. One defines the thrust Tn of an

n particle event as
'1=1 \P* ' I /nn \
™ 1*1 • (33)

Here u is a unit vector, which we vary to maximize the sum of the absolute values

of the projections of pi on u. Then the thrust distribution (1/<T(O() dcr/dT is defined

by taking

Sn(p? j>£) = ( l / *« ) S(T - Tn(fu• • • ,PiJ)) • (34)

It is a simple exercise to show that the thrust of an event is not affected by

collinear parton splitting or by zero momentum partons. Therefore, the thrust

distribution is infrared safe.

Another infrared safe quantity is the cross sections to make n jets. Here

one has to define what one means by a jet. The definitions used in electron-

positron annihilation typically involve successively combining particles that are

nearly collinear to make the jets . A description can be found in Ref. 11. I discuss

jet cross sections for hadron collisions in Sec. 5.4.

A final example is the energy-energy correlation function,12 which measures

the average of the product of the energy in one calorimeter cell times the energy

in another calorimeter cell. One looks at this average as a function of the angular

separation of the calorimeter cells.

Before leaving this subject, I should mention another way to eliminate sensi-

tivity to long-time physics. Consider the cross section

da(e+e- -> TT + X)
d~E '

This cross, section can be written as a convolution of two factors, as illustrated

in Fig. 10. The first factor is a calculated "hard scattering cross section" for

e+e~ -> quark + X or e+e~ —»• gluon + X. The second factor is a "parton decay

function" for quark -> it + X or gluon —> ix + X. These functions contain the

long-time sensitivity and are to be measured, since they cannot be calculated

perturbatively. However, once they are measured in one process, they can be used

for another process. This final state factorization is similar to the initial state

factorization involving parton distribution functions, which we will discuss later.

(See Refs. 1, 2, and 13 for more information.)

X

Figure 10: The cross section for e+e~ -*• •K + X can be written as a convolution of

a short-distance cross section (inside the dotted line) and a parton decay function.

3 The Smallest Time Scales

In this section, I explore the physics of time scales smaller than l/-\/s. One

way of looking at this physics is to say that it is plagued by infinities and we

can manage to hide the infinities. A better view is that the short-time physics
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contains wonderful truths that we would like to discover—truths about grand

unified theories, quantum gravity, and the like. However, quantum field theory

is arranged so as to effectively hide the truth from our experimental apparatus,

which can probe with a time resolution of only an inverse half TeV.

I first outline what renormalization does to hide the ugly infinities or the beau-

tiful truth. Then I describe how renormalization leads to the running coupling.

Because of renormalization, calculated quantities depend on a renormalization

scale. I look at how this dependence works and how the scale can be chosen.

Finally, I discuss how one can use experiment to look for the hidden physics be-

yond the Standard Model, taking high ET jet production in hadron collisions as

an example.

3.1 What Renormalization Does

In any Feynman graph, one can insert perturbative corrections to the vertices and

the propagation of particles, as illustrated in Fig. 11. The loop integrals in these

graphs will get big contributions from momenta much larger than v^- That is,

there are big contributions from interactions that happen on t ime scales much

smaller than 1 /y/s. I have tried to illustrate this in the figure. T h e virtual vector

boson propagates for a time l/y/s, while the virtual fluctuations that correct the

electroweak vertex and the quark propagator occur over a time A t that can be

much smaller than

Figure 11: Renormalization. The effect of the very small time interactions pictured

ore absorbed into the running coupling.

Let us pick an ultraviolet cutoff M that is much larger than y/s, so that we

calculate the effect of fluctuations with l/M < At exactly, up to some order of

perturbation theory. What, then, is the effect of virtual fluctuations on smaller

time scales, At with At < l/M but, say, At still larger than tpimck, where gravity

takes over? Let us suppose that we are willing to neglect contributions to the

cross section that are of order y/s/M or smaller compared to the cross section

itself. Then there is a remarkable theorem14: the effects of the fluctuations are

not particularly small, but they can be absorbed into changes in the couplings of

the theory. (There are also changes in the masses of the theory and adjustments

to the normalizations of the field operators, but we can concentrate on the effect

on the couplings.)

The program of absorbing very short-time physics into a few parameters goes

under the name of renormalization. There are several schemes available for renor-

malizing. Each of them involves the introduction of some scale parameter that is

not intrinsic to the theory but tells how we did the renormalization. Let us agree

to use MS renormalization (see Ref. 14 for details). Then we introduce an MS

renormalization scale p. A good (but approximate) way of thinking of (i is that

the physics of time scales At < 1/fx is removed from the perturbative calculation.

The effect of the small time physics is accounted for by adjusting the value of the

strong coupling, so that its value depends on the scale that we used: aB = ot,(fi).

(The value of the electromagnetic coupling also depends on ft.)

3.2 The Running Coupling

We account for time scales much smaller than 1/fi by using the running coupling

cta(fi). That is, a fluctuation such as that illustrated in Fig. 12 can be dropped

from a calculation and absorbed into the running coupling that describes the

probability for the quark in the figure to emit the gluon. The \i dependence of

Q,(//) is given by a certain differential equation, called the renormalization group

equation (see Ref. 14):

(36)

One calculates the beta function /?(<*,) perturbatively in QCD. The first coeffi-

cient, with the conventions used here, is

= (33-2 iV»/12 , (37)

where Nf is the number of quark flavors.

Of course, at time scales smaller than a very small cutoff l/M (at the "GUT

scale," say), there is completely different physics operating. Therefore, if we use
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Figure 12: Short-time fluctuations in the propagation of the gluon field absorbed

into the running strong coupling.

just QCD to adjust the strong coupling, we can say that we are accounting for

the physics between times \jM and 1/fi (see Fig. 13). The value of as at /JO « M

is then the boundary condition for the differential equation.

rcnormalization
group fixed order

log(l/M) \og(At)

Figure 13: Distance scales accounted for by explicit fixed order perturbative cal-

culation and by use of the renormalization group.

The renormalization group equation sums the effects of short-time fluctuations

of the fields. To see what one means by "sums" here, consider the result of solving

the renormalization group equation with all of the /?,- beyond /?o set to zero:

(38)

A series in powers of as(M)—that is, the strong coupling at the GUT scale—is

summed into a simple function of /i. Here a3(M) appears as a parameter in the

solution.

Note a crucial and wonderful fact. The value of as(ft) decreases as y. increases.

This is called "asymptotic freedom." Asymptotic freedom implies that QCD acts

like a weakly interacting theory on short time scales. It is true that quarks and

gluons are strongly bound inside nucleons, but this strong binding is the result of

weak forces acting collectively over a long time.

as{M)

In Eq. (38), we are invited to think of the graph of a,{n) versus /i. The

differential equation that determines this graph is characteristic of QCD. There

could, however, be different versions of QCD with the same differential equation

but different curves, corresponding to different boundary values a$(M). Thus,

the parameter as(M) tells us which version of QCD we have. To determine this

parameter, we consult experiment. Actually, Eq. (38) is not the most convenient

way to write the solution for the running coupling. A better expression is

7T

Here we have replaced as(M) by a different (but completely equivalent) parameter

A. A third form of the running coupling is

(40)

Here the value of as(fi) at \i = Mj, labels the version of QCD that is valid in our

world.

In any of the three forms of the running coupling, one should revise the equa-

tions to account for the second term in the beta function in order to be numerically

precise.

3.3 The Choice of Scale

In this section, we consider the choice of the renormalization scale fi in a calculated

cross section. Consider, as an example, the cross section for e+e~ —> hadrons via

virtual photon decay. Let us write this cross section in the form

tftot = • (41)

Here s is the square of the cm. energy, a is e2/(47r), and Qj is the electric charge

in units of e carried by the quark of flavor / , with / = u,d, s, c, b. The nontrivial

part of the calculated cross section is the quantity A, which contains the effects of

the strong interactions. Using MS renormalization with scale fi, one finds (after

a lot of work) that A is given by15
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A = ?M + [L4092 + 1.9167 In (/z2/*

+ [-12.805+7.8186 In (f/s) + 3.674 In2(/i2/s)] f 2 ^

(42)

Here, of course, one should use for a,{fi) the solution of the renormalization group

Eq. (36) with at least two terms included.

As discussed in the preceding subsection, when we renormalize with scale ft, we

are defining what we mean by the strong coupling. Thus, a, in Eq. (42) depends

on /x. The perturbative coefficients in Eq. (42) also depend on //. On the other

hand, the physical cross section does not depend on ft:

d
•A = 0. (43)

That is because \i is just an artifact of how we organize perturbation theory, not

a parameter of the underlying theory.

Let us consider Eq. (43) in more detail. Write A in the form

(44)
n=l

If we differentiate not the complete infinite sum but just the first N terms, we get

minus the derivative of the sum from N + 1 to infinity. This remainder is of order

a?+1 as a, -> 0. Thus

cn(fi) a. (45)
n = i

That is, the harder we work calculating more terms, the less the calculated cross

section depends on /*.

Since we have not worked infinitely hard, the calculated cross section depends

on (i. What choice shall we make for (J.1 Clearly, In (p2/s) should not be big.

Otherwise the coefficients Cn(/z) are large and the "convergence" of perturbation

theory will be spoiled. There are some who will argue that one scheme or the other

for choosing p. is the "best." You are welcome to follow whichever advisor you

want. I will show you below tha t for a well-behaved quantity like A, the precise

choice makes little difference, as long as you obey the common sense prescription

that In (/i2/s) not be big.

3.4 An Example

Let us consider a quantitative example of how A(/i) depends on fi. This will also

give us a chance to think about the theoretical error caused by replacing A by the

sum An of the first n terms in its perturbative expansion. Of course, we do not

know what this error is. All we can do is provide an estimate. (Our discussion

will be rather primitive. For a more detailed error estimate for the case of the

hadronic width of the Z boson, see Ref. 16.)

Let us think of the error estimate in the spirit of a "1 <r" theoretical error: we

would be surprised if |An — A| were much less than the error estimate and we

would also be surprised if this quantity were much more than the error estimate.

Here, one should exercise a little caution. We have no reason to expect that theory

errors are Gaussian distributed. Thus a 4 a difference between An and A is not

out of the question, while a 4 a fluctuation in a measured quantity with purely

statistical, Gaussian errors is out of the question.

Take a,(Mz) = 0.117, y/s = 34 GeV, five flavors. In Fig. 14, I plot A(/z)

versus p defined by

(46)

Figure 14: Dependence of A (/it) on tie MS renormaJization scale ft. The falling

curve is Ai. The flatter curve is A2. The horizontal lines indicate the amount of

variation of A2 when n varies by a factor of 2.

The steeply falling curve is the order aj approximation to A(^), Ai(/i) = OI,(IJ.)/TT.

Notice that if we change \i by a factor of two, Ai (/1) changes by about 0.006. If we
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had no other information than this, we might pick Ai(ys) « 0.044 as the "best"

value and assign a ±0.006 error to this value. (There is no special magic to the

use of a factor of two here. The reader can pick any factor that seems reasonable.)

Another error estimate can be based on the simple expectation that the coeffi-

cients of a" are of order of one for the first few terms. (Eventually, they will grow

like n! Reference 16 takes this into account, but we ignore it here.) Then the first

omitted term should be of order of ±1 x a] « ±0.020 using as(34 GeV) « 0.14.

Since this is bigger than the previous ±0.006 error estimate, we keep this larger

estimate: A « 0.044 ± 0.020.

Returning now to Fig. 14, the second curve is the order a2
a approximation,

A2(/u). Note that A2(/^) is less dependent on n than Ai(^i).

What value would we now take as our best estimate of A? One idea is to

choose the value of \i at which A2(/i) is least sensitive to /i. This idea is called

the principle of minimal sensitivity17:

(47)

This prescription gives A « 0.0470. Note that this is about 0.003 away from our

previous estimate, A « 0.0440. Thus our previous error estimate of 0.020 was too

big, and we should be surprised that the result changed so little. We can make a

new error estimate by noting that A^di) varies by about 0.0012 when n changes

by a factor of two from fipMS- Thus, we might estimate that A « 0.0470 with

an error of ±0.0012. This estimate is represented by the two horizontal lines in

Fig. 14.

An alternative error estimate can be based on the next term being of order of

±1 x a^ (34 GeV) « 0.003. Since this is bigger than the previous ±0.0012 error

estimate, we keep this larger estimate: A « 0.0470 ± 0.003.

I should emphasize that there are other ways to pick the "best" value for A.

For instance, one can use the BLM method,18 which is based on choosing the /x

that sets to zero the coefficient of the number of quark flavors in A2(/i). Since the

graph of A2(/x) is quite flat, it makes very little difference which method one uses.

Now let us look at A(/i) evaluated at order o£, Az(fi). Here we make use of

the full formula in Eq. (42). In Fig. 15,1 plot ^(fi) along with Ai(fi) and Ai(/z).

The variation of ^(fi) with n is smaller than that of A2(/i). The improvement is

not overwhelming, but is apparent particularly at small ft.

Figure 15: Dependence of A((i) on the MS renormalization scale fx. The falling

curve is A\. The Batter curve is A2. Tfje still Hatter curve is A3.

It is a little difficult to see what is happening in Fig. 15, so I show the same

thing with an expanded scale in Fig. 16. (Here the error band based on the /J.

dependence of A2 is also indicated. Recall that we decided that this error band

was an underestimate.) The curve for As(/^) has zero derivative at two places.

The corresponding values are A a* 0.0436 and A « 0.0456. If I take the best value

of A to be the average of these two values and the error to be half the difference,

I get A « 0.0446 ± 0.0010. The alternative error estimate is ±1 x aA
s (34 GeV)

« 0.0004. We keep the larger error estimate of ±0.0010.

Was the previous error estimate valid? We guessed A « 0.0470 ± 0.003. Our

new best estimate is 0.0446. The difference is 0.0024, which is in line with our

previous error estimate. Had we used the error estimate ±0.0012 based on the

\i dependence, we would have underestimated the difference, although we would

not have been too far off.

3.5 Beyond the Standard Model

We have seen how the renormalization group enables us to account for QCD

physics at time scales much smaller than ,/s, as indicated in Fig. 17. However, at

some scale At ~ l/M, we run into the unknown!

How can we see the unknown in current experiments? First, the unknown

physics affects a,, acm, s in^w)- Second, the unknown physics affects masses

of u, d,..., e, fi,.... That is, the unknown physics (presumably) determines the
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Figure 16: Dependence of A(/j.) on the MS renormalization scale /i with an ex-

panded scale. The falling curve is A | . The flatter curve is A2. The still flatter

curve is A3. The horizontal lines represent the variation of A2 when \i varies by

a factor two.

renormalizatiou
group fixed order

log(l/M) \og(At)

Figure 17: Time scales accounted for by fixed order perturbative calculations and

by use of the renormalization group.

parameters of the Standard Model. These parameters have been well-measured.

Thus, a Nobel prize awaits the physicist who figures out how to use a model for

the unknown physics to predict these parameters.

There is another way that as y e t unknown physics can affect current exper-

iments. Suppose that quarks can scatter by the exchange of some new particle

with a heavy mass M, as illustrated in Fig. 18, and suppose that this mass is not

too enormous, only a few TeV. Perhaps the new particle isn't a particle at all,

but is a pair of constituents that l ive inside of quarks. As mentioned above, this

physics affects the parameters of t h e Standard Model. However, unless we can

predict the parameters of the Standard Model, this effect does not help us. There

is, however, another possible clue. The physics at the TeV scale can introduce

new terms into the Lagrangian tha t we can investigate in current experiments.

In the second diagram in Fig. 18 , the two vertices are never at a separation in

time greater than 1/Af, so that our low-energy probes cannot resolve the details

of the structure. As long as we stick to low-energy probes, ^/s <g. M, the effect

of the new physics can be summarized by adding new terms to the Lagrangian of

QCD. A typical term might be

~2

(48)

There is a factor g2 that represents how well the new physics couples to quarks.

The most important factor is the factor 1/M2. This factor must be there: the

product of field operators has dimension 6 and the Lagrangian has dimension

4, so there must be a factor with dimension —2. Taking this argument one step

further, the product of field operators in AC must have a dimension greater than 4

because any product of field operators having dimension equal to or less than 4

that respects the symmetries of the Standard Model is already included in the

Lagrangian of the Standard Model.

Figure 18: New physics at a TeV scaie. In the first diagram, quarts scatter by

gluon exchange. In the second diagram, the quarks exchange a new object with a

TeV mtiss, or perhaps exchange some of the constituents out of which quarks are

made.

3.6 Looking for New Terms in the Effective Lagrangian

How can one detect the presence in the Lagrangian of a term like that in Eq. (48)?

These terms are small. Therefore we need either a high-precision experiment, or

an experiment that looks for some effect that is forbidden in the Standard Model,

or an experiment that has moderate precision and operates at energies that are

as high as possible.

Let us consider an example of the last of these possibilities, p + p -> jet + X

as a function of the transverse energy (~ Pr) of the jet. The new term in the
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Lagrangian should add a little bit to the observed cross section that is not included

in the standard QCD theory. When the transverse energy Ep of the jet is small

compared to M, we expect

Data - Theory .2 ET

Theory K 9 M2'
(49)

Here the factor g2/M2 follows because AC contains this factor. The factor ET

follows because the left-hand side is dimensionless and ET is the only factor with

dimension of mass that is available.

In Fig. 19,1 show a plot comparing experimental jet cross sections from CDF20

and D0 (Ref. 21) compared to next-to-leading order QCD theory. The theory

works fine for ET < 200 GeV, but for 200 GeV < ET, there appears to be a

systematic deviation of just the form anticipated in Eq. (49).

0.5

I *
•0.5

CTEQ3M
o CDF (Preliminary)* 1.03
A DO (Preliminary)'1.01

50 100
Et (GeV)

200 300 400

Figure 19: Jet cross sections from CDF and D0 compared to QCD theory. (Data-

Theory) /Theory is plotted versus the transverse energy ET of the jet. The the-

ory here is next-to-leading order QCD using the CTEQ3M parton distribution.

Source: Ref. 19.

This example illustrates the idea of how small distance physics beyond the

Standard Model can leave a trace in the form of small additional terms in the

effective Lagrangian that controls physics at currently available energies. However,

in this case, there is some indication that the observed effect might be explained

by some combination of the experimental systematic error and the uncertainties

inherent in the theoretical prediction.22 In particular, the prediction is sensitive

to the distributions of quarks and gluons contained in the colliding protons, and

the gluon distribution in the kinematic range of interest here is rather poorly

known. In the next section, we turn to the definition, use, and measurement of

the distributions of quarks and gluons in hadrons.

4 Deeply Inelastic Scattering

Until now, I have concentrated on hard scattering processes with leptons in the

initial state. For such processes, we have seen that the hard part of the process can

be described using perturbation theory because aa(n) gets small as /J. gets large.

Furthermore, we have seen how to isolate the hard part of the interaction by choos-

ing an infrared safe observable. But what about hard processes in which there

are hadrons in the initial state? Since the fundamental hard interactions involve

quarks and gluons, the theoretical description necessarily involves a description

of how the quarks and gluons are distributed in a hadron. Unfortunately, the

distribution of quarks and gluons in a hadron is controlled by long-time physics.

We cannot calculate the relevant distribution functions perturbatively (although

a calculation in lattice QCD might give them, in principle). Thus, we must find

how to separate the short-time physics from the parton distribution functions,

and we must learn how the parton distribution functions can be determined from

the experimental measurements.

In this section, I discuss parton distribution functions and their role in deeply

inelastic lepton scattering (DIS). This includes e + p ->• e + X and u + p -¥

e + X where the momentum transfer from the lepton is large. I first outline the

kinematics of deeply inelastic scattering and define the structure functions F\, F^

and F3 used to describe the process. By examining the space-time structure of DIS,

we will see how the cross section can be written as a convolution of two factors,

one of which is the parton distribution functions and the other of which is a cross

section for the lepton to scatter from a quark or gluon. This factorization involves

a scale pp that, roughly speaking, divides the soft from the hard regime; I discuss

the dependence of the calculated cross section on HF- With this groundwork laid,

I give the MS definition of parton distribution functions in terms of field operators

and discuss the evolution equation for the parton distributions. I close the section
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with some comments on how the parton distributions are, in practice, determined

from experiment.

4.1 Kinematics of Deeply Inelastic Lepton Scattering

In deeply inelastic scattering, a lepton with momentum W scatters on a hadron

with momentum p^. In the final state, one observes the scattered lepton with

momentum &'*1 as illustrated in Fig. 20. The momentum transfer

q" = k"- k'"

is carried on a photon, or a W or Z boson.

(50)

Figure 20: Kinematics of deeply inelastic scattering.

The interaction between the vector boson and the hadron depends on the

variables q1* and p*. From these two vectors, we can build two scalars (not counting

m2 = p2). The first variable is

Q2 = ~q\ (51)

where the minus sign is included so that Q2 is positive. The second scalar is the

dimensionless Bjorken variable,

_ _ Q2

2p-q
(52)

[In the case of scattering from a nucleus containing A nucleons, one replaces p*1

by p"/A and defines xhi = A Q2/(2p • q).]

One calls the scattering deeply inelastic if Q2 is large compared to 1 GeV2.

Traditionally, one speaks of the scaling limit, Q2 -4 oo with zy fixed. Actually,

the asymptotic theory to be described below works pretty well if Q2 is bigger than,

say, 4 GeV2 and x^ is anywhere in the experimentally accessible range, roughly

10-1 < xhj < 0.5.

The invariant mass squared of the hadronic final state is W2 = (p + q)2. In

the scaling regime of large Q2, one has

- Q2 » m2. (53)

This justifies saying that the scattering is not only inelastic but deeply inelastic.

We have spoken of the scalar variables that one can form from p" and qf.

Using the lepton momentum k11, one can also form the dimensionless variable

P-Q
p-k'

4.2 Structure Functions for DIS

(54)

One can make quite a lot of progress in understanding the theory of deeply in-

elastic scattering without knowing anything about QCD except its symmetries.

One expresses the cross section in terms of three structure functions, which are

functions of ary and Q2 only.

Suppose that the initial lepton is a neutrino, uti, and the final lepton is a

muon. Then in Fig. 20, the exchanged vector boson, call it V, is a W boson,

with mass My = My/. Alternatively, suppose that both the initial and final

leptons are electrons and let the exchanged vector boson be a photon, with mass

My — 0. This was the situation in the original DIS experiments at SLAC in the

late 1960s. In experiments with sufficiently large Q2, Z boson exchange should be

considered along with photon exchange, and the formalism described below must

be augmented.

Given only the electroweak theory to tell us how the vector boson couples to

the lepton, one can write the cross section in the form

4a2d*k Cy ,„„ , , , . „ ^ { 5 5 )

where Cy is 1 in the case that V is a photon and 1/(64 sin4 9w) in the case that

V is a W boson. The tensor V" describes the lepton coupling to the vector boson

and has the form
1~ 7 7") (56)
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in the case that V is a photon. For a W boson, one has

IT = Tr (k • 7 Vic' • 7 T"), (57)

where V is 7**(1 - 75) for a W+ boson (u -> W+t) or 7^(1 + 75) for a W~ boson

(P -> W-| ) . See Ref. 1.

The tensor H*" describes the coupling of the vector boson to the hadronic

system. It depends on p1 and g*1. We know that it is Lorentz invariant and that

W11 = IV"". We also know that the current to which the vector boson couples

is conserved (or in the case of the axial current, conserved in the absence of quark

masses, which we neglect here) so that q^W" = 0. Using these properties, one

finds three possible tensor structures for W". Each of the three tensors multiplies

a structure function, Fi, Fi, or F3, which, since it is a Lorentz scalar, can depend

only on the invariants Zbj and Q2. Thus

a— F3(xbj,Q
2). (58)

If we combine Eqs. (55-58), we can write the cross section for deeply inelastic

scattering in terms of the three structure functions. Neglecting the hadron mass

compared to Q2, the result is

da
(59)

Here the normalization factor N and the factor 5V multiplying F3 are

N =

N =

N =

Q2 '
= 0, e~+h -> e~ + X,

(60)
4sin"(0n') (Q2

In principle, one can use the y dependence to determine all three of .Fi, F2, F3 in

a deeply inelastic scattering experiment.

4.3 Space-Time Structure of DIS

So far, we have used the symmetries of QCD in order to write the cross section for

deeply inelastic scattering in terms of three structure functions, but we have not

used any other dynamical properties of the theory. Now we turn to the question

of how the scattering develops in space and time.

For this purpose, we define a convenient reference frame, which is illustrated

in Fig. 21. Denoting components of vectors v'1 by (v+,v~, v^), we chose the frame

in which

(<7+,<7~,q) = —7= (—Q,Q,0). (61)

Figure 21: Reference frame for the analysis of deeply inelastic scattering.

We also demand that the transverse components of the hadron momentum be

zero in our frame. Then

(p I P ~ > P ) K S ~ S ( — > — T ; — | O ) . (62)

Notice that in the chosen reference frame, the hadron momentum is big and the

momentum transfer is big.

Consider the interactions among the quarks and gluons inside a hadron, using

x+ in the role of "time" as in Sec. 2.3. For a hadron at rest, these interactions

happen in a typical time scale Ax+ ~ 1/m, where m ~ 300 MeV. A hadron

that will participate in a deeply inelastic scattering event has a large momentum,

p+ ~ Q, in the reference frame that we are using. The Lorentz transformation

from the rest frame spreads out interactions by a factor Q/m, so that

r>2-
(63)
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This is illustrated in Fig. 22.

Figure 22: Interactions within a fast moving hadron. The lines represent world

lines of quarks and gluons. The interaction points are spread out in x+ and pushed

together in x~.

I offer two caveats here. First, I am treating xy as being of order of one.

To treat small xy physics, one needs to put back the factors of Xbj) and the

picture changes rather dramatically. Second, the interactions among the quarks

and gluons in a hadron at rest can take place on time scales Aa:+ that are much

smaller than 1/m, as we discussed in Sec. 3. We will discuss this later on, but for

now we start with the simplest picture.

What happens when the fast moving hadron meets the virtual photon? T h e

interaction with the photon carrying momentum q~ ~ Q is localized to within

(64)

During this short time interval, the quarks and gluons in the proton are effec-

tively free, since their typical interaction times are comparatively much longer

(see Fig. 23).

We thus have the following picture. At the moment x+ of the interaction, the

hadron effectively consists of a collection of quarks and gluons (partons) that have

momenta (p*,Pi). We can treat the partons as being free. The pf are large, and

it is convenient to describe them using momentum fractions £,-:

6 = pf/p+, 0 < £ < 1. (65)

Figure 23: Tie virtual photon meets the fast moving hadron. One of the par-

tons is annihilated and recreated as a parton witi a large minus component of

momentum. This parton develops into a jet of particles.

(This is convenient because the & are invariant under boosts along the z axis.)

The transverse momenta of the partons, p,-, are small compared to Q and can

be neglected in the kinematics of the 7-parton interaction. The "on-shell" or

"kinetic" minus momenta of the partons, p,~ = pf/(2pf), are also very small

compared to Q and can be neglected in the kinematics of the 7-parton interaction.

We can think of the partonic state as being described by a wave function

where indices specifying spin and flavor quantum numbers have been suppressed.

This approximate picture is represented in Feynman diagram language in

Fig. 24. The larger filled circle represents the hadron wave function ip. The

smaller filled circle represents a sum of subdiagrams in which the particles have

virtualities of order Q2. All of these interactions are effectively instantaneous on

the time scale of the intra-hadron interactions that form the wave function. The

approximate picture also leads to an intuitive formula that relates the observed

cross section to the cross section for 7-parton scattering:

d<r
dE'du/ + O(m/Q). (67)

In Eq. (67), the function / is a parton distribution function: fa/tl£, //) d£ gives

probability to find a parton with flavor a = g,M,u,d,..., in hadron h, carrying
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Figure 24: Feynman diagram for deeply inelastic scattering.

momentum fraction within d£ of £ = pf/p+- If we knew the wave functions ij>, we

would form / by summing over the number n of unobserved partons, integrating

|^n |2 over the momenta of the unobserved partons, and also integrating over the

transverse momentum of the observed parton.

The second factor in Eq. (67), daa/dE'du', is the cross section for scattering

the lepton from the parton of flavor a and momentum fraction £.

I have indicated a dependence on a factorization scale fx in both factors of

Eq. (67). This dependence arises from the existence of virtual processes among

the partons that take place on a time scale much shorter than the nominal Ax+ ~

Q/m2. I will discuss this dependence in some detail shortly.

4.4 The Hard Scattering Cross Section

The parton distribution functions in Eq. (67) are derived from experiment. The

hard scattering cross sections daa(fi)/dE' dw' are calculated in perturbation theory,

using diagrams like those shown in Fig. 25. The diagram on the left is the lowest

order diagram. The diagram on the right is one of several tha t contributes to da

at order as; in this diagram, the parton o is a gluon.

One can understand a lot about deeply inelastic scattering from Fig. 26, which

illustrates the kinematics of the lowest order diagram. Recall that in the reference

frame that we are using, the virtual vector boson has zero transverse momentum.

The incoming parton has momentum along the plus axis. After the scattering,

the parton momentum must be on the cone h^k1* = 0, so the only possibility is

Lowest order. Higher order.

Figure 25: Some Feynman diagrams for the hard scattering part of deeply inelastic

scattering.

that its minus momentum is nonzero and its plus momentum vanishes. That is

£p+ + q+ = 0.

Since p + = Q/{xhjV2) while q+ = -Q/V2, this implies

(68)

(69)

The consequence of this is that the lowest order contribution to da in Eq. (67)

contains a delta function that sets £ to x\,y Thus deeply inelastic scattering at a

given value of £bj provides a determination of the parton distribution functions

at momentum fraction £ equal to x^, as long as one works only to leading order.

In fact, because of this close relationship, there is some tendency to confuse the

structure functions Fn(ibj, <32) with the parton distribution functions /Olfc (&/<). I

will try to keep these concepts separate: the structure functions Fn are something

that one measures directly in deeply inelastic scattering; the parton distribution

functions are determined rather indirectly from experiments like deeply inelastic

scattering, using formulas that are correct only up to some finite order in as.

4.5 Factorization for the Structure Functions

We will look at DIS in a little detail since it is so important. Our object is to

derive a formula relating the measured structure functions to structure functions

calculated at the parton level. Then we will look at the parton level calculation

at lowest order.

Start with Eq. (67), representing Fig. 24. We change variables in this equation

from (E',(J) to (xbj,y). We relate x\,s to the momentum fraction f and a new
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Figure 26: Kinematics of lowest order diagram.

variable x that is just xbi with the proton momentum p" replaced by the parton

momentum £p'':

Zbi = TT^ = i 7TX = ?*• (70)
J 2p • q 2t,p • q

That is, x is the parton level version of xby The variable y is identical to the parton

level version of y because p^ appears in both the numerator and denominator:
p • q fr-q
p-k £p•k '

(71)

Thus Eq. (67) becomes

da
dxbi dy *=*i>i/e

Now recall that, for 7 exchange, da/(dxbidy) is related to the structure func-

tions by Eq. (59):

). (73)

We define structure functions Fn for partons in the same way:

d& • = N(Q2) \vJP?(«bj/e, Q2) + T^ITC. *?(*«/*. Q2) I • (74)

We insert Eq. (74) into Eq. (72) and compare to Eq. (73). We deduce that the

structure functions can be factored as

Q2) ~ / V E AdO ;*?
•'0 - c

W&Q2) + O(m/Q), (75)

€,Q2) + O(mlQ).

A simple calculation gives Fi and F2 at lowest order:

(76)

), (77)

(78)

Inserting these results into Eqs. (75) and (76), we obtain the lowest order relation

between the structure functions and the parton distribution functions:

F, (xbi, Q
2) ~ 1 E Ql

i^Kj, Q2) ~ E Ql b̂j j) + O(a.) + O(m/Q).

(79)

(80)

The factor 1/2 between aryFi and F2 follows from the Feynman diagrams for spin

1/2 quarks.

4.6 Dependence

I have so far presented a rather simplified picture of deeply inelastic scattering

in which the hard scattering takes place on a time scale Ax+ ~ 1/Q, while the

internal dynamics of the proton take place on a much longer time scale Aa;+ ~

Q/m2. What happens when one actually computes Feynman diagrams and looks

at what time scales contribute? Consider the graph shown in Fig. 27. One finds

that the transverse momenta k range from order m to order Q, corresponding to

energy scales k~ = k2/2fc+ between k~ ~ m2/Q and k~ = Q2/Q ~ Q, or time

scales 1/Q & Ax+ £ Q/m 2 .

The property of factorization for the cross section of deeply inelastic scattering,

embodied in Eq. (67), is established by showing that the perturbative expansion

can be rearranged so that the contributions from long time scales appear in the

parton distribution functions, while the contributions from short time scales ap-

pear in the hard scattering functions. (See Ref. 23 for more information.) Thus,

in Fig. 27, a gluon emission with k2 ~ m2 is part of /(£), while a gluon emission

with k2 ~ Q2 is part of da.

Breaking up the cross section into factors associated with short and long time

scales requires the introduction of a factorization scale, ftp- When calculating

the diagram in Fig. 27, one integrates over k. Roughly speaking, one counts
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Figure 27: Deeply inelastic scattering with a gluon emission.

the contribution from k2 < up as part of the higher order contribution to

convoluted with the lowest order hard scattering function da for deeply inelastic

scattering from a quark. The contribution from ftp < k2 then counts as part

of the higher order contribution to da convoluted with an uncorrected parton

distribution. This is illustrated in Fig. 28. (In real calculations, the split is

accomplished with the aid of dimensional regularization, and is a little more subtle

than a simple division of the integral into two parts.)

hard scattering parton distributions

\og(At)

Figure 28: Distance scales in factorization.

A consequence of this is that both daa{up)/'dE' dw' and fa//,{£,/*?) depend on

HF- Thus we have two scales, the factorization scale JIF in ff/h(£>HF) and the

renormalization scale fi in as(ix). As with fi, the cross section does not depend on

HF- Thus there is an equation d(cross section)/d/.ip = 0 that is satisfied to the

accuracy of the perturbative calculation used. If you work harder and calculate

to higher order, then the dependence on /ip is less.

Often one sets [xp = /* in applied calculations. In fact, it is rather common in

applications to deeply inelastic scattering to set /ip = H = Q-

4.7 Contour Graphs of Scale Dependence

As an example, look at the one-jet inclusive cross section in proton-antiproton

collisions. Specifically, consider the cross section da/dErdr) to make a collimated

spray of particles, a jet, with transverse energy Er and rapidity ;;. [Here, Er is

essentially the transverse momentum carried by the particles in the jet, and i] is

related to the angle between the jet and the beam direction by 7/ = ln(tan(0/2)).]

We will investigate this process and discuss the definitions in the next section.

For now, all we need to know is that the theoretical formula for the cross sec-

tion at next-to-leading order involves the strong coupling as(/i) and two factors

fa/h{x,^F) representing the distribution of partons in the two incoming hadrons.

There is a parton level hard scattering cross section that also depends on n and

HF-

How does the cross section depend on ii in as(n) and /j,F in /„//,(£,/lip)? In

Fig. 29, I show contour plots of the jet cross section versus /.i and up at two

different values of Er. The center of the plots corresponds to a standard choice of

scales, n = ftp = Er/2. The axes are logarithmic, representing log2(2/u/S7-) and

Iog2(2HF/ET). Thus ji and jLp vary from Ej/S to 2Er in the plots.

ET = 100 GeV Er = 500 GeV

Figure 29: Contour plots of the one-jet inclusive cross section versus the renor-

malization scale n and the factorization scale /ip. The cross section is da/dErdi)

at 7; = 0 with ET = 100 GeV in the first graph and ET = 500 GeV in the second.

The horizontal axis in eacii graph represents Nuv = Iog2(2/i/£r) and the vertical

axis represents NCo = \og2(tyF/ET). The contour lines show 5% dianges in the

cross section relative to the cross section at the center of the figures. The cm.

energy is -/s = 1800 GeV.
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Notice that the dependence on the two scales is rather mild for the next-to-

leading order cross section. The cross section calculated at leading order is quite

sensitive to these scales, but most of the scale dependence found at order c?s

has been canceled by the aft contributions to the cross section. One reads from

the figure that the cross section varies by roughly ±15% in the central region of

the graphs, both for medium and large ET- Following the argument of Sec. 3.4,

this leads to a rough estimate of 15% for the theoretical error associated with

truncating perturbation theory at next-to-leading order.

4.8 MS Definition of Parton Distribution Functions

The factorization property, Eq. (67), of the deeply inelastic scattering cross sec-

tion states that the cross section can be approximated as a convolution of a hard

scattering cross section that can be calculated perturbatively and parton distri-

bution functions fa/A(x,fi). But what are the parton distribution functions? This

question has some practical importance. The hard scattering cross section is es-

sentially the physical cross section divided by the parton distribution function, so

the precise definition of the parton distribution functions leads to the rules for

calculating the hard scattering functions.

The definition of the parton distribution functions is to some extent a matter

of convention. The most commonly used convention is the MS definition, which

arose from the theory of deeply inelastic scattering in the language of the "operator

product expansion."2'1 Here I will follow the (equivalent) formulation of Ref. 13.

For a more detailed pedagogical review, the reader may consult Ref. 25.

Using the MS definition, the distribution of quarks in a hadron is given as the

hadron matrix element of certain quark field operators:

(81)

Here \p) represents the state of a hadron with momentum p" aligned so that

PT = 0. For simplicity, I take the hadron to have spin zero. The operator V*t(O)>

evaluated at x* = 0, annihilates a quark in the hadron. The operator i/>,-(0, y~, 0)

recreates the quark at x+ = xj- = 0 and x~ =y~, where we take the appropriate

Fourier transform in y~ so that the quark that was annihilated and recreated has

momentum &+ = fp+. The motivation for the definition is that this is the hadron

matrix element of the appropriate number operator for finding a quark.

There is one subtle point. The number operator idea corresponds to a par-

ticular gauge choice, A+ = 0. If we are using any other gauge, we insert the

operator

(82)

The V indicates a path ordering of the operators and color matrices along the

path from (0,0,0) to (O.jT.O). This operator is the identity operator in A+ = 0

gauge and it makes the definition gauge invariant.

The physics of this definition is illustrated in Fig. 30. The first picture (from

Fig. 23) illustrates the amplitude for deeply inelastic scattering. The fast proton

moves in the plus direction. A virtual photon knocks out a quark, which emerges

moving in the minus direction and develops into a jet of particles. The second

picture illustrates the amplitude associated with the quark distribution function.

We express F as F2F1 where

F2 = Pexpf+ig Hdz-A+{0,z-,0)ta),
\ Jy- /

F, = •Pexp(-igJ™dz-A+(0,z-,0)ta} , (83)

and write the quark distribution function including a sum over intermediate states

\N):

(84)

Then the amplitude depicted in the second picture in Fig. 30 is (N\Fiipi(0)\p).

The operator 4> annihilates a quark in the proton. The operator Fi stands in for

the quark moving in the minus direction. The gluon field A evaluated along a

lightlike line in the minus direction absorbs longitudinally polarized gluons from

the color field of the proton, just as the real quark in deeply inelastic scattering

can do. Thus, the physics of deeply inelastic scattering is built into the definition

of the quark distribution function, albeit in an idealized way. The idealization is

not a problem because the hard scattering function do systematically corrects for

the difference between real deeply inelastic scattering and the idealization.

There is one small hitch. If you calculate any Feynman diagrams for /i//i(£, HF) 1

you are likely to wind up with an ultraviolet-divergent integral. The operator

product that is part of the definition needs renormalization. This hitch is only a

small one. We simply agree to do all of the renormalization using the MS scheme
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DIS Parton distribution

Figure 30: Deeply inelastic scattering and the parton distribution functions.

for renormalization. It is this renormalization that introduces the scale HF into

/,//,(£,/Kp). This role of [X? is in accord with Fig. 28: roughly speaking, /IF is

the upper cutoff for what momenta belong with the parton distribution function;

at the same time, it is the lower cutoff for what momenta belong with the hard

scattering function.

What about gluons? The definition of the gluon distribution function is similar

to the definition for quarks. We simply replace the quark field ij> by suitable

combinations of the gluon field A1*, as described in Refs. 13 and 25.

4.9 Evolution of the Parton Distributions

Since we introduced a scale HF in the definition of the parton distributions in

order to define their renormalization, there is a renormalization group equation

that gives the fip dependence

(85)

This is variously known as the evolution equation, the Altarelli-Parisi equation,

and the DGLAP (Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi) equation. Note the

sum over parton flavor indices. The evolution of, say, an up quark (a = u) can

involve a gluon (6 = g) through the element Pug of the kernel that describes gluon

splitting into uu.

The equation is illustrated in Fig. 31. When we change the renormalization

scale HF, the change in the probability to find a parton with momentum fraction x

and flavor o is proportional to the probability to find such a parton with large

transverse momentum. The way to get this parton with large transverse momen-

tum is for a parton carrying momentum fraction f and much smaller transverse

momentum to split into partons carrying large transverse momenta, including the

parton that we are looking for. This splitting probability, integrated over the

appropriate transverse momentum ranges, is the kernel Paj,.

xp

Figure 31: The renormalization for the parton distribution functions.

The kernel P in Eq. (85) has a perturbative expansion

(86)

The first two terms are known and are typically used in numerical solutions of

the equation. To learn more about the DGLAP equation, the reader may consult

Refs. 1 and 25.

4.10 Determination and Use of the Parton Distributions

The H 5 definition giving the parton distribution in terms of operators is process

independent—it does not refer to any particular physical process. These parton

distributions then appear in the QCD formula for any process with one or two

hadrons in the initial state. In principle, the parton distribution functions could

be calculated by using the method of lattice QCD (see Ref. 25). Currently, they

are determined from experiment.

Currently, the most comprehensive analyses are being done by the CTEQ19

and MRS26 groups. These groups perform a "global fit" to data from experiments
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of several different types. To perform such a fit, one chooses a parameterization
for the parton distributions at some standard factorization scale HQ. Certain sum
rules that follow from the definition of the parton distribution functions are built
into the parameterization. An example is the momentum sum rule:

¥«/-/»«,/*) = !• (87)

Given some set of values for the parameters describing the fa/h(x, lio)i one can
determine fa/h(x,li) for all higher values of /J by using the evolution equation.
Then the QCD cross section formulas give predictions for all of the experiments
that are being used. One systematically varies the parameters in /a//,(a;,//o) to
obtain the best fit to all of the experiments. One source of information about these
fits is the World Wide Web pages of Ref. 27.

If the freedom available for the parton distributions is used to fit all of the
world's data, is there any physical content to QCD? The answer is yes: there are
lots of experiments, so this program won't work unless QCD is right. In fact,
there are roughly 1400 data points in the CTEQ fit and only about 25 parameters
available to fit these data.

5 QCD in Hadron-Hadron Collisions

When there is a hadron in the initial state of a scattering process, there are
inevitably long time scales associated with the binding of the hadron, even if part
of the process is a short-time scattering. We have seen, in the case of deeply
inelastic scattering of a lepton from a single hadron, that the dependence on these
long time scales can be factored into a parton distribution function. But what
happens when two high-energy hadrons collide? The reader will not be surprised
to learn that we then need two parton distribution functions.

I explore hadron-hadron collisions in this section. I begin with the definition
of a convenient kinematical variable, rapidity. Then I discuss, in turn, production
of vector bosons (7*, W, and Z), heavy quark production, and jet production.

5.1 Kinematics: Rapidity

In describing hadron-hadron collisions, it is useful to employ a kinematic variable y
that is called rapidity. Consider, for example, the production of a Z boson plus

anything, p + p -> Z + X. Choose the hadron-hadron cm. frame with the z
axis along the beam direction. In Pig. 32, I show a drawing of the collision.
The arrows represent the momenta of the two hadrons; in the cm. frame, these
momenta have equal magnitudes. We will want to describe the process at the
parton level, a + 6 -> Z + X. The two partons o and b each carry some share
of the parent hadron's momentum, but generally these will not be equal shares.
Thus, the magnitudes of the momenta of the colliding partons will not be equal.
We will have to boost along the z axis in order to get to the parton-parton cm.
frame. For this reason, it is useful to use a variable that transforms simply under
boosts. This is the motivation for using rapidity.

t I
Figure 32: Collision of two hadrons containing paxtons producing a Z boson. The
cm. frame of the two hadrons is normally not the cm. frame of the two partons
that create the Z boson.

Let g*1 = (g+,9~,q) be the momentum of the Z boson. Then the rapidity of
the Z is defined as

1 //.+ \
(88)

The four components (q+, q~, q) of the Z boson momentum can be written in terms
of four variables, the two components of the Z boson's transverse momentum q,
its mass M, and its rapidity:

(q2 + AP)/2, q). (89)

The utility of using rapidity as one of the variables stems from the transfor-
mation property of rapidity under a boost along the z axis:

q-4q.

Under this transformation,
y -> y + CJ.

(90)

(91)
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This is as simple a transformation law as we could hope for. In fact, it is just

the same as the transformation law for velocities in nonrelativistic physics in one

dimension.

Consider now the rapidity of a massless particle. Let the massless particle

emerge from the collision with polar angle 0, as indicated in Fig. 33. A simple

calculation relates the particle's rapidity y to 6:

2/=-ln(tan(0/2)) , (m = 0). (92)

Figure 33: Definition of the polar angle 6 used in calculating the rapidity of a

massless particle.

Another way of writing this is

tan0 = l/sinh2/, (m = 0). (93)

One also defines the pseudompidity 77 of a particle, massless or not, by

77 = - In (tan(0/2)) or tan 6 = 1 / sinh rj. (94)

The relation between rapidity and pseudorapidity is

sinhfj = y/l + vnt/ql sinhy. (95)

Thus.if the particle isn't quite massless, 7/ may still be a good approximation to y.

5.2 7*, W, Z Production in Hadron-Hadron Collisions

Consider the process
A + B -> Z + X, (96)

where A and B are high-energy hadrons. Two features of this reaction are im-

portant for our discussion. First, the mass of the Z boson is large compared to

1 GeV, so that a process with a small time scale At ~ l/Mz must be involved in

the production of the Z. At lowest order in the strong interactions, the process

is q + q -4 Z. Here the quark and antiquark are constituents of the high-energy

hadrons. The second significant feature is that the Z boson does not participate

in the strong interactions, so that our description of the observed final state can

be very simple.

We could equally well talk about A + B -> W + X or A + B -¥ 7" + X where

the virtual photon decays into a muon pair or an electron pair that is observed,

and where the mass of the 7* is large compared to 1 GeV. This last process,28

A+B —)• y"+X -> l++£~+X, is historically important because it helped establish

the parton picture as being correct. The W and Z processes were observed later.

In fact, these are the processes by which the W and Z bosons were first directly

observed.29

In process (96), we allow the Z boson to have any transverse momentum q.

(Typically, then, q will be much smaller than Mz-) Since we integrate over q and

the mass of the Z boson is fixed, there is only one variable needed to describe

the momentum of the Z boson. We choose to use its rapidity y, so that we are

interested in the cross section dajdy.

The cross section takes a factored form similar to that found for deeply inelastic

scattering. Here, however, there are two parton distribution functions:

dy afi
f

dy
(97)

The meaning of this formula is intuitive: fa/A^Ail^F) <1£A gives the probability to

find a parton in hadron A; /fc/s(^s, A*/) ̂ £B gives the probability to find a parton in

hadron B; dba\,jdy gives the cross section for these partons to produce the observed

Z boson. The formula is illustrated in Fig. 34. The hard scattering cross section

can be calculated perturbatively. Figure 34 illustrates one particular order a,

contribution to daat,/dy. The integrations over parton momentum fractions have

limits XA and XB, which are given by

(98)

Equation (97) has corrections of order m/Mz, where m is a mass characteristic

of hadronic systems, say 1 GeV. In addition, when da^dy is calculated to order

aj ' , then there are corrections of order a?+l.

There can be soft interactions between the partons in hadron A and the partons

in hadron B, and these soft interactions can occur before the hard interaction that

creates the Z boson. It would seem that these soft interactions do not fit into
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Figure 34: A Feynman diagram for Z boson production in a hadron-hadron col-

lision. Two partons, carrying momentum fractions £4 and £B, participate in the

hard interaction. This particular Feynman diagram illustrates an order a , contri-

bution to the hard scattering cross section: a gluon is emitted in the process of

making the Z boson. The diagram also shows the decay of the Z boson into an

electron and a positron.

the intuitive picture that comes along with Eq. (97). It is a significant part of

the factorization property that these soft interactions do not modify t h e formula.

These introductory lectures are not the place to go into how this can be. For more

information, the reader is invited to consult Ref. 23.

5.3 Heavy Quark Production

We now turn to the production of a heavy quark and its corresponding antiquark

in a high-energy hadron-hadron collision:

A + B -> Q + Q + X. (99)

The most notable example of this is top quark production. A Feynman diagram

for this process is illustrated in Fig. 35.

The total heavy quark production cross section takes a factored form similar

to that for Z boson production,

£ f1 <%A f
l dfB (100)

As in the case of Z production, QQ production is a hard process, with a time scale

determined by the mass of the quark: At ~ 1/MQ. It is this hard process that is

represented by the calculated cross section af6. Of course, the heavy quark and

PB

Figure 35: Feynman graph for heavy quark production. The lowest order hard

process is g + g —> Q + Q, which occurs at order o£. This particular Feyjiman

diagram illustrates an order a j process in which a gluon is emitted.

antiquark have strong interactions, and can radiate soft gluons or exchange them

with their environment. These effects do not, however, affect the cross section:

once the QQ pair is made, it is made. The probabilities for it to interact in various

ways must add to one. For an argument tha t Eq. (100) is correct, see Ref. 30.

5.4 Jet Production

In our study of high-energy electron-positron annihilation, we discovered three

things. First, QCD makes the qualitative prediction that particles in the final

state should tend to be grouped in collimated sprays of hadrons called jets. The

jets carry the momenta of the first quarks and gluons produced in the hard process.

Second, certain kinds of experimental measurements probe the short-time physics

of the hard interaction, while being insensitive to the long-time physics of parton

splitting, soft gluon exchange, and the binding of partons into hadrons. Such

measurements are called infrared safe. Third, among the infrared safe observables

are cross sections to make jets.

These ideas work for hadron-hadron collisions too. In such collisions, there

is sometimes a hard parton-parton collision, which produces two or more jets, as

depicted in Fig. 36. Consider the cross section to make one jet plus anything else,

A + B -> jet + X. (101)

Let ET be the transverse energy of the jet, defined as the sum of the absolute values

of the transverse momenta of the particles in the jet. Let y be the rapidity of the

jet. Given a definition of exactly what it means to have a jet with transverse
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A

J
Figure 36: Sketcli of a two-jet event at a hadron collider. The cylinder represents

the detector, with the beam pipe along its axis. Typical hadron-hadron collisions

produce beam remnants, the debris from soft interactions among the partons. The

particles in the beam remnants have small transverse momenta., as shown in the

sketch. In rare events, there is a hard parton-parton collision, which produces jets

with high transverse momenta. In the event shown, there are two high Pp jets.

energy Ey and rapidity y, the jet production cross section takes the familiar

factored form

nw - £ %
What shall we choose for the definition of a jet? At a crude level, high ET jets

are quite obvious and the precise definition hardly matters. However, if we want

to make a quantitative measurement of a jet cross section to compare to next-to-

leading order theory, then the definition does matter. There are several possibil-

ities for a definition that is infrared safe. The one most used in hadron-hadron

collisions is based on cones.

In the standard Snowmass Accord definition,31 one imagines that the exper-

imental calorimeter is divided into small angular cells labeled i in i]-<f> space, as

depicted in Fig. 37. We can say that a jet consists of all the particles that fall

into certain calorimeter cells, or we can measure the ET in each cell and build

the jet parameters from the cell variables (Eri,rlh<Pi)- We then say that a jet

consists of the cells inside a certain circle in rj-<j> space. The circle has a radius R,

usually chosen as 0.7 radians, and is centered on a direction (r)j,<t>j). Thus, the

calorimeter cells i included in the jet obey

fa-W)2+ ( * - * / ) ' < # • (103)

The transverse energy of the jet is defined to be

1
»l

s
9 5

I

ft*

1 1 1 M-l 1

1
i

:

i

8

j

Figure 37: Jet definition according to the Snowmass algorithm. The shading of

the squares represents the density of transverse energy as a function of azimuthal

angle </> and pseudorapidity ij. The cells inside the circle constitute the jet.

The direction of the jet is defined to be the direction {r)j,4>j) of the jet axis, which

is chosen to obey

<t>J = T T - £ ET,< * , (105)

>2 ET,i Vi- (106)
cone

Of course, if one picks a trial jet direction {i)j,<j>j) to define the meaning of

"i e cone" and then computes (i)j,<j>j) from these equations, the output jet di-

rection will not necessarily match the input cone axis. Thus one has to treat the

equations iteratively until a consistent solution is found.

Note that the Snowmass algorithm for computing Er,j,<t>j,rij is infrared safe.

Infinitely soft particles do not affect the jet parameters because they enter the

equations with zero weight. If two particles have the same angles rj, <f>, then it

does not matter if we join them together into one particle before applying the

algorithm. For example,

ET,i<t> + ET,2<t> = {ET,i + Era) 4>- (107)

ET,J = (104)
t€cone

Note, however, that the Snowmass definition given above is not complete. It

is perfectly possible for two or more cones that are solutions to Eqs. (104-106)

to overlap. One must then have an algorithm to assign calorimeter cells to one

of the competing jets, thus splitting the jets, or else to merge the jets. When
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supplemented by an appropriate split/merge algorithm, the Snowmass definition

is not as simple as it seemed at first.

In an order a3
B perturbative calculation, one simply applies this algorithm at

the parton level. At this order of perturbation theory, there are two or three

partons in the final state (see Fig. 38). In the case of three partons in the final

state, two of them are joined into a jet if they are within R of the jet axis computed

from the partonic momenta. The split/merge question does not apply at this order

of perturbation theory.

PA

PB

Figure 38: A Feynman diagram for jet production in hadron-hadron collisions.

The leading order diagrams for A+B —> jet+X occur at order ot%. This particular

diagram is for an interaction of order a j . When the emitted gluon is not soft or

nearly collinear to one of the outgoing quarks, this diagram corresponds to a final

state like that shown in the small sketch, with three jets emerging in addition

to the beam remnants. Any of these jets can be the jet that is measured in the

one-jet inclusive cross section.

I showed a comparison of the theory and experiment for the one-jet inclusive

cross section in Fig. 19.

I should record here that the actual jet definitions used in current experiments

are close to the Snowmass definition given above but are not exactly the same.

Furthermore, there are other definitions available that may come into use in the

future. There is not time here to explore the issues of jet definitions in detail.

What I hope to have done is give the outline of one definition and to explore what

the issues are. •

6 Epilogue

QCD is a rich subject. The theory and the experimental evidence indicate that

quarks and gluons interact weakly on short time and distance scales. But the net

effect of these interactions extending over long time and distance scales is that

the chromodynamic force is strong. Quarks are bound into hadrons. Outgoing

partons emerge as je ts of hadrons, with each jet composed of subjets. Thus, QCD

theory can be viewed as starting with simple perturbation theory, but it does not

end there. The challenge for both theorists and experimentalists is to extend the

range of phenomena that we can relate to the fundamental theory.

I thank F. Hautmann for reading the manuscript and helping to eliminate

some of the mistakes.
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ABSTRACT

These lectures contain an elementary introduction to heavy quark sym-

metry and the heavy ,quark expansion. Applications such as the ex-

pansion of heavy meson decay constants and the treatment of inclusive

and exclusive semileptonic B decays are included. Heavy hadron pro-

duction via nonperturbative fragmentation processes is also discussed.
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1 Heavy Quark Symmetry

In these lectures, I will introduce the ideas of heavy quark symmetry and the heavy

quark limit, which exploit the simplification of certain aspects of QCD for infinite

quark mass, mg -+ oo. We will see that while these ideas are extraordinarily

simple from a physical point of view, they are of enormous practical utility in the

study of the phenomenology of bottom and charmed hadrons. One reason for this

is the existence not just of an interesting new limit of QCD, but of a systematic

expansion about this limit. The technology of this expansion is the Heavy Quark

Effective Theory (HQET), which allows one to use heavy quark symmetry to make

accurate predictions of the properties and behavior of heavy hadrons in which the

theoretical errors are under control. While the emphasis in these lectures will be

on the physical picture of heavy hadrons which emerges in the heavy quark limit,

it will be important to introduce enough of the formalism of the HQET to reveal

the structure of the heavy quark expansion as a simultaneous expansion in powers

of AQCD/WQ and a,(m,Q). However, what I hope to leave you with, above all, is

an appreciation for the simplicity, elegance, and coherence of the ideas which

underlie the technical results which will be presented. The interested reader is

also encouraged to consult a number of excellent reviews,1 which typically cover

in more detail the material in the first two sections of these lectures.

1.1 Introduction

Why is an understanding of QCD crucial to the study of the properties of the

bottom and charmed quarks? As an example, consider semileptonic b decay,

6 —y civ. This process is mediated by a four-fermion operator,

l - 7 5 K . (1)

The weak matrix element is easy t o calculate at the quark level,

•Aq-k = (cO>\ O^b) = 2^uc(pc)^(l - W f a ) ut(peh,(l - 7
5K(P,) • (2)

However, ^4quOrk is only relevant at very short distances; at longer distances, QCD

confinement implies that free b and c quarks are not asymptotic states of the

theory. Instead, nonperturbative QCD effects "dress" the quark level transition

6 -> civ to a hadronic transition, such as

5 -> Diu o r B -> D'tv or . . . . (3)

(In these lectures, we will use a convention in which a D meson contains a b quark,

not a b antiquark.) The hadronic matrix element .4imdron depends on nonpertur-

bative QCD as well as on GFVA, and is difficult to calculate from first principles.

To disentangle the weak interaction part of this complicated process requires us

to develop some understanding of the strong interaction effects.

There are a variety of methods by which one can do this. Perhaps the most

popular, historically, has been use of various quark potential models.2 While these

models are typically very predictive, they are based on uncontrolled assumptions

and approximations, and it is virtually impossible to estimate the theoretical

errors associated with their use. This is a serious defect if one builds such a model

into the experimental extraction of a weak coupling constant such as V^, because

the uncontrolled theoretical errors then infect the experimental result.

Another approach, the one to be discussed here, is to exploit as much as

possible the fact that the 6 and c quarks are heavy, by which we mean that

mt,,mc » AQCD. The scale AQCD is the typical energy at which QCD becomes

nonperturbative, and is of the order of hundreds of MeV. The physical quark

masses are approximately mi, « 4.8 GeV and mc « 1.5 GeV. The formalism

which we will develop will not make as many predictions as do potential models.

However, the compensation will be that we will develop a systematic expansion in

powers of A Q C D / ^ O within which we will be able to do concrete error analysis.

In particular, we will be able to estimate the error associated with the fact that

mc may not be very close to the asymptotic limit mc » AQ C D . Even where this

error may be substantial, the fact that it is under control allows us to maintain

predictive power in the theory.

1.2 The Heavy Quark Limit

Consider a hadron HQ composed of a heavy quark Q and "light degrees of free-

dom," consisting of light quarks, light antiquarks, and gluons, in the limit TUQ ->

oo. The Compton wavelength of the heavy quark scales as the inverse of the heavy

quark mass, \Q ~ 1/TTIQ. The light degrees of freedom, by contrast, are charac-

terized by momenta of order AQCD, corresponding to wavelengths A< ~ 1/AQCD-

Since \g ̂ > AQ, the light degrees of freedom cannot resolve features of the heavy

quark other than its conserved gauge quantum numbers. In particular, they can-

not probe the actual value of \Q, that is, the value of rog.
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We draw the same conclusion in momentum space. The structure of the hadron

HQ is determined by nonperturbative strong interactions. The asymptotic free-

dom of QCD implies that when quarks and gluons exchange momenta p much

larger than AQCDI the process is perturbative in the strong coupling constant

as(p). On the other hand, the typical momenta exchanged by the light degrees of

freedom with each other and with the heavy quark, are of order AQCD> for which

a perturbative expansion is of no use. For these exchanges, however, p < TTIQ,

and t h e heavy quark Q does not recoil, remaining at rest in the rest frame of

the hadron. In this limit, Q acts as a static source of electric and chromoelectric

gauge fields. The chromoelectric field, which holds HQ together, is nonpertur-

bative in nature, but it is independent of TUQ. The result is that the properties

of the light degrees of freedom depend only on the presence of the static gauge

field, independent of the flavor and mass of the heavy quark carrying the gauge

charge.*

There is an immediate implication for the spectroscopy of heavy hadrons. Since

the interaction of the light degrees of freedom with the heavy quark is independent

of rriQ, then so is the spectrum of their excitations. It is these excitations which

determine the spectrum of heavy hadrons HQ. Hence, the splittings A,- ~ AQCD

between the various hadrons H'Q are independent of Q, and in the limit m g —> co,

do not scale with TUQ.

For example, the spectra of bottom and charmed mesons are shown schemat-

ically in Fig. 1, in the limit mt,,mc » AQCD- The light degrees of freedom are

in exactly the same state in the mesons B,- and D,, for a given i. The offset

Bi — Di = mt, — mc is just the difference between the heavy quark masses; in no

way does the relationship between the spectra rely on an approximation m*, « mc.

We can enrich this picture by recalling that the heavy quarks and light degrees

of freedom also carry spin. The heavy quark has spin quantum number SQ = 5,

which leads to a chromomagnetic moment

9 ,,\

*> = 5 V (4)

Note t h a t I*Q -> 0 as IUQ -> oo, and the interaction between the spin of the heavy

quark and the light degrees of freedom is suppressed. Hence, the light degrees of

freedom are insensitive to SQ; their state is independent of whether SQ = | or

'Top quarks decay too quickly for a static chromoelectric field to be established around them,

so the simplifications discussed here are not relevant to them.

i
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Figure 1: Schematic spectra of the bottom and charmed mesons in the limit

mi,,mc S> AQCD' The offset of the two spectra is not to scale; in reality, mi,—mc ̂ >

A,- ~ AQCD.

SQ = - 5 . Thus each of the energy levels in Fig. 1 is actually doubled, one state
for each possible value of SQ.

To summarize, what we see is that the light degrees of freedom are the same

when combined with any of the following heavy quark states:

QNk(i), (5)

where there are Nh heavy quarks (in the real world, Nh = 2). The result is

an SU(2Nh) symmetry which applies to the light degrees of freedom.3'7 A new

symmetry means new nonperturbative relations between physical quantities. It is

these relations which we wish to understand and exploit.

The light degrees of freedom have total angular momentum J<, which is integral

for baryons and half-integral for mesons. When combined with the heavy quark

spin SQ = 5, we find physical hadron states with total angular momentum

J = \jt±±\. (6)

If Se ^ 0, then these two states are degenerate. For example, the lightest heavy

mesons have St = 5, leading to a doublet with J = 0 and J = 1. Indeed, in the
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charm system, we find that the states of lowest mass are the spin-0 D and the

spin-1 D"\ the corresponding bottom mesons are the D and B".

When effects of order 1/TOQ are included, the chromomagnetic interactions

split the states of given Se but different./. This "hyperfine" splitting is not calcu-

lable perturbatively, but it is proportional to the heavy quark magnetic moment

HQ. This gives its scaling with IJIQ:

mo

mB

l/mc

l/m6. (7)

From this fact, we can construct a relation which is a nonperturbative prediction

of heavy quark symmetry,

1%. - m\ = m2
D. - ml. (8)

Experimentally, m%. - m\ = 0.49 GeV2 and mD. - m% = 0.55 GeV2, so this

prediction works quite well. Note that this relation involves not just the heavy

quark symmetry, but the systematic inclusion of the leading symmetry violating

effects.

So far, we have formulated heavy quark symmetry for hadrons in their rest

frame. Of course, we can easily boost to a frame in which the hadrons have

arbitrary four-velocity v1' = *f{l,v). For heavy quarks Q\ and Q2, the symmetry

will then relate hadrons Hi (v) and Hi(v) with the same velocity but with different

momenta. This distinguishes heavy quark symmetry from ordinary symmetries

of QCD, which relate states of the same momentum. To remind ourselves of this

distinction, henceforth we will label heavy hadrons explicitly by their velocity:

D(v), D'(v), B(v), B"(v), and so on.

1.3 Semileptonic Decay of a Heavy Quark

Now let us return to the semileptonic weak decay b -> c£u, but now consider it in

the heavy quark limit for the b and c quarks. Suppose the decay occurs at time

t = 0. For t < 0, the b quark is embedded in a hadron Hb\ for t > 0, the c quark

is dressed by light degrees of freedom to H'c. Let us consider the lightest hadrons,

Hb = B(v) and H'c = D(v'). Note that since the leptons carry away energy and

momentum, in general v ^ v'.

What happens to the light degrees of freedom when the heavy quark decays?

For t < 0, they see the chromoelectric field of a point source with velocity v. At

t = 0, this point source recoils instantaneously! to velocity v'\ the color-neutral

leptons do not interact with the light hadronic degrees of freedom as they fly off.

The light quarks and gluons then must reassemble themselves about the recoiling

color source. This nonperturbative process will generally involve the production

of an excited state or of additional particles; the light degrees of freedom can

exchange energy with the heavy quark, so there is no kinematic restriction on the

excitations (of energy ~ AQCD) which can be formed. There is also some chance

that the light degrees of freedom will reassemble themselves back into a ground-

state D meson. The amplitude for this to happen is a function only of the inner

product w = v • v' of the initial and final velocities of the color sources. This

amplitude, £{w), is known as the Isgur-Wise function.3

Clearly, the kinematic point v = u', or w = 1, is a special one. In this corner

of phase space, where the leptons are emitted back to back, there is no recoil

of the source of color field at r = 0. As far as the light degrees of freedom are

concerned, nothing happens! Their state is unaffected by the decay of the heavy

quark; they don't even notice it. Hence, the amplitude for them to remain in the

ground state is exactly unity. This is reflected in a nonperturbative normalization

of the Isgur-Wise function at zero recoil,3

f(l) = l . (9)

As we will see, this normalization condition is of enormous phenomenological use.

It will be extremely important to understand the corrections to this result for

finite heavy quark masses nit, and especially, roc.

The weak decay b -¥ c is mediated by a left-handed current cy^l — *y5)b. Not

only does this operator carry momentum, but it can change the orientation of the

spin SQ of the heavy quark during the decay. For a fixed light angular momentum

Jt, the relative orientation of SQ determines whether the physical hadron in the

final state is a D or a D". However, the light degrees of freedom are insensitive to

SQ, SO the nonperturbative part of the transition is the same whether it is a D or

a D" which is produced. Hence, heavy quark symmetry implies relations between

the hadronic matrix elements which describe the semileptonic decays B —> Df.i>

and B -> D'tv.

tThe weak decay occurs over a very short time St ~ l/M\y < 1/AQCD-
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It is conventional to parameterize these matrix elements b y a set of scalar form

factors. These are defined separately for the vector and axial currents, as follows:

(10)

) = h+(w)(v + v')11 + h-(w){v - v'Y

{D"{v\e)\n"b\B{v)) = hv{w)ie>"""l>t"vTtavt,

) - 0

The set of form factors A,-(to) is the one appropriate to t h e heavy quark limit.

Other linear combinations are also found in the literature. I n any case, the form

factors are independent nonperturbative functions of the recoil, or equivalently,

for fixed m/, and mc, of the momentum transfer. However, in the heavy quark

limit, they correspond to a single transition of the light degrees of freedom, being

distinguished from each other only by the relative orientation of the spin of the

heavy quark. Hence, they may all be written in terms of the single function £(w)

which describes this nonperturbative transition. As we will derive later, the result

is a set of relations,3

h+(w) = hv{w) = hAl(w) = hA,(w) =

h.(w) = hAi(w) = 0, (11)

whicli follow solely from the heavy quark symmetry. Of course, all of the form

factors which do not vanish inherit the normalization condition (9) at zero recoil.

This result is a powerful constraint on the structure of semileptonic decay in the

heavy quark limit.

1.4 Heavy Meson Decay Constant

As a final example of the utility of the heavy quark limit, consider the coupling of

the heavy meson field to the axial vector current. This is conventionally param-

eterized in terms of a decay constant; for example, for the B~ meson, we define

fB via

(0| vrf'fb \B~{pB)) = '7BPB • (12)

What is the dependence of the nonperturbative quantity / a on mg? To address

this question, we rewrite Eq. (12) in a form appropriate to taking the heavy quark

limit, TUB -> oo (which is equivalent to mj -» oo). This entails making explicit

the dependence of all quantities on mg- First, we trade the B momentum for

its velocity,

fB = mBv" . (13)

Second, we replace the usual B~ state, whose normalization depends on mB,

-ft) , (14)

by a mass-independent state,

satisfying

Then Eq. (12) becomes

(15)

(16)

(17)

The nonperturbative matrix element (0| ui*'y&b \B~ («)) is independent of mB in

the heavy quark limit. Hence, we see that in this limit, fB takes the form

V)) = ifBmBif .

fs = x (independent of mB) • (18)

This makes explicit the scaling of fB with mB. It is more interesting to write this

as a prediction for the ratio of charmed and bottom meson decay constants. We

find3-4-6

IB _ lmD , n /'AQCD AQCD\1 ! Q (19)

For the physical bottom and charm masses, of course, the correction terms pro-

portional to AQCD/WQ could be important.

2 Heavy Quark Effective Theory

We have already extracted quite a bit of nontrivial information from the heavy

quark limit. We have found the scaling of various quantities with mq, we have

studied the implications for heavy hadron spectroscopy, and we have found non-

perturbative relations among the hadronic form factors which describe semilep-

tonic 6 -4 c decay. However, all of these results have been obtained in the strict
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limit 771(3 ~* °°- K the heavy quark limit is to be of more than academic interest

and is to provide the basis for quantitative phenomenology, we have to under-

stand how to include corrections systematically. There are actually two types

of corrections which we would like to include. Power corrections are subleading

terms in the expansion in AQCD/TTIQ; those proportional to Aqco/mc are the most

worrisome, because of the relatively small charm quark mass. Logarithmic correc-

tions arise from the implicit dependence of quantities on mq through the strong

coupling constant ae(mq) ~ I/I^TTJQ/AQCD)- For the physical values of mt, and

mc, either of these could be important. What we need is a formalism which can

accommodate them both.

In short, we need to go from a set of heavy quark symmetry predictions in the

mq —> co limit to a reformulation of QCD which provides a controlled expansion

about this limit. The formalism which does the job is the Heavy Quark Effective

Theory, or the HQET. The purpose of the HQET is to allow us to extract, explic-

itly and systematically, all dependence of physical quantities on TTIQ, in the limit

771Q 3> AQCD- In these lectures, we will develop only enough of the technology

to treat the dominant leading effects, providing indications along the way of how

one would carry the expansion further.

The HQET, as formulated here, was developed in a series of papers going back

to the late 1980s (Refs. 3, 4, 6, and 8-15), which the reader who is interested in

tracking its historical development may consult.

2.1 The Effective Lagrangian

Consider the kinematics of a heavy quark Q, bound in a hadron with light degrees

of freedom to make a color singlet state. The small momenta which Q typically

exchanges with the rest of the hadron are of order AQCD 4C mq, and they never

take Q far from its mass shell, pQ = mq. Hence, the momentum PQ can be

decomposed into two parts,

PQ = mqv'x + kf , (20)

where mqv1* is the constant on-shell part of pq, and W ~ AQCD is the small,

fluctuating "residual momentum." The on-shell condition for the heavy quark

then becomes

m% = {mQrf + k")2 = m% + 2mQv • k + k2. (21)

In the heavy quark limit, we may neglect the last term, and we have the simple

condition

v • k = 0 (22)

for an on-shell heavy quark. Here, the velocity u'1 functions as a label; since soft

interactions cannot change D**, there is a velocity superselection rule in the heavy

quark limit, and if is a good quantum number of the QCD Hamiltonian.

We find the same result by taking the mq -* oo limit of the heavy quark

propagator,

_ L_,_i±i_L_. (23)
p — mq + ie 2 v • k + if

In this limit, the propagator is independent of mq. The projection operators

P± = i ^ (24)

project onto the positive (P+) and negative (P_) frequency parts of the Dirac field

Q. This is clear in the Dirac representation in the rest frame, in which P+ and P_

project, respectively, onto the upper two and lower two components of the heavy

quark spinor. In the limit mq -> oo, in which Q remains almost on shell, only the

"large" upper components of the field Q propagate; mixing via zitterbewegung

with the "small" lower components is suppressed by 1/2TTIQ. Hence, the action of

the projectors on Q is

P+Q(x) = Q(x) + O(l/mQ), P_Q(z) = 0 + O(l/mQ). (25)

The momentum dependence of the field Q is given by its action on a heavy

quark state,

Q(z)|Q(p)) = e->*|0>. (26)

If we now multiply both sides by a phase corresponding to the on-shell momentum,

eimQ'>xQ(x)\Q(p)) = e-ih-*\0), (27)

the right side of this equation is independent of TOQ. Hence, the left side must be,

as well. Combining this observation with the argument of the previous paragraph,

we are motivated to define a mQ-independent effective heavy quark field hv(x),

hv(x) = eim<>v-x P+ Q(x). (28)

Note that the effective field carries a velocity label v and is a two-component

object. The modifications to the ordinary field Q(x) project out the positive
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frequency part and ensure that states annihilated by hv(x) have no dependence

on mq. Hence, these are reasonable candidate fields to carry representations of

the heavy quark symmetry. Of course, the small components cannot be neglected

when effects of order 1/TTIQ are included. In the HQBT, they are represented by

afield

Hv(x) = e1"1"1"1 P- Q{x). (29)

The field Hv(x) vanishes in the mq —> oo limit.

The ordinary QCD Lagrange density for a field Q(x) is given by

AJCD = Q(x){ip-mQ)Q(x), (30)

where Dvi = dll — igA^T" is the gauge covariant derivative. To find the Lagrangian

of the HQBT, we substitute

Q(x) = e~'m<lt"*hv(x) + ... (31)

into £QCD and expand. With the aid of the projection identity P+7*'P+ = v^, we

find

AJQET = ho(x)iv • Dh(x). (32)

This simple Lagrangian leads to the propagator we derived earlier,

i
(33)

and to an equally simple quark-gluon vertex,

(34)

Note that both the propagator and the vertex are independent of mq, reflecting

the heavy quark flavor symmetry. They also have no Dirac structure, reflecting

the heavy quark spin symmetry. Our intuitive statements about the structure of

heavy hadrons have been promoted to explicit symmetries of the QCD Lagrangian

in the limit mq -+ co.

It is straightforward to include power corrections to £HQET- Write Q(x) in

terms of the effective fields,

r)] , (35)

(36)

and apply the classical equation of motion (ip — mo)Q(x) = 0:

ip hv(x) + (ip - 2mQ)Hv(x) = 0.

Multiplying by P_ and commuting j> to the right, we find

(iv-D + 2mQ)Hv(x) = ipL hv(x), (37)

where Z?x = D^ — v^v-D. We then substitute Q(x) into £QCD as before, eliminate

Hv(x), and expand in l/m<j to obtain

JCHQET = hviv-Dhv

= huiv

1
" iv • D + 2mq

(38)

The leading corrections have a simple interpretation, which becomes clear in the

rest frame, if = (1,0,0,0). The spin-independent term is

1 1 - 1 - -
2mq *"

(39)
2mq " 2mQ

which is the negative of the nonrelativistic kinetic energy of the heavy quark. Be-

cause of the explicit factor of l/2mq, this term violates the heavy flavor symmetry.

The spin-dependent part is

b 4 K 4 x 9G%="* • s ° • (40)
O G =

which is the coupling of the spin of the heavy quark to the chromomagnetic field.

Because it has a nontrivial Dirac structure, this term violates both the heavy

flavor symmetry and the heavy spin symmetry. For example, OQ is responsible

for the D — D" and B — B" mass splittings. These correction terms will be treated

as part of the interaction Lagrangian, even though OK has a piece which is a pure

bilinear in the heavy quark field.

2.2 Effective Currents and States

The expansion of the weak interaction current ey^l—75)6 is analogous. However,

here we must introduce separate effective fields for the charm and bottom quarks,

each with its own velocity:

6-*/it , c -> / i^ .

Then a general flavor-changing current becomes, to leading order,

(41)

(42)
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where V is a fixed Dirac structure. With the leading power corrections, this is

s r b-+ />„, r hi + ̂ i - ft;,r(i^±)At + ̂ - %,(-$ M + .... (43)

The effective currents, and other operators which appear in the HQET, may often

be simplified by use of the classical equation of motion,

iv • Dhv(x) = 0 . (44)

However, it is only safe to apply these equations naively at order 1/mg; at higher

order, the application of the equations of motion involves additional subtleties.1(i"18

To complete the effective theory, we need rag-independent hadron states which

are created and annihilated by currents containing the effective fields. For exam-

ple, there is an effective pseudoscalar meson state |M(w)) which couples to the

effective axial current qY'fK, with a coupling FM which is independent of mg,

$\qYl*K\M{v))=iFMv». (45)

At lowest order, FM is related to a conventional decay constant such as fs by

fn = FM/^;, (46)

from which we immediately find the relationship [Eq. (19)] between fo and fg.

2.3 Radiative Corrections

We can use the effective Lagrangian £HQET to compute the radiative corrections

to the matrix element [Eq. (45)]. In particular, we would like to extract the

dependence of FM on In rag. This dependence comes through the one-loop renor-

malization of the current <J7''75Q. At lowest order, of course, the renormalization

is straightforward: we simply compute the set of graphs found in Fig. 2. The re-

sult is finite, because the current is (partially) conserved, and we extract a result

of the form

?7"75Q ( l - 7 0 ^ ln(mo/m,) + . . . ) . (47)

Note that there is no explicit dependence on the renormalization scale /J., since

there is no divergence to be subtracted.

The same result may be obtained in the effective theory. In this case, we

must match the currents in full QCD onto HQET currents of the form qYl^K-

Q

Figure 2: Tree level plus the one-loop renormalization of the current qTQ in QCD.

The box represents the current insertion.

This step will induce a matching coefficient containing the explicit dependence on

rag, which is absent, by construction, from the operators and Lagrangian of the

HQETJ In addition, the effective current will not necessarily be conserved, since

the ultraviolet properties of QCD and the HQET differ. Hence, the form of the

matching, once radiative corrections are included, is

97'*75Q -» C{m.Q, n) q^'f'h^ . (48)

We can deduce the form of C(mg, ji) by considering the renormalization of the

effective current g7/<75/tt,, shown in the last three terms of Fig. 3. These diagrams,

computed in the effective theory, are independent of rag. However, in general they

are divergent, so they depend on the renormalization scale fi; the renormalization

takes the form

(49)

where mq acts as an infrared cutoff. The fi dependence in the second term must

be canceled by C(m<j,/Lt). Since the logarithm depends on a dimensionless ratio,

C(niQ,n) must be of the form

°7 (50)

Comparing the dependence on TUQ of C(m.Q,ii) and the expansion [Eq. (47)], we

see that 7o = 7o-

However, the effective theory allows us to go beyond leading order and to

resum all corrections of the form a" In" TTIQ. We do this with the renormalization

group equations, which express the independence of physical observables on the

tin general, the matching procedure at order a, can also induce new Dirac structures qThv.

They do not affect the leading logarithms discussed here.
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Figure 3: Tree level plus the one-loop renormalization of the current gy''fihv in

HQET. The double line is the propagator of the effective field hv.

renormalization scale ft. In this case, they require that the \x dependence of

C{m.Q, /i) cancel that of the one-loop diagrams in Fig. 3, under small changes in

(51)

Here, the total derivative with respect to \i includes the implicit dependence on

of the coupling constant a,(fi):

P{g) = -A-
9

16TT2

(52)

where N; is the n u m b e r of light flavors. We compute the anomalous dimension

7o from the divergent pa r t s of the one-loop diagrams shown in Fig. 3. From the

three terms we find, respectively,4 '6

8 . 1 / 8N . 1 /16N . ( 5 3 )

The solution of the renormalizat ion group equation is

C(m.Q,n) —
.6/25

")

This then yields the leading logarithmic correction to the ratio /B/ID-

i I / / \ \ 6/25

/B _ imp (<x>\mb)\
/D \mB\a,(mc))

(54)

(55)

The radiative correction is approximately a ten percent effect. In fact, it has

a simple physical interpretation. For virtual gluons of "intermediate" energy,

mc< Eg < m/,, the bottom quark is heavy but the charm quark is light. Such

gluons contribute to the difference between / a and fp even in the heavy quark

limit.

In summary, then, the purpose of the HQET is to make explicit all dependence

of observable quantities on m<j. The logarithmic dependence, through a,(m<j),

arises from intermediate virtual gluons with mc < Eg < mi,. We obtain these

corrections by computing perturbatively with the HQET Lagrangian, then using

the renormalization group to resum the logarithms to all orders. The power

dependence, l/n»<j, is extracted systematically in the heavy quark expansion. We

have seen how to expand the Lagrangian and the states to subleading order; the

application of the expansion to a physical decay rate will be presented in the next

section.

These lectures are meant to be pedagogical, so we will only t reat the leading

corrections to a few processes. However, the state of the art goes significantly

beyond what will be presented here. For many quantities, not only the lead-

ing logarithms, ajlnnm<j, but the subleading (two-loop) logarithms, of order

a j + 1 In" mjj, have been resummed. Similarly, many power corrections are known

to relative order 1/TOQ. It is particularly important phenomenologically to take

into account the corrections of order 1/m*.

3 Exclusive B Decays

We now have the tools we need for an HQET treatment of the exclusive semilep-

tonic transitions B -f Dtv and B -> D" £u. Earlier, we argued on physical

grounds that in the heavy quark limit, all of the hadronic matrix elements which

appear in these decays are related to a single nonperturbative function £(w). Now

we will sharpen this analysis to actually derive these relations, and to include

radiative and power corrections. In fact, almost all of our effort will go into the

power corrections, since the radiative corrections to the transition currents are

computed just as in the previous section.
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3.1 Matrix Element Relations at Leading Order

The transitions in question require the nonperturbative matrix elements

(D(v')\ci»b\B(v)), (D-y,t)\*fb\B(v)), (D'(v',e)\cy^b\B(v)),

(56)

parameterized in terms of form factors as in Eq. (10). Our first task is to derive

the relations between these form factors, as promised earlier. These relations

depend on the heavy quark symmetry, that is, on the fact that the spin quantum

numbers of Q and of the light degrees of freedom are separately conserved by the

soft physics. Hence, we need a representation of the heavy meson states in which

they have well-defined transformations separately under the angular momentum

operators SQ and J(. In particular, the representation must reflect the fact that a

rotation by SQ can exchange the pseudoscalar meson M(v) with the vector meson

M'(v,e).

T h e s o l u t i o n i s t o i n t r o d u c e a " s u p e r f i e l d " M ( v ) , d e f i n e d a s t h e 4 x 4 D i r a c

m a t r i x 1 1 ' 1 9

M(v) = i | i [YM;(v, e) - ^M(v)} . (57)

(58)

Under heavy quark spin rotations SQ, M(V) transforms as

M{v) ->• D{SQ)M{v),

and under Lorentz rotations A, as

M{v) -> D(A)M(A-1v)D-l(A). (59)

Here D(- • •) is the spinor representation of SO(3,1). The superfield satisfies the

matrix identity

P+M{v)P. = M{v), (60)

so it transforms the same way as the product of spinors hv q, representing a heavy

quark and a light antiquark moving together at velocity if.

A current which mediates the decay of one heavy quark (Q) into another (Q1)

is of the form hvi Thv. Under a rotation by SQ, the effective field hv transforms

as

hv -> D(SQ) hv , (61)

while kvi is unchanged. The current would remain invariant if we took F to

transform as

(62)

On the other hand, the matrix element of superfields

(M'(v')\hv,rK\M(v)) (63)

is invariant if we rotate both hv and M(v) by the same SQ. With the transfor-

mation law [Eq. (58)] for M(v), it follows that the S<j-invariant matrix element

must be proportional to TM(v). When we also consider rotations under SQI, we

find that the matrix element is restricted to the general form

{M'(v')\hv,rhv\M{v)) = -[MMMM,}l/2TI [j4'(v')rM(v)F(v,v')] . (64)

The product of masses in front is a convention which restores the relativistic nor-

malization of the states. Note that the heavy quark symmetry allows an arbitrary

4x4 Dirac matrix F(v, v1) to act on the "light quark" part of the superfields. Its

presence reflects the fact that, other than the constraint of Lorentz symmetry, the

behavior of the spin of the light degrees of freedom during the decay is unknown.

A general expansion of F(v, v') in terms of scalar functions F,(u> = v • t/) takes

the form

F(v,v') = Fi(w) + Fi{w)i> + F3{w)fl + F*(wW . (65)

However, the identity [Eq. (60)] applied to the matrix element [Eq. (64)] yields

F{v, v') = P- F(v, v') PL = [Fi(w) - F2(w) - F3{w) + F<{w)] P- PL . (66)

In other words, F(v, v1) is actually a scalar, which we identify with the Isgur-Wise

function,
F{v,v') = S(w). (67)

As an exercise, let us apply this formalism to the matrix elements for B ->

(D, D") £i>. For a given matrix element, we pick out the part of the superfield

M(v) which is relevant. Hence, we find

(D(i/)\tfb\B{v)) =

= -[mDmB]1'2 Tr

= [mDmB]1/2 f (to) (v +1/)" (68)
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general than Eq. (43),

ao(as • • • • (74)

= [mD.mB]l/2 f(to) [(to + 1)6"" - « • • ( » + «0"](69)

\MB(v))

= - [ m D . m f l ] I / 2 T r [ / J ]
= K.mB]1/!^)i£^«;<t),, (70)

reproducing explicitly the relations [Eq. (11)] between the independent form fac-

tors h{(w). We can also derive the normalization condition at w = 1. Consider

the matrix element of the 6 number current by^b between 5-meson states. In

QCD, the matrix element of this current is exactly normalized,

{B(v)\ h"b \B(v)) = 2jfB = (71)

But in HQET, we have

(B(v)\h"b\B(v)) = (MB{v)\hvYhv\MB(v))

= mBt(v • v)(v + v)*

(72)

Hence, the normalization condition at zero recoil,

£(1) = 1, (73)

follows directly from the conservation of the heavy quark number current.

3.2 Power Corrections to the Matrix Elements

The matrix elements we have derived are computed in the strict limit mb,c -)• 00.

How are they affected by corrections of order 1/mj and l/mc? There are two

sources of l/mq corrections in the effective theory: the corrections [Eq. (43)] to

the heavy quark currents, and the corrections [Eq. (38)] to the Lagrangian.

When radiative corrections are included, the expansion of the heavy quark

current cTb in terms of HQET operators has a form which is somewhat more

The matrix elements of the power corrections are constrained by heavy quark

symmetry in a manner completely analogous to the leading current. In terms of

traces over the superfields, we have13

{M'(v')\ hv, T"iDaK \M(v)) = - [MMMM-]in TV [M'(V') TaM(v) Ga(v, v')] ,

(75)

w h e r e Ga(v, t/) is a n o t h e r a r b i t r a r y 4 x 4 D i r a c matr ix . T h e m a t r i x e l emen t

{M'(v')\ K, {-i*Da)T\ahv \M(v)) (76)

may also be written in terms of Ga(v, v1), using charge conjugation.

The 1/rriQ corrections OK and QQ to the Lagrangian contribute somewhat

differently. In order to apply heavy quark symmetry, the matrix elements of the

local currents, both leading and subleading, must be written in terms of the effec-

tive states |M(u)). However, these states are not eigenstates of the Hamiltonian,

once OK and OQ are included in the Lagrangian. Hence, we must allow for the

possibility that if an effective state |M(u)) is created at time t = —00, then OK or

OQ could act on the state before its decay a t t = 0. This possibility is accounted

for by including time-ordered products in which OK or OQ is inserted along the

incoming or outgoing heavy quark line. If we are keeping terms of order 1/mp,

only one insertion of OK or OQ needs to be included. The time-ordered products

are of the form13

~(M'(v')\i f

»,OK ] \M(v)),
(77)

where the ellipses refer to the current corrections computed earlier. The evalua-

tion of the matrix elements of the time-ordered products will lead to still more

nonperturbative functions like F(v,t/) and Ga(i;,i/).

3.3 Corrections at Zero Recoil

It is straightforward, but not very illuminating, to expand all of the new nonper-

turbative functions which arise at order l/m<j in terms of scalar form factors. In
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the end, the corrections may be parameterized in terms of four functions of the

velocity transfer w, and a single nonperturbative parameter A, all proportional

to the mass scale AQCD- The new parameter has a simple interpretation as the

"energy" of the light degrees of freedom and is given by

A = lim (78)

Instead of a general treatment, however, we will consider the 1/TTIQ corrections

at the zero recoil point w = 1. This is clearly the most important case, because it is

at this point that the nonperturbative matrix elements are absolutely normalized

in the heavy quark limit. What happens to this normalization condition when

1/rriQ corrections are included?

Let us study the corrections to the current in detail. They are described by

the nonperturbative function Ga(v,v'). At t; = v', Ga(v,v) may be expanded as

. (79)

(80)

Ga(v, v) = Giva + G2ya

But Ga(v, v) is subject to the same constraint as F(v, v'),

Ga(v,v) = P-Ga{v,v)P- = (G, -G2-G3 + G4)uaP_ = GvaP- ,

and it, too, is equivalent to a Dirac scalar (the same is not true of the general

function Ga(v,v')). Now consider the matrix element where we take Va = va.

Then we have

(M'(v)\ hv, iv • D hv \M{v)) = - [MMMM,]i/2 Tr \M\V) va M{v)] Gva

= -G[MMMM']1/2TT[M'(V)M(V)]. (81)

But this matrix element vanishes by the classical equation of motion in the effec-

tive theory,

v-Dhv{x) = 0. (82)

Hence, G — 0 = Ga(v, v). There are no l/m<j corrections from the current to the

normalization condition at zero recoil.13-20

The same is true of insertions of the corrections OK and OQ to the Lagrangian:

their contribution vanishes at w = 1. To show this requires the imposition of

the conservation of the b number current at order 1/roi,, much as we derived

the normalization of the Isgur-Wise function at leading order. The complete

derivation is found in the literature.13

In the end, we have an extremely exciting result, known as Luke's Theorem.

There are no corrections at zero recoil to the hadronic matrix elements responsible

for the semileptonic decays B —> Df.u and B —> D" IP. The leading power

corrections to the normalization of zero recoil matrix elements are only of order

1/m2. Given that AQCD/'IC ~ 30% and AqCD/rn2 ~ 10%, the implication is that

the leading order predictions at w = 1 are considerably more accurate than one

might have expected. In addition, away from zero recoil, the l /m c corrections

must be suppressed at least by (w — 1).

On closer inspection, this result is more interesting for B -> D" £P than for

B -> D(.u. This is because the leading order matrix element for B —> Div

vanishes kinematically at zero recoil for a massless lepton in the final state. Hence,

in this case, the l/mc corrections are not suppressed as a fractional correction to

the lowest order term.21

3.4 Extraction of | from B ->• D* iv

An immediate application of these results is the extraction of [V̂ a| from the

exclusive decay B -¥ D"(.v. This process is mediated by the weak operator

Obc [Eq. (1)], whose matrix element factorizes as

(D"Eu\ O,* \B) = (D' (83)

The leptonic matrix element may be computed perturbatively, while we treat the

hadronic matrix element in the heavy quark expansion. The result is a differential

decay rate of the form22

dw ~ 487r3|Kc61

X 1 + nbmD.+mUF 2{w) (g4)

— mo-) Jw + 1 (mB

All of the HQET analysis goes into the factor F(w), which has an expansion

F(w) = f (w) + (radiative corrections) + (power corrections). (85)

We extract |V^,| by studying the differential decay rate near w = 1, where the

hadronic matrix elements are known. Of course, this requires extrapolation of the

experimental data, since the rate vanishes kinematically at w = 1. For massless
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leptons, only the matrix element {D"\ crp'fb \B) of the axial current contributes

at this point. The analysis of this quantity in the HQET yields an expansion of

the form

F(l) = nA[l + ± + ̂ - + S1/ml+..]. (86)

The correction 6i/mi, which contains terms proportional to l /m£ , I/"*2, ^ ^

l/mcm&, is intrinsically nonperturbative. It has been estimated from a variety

of models to be small and negative,17'23'24

: -0.055 ± 0.035. (87)

Note that the model dependence in the result has been relegated to t h e estimation

of the sub-subleading terms. The radiative correction rj^ has now b e e n computed

to two loops,25'26

77,4 = 0.960 ±0.007. (88)

The result is a value for F(l) with errors at the level of 5%,

= 0.91 ±0.04. (89)

This is the theory error which the experimental determination of |V ,̂J will inherit.

It is dominated by the uncertainty in the nonperturbative corrections, and it is

difficult to see how this can be improved much in the future.

All that is left experimentally is to extrapolate the data to w = 1 and extract

lim . -T— . (90)
U>-H y/w — 1 du> '

Once the kinematic factors in Eq. (84) have been included, this amounts to a

direct measurement of the combination | v y F(l) . Four experiments recently have

reported results for this quantity27"30:

ALEPH : (31.4 ± 2.3 ± 2.5) x 10~3

ARGUS : (38.8 ± 4.3 ± 2.5) x 10"3

CLEO: (35.1 ± 1.9 ± 2.0) x 10"3

DELPHI: (35.0 ± 1.9 ± 2.3) x 10~3. (91)

Neubert31 has combined these measurements to find a "world average" of (35.3 ±

1.8) x 10~3, from which we extract

ivy = (38.8 ± 2 . 0 ^ ± 1.6th) x 10"3. (92)

This value of |V^| has almost no dependence on hadronic models. In contrast to

model-based "measurements," here the theoretical error is meaningful, in that it

is based on a systematic expansion in small quantities.

4 Inclusive B Decays

An exclusive semileptonic B decay, such as B -> D £P, is one in which the final

hadronic state is fully reconstructed. An inclusive decay, by contrast, is one

in which only certain kinematic features, and perhaps the flavor, of the hadron

are known. In this case, we need a theoretical analysis in which we sum over

all possible hadronic final states allowed by the kinematics. Fortunately, this is

possible within the structure of the HQET.

As in the case of exclusive decays, the key theme is the separation of short-

distance physics, associated with the heavy quark, from long-distance physics,

associated with the light degrees of freedom. We will also rely on heavy quark

spin and flavor symmetry. However, the new ingredient will be the idea of "parton-

hadron duality," which, as we will see, also relies on the heavy quark limit mj, »

AQCD-

4.1 The Inclusive Decay B -» Xctv

Let us consider the inclusive decay

B{pB) -> Xc(px) e(pt)v(pv), (93)

where all that is known about the state Xc is its energy and momentum, and the

fact that it contains a charm quark. This decay is mediated by the weak operator

0te. It is easy to generalize our discussion to inclusive decays of other heavy

quarks, such as b -¥ ulv and c -¥ s £v, by replacing Obc with the appropriate

weak operator.

The treatment of exclusive decays required both the b and c quarks to be

heavy. For inclusive decays, we can relax this condition on the c quark, requiring

only m& » AQCD- What does the weak decay of the 6, at time t = 0, look like

to the light degrees of freedom? For t < 0, there is a heavy hadron composed

of a point-like color source and light quarks and gluons. At t = 0, the point

source disappears, releasing both its color and a large amount of energy into
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the hadronic environment. Eventually, for t > 0, this new collection of strongly

interacting particles will materialize as a set of physical hadrons. The probability

of this hadronization is unity; there is no interference between the hadronization

process and the heavy quark decay. There are subleading effects in powers of

AQcn/wt. but they do not alter the probability of hadronization. Rather, they

reflect the fact that the b quark is not exactly a static source of color: it has a

small nonrelativistic kinetic energy and it carries a spin, both of which affect the

kinematic properties of its decay.

As in the case of exclusive decays, we will compute the inclusive semileptonic

width r(B -*• Xc(.v) as a double expansion in a,(mb) and AQCD/™6-18'32'"3'1 The

expansion in as(mb) reflects the applicability of perturbative QCD to the short-

distance part of the process. The heavy quark expansion will be continued to

relative order 1/m2, as there is an analogue of Luke's Theorem which eliminates

power corrections to the rate of order l/nty. The 1 /ml corrections will be written

in terms of three nonperturbative parameters. The first, A, is defined in Eq. (78).

It is essentially the mass of the light degrees of freedom in the heavy hadron, but

we will see that it is plagued by an ambiguity of order AQCD in the definition of

the 6 quark mass. The other two parameters are the expectation values in the

B meson of the leading corrections OK and OG to £HQET- They are defined as17

1

(94)

where we take the usual relativistic normalization of the states. Hence, Ai may

be thought of roughly as the negative of the b quark kinetic energy, and A2 as the

energy of its hyperfine interaction with the light degrees of freedom.

Now let us outline the computation. The inclusive decay involves a sum over

all possible final states, which is actually a sum over exclusive modes (such as

D, D",Dir,...), followed by a phase space integral for each mode. We write

(95)= £/d[p.s.] \(xMOtc \B)\2.

There is an Optical Theorem for QCD, which follows from the analyticity of the

scattering matrix as a function of the momenta of the asymptotic states. Its

content is that a transition rate is proportional to the imaginary paxt of the

forward scattering amplitude with two insertions of the transition operator,

V{B -+ XCEP) = -2lmiJ<\xeik-x {B\T {e>k(z),CW0)} \B) = 2lmT. (96)

In what follows, we will write the time-ordered product TfO^Otc} as a series

of local operators, using the Operator Product Expansion. As we will see, the

applicability of this expansion, and its computation in perturbation theory, will

rest on the limit mj 2> AQCD- We will then use this limit again to expand the

matrix elements of these local operators in the HQET.

The first step is to factorize the integration over the lepton momenta, which

can be performed explicitly. Written as a product of currents, £><„ takes the form

06c = (97)

where

(98)

Then T can be decomposed as an integral over the total momentum

transferred to the leptons,

= \G%\Vy2 JdqT^ig) L^q). (99)

Here the lepton tensor is

_1 / 2

and the hadron tensor is

\B).

(100)

(101)

We will need the imaginary part, Im T^". Where is it nonvanishing? In quantum

field theory, a scattering amplitude develops an imaginary part when there can

be a real intermediate state, that is, the intermediate particles can all go on their

mass shell. Whether this is possible, of course, depends on the kinematics of the

external states.
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In this case, there are two avenues for creating a physical intermediate state.32

The first is to act on the external state \B) with the transition current J£.. The

state which is created has no net b number and a single charm quark; the simplest

possibility is the decay process b -¥ c. The momentum of the intermediate state

is px = PB — q\ the condition that it could be on mass shell is simply

PX =

If we define scaled variables

Pg = rngv1' i

this condition becomes

(102)

(103)

v • g < 5 ( l + g2 - ml) . (104)

Another possibility is to act on \B} with the conjugate operator J£.'. This opera-

tion would produce an intermediate state with two b quarks and one c. For this

state to be on shell, the momentum transfer has to satisfy

that is,

Px - (PB + qf > (2mB + mD)2

v • q > 5 (3 - q2 + 4mD + rh%) .

(105)

(106)

The physical intermediate states are shown as cuts in the t; • q plane in Fig. 4.

Also shown is the contour corresponding to the phase space integration over the

lepton momentum q. For physical (massless) leptons which are the product of a

heavy quark decay, this integral runs over the top of the lower cut, for the range

yf? + ie < v • q < i ( l + q2 - ml) + ie. (107)

As indicated by the dotted line, we can continue this contour around the end of the

cut and back along the bottom, to v • q = y/q1- ie. Since T^iv • q ') = - ^ " ( w • q)

for real g2, we compensate for extending the contour by dividing the new integral

by two.

We now encounter our central problem. The integral over v-q runs over physical

intermediate hadron states, which are color-neutral bound states of quarks and

gluons. Hence, the integrand depends intimately on the details of QCD at long

distances, which is intrinsically nonperturbative. A perturbative calculation of

T1"", which is all we have at our disposal, would appear to be of no use.

integration contour

(extended)

Figure 4: Analytic structure of y " in the complex v • q plane, for fixed, real q2.

The integration contour is over the "physical cut," corresponding to real decay

into leptons. The unphysical cuts correspond to other processes.

The solution is to deform the contour away from the cut, into the complex

v • q plane, as shown in Fig. 5. Since the scale of momenta is set by mi,, the

contour is now a distance ~ m\, away from the resonances.32 Since m\, » AQCD,

it is reasonable to hope that a perturbative treatment in this region is valid.

Essentially, we are saved because we do not need to know ^"(q) for every value

of g, just suitable integrals of T*1". That we can use such arguments to compute

perturbatively the average value of a hadronic quantity, where at each point the

quantity depends on nonperturbative physics, is known as (global) parton-hadron

duality.

Parton-hadron duality has the status of being somewhat more than an as-

sumption, since it is known to hold in QCD in the limit TO;, -» oo, but somewhat

less than an approximation, since it is not known how to compute systematically

the leading corrections to it. In any case, the limit mi, S> AQCD plays a crucial

role here. By deforming the integration contour a distance ~ mi, away from the

• resonance regime, we find the correspondence in QCD of our earlier intuitive state-

ment: the probability of the decay products materializing as physical hadrons is

unity, independent of the kinematics of the short-distance process. The local redis-

tribution of probability in phase space due to the presence of hadronic resonances

is irrelevant to the total decay. Finally, we should note that since we do not have

control over the corrections to local duality, it might work better in some processes

than in others, for reasons that need not be apparent from within the calculation.
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Figure 5: The deformation of the integration contour into the complex v • q plane.

Hence, one must be particularly wary of drawing dramatic conclusions from any

surprising results of these inclusive calculations.35

Let us perform the operator product expansion at tree level and for decay

kinematics. The Feynman diagram is given in Fig. 6, which yields the expression

- 75)
(Pb - -m%

(108)

We now write

rhc =

b(x) =

+ k" = mb(v"

= q"/mb

= mc/mi,

(109)

and expand in powers of 1/mt. Since the operator product expansion is in terms

of the effective field hv, a factor of kf corresponds to an insertion of the covariant

derivative iiy. Operator ordering ambiguities are to be resolved by considering

graphs with external gluon fields.

Figure 6: The operator product expansion at tree level.

As an example of the procedure, let us expand the propagator to order 1/mjJ.

(There are also corrections to the currents at this order, which are included in a

full calculation.) It is convenient to define the scaled hadronic invariant mass,

(110)

Then we find a contribution to T'"' of the form
2k \\-J} + \\J +.

s-m' + ie ( s -m^ + te)2 J
(111)

From this expression, we can read off the operators which appear in the operator

product expansion. Since

Im - ml), (112)

we see that the effect of taking the imaginary part in each term is to put the

charm quark on its mass shell. The leading term is a quark bilinear,

1 _

mb

It is straightforward to compute its matrix element in the HQET using the trace

formalism,

= 2mB {2v»vp - g"" - v q+...). (114)

The ellipses denote terms of order I/ml; there are no corrections of order 1/mj,,

by Luke's Theorem. Finally, we contract the tensor V" with L^ and perform

the phase space integration [Eq. (99)]. In the end, the result is the same as we

would have gotten directly by computing free quark decay.

Of course, if we only intended to reproduce the free quark decay result, we

would never have introduced so much new formalism. The value of the HQET

framework is that it allows us to go beyond leading order and compute the next

terms in the series in 1/mJ. For example, consider the operators induced by the

expansion of the propagator (111). The correction of order 1/mj, comes from the

operator

4 ^ ~ ~ 7^ •iD K •
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However, the matrix element of this operator is of the form

(B\hvr
a(v,q)iDahv\B), (116)

which, as we have seen, vanishes by the classical equation of motion. In fact, since

all l/rnt corrections, from any source, have a single covariant derivative, they all

vanish in the same way. This is the analogue of Luke's Theorem for inclusive

decays.32 The correction of order 1/m2 in Eq. ( I l l ) is

1 1

mg (s-m* + ie)2 '
(117)

The matrix element of this operator is related by the heavy quark symmetry to

Ai, the expectation value of OK- The full expansion of T**" also induces operators

with explicit factors of the gluon field, whose matrix elements are related to \<i.

We now present the result for the inclusive semileptonic decay rate, up to order

I/ml m the heavy quark expansion, and with the complete radiative correction

of order a,. We also include that part of the two-loop correction which is propor-

tional to /?oa2. Since /?o « 9, perhaps this term dominates the two-loop result. In

any case, it is interesting for other reasons, as we will see below.

Let us first consider the decay B -4 Xu £u, for which the decay rate simplifies

since mu = 0. We find33'34'36-37-40

i - 9A2

2m2 (118)

When we include the charm mass, it is convenient to write the unknown quark

masses in terms of the measured meson masses and the parameters of the HQET.

In terms of the spin averaged mass mB = (TOB + 3ms. )/4, we have

= mg — A +TO(, = mg
2mB

(119)

and analogously for mc. We then find33-34'38-39

T(B -> Xetv) = Y ^ J mB x 0.369 [l - 1 . 5 4 ^ ^
L

/

mB

- 0 . 9 5 ^ - - 3.18-
mB mB

\
J

+ 0.02-^|-
m%

(120)

All the coefficients which appear in this expression are known functions oimo/mg

and are evaluated at the physical point mo/nig = 0.372. In both B -4 Xu tv

and B —> XclP, the power corrections proportional to Ai and A2 are numerically

small, at the level of a few percent.

4.2 Renormalons and the Pole Mass

The inclusive decay rate depends on the heavy quark mass mi,, either explicitly, as

in Eq. (118), or implicitly through A, as in Eq. (120). At tree level, nib is just the

coefficient of the 66 term in the QCD Lagrangian, but beyond that, we are faced

with the question of what exactly we mean by mj. Should we take an MS mass,

such as m&(mi,)? Or should we take the pole mass mjol°, or maybe some other

quantity? The various prescriptions for mt, can vary by hundreds of MeV, and

since the total rate is proportional to m®, the question is of practical importance

if we hope to make accurate phenomenological predictions.

At a fixed order in QCD perturbation theory, the answer is clear. The heavy

quark masses which appear come from poles in quark propagators, so we should

take m£ol° (and mj0'0). This is also the prescription for the mass which cancels out

the on-shell part of the heavy quark field in the construction of JCHQET- Hence,

the difference of heavy quark pole masses is known quite well,

| ) . (121)

Since T(B -¥ Xc£u) depends approximately as ml(mi,—mc)
3, the uncertainty due

to quark mass dependence is reduced.
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The problem, of course, is that there is no sensible nonperturbative definition

of ml"c, since due to confinement, there is no actual pole in the quark propagator.

Hence, a direct experimental determination of a value for TO£°'° to insert into the

theoretical expressions Eq. (118) and Eq. (120) is not possible. How, then, can

we do phenomenology?

One approach would be to define m£ole to be the pole mass as computed in per-

turbation theory, truncate at some order, and then estimate the theoretical error

from the uncomputed higher order terms. However, it turns out that even within

perturbation theory, the concept of a quark pole mass is ambiguous. Consider a

particular class of diagrams which contribute to m£ , shown in Fig. 7. The per-

turbation theory is developed as an expansion in the small parameter as(m(,), so

we hope that it will be well-behaved. Each of the bubbles represents an insertion

of the gluon self-energy, which is proportional at lowest order to as(mt,)Po. Of

course, the infinite sum of the graphs in Fig. 7 can be absorbed into the one-loop

graph, with a compensating change in the coupling from as(m(,) to as{q), where

q is the loop momentum. The result is an expansion for m\ac of the form

(122)

= mb(mi,) 11 +aias(mb) + (a2Po

+(a3 /30
! + c3)a

3
x(mb)

The graphs in Fig. 7 contribute the terms proportional to aJ+1(mt)/?J. Since

0o « 9, these terms are "intrinsically" larger than ones with fewer powers of /?o,

and we might hope that their sum approximates the full series. However, it is

important to realize that the only limit of QCD in which such terms actually

dominate is that of a large number of light quark flavors, in which case the sign

of fio is opposite to that of QCD. Although this is a physical limit of an Abelian

theory, we are certainly not close to that limit here. The ansatz of keeping only

the terms proportional to a"+l (mj,)/?o is known as "naive non-Abelianization"

(NNA).41

What is most interesting about the series of terms shown in Fig. 7,

^a n a" (m6) / J J~ ' , (123)

is that it does not converge. Already in the graphs kept in the NNA ansatz, we

are sensitive to the fact that QCD is an asymptotic, rather than a convergent

expansion. For large n, the coefficients an diverge as n!, much stronger than any

o

Figure 7: The radiative corrections to m£°'° of order as(ro(,)n+1/?o.

convergence due to the powers a"(mi,). The series can only be made meaningful

if this divergence is subtracted. As with many subtraction prescriptions, there is

a residual finite ambiguity.' This ambiguity, known as an "infrared renormalon,"

leads to an ambiguity in the pole mass of order1""43

•lOOMeV. (124)

By the definition [Eq. (78)], A also inherits this ambiguity.

The expressions Eq. (118) and Eq. (120) are plagued by two problems. The first

is the renormalon ambiguity in m£°le and A. The second is that the perturbative

expansion for the rate F is itself divergent, and also has an infrared renormalon.

In the expansion

T = To [Z,a'na"(mb)PS~l + (power corrections) (125)

the coefficients a'n also diverge as n! However, it turns out that these two prob-

lems actually cure each other, because the infrared renormalons in m£olc and in

the perturbation series for T cancel.42'4'1 We can exploit this cancellation to im-

prove the predictive power of the theoretical computation of the rate. Without

this improvement, the infrared renormalons render the expressions Eq. (118) and

Eq. (120) of dubious phenomenological utility.

The most reliable approach, theoretically, is to eliminate m{)0'0 or A explicitly

from the rate by computing and measuring another quantity which also depends

on it. For example, let us consider the charmless decay rate V(B —• Xu £i>) and

§In a formed treatment, this ambiguity arises from a choice of contour in the Borel plane.
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the average invariant mass (sn) of the hadrons produced in the decay. Each of

these expressions suffers from a poorly behaved perturbation series in the NNA

approximation. Ignoring terms of relative order 1/roj and writing the rate in

terms of A instead of mjole, we find to five-loop order,41

r =

~ °-061 ~ °-120 ~ °-107 ~
- 5 A / m B + . . . ] ,

- °-1 3 6 + • • •
(126)

for a,(mi,) = 0.21 and /?o = 9. As we see, not only does the perturbation series

fail to converge, it does not even have an apparent smallest term, where one

should truncate to minimize the error of the asymptotic series. The series for

(SH) exhibits a similar behavior,40

(sH) =

= m.% [0.0135 + 0.0141 + 0.0156 + 0.0189 + 0.0261 + . . .

-7A/10m f l + . . . ] . (127)

However, the situation improves dramatically if we eliminate A and write F di-

rectly in terms of

r _
i mB

1927T3

r _ (SH> _ 0 0g4 _ 0 020 _ 2 _ _ ]
[ m | J

(128)

By truncating this series at its smallest term, 0.0002, we obtain a new expression

in which the theoretical errors are under control. The price is tha t we must now

measure a second quantity, (s#), in the same decay.

An analogous approach works for inclusive decays to charm, in which case the

new quantity which we must measure is {SH — ">?>)• Let us apply this analysis

to the extraction of Vd, from the inclusive decay B ->• XC(X>. Eliminating A as

before, we find40

o.369 f l - 1 . 1 7 ^ ^ - 0 .
L 7T

- 7.17-i
m% • . . . ] , (129)

plus small terms of order Ai^/wig. The current data on (SH — rr?D) are still

inconclusive, but they will improve in the future. As an illustration of the utility

of the method, however, let us consider the physical limit {SH — m2
D) > 0. In that

case, we can already obtain the bound

<1 3 0 )

where we have used the observed B semileptonic branching ratio of 10.7%. As the

data on {SH — nip) improve, so will this bound. Note that it is entirely consistent

with the value [Eq. (92)] obtained from exclusive decays.

An alternative approach is to express the width V in terms of the running

mass rn^mt) instead of another inclusive observable.42'45 Since the MS mass is

a short-distance quantity, this also eliminates the infrared renormalon, which is

associated with long-distance physics. However, from a phenomenological point

of view, it begs the question of how the running mass is to be determined from

experiment. Possibilities include quarkonium spectroscopy, QCD sum rules, and

lattice calculations, but in all of these cases, it is unclear both how to determine

reliably the accuracy of the method, and how to deal with renormalon ambiguities

in a manner that is consistent with their treatment in the calculation of T. With

additional progress, however, such an approach might eventually prove fruitful.

5 Heavy Hadron Production in Fragmentation

So far, we have applied the idea of heavy quark symmetry to heavy hadron spec-

troscopy and to heavy hadron decay. We can also apply it to heavy hadron

production via fragmentation. Although there is not yet available the wealth of

detailed data for production processes that there is for spectroscopy and decays,
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the study of heavy quark fragmentation is an elegant application of the heavy

quark limit in a new regime.'10

5.1 The Physics of Heavy Quark Fragmentation

The production of a heavy hadron proceeds in two steps. First, the heavy quark

itself must be created; because of its large mass, this process takes place over

a time scale TQ which is very short, TQ < I/TTIQ. Second, some light degrees

of freedom assemble themselves about the heavy quark to make a color-neutral

heavy hadron, a process which involves nonperturbative strong interactions and

typically takes much longer, T> ~ 1/AQCD S> TQ- If the heavy quark is produced

with a large velocity in the center-of-mass frame, and if there is plenty of available

energy, then production of these light degrees of freedom will be local in phase

space and independent of the initial state. This is the fragmentation regime. We

will see that heavy quark symmetry simplifies the description of heavy hadron

production via fragmentation, because, as before, it allows us to separate certain

properties of the heavy quark from those of the light degrees of freedom. This is

particularly important in the production of excited heavy hadrons, for which the

behavior of the spin of the light degrees of freedom can be quite interesting.

Heavy quark symmetry simplifies the picture of fragmentation in several ways.

First, since the fragmentation process involves the exchange only of soft momenta,

the velocity \f of the hadron HQ which is produced is the same as the velocity of

the heavy quark Q. Second, the angular momenta SQ and Ji of the heavy quark

and the light degrees of freedom are well-defined and can be followed individually

through the processes of production and decay. Third, the typical precession time

Ts of SQ and Ji about each other is of order rj ~ n i g / A g o » 1/AQCDI since

the precession is induced by the chromomagnetic interaction. Hence, Ts » Tp,

and during the fragmentation process, SQ can essentially be taken to be frozen in

direction.

Suppose that Q fragments initially to a state with light degrees of freedom

with spin J(. This could correspond to two possible hadronic states: HQ, with

spin J = Je — 5, or HQ, with spin J = Je + 5. Let the states HQ* have lifetime T.

How should we treat the interaction of SQ with J<?

The answer depends critically on the relationship of r to the precession time TS-

While the order of magnitude of T§ is essentially fixed at mq/AQCD, the lifetime

r can vary widely, depending on the channel in which HQ* primarily decays. Of

course, if HQ* decays weakly, then r » rs- But if HQ* decays strongly, then r

depends critically on the phase space available for the transition. In the absence

of phase space factors, r ~ 1/AQCD <& Ts- But since the pion, the lightest hadron,

is not massless, it is possible to have a situation where an allowed strong decay is

either forbidden by phase space (as with B" -> B + IT) or severely suppressed (as

with D' -»• D + it).

The treatment of a given hadron doublet depends on the relative size of r

and Tg. Let us consider the two extreme possibilities. The first corresponds to

a strong decay with plenty of phase space, so T$ » T. Here, HQ and HQ are

formed and then decay before the angular momenta SQ and J( have a chance to

interact. The fact that there is no precession means that there is no change in

the orientation of SQ and Jg. If, for example, either spin was polarized before

or during the fragmentation process, this polarization would be undisturbed by

passing through the resonance HQ*. The strong decay of the heavy hadron then

would reflect the orientation of the light degrees as they were produced.

Note that it is the very same spin exchange interaction which is inhibited here

which is responsible for the splitting A// between HQ and HQ. Hence, under these

conditions, the resonances are almost completely overlapping, with widths F = 1/r

satisfying F » A//. This is another consequence of the effective decoupling of SQ

and J(, which are independent good quantum numbers of the resonances. It also

provides a convenient criterion for determining directly whether we are in the

regime r$ 2> r: we cannot distinguish separate resonances for HQ and HQ.

The second possibility is the opposite extreme, r3 <S r. This corresponds to

heavy hadrons which decay weakly or electromagnetically, or to strong decays

which are severely suppressed by phase space. Here the spins SQ and ,/< have

plenty of time to interact, precessing about each other many times before HQ and

HQ decay. There is at least a partial degradation of any initial polarization of SQ,

as well as a degradation of any information about the fragmentation process which

may be carried by the light degrees of freedom. The signature of this situation is

that the states HQ and HQ are well-separated resonances, since the chromomag-

netic interactions have ample opportunity to produce a hyperfine splitting much

larger than the width, A// S> F. In contrast with the first case, here the heavy

and light spins are resolved into states of definite total spin J = \J( ± ^\. This

resolution destroys information about the individual angular momenta SQ and J<,
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and the decays of HQ and HQ only partially reflect the features of the production

process.

5.2 Production and Decay of D\ and D\

We will illustrate these ideas with two examples. The first concerns the production

and decay of the excited charmed mesons D\ and DJ- These are states with light

degrees of freedom with angular momentum and parity Jf = | + ; in the quark

model, this would correspond to a light antiquark with a unit of orbital angular

momentum. The physical states are the Di, with mass 2423MeV and width

18MeV, and the Dj, with mass 2458MeV and width 21 MeV. T h e splitting

between them is 35 MeV; although this is not much larger than the individual

widths, for simplicity, we will treat them in this limiting case r » TS-

Let us review the sequence of events. First, the charm quark is created in some

hard interaction, with a time scale rc ~ l/mc . Second, light degrees of freedom

with Jt = § are created in a fragmentation process, over a time T> ~ 1/AQCD,

forming a color-neutral charmed hadron. Third, the angular momenta Sc and Jt

precess about each other, resolving the individual D\ and D\ states, which requires

a time r$ ~ rnc/f?Qcn- Then, finally, after a time r greater than mc/AQCD. the D\

or Z)J emits a pion and decays to a D or D". One question we might ask about

this process is, what is the alignment of the light degrees of freedom produced

in the fragmentation? Of course, the answer depends on nonperturbative QCD

and is difficult to calculate from first principles. Still, we can explore t h e question

experimentally.

Since the total angular momentum of the light degrees of freedom is Jt = | ,

they can be produced with helicity h = ± | or h = ± | along the fragmentation

axis. While parity invariance of the strong interactions requires that t h e probabil-

ities for helicities h and —h are identical, the relative production of light degrees

of freedom with \h\ = | versus \h\ = £ is determined in some complicated way

by nonperturbative dynamics. Let the quantity W3/2 denote the probability that

\h\ = | ,

u,3/2 = P(/ l = §) + P(/ l = - | ) . (131)

Then 1 — W3/2 is the probability that \h\ = 5. Completely isotropic production

corresponds to W3/2 = 5. The observable W3/2 is a new nonperturbative parameter

of QCD, which is well-defined only in the heavy quark limit.

This new parameter can be measured directly in the strong decay of the DJ

or D\. For example, consider the angular distribution of the pion with respect

to the fragmentation axis in the decay Z?J -+ D + ir. This is a decay of the

light degrees of freedom in the excited hadron, so it will depend on their initial

orientation (that is, on 11)3/2) and on the details of the precession of Jt around SQ

during the lifetime of the Z)J- Following the direction of Jt through the sequence

of fragmentation, precession, and decay, we find the distribution46

1 = \ [l + 3 cos2 6 - 6u)3/2(cos2 6 - i)] .
Tdcosfl ~~ 4 r ' " "W0'i!V 3'i ' ^ '

This distribution is isotropic only when w3/i = 5, that is, when the light de-

grees of freedom are produced isotropically in the fragmentation process. Similar

distributions are found in the decays DJ —> D' + it and D\ -+ D" + n.

A fit of ARGUS data47 to the expression Eq. (132) seems to indicate that a

small value of W3/2 is preferred; while the errors are large, we find that W3/2 <

0.24 at the 90% confidence level. It would be nice to confirm this result with a

sharper measurement, and not only for the charmed mesons but in the bottom

system as well. Since W3/2 is intrinsically nonperturbative, we do not have any real

theoretical understanding of why it should be small, although one can construct

a qualitative understanding based on a string picture of fragmentation.48

5.3 Polarization of A6 at SLC/LEP

The second example springs from a practical question: What is the polarization

of A(, baryons produced at the Z pole? This question is motivated by the fact

that 6 quarks produced in the decay of the Z are 94% polarized left-handed. Since

the At is composed of a 6 quark and light degrees of freedom with Jt = 0, the

orientation of a A& is identical to the orientation of the 6 quark inside it. Similarly,

the 6 quark spin does not precess inside a Aj. Hence, if a b quark produced at the

Z fragments to a A;,, then those baryons should inherit the left-handed polarization

of the quarks and reveal it in their weak decay.

Unfortunately, life is not that simple. Two recent measurements of A;, polar-

ization P(A6) from LEP are49-50

DELPHI: 0.08 ±8:jijj(stat.) ig:l|(syst.)

ALEPH : 0.26 Igj&tat.) tg:}|(syst.),
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both a long way from P(A(,) = 0.94. The reason is that not all b quarks which

wind up as A4 baryons get there directly. There is a competing process, in which

they fragment first to the excited baryons Ej and SJ, which then decay to Aj, via

pion emission. These new states have light degrees of freedom with Jt = 1. If

they have a lifetime r > Tg, then the b quark will have time to precess about Jg

and its polarization will be degraded. The result will be a net sample of A^'s with

a polarization less than 94%, as is in fact observed.

In addition to the requirement that T > Tg for the E[ , any depolarization

of Aj's by this mechanism depends on two unknown quantities. First, there is

the production rate / of S[" relative to A;,. Isospin and spin counting enhance

/ by a factor of nine, while the mass splitting between E[ and At suppresses

it; studies based on the Lund Monte Carlo 51 indicate / w 0.5 with a very large

uncertainty. Of course, it would be preferable to measure / directly. Second,

there is the orientation of the spin Jt with respect to the fragmentation axis. This

orientation, which is nonperturbative in origin, allows the helicities /{ = 1,0, —1.

By analogy with the treatment of the Di and D\, let us define

„,, = P(h = 1) + P(h = - 1 ) . (133)

In this case, isotropic production corresponds to iwi = §. We may measure w\

from the angle of the pion with respect to the fragmentation axis in the decay

7T (Ref. 46),

1

Tdcosfl
(134)

It turns out that the decay Ej, —> Aj + TF is isotropic in cos# for any value of w\.

The polarization retention of the A), may be computed in terms of / and w\.

As before, we will consider the simpler situation in which the Sj and the ££ do

not overlap, S O T > TS- Then the polarization of the observed A(,'s is P(A&) =

R(f, wi)P(b), where P(b) = 94% is the initial polarization of the b quarks, and116

(135)

Note that for / = 0 (no E[ s are produced), R(Q,wi) = 1 and there is no

depolarization. For the Lund value / = 0.5, R ranges between 0.70 and 0.85 for

0 < w»i < 1.

Can the very low measured values of -P(A(,) be accommodated by the present

data on the Ej ? The situation is still unclear, because not much is known about

the £6 and EJ states. DELPHI52 has reported the observation of these states, but

with masses which deviate significantly from those that one would expect based

on heavy quark symmetry and the observed Ec and E^ (Ref. 54). Along with the

masses, DELPHI also reports w\ sa 0 and 1 < / < 2. If this is confirmed, then

a polarization in the range P(Aj) *=s 40% — 50% is easy to accommodate. On the

other hand, the CLEO analysis53 of the decay of the £; yields w\ = 0.71 db 0.13,

consistent with isotropic fragmentation. Recall that by heavy quark symmetry,

w\ measured in the charm and bottom systems must be the same, so this result

is inconsistent with the report from DELPHI. Clearly, further measurements are

needed to resolve this situation.

6 Concluding Remarks

Unfortunately, we have had time in these lectures only to introduce a very few of

the many applications of heavy quark symmetry and the HQET to the physics of

heavy hadrons. Since its development less than ten years ago, it has become one of

the basic tools of QCD phenomenology. Much of the popularity and utility of the

HQET certainly come from its essential simplicity. The elementary observation

that the physics of heavy hadrons can be divided into interactions characterized by

short and long distances gives us immediately a clear and compelling intuition for

the properties of heavy-light systems. The straightforward manipulations which

lead to the HQET then allow this intuition to form the basis for a new systematic

expansion of QCD. The deeper understanding of heavy hadrons which we thereby

obtain will become increasingly important as the end of the second millenium

approaches and the B Factory Era begins.
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1 Quarks and Gluons in Hadrons

In the Standard Model, the strongly interacting particles, or hadrons, are com-

posites of the more fundamental quarks q, antiquarks q, and gluons g. While the

hadrons are extended objects with dimensions of order 1 fm (10~13 cm), their

constituents q,q, and g, generically called partons,1 are point-like at all scales

presently accessible. With a resolving power of order 10~17 cm, reached in hadron-

hadron collisions at the Fermilab Tevatron, they still behave like points. However,

if you "observe" a proton, by probing it with a photon or any other particle, what

you "see" depends very much on the wavelength A of the probe. If you probe

the proton with x-rays (A ss 10~8 cm) you will see a point-like object. If you use

photons with a wavelength of about 1 fm, the experiments will show a fuzzy blob

[quantified by the electromagnetic form factor F(Q2), where Q2 is (ftc)2A~2]. If

you further decrease the wavelength of the photon (increasing Q2), you begin to

see that the proton is lumpy, and three valence quarks become apparent. This was

the famous experiment at SLAC in 1969 (for which Friedman, Kendall, and Tay-

lor received the Nobel Prize in 1990), scattering electrons on protons and finding

"point-like" structures. As you continue to decrease the wavelength of the pho-

tons, the quarks always appear smaller than the resolution, but additional partons

appear. The fraction of the proton's momentum carried by quarks and antiquarks

decreases as they radiate gluons. Gluons convert into qq or gg pairs which in turn

can radiate gluons, and we have a branching tree of q and g. The smaller the probe

wavelength (the larger the Q2), the better the resolution, and the more of these

low-momentum-fraction partons you observe. This is called evolution. Thus, the

proton (like all other hadrons) has an ever-changing structure and composition;

it just depends how hard you look. Larger Q2 means harder.

What are the quarks and gluons? The quarks are fermions, spin \% point-

like electric charges. There are six types, called flavors, named down (d), up («),

strange (s), charm (c), bottom or beauty (6), and top (t). With the electric charge

of the electron defined to be - 1 , the u,c, and t quarks have charge + | , and the

d, s, and 6 quarks have charge — g. The quarks have another kind of charge for

the strong, Quantum Chromodynamics or QCD, interaction. This is called a color

charge by analogy with the fact that three lights (red, green, and blue) together

make white (colorless) light.* Quarks are said to be in a color triplet state. At

*An anthropoccntric statement, the human eye happens to have three different color sensors.

any time a quark can be, with equal probability, in a R, G, or B state. A triplet of

quarks, one of each color, makes a colorless composite or hadron, such as a proton.

Antiquarks carry anticolor charges: R, G, or B. Three quark states qqq are called

baryons, and three antiquarks qqq are antibaryons. Mesons are hadrons consisting

primarily of a quark and an antiquark; the color and anticolor (e.g., RR) cancel

to make a colorless composite. Gluons are continually exchanged between the q

and q. Gluons are in color octet states, having a color and an anticolor, e.g., RG.

The "octet" comes from group theory arithmetic:

3 x 3 = 8 + 1

The singlet RR+GG+BB decouples from the theory; it is not part of the group

SU(3). Exchanged gluons, in the space-like t-channel, having no defined direction

of propagation, can be equally RG and GR; these are indistinguishable. The net

effect is to change the color of the coupling quarks. In the t-channel we have,

e.g., qnqB —> qBiR- Gluons can also be "exchanged" in the time-like s channel,

for qq annihilation, and they carry the color of the quark and the anticolor of the

antiquark. However, a quark and antiquark of opposite color cannot annihilate

into a single gluon; they can, however, annihilate by the electromagnetic or weak

interaction into a photon, W, or Z.

The strength of the coupling between quarks and gluons depends on the four-

momentum-transfer-squared Q2 involved in the process and is denoted by as (Q2)

to reflect the notation aem of QED. The coupling as(Q2) is large (of order 1)

at very small Q2 (of order 1 GeV2) and falls with Q2 to become about 0.12 at

Q2 = Mf. The particle Z is the neutral weak intermediate vector boson, with mass

91.19 GeV. Probes of progressively shorter wavelength see the strong interaction

becoming weaker, and the quarks and gluons behaving more like free particles.

This is known as asymptotic freedom. On the other hand at small Q2, or long

wavelengths, the coupling becomes so large that we do not know how to calculate

interactions (the nonperturbative regime) except by approximating space-time by

a discrete set of points and using vast computing power. This is the approach

called Lattice QCD.

We can in principle make hadronic states out of any colorless composite, hence

not only qqq, qqq, and qq, but also gg and ggg. The latter are called gluonia and

glueballs and have resisted unambiguous identification for nearly two decades. Re-

cently, a picture is emerging2 which has candidate states at 1.5 GeV and 1.9 GeV.
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The main technique is "central hadron production," with the beam and target

particles quasielastically scattered and a cluster of hadrons well-separated in mo-

mentum space (or more correctly, rapidity, denned in Sec. 2.1) in the center. At

high enough energies, this is dominated by double Pomeron exchange, discussed

in Sec. 11.2.2.

A proton, observed with a probe with wavelength X < 0.1 fm, or Q2 > 5 GeV2,

therefore consists of three valence (constituent) quarks uud, an indefinite number

of gluons g which carry about half the total momentum of the proton, and an

indefinite number of q,q, pairs called the sea (s stands for sea). The momentum

fraction carried by a parton is called Bjorken-a;, or usually just x. Most of the

sea quarks are u and d, while strange s-quarks make up about 20% of the total,

and charmed quarks, because of their relatively high mass, are present at a lower

level. The ratio of c/s quarks depends on Q2, tending more towards equality at

high Q2, and on x, being predicted to rise from about 0.4 at x = 0.1 to 0.8 at

x = 10~4. At very high Q2 and very small x, we can expect quark democracy!

Even sea top quarks can become nonnegligible at the Very Large Hadron Collider

(VLHC, up to 100 TeV/beam).3

Phenomenologically, we can consider two hadrons colliding at high energy

(such as at the Tevatron, with 900 GeV p and p giving a center-of-mass energy

yfs = 1800 GeV) to be colliding broad-band beams of quarks, antiquaries, and

gluons. Figure 1 shows a model for a collision involving a hard process.

The spectra of quarks and gluons are dependent, because of evolution, on the

Q2 of the interactions that take place between them. To first (leading) order,

these are 2 -¥ 2 "elastic" scattering processes: qq -> qq, qq -¥ gg, gg ~> qq,

and gg -> gg. Given that QCD is the theory of quark and gluon interactions,

we could expect that hadron-hadron collisions are ideal for testing the theory.

While hadron-hadron collisions provide a very fertile hunting ground for QCD

phenomena (as I hope to convince you), e+e~ collisions and ep collisions are

superior in some respects,4'5 such as measuring as from many features of the final

state in e+e~. However, quark and gluon scattering processes can only be studied

in hadron-hadron collisions, and this is central to QCD.

The scattered quarks and gluons do not emerge from the collisions farther

than about 10~13 cm, the so-called confinement radius. They have color charge,

and as they try to escape, a strong color field builds up in their wake. Unlike the

force between two electric charges, which decreases like 1/R2, the force between

PHOTON

P

JBT

Figure 1: Schematic representation of a hard hadron-hadron collision, as described
in the text. A photon is produced opposite a jet.

two color charges remains approximately constant (the potential is linear) with

separation, and so the energy in the string-like field increases. (String-like, because

if we think in terms of lines of force, these lines behave as if they attract each

other, unlike lines of force in QED which behave as if they repel each other.)

When the energy in this stretching color field increases, it becomes energetically

favorable for a qq pair to "pop out" of the vacuum, to be created. This process

repeats itself until many quarks and antiquaries with small relative energies, able

to form hadrons . . . perhaps not yet pions but resonances and low mass colorless

clusters . . . dominate. The process is called fragmentation. In the next stage, the

resonances and clusters decay to ground state hadrons, namely n,K,p,p,A, etc.

The above description is a simplified "string model"; the color field is seen as a

string which can break, and q and q are the ends of the string.

Another picture of fragmentation sees it rather as a branching process, a tree

diagram. A gluon branches into a quark-antiquark pair qq or two gluons gg, a

quark branches into qg. At each vertex, a price as(Q2) must be paid in the

amplitude, but as the tree evolves Q2 decreases, as increases, and the branching

becomes more prolific. Eventually, all these partons assemble themselves into

hadrons, and colorless clusters which decay into hadrons, and the proliferation

ceases. This is similar in many ways to the string model, and both seem to
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be quite good approximations to reality. (Of course, every model is at best an

approximation to reality.0)

1.1 Structure Functions

The structure functions or Parton Distribution Functions, PDF's, give the proba-

bilities of rinding a quark g,- of type i or a gluon g carrying a momentum fraction x

of the hadron, when it is probed with four-momentum-transfer-squared Q2. Per-

turbative QCD cannot predict the absolute normalization of parton distributions.

However, if given (for example, from a measurement) the distributions at one

value of the scale Q2, QCD can calculate them at any other value, provided that

both Q2 are large enough that as(Q2) is small. The name of the game is therefore

to choose some input PDF, normally at low Q2, and evolve it to larger Q2 applying

the QCD rules of evolution which involve the branching processes q -¥ qg,g -> gg,

and g -> qqj After the pioneers of evolution calculations Dokshitzer, Gribov, Li-

patov, Altarelli, and Parisi,7 this is called the DGLAP equation. As the evolution

occurs, the valence quarks (on average) take lower fractional momentum a;, so

that the probability of finding a valence quark at high x decreases with Q2 while

the probability of finding one at low x increases. Near x = 0.2, the losses and

gains cancel out and the quark structure functions are almost independent of Q2.

Dependence only on x, not on Q2, was a prediction of the parton model and was

observed8 in the Deep Inelastic electron Scattering (DIS) experiments at SLAC in

1969 that gave the first real experimental evidence for the partonic structure of nu-

cleons. However, this observation of DIS scaling was mostly in the region around

x = 0.2 and was therefore somewhat fortuitous; at both larger and smaller x, the

scaling deviations expected in QCD evolution were seen (and were later mapped

out) at SLAC.

Unfortunately, we do not have just one arbitrary input structure function,

we have one for each quark type u, u, d, d, s, s if we ignore the charm, beauty,

and top quarks (which we are normally allowed to do) and ane for the gluons

g. It is not common, especially in hadron-hadron collisions, to do experiments

sensitive to quark helicities, but in principle different helicities can have different

I Think about the similarities and differences between these branchings in the parton structure
of hadrons (hadron->parton) and the branchings in the process parton—>hadron described in
the previous section. There is a "parton-hadron duality" here.

structure functions. I shall ignore that complication, but that still leaves seven

unknown input functions, which are parameterized with functions typically of the

form q(x) = AxB{\ — x)c(l + Dx). Usually, the three antiquarks u,d, and s are

taken to have the same x-dependence and differ only in their normalization, and

s(x) = s(x). While the u and d quark distributions may be equated with a sum

of valence quarks «„ and dv and sea quarks, the valence distributions uv and dv

do not have quite the same shape. This can be demonstrated using the rapidity

dependence, in pp collisions, of the W± (the W is the charged weak boson, mass

Mw = 80.3 GeV) charge asymmetry. The ratio i l( jr) versus rj is closely related

to the ratio R(^) versus x.

Despite arbitrariness in the input structure functions (QCD prides itself on

calculating their evolution, not the low-Q2 starting point), there are other con-

straints. Some of these are sum rules, e.g., because a proton has two uv and one

dv valence quarks, we must have:

and

£ uv(x)dx = 2

f dv(x)dx = 1.
Jo

(1)

(2)

There is also a momentum sum rule, integrating over all parton types:

[xq(x) + xq{x) + xg(x)]dx = 1. (3)I \x

There are also relationships with the phenomenology of Regge exchanges,45 ap-

plied, e.g., to elastic Yp scattering which involves both Pomeron (vacuum quan-

tum number exchange) and Reggeon (virtual p,f°,A2, etc., exchanges). These

relations lead one45 to expect, as x —> 1, a behavior qv{x) ~ (1 — x)3. Given the

paucity of data for x > 0.75, this is not contradicted by data. Regge phenomenol-

ogy also predicts the behavior of the structure functions at the other extreme

x -» 0 which is now being studied most intensively at HERA.5 I shall argue that

building bridges between QCD ( T h e Theory of Strong Interactions, but with

limited applicability!) and Regge Theory (which organized a wealth of strong

interaction data, mostly outside the domain of applicability—or calculability—of

QCD) is now an important and exciting task.

So, the parameterizations of the input structure functions can be (and usually

are) constrained by sum rules and perhaps Regge behavior. It is also possible
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to say, as Gluck, Reya, and Vogt (GRV) did,9 "What if we just suppose three

valence quarks at very low Q2, sharing the momentum democratically, and let

that evolve?" They tried this starting at Q2 = 0.5 GeV2, but it does not work

well . . . of course, using QCD evolution from such low Q2 is brave. However, if

they allow some 50% of the low-Q2 momentum to be carried by gluons and then

evolve, the resulting structure functions are quite reasonable considering the small

amount of input. Figure 2 shows the evolved GRV structure functions at very low

Q2 (0.23-0.34 GeV2) using two evolution procedures, LO and NLO. The Leading

Order (LO) calculations compute all the tree diagrams, the branching processes,

but do not try to compute diagrams with closed loops. The Next-to-Leading Order

(NLO) calculations do allow one-loop diagrams (and must effectively integrate over

all possible momenta running inside the loop). The difference between the LO and

NLO curves is an indicator that QCD is not a theory with the precision predictive

power of QED, basically because as » aem. Allowing two loops (NNLO) and

looking for convergence is an obvious progression but is a major piece of work.
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Figure 2: Proton structure functions according to Gluck, Reya, and Vogt, at
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Figure 3: Proton structure functions according to Gliick, Reya, and Vogt, on a
logarithmic i-scale to show the low-a; region.

To see the behavior of the proton structure function at very small a:, Fig. 3

shows a plot on a logarithmic a;-scale, at Q 2 = 10 GeV2. The antiquaries rise

steeply as x decreases from 10~2 to 10~4, meeting the quarks as there are no

valence quarks here, only sea. The GRV curves show a different trend from an

extrapolation of the MRS (Martin, Roberts, and Stirling)10 fits; there is now

HERA data in this region (not available when this plot was made). It is important

to be aware that the xg(x) gluon distribution has been scaled down by a factor

0.01 to be shown on this plot! Gluons dominate at small x, by a factor more than

three (over the sum of all q and q species) at x = 10~4. What will happen at still

smaller a;? When x gets very small, the center of momentum (CM) collision energy

of the 7*p collision becomes large; in fact, there is a direct relation between the
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low-x structure function and the y'p total cross section at high energy. In Regge

Theory, the total cross section 07-(s) at high energy is determined by the value of

the Pomeron trajectory a(t) at t = 0. a(t) is the (complex) angular momentum

exchanged, and crr{s) ~ s"'0'"1. For the Pomeron a(0) « 1.08, above 1.0, so <JT(S)

increases with (CM energy)2, s. There is a bound called the Froissart Bound which

limits the rise of total cross sections to ln2s; if they would rise faster, unitarity (the

principle that there is no free lunch) would be violated. The interesting question

is now "What will happen to xg(x) and xq(x) so that unitarity is not violated as

x gets smaller?" Presumably, a flattening or turnover will come in, and will there

then be interesting new associated phenomena? Presumably, when this begins

to happen, the gluon densities are so high that recombination gg —* g becomes

important and cancels the DGLAP branchings g -> gg. One also talks about

screening of color fields becoming important. It is not unreasonable to suppose

that this is a frontier (very low x, very high 5-density) where new interesting

phenomena will show up.

I should not leave this section without referring to "modern" structure function

representations which are popular for comparing with hadron collider data. One

frequently used set comes from the Martin-Roberts-Stirling (MRS) group in the

UK.10 In addition, a collaboration of theorists and experimenters was formed in

the early 1990s, called the CTEQ Collaboration. One of its aims was to provide

best-fit QCD-based structure functions to as large a database as possible. These

structure functions are labelled CTEQ2M, CTEQ2ML, and so on; Ref. 11 is a

useful guide.

2 Quark and Gluon Scattering Processes

We have seen how hadrons can be viewed as microbeams of quarks, antiquarks,

and gluons with Q2-dependent momentum spectra. These partons are continually

interacting, but in a frame where the hadron momenta are very large (ideally, the

"infinite momentum frame"), due to time dilation these interactions become neg-

ligible and we can think of the partons as quasi-independent. When two hadrons

collide, a parton carrying momentum fraction xi from one hadron can scatter with

a parton carrying momentum fraction xi from the other hadron. It is usually sim-

plest to think in the center-of-momentum frame, the normal frame of colliders,

so that if x\ = X2, we are also in the parton-parton CM frame. In the center-

of-momentum frame, the parton collision energy squared s = X1X2S = (pi +P2)2,

where p,- is the four momentum of the parton i in the process 1 + 2 —> 3 + 4.

We also have the four-momentum transfer squared variable < = (pi — P3)2 and the

crossed variable u = (pi — P4)2. For massless partons, s + 1 + u = 0.

There is a simple basic equation for parton-parton scattering in QCD, which

is as follows:

In this equation, da [cm2] is an elemental cross section, which if you multiply by

the luminosity gives the rate of scattering into an elemental i bin of size dt. On

the right-hand side, the strong coupling as is not a constant (let us not call it

the strong coupling constant!) but gets smaller as the hardness of the collision

Q2 increases, ccs(Q2), the so-called running of the strong coupling. What is Q2

in terms of the Mandelstam variables s, t, u? In DIS, it is rather clear that it

should be identified with the four-momentum transfer squared of the probing

photon/WyZ. Here it is not so clear. Q2 = s would be bad as we can have

very soft but very large s collisions. On the other hand, for high mass Drell-Yan,

q + q -> f*+fi~, Q2 = s would be natural, as the hard photon is in the s-channel.

Choosing i is probably good, but should we not have iu symmetry? The choice

^0 siu ...

gives that, and is sometimes used. There is not a unique answer; in fact, theoreti-

cally it should not matter which choice is made if one could do the calculations to

all orders. The predictions would then be independent of the choice of Q2 scale.

As we are not in that situation, we make a choice, but one that is hopefully not

very dependent on the number of orders calculated. One often-used solution is to

identify Q2 with p\ or (2pr)2 where pr is the largest pr object (hadron jet, e.g.)

in the event. Given that collider experiments are all central and would not see

high mass Drell-Yan giving low-pr leptons, this should be all right!

There are two other elements of our basic scattering equation: |.M |2 and s2,

where \M |2 is a dimensionless number, process dependent, the matrix element for

each particular process. From the dimensions of the l.h.s., we can see that the

r.h.s. has to have dimensions [GeV~4] as given by the s2 in the denominator.

The matrix elements \M | can be calculated12 from the Feynman rules for quark

and gluon propagators and vertices in QCD, but that would take more theoretical
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lectures to explain. Here I will just show the end results for three sample cases.
They depend on the quark spins (±5) and colors (3) and gluon spins (-1, 0, +1)
and colors (8). These can just be averaged over (initial state) and summed over
(final state) if we are not doing spin (colorl)-dependent measurements. To give
you an idea of what the matrix elements look like, for the elastic scattering of
identical type quarks g,-gi —> g,g,-:

| 2 4

P
8SS2

(6)

The annihilation of same-flavor quarks by an s-channel gluon into a pair of differ-
ent flavor, <figi —» qjqj is simpler:

(7)

and as a final example, gluon elastic scattering gg -* gg through the four-gluon
coupling or s, i, or ti channel gluon exchange is

9 / ut us st\
\M\ =2{3-¥-W~¥)'

(8)

and there are similar formulae for several other 2 -» 2 quark and gluon scattering
processes in leading order.

2.1 Rapidity

Rapidity is an important variable and should therefore be defined. Longitudinal
rapidity y is just the particle's velocity component along the beam axis, but
transformed in such a way that while for small values it is identical to the usual
speed 0 • c = ^ , at large values it does not "saturate" (/? -> 1.000) but keeps
going: as 0 -t 1.000, y -4 00. The law of addition of speeds, /?i3 = A2+A23 which
is only valid at small /?, is valid for all values of rapidity: 2/13 = t/i2 + j/23. So
rapidity differences are invariant under Lorentz boosts, and a pion and a proton
with the same rapidity are moving with zero relative speed, but have different
momenta. We' could use a three-dimensional rapidity, and this would be natural
in a three-dimensional relativistic world. But generally in particle collisions, one
axis has special significance: in hadron-hadron it is the beam-beam axis z and in
e+e~ it is the dijet axis (or thrust axis, defined later). So we choose that as the
axis to define a one-dimensional (longitudinal) rapidity, and measure transverse

momenta pr, and transverse energies ET, with respect to that axis. The linear
addition law comes from the following.

From elementary relativity, we have the law for addition of speeds:

Where else have we seen this formula? It occurs when adding hyperbolic tans!

tanhA + tanhB
tanh(A + B) =

1+tanhA-tanhB'

So we just make the identification:

/?12 s tanhA,

i.e.,
tanh~l@i2 = A.

This formula has a unique solution:

which, as /? = p/E, can be rewritten:

1, E+p

A particle of mass m traveling along the rapidity axis with a momentum p has
a rapidity y = In^&t- which is 7.5 for a proton in a 900 + 900 GeV collision. The
full rapidity coverage is Ay = In-^j. If you set m = 0 in the above formula for y,
you can derive a special case:

g
!/m=o 2 17 = ln(tan-).

This is called the pseudorapidity n and is a good approximation to y as long
as the mass m is small compared to pr- This is perfect for photons but is bad for
high ET jets; never mind, we use it for jets too.

Longitudinal rapidity is a very natural variable in describing final states in
hadron-hadron collisions. Particles have an average density of about four charged
particles per unit of rapidity, and there are short-range rapidity correlations be-
tween particles. To describe jet events, we frequently use ET, »?, and <f>.
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2.2 Event Generators

Given that the strong coupling as is not very small, 10"1 rather than say 10"3,

higher order processes with additional vertices and additional gluons must be

considered, the NLO or Next-to-Leading Order processes. This is routinely done,

but makes life much more complicated than the nice LO formulae displayed above.

The Next-to-Next-to Leading Order (NNLO) processes are now being addressed

by theorists, and will eventually take us another step in precision in comparing

data with theory.

How are comparisons with theory made in this field? Generally, one copes with

the very large number of variables using Monte Carlo methods, event generators

which simulate interactions on a computer. Basically, one tries to generate inter-

actions taking account of everything we know about parton distribution functions

(the relation hadrons —> partons), scattering processes, initial and final state ra-

diation (gluon bremsstrahlung), and fragmentation (the relation partons -> jets

-4 hadrons). These Monte Carlo generated events must then be confronted with

a computer model of the experimental detector, with all its cracks, resolution

smearing, etc. Then one can compare data with theoretical expectations, and if

one finds significant disagreements, one can try variations of the inputs to, e.g.,

learn that the received wisdom on PDF's should be modified. Of course, any such

changes must not result in significant disagreement with other experiments.

Examples of currently popular event generators are called ISAJET, HERWIG,

and PYTHIA. These are big programs developed over perhaps 20 years. Being

based on QCD, they, of course, have a great deal in common, but there are also

many differences in the way they handle some not yet well-understood subpro-

cesses, for example, fragmentation. These event generators actually have several

applications. One is to make predictions, already before an accelerator (SSC,

LHC) is approved, for the rates and shapes of diverse event types. For example,

a 300 GeV Higgs should decay to W+W~ and ZZ, and these to four high-pr

jets, but there will be many four-jet events from gg -> gggg, so can we still find

a signal? Then, when we design the big detectors for such a machine, we use

a Monte Carlo simulation to help optimize the detector performance for desired

goals (e.g., discovering supersymmetry). While designing the detectors, but more

realistically much later, one should use these simulations to devise analysis strate-

gies to optimize signal (SUSY, Higgs) to noise (QCD, Electroweak). Once data

exist, observed rates must be corrected for acceptance and resolution and perhaps

for subtle effects to derive true cross sections. Because this tends to be a multi-

dimensional problem, Monte Carlo methods are the appropriate tool. Finally, the

event generators, as a Standard Model benchmark, are compared to the data to

look for new physics. The process is iterative and any new physics (which may

just be a significant change of the PDF's) will become part of a new benchmark.

Where generators differ in their predictions, comparison with experiment can shed

light on the not-well-known parts of the physics, e.g., the fragmentation.

Without going into details, let us just look over the main steps in PYTHIA as

an example. The parton distribution functions g,(x, Q2), qi(x,Q2), and g(x,Q2)

are built in, with a switch to any particular PDF, and in a pp collision, one

can select a parton from each proton with suitable weights (corresponding to

the PDF's and the parton cross sections). Initial state gluon radiation from the

incoming partons, e.g., P,_>,J(z), where z is the momentum fraction of the quark

carried by the gluon, will be simulated. Earlier branchings have smaller Q2—one

starts at a cut-off of about Q2 = 1 GeV2—and the closer to the hard scattering,

the larger is the Q2 of the radiation. Final state radiation goes the other way, the

first branches having highest Q2.

This description of initial state radiation, scattering, and final state radiation

is not quantum mechanically correct. To ask whether a particular hard gluon

was radiated just before or just after the scatter is the same as asking which slit

the photon went through! But we cannot yet do the calculations properly, with

quantum mechanics in all its glory, so we approximate.

The incident partons that do not participate in the hard scattering, the spec-

tators, are simulated; as they carry color, color strings may form between these

forward moving spectator partons and central scattered partons. The hard scat-

tering uses the QCD matrix elements discussed above, in NLO. The final state

partons again form a branching tree, until their virtualities (basically Q2 of the

branches) is small. Then comes the part we do not really know how to calcu-

late in QCD, to go from partons to hadrons. So we use some phenomenology, to

make the transition to hadrons, not just pions but especially resonances, such as

rho-mesons p -> 7T7T. PYTHIA also includes some subtler effects such as color co-

herence, which tracks the color fields and gives rise to enhancements or depletions

in particle density in certain angular regions, and color strings.
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3 Experimental Interlude

Experimental lectures should at least say a few words about experiments! The

accelerator wizards inject and circulate bunches of protons and antiprotons in op-

posite directions around the ring, four miles around for the Tevatron and 17 miles

for the LHC. The bunches collide at set places around the ring, but they are

steered apart electrostatically so that they only meet head-on where there are ex-

periments. The Permilab Tevatron has two experiments, CDF and D0. There are

about 10n p and p per bunch, and they are focused down to transverse dimensions

of 30 (Mi, but only about one pp collision takes place per bunch crossing: these

particles are very small! However, there are so many bunch crossings per second

that the overall rate of interactions is very high (much higher than in e+e~ or ep

machines). The rate is

RT = L- aT, (9)

where aT is the total cross section, about 80 mb = 8 x 10~26 cm2 and L is

the luminosity, of order 1032 cm"2 sec"1. The product gives a large number

of interactions per second to observe, select, and record. Typically, only tens

of events per second axe recorded so the combination of the detector and its

electronics (triggers) must do an amazing job in real time of recognizing which

are the events of most interest. After about 15 hours, the beams are degraded in

density, so they are dumped and fresh beams are injected. The total integrated

luminosity over a run is given in units of pb"1 or events per picobarn (note that

an inverse microbarn is much smaller than an inverse nanobarn!).

Hadron collider detectors have evolved but not diverged; most of the so-called

general purpose detectors look similar in plan to Fig. 4.

I shall just say a few words about each element with emphasis on their roles

in QCD. The figure shows a quarter of the detector; imagine rotating it around

the beam pipe to make a cylindrical object and then reflecting in the transverse

plane at the left. We really want to detect and identify everything that could

come out of a collision: hadrons and leptons (electrons e, muons /i, taus T, and

neutrinos u), and measure their energies and directions. Starting from the collision

point inside the vacuum pipe, the first detector is a microtracker, in CDF called

a Silicon Vertex Detector. This measures charged particle tracks with very high

precision so that one can see the vertices of B-hadron (containing b-quarks) decays

displaced from the collision point (although the displacement is only of order

MUON TRACKJNO

HADRON CALORIMETER

ELECTROMAGNETIC CALORIMETER

_£QU<.

TRACKING) WIRE CHAMBER

SILICON STRIPS ROMAN POTS
. • O

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of a general-purpose hadron collider detector.

of 1 mm). Then the particles pass through a larger tracking volume of lower

precision, the whole tracking region being in a magnetic field so the momenta of

charged particles can be obtained from their track curvature. The particles then

enter two calorimeters; absorbing material that will cause them to shower and

deposit all their energy, containing every cm or so a detector layer (liquid argon

in D 0 and scintillator in CDF, other media are possible). These calorimeters are

the heart of the detector for most QCD studies, as they measure the energies of

neutral as well as charged particles, and you can see jets (see next section) rather

directly in their energy content versus angle. The front part is a separately read

out "electromagnetic calorimeter" which detects photons and electrons (a track

and shower with p = E). This is followed by a thicker "hadronic" calorimeter

that contains showers from TT^/C^A'g.p.n, etc. Not all particles get absorbed

in the calorimeters. Muons deposit a few GeV but normally emerge where they

can be tracked. Neutrinos emerge (there's not much one can do about that!) but

they carry away energy, and in the transverse plane, that can often be detected

as missing ET. If there is more than one large ET neutrino, only their sum can be

measured, but in single W production, the u can usually be measured quite well

by adding the energies vectorially in the whole calorimeter to find the missing ET.

Way off to the right are two small detectors labeled Roman Pots. These are

often added to large detectors to detect very small angle and high momentum

scattered protons, for studying diffraction. This will be discused in Chap. 11.
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4 High ET Jets in Hadron-Hadron Collisions

The first hadron collider was the ISR, Intersecting Storage Rings, at CERN. The

first collisions took place in 1971, just 25 years ago, in the same year that an im-

portant paper was published by Berman, Bjorken, and Kogut13 (BBK) predicting

high pr jets in hadron collisions. At that time, t he highest energy (fixed target)

pp collisions were at 30 GeV beam energy, i.e., 7.6 GeV in the center of mass. The

ISR was to take us to 63 GeV in the CM, equivalent to 2000 GeV with a beam +

fixed target. The conventional wisdom then was t h a t in hadron-hadron collisions,

particles are produced with limited pr, with a typical distribution e~6pT. The

chance of finding a particle with pr as high as 5 GeV/c from such a distribution is

rather small! The main "facility" magnet, called the Split Field Magnet (SFM),

was chosen to have a good field only in the forward (beam) directions, because

"that is where all the physics would be," and a proposal for a central axial field

magnet was not approved. The BBK paper pointed out that in the then-new

parton model, which was looking good because the SLAC experiments8 seemed to

be seeing charged partons by the electromagnetic interaction, we should also have

strong interaction scattering between the partons. Strong qq -» qq scattering (as-

suming partons are quarks) was not yet calculable (this was pre-QCD), but BBK

estimated that the strong scattering could be as much as 104 times stronger than

electromagnetic (an overestimate because BBK did not know as « 0.1). So what

would events look like if two partons made a large angle scatter? BBK said the

partons would turn into jets of hadrons! (They actually used the word "cores.")

They were absolutely right, and although this paper inspired high pr jet searches

at the ISR, the wheels turned painfully slowly. An abundance of hadrons, both

7T° and identified charged hadrons it, K,p, and p a t large pr (of order 4-10 GeV),

was discovered, and eventually only the hard parton scattering explanation sur-

vived. At Fermilab with its lower energy (-̂ /s = 24 GeV) fixed-target collisions,

one looked14 for jets by triggering on total transverse energy ET in limited solid

angle calorimeters, but this had a very strong bias making the results difficult to

interpret. It was agreed that the trigger solid angle must be much larger than the

eventual jet solid angle, so that the jets are much more localized than had been

required in the trigger. It was finally 11 years after the BBK paper, in 1982, that

really convincing evidence for high pr jets was presented from the ISR,15 made

possible by a really good (uranium-scintillator) large aperture hadron calorimeter

and very high luminosity from the machine. An example is shown in Fig. 5, an

early example of a so-called LEGO plot.16

Figure 5: A high ET jet event at the ISR. The

shown; the trigger/selection was just large total

detected in cells in rj and 4> is

Each calorimeter cell (tower) is shown as a cell in the r\4> plane with a vertical

bar proportional to the ET = E • sinO in the tower. On the figure, the quantity

Thrust = 0.94 is noted. Thrust, T, is a quantity defined as:

= Max
Z\Pi\

(10)

where the sums are over all clusters with vector momenta p; in the transverse

plane and e is a unit vector in the transverse plane. It can range from 2/TT = 0.64

for an isotropic event to 1.0 for a perfectly collimated two-jet event. The event in

the figure is not atypical once YIET in this central region exceeds about 35 GeV

(out of </s = 63 GeV), although this only happens in about one in 109 collisions.

By this time, experiments UA1 and UA2 at the CERN pp Collider were be-

ginning to present their first results. Even though their luminosity was still very

low, thanks to the much higher y/s = 540 GeV, events with dramatically high

(at that time) p? jets could be clearly seen.17'18 So the discovery of high pr jets

in hadron collisions was shared between the ISR and SppS, but the latter was in

the limelight and provided a dramatic and exciting first look at the new era of
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jet physics. At the new generation of colliders (SppS, Tevatron, LEP, LHC), we

would come to treat jets like particles.

In the early days of measuring jets, one much-discussed question was: "What is

the best way to define a jet?" and various jet algorithms were proposed. A typical

and still much used algorithm is to find a cone in t]<j> space . . . actually, it is a circle

in t](j> space which is two-dimensional... chosen to contain a local maximum in

TJET, the total transverse energy of all hadrons, or calorimeter towers, in the circle.

This is called a cone algorithm; in the central region, the i)<j> circle corresponds

to a good approximation to a circular cone in space, although when it is very

forward, the cone gets distorted. Actual procedures are usually iterative, starting

with the highest E? calorimeter cluster and putting a cone around it, adding the

"energy vectors" inside to define a new cone axis, and repeating if necessary until

some condition is satisfied. Once the procedure is defined, the only parameter

to be chosen is the cone radius R = rmax, where R2 = AJ72 + A<j>2 and At] and

A(j> are the distances of a particle (or calorimeter tower) t o the cone axis. Cone

radii are typically chosen in the range 0.4 to 0.7, values which hopefully give

an optimum correspondence between the measured jet four-momentum and the

"initiating hard parton" (even though the latter is not theoretically well-defined

because of Quantum Mechanics). If you make the defining cone too small, particles

obviously associated with the hard scatter are excluded, and if it is too large, more

of what is often called the underlying event is included. The underlying event is

also not a well-defined concept; in reality, color connections are everywhere in an

event, and it does not make sense to ask whether a pion with pr = 600 MeV/c

and r = 0.8 is part of the jet or of the "underlying event." The color-string model

takes this holistic view. But cone algorithms ideally choose a cone size where

(a) leakage of "jet particles" out is on average balanced by an "underlying event"

taken in. (b) A hard, perturbatively radiated gluon will be reconstructed as a

separate jet and not merged in. Again, there is no sharp cut-off between hard and

soft radiation, so finally one must just do the same things with the same cuts in

data and Monte Carlo generated events and compare them. For any "reasonable"

choice, it should not matter what cone size is chosen. CDF and D 0 normally

(but not always) use 0.7 independent of £7- For a multijet process like it -¥ 6

jets, 0.4 is preferred. As jets tend to shrink in n<j> space with ET, one could make

R(ET), but this complication is not normally worth making. What about the

low ET end, how far down can one go in E? a n d still talk meaningfully about

jets? This is a complicated question and there is no sharp boundary. It is also a

machine-dependent question. In e+e~ collisions, the first two-jet structures were

observed at <Js = 6.2—7.4 GeV (Ref. 19), but they became much more obvious at

higher energies, e.g., when PEP and PETRA operated at ^/i = 30 GeV. These

are intrinsically clean final states with a q and q back-to-back. In hadron-hadron

collisions, it is a different matter, with a large number of final state partons, most

going forward-backward (and giving rise to the so-called underlying event). Jets

obviously will need higher ET to stick out of this "background." This statement

will also be dependent on y/s. At the lowest \/s hadron collider, the ISR, the

AFS Collaboration measured jets down to 6 GeV in fair agreement with hard

scattering models, but only by about 10-12 GeV were they the dominant feature

in a large solid angle trigger. At the SppS and Tevatron, it is generally considered

that jets above about 10 GeV ET "make sense," i.e., the measured jet momentum

corresponds reasonably well to a hard parton, while jets below about 5 GeV

do not, i.e., the correspondence is very washed out. However, a recent CDF

study has found that if you select collisions with exactly two "jets," both with

b < ET < 7 GeV, they will nearly always be back-to-back in azimuth, showing

that even at the Tevatron (not just at the ISR) such a low ET cut can sometimes

be used. Where one chooses to cut depends on the physics under study. In events

at the Tevatron with "LET > 500 GeV, jets of 5 GeV are lost, but in double

Pomeron events with HE? ~ 20 GeV, they stick out.

Jet ET spectra rise dramatically with ^/s. The ISR was put out of business

by the SppS, and the SppS by the Tevatron, and you can see a comparison20

between the latter two in Fig. 6.

Actually, the da ta is all from CDF at the Tevatron, but the two lower energies

were chosen to coincide with the SppS. At ET = 100 GeV, the </s = 1800 GeV

(Tevatron) jet production cross section is 40 times what it was at SppS. The

rise is because at the higher \/s, the scattering partons are at lower x where the

parton density is much higher (and more are gluons, which helps). At 1800 GeV,

the data span eight orders of magnitude in rate (using 1/5 of the data to date)

and reach above 400 GeV in ET. On nearly every point, the statistical error bars

are smaller than the symbols. Experiment D0 has data that agree extremely well

with this 1800 GeV spectrum. What is very impressive is the agreement with a

typical theoretical calculation as shown by the lines. Only at the largest ET, above

say 250 GeV, does a disagreement appear at the level of a factor of about 1.5.
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CDF Inclusive Jet Cross Sections
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Figure 6: Inclusive jet cross section at three s values, as measured by CDF in the

central region. The two lower energies correspond to the SppS.

The disagreement is seen more clearly on a linear scale by dividing data by theory

and subtracting 1, or (DATA-THEORY)/THEORY, and this is shown in Fig. 7.

The points below 200 GeV are low but if you include systematic errors which are

about 20% (largely ET independent), they agree. The so-called "excess" at high

ET is clearly not a statistical fluctuation, and CDF could not find a systematic

(or detector) effect which would account for it. A real excess that could not be

explained by QCD would be exciting as these jets are probing quarks (mainly) at

smaller distances than ever before, and if quarks were really composite at the scale

of order (1.5-2.0 TeV)"1 (about 10"17 cm), this is the sort of thing one might see.

The D0 jet data could not quite either confirm or deny an excess: their high ET

data points were lower than CDF's but not by more than 1-2 a.
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Figure 7: A comparison of the inclusive jet cross section with the NLO QCD

calculation using the MRSDO' structure function.

Before jumping to conclusions about dramatic new physics, one has to see

whether some not-so-dramatic new physics can explain the discrepancy. There

are two worthy contenders: (1) the density of gluons in the p/p at large x is more

than in the structure functions being used for comparison (CTEQ3M, MRSDO',

and others) or (2) soft and colinear gluon corrections are important.21 As to

the former possibility, of course, one cannot just try adding in more gluons at

high x because that will change all the fits to other data, such as DIS data. A

new global fit has to be tried to find a solution consistent with all good data.

Normally, the high Ep jet data would have little relative weight in such a fit and

would not pull the structure functions. So CTEQ tried a fit giving extra weight

to the high ET data by artificially decreasing their errors, and found a solution

CTEQ4HJ, shown in Fig. 8 with both CDF and D0 data . This makes the excess

insignificant without significantly worsening the fit to the rest of the world. In

their fit, the normalizations of CDF and D0 were left floating, but they only

moved 2% which is impressive. So, one simple solution to the excess puzzle is to
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modify the structure functions mostly at high x by just about doubling the glue.

More data to shed light on this could come from probing the high rapidity tails

of the jet distributions a t lower ET.
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Figure 8: Linearized comparison [(DATA-THEORY)/THEORY] of inclusive jet

data.

An alternative, or perhaps additional, way24 of explaining the jet rate at very

large ET i s t o consider higher order corrections. While the full NNLO calculations

have not been done (and it may be some time!), direct estimates of higher order

corrections are sometimes possible by a process called resummation. This gener-

ally requires two hard scales in the process with one much larger than the other,

say Q » (i where ft is the inverse wavelength of emitted gluons. Soft colinear

gluons cannot know about the hard scattering taking place on the much smaller

scale 1/Q. In such cases, it is sometimes possible to resum the large corrections

which have the form as • lo<f(Qlp) (resumming large logarithms). See Refe. 22

and 23 for more information. Very high XT = 2E-r/-v
/s requires partons from very

high Bjorken-x where the parton densities are falling fast and the phase space for

gluon emission is reduced; this will affect the jet cross sections in the right direc-

tion to explain the excess, but according to Mangano,24 "it seems unlikely that

the full 30-50% excess reported by CDF . . . could be explained by resummation

effects."

The CDF two-jet mass spectrum, shown in Fig. 9, perhaps not surprisingly,

shows the same excellent agreement at low mass with a growing excess compared

to PYTHIA (CTEQ2L) at large mass. It is to a large extent the same data, so this

is not independent. It is still impressive to note that we are now detecting parton

collisions at •/§ = 1000 GeV, and if there were strongly produced new particles,

such as "axigluons" up to a mass of 870 GeV, they would be visible in this plot

as a significant bump.25 Several other types of hypothetical massive particles can

also be excluded, thanks to our knowledge (or assumed knowledge) of their strong

interactions, namely QCD. This search will be continued in the Tevatron Run II

(1999-?), but a really large extension of the mass range will only come with the

LHC.

Naturally, one of the first questions to ask, faced with a possible large E? jet

excess, is whether the angular (or rj) distribution of these jets is normal. It is. To

see this for dijets, we can calculate a variable x defined as:

- " . a.)
Figure 10 shows some x distributions together with NLO predictions, and the fit

is good for all mass ranges. From this, a lower limit can be put on a parameter Ac

which is called the compositeness scale, namely Ac >1.8 TeV at 95% confidence

level. Thus at a resolution of about 1.1 x 10~17 cm, the partons still appear

point-like.
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Two-Jet Mass Spectrum
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Another place where large logarithms appear is when two balancing jets are

at large opposite rapidity, or small angles. Then log ( ^ ) is large and we can

apply resummation schemes. Important progress in this direction came with the

BFKL formalism from Balitsky, Fadin, Kuraev, and Lipatov.26 A picture emerges

of gluons scattering by i-channel gluon exchange, the latter also emitting gluons,

so that this diagram times its complex conjugate is like a ladder. This is a perhaps

naive description of the BFKL Pomeron, not the same as the standard Pomeron

giving diffraction with rapidity gaps (about which more will be said later), but

related. The BFKL Pomeron is much discussed in relation to very low-a; physics.

D0 searched27 for evidence in the form of a decorrelation between a pair of hadron

jets as the rapidity interval between the jets increases. Figure 11 shows the az-

imuth angle difference (1 — A<j>/ir); the back-to-back peaking has a tendency to

wash out as At) increases. However, as seen in Fig. 12, the effect is not as strong

as predicted by BFKL and is actually in agreement with the HBRWIG Monte

Carlo (but not NLO JETRAD). BFKL effects are seen elsewhere (e.g., at HERA)

and more studies are clearly needed.
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Figure 11: The azimuthal difference be- Figure 12: The mean value of < cos(n -

> versus At) showing the decorrela-tween the two leading jets (D0) for three

different values of their rapidity sepa- tion of the previous plot, compared with

ration. The back-to-back balance gets three predictions.

washed out as AT; increases.

4.1 Multiple Jets: Very High

In the previous section, I discussed inclusive one-jet and two-jet data, but events

with many high ET jets are not rare at the Tevatron, and they provide an inter-

esting testing ground for the QCD predictions via MC. One can study both the

total rates and the structure of the events, e.g., sub-energies and angles between

jets. Figure 13 shows CDF data, ignoring everything in the events except jets

above ET = 20 GeV and making a scalar sum of those above that threshold. The

data are only plotted above S ET = 300 GeV, far above any threshold effects, and

extend to about 1000 GeV. The shape compares well with the two Monte Carlos

(JBTRAD and HERWIG) apart from being slightly flatter at large ET, the same

effect we saw in the one-jet inclusive spectrum (it is, of course, essentially the same

data). The relative normalization of 1.4 applied to the MC to get best agreement

is probably as good as could be expected for these far-from-simple events. Still,

although the highest 2 Er events frequently have several jets, the two highest ET

jets usually dominate.
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Figure 13: Distributions of total Ep including all jets above 20 GeV.
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CDF did a study21 of events with E ET above 420 GeV and three jets each

above 20 GeV. There are many ways to study data with many variables, so one

should try to choose plots that have a clear physical meaning, or which make

incisive tests among models. Figure 14 (Ref. 21) shows the mass distribution of

the three, four, or five highest ET jets compared with HERWIG and NJETS; both

give good descriptions. For three jets, one can go to their rest frame, calculate

the energy fraction

and make a Dalitz plot of Xi, Xi, and X3. This sort of study can also be done

for four-jet events by merging the two jets with the smallest invariant mass my

to get a three-body system (with an additional variable my). Any number of

jets can be sequentially reduced this way to a three-body system which can then

be studied more simply. For example, the distribution of X3 for three-jet events

(all above 20 GeV) seems to be a variable with little discriminating power, both

phase space and QCD Monte Carlo having similar behavior and agreeing with

data, apart from a wave in HERWIG which the data does not show. Phase space

models do not describe the data as well as the QCD calculations which predict

large contributions from initial or final state gluon radiation.

5 Direct Photon Production: 7 and 77

As quarks carry electromagnetic charge as well as strong charge, in any diagram

involving gluon emission from a quark q —> qg, we can also have photon emission

q -4 qy. The leading order diagrams are qg -4 79 and qq -> 70, and there

are also bremsstrahlung photons radiated off quark lines. The latter are usually

considered as a background and are harder to measure, being close to (or in) a

hadron jet. Therefore, experiments usually require the photon candidates to be

isolated, to have very little accompanying energy in a cone of R — 0.4 (typically).

This cut also minimizes background from n°; most detectors cannot resolve the

two photons from TT° -» 77 at high pr, but IT0 tends to be in jets.

Direct photon production at high pr was first observed at the ISR.29 As they

had done for jets, the SppS and Tevatron extended the reach in px dramatically,

up to about 120 GeV in the latter case as shown in Fig. 15. It is not enough to

require an isolated electromagnetic shower; the background from jr° is still high.
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Figure 14: Distributions of the effective masses of the three leading jets, four lead-

ing jets, and five leading jets (if present, above 20 GeV). The data are compared

with HERWIG and NJETS and agree well.

A method of statistically separating the 7 and n° pioneered by UA2 (Ref. 30) is to

start the calorimeter with a converter and then a separately read-out layer to see

whether a photon conversion occurred. The probability for the two photons from a

n° to convert is about twice the probability for a single direct photon, so it is easy

to calculate the fraction of 7 in the sample (although not on an event-by-event

basis). This method can be used at arbitrarily high pr. The CDF calorimeter

also has a so-called Shower Maximum detector, a layer of strip elements after a

few radiation lengths (near the maximum of a typical shower) which can measure

the projected profile. The two photons from low energy n° are resolved into two

peaks (depending on the decay orientation), but even at higher ET when they

merge (typically, in CDF, the shower separation is dy, = 50 cm/En*), the profile

is broader for n0. The figure shows that both methods agree where they overlap,

and also that the data agree well with NLO QCD, at least at high pr, with the

CTEQ2M structure function. We could expect that photons are better probes of
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structure functions than jets; there are none of the complications of final state
radiation, jet fragmentation, or questions about the correspondence between the
jet and hard parton. Calorimetric detectors also have better resolution for photons
than for hadrons, and it is intrinsically a clean process. So it was hoped that the
diagram gq -4 q~t would be a good way to measure the gluon distribution g(x, Q2).
However, higher order diagrams muddy the predictions, and they are not as precise
a probe as once thought.
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In detail, the photon data lie systematically above the QCD line below 40 GeV.
All direct photon data are systematically high at their lowest pr values. If this were
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due to a structure function behavior, we would expect the trend to be common,
to experiments at different y/s, if plotted against the scaled pr, namely, XT =
2p r/v

/s. In Fig. 16, (Data-NLOQCD)/NLOQCD are plotted and show that this
is not the simple solution; at the same xT, a low </s point is higher than QCD,
and a high y/s point is lower. Admittedly, these points differ in Q2, but the Q2

dependence is supposed to be well-handled by the QCD calculation. It looks like
an effect that to first order is a pr dependence, the lowest px being enhanced
at any y/s. A likely explanation is that the QCD predictions fail because they
assume that the incoming partons are colinear. We know that cannot be strictly
true because protons have a finite size, so the uncertainty principle will give an
intrinsic fcp of a few hundred MeV/c to the partons. But more than that, there
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are nonperturbative (and therefore not well-calculable) effects, namely, soft gluon

emission, that can give kr which may be larger than a GeV and will smear the

production cross section. This kr (which I would not call intrinsic, I reserve that

for the proton size effect) will depend on \/s at fixed x and could account for

much or perhaps all of the behavior in Fig. 16. But the jury is still out. One good

test should be two photon production.

The production of two back-to-back high pr direct photons was first seen at

the ISR,31 but the signals there were very small. Even at the Tevatron, very few

events were found by CDF in 90 pb"1 as shown by the plot of M7T, Fig. 17. In this

plot, the rise to A/77 « 30 GeV is entirely a trigger threshold and data selection

effect; presumably the cross section is very high for low mass pairs, all the way

down to the GeV region and below, but the experiment has not been done. (It

might be very interesting.) Can we conclude anything about kr from this limited

data? The diphoton system pr is well-measured, but the poor statistics can be

seen in Fig. 18. What can you say?

On a separate issue, note that M77 is well-determined by good electromagnetic

calorimeters, obviously much better determined than MJJ. For best resolution,

one needs to know also the production point, not always easy at a high luminosity

hadron collider such as LHC. But this is why the two-photon channel is consid-

ered an interesting channel for searching for Higgs H° even though the branching

fraction of H -> 77 is very small, less than 10~4 depending on MH- Between

about 80 GeV and 150 GeV (the intermediate mass Higgs region), the full width

of the Higgs is only a few MeV, much narrower than conceivable resolutions (so

an experiment with super resolution has a major advantage). There is a very

interesting thing about this decay which makes it important even if the H° is

discovered in another channel. The H° being neutral does not actually couple to

photons, so this decay proceeds through loops of anything that couples both to

H° and 7, and the heavier the better. This means the decay rate will depend on

the existence of heavy things such as W, t, q, and even charged particles of many

TeV, or even hundreds of TeV. But it will be difficult! Very!

6 Vector Bosons: W/Z + Jets

Just as direct photons can be used as probes of hard QCD processes, so can vector

bosons, namely, W* and Z, In lowest order, the perturbative diagrams are simply
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Figure 17: The diphoton mass spectrum Figure 18: The distribution in pr of the

measured in CDF. The rise at low M, 7 is 77 pair. This should be a useful probe of

due to threshold/acceptance effects. kf effects.

qq annihilation, qq —> W, and the W have low pr which is given by, and provides

information on, nonperturbative initial state gluon radiation and k? (I do not now

distinguish these). This process is like Drell-Yan (qq -4 /+/~) and is sometimes

also called Drell-Yan. Given that a colored quark from the proton annihilates

with a colored antiquark, with a large rapidity separation, perhaps the associated

hadrons in these events would show interesting differences with, e.g., typical soft

collisions. To the extent that people have looked (which does not include the

forward regions), there are no striking differences.

More study has been done of events containing both a W/Z and high pr jets.

Apart from the intrinsic interest for QCD, W + jets is the most important chan-

nel for studying the top quark. The dominant process for creating top quarks is

qq ->• tt and then ti -> W+bW~b. The W then decay either hadronically W -t qq

or leptonically W -¥ Iv. If both W decay hadronically, which happens 46% of the

time, we have a six jet final state. Strong QCD production of six jets has a much

higher cross section, but a tt signal can still be observed32 by demanding that one

or two of the jets have characteristics of 6 jets (leptons from semileptonic 6 decay,

or displaced vertices). When both W decay leptonically (10% of the time for each

of e, n, or T for each W), the signature is relatively clean, but two neutrinos are

undetected so the kinematics is poorly constrained. The best compromise between
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signal:background and reconstruction ability is with the 44% fraction which are
hadronic+leptonic, called the lepton + jets mode. There is still a large background
from non-top W + jets, hence the importance of being sure we understand the
QCD aspects. Note, however, that two of the jets in ti production will be fr-jets,
so 6-tagging is very important. Unfortunately, fr-tagging efficiencies are typically
only about 30%-40%.

The cross section for W + > n jets and Z + > n jets33 as functions of the
number (actually > n) of jets is shown in Fig. 19. Jets are counted if their ET
exceeds 15 GeV and they are in the pseudorapidity region |TJ| < 2.4. Note the
excellent fit to a pure exponential, with a factor of five decrease for each additional
jet. This factor will depend on the minimum jet Ej. Note also that the Z cross
sections are just about a factor of ten below the W (mostly because of the mass
difference), and show the same behavior. Leading order QCD predictions using
VECBOS and MRSA and CTEQ3M structure functions and two different choices
of Q2 are also shown, giving some idea of the uncertainty coming from the choice
of renormalization scale. The cross section for W + 4 jets (with the above cuts)
is about 5 pb"1. Compare this with the cross section for ti [7.7t};f pb from CDF,
and 5.8 ± 1.8 pb from D0 (for Mt = 170 GeV)] times the 0.43 combined branching
fraction. I do not go into additional complications in the top studies such as: one
or more of the wanted jets from top decays may be below threshold or at too large
•q, and additional jets from gluon radiation may be in the selected region. These
effects are all supposed to be modeled correctly in the Monte Carlo simulations.

There are many measurements one can make and compare with perturbative
QCD in W/Z + multijets events. I will just show one and mention a few more.
Figure 20 shows the ET of the highest ET jet associated with a W. There are a
few events with a jet above 150 GeV.

The spectrum includes the estimated contribution from ti events (background!),
from jets from other interactions (pile-up), and "QCD background" which means
that a hadron jet fakes a W. The sum of all these fits the data reasonably well, but
the data above 120 GeV are systematically high. Other plots agree remarkably
well; these include:

CDF PRELIMINARY

• CDF DATA 108 pb"1

O LO QCD Qm
2 = < Pt > 2

0 LOQCD Q.O,2 = M2+ Pt2

10 '

MULTIPLICrfV > n jets}

Figure 19: The multiplicity of jets in events with a W (top curve) and Z (bottom
curve). The lines are simply exponential fits. The shaded band shows LO QCD
and the effect of varying Q2 within the range shown.
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Figure 20: In a study of jets associated with W, the top plot shows the ET

spectrum of the leading jet and the bottom plot shows the predictions for how

this is composed.

• The ET distributions of jets two and three if present.

• The dijet mass distributions if two or more jets are present. It extends to

about 650 GeV. There is no sign of any extra events in the W/Z region from

WW or WZ production!

• The distance Aily in the ??</> plane between two jets.

• En + Era • • • and so on.

7 Heavy Quark Production: Charm, Beauty,

and Top

In this section, we consider c, 6, and t quark production; these are normally

considered the heavy quarks. The production of strange s quarks, including </>(ss)

mesons, cannot be calculated in perturbative QCD. Such small mass means too

large as to handle. For top (Af, « 175 GeV) and bottom {Mb fa 4.1-4.5 GeV),

perturbative QCD should work rather well, and we can test that . The charm

quark case (Mc ss 1.0-1.6 GeV) is marginal; perhaps charm can be used as a

bridge between perturbative and nonperturbative QCD?

A set of diagrams for bb production is shown in Fig. 21.

The leading order diagrams, 0 ( a | ) (two strong vertices), are qq annihilation

to a massive virtual gluon, or gg -» QQ with t-channel Q exchange. Higher order

diagrams are gluon splitting g -¥ QQ, in which the QQ-pair will be close in r)(j>

(probably in the same jet), flavor excitation in which only one of the QQ-pairs is

at high pr, and hard gluon radiation off any parton line.

What experimental techniques are used to study 6 production? The 6-quark

lifetime is much longer (about 10~12 s) than the formation time of hadrons (about

10"23 s). The b quark therefore emerges from the interaction in a hadron (B).

The "average flight path" cr for B mesons is about 460 |im, so a high-pr B meson

with a 7-factor E/M frequently travels a few mm before it decays. High-precision

tracking close to the interaction point, usually with silicon strips (as in the CDF

Silicon VerteX detector SVX) can reconstruct these secondary vertices and kill

the overwhelming combinatorial background one would otherwise have. One can

inspect the cr distributions for prompt, charm, and bottom components and select

the latter. This can be done, for 6 quarks, with a typical efficiency of around 30%.

Another technique for tagging 6 hadrons or c hadrons is to use their semileptonic
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Figure 21: Feynman diagrams for leading and next-to-leading order b-quark pro-

duction. Please attribute the fuzziness to quantum fluctuations!

decays. The branching fraction is about 10% to each lepton. (Of course, this is

the same as for W; indeed, the process is 6 ->• We where the W is virtual, followed

by the virtual W decay.) It is hard to use r, but high pr electrons or muons in or

close to a hadron jet and coming from within mm of the interaction vertex make

a good signature for c or 6 decays. Distinguishing c from 6 is not easy [they have

similar branching fractions to leptons as you would expect, and the lifetimes are

not greatly different: crfZ)*) = 317 /an, CT(D°) = 124 fan, CT(B) = 465 fim].

However, the more massive 6 quark kicks the lepton out with larger Q than the c

quark does, and this kinematic difference is quite powerful for c/b discrimination.

Figure 22 shows CDF data34 on the production cross section for B hadrons in

the central region, |»j| < 1.0 as a function of pr- Three different techniques were

used: two look for high-py muons with a nearby reconstructed charmed meson

(D°, D'+) and the other uses a high pr i> as seen in /J+ /J~, together with a K or

K'. The latter mode has only about a 1% branching fraction—it occurs through

6 -> "W"c followed by "W" -> cs and the c and c make a ip—but it has a good

signature. In fact, 20% of all pr > 5 GeV/c ip come from b decay. The data on

B production is higher than the theory prediction by a factor three to four, more

than the systematic errors on the theory (dashed lines). Experiment D 0 sees a

similar (although less significant) discrepancy.

If we study J/V> production from any source (prompt, 6 decays, \ decays), the

data is also a factor of several times higher than the predictions. To investigate

this, we can separate the components. Displaced vertices in the CDF SVX select

the component from b decays, which is found to be 20% for pr > 5 GeV/c.

The other J/xl> are "prompt," with the decay muons apparently coming from the

production vertex. These can again be separated into J/ip coming from x decay:

X -4 ^7, by looking for an associated photon in the electromagnetic calorimeter

with acceptable combined masses, or not coming from x- The surprising result is

that the rate of prompt ip and ij/ production is much larger than the theoretical

expectation, in the case of t// by a factor of 50! Here is a good example of

experiment telling theory that some aspect of the theoretical calculations was

badly wrong! A factor of about 50 wrong! The simplest explanation is probably

that the theoretical calculations assumed that to make a J/i/>, you have to produce

a c and c in a color singlet state, with the right spins and orbital angular momenta.

This is asking quite a lot! Perhaps instead one can produce a c and c in any color

state, e.g., color octet, and the color can be radiated away by soft gluons (which
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Figure 22: Cross section for B-hadron production vs pr at the Tevatron.

is difficult to calculate) until the cc pair is colorless. Similarly, angular momenta

can be radiated away until we get to the ground state. This is the color octet

model, and it seems to do a good job of calculating the spectrum shape, but does

not have much to say about the normalization (except that it should be much

higher than the old color singlet model). One interesting test will be to study the

nearby hadron density. The isolation of the J/ip should be less in the color octet

model, but being a nonperturbative effect, there are no precise predictions.

Data on open charm production at the Tevatron are meager, but as described

above, the hidden charm cc sector is very interesting. What about hidden beauty,

T(66)? Figure 23 shows the nicely separated peaks in the dimuon spectrum for

T(1S),T(2S), and T(3S). The T are all prompt; they can be decay products of

excited states like X6, but these are prompt decays. Again, we can get a handle

on them by looking for associated photons (direct photon detection capability is

very useful!). The data are about an order of magnitude higher in cross section

than the predictions of the color singlet model, see Figs. 24 and 25. Color octet

production may account for the discrepancy.35

The trend towards improved agreement between theory and experiment as

MQ increases continues to the top quark. Figure 26 shows a comparison be-

tween predictions and CDF data, which are at most a factor of two higher (about

1.5 standard deviations) while D0 data agree with theory. Now we only have to

consider open top production; the top quark lifetime is so short that it decays

before it can form bound states. There are no top hadrons. At the Tevatron,

ti pairs are produced mostly by qq annihilation. At LHC, M/y/s is seven times

lower, therefore so is the x of the incident partons, and gg -*• ti is dominant.

I finish this section with the search for the six-jet decays of ti, which is very

difficult given the large QCD six-jet background. The CDF analysis32 selected

events with six jets above 15 GeV in ET, central, and required at least one of the

jets to be b-tagged. This, of course, kills a lot of the background, which is then of

a similar magnitude to the signal. One fits all jet combinations to the hypothesis

M1+M1-+ (Mw+b) + (Mw+b)-*(J + J)w+b+(J + J)w+b (13)

with the two jets from each W constrained to have the right mass. Mi is left as an

unknown. The jet combination with best \2 is chosen, and the mass Mi plotted in

Fig. 27. The data by themselves could hardly be taken as evidence for top, so this

is not a discovery channel. However, our QCD studies give us confidence in the
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estimate of the non-top background, and the excess can be used to measure both

Mi and aa which are consistent with (but have larger errors than) measurements

in the other channels.

>
£ 12

CDF preliminorv

• Doto
• Top (M=175)

Background
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Reconstructed moss (GeV/c1)

Figure. 27: Six jet events (including b jets) treated as ti candidates, plotted as a

function of the fitted mass Mt. The shaded area is the expected QCD -» 6 jets

background, and the open area the fit to a top contribution.

8 Double Parton Scattering

All the hard process cross sections discussed so far have depended on the sin-

gle parton distribution functions, and have ignored possible correlations between

partons. The basis of the parton model is that they are non-interacting, but of

course, this is not true in QCD. There are still some "trivial" correlations such as:

(1) Y,x = 1-0 so if you find a parton with x = 0.6, there will be no others with

x > 0.4. (2) The cloud of paxtons which constitute a proton has a limited radial

distribution. Measuring the probability of Double Parton Scattering, DPS, where

two independent hard scatters take place in the same pp collision, gives informa-

tion on this spatial extension in the transverse plane. Obviously, the probability

of a second hard scattering, given a first, will be small if the parton cloud is large,

and greater if it is small. We can write schematically:

_
O~DP = A C } J

(14)

a A and O~B are the cross sections for the two single hard scatterings, and a DP is the

cross section for both in a single interaction. At/f is a parameter with dimensions

of area; the smaller A is, the more compact is the parton cloud and the larger the

rate of double parton scattering. Commonly, acfj is used for the area At// but

could be confusing as we are used to a meaning a cross section and to event rates

rising with a rather than the inverse. So I prefer Aejf.

The first measurement of DPS was a study by the Axial Field Spectrometer36

which selected events with four jets with Er{jet) > 4 GeV and ̂ Er(jet) >

25 GeV. A jet threshold of only 4 GeV is dangerously low, but not as shocking

at the ISR (</s = 63 GeV) as it would be at collider energies ten to 30 times

higher. The background to DPS is "double bremsstrahlung," DBS, where a 2 -> 2

hard collision is accompanied by radiation of two gluons. DPS and DBS are

statistically distinguishable because in DPS, one pair of jets tends to balance (same

Ep, opposite in <f>) and so does the other pair, while in DBS this is not normally

the case. Distributions of an imbalance parameter are best fit by a mixture of the

processes, and from the amount of DPS, one could derive an effective radius of the
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proton's parton cloud to be 0.3 fm. The fraction of four-jet events which are DPS

falls rapidly with the Er of the jets, but close to the lower cuts in the AFS data was

as high as 60%. Large £ ET triggers at fixed target energies </s < 30 GeV never

showed the dominance of a two-jet structure, probably because with a steeply

falling x distribution and parton scattering cross section, it was easier to get large

E ET by DPS and TPS (Triple Parton Scattering) events. On the other hand, if

one requires four large Er jets as done by UA2 (Ref. 37) (15 GeV) or CDF38 (25

GeV), the DPS fraction is very small. UA2 gave only an upper limit, while CDF

found a signal at the significance level 2.7 a, 5.4% for DPS/DBS.

The DPS fraction will rise strongly as the jet ET threshold is decreased, both

because of the structure function rising and because the partonic cross sections

rise. CDF has a new analysis39 which requires exactly three jets with Er > 5 GeV

and a direct photon candidate (it could be a it") above 16 GeV. Starting as low

as 5 GeV was shown to still give good behavior, e.g., i n terms of di-jet balancing,

so the parton-jet relationship seems still to be acceptable. Having a photon (or

narrow em jet) as one of the "jets" has advantages despite the lower rate. Perhaps

more important, the cuts allow the two jet pairs to have rather different Er, which

reduces the allowed combinations in the 2 x (2 —> 2) reconstruction. It is found

that about half the events in this sample are DPS; t h e significance of the signal

is not in doubt. Figure 28 shows the distribution of AS, the azimuth angle

between the jet pairs, the pairs being chosen to have the best balance. This is

very peaky (at AS = TT) for DBS but is rather flat for DPS. The area parameter

is measured to be Ae// = 14.5 ± 2.6 mb, significantly larger than the AFS result.

Although we might expect Atjj to be rather independent of \/s, x, etc., there can

be some dependence. It would be interesting to have more information on this

process. In fact, with the right selections, even TPS = 3 x (2 -> 2) should have

a good signahbackground (e.g., events with two jets above 25 GeV, two with Er

= 15 GeV-25 GeV and two with ET = 7 GeV-15 GeV. (The staggering in ET is,

of course, just to reduce background; events with six jets above 7 GeV will have

a much larger TPS signal but much larger 2 - ^ 6 background.)

CDF Preliminary

CDF 16 GeV y/W + 3 Jets

+ Data
• DP.QCD Admixture

(52%/48%) f. I
— 100%QCD(Pythio)

il

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

AS (p-angle between poirs)

Figure 28: The azimuth angle is plotted between the best balancing pairs in

7333 events. Double parton scattering gives a flat distribution.

9 Color Coherence

Among the other interesting phenomena which are being studied at the Tevatron,

color coherence deserves attention. A proper simulation of strong interactions
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would compute all the color wavefunctions in space-time, and derive probabilities

of finding particles by adding and then squaring the wavefunctions. As in optics,

we have destructive or constructive interference, giving rise to "fringes" or at least

angular regions that tend to be depleted or enhanced (extremely broad fringes if

you like). We do not generate our Monte Carlo events at this level, but the effects

of this color coherence can be seen. One manifestation is a string effect in e+e~ —>

qqg three-jet events where some angular regions get enhanced, others depleted.

Another is angular ordering in a parton cascade, where successive opening angles

are progressively smaller (6\ > 61 > 63, etc.). As usual, pp interactions are more

complicated than e+e~ because we have gluon radiation in both the initial and

final states, and interference occurs between them. Some Monte Carlo programs

include angular ordering effects [HERWIG, PYTHIA+, PYTHIA5.6 (final state

only)] and others (ISAJET, JETRAD) do not. One can look40 at events with one

stiff leading jet (Jetl) and two others (Jet2, Jet3). Jet3 is normally near Jet2, and

we can plot its distribution around Jet2 as an angle in the 77, <j> plane. Preliminary

data from D0 show that the third jet is much more likely to be between Jet2

and the beam directions than orthogonal (i.e., at the same 77 as Jet2). HERWIG

seems to get this right while ISAJET (with no color coherence) does not.

10 Jet Fragmentation

Studies of jet fragmentation have received a lot more attention recently at LEP,4

from e+e~ —> qq, than at the Tevatron. It is an interesting arena for pushing QCD

to its soft limits, and understanding how a hard quark in a color field transforms

into isolated colorless soft hadrons. Modeled as a branching tree of quarks and

gluons, one has to handle the problems of as diverging as four-momenta Q become

smaller, giving so-called soft divergences and colinear divergences. (These are not

important for a calorimetric jet measurement, but here we are discussing the

hadronic structure.) One normally puts a cut-off scale Qo of several GeV on the

cascade, to keep emission probabilities small:

, iE

we* as- Inr— •
Qo

(15)

In the 1970s and 1980s, tools for summing divergencies were developed especially

by the "Russian school"41 which led to the Leading Log Approximation, LLA, and

recently to the Modified LLA or MLLA by Mueller,42 Dokshitzer, and Troyan.43

This results in a formula for jet fragmentation into hadrons with essentially only

two parameters, an effective cut-off Qc// of the parton cascade and the ratio of

hadron multiplicity to parton multiplicity (at the cut-off scale). Color interfer-

ence, giving angular ordering, is incorporated. The MLLA manages to get very

reasonable fits to many fragmentation variables. One such is the variable

where
Phad

PJET

(16)

(17)

is the fractional momentum of the hadron along the je t axis. £ = 0 then corre-

sponds to a single hadron jet, while a soft hadron with z = 0.0025 has f « 6 . In a

CDF study,44 all the charged hadrons within a cone around the jet axis of radius

0.466 rad are counted, and the £ distributions are plotted in Fig. 29 for several

values of the leading dijet mass from 105 to 625 GeV. Good fits are obtained to

a form derived from the MLLA. Surprisingly, the parameter Qe/f for these fits

is very low, about 240 MeV, but this should not be interpreted as "QCD works

down to 240 MeV." However, the parameterizations given by the MLLA methods

can apparently be extrapolated with some success even down to this soft region.

Studies show that the cone size Q can be varied and the fits remain good with

stable parameters. The position of the peaks in Fig. 29 depend both on Ej and

6, but it is just the product Ej0 which matters. If we define

EjB
Y = In—,

Qe/fthen the position £0 °f the peak is given by

(18)

(19)

where c is a constant; 0.292 fits the data. We then can show a universal curve of

fo versus MJJO with CDF points for several dijet masses together with LEP e+e~

data, see Fig. 30. This emphasizes the similarity of the internal structure of jets

at the Tevatron (pp) and LEP (e+e~).

11 Diffraction and Rapidity Gaps

Essentially everyone agrees that QCD is The Theory of Strong Interactions. Nev-

ertheless, we actually know how to calculate only a very small fraction of strong
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interaction physics (large Q2) and therefore do not have a good understanding

of such "soft" phenomena as the total cross section OT, elastic scattering ^ ,

diffractive dissociation, and double Pomeron exchange. The Pomeron, IP, can be

defined46 operationally as the dominant strongly interacting entity exchanged over

large rapidity gaps. In elastic scattering at the Tevatron, the p and p are separated

by 15 units of rapidity, and the four-momentum transfer exchanged is carried by

the Pomeron, except at very small t where photon exchange dominates (Coulomb

scattering). The imaginary (absorptive) part of the elastic scattering amplitude

at t -> 0 is proportional to the total cross section OT\ this is the famous optical

theorem. The Pomeron therefore "drives" the total cross section. Regge theory is

not much taught now, but it is more successful than QCD at "explaining" much

soft strong interaction data. Could it one day be "derived" from QCD? In Regge

theory,45 Pomerons and other Reggeons are exchanged carrying complex angular

momentum a(t). At any t, the highest a tends to dominate, and at t w 0, this is

the Pomeron. Total cross sections behave like:

cap(O)-l (20)

so as ap(0) exceeds 1.0 total cross sections rise with energy i/s. In fact, a more

theoretical definition of the Pomeron46 is: "The highest Regge trajectory, with

the quantum numbers of the vacuum, responsible for the growth in hadronic total

cross sections at high energy." It has the quantum numbers of the vacuum (zero

I-spin, no charges), which is not surprising as a proton can "emit" a Pomeron

and remain a proton. The relation between the Pomeron and the QCD vacuum

(gluon condensates?) is interesting. So now I have defined it (twice!), but what

is it? QCD has quark and gluon fields, so presumably the Pomeron should be

describable in the same terms.

There is currently much progress in trying to understand the Pomeron by

studying hard diffractive processes, i.e., events with both a Pomeron and a large

Q2 process such as high ET jet production or W production. The idea is to think

of the Pomeron as a quasiparticle. Think of it as a particle, Pomeron (IP) that

can be emitted with some flux and absorbed, and that has a structure function

9p(.P,Q2<t) and qp(0,Q2,t) where /? is the fraction of the Pomeron momentum

carried by the par ton. This may not be a very sound theoretical concept but

it seems to work, and by trying to measure the Pomeron partonic structure in

different processes, we put it to the test.

11.1 Jet-Gap-Jet Events

In 1993, Bjorken predicted47 that hard scattering between two partons, leading

to two high ET jets, could occur not only by gluon or quark exchange but also

by a color singlet exchange, most simply by two-gluon exchange with gluons of

opposite color. In the early days of QCD, Low48 and Nussinov49 had proposed

that the Pomeron is two gluons. Because no color is exchanged between the

right-moving and left-moving systems, there is no color field between them and

hadrons are not formed; hence we should have a rapidity gap, defined as a region

of rapidity containing no particles. To be dominated by color singlet exchange,

rather than just a fluctuation in the rapidity separations of particles in a normal

"non-diffractive" event, the rapidity gap Ay should be larger than about three

units. Bjorken could calculate the probability for the two-hard-gluon exchange,

but could only estimate the probability that the rapidity gap would not be spoiled

by some additional soft color exchange in the event. This he called the Survival

Probability, S, and estimated it to be about 10%, leading to an expected fraction

of events with gaps between jets in the range 0.003 < Rgap < 0.03. Both D0

and CDF found50'51 such events at a level near 1%. One technique is to select

events with two forward jets on opposite sides (771% < 0) and to count charged

hadrons in a central rapidity region — 1 < r) < 1. Figure 31 shows such a plot

(solid line) compared with the multiplicity distribution when the two jets are on

the same side (771 % > 0). An excess is seen in the bin of zero tracks, at the level of

(1.13±0.16)%. It is interesting to know whether this gap fraction depends on the

ET and/or 77 of the jets, and also whether, if we could discriminate between quark

and gluon jets (not easy), the q/g mix is the same for gap and nongap events. The

point is whether the hard color singlet exchange differentiates between quarks and

gluons. Between about 20 GeV and 45 GeV, CDF sees52 no significant change in

the gap fraction with ET, while D0 sees an increase, from 18 GeV to 50 GeV,

from 0.4% to 1.4% (Ref. 53). However, the errors on both measurements are such

that the data are not in significant disagreement and more study is required. The

same statement is true for the dependence of the gap fraction on rapidity separa-

tion between the jets; CDF sees a hint of a decrease in gap fraction at the largest

< \n\ > (3.0-3.4) which is not seen by D0. These issues should be resolved,

and we should extend the data to lower ET and eventually study the transition to
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Figure 31: Track (left) and calorimeter tower (right) multiplicity distributions

(top) in the central region (|»j| < 1) between two high-pr (> 25 GeV) jets (solid

lines, OS jets). The dashed lines show the same when the two jets have the

same rapidity, far from the central region (SS jets). The bottom figures show the

difference (OS-SS)/SS with the evidence for a rapidity gap.

double diffractive dissociation without jets, a subject not yet properly studied at

colliders.

Another topic for future study, but which will probably be difficult, is that of

rapidity gaps with double parton scattering. The idea is to select events with two

jets at large positive rapidity and two at large negative rapidity, use the pairwise

balancing techniques discussed above to select a DPS component, and then look

for rapidity gaps in the center. We should learn something about the dynamics

of the color singlet exchange.

11.2 Single Diffractive Excitation

While the events with gaps between jets were first published60 only two years ago,

single diffractive excitation has a long history. Before the ISR started in 1971, it

was known that an incident hadron could be excited into a low mass resonance

with the same quantum numbers, and the cross section stays up as the energy

increases. Good and Walker54 (experimentalists!) had much earlier proposed this

phenomenon. Their mechanism was basically that the beam particle is actually a

superposition of virtual states (p/mr+/pn+n~ /AK+ /etc.), which are differentially

absorbed by the target so the beam "particle" can emerge in a different state. This

was an s-channel, optical model viewpoint which went out of fashion in favor of

the t-channel Pomeron, but Bjorken55 is advocating its revival.

In 1973, experiments at the ISR found that the range of diffractive masses

scales with •/$, extending to about 14 GeV there, and later at the CERN SppS

Collider to 140 GeV. The SppS was therefore in the energy regime where high-pr

jets might be seen also in diffractive events. Ingelman and Schlein66 proposed

that such events could be considered as Pomeron-proton collisions, and thus by

measuring jets, we could learn about the parton structure of the Pomeron. Schlein

and collaborators installed "Roman pots" (special vacuum pots with detectors to

measure protons scattered at very small angles and with nearly the full beam

momentum, see Fig. 4, first used by the CERN-Rome Collaboration a t the ISR)

next to the UA2 detector which was used to look for jets. They found such events,

with two jets above 7 GeV, and from the ET and rj distribution of the jets, they

concluded that the parton distribution in the Pomeron is rather hard, like P(l— /?)

where p = Ppartm/pp- They also claimed a "superhard" component with a single

parton carrying nearly all of the Pomeron momentum, but smeared by resolution
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and acceptance effects. This would be very interesting, suggesting a picture of the

Pomeron behaving like a single hard gluon with its color "bleached" by a soft gluon

cloud. Data from HI at HERA57 also derive a structure of the Pomeron at very

low Q2 which is a quasi-<S-function gluon a t /? « 1. This is not directly measured

but inferred from the pattern of scaling violations in the quark structure. Even

at very high /?, the quark density rises with Q2, so it must be fed by gluons at

even higher /?. If the Pomeron really appears to be a single high-/? gluon with an

accompanying soft cloud, that would be very strange. According to Alan White58

"gauge invariance requires that all the gluons in a color zero vacuum exchange are

identical." His solution to this dilemma is to introduce a quantum number: color

charge parity Ce- The hard and soft gluons carry different values of Cc.

Recently, both CDF and D0 have also found diffractively produced dijets. The

method is to select events with a pair of jets at similar forward r) (SS = Same Side,

\r)\ > 1.8 or so) and to look at the multiplicity distribution (calorimeter towers

or tracks) on the far opposite side, say 2 < 77 < 5. This distribution shows59'60 a

distinctive spike in the zero-multiplicity bin which is the diffractive signature, at

the level of 0.7% of the dijet sample. CDF also had Roman pot detectors located

57 m downstream along the outgoing p pipe and took data with the diffractively

scattered p detected. This tags the mass of the TPp system and measures the t

of the Pomeron. Jets are observed; the da ta are still being studied, and it will

be interesting to compare with the UA8 studies and look for the "<5-function"

component.

11.2.1 Diffractive W Production

The study of diffractive dijets tells us about the Pomeron structure but without

distinguishing between quark and gluon constituents, both of which produce jets.

Experiments at HERA on diffractive DIS probe the Pomeron with photons and

hence select the quark component. In hadron colliders, one can look for Drell-Yan

lepton pair production, qq -4 l+l~, W*1, or Z production to probe the quarks.

CDF have now done this61 and find that (1.15±0.55)% of all W are diffractively

produced at the Tevatron. This is very much less than one particular prediction62

which said that if the Pomeron were only qq, as much as 15%-24% of all produced

W could be diffractive. How could it be so high, when the total diffractive cross

section is only about 10% of the total cross section? The answer might be that the

Pomeron is more efficient than the proton at producing W (on another proton)

as it is smaller {opp « few mb), but the partonic cross sections are the same.

We can now put four diffractive results together: DIS cross section at HERA,03

jet production at HERA, jet production at the Tevatron, and W production at

the Tevatron, to see whether we get a consistent picture for the Pomeron. We can

choose as two parameters Ejp, the momentum fraction of the Pomeron carried by

hard (participating) partons, and gp, the fraction of those hard partons which are

gluons. The form /3(1 — /?) is assumed. Each of these results constrains us to a

band in the plane (Ep,gp), processes favoring quarks going up to the right, and

processes favoring gluons going up to the left, see Fig. 32.

The intersections of these bands are the favored regions (at the l a level). Both

ZEUS and CDF favor gP m 0.5-0.7 but differ in the estimate of S^. We could be

seeing here a breakdown of factorization, or a breakdown of the (perhaps naive)

picture of the Pomeron as a quasiparticle with a structure function, or an indica-

tion that the Pomeron flux is not correctly calculated. Goulianos has proposed64

the latter solution, suggesting that the Pomeron flux from high energy hadrons

must be renormalized such that it never exceeds 1.0 (otherwise the diffractive cross

sections become large, even compared to the total cross sections). This may bring

ZEUS and CDF Y*p,gp values into agreement, although it is not clear how the

ZEUS data should be renormalized, and of course, we need better data. Schlein

has also recently proposed65 a Pomeron flux renormalization but not global (like

Goulianos), but preferentially damping small £ = 1 — xp values.

The use of the parameters Sjp,<7#> is one way of treating data which is not

good enough to properly measure the full structure functions gp(P,Q2,t) and

Qp{P, Q2,t); this is our ambition but it needs very high statistics. As previously

stated, HI and ZEUS at HERA are measuring qp(/3,Q2), and HI suggest that it

may derive from what looks like (90%) a single gluon at low Q2, rapidly evolving

into a q/g mixture.

11.2.2 Double Pomeron Exchange

Finally, a few words about the reaction called Double Pomeron Exchange. A

Pomeron is emitted from each incident hadron, the hadrons scatter quasielasti-

cally, and the two Pomerons interact in the central region. The final state has

the two beam particles with xp greater than about 0.95, followed by rapidity
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GLUON FRACTION OF HARD PARTONS IN POMERON

Figure 32: Allowed areas in the plane Sj>, the fraction of the Pomeron momentum

carried by hard partons, and g/ZP, the fraction of hard partons which are gluons.

The CDF W and JJ production constrain the region to the hatched area; ZEUS

data imply a larger Z)j°.

gaps of three or more units, and central hadrons, with central mass MQ. The

rule of thumb relation, for which double Pomeron exchange dominates over other

exchanges (e.g., Pomeron-Reggeon), is

M o < 0.05^, (21)

which means:

• 3 GeV at the ISR (hadrons, glueballspectroscopy66),

• 90 GeV at the Tevatron (high ET jets),

• 700 GeV at the LHC (Wl HI SUSY!).

Double Pomeron exchange is still very little studied at the Tevatron, and not

much was done at the SppS Collider either,67'68 but it could be very interesting.

The rate of double Pomeron events should help resolve issues about Pomeron flux

renormalization. Hard scattering dijet events should be sensitive to the question

of a 5-function gluon, through observing events where the central system is just

two jets (like an e+e~ event, but from gg\). It should be noted that the interesting

LHC process of Higgs production via W+W~ -4 H° fusion also can leave rapidity

gaps, since the W's are colorless. PIP processes can be a background to this.

However, any processes with rapidity gaps will be difficult to study in the big "high

mass" experiments ATLAS and CMS because they require single interactions and

therefore modest luminosity. The FELIX experiment will cover this field better,

with very large rapidity acceptance and deliberately modest luminosity.

12 Concluding Remarks

I hope I have communicated a sense that hadron-hadron colliders are a gold mine

for QCD studies and a great deal is going on. Of course, a glance at these proceed-

ings will show that e+e" and ep collisions are also great places to study QCD, and

the three types of colliders complement one another nicely. Nearly everyone now

agrees that QCD is the theory of strong interactions. Nevertheless, QCD

being "right" does not mean that there will be no more surprises. On the contrary,

we saw that prompt J/ip are being produced at a rate about 50 times higher than

anticipated. From this, we are learning about the subtle behavior of color in a

soft, nonperturbative regime. B-quark production is higher than predicted by a
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factor of a few, and it production by a factor less than about 50%. Searching for

new physics beyond the Standard Model often demands excellent understanding

of QCD. Even more challenging is the fact that high cross section processes like

diffraction dissociation, elastic scattering, and the total cross section itself are not

yet calculable and therefore not yet well-understood. It is very exciting that we

are now learning to extend the domain of calculability of QCD to phenomena

such as very low-a: partons, the Pomeron, and other color magic. I am reminded

about other fields of physics, where collective phenomena like superfluidity and

superconductivity were not predicted from basic atomic theory and Quantum Me-

chanics but were experimental discoveries. Perhaps there are exciting new strong

interaction phenomena just waiting to be found!
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1. Introduction: e+e Colliders

The production of hadronic final states by a variety of interactions is illustrated

in Fig. 1. In electron-positron annihilation, hadronic activity is, by construc-

tion, limited to the final state, making the study of hadronic events cleaner and

simpler relative to lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron collisions, from both the ex-

perimental and theoretical points of view. On the experimental side, there are no

remnants of the beam particles to add confusion to the interpretation of hadronic

structures, and, apart from initial and final-state photon radiation effects, the

hadronic center-of-mass frame coincides with the laboratory frame. On the the-

oretical side, the absence of hadrons in the incoming beams removes dependence

on the limited knowledge of the parton density functions of hadrons, as well as

rendering QCD calculations at a given order of perturbation theory easier to per-

form because there are generally fewer strong-interaction Feynman diagrams to

consider. Electron-positron annihilation thus provides an ideal environment for

precise tests of QCD.

A large number of e+e~ colliders have been constructed over the past 25 years;

these are listed in Table 1. The range of cm. energies Q extends from a few

GeV at the very first colliders up to almost 200 GeV at the CERN LEP-II col-

lider. The first generation of colliders was built on speculation of allowing exciting

high-energy physics studies. They did not disappoint, the J / $ being discovered

at SPEAR, the gluon being observed at PETRA, and a wealth of strong- and

electroweak-interaction studies being performed at PETRA, PEP, and TRISTAN,

all of which served to establish the validity of the Standard Model. A second gen-

eration of colliders has been designed to serve as particle "factories": DA$NE in

the vicinity of the $ resonance; BEPC near the charmonium threshold; DORIS,

CESR, PEP-II, and KEKB around the bottomonium resonances; SLC and LEP

at the Z° resonance; and LEP-II at the W+W" threshold.

e+e-

DIS

hh

Heavy
quarkonia

03-97
8290A11

Figure 1: Schematic of the production of hadronic final states by different interac-
tions: e+e~ annihilation, deep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering, hadron-hadron
collisions, and production and decay of heavy quarkonia.
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With the exception of the SLC, all of these colliders have been of the storage-

ring type, the largest, LEP-II with a circumference of 27 km, probably marking

the limit of the energy that can be achieved with current storage-ring technol-

ogy for an acceptable cost. The SLC is the first example of a high-energy linear

e+e~ collider; it achieves the same collision energy as LEP, but has an effective

length of about three miles and was considerably cheaper to construct. Because of

their intrinsically lower cost/GeV, linear colliders represent the obvious path to-

Collider

ADONE

DCI

• VEPP-2M

• DASNE

SPEAR

t BEPC

DORIS

• VEPP-4M

• CESR

• PEP-II

• KEKB

PETRA

PEP

TRISTAN

• SLC

LEP

• LEP-II

XLC

Location

Frascati

Orsay

Novosibirsk

Frascati

SLAC

Beijing

DESY

Novosibirsk

Cornell

SLAC

KEK

DESY

SLAC

KEK

SLAC

CERN

CERN

????

cm. energy Q (GeV)

1 - 3

1 - 2 . 4

1 - 1.5

1 - 1.5

2 - 8

2 - 3

3 - 1 1

1 0 - 12

1 0 - 11

9® 3.1

8® 3.5

12-47

29

50- 64

88-93

88-93

130 - 192

500 - 1500

Table 1: e+e colliders 1972-200? • denotes running/under construction.

wards construction of higher-energy e+e colliders with current acceleration tech-

nology. A number of proposals for such an accelerator are represented by "XLC" in

Table 1; they all aim to achieve cm. energies between 500 and 1500 GeV, which is

believed to cover the interesting range for study of electroweak-symmetry-breaking

processes. Some examples of QCD tests that could be made at the XLC will be

given towards the end of these lectures.

It would require a semester-long lecture series to do full justice to QCD studies

in e+e~ annihilation, so some hard choices have been made as to the material to be

covered here; I apologize well in advance for all that has been omitted. No attempt

has been made to give a complete review of all of the experimental results in any

of the areas covered; usually, one or two results or figures are shown as examples.

For this purpose, I have drawn heavily on material from TASSO and SLD, the two

experiments with which I have been involved since 1985; no disrespect is intended

to the many other experiments whose results may not be shown. Tests of QCD

in hadron-hadron and lepton-hadron collisions will not be discussed here as they

are covered in other lectures [1, 2] at this Institute.

In the interests of pedagogy, I shall review the fundamental properties of QCD

and the important experimental measurements from e+e~ annihilation that have

been key historically to establishing the theory. Having verified QCD, in a qual-

itative sense, as being the only viable theory for describing strong interactions, I

shall then review quantitative tests in the form of measurements of a3, the single

parameter of the theory, and put the e+e~ measurements into context with deter-

minations from other processes. I shall focus on measures of the event topology,

especially on jet definition and the relation between the jets observed in detectors

and the "true" underlying parton-jet structure. This will introduce the problem

of hadronization, as well as the difficulty of relating finite-order perturbative QCD

calculations to the "all-orders" data. I shall conclude by looking forward to the

precise QCD tests that could be made at a high-energy e+e~ collider and to the

qualitatively new ttg system accessible at such a facility.
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2. Our Theory of Strong Interactions—QCD

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [3] is our theory of the strong interaction

between quarks and gluons. It is a non-Abelian Yang-Mills gauge theory that de-

scribes the interactions of a triplet of spin-1/2 quarks possessing the color quantum

number (c = r, b, g) via an octet of vector gluons. The spinor quark fields qc(x)

transform as the fundamental representation of the SU(3) group, whilst the gluon

fields A"(x) (a = 1, 2, ..., 8) transform according to the adjoint representation.

The SU(3) color transformations are generated by the 3 x 3 matrices T" = A"/2,

where A" are the Gell-Mann matrices [4] which obey the commutation relations:

[T",Tb] = ifbcTc (1)

and fabc are the structure constants of SU(3). The Lagrangian has the form:

C = -~F^F'""- + q (i7ltD" - m) g, (2)

where FpV is the field strength tensor:

J?o o Aa a AO. i „ eabc j\b AC fn\
1 fits — t//i-/*i* uu-rxri T yj •riifr*-v V0^

and Dp is the covariant derivative:

D, = dll-igT"A;(x), (4)

g is the bare coupling of the theory, m the bare mass of the quark field, and the

gluons are massless.

Following Ref. [5], the "essential features" of QCD may be summarized as:

• quarks with spin 1/2 exist as color triplets,

• gluons with spin 1 exist as color octets,

• the coupling q?[g exists,

• the couplings ggg and gggg exist,

• the couplings are equal,

• the coupling decreases as 1/lnQ2.

For most of the first lecture, I shall review the evidence, from e+e" annihilation alone,

that QCD is the correct theory of strong interactions.

3. Establishing the QCD Lagrangian

3.1 Two-Jet Events and qq Production

Quarks were first postulated in 1964 by Gell-Mann and Zweig [6] as a calculational

device to explain the rich spectroscopy of recently discovered mesons and baryons

in terms of bound qq and qqq (or qqq) states. The first direct evidence for quarks

came from the observations at SLAC in the late 1960s that in electron-nucleon

scattering experiments at high Q2, the electron scatters from quasi-free pointlike

particles. In e+e~ annihilation, a convincing demonstration of the existence of

quarks was provided by the observation of jets in the Mark I experiment at SPEAR

in 1975 (Ref. [7]). This analysis represents the first use of an event shape observable

which, as will be discussed later, is a key component in the study of hadronic final

states, so I shall briefly describe it.

By eye, the spatial distribution of particles in hadronic events recorded in

the Mark I detector operating at cm. energies between 3.0 and 7.4 GeV looked

more-or-less isotropic, and it was hard to distinguish any clear jet structure. The

quantity sphericity,

s = Min(S ipL) [

where pi represents the momentum of particle i and the sums run over all particles

in each event, was invented [8] to characterize the degree of isotropy in the particle

flow. In each event, an axis, the sphericity axis, is denned so as to minimize the
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quantity in brackets in the numerator; Eq. (5) then defines the sphericity of the

event. A completely isotropic distribution of particles, or spherical event, would

yield S ~ 1, whilst a perfectly-collimated back-to-back two-jet event would have

S = 0. Sphericity distributions from Mark I are shown in Fig. 2 for data taken at

several different cm. energies. As the energy was raised from 3.0 to 7.4 GeV, a

clear change in the sphericity distribution was observed, the distribution shifting

to lower values at higher energies. This was interpreted in terms of an increasing

degree of collimation of particle production with cm. energy, namely the onset

of the production of two back-to-back jets of hadrons. At higher energies, the jet

structure is much more apparent by eye, as indicated in the Z° decay event from

SLD shown in Fig. 3, and is striking evidence for the production of a back-to-back

quark and antiquark in e+e~ annihilation.

The Mark I analysis was also able to establish the nature of the spin of the

quark and antiquark. Shown in Fig. 4 is the distribution of the azimuthal-angle,

<j>, of the sphericity axis w.r.t. the beamline, at two cm. energies. At Q =

7.4 GeV, the electron and positron beams in the SPEAR ring built up a degree of

transverse polarization P via the Sokolov-Ternov synchrotron radiation effect [9]

and a clear modulation in <j> is visible. This is in contrast to the fiat 4> distribution

at Q = 6.2 GeV which corresponds to a beam-depolarizing resonance (P = 0) in

the accelerator. A fit of the function:

-=• oc 1 + acos20 + P2asin20cos2</>
all (6)

to the 7.4 GeV data yielded a = 0.78±0.12; this is close to unity, which is expected

for production of two spin-1/2 particles [10].

O.2 O.4 O.6
Sphericity

O.8

Figure 2: Sphericity distributions measured by the Mark I experiment at
SPEAR [7] at cm. energies of (a) 3.0, (b) 6.2, and (c) 7.4 GeV. The narrow-
ing of the distribution, and the trend towards smaller values as the cm. energy
is raised, represent evidence for collimated production of hadrons in e+e~ anni-
hilation. The dashed line represents the expectation from a "phase-space model"
of hadron production, (d) is as (c) but for a subset of events containing particles
with scaled momentum, 2p/Q, less than 0.4.
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Figure 3: A contemporary two-jet event recorded by SLD: the process
e + e - -> Z° -> qq.

These studies were subsequently extended at the higher-energy PETRA col-

lider, and examples from TASSO [11] are shown in Fig. 5. Here the distribution

of the polar-angle (0$) of the sphericity axis is shown at cm. energies of 14, 22,

and 35 GeV. A fit to the functional form:

dN
<x 1 + a,s,T cos 8S,T (7)

dcosO

yields, at 35 GeV for example, 05 = 1.03±0.07, again characteristic of the produc-

tion of two spin-1/2 particles in the e+e~ annihilation. Also shown in Fig. 5 is our

second example of an event shape observable in the form of the thrust-axis [12]

polar-angle (#r) distribution. Thrust will be discussed later; it is qualitatively

similar to sphericity in that it can be used to quantify the degree of collimation of

particle production, although it has properties that make it more attractive the-

oretically. The thrust-axis polar-angle distribution in Fig. 5 was fitted to obtain,

400 -

g 200
S
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•g 0

c
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UJ 800 h
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0

1 1 1 1

- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

1 1 1 1

-

- O x •

• • • • ****
* • • • • • • •

1 1 1 1

1

(a) _

1

(b) _

* _

I

0 45 90 135 180
Azimuthal Angle of Jet Axis <j) (degrees)

3-97 8290 A9

Figure 4: Azimuthal-angle distribution of the sphericity axis from Mark I
(Ref. [7]). At Q = 6.2 GeV, (a) the SPEAR beams were unpolarized, and at
Q = 7.4 GeV, (b) the polarization-product was 0.47; the modulation in (b) is
characteristic of the production of two spin-1/2 particles in e+e" annihilation.

at 35 GeV for example, 07- = 1.01 ± 0.06, in good agreement with the result using

the sphericity axis.

So far, spin-1/2 quarks and antiquarks would appear to be well-established,

and their color-triplet nature, Nc = 3, is required in the quark-parton model

(QPM) of hadrons to explain the existence of spin-3/2 baryon states such as the

A+ + (utufut) and fi~ (sfstst), which would otherwise contain three identical

fermions in the same quantum state, in violation of the Pauli exclusion principle.
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Figure 5: Polar-angle distributions of the sphericity and thrust axes from
TASSO [11]. The 1 +cos2 6 form is characteristic of the production of two spin-1/2
particles in the e+e~ annihilation.

In e+e~ annihilation, evidence for Nc = 3 is provided by the quantity:

B _ ff(e+e~ -> hadrons)

which, according to QED and the QPM, should be equal to Nc £/ gj, where ?/

is the charge of the quark of flavor / and the sum runs over all active flavors at a

given cm. energy.

A summary of R measurements made up to 1988, as a function of cm. energy,

is presented in Fig. 6 (Ref. [13]). This is a tremendously information-rich figure.
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Figure 6: The R ratio as a function of cm. energy [13]. The expectation for
Nc = 3 is shown as the solid line.

First, increases in R just above Q2 = 10 and 100 GeV2 represent the cc and

bb production thresholds—further evidence, were it needed, for the existence of

quarks. Secondly, the QED + QPM prediction comes close to the data only if the

quarks are assigned fractional charges and the number of colors Nc = 3 is used; the

"color singlet" expectation (Nc = 1) is simply too low by a factor of about three!
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Thirdly, above Q2 = 1000 GeV2, the data points rise as Q2 increases, representing

the onset of contributions to e+e~ annihilation from Z° exchange. Finally, in

regions between quark flavor thresholds and below the tail of the Z° resonance,

there is a residual excess in the data relative to the QED + QPM expectation, and

the excess appears to decrease as Q2 increases. In other words, some mechanism

causes an increase in the "phase-space" for hadron production beyond QED +

QPM, but at a rate that decreases with Q2. In the language of the 1990s, we

know that the extra contribution is due to gluon emission in the final state, and

that the probability for this process, as, decreases roughly logarithmically with

Q2. The R ratio thus provides indirect evidence for the existence of the gluon, as

well as for the non-Abelian "running" of the strong coupling.

3.2 Three-Jet Events and the Gluon

In e+e~ annihilation, events containing three distinct jets of hadrons were first

observed in 1979 at the PETRA storage ring [14] at cm. energies around 20 GeV.

Such events were interpreted [15] in terms of the fundamental process e+e~ -4 qqg,

providing direct evidence for the existence of the gluon and its coupling to quarks.

A modern example of a three-jet event, in fact, the very event used to advertise

this Summer Institute, is shown in Fig. 7.

Counting the number of jets per event, and then comparing the numbers of

two- and three-jet events, i t was found [16] that around Q = 20 GeV

# 3 — jet events
# 2 —jet events

0.15. (8)

Since, at lowest order in perturbative QCD, this ratio is simply the probability

for gluon emission, or aB, the strong coupling parameter, simple event counting

indicated that the strong coupling at 20 GeV was around 0.15, i.e., about ten times

larger than the electromagnetic coupling a. More systematic determinations of

a, will be discussed later.

Run 13fi)7, BVSHT 6)51
B-JUL-1S92 lOlli

Sourc*i Run D«t* Poll L

Figure 7: A contemporary three-jet event recorded by SLD: the process
e+e~ -> Z° -» qqg.

Having observed the gluon directly in three-jet events, one still needs to know

whether it is the gluon of QCD, namely a color-octet vector particle. Many

studies of the nature of the gluon spin were performed at the PETRA and PEP

storage rings and involved analysis of the partition of energy among the three jets.

Ordering the three jets in e+e" -> qqg according to their energies E\ > £<> > E3,

and normalizing by the cm. energy Q, we obtain the scaled jet energies

2Ei
= -£ 0 = 1,2,3), (9)

represented in Fig. 8, where xt + x2 + x3 = 2. Making a Lorentz boost of the

event into the rest frame of jets 2 and 3, the historically important Ellis-Karliner

angle 8EK is defined [17] to be the angle between jets 1 and 2 in this frame. For
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massless partons at tree-level:

COSOEK = (10)

The results of an early study by TASSO [18] are shown in Fig. 9, where the Bllis-

Karliner angle distribution is compared, for data taken at Q ~ 30 GeV, with

the prediction of QCD. One can also consider alternative "toy" models of strong

interactions, for example, a model incorporating spin-0 (scalar) gluons [19]. From

Fig. 9, the scalar-gluon model is clearly excluded.

(a)

(b)

8290A14

y
X3

3-97

Figure 8: (a) Representation of the momentum vectors in a three-jet event, and
(b) definition of the Ellis-Karliner angle.

Similar studies have been extended at the Z° resonance by the LEP and SLC

experiments. In this case, the inclusive differential cross sections, calculated at

leading order and assuming massless partons, can be written for vector gluons [5]:

0.3

0.2

o

0.1

I 1 1

TASSO 25 GeV < W < 36 GeV
<0.9

Vector
SCALAR
SCALAR
Parton Level

0.2 0.4
|cos9EK|

0.6 0.8

Figure 9: The Ellis-Karliner angle distribution of three-jet events recorded by
TASSO at Q ~ 30 GeV (Ref. [18]); the data favor spin-1 (vector) gluons.

<fav

adx\dx2 (I — x\){\ —

for scalar gluons [19]:

a dx\dxz

where

[ * + x2 -

(11)

-R], (12)

and aj and Vj are the axial and vector couplings, respectively, of quark

to the Z°, and for a model of strong interactions incorporating spin-2

gluons [20, 21]:

odx\dx2 +X2 —

(13)

flavor j

(tensor)

(14)
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Singly-differential cross sections for xu z2, £3, or COSQEK can be obtained by

numerical integrations of Eqs. (11), (12), and (14) and are compared with SLD

data [21] in Fig. 10. The shapes are different for the vector, scalar, and tensor

gluon cases, and only the vector case describes the data.

da
dn

/d
x 1

1/N

•

15

10

5

n

SLD
i

-

Vector

p.
0.6 0.8 1.0

Scalar Tensor

Figure 10: Comparison of leading-order scalar-, vector-, and tensor-gluon models
with SLD data [21]; the scalar and tensor hypotheses are clearly excluded.

An additional interesting observable in three-jet events is the orientation of

the event plane w.r.t. the beam direction, which can be described by three Euler

angles (Fig. 11). These angular distributions were studied first by TASSO [22], and

more recently by L3 (Ref. [23]) and DELPHI [24]. Again, the data were compared

with the predictions of perturbative QCD and a scalar gluon model, but the Euler

angles are less sensitive than the jet energy distributions to the differences between

the two cases [23]. One can parameterize the angular distributions in the form:

da

aN(T)cos26N

4- oc 1 + /?(T)cos2x,

(16)

(17)

where T is the thrust value [12] of the event. As an example, fits of Eq. (16) to

SLD distributions of cosfyv are shown in Fig. 12 (Ref. [21]) in four bins of thrust.

The coefficients a(T), CHN(T), and 0(T) depend on the gluon spin; they are shown

in Fig. 13 for leading-order calculations incorporating vector, scalar, and tensor

gluons. The measured a(T), CIN(T), and fi(T) are also shown in Fig. 13 and

confirm that only vector gluons are compatible with the data.

dcos9
oc 1 + a(r)cos20 (15)

Figure 11: Definition of event-plane orientation angles.

At this point, it is worth pausing to take stock of what has been learned so

far. The e+e~ —> two-jet events have provided direct evidence for qq production,

and the jet axis angular distribution indicates that the quark and antiquark have

spin-1/2. From the inclusive il-ratio, we can confirm the fractional nature of the

quark charges, and know that the quarks must exist as color triplets since Nc = 3

is the only value that brings QED + the quark-parton model close to the data.
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Figure 12: Distributions of cosfljv as a function of event thrust from SLD [21].

The value of the .R-ratio also tells us that there must be contributions to hadronic

final states in addition to qq production, and we know that these are provided

by three-jet events, which represent direct evidence for the existence of the gluon

and its coupling to quarks and antiquarks. The distributions of jet energies, or

equivalently of jet angles within the event plane, as well as of the event plane

orientation itself, confirm that the only hypothesis that fits the data is that the

gluon has spin-1, and therefore, that it is the vector boson of QCD. Finally, from

counting the relative rates of three- and two-jet events at Q ~ 30 GeV, we know

that the coupling strength of the gluon to quarks is about 0.15. Checking the list

of "essential features" of QCD, we see that we have verified about half of them!

The next item in the list refers to the triple- and quartic-gluon couplings; in order

to study these, we need to examine multijet final states.

• SLD Vector Scalar Tensor
2.0
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o
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Figure 13: Dependence of the coefficients of the three-jet event plane orientation
angular distributions on event thrust value [21].
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3.3 Multijet Events and Gluon Self-Couplings

Consider the Feynman diagrams for production of four-jet final states shown in

Fig. 14. Figures 14(a) and 14(b) illustrate the gluon bremsstrahlung process,

whilst Fig. 14(d) shows the splitting of a gluon into a quark and an antiquark;

the latter may be thought of as a QCD analogue of the QED process whereby a

photon converts into an electron and a positron. Figures 14(a), 14(b), and 14(d)

are sometimes referred to as "Abelian" diagrams. Figure 14(c) illustrates the

lowest order diagram for a gluon to split into two gluons. This process has no

analogue in QED since the photon does not couple to itself, and is a consequence

of the non-Abelian nature of QCD in that the gluons, by virtue of possessing color

charge, can interact among themselves.

/ f a n m

Figure 14: Tree-level Feynman diagrams for four-jet production in e+e~ annihila-
tion.

Group

U(l)

U(l)3

SU(N)

SU(3)

Nc

0

0

N

3

CF

1

1

{N2 - \)/2N

4/3

TF

1

3

1/2

1/2

Table 2: Casimir factors for some common gauge groups.

Now consider the formal properties of the SU(3) group. The group can be

characterized by constants known as Casimir factors that are defined by:

(18)

(19)

(20)Tr[T"Tb) = 5abTF.

The Casimir factors for several common groups are shown in Table 2. We see that

in the case of SU(3), Nc corresponds to the now-familiar "number of colors" that

we have already encountered several times. The tree-level couplings appearing in

Fig. 14 may be classified in terms of the Casimir factors, as illustrated in Fig. 15.

The amplitude-squared corresponding to the bremsstrahlung diagrams [Figs. 14(a)

and 14(b)] is proportional to CF, that corresponding to g -> qq is proportional to

TF, and tha t corresponding to the non-Abelian process g -¥ gg is proportional to

Nc-

It is interesting to consider whether the Casimir factors of SU(3) QCD can be

measured. Clearly, nature does not deliver events corresponding to the tree-level

vertices shown in Fig. 15! Instead, one must write down the Feynman amplitudes

for the four-jet event diagrams shown in Fig. 14, add them to those for two-
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Figure 15: Casimir classification of tree-level QCD couplings.

and three-jet production at the same order of perturbation theory, and square

them to derive the total hadronic cross section. The terms corresponding to four-

jet production can then be identified in a gauge-invariant manner, and yield a

differential cross section of the form:

where FA • • • FB are kinematical functions. We see that the overall normalization

of the cross section is proportional to (a, Cf)2, and that the kinematical distribu-

tion of the four jets depends on the ratios NC/CF and TF/CF, which can hence

in principle be measured.

The issue of jet definition will be discussed in detail in Sec. 4.4. For now, let

us assume that four-jet events can be defined and measured in paxticle detectors,

and that they can be related meaningfully to the underlying four-jet parton struc-

ture described by Eq. (21). Two important physical characteristics underly the

definition of four-jet observables that are sensitive to NC/CF and TF/CF'- the first

is that the two jets resulting from the primary quark and antiquark produced in

the Z° decay tend to be more energetic than the jets produced by the two radi-

ated gluons or the radiated qq"; the second is that in the "non-Abelian" process

[Fig. 14 (c)], the two gluons tend to be produced in the plane of the primary quark

and antiquark, whereas in the "Abelian" process [Fig. 14(d)], the radiated quark

and antiquark tend to be produced along an axis normal to this plane [25].

With this in mind, a number of four-jet observables that are potentially sen-

sitive to the ratios of Casimir factors have been proposed over the years. If one

orders and labels the four jets in an event in terms of their momenta (or energies)

such that pi > P2 > P3 > P4, one can define the Bengtsson-Zerwas angle [26]

(Fig. 16):

cos XBZ OC (pi x $ ) • (f3 x f4)

and the Nachtmann-Reiter angle [25] (Fig. 17):

oc (pi -P2) • (f3 - p4).

(22)

(23)

The sensitivity of these observables is illustrated in Fig. 18, where the distributions

of these angles are shown for SU(3) QCD, as well as for a straw-person U(l)3

Abelian model of strong interactions, and are compared with L3 data [27]; the

Abelian model is clearly excluded.

A more recent analysis by OPAL [28] is summarized in Fig, 19; here a simul-

taneous fit was performed to the Nachtmann-Reiter and Bengtsson-Zerwas angle

distributions, as well as to the angle 034 between jets 3 and 4. The resulting

values of Nc/Cp and TF/CF are displayed in Fig. 20, where they are compared

with the expectations from numerous gauge groups. The SU(3) QCD expectation

is clearly in good agreement with the data. The expectations from several other

gauge models, such as SU(4), Sp(4), and Sp(6), also appear to be compatible

with the experimental results. Note, however, that none of these models contains
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Figure 16: Definition of the Bengtsson-Zerwas angle.
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Figure 17: Definition of the Nachtmann-Reiter angle.

three color degrees of freedom for quarks, and hence all can be ruled out on that

basis. Besides SU(3), only the U(l)3 and SO(3) models contain three quark col-

ors, but both are inconsistent with the measured values of NC/CF and
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Figure 18: Illustration of the sensitivity of the Nachtmann-Reiter and Bengtsson-
Zerwas angles to non-Abelian effects and comparison with L3 data [27].
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The results shown in Fig. 20 hence yield the remarkable conclusion that SU(3) is

the only known viable gauge model for strong interactions.
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Figure 20: The TF/CF vs NC/CF plane showing the fitted values derived from
Fig. 19, as well as the expectations from numerous gauge groups [28]; QCD is in
good agreement with the data.

vertex; it should come as no surprise that we need to study events of yet higher

jet multiplicity in order to be sensitive to it. The tree-level Feynman diagrams

for five-jet production in e+e~ annihilation are shown in Fig. 21; the gggg vertex

can be seen in the two diagrams just left of center on the bottom row.

Performing a similar exercise to that for the four-jet cross section, one finds:

Figure 19: Simultaneous fit of QCD to OPAL measurements of \BZ, ONR, and «M
(Ref. [28]).

Recalling the "essential feature" of QCD that the ggg vertex must exist, we see

from Fig. 20 that the nonzero measured value of NC/CF provides direct evidence

for its contribution to four-jet production. Now consider t h e existence of the gggg

—do-5 = —
<7b

(24)

The first term contributes about 85% of the five-jet cross section, and may be

written:

(25)
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Figure 21: Tree-level Feynman diagrams for five-jet production in e+e annihila-
tion.

where GA, GB, and Gc are kinematical functions. The contribution of the

gggg vertex is represented by the last term in Eq. (25), which is proportional

to (NC/CF)2- We have just seen that NC/CF must be nonvanishing in order to

describe the four-jet da t a , so that the existence of the gggg vertex is absolutely

required in QCD in order for the theory to be gauge-invariant and self-consistent.

Pushing pedagogy to i ts limits, however, one can still ask if the data actually

require the existence of the gggg vertex, from a phenomenological point-of-view.

One can therefore define a set of ad hoc five-jet correlation observables, such as

those illustrated in Fig. 22 (Ref. [29]). The measured distributions of the five

of these observables that are most sensitive to the

Fig. 23, from the OPAL Collaboration [29].

term are shown in
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Figure 22: Illustration of correlation observables among the jets in five-jet
events [29].

Two possible strategies now present themselves for testing the self-consistency

of QCD. One could fit inclusively the quantity Nc/Cp to the five-jet data shown in

Fig. 23 and compare it with the value determined from four-jet events; the results

of such a comparison are shown in Fig. 24(a); the four-jet and five-jet events

clearly yield consistent results. A second possibility is to fit phenomenologically

only the gggg contribution proportional to {NC/CF)2; the results are shown in
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Figure 23: The five correlation observables in five-jet events that are most sensitive
to contributions from the gggg vertex [29].

Fig. 24(b). In t h e latter case, the error bars are large due to the small number

of five-jet events, as well as to the large uncertainties on multijet production that

arise from hadronization effects (see Sec. 4.4). The measured value of {NC/CF)2 is

clearly consistent with the QCD expectation of (9/4)2 « 5, but it is also consistent

with zero, so t h a t the existence of the gggg vertex has not yet been established

from a phenomenological point-of-view.

C0SO43
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-20 0
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Figure 24: Measurements of (a) {NC/CF) and (b) (NC/CF)2 made using five-jet
events at OPAL [29].

3.4 Review of Strategy for QCD Tests

At this point, we have seen that most of the "essential features" of QCD have been

established empirically, with the possible exception of the gggg coupling. Even in

this case, given the existence of the ggg vertex, the gggg vertex must exist in QCD

in order for the theory to be gauge-invariant. The last 20 years of hadronic-event

studies at e+e~ colliders have hence established, in a qualitative sense, tha t the

QCD Lagrangian is the correct one to describe strong interactions. At this point,

it therefore seems sensible to revise the strategy for testing QCD.

Since the theory contains in principle only one free parameter, the strong cou-

pling a,, QCD can be tested in a quantitative fashion by measuring a, in different

processes and at different hard scales Q. The precision of these measurements,
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and the resulting degree of consistency among them, determine quantitatively the

precision with which the theory has been tested. This philosophy is directly anal-

ogous to that used to test the electroweak theory by measuring a large number

of observables that are sensitive to a few key unknown parameters of the theory.

In addition to testing QCD, the precise measurement of a, allows constraints

on possible extensions to the Standard Model (SM) of elementary particles; see,

e.g., Ref. [30]. Measurements of a, have been performed in e+e~ annihilation,

hadron-hadron collisions, and deep-inelastic lepton-hadron scattering, covering a

range of Q2 from roughly 1 to 105 GeV2. In the next section, I shall describe the

e+e~ measurements, and compare them with those made in other hard processes;

for a review of this field, see Ref. [31].

4. Measurements of as in e+e~ Annihilation

4.1 Theoretical Considerations

An inclusive observable X may be written schematically:

X = XEW (1 + <S«CD), (26)

where XEW represents the electroweak contribution. Since, with observables of

this type, a, enters via the small QCD radiative correction, 6^CD, a precise mea-

surement of a, generally requires a large data sample. Observables can also be

defined that are directly proportional to 6^CD and hence potentially more sensitive

to as. In either case, SQCD can be separated into perturbative and nonperturbative

contributions:

jfiCD __ fipcrt _j_ gnon-pert (27)

The perturbative contribution can in principle be calculated as a power series in

a,, though in practice the large number of Feynman diagrams involved renders a

complete calculation beyond the first few orders intractable. The nonperturbative

contribution, often called a "hadronization correction" in e+e~ annihilation or a

"higher twist effect" in lepton-hadron scattering, is expected to have the form of

a series of inverse powers of the physical scale (see Sec. 5).

In practice, most QCD calculations of observables are performed using finite-

order perturbation theory, and calculations beyond leading order depend on the

renormalization scheme employed, implying a scheme-dependent strong-interaction

scale A. It is conventional to work in the modified minimal subtraction scheme

(MS scheme) [32], and to use the strong interaction scale Ajfg for five active

quark flavors. If one knows A ^ , one may calculate the strong coupling a,(Q2)

from the solution of the QCD renormalization group equation [33]:

4ir
^ T +•••}• (28)

Because of the large data samples taken in e+e~ annihilation at the Z° resonance,

it has become conventional to use as a yardstick as(Mz), where Mz is the mass

of the Z° boson; Mz « 91.2 GeV (Ref. [34]). Tests of QCD can therefore be

quantified in terms of the consistency of the values of a s(M|) measured in different

experiments. The "QCD-challenged" reader may like to think of as(Mz) as being

"the sin2#n/ of strong interactions."

In e+e~ annihilation, as(Mz) has been measured from inclusive observables

relating to the Z° lineshape and to hadronic decays of the r lepton, as well

as from jet-related hadronic event shape observables, and scaling violations in

inclusive hadron fragmentation functions.

4.2 R and the Z° Lineshape

For the inclusive ratio R = <r(e+e~ -+ hadrons)/<r(e+e~ -¥ (i*tt~), the SM elec-

troweak contributions are well-understood theoretically and the perturbative QCD

series has been calculated up to O(aJ)(Ref. [35]) for massless quarks and up to
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0(a2,) including quark mass effects [36]; the large size of the O(aJ) term is poten-

tially a cause for concern about the degree of convergence of the series. Closely-

related observables at the Z° resonance are:

• the Z° total width, Tz,

• the pole cross section, ff{| = \2nTcl.ThadlM%^%,

• the ratio of hadronic to leptonic Z° decay branching ratios Rt = Thad/^u,

which all depend on the Z° hadronic width:

(29)

where: a\ = 1, a^ = 0.75, and 03 = —15.3. In these cases, the nonperturbative

contributions are expected to be O(l/Mz) and are usually ignored. A concern

is that recent measurements of observables that probe the electroweak couplings

of the Z° to b and c quarks deviate slightly from SM expectations [37]. Since

these couplings must be known in order to extract a a (M|) , this effect, whatever

its origin, is a potential source of bias [33]. Further analysis is in progress from

the SLC and LEP experiments, and the situation is not yet resolved.

Proceeding nonetheless, the procedure adopted [37] is to perform a global SM

fit to a panoply of electroweak data that includes the W and top quark masses

as well as the Z° observables relating to the lineshape, left-right production

asymmetry, decay fermion forward-backward asymmetries, branching ratios to

heavy quarks, and r polarization. The free parameters are the Higgs mass, Mmggs,

which contributes to XE H ' , and e*5(M|). Data presented at the 1996 summer

conferences yield the results shown in Fig. 25 (Ref. [37]), from which the positively-

correlated results MHigg, = 149^1° GeV and

a5(M|) = 0.1202 ± 0.0033 (exp.) (30)

are obtained. The Oj(Af|) value is lower than the corresponding results pre-

sented at the 1995 conferences [38], a,(Aff) = 0.123 ± 0.005, and at the 1994

conferences, a,(A/|) 0.125 ± 0.005 (Ref. [39]), whose large central values were

partly responsible for a supposed discrepancy between "low-<32" and "high-Q2"

a,(A/§) measurements [40]. The change between 1995 and 1996 is due to a com-

bination of shifts in the values of the Z° lineshape parameters, redetermined in

light of the recalibration of the LEP beam energy due to the "TGV effect" [37],

and a change in the central value of Mmggs at which a s (A / | ) is quoted, from

300 GeV (1995) to the fitted value 149 GeV (1996). A detailed study of theoret-

ical uncertainties implies [41] that they contribute at a level substantially below

±0.001. Since data-taking at the Z° resonance has now been completed at the

LEP collider, the precision of this result is not expected to improve further.

0.130
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0.120

0.115

0.110
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by Direct %
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i 1 i \'A

M
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Higgs
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Figure 25: Results of a global fit of the Standard Model to electroweak ob-
servables [37]; the one- and two-standard deviation contours are shown in the
a,(M|) vs Muigg, plane.
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4.3 Hadronic r Decays

An inclusive quantity similar to R is the ratio RT of hadronic to leptonic decay

branching ratios, Bi, and B\ respectively, of the r lepton:

1-BC-B,BH

B, Bc
(31)

where Bc and B^ can either be measured directly, or deduced from a measurement

of the r lifetime r r. In addition, a family of observables known as "spectral mo-

ments" of the invariant mass-squared s of the hadronic system has been proposed

[42]:

dBh

ds '
(32)

where MT is the r mass. In this case, the integrand can be measured independently

of Bc. It is easily seen that RT = R™.

RT and Rtj.1 have been calculated perturbatively up to O(ajJ). However, because

MT ~ 1 GeV, one expects [Eq. (28)] aa(MT) ~ 0.3 and it is not a priori obvious

that the perturbative calculation can be expected to be reliable, or that the non-

perturbative contributions of O(l/M r) will be small. In recent years, a large

theoretical effort has been devoted to this subject; see, e.g., Refs. [42, 43, 44].

The ALEPH Collaboration derived RT from its measurements of Bet B^, and

r r , and also measured the (10), (11), (12), and (13) spectral moments. A com-

bined fit yielded (Ref. [45]) a , (M|) = 0.124 ± 0.0022 ± 0.001, where the first

error receives equal contributions from experiment and theory, and the second

derives from uncertainties in evolving cts across the c and b thresholds. The

OPAL Collaboration measured RT from Bc, B^, and TT, and derived (Ref. [46])

a , (M|) =0.1229ig;gg}? (exp.) I j f f i (theor.). The CLEO Collaboration measured

the same four spectral moments as ALEPH and also derived RT using 1994 Par-

ticle Data Group values for Be, B,,, and TT. A combined fit yielded (Ref. [47])

a,(M%) = 0.114±0.003. This central value is slightly lower than the ALEPH and

OPAL values. If more recent world average values of Bc and B,, are used, CLEO

obtains a higher central as(M§) value [47]. Averaging the second CLEO result

and the ALEPH and OPAL results by weighting with the experimental errors,

assuming they are uncorrelated, yields:

a , ( M | ) = 0.122±0.001 (exp.) ±0.002 (theor.). (33)

This is nominally a very precise measurement, although recent studies have sug-

gested that additional theoretical uncertainties may be as large as ±0.006 (Ref. [48]).

4.4 Hadronic Event Shape Observables

As discussed in Sec. 3.2, in e+e~ annihilation the rate of three-jet production:

R3 s 2=£ i (34)
"had

is directly proportional to a, and can hence be used to determine as. In order to

make a meaningful measurement that can be compared with those just discussed,

one must calculate R3 to at least next-to-leading order in a,, i.e., to O(a1). The

relevant contributing Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 26; these form the

basis of the O(a^) calculation of R3 (Refs. [49, 50, 51]).

4.4.1 Definition of Jets and Event Shape Measures

The task is, in principle, straightforward. One must count the number of three-

jet events and divide by the total number of hadronic events to obtain R3, then

compare with the theoretical prediction to obtain a,. However, it is immediately

apparent that one cannot simply define the jet multiplicity of events on the basis of

a visual inspection! On the experimental side, the classic "Mercedes-Benz" three-

jet event measured in a detector is rather rare; many events contain broad particle

flows that might be classified as a single jet by one observer but as two or more jets

by another observer. Moreover, in QCD the bremsstrahlung spectrum of parton

radiation peaks at small angles and is continuous. Hence, even theoretically the
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Figure 26: Tree-level and one-loop Feynman diagrams that contribute to three-jet
observables up to O(o£) in QCD perturbation theory.

issue of when a radiated parton is sufficiently energetic, and at a sufficiently wide

angle relative to its parent, so as to be resolved as a separate jet, is not without

ambiguity. After due Cartesian deliberation, one pragmatically concludes that one

needs an algorithmic definition of a jet that can be applied to hadrons recorded in

a detector, as well as to partons in perturbative QCD calculations, and a sensible

recipe to translate between the two.

A convenient solution is provided by iterative clustering algorithms in which

a measure yy, such as invariant mass-squared/Q2, is calculated for all pairs of

particles » and j in an event, and the pair with the smallest yy is combined into

a single "particle." This process is repeated until all pairs have t/y exceeding a

value yc, and the jet multiplicity of the event is defined as the number of par-

ticles remaining. For a sample of events, the n-jet rate R,, is then defined as

the number of n-jet events divided by the total number of events. This num-

ber is not a constant, but rather depends on the choice of algorithm and on the

yc value. The j/c-dependence is illustrated in Fig. 27 for jets defined using the

JADE algorithm [52] applied to SLD data [53]. One can think of yc as the "jet

resolution" scale. Large yc values correspond to poor eyesight, most events look

two-jet-like, and hence R% « 1. Small yc values correspond to good eyesight, a

richer jet structure is discernible, and R3 and R4 are nonzero. It should be noted,

however, that from an operational point of view, the data points shown in Fig. 27

are awkward to handle in that they are correlated between different yc values. A

more convenient observable is the differential two-jet rate:

D2{yc) = (35)

which is a measure of the rate of events that change their classification between

2-jet-like and > 3-jet-like as j / c is varied across the range Ayc. Dz(yc) is illustrated

in Fig. 28.

In fact, several variations of the JADE algorithm have been suggested [54];

these differ in the definition of the resolution measure yy, and/or in the "recom-

bination scheme" prescription for combining two particles that are unresolvable.

A full discussion is beyond the scope of these lectures, but it is important to note

that the "E," "EO," "P," and "PO" variations of the JADE algorithm, as well as

the "Durham" ("D") and "Geneva" ("G") algorithms, are all collinear- and infra-

red-safe observables, which, for our purposes, means that they can be calculated

in perturbative QCD [55].

More generally, one can define other infra-red- and collinear-safe measures of

the topology of hadronic final states; a list of 15 such observables is given in

Table 3. Thrust has already been encountered in Sec. 3 and is related to the

• (>>
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longitudinal momentum flow in events:

.£• I Pi • nT I
T = max-

L,i I Pi I

where pi is the momentum vector of particle i, and nr is the thrust axis to be

determined. It is useful to define T = 1 — T. For back-to-back two-parton final

states, r is zero, while 0 < T < 5 for planar three-parton final states. Spherical

events have T = 5. An axis nmaj can be found to maximize the momentum sum

transverse to fir, and an axis nmin is denned to be perpendicular to the two axes

nT and nmaj. The variables thrust-major Tmai and thrust-minor Tmtn are obtained

by replacing nr in Eq. (36) by nmo;- or nmin, respectively. The oblateness O is

then defined by Ref. [56]

Other measures are related to jet masses, and energy-energy correlations between

particles; for a discussion see, e.g., Ref. [57].

The observables are all constructed to be directly proportional to aB at lead-

ing order, and so are potentially sensitive measures of the strong coupling. The

O(o£) QCD prediction for each of these observables X can be written [51]:

== +maj *min' (37)

so that aa can be determined from each. Though these observables are intrinsically

highly correlated, by using all 15 to study as, one is attempting to maximize the

use of the information in complicated multihadron events, and in some sense, is

making a more demanding test of QCD than by using only one or two observables.
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Observable

1 - Thrust

Heavy jet mass

Jet broadening:

Total

Wide

Oblateness

C-parameter

Differential j e t rates:

D2(yc) = ^ 1

Energy-energy correlations

Asymmetry of EEC

Jet cone energy fraction

Symbol

T

P

BT

Bw

0

C

E

EO

P

PO

D

G

EEC

AEEC

JCEF

Table 3: Fifteen infra-red- and collinear-safe measures of the topology of

e+e~ hadronic final states.

Moreover, it will be seen that the study of many observables is essential, as it may

expose systematic effects. Finally, the aa determination from hadronic event shape

observables is based on the information content within three-jet-like events, and

is essentially uncorrelated with the measurements from the Z° lineshape which

are based on event-counting of predominantly two-jet-like final states.

The technology of this approach has been developed over the past 15 years

of analysis at the PETRA, PEP, TRISTAN, SLC, and LEP colliders, so that the

method is considered to be well-understood both experimentally and theoretically.

Note, however, that before they can be compared with perturbative QCD predic-

tions, it is necessary to correct the measured distributions for any bias effects

originating from the detector acceptance, resolution, and inefficiency, as well as

for the effects of initial-state radiation and hadronization, to yield "parton-level"

distributions.

4.4.2 Hadronization and Monte Carlo Models

A schematic of hadron production in e+e~ annihilation is shown in Fig. 29. One

may divide this process into several phases:

1. A hard electroweak process in which the primary quark and antiquark may be

produced off mass-shell:

e+e- -4 qq.

2. Perturbative QCD evolution of the primary qq via parton bremsstrahlung:

qq -> several q, q, g.

3. Hadronization of partonic system:

(q> <5> g)s -* primary resonances.

4. Decays of primary resonances into "stable" particles:

B, C, Kj, 4>, A, p ... -> n±, K*. p, p . . . (e±, /i±, r±, v).

Phases 1 and 2 are generally agreed to be calculable "respectably" using per-

turbative techniques applied to the electroweak theory and QCD, respectively.

Phases 3 and 4 are more problematic in that they are intrinsically nonperturba-

tive processes that cannot in general be calculated from first principles. In the

absence of nonperturbative calculations, we are forced to rely on phenomenological

models.

Since it is also necessary in phase 4 to simulate the interaction of particles with

detectors, which can only be done in a deterministic fashion, Monte Carlo event
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generators have been developed for the complete simulation of hadronic event pro-

duction in e+e~ annihilation and are now essential components of data analysis.

I shall discuss only the two most widely used generators JETSET [58] and HER-

WIG [59]; other generators are described in Ref. [60], and will be discussed later

by Buchanan [61]. I shall not discuss at all the GEANT program [62], which is

widely used for the simulation of the geometry and material response of particle

detectors. The philosophy here is to outline the main features of these generators

in the context of their use as tools in understanding and correcting the data; no

attempt will be made to justify these models on phenomenological grounds, and

the outline will necessarily be brief.
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Both JETSET and HERWIG implement electroweak matrix elements for the

production of a primary qq, as well as a perturbative QCD "parton shower"

evolution of the system into a set of low-virtual-mass quarks and gluons. More

formally, the latter is based on a probabilistic parton branching process that

is derived from a leading + partial next-to-leading logarithmic resummation of

the QCD matrix elements [63]. JETSET and HERWIG implement the parton

branching process slightly differently, a discussion of which is beyond the scope of

these lectures, but both generators have a parameter A that characterizes the scale

of strong interactions, as well as a parameter Qo that characterizes the minimum

virtual-mass scale of the parton evolution.

A schematic of the hadronization process as implemented in HERWIG is shown

in Fig. 30. At the termination of the parton shower, pairs of partons are associated

into colorless clusters; these then undergo phase-space decay to produce stable

pions, kaons, and baryons. Clusters with mass larger than a parameter Mci are

split into two before the phase-space decay. Additional parameters control the

properties of heavy (B or C) hadron decay [59],

JETSET implements the "Lund string model" of jet fragmentation [64], il-

lustrated in Fig. 31. In this case, the color field between partons at the end of

the parton shower is represented as a one-dimensional massless relativistic string.

String pieces terminate at quarks and antiquarks, and gluons are represented by

momentum-carrying "kinks" in the string. The string is fragmented iteratively

according to the recipe:

1 m 2

f(z) oc i(i_,)«exp(-6^), (39)

EW Pert. QCD Hadron-
Isation

Detector

Figure 29: Schematic of hadron production in e+e~ annihilation.
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where z is the fraction of the quantity E + p^ of a parent string piece taken by

the daughter, m^ = Jp\ + m2, "X" and " ||" refer to the string axis, and a and

6 are parameters. Momentum transverse to the string axis, pj., is introduced in

an ad hoc fashion using a Gaussian probability distribution. A large number of

additional parameters is used to fine-tune the relative production of particles such

as strange, pseudoscalar, and vector mesons, as well as strange and nonstrange,

octet and decuplet baryons [58].

03-97
8290A17

Figure 31: Schematic of hadronization in JETSET.

Figure 30: Schematic of hadronization in HERWIG. 4.4.3 Data Correction

For the o, analysis, we wish to use these event generators to understand the effect

of the hadronization process on the hadronic momentum flow in events, and to

correct for any bias, as well as to understand the influence of the response of

the detector. One conventional approach involves using a sample of Monte Carlo

events to calculate bin-by-bin correction factors, and then applying these to the
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measured distribution. For a distribution D(X), the correction for detector effects

is defined:

C (40)

where HAD and DET refer to the simulated distribution at the hadron-level

and detector-level phases, respectively. The correction for hadronization effects is

analogously defined:

where PART refers to the simulated distribution at the parton-level. The data

distribution corrected back to the parton-level is given by:

D Data' (X) = • DD<"a(X), (42)

and DDaia'(X) can be compared with perturbative QCD. More sophisticated cor-

rection procedures can also be defined; see, e.g., Ref. [65].

As with any correction procedure, one must take care not to introduce bias

from implicit model-dependence, and must estimate the systematic uncertainties

involved. A prerequisite is that the simulation describe the distribution measured

in the detector! The parameters of the detector simulation, as well as of the event

generator itself, should then be varied, the stability of the correction factors exam-

ined, and systematic errors assigned accordingly. An example of a raw measured

JD2 distribution from SLD [57], compared with simulations based on JETSET and

HERWIG, is shown in Fig. 32. The corresponding corrected distribution, and the

correction factors, are shown in Fig. 33.

10'

10"

JETSET 7.3
— HERWIG 5.5

• Data

J i i I

0.1 0.2 0.3
ycu1 (EO-scheme)

Figure 32: Measured D2 distribution [57] compared with JETSET and HERWIG
predictions.

4.4.4 Comparison with Perturbative QCD

A fit of O(a%) perturbative QCD to the £>2 distribution is shown in Fig. 33; it

yields aa{M\) = 0.1175 ±0.0007 (stat.) ±0.0027 (syst.) [57]. One can repeat

this procedure for all 15 observables listed in Table 3 and derive in each case a

fitted value of a,(Mj); these are shown in Fig. 34(a). The distressing result of

this exercise is that the a s ( M j ) values so determined are not internally consistent

with one another! A measure of the scatter among the results is given by the

r.m.s. deviation of ±0.008, which is much larger than the experimental error of

±0.003 on a typical observable. An exciting, though remote, possibility is that

we have observed a spectacular breakdown of QCD! A more likely explanation is

that some systematic effect that we have not yet considered is at work. In fact,
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Experimental Errors Only Renormalization Scale Uncertainty

0.1 0.2 0.3
y^i, (EO-scheme) ™»»s

Figure 33: (a) Corrected D2 distribution [57]; (b) hadronization correction factor;
(c) detector effects correction factor. In (a), the line shows a fit t o O(aJ) QCD.

an implicit assumption was made in deriving the results shown in Fig. 34(a) that

relates to the arcane issue of choosing the renormalization scale i n QCD.

4.4.5 Renormalization Scale Uncertainty

For any observable, truncation of the QCD perturbation series at finite order

causes a residual dependence on the (scheme-dependent) renormalization scale

H. This parameter is formally unphysical and should not enter at all into an

exact infinite-order calculation, and its value is arbitrary. For the event shape

observables, an explicit /i-dependence enters the next-to-leading coefficient:

(b)

0.12 0.14

<XS(M|) <xs(Mz)

Figure 34: (a) Values of a , (M|) determined [57] by fitting O(aJ) QCD predictions
to 15 hadronic event shape observables using a fixed value of the renormalization
scale (i = Q\ the results are clearly inconsistent within the experimental errors,
(b) Renormalization scale uncertainties.

( 4 3 )

so that a measurement of a, must be in the context of some chosen value of ft.

This is illustrated in Fig. 35, where the value of Ajjg from fits to D-i is shown as a

function of the choice of n\ there is clearly a strong /i-dependence. The top portion

of Fig. 35 shows the corresponding Xdof *°r e a c n fit; amusingly, the data show no

preference for any particular value of fi provided it is larger than y/O.OQlQ*. A full

discussion of the form of the /^-dependence is beyond the scope of these lectures;

see Ref. [66]. Figures of the /i-dependence for the other observables can be found

in Ref. [57].
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A consensus has arisen among experimentalists that the effect of missing

higher-order terms can hence be estimated from the dependence of a s (M|) on

the value of fi assumed in fits of the calculations to the data, and a renormal-

ization scale uncertainty is often quoted. This procedure, well-motivated in that

the /^-dependence caused by the truncation of the perturbation series would be

cancelled by addition of the higher-order terms, is, however, arbitrary, and is

not equivalent to knowledge of the size of the a priori unknown terms. In cases

where scale uncertainties are considered, this arbitrariness is manifested in the

wide variation among the ranges and central values of /J chosen by different ex-

perimental groups, see, e.g., Ref. [67]; in other cases, this source of uncertainty

is not included in the errors. Different aa{M\) results with similar experimen-

tal precision can hence be quoted with different total errors depending on the

procedure adopted for assigning the theoretical uncertainties. The interpretation

of the central values and errors on a s (M|) measurements is hence not always

straightforward. The SLD estimate of the renormalization scale uncertainty for

each observable is shown in Fig. 34 (b). It is apparent that the scale uncertainty

is much larger than the experimental error, and that the a,(AfJ) values are con-

sistent within these uncertainties. Though this is comforting, in that it indicates

that QCD is self-consistent, the necessary addition of large theoretical uncertain-

ties to otherwise precise experimental measurements is frustrating, at least to

experimentalists!

The best resolution of the scale ambiguity would be to reduce its effect by

calculating observables to higher order in perturbation theory. Though this is in

principle possible, the large number of Feynman diagrams involved renders the

task difficult and unattractive. In e+e~ annihilation, only the .ft-related observ-

ables and the T hadronic decay ratio RT have been calculated exactly up to O(ajj).

For the hadronic event shape observables, O(a^) contributions have not yet been

calculated completely. However, for six observables (indicated in Table 3), im-

proved calculations can be formulated that incorporate the resummation [68] of

leading and next-to-leading logarithmic terms matched to the 0{a\) results. The

matched calculations are expected a priori both to describe the data in a larger

region of phase space than the fixed-order results, and to yield a reduced depen-

dence of as on the renormalization scale. This is illustrated in Fig. 36 for the

case of thrust (T). Though not well-described by the O(a*) calculation, the low-r

region is well-reproduced when resummed contributions are included.

Application of other approaches to circumvent the scale ambiguity in a3 mea-

surement, involving the use of "optimized" perturbation theory [69] and Pade

Approximants [70], can be found in Refs. [67, 71] respectively.
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4.4.6 Summary of aa Measurements

io2 i—i—r

10

SLD o(a?)
Resummed + o(aj)
mod. InR
Data

Figure 36: Illustration of the need for resummed contributions: the r distribution
measured by SLD [57]. At low r, the O(c%) calculation is unable to describe the
data unless resummed terms are considered.

HinchliiFe has reviewed the various hadronic event shapes-based measurements

from experiments performed in the cm. energy range 10 < Q < 91 GeV, utilizing

both O(a^) and resummed calculations, and quotes an average value of a , (M| ) =

0.122 ± 0.007 (Ref. [33]), where the large error is dominated by the renormaliza-

tion scale uncertainty, which far exceeds the experimental error of about ±0.002.

Schmelling has also compiled the measurements, including the recent results from

the LEP-II run at Q ~ 133 GeV (Ref. [72]), and quotes a global average (Ref. [73])

ot,(M%) = 0.121 ± 0.005, in agreement with Ref. [33], but assuming a more ag-

gressive scale uncertainty.

4.5 Scaling Violations in Fragmentation Functions

Though distributions of final-state hadrons are not, in general, calculable in per-

turbative QCD, the Q2-evolution of the scaled energy (xp = 2E/Q) distributions

of hadrons, or "fragmentation functions," can be calculated and used to determine

a,. In addition to the usual renormalization scale /*, a factorization scale /xp must

be defined that delineates the boundary between the calculable perturbative, and

incalculable nonperturbative, domains. Additional complications arise from the

changing composition of the underlying event flavor with Q due to the different Q-

dependence of the 7 and Z° exchange processes. Since B and C hadrons typically

carry a large fraction of the beam momentum, and contribute a large multiplicity

from their decays, it is necessary to consider the scaling violations separately in

b, c, and light quark events, as well as in gluon jet fragmentation.

In an early analysis [74], the DELPHI Collaboration parameterized the frag-

mentation functions using the O(o£) matrix elements and the string fragmenta-

tion model implemented in JETSET [58]. They fitted data in the range 14 <

Q < 91 GeV to determine a s(M|) = 0.118 ±0.005, where the error is dominated
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by varying /J in the range 0.1 < n/Q < 1. The ALEPH Collaboration used its

Za data to constrain flavor-dependent effects by tagging event samples enriched

in light, c, and b quarks, as well as a sample of gluon jets [75]. The fragmentation

functions for the different flavors and the gluon were parameterized at a reference

energy, evolved with Q according to the perturbative DGLAP formalism calcu-

lated at next-to-leading order [76], in conjunction with a parameterization pro-

portional to \/Q to represent nonperturbative effects (Sec. 5), and fitted to data

in the range 22 < Q < 91 GeV (Fig. 37). They derived aa{Ml) = 0.126 ± 0.007

(exp.) ±0.006 (theor.), where the theoretical uncertainty is dominated by vari-

ation of the factorization scale fip in the range — 1 < l n ^ / Q 2 < 1; variation of

the renormalization scale in the same range contributed only ±0.002. DELPHI

has recently reported a similar analysis [77] yielding o,(JW|) = O.12lio;oo7 (exP-)

±0.010 (theor.). Curiously, although a similar range as ALEPH, 0.3 < nJQ < 3,

was used to examine variation of the renormalization and factorization scales, here

the renormalization scale dominates the theoretical uncertainty, with a contribu-

tion of ±0.009, in contrast to ±0.002 from factorization. Combining the ALEPH

and later DELPHI results, assuming uncorrelated experimental errors, yields [31]:

a,(M%) = 0.124 ±0.005(exp.)±0.010(theor.). (44)

4.6 Comparison with Other Measurements of as(M|)

A summary of world as measurements, all evolved to Q = MZl is shown in Fig. 38

(Ref. [31]). These are drawn from lepton-hadron scattering, hadron-hadron colli-

sions, heavy quarkonia decays and lattice gauge theory, as well as e+e~ annihila-

tion. In addition to being relatively precise, the e+e~ results have the invaluable

feature that they bracket the Q-range of the experiments, from around 1 GeV for

r decays to around 100 GeV for Z° production, providing the largest lever-arm

for tests of consistency of a ,(M|) measured at different energy scales. It is clear

that, within the uncertainties, all results are consistent with one another.

100

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 37: Illustration of scaling violations in e+e~ fragmentation functions.
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e + e - : T decays
DIS: Bjorken SR
DIS: GLS SR
DIS: F2 NMC)
DIS: F2 HERA)
DjS: F2 SLAC, BCDMS)
pp: direct y
LGT: *, T
^, T decays
DIS: F8, xF3 (CCFR)
DXS: jets
pp: bb prod.
e+e-: R
pp: W+l-jet
e+e-: event shapes
e+e-: fragment, fns.
e+e-: Z lineshape

Average value
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Q 1

0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14

Figure 38: Summary of world a,{M%) measurements [31]. The results are ordered
vertically in terms of the hard scale Q of the experiment.

Taking an average over all 17 measurements assuming they are independent, by

weighting each by its total error, yields a,(Af|) = 0.118 with a x 2 of 6.4; the low x2

value reflects the fact that most of the measurements are theoretical-systematics-

limited. Taking an unweighted average, which in some sense corresponds to the

assumption that all 17 measurements are completely correlated, yields the same

result. The r.m.s. deviation of the 17 measurements w.r.t. the average value

characterizes the dispersion, and is ±0.005. In a quantitative sense, therefore,

QCD has been tested to a level of about 5%.

If further progress is to be made in testing QCD, future measurements of

a,(Mz) should aim for substantially improved precision. The prospects for achiev-

ing 1%-level measurements are discussed in detail elsewhere [78]. Lattice QCD

determinations may reach this precision within the next few years. A precise

a,{M%) measurement has yet to emerge from the TeVatron, bu t feasibility stud-

ies are in progress and appear promising. Deep-inelastic scattering and e+e~

annihilation will probably require higher-energy facilities, as well as significant

theoretical effort with regard to 0{a\) perturbative contributions. An a,(A/|)

measurement at a high-energy e+e" collider will be discussed in Sec. 6.2.

5. Towards a Theory of Hadronization

We expect that the strong coupling becomes large in long-distance (low-Q) q—q

interactions such that finite-order perturbation theory is no longer valid. Lattice

gauge theory [79] is the only practical nonperturbative calculational tool available

today. It is presently limited in applicability to static properties of hadrons, such

as masses and decay constants, although in principle it might eventually be applied

to the dynamical process of hadronization.

From the operator product expansion (OPE), one expects (see, e.g., Ref. [80])

that the expectation value of an observable O may be written:

(45,
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During the past 15 years, much theoretical effort has been focused on the per-

turbative component represented by the first term in this equation. More re-

cently, attention has turned to the "power corrections" represented by the second

term, whose origin is intrinsically nonperturbative. In particular, attempts have

been made to evaluate power corrections for e+e~ observables. An illustration

of the potential of such an approach is provided by Fig. 39 (Ref. [81]). The ad

hoc addition of a 1/Q term to the O(aJ) QCD prediction describes the energy-

dependence of < 1 — T > remarkably well. It will be seen in Sec. 6.2 that the

inverse power-law behavior of hadronization effects has important consequences

for a precise as measurement at a high-energy e+e~ collider. The explicit calcu-

lation of leading power corrections [80] hence represents our first tentative step

towards a consistent theoretical treatment of hadronization.
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Figure 39: Energy-dependence of the mean value of 1 — T. The ad hoc addition
of a 1/Q term to the 0(a2

a) QCD prediction describes the data [81].

6. QCD at a High-Energy e+e~ Collider

6.1 Introduction

Since QCD is our theory of strong interactions, it would be irresponsible not to test

it at the highest energy scales available in different hard scattering processes. For

this reason, testing QCD at a 0.5-1.5 TeV e+e" collider ("XLC") is mandatory.

For a detailed discussion, see Ref. [82].

Precise determination of the strong coupling ota is key to a better understand-

ing of high-energy physics. The current precision of as(A/|) measurements, lim-

ited to about 5% (Sec. 4.6), results in the dominant uncertainty on our prediction

of the energy scale at which grand unification of the strong, weak, and electro-

magnetic forces takes place. An as(M§) measurement of 1% precision may be

possible at a high-energy e+e" collider. Such a measurement would also allow

improved determination of the mass and width of the top quark from the thresh-

old behavior of the tt cross section. Measurements of hadronic event properties

at high energies, combined with existing lower energy data, would allow one to

test further the gauge structure of QCD by searching for anomalous "running" of

observables, such as the rate of production of events containing three jets, and to

set limits on models which predict such effects, for example, those involving light

gluinos which are difficult to exclude by other means.

Gluon radiation in tt events is expected to be strongly regulated by the large

mass and width of the top quark; ttg events will hence provide an exciting new

domain for QCD studies. As a corollary, measurements of gluon radiation pat-

terns in ttg events may provide valuable additional constraints on the top quark

decay width. Furthermore, searches could be made for anomalous chromo-electric

and chromo-magnetic moments of quarks [83], which effectively modify the rate

and pattern of gluon radiation, and for which the effect increases as the cm. en-

ergy is raised. Finally, polarized electron beams will be exploited at high-energy

e+e~ colliders and will allow tests of symmetries using multijet final states [84],
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6.2 Is a 1%-Level Measurement of as(M|) Possible?

It is interesting to consider whether a measurement of a,(Mz) at the 1%-level

of precision is possible at the XLC. Consider the SLD o , ( M | ) measurement,

discussed in Sec. 4.4, based on 15 hadronic event shape observables measured

with a data sample comprising approximately 50,000 hadronic events [57]:

by a term of the form:

= 0.1200 ± 0.0025 (exp.) ± 0.0078 (theor.), (46)

where the experimental error is composed of statistical and systematic compo-

nents of about ±0.001 and ±0.002 respectively, and the theoretical uncertainty

has components of ±0.003 and ±0.007 arising from hadronization and missing

higher order terms, respectively. Now consider "scaling" this result to estimate

the precision of a similar measurement at Q = 500 GeV.

• Statistical error: At design luminosity, the 500 GeV XLC would deliver

roughly 100,000 qq (q = u, d, s, c, b) events per year (Sec. 6.4), implying

that a statistical error on a,{M%) well below ± 0.001 could be obtained.

• Systematic error: This results primarily from the uncertainty in modeling the

jet resolution of the detector. The situation may be improved at the XLC by a

combination of building better detectors and benefitting from improved calorime-

ter energy resolution for higher energy jets. It is not unreasonable to suppose that

the current systematic error of roughly ±0.002 could be reduced by a factor of

two.

• Hadronization uncertainty: From the discussion in Sec. 5, it can be seen

that nonperturbative corrections to jet final states in e+e~ annihilation can be

parameterized in terms of inverse powers of the hard scale Q. At leading order,

perturbative evolution is proportional to 1/lnQ. Hence, for a generic observable

X, the ratio of nonperturbative to perturbative QCD contributions is dominated

X V"non—pert lnQ

Q'
(47)

Increasing Q from 91 GeV to 500 GeV causes this ratio to decrease by a factor of

five, implying that hadronization corrections in the "3-jet region" of observables

should be of order 2% at XLC. The conclusion of this analysis is reinforced by

explicit simulation of hadronization effects, illustrated in Fig. 40 (Ref. [85]) for

thrust. Assuming that these corrections can be estimated to better than ±50%,

the hadronization uncertainty should contribute less than 1% to the error on

2.0

1.6

0.4

I

91 GeV
500 GeV

_i I

0.1 0.2
(1-T)

0.3

KS0A7

Figure 40: Estimate of the hadronization correction factor (Sec. 4.4.2) for thrust
at Q = 91 GeV and 500 GeV (Ref. [85]). At 500 GeV, the factor barely deviates
from unity for most of the kinematic range.
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• Uncertainty due to missing higher orders: Currently, perturbative QCD

calculations of hadronic event shapes are available complete up to O(o^). Since

the data contain knowledge of all orders, one must estimate the possible bias in-

herent in measuring as(M%) using the truncated QCD series (Sec. 4.4.5). Since

the missing perturbative terms are O(a^), and since at Q = 500 GeV aB is ex-

pected to be about 25% smaller than its value at the Z°, one naively expects the

uncalculated terms to be almost a factor of two smaller at the higher energy, lead-

ing to an estimated uncertainty of ±0.004 on as(500 GeV). However, translating

to the yardstick Q , ( M | ) yields an uncertainty of ±0.006, only slightly reduced

compared with the current uncertainty.

From this simple analysis, it seems reasonable to conclude that achievement

of the luminosity necessary for "discovery potential" at the XLC will result in a

qq event sample of sufficient size to measure a s(Mj) with a statistical uncertainty

of better than 1%. Construction of detectors superior in performance to those in

operation today at SLC and LEP may be necessary in order to reduce systematic

errors to the 1% level. Hadronization effects should be significantly smaller, im-

plying a sub-1% uncertainty. However, unless O(ajJ) contributions are calculated,

a s (M|) measurements at 500 GeV will be limited by theoretical uncertainties to

a precision of ±0.006, only marginally better than that achieved at present.

6.3 Top Quark Mass Determination and as

It is clear that the value of a, controls the shape of the strong potential that

binds quarkonia resonances. In the case of tt production near threshold, the large

top mass nil, and hence large decay width P, ensure that the top quarks decay

in a time comparable with the classical period of rotation of the bound system,

making the toponium resonance a very short-lived phenomenon, and washing out

most of the resonant structure in the cross section. The shape of the tt cross

section near threshold hence depends strongly not only on the top mass, but also

on ae.
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Figure 41: Simulation of a simultaneous measurement of as(A/|) and mt at a
high-energy e+e~ collider [86]: (a) t t production cross section; (b) correlation
between fitted values.

Fits to simulations of measurements of this cross section have shown [86] that

the top mass so determined is strongly correlated with the assumed value of

as(Mz). This is illustrated in Fig. 41 . The European Top Quark Working Group

has updated these simulations for the latest measured values of the top mass and

has shown [87] that a simultaneous determination of mt and a a (M|) by fitting

to the threshold cross section measured with one design-year of luminosity yields

statistical precisions of ±250 MeV/c2 and ±0.006 on mt and a,(Af§), respectively.

Fixing Oj(A/|) to 0.120 reduces the error on m, by a factor of two. Since this

technique would yield a measurement of a,(A/|) no more precise than those made
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today, and since systematic uncertainties may be large and have not yet been

considered, a more sensible strategy would be to measure a , (M|) as precisely as

possible, as described in the previous section, and to use this value to allow better

determination of the top quark parameters.

6.4 Energy Evolution Studies

The non-Abelian gauge structure of QCD implies tha t as the hard scattering scale

Q increases, the strong coupling decreases roughly a s 1/lnQ. Existing hadronic

final states data from e+e~ annihilation at the PETRA, PEP, TRISTAN, SLC,

and LEP colliders span the range 14 < Q < 170 GeV, although hadronization

uncertainties are large on the data below 25 GeV. A 1.5 TeV e+e" collider would

increase the lever-arm in 1/lnQ by almost a factor of two, hence allowing detailed

study of the energy evolution of QCD observables that are proportional to aB,

such as the rate of production of final states containing three hadronic jets, R3.

This would provide not only a test of the fundamental structure of SU(3) QCD,

but also a searching ground for new physics that might produce "anomalous"

running.

One such possibility is the existence of a light, electrically neutral, colored

fermion that couples to gluons, often called a "light gluino" and denoted by g.

The existence of such a particle would manifest itself via a modification of gluon

vacuum polarization contributions involving fermion loops, effectively increasing

the number of light fermions entering into the Q C D /?-function. At one-loop

level, the effective number of flavors would change from NF to NF + 3N9, where

Ng is the number of families of light gluinos, causing a decrease in the running

of a, as a function of Q. The existence of a light gluino of mass between 2 and

5 GeV/c2 has not been excluded by searches with current data [85]. A simulated

measurement of R3 at Q = 500 GeV, corresponding t o one design-luminosity-year,

is shown in Fig. 42 (Ref. [85]), together with existing measurements, plotted as a

function of 1/lnQ. The presence of one family of light gluinos of mass 2 GeV/c2

would cause an increase in the predicted value of R3 at 500 GeV by 10%. A 1%-

level measurement of R3, as discussed in the previous section, would allow this

difference to be measured with a significance of many standard deviations.
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Figure 42: Energy-evolution of the three-jet ratei?3 (Ref. [85]). For illustration, an
O(aJ) QCD fit, as well as a fit allowing the possibility of one family of light gluinos,
is shown. The simulated data point at Q = 500 GeV would add considerable lever-
arm.

It should be noted, however, that data from a number of experiments at differ-

ent e+e~ colliders contribute to Fig. 42. Some of these data were recorded more

than ten years ago, were treated differently by the various experimental groups,

and have relatively large systematic errors that are at least partly uncorrelated

from point to point. Furthermore, the sophistication and performance of parti-

cle detectors constructed in the last decade has improved significantly, and it is

reasonable to assume tha t future detectors will be even better. In addition, our
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cm. energy Q (GeV)

500

91

60

35

qq events/day

1750

20,000,000

75,000

150,000

Table 4: Number of qq events per day delivered by an e+e~ collider operating at

a luminosity of 5 x 1033 cm~2s~'.

understanding of the modeling of hadronization effects and theoretical uncertain-

ties has improved enormously as a result of studies at the Z°. Therefore, the

precision of searches for anomalous running of QCD observables at XLC would

be improved significantly if new data were taken at the lower cm. energies with

the same detector and analysis procedures.

In fact, if the luminosity of the 500 GeV XLC could be preserved at lower

cm. energies, very large data samples would be recorded. Table 4 (Ref. [85])

shows the number of qq events delivered per day at various cm. energies by the

XLC operating at the design luminosity of 5 x 1033 cm"2s"'. At each energy,

more luminosity would be delivered per day than was recorded in total by the

original dedicated colliders! This argument is of course naive, in that a collider

designed to operate at a luminosity of 5 x 1033 cm~2s~' at 500 GeV would not

automatically be operable at the same luminosity at energies a factor of five or ten

lower; such capability would have to be designed from the outset. Furthermore,

the requirements on the triggering and data processing capabilities of the detector

are extreme by the standards of e+e~ annihilation, and this would also have to

be designed from the start. Nevertheless, the prospect of running the XLC at

the Z° resonance, or at even lower energies, for QCD studies, not to mention

high-statistics electroweak physics measurements, is very attractive.

6.5 Gluon Radiation in tt Events

The large mass and decay width of the top quark serve to make the study of

gluon radiation in tt events a new arena for testing QCD. The large mass acts as

a cutoff for collinear gluon radiation, and the large decay width acts as a cutoff

for soft gluon radiation, allowing reliable perturbative QCD calculations to be

performed; these effects are of course correlated. The latter case is particularly

interesting. If the top width were infinite, top quarks would decay immediately

to bottom quarks, and any gluons would be radiated from the secondary b's. If

the top width were zero, top quarks would live forever and all radiation would

be from the primary t's. In the case of a large but finite width, expected to be

around 2 GeV for a top mass of 180 GeV/c2, gluon radiation in tt events will be

a coherent sum of contributions from these two limiting cases, with a degree of

coherence regulated by the top width itself.

A theoretical study of tt production above threshold, assuming m, = 175 GeV/c2

at Q = 1 TeV, is illustrated in Fig. 43 (Ref. [88]). This shows the angular distri-

bution of 5 GeV gluons w.r.t. the tt axis for the kinematic configuration in which

the decay b-quark travels backwards w.r.t. the t flight direction. The dependence

of the radiation pattern on the top decay width is strong. Similar effects are

predicted in the spectrum of gluon radiation in tt events around threshold [89].

Measurement of such effects would yield not only a dramatic demonstration of

quantum interference in strong interactions, but might also provide an essential

cross-check on the value of the top quark decay width, which may prove difficult

to disentangle from measurements of the tt threshold cross section and top mo-

mentum distributions, which also depend on as and m< (Sec. 6.3), as well as on

the beam energy distribution.
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Figure 43: Angular distribution of 5 GeV gluons w.r.t. t t axis, at Q = 1 TeV,
illustrating the dependence on the top width F (Ref. [88]).

7. Concluding Remarks

We have seen that e + e~ annihilation is an ideal laboratory for precise studies of

QCD. One observes jets indicating the primary production of quarks and gluons,

and one can measure precisely the quark and gluon spins. Multijet events allow

the very gauge structure of QCD to be tested via measurement of the Casimir

factors Nc, TF, and CF, leading us to the conclusion that QCD is the theory

of strong interactions. One can then measure the single parameter of QCD, the

coupling a,, from inclusive observables such as R, or equivalently the Z° line-

shape parameters, and from hadronic r decays, as well as from event shape mea-

sures and scaling violations in inclusive single-particle fragmentation functions.

These Q , ( M | ) measurements are internally consistent, and agree with results

from lepton-nucleon scattering, hadron-hadron collisions, and lattice gauge the-

ory determined across a wide range of energy scales.

There was no time to cover many interesting topics, including: differences be-

tween quark and gluon jets, tests of the flavor-independence of strong interactions,

polarization phenomena, particle multiplicities and correlations, production of B

and C mesons and baryons, and production of identified hadrons such as n±, K°,

K*, p/p, A, <j>, K", etc. Some of these topics are discussed in other contributions

to these proceedings [61, 90].

Looking towards the future, tests of QCD will provide an important component

of the physics program at a future high-energy e+e~ collider operating in the cm.

energy range 0.5 < Q < 1.5 TeV. Measurement of a s (M|) at the 1% level of

precision appears feasible experimentally, but will require considerable theoretical

effort to calculate O(a') contributions in QCD perturbation theory. A search for

anomalous running of aa(Q
2), by operating the collider at different cm. energies,

is an attractive prospect. Quantum coherence is expected to give rise to interesting

gluon radiation patterns in tt events, which could be used to constrain the top

quark decay width, and measurement of the gluon radiation spectrum would also

constrain anomalous top quark chromomagnetic couplings.

More immediately, the next generation of low energy e+e~ colliders, known as

B factories, also has the potential to make a precise as measurement from the

il-ratio at Q m 10 GeV, as well as from hadronic T decays. Even more precise

tests of QCD in e+e~ annihilation will hence continue to enhance our confidence

in the theory, and may even yield surprises. . . .
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1. Introduction

In this Summer School lecture, we review the search for glueballs. This topic is

of great interest in light of more precise lattice QCD calculations on glueball

masses and new data and glueball candidates from the LEAR groups.

The review begins with an introduction to glueball phenomenology in Chap. 2, a

review of the qq meson model and predictions in Chap. 3, and a discussion of

experimental spin-parity techniques in Chap. 4. The discussion of experimental

results focuses on the search for scalar glueballs which decay into two

pseudoscalar mesons. The main two candidates are the ^(1500) from pp

experiments, discussed in Chap. 5, and the /y(1700) from radiative J/\\i decays,

discussed in Chap. 6. New results from weak decays of charm Ds mesons are

covered in Chap. 7, and the search for the exotic T|7i resonance in Chap. 8.

Very recent material (August 1996) to be covered in the Topical Conference from

LEAR (see M. Doser's talk-0 and from BNL (see N. Cason's talk2) will not be

discussed here.

Major references for this report include the 6tn International Conference on

Hadron Spectroscopy (Hadron '95) Proceedings,' J/v)/ decays in Physics Reports,4

"Review of Meson Spectroscopy,"5 Review of Particle Physics,6 An Introduction

to Quarks and Partons,1 and Proceedings' of the Second Biennial Workshop on

Nucleon-Antinucleon Physics.

2. Glueballs

2.1 What Are Glueballs?

In the theory of Quantum Chromodynamics, gluons carry color charge, and

consequently, gluons can interact with other gluons. This feature leads to

couplings between two and three gluons. Hence, it may be possible for gluons to

form bound states entirely composed of gluons with no quarks. These bound

states of gluons are called glueballs.

We can form possible candidate glueball states by examining the states formed

from combinations of gluons. Gluons are spin-one vectors and members of a

color octet. To form color singlet mesons, the spin, space, and color symmetries

must be properly combined. Two spin-one gluons in an S wave (L = 0) must be

symmetric and will form states of JK = 0*+ or 2++. The L = 1 case must have the

antisymmetric S = 1 case and will yield JK = 0~ \ l~ \2~ \ The different

combinations are shown in Table 1.

L

0

1

2

3

fc

2+t0+t4++

rtnr

Table 1. Possible spin-parity combinations for glueball states.

Several modes in the table are impossible to form from qq meson states. These

are the fc = I~t3~+combinations. These states are called exotic or odd balls.
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From Lattice QCD theory,'we expect the mass of the lowest lying glueball to be a

scalar, fc= 0+\ The mass is expected to be in the 1-2 GeV/c2 region. For a

detailed discussion of mass predictions, see the lectures by T. DeGrand. The

glueball width is not predicted by Lattice QCD theory. There are very rough

ideas that the width should be in between the width of conventional mesons and

OZI suppressed decays.

? = - few lO's MeV. [Eq. 1]

The width of an OZI suppressed § decay is 4 MeV and the width of a typical OZI

allowed meson decay of the rho meson is 150 MeV.

Since the glueball is a flavor singlet, the decay modes should be quite different

from conventional mesons. A flavor singlet has zero isospin, and in the case of

decays into two pseudoscalar mesons, the rates are set by the SU(3) Clebsch-

Gordan coefficients coupling between a singlet and a pair of octet members. A

scalar glueball candidate would be a meson that decays in an S wave into a pair of

pseudoscalars such as nn, K,K,, ICK', and T|T|.

A pure gluonic state should not contain charge; hence, there should be little

coupling to photons. As a result, the glueball candidate should have no radiative

decays such as a radiative transition or a two photon decay.

In conventional qq mesons, mixing is possible between states of the same fc,

and such a situation may apply between glueballs and qq mesons. This

possibility will complicate isolating a glueball. Hence, a careful understanding of

conventional qq mesons will be necessary to interpret any glueball candidate. In

addition, there is the possibility of hybrid states of a gluon plus quarks, g + qq ,

which could also mask the search for glueballs.

In summary, the features of a glueball are:

• flavor symmetry in decay

• no radiative decays and no two photon decays

• mass 1-2 GeV (scalar glueball)

• decays into nn, KJCV K*Kr, and r|r| (scalar glueball)

• awidthoforderof-10'sofMeV.

2.2 How Are Glueballs Produced?

Glueballs may be produced in reactions shown in Figure 1. The reactions include:

• radiative Jly decays

• OZI violating decay channels

• Pomeron exchange channels in central production.

Radiative J/y decays proceed via one photon and two gluons. The two gluons

should couple to the glueball. Hence, scalar resonances produced in J/\\i decays

are primary glueball candidates.

Charge exchange reactions such as n"p -» nX, X -» KK, <(II(I, or JCp —> AX,

X-* nit are possible reactions for producing glueballs. In these reactions, the

resonance X should be coupled by gluons to the other quark lines. These OZI

violating decays can provide a very high statistics search from fixed-target

experiments.

i..
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Radiative J/ \y decays

OZI violating decays

Central Production

Figure 1. Gluon rich production reactions.

In high-energy reactions, peripheral collisions may be formed at small xF. The

proton-proton collisions may produce gluon collisions. This is called central

production. The collision may also proceed via multiple gluons, and this is

referred to as Pomeron exchange.

Two-photon production of a meson is due to quark charges. Any state produced

in two-photon production should be made up of quarks.

In meson exchange, the produced states should contain dominantly the quarks in

the exchange. In the lower Figure 2, the mesons with hidden strangeness should

be abundantly produced.

K -

T\AO photon production

ss

Meson exchange

Other possible places for glueball production include nucleon-antinucleon

annihilation. In this case, the quarks and antiquarks may rearrange themselves

such that the final state produces multiple gluons plus a conventional qq meson.

It is also possible that hybrid states and four quark states may be formed in this

reaction as well.

Places where we DO NOT expect to produce glueballs are shown in Figure 2.

These reactions include:

• two-photon production

• meson exchange.

Figure 2. Reactions producing conventional qq mesons.

3. Quark-Antiquark Mesons

3.1 Review of Quark-Antiquark Mesons

The simple quark-antiquark model for mesons'0 is very successful in explaining

virtually all meson properties, their quantum numbers, mass, and decay modes.

In addition, there are few states that do not have a qq meson interpretation.
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The properties of spin 'A quarks are listed in Table 2. Mesons are formed from

quark q and antiquark q pairs. They form states similar to positronium like

atoms with total spin S and angular spin L. The qq combination forms mesons

with total spin J= \L-$,..., \L+S\. Since the quark and antiquark have opposite

intrinsic parity, the meson parity depends on L and is P = -(-1)L. For charge

conjugation, only the neutral mesons can be eigenstatcs. If charge conjugation is

applied to a neutral meson, the quarks switch to antiquarks and antiquarks to

quarks. To form an eigenstate, the position and spins must be interchanged. The

position interchange leads to a (-1)L dependence and the spin interchange leads to

a (-l)s*' dependence. The combined operation yields a meson charge conjugation

of C= (— 1)S+I(-1)L. The flavor of the quark is defined to have the same sign as its

charge.

Flavor

charge

strangeness

charm

bottomness

topness

mass (GeV)

spin

baryon number, B

u

+2/3

+1/2

0

0.3

'A

1/3

d

-1/3

-1/2

0

0.3

V4

1/3

-1/3

0

-1

0.5

'A

1/3

c

+2/3

+1

1.5

'A

1/3

b

-1/3

-1

5

V4

1/3

1

+2/3

+1

160

'A

1/3

Table 2. Quark properties with the constituent masses listed.

The quark and antiquark pair, when formed into special unitary (SU) multiplets,

become mesons. A quark triplet of u, d, and s quarks, together with the

corresponding' antiquarks, form the SU(3) meson multiplets of an octet plus a

singlet. These multiplets can be formed by constructing a triangle from the u, d, s

triplet quarks on a plane with x and y axes of /3 and hypercharge, Y = (B+S)/2,

and an upside-down triangle of a triplet of antiquarks. Superimposing the triangle

on the upside-down triangle leads to a six-sided octet on the IyY plane. At the

center of the diagram are two states, the eighth member of the octet and the

singlet. In the quark model, these members can mix and the linear combinations

are specified by an experimentally determined mixing angle. The mixed members

of the SU(3) octet and singlet are the t| and r\' for the pseudoscalars and the co and

ty for the vectors.

If instead of a quark triplet we use a SU(4) quark quartet of u, d, s, c quarks and

antiquarks, the SU(4) multiplets form a 16-plet. Using a similar scheme as in

SU(3), the four quarks, u, d, s, c are plotted on a three-dimensional plot with

variables, I}-Y-C, forming a pyramid, and the antiquarks form an upside-down

pyramid. Superimposing the center of the upside down pyramid on each corner of

the pyramid leads to the 16-plet multiplet.

Table 3 lists the well-established mesons and their properties.

The simple quark model successfully explains

• meson mass splittings

• OZI allowed hadronic decays

• radiative and two photon decays.

Experimentally, every qq meson is accounted for except the light quark scalars!

This may be related to some presently unknown reason that causes the scalar

glueball to be experimentally hidden. We next discuss the scalar charmonium %

states and the experimentally known light quark scalars.
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3.2 x States

l'So

1'S,

l'/>,

\'Po

1>P,

l'P2

1'A

I'D,

I'D,

I'D,

\'Ft

2%

2%

2>P2

3'S0

o-+
1-

1+-

0**

1**

2"

2-+

1 -

2 "

3 "

4 "

o-+

1-

2**

o-+

7=1

n .

P

4,(1235)

a,(1260)

a2(1320)

7t2(1670)

p(1700)

p,(1690)

a4(2040)

n(1300)

p(1450)

7t(1770)

7=0

Ti.n

/>,(1170),

A,(1380)

yi(1285),

/(1510)

/2(1270),

/2(1525)

(0(1600)

(0,(1670),

•,(1850)

/4(2050),

/4(2020)

ti(1295)

(0(1420),

<)>(1680)

/2(1810),

/2(2010)

ti(1760)

7=0

1 .

JA|/(ls)

KUP)

X*(1P)

tclOP)

XcdP)

H;(3770)

/=0

Y(ls)

X»(^)

Xb,(lP)

XM(1P)

Y(2s)

7=1/2

A:

/C'(892)

A:*o(1430)

K*2(lA30)

K2(m0)

£•(1680)

K2(1820)

iC*j(1780)

K*,(2045)

K(\460)

K*(1410)

/^2(1980)

/r(1830)

7=1/2

£)

D*(20\0)

D,(2420)

Z)'2(2460)

Table 3. Meson table, from the Particle Dala Group tables.

The charmonium % states are the three P wave (L = 1, f = G1*, I**, 2**) members

of the charm and anticharm quark mesons. Their masses are 3415, 3510, and 3556

MeV. The mass splitting is small and the electromagnetic transition rates from the

electric dipole radiation from spin flip of the y(3680) are predicted by theory and

agree quite well with experimental measurements. The charmonium scalar is very

well-understood, and we have no reason to expect mysterious behavior in the

scalar P wave quark-antiquark states.

3.3 Scalar Mesons

If we now turn to the light quark scalar members, we find they are not listed in

Table 3. The experimentally well-established scalars are the isovector, ao(980),

and the isoscalars,/O(980) and /„( 1370). The/O(980) predominantly decays into

pion and kaon pairs, and the isovector, ao(980) into r\n. The/O(1370) appears as a

phase shift in S wave rot. These states were discovered 20 years ago. These

states were formerly thought to be the light quark scalars, but recently this

interpretation has been removed by the Particle Data Group. There are several

reasons to suspect that these states are not the light qq scalar mesons. The mass

splitting from the other light quark P wave states, at(1260) and a2(1320), is very

large. The real qq scalar should be close to these other P wave states. The

ao(980) and /O(980) masses are at KK threshold. There has been a suggestion

that these states are really KK molecules." If in fact these presently known

scalars are not the real qq scalars, we have two puzzles; namely, where are the

real qq scalars and the glueball scalar?
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3.4 What Is a Resonance?

What is a resonance? Most experimentalists look for peaks in invariant mass

plots. However, many resonances are short-lived (T ~ 10"24 sec.) and can have

very large widths.

A resonance12 is properly defined in terms of a phase shift. In classical electro-

magnetic theory,13 if plane waves are incident on a metal or dielectric surface, the

spherical scattered waves will get a phase shift that depends on the boundary

conditions. In Quantum Mechanics, we consider plane waves incident on a target

particle. A general solution from the Schrodinger Wave Equation will have the

form «,</-,6,<t>) = eikI + e""J(Q,§)/r, where

[Eq.2]
1=0

We can rewrite Tj, the scattering amplitude, as

T,{E) =Pie""1 - 1 [Eq.3]

where /?/ and <?/ depend on the energy E. Using the cross section relation, we can

obtain

o{totat) — <y(elastic scattering) = -ry

Thus, if # = 1, then the scattering is elastic and

q.4]

' cot<S/-/' [Eq.5]

then the cross section for the elastic case becomes

a(a + b -* a + i;elastic) = -%? £(2/ + l)sin2 <5/. [Eq.6]

The cross section reaches a maximum when 8/ goes to 90°. For elastic scattering,

Pi = 1, then

2/ 2 2 [Eq.7]

The plot of the real versus imaginary values of T\ is called an Argand diagram.

This is shown in Figure 3 for the elastic case.

ImT

-*• ReT

Figure 3. Argand diagram for elastic scattering.

If fl < 1, for inelastic scattering, we have Figure 4 which simplifies to,

2/ +

2/ 2/
[Eq.8]
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ImT

->- ReT

Figure 4. Argand diagram for inelastic scattering.

What is the connection with the Breit-Wigner form of a resonance in a mass plot?

Since T\= l/[cot8f-/] and the resonance is at 8/(£R) = 90°, we have

cos(5/(£,t)) = 0. We can expand the cotangent as

+ ...
E'E> [Eq. 9]

Then, T = [T/2]/[(ER-E) + ;T72 ] . Figure 5 shows the scattering cross section

versus the center-of-mass energy for a resonance. The half width, where the

distribution falls to half its maximum, occurs atE = ER± F72.

Mass Plot, a+ b

aoc|2f

Figure 5. Mass plot and resonance width.

To determine a resonance, a 8/ phase shift of 180 degrees is required and the

mass peak occurs at 90°. To measure this phase shift in a particle physics

experiment will require the phase shift to be measured relative to another partial

wave. This is possible if there are other nearby resonances decaying into the same

final state and whose Breit-Wigner shapes are already well-known.

There are cases where the resonance is very close to threshold,14 such as the

fo(980), and it is possible to have decays into TOT and KK In the case of the f0, the

mass is centered well above 717: threshold but for the decays into KK , the mass is

at KK threshold. In this case, unitarity and analyticity are used to extrapolate the

KK threshold. The mass dependence is given in Eq. (10),

,2

dm
R/TT

[Eq. 10]

TKK
 xgK^m2 /4-mJ:, above KK threshold

rKK K'SK^'"2:-m2 /4, below AX threshold .

Above KK threshold, the TOT mass shape is depressed by rapidly increasing rKj,

and below threshold, the TOT mass shape is depressed if gK is large. This effect of
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this width dependence near threshold is seen in the decay of JA|/ -> (^(980),

/O(980) -> KK, nn in Figure 6. In the TOT decay mode, the Breit-Wigner shape of

the fJ9&0) is cut short as the rKS threshold opens up and the denominator in

daldm increases. For the KK decay mode, the shape of daldm can be obtained

using the T^ below threshold.

0.4 as as to u u te is 2.0

Figure 6. Mass plots of n'tf from JA|/ —> <J>rt7i

fromJA(/-><j>/X Results from the DM2 experiment4

Threshold effects can create seemingly narrow peaks, as in the_£(980) —> %% case.

This can occur any place near the threshold of the final secondary particles. For

example, below are listed places were several peaks can occur due to threshold

effects of a resonance. There are numerous such places and corresponding

candidates.

• KK (~1 GeV); candidates,/0,(980) -> rnt, ao(980) -> nn

• K'K (~1.4GeV);candidates,yi(1420),ti(1440)^ KKn

» pp, tow (-1.5 GeV); candidates,/o(1500) ->n;t

• A:*F(~1.8GeV);candidates,/(1710)^ KK

• pp (~2 GeV); candidates?

• A A (-2.23 GeV); candidates, 4(2230) -> KK.

4. Experimental Techniques

4.1 Spin-Parity Determination

Spin-parity determination can be understood fairly simply by using the helicity

formalism-^ for two body decays. Decays with more than two secondaries can be

extended by considering the decay in terms of sequential two body decays. If a

particle X decays into particles a and b (see Fig. 7), the amplitude for the decay

into two pseudoscalars is as follows:

amplitude ~ Y/m (9,(|>). [Eq. 11]

Figure 7. Decay angles ofX decaying into a and b particles.

The amplitude for decay of a scalar X is simply ~YK, which is constant. The

amplitude for decay of a spin two-particle X is ~2 am Y^Jfid), where the am are

coefficients that depend on the magnitude of the different helicity states m. It is

t,5,
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possible to fit the distribution of decay angles 9 and <)>, and to find which Y!m

choice fits the best in order to determine the spin. If the particle has spin 2, we

will need to fit the unknown helicity amplitudes am. Usually, they will become

additional unknown parameters to fit.

A more sophisticated approach utilizes moments. The idea is to weight each

event by Ylm's. Suppose an amplitude is given by .4 = Ea./mm'Z>^m.(C2). Then the

intensity in the amplitude is squared,

[Eq. 12]

The pair of D functions can be equated to a single D function using a summation

relation,

(n)=
[Eq. 13]

Using this relation, the intensity \A\2, can be written as a sum of a single D

function.

M2 [Eq. 14]

Now the coefficient TJmm,, is a complicated complex coefficient that is a sum of

products of aJmm.. Also, although we have the intensity as a linear combination of

a single D functions, the value of J will vary from | JrJ2\ to J,+J2. So to study

spin 2 will require a J value of up to four. Since the intensity can be written as a

sum of single D's, we can extract the value of the coefficient 7^,,. by weighting

the data events by a particular D*JJ (fi), which will project out the

coefficient Tj mm . The other coefficients are associated with orthogonal D

functions and will not contribute. This result assumes that the efficiency is

uniform in angle. If the efficiency is not uniform, the coefficients can still be

determined by a slightly more complicated correction procedure.

Once we obtain all the values of the coefficients, T, -, we can then invert the

process to obtain the values of the aJmm.. In some cases, the inversion can have

ambiguities.

4.2 Dalitz Plot Analysis

In spin-parity analyses of states that decay into three mesons, the study of the

Dalitz plot has provided important information. If a particle X decays into

mesons, a, b, and c, X -> a + b + c, it is possible that intermediate states are

formed between any two of the three particles. For example, the reaction J/vj/—>-

pn -> 7t+7t~7t°, has an intermediate state, p -> nn. These intermediate states can

be studied with the use of the Dalitz plot. In a Dalitz plot, the invariant mass

squared of two of the particles is plotted versus the invariant mass squared of a

second pair of the particles (at least one particle is common to the two pairs). A

schematic Dalitz plot is shown in Figure 8 with bands created by two-body

resonances. Figure 9 is a Dalitz plot of the 7t+7t° mass squared versus the TC"TC°

mass squared.
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decreasing M^

be resonance

ac resonance

ab resonance

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of a Dalitz plot.
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Figure 9. Dalitz plot of Jly -> pn -> 7t*7t"7i°, from Mark III.4

The concentration of events on the vertical band corresponds to p+-Mc*7t0, the

horizontal bank corresponds to p"-Mt~7r°, and the diagonal band corresponds to

p°—>n*vT. The density of the events along the line depends upon the spin of the

intermediate particle. In this case, the p has spin one and the density peaks at the

middle of the band and drops to zero at the ends of the band. If the two body

resonance has spin zero, the band will have a uniform distribution.

The spin of a particle that decays into three mesons can be determined by trying

different spin-parity hypotheses and comparing the probability for each

hypothesis.

4.3 K Matrix Formalism

The general idea of the K matrix formalism16 is to include unitarity in a

convenient manner. Suppose a resonance X decays into two bodies such as rnt,

KK, T|T|. We can write the unitarity requirement on the S matrix as EIS//P = 1. If

we use the transition matrix T, defined from the S matrix as S = / + 2iT, where / is

the identity matrix, then unitarity is given by Im Tjf= £qj Tjj* Tjf where <fy is

the momentum in the cms for channel/

It turns out that imposing unitarity directly on the T matrix is not a convenient

approach. Instead, we can redefine T in terms of another matrix called the K

matrix via T = K{I-iQK)'\ where Q,y = q/5,y. With this definition, unitarity is

automatically satisfied. This can be checked by substituting this equation into

Im Tif= S qj Tjj* Tjf. Hence, a convenient method is to approximate T (or 5) by

representing T in terms of K. If time invariance holds, K will be real and

symmetric. In older textbooks,17 this matrix is also called the reaction or

reactance matrix.

5. Proton-Antiproton Searches

In recent years, the most important new data on the search for glueballs and new

hadronic states have come from the study of pp reactions at LEAR, and notably,

the Crystal Barrel experiment with its very high statistics data. A scalar resonance

at a mass of 1.5 GeV has been observed. It may have been seen in an earlier low

statistics BNL experiment. In early LEAR runs, it was perhaps overlapping and
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misidentified with a tensor meson called the AX. Later, after analysis of the very

high statistics Crystal Barrel data, clear evidence for a scalar was obtained.

Confirming evidence has not yet been obtained from the charmonium experiment

E760 at FNAL. In this section, we discuss the pp results in historical order and

discuss in detail the study of the resonance at a mass of 1500 MeV

5.1 Early Results

The early results in pp physics are from BNL low statistics data studying the

reaction, pn ->• 2n*n~. The results indicated a p and ̂  1270) signal and a bump

at 1527 MeV with a width of T = 101 MeV. This data is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Tt*7T mass from BNL.'*

At LEAR, the ASTERIX experiment sent an antiproton beam into a gaseous H2

target and observed a peak near 1500 MeV. The OBELIX experiment studied

np -> T t W in flight. The n*n~ mass plot is shown in Figure 11. The observed

peak includes the p, the ^(1270), and a peak at ~1.5 GeV. This resonance was

called the AX and the initial spin-parity studies suggested J = 2**.

Entries/(0.02GeV/c2)

500

100

0.4 0.8 12
M, GeV/c2

1.6

Figure 11. 7t*7t" mass results from the OBELIX experiment."

GROUP

ASTERIX

CRYSTAL

BARREL

OBELIX

E760

BNL

Bridge el ah

Channel

T: 0 7CV

71*71-71*

7t°7tV

* - 0
7t 7t 7t ,

«w,
7t*7t"7[*

271*371"

(PP)

Mass

1565 ±20

1515 ±10

1502 ± 9

1498 ±4

1527 ±5

1477 ±5

Width

170 ±40

120 ± 10

130 ± 10

141 ± 10

101 ± 1?

116 + 9

BR (10°)

3.7 ± 0.6

2.0 ± 0.6

-

-

1.6 ±0.5

2.6 ±0.4

37 ± 0.3

JPC

2**

2**

2**

2**

Table 4. "AX" results.
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5.2 High Statistics Crystal Barrel Results

The Crystal Barrel group published early results on pp -> 7i°nV in May 1991

based on 55K events. This analysis obtained a spin parity result of f = 2** for a

resonance at a mass of 1515 MeV decaying into TtV.

In December 1993, a complicated analysis simultaneously fit a resonance A"->

7t°7t° in the reaction pp -> T t W , and X-* Tyr| in the reaction pp -> T)T|7t0. This

resulted in the first evidence for two separate scalar signals with masses and

widths atAf= 1565 MeV, T = 268 MeV and M= 1520 MeV, T = 148 MeV.

In January 1995, based on 712K events, the reaction on pp -> n W was

analyzed with an amplitude analysis utilizing the K matrix formalism. The

amplitude fitted was

A[2S=\, ~\(P^)=ZZ[2S=1,[ ^ J 1,1 [ l

F1 (?)are the dynamical functions containing the K matrix

B (p) are the angular momentum barrier factors

i are the Zemach spin parity functions

Li.'

The sequential decay was set up as shown in Figure 12.

F i g u r e 1 2 . D e c a y c h a i n o f p p - > X - * n n .

A total of 34 parameters are used to fit the Dalitz plot in 1338 nonzero cells. The

K matrix poles are obtained, and then using the relation T = (l-iKQ)AK, the mass

and width are obtained from the T matrix. The results of this fit are shown in

Table 5.

Spin

0

0

0

2

2

Mass (MeV)

994 ±5

1330

1490 ±13

1285

1520

T (MeV)

26 ± 1

760

120 ± 15

195

135

BR

42%

12%

29%

17%

Comments

oldS*

olde

new scalar

/j(1270)

old AX

Table 5. Results for 7"matrix poles in Crystal Barrel data.

In the high statistics Dalitz plot in Figure 13, we can observe several features:

• a flat band at AM 500 MeV

• ahighspinatM~1540MeV

• a dip at the^(980)

• a peak in the^(1270) mass region.

There is clear evidence for a scalar at 1500 MeV. The K matrix analysis reveals a

scalar with a mass of 1490 MeV and a broad scalar at 1330 MeV which may be

the old e scalar. The tensors/2(1270) and the AX at 1520 MeV are also obtained.
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The Crystal Barrel group also studied the decay pp -> 7t°r|r|. The Dalitz plots are

shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15. A couple of features are apparent:

• a5°—>r|7r0 signal

• an r)T| resonance in the 1.3-1.5 GeV mass region.

Utilizing the K matrix formalism, similar results of a scalar at 1360 MeV and

1500 MeV are obtained for the r|r| channel.

The decay modes of the fo( 1500) are listed in Table 6. The upper limit in the KK

mode is obtained from old BNL results.

Decay

ModeX

JlV, TtV

iW

Tl'H

47t"

KK

Branching

Fraction oifa

[38±10]xl0"4

[6.2±2.8]xlO-4

[1.5±0.5]xl0-"

3.4x[3.8 ±103x10"

<[5-6]xlO-4

(from Gray et a/.18)

Table 6. Product branching fractions B {pp -> 11%) *B(f0 ->A).

2 m'(n°7T0) / GeV

Figure 13. Dalitz plot for pp -* n W from the Crystal Barrel.20

Figure 14. Dalitz plot for pp-> r|nV from the Crystal Barrel.*'
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0.3

Figure 15. Dalitzplot for pp-+r\x]n° from the Crystal Barrel.

5.3 E760 Results

The E760 experiment at FNAL collides antiprotons on a proton gas jet target at

center-of-mass energies of 2.98 and 3.526 GeV to study charmonium states. The

group has studied the 3n° and 7t°riT| decays. The Dalitz plots from E760 are

shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17. We can see the following:

AX(1520) is different, so they may not be able to confirm the existence of the

scalar. A spin-parity determination has not yet been published by the E760 group.

However, a fit to the nit mass plot has been performed including seven resonances

and is shown in Figure 18.

«**

*•'
r
ran"

*s ~

II

J

i'"

fa(I270)

X(1500)

ft
sBS"

1====.-

X(2000)

i«-=:

i.,-JIL^ _ -

f*iVi 11 . 1 . . . ,

Figure 16. Dalitz plot for pp -> 7t"n V from E760 (Ref. 22).

• in 3rc°, there are 2TC0 peaks at 1270,1500, and 2000 MeV

• in Tt° T|T|, there are rc°T| peaks at 980 and 1320 MeV

• in 7t°Tir|, there are r|r| peaks at 1500 and 2100 MeV.

Since the center-of-mass energy is higher than for Crystal Barrel, the resonances

seen by E760 are not caused by reflections on the Dalitz plot. Since the center-of-

mass energy is different, perhaps the production rate of the .£(1500) and the
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Figure 17. Dalitz plot for pp-yr\r\n° from E760.
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Figure 18. Fit to the nn mass spectrum from E760.

5.4 Other Developments

A very important question is: Does the ̂ (1500) appear in radiative J/\\i decays?

In the radiative decays into four pions from the DM2 group, a peak appears near

1500 MeV as shown in Figure 19.

0.8 12 16 2.0 2.1. 2.9 3.2

m,, (GlV)

Figure 19. JA|/—>y4n from the DM2 group.^

D. Bugg el al.,24 have analyzed the J/v|/ -> y4n channel from the Mark III group.

The Mark III four pion mass distribution, however, does look different from the

DM2 data and there is no visible peak at 1500 MeV. Using a four body partial

wave analysis and assuming that the pion pairs form scalars, they conclude there

is evidence for a scalar near 1500 MeV. In Figure 20, the left plot is the fit result

including the^(1500) and right plot is the fit result not including the /X1500). I n

Figure 21, the lower left and right plots are the scalar and tensor intensities. The

scalar intensity is fit with resonances at 1505,1750, and 2104 MeV.
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1.5

Figure 20. Mass plot fits to the Mark III data. 3
o
01

5

1.6 1.8 2.2

Figure 21. Partial wave analysis of Mark III data.2''

From the Bugg et al. analysis, the branching ratio the B(J/\\i -> y^(1500) -> mi) =

5.7 x 10"4 is obtained. Using a Crystal Barrel branching ratio of B(fo-+ 4n)/B(fo—>

2:t) = 3.4 ± 0.8, we can compare the rate to the^(1270) and find that the radiative

J/\y decays have a rate o f ^ ^ un that is 15% of the ̂ (1270). If we look at the

Crystal Ball results on JIM/ -> y7t°Tt0 in Figure 22, we observe a clear ,£(1270)

signal. At 1500 MeV, there is a dip where we would expect thej£ signal that is

15% of the neighboring ^(1270) signal. There is a peak of 14 events at 1450

MeV which appears below theX(1500).

1000 2000 3000

it" 71° Mass (MeV/c8)

Figure 22. J/\\i -> ynV from the Crystal Ball.**

5.5 Discussion offB(1500)

The fo(1500) results are summarized below:

• mass-1500 MeV

• width-120 MeV

• decays to j tV, 4n, T|T|, x]r\' (possibly related to the GAMS resonance

at 1590 MeV)

• does not decay to KK

• J =0**, a T* resonance is nearby

• produced in pp,
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not seen in:

• two photon, fixed-target nn scattering, central production.

• J/\\i evidence in 4n, but 2K may be controversial?

Possible interpretations of this state include glueball, threshold effect, four quark

state, and antinucleon-nucleon bound state.

In a glueball interpretation, f0 is a strong candidate. The main puzzles, however,

are the lack of SU(3) flavor singlet symmetry26 and the lack of any large nn signal

in radiative J/y decays. It is possible that mixing may be suppressing the KK

mode; however, none of the radiative J/\\i results show any hint of a nn- signal at

1.5 GeV.

The ̂ (1500) mass is near the <BCO and pp thresholds. This may be accidental or

may support evidence that it is a molecule or a threshold effect, although there is

little evidence for direct cow or pp decay.

Since the^ is seen in pp annihilation, there should be many up and down quarks

available to form four-quark states. If four-quark states are being formed, there

may be / = 0 and possibly 1=2 states. As a long shot, we took a brief look for

charge two pion pairs in Figure 23, but no evidence for a mass bump in double

charged pion pairs is seen.

Another interpretation27 has been put forward that the /„ is a quasi nuclear

antinucleon-nucleon bound state. In this model, pp annihilation radiates a n t o

form a lower mass bound state, which is below pp threshold and decays into two

pions. This model predicts both scalar and tensor states.

10

Figure 23. M2(JT7T) distribution from BNL.2*

6. f/(1700) Resonance

The/(1700) resonance was first observed in radiative JA|/ decays into K*K~ and

KSK,. Early spin-parity tests suggested spin two, but recently spin zero has been

obtained. The/" (1700) may also be seen in central production, although the

analysis suggests spin two. Here we discuss the early observations in radiative

J/v|/ decays, the fixed-target experiments, and finally, the spin parity tests.

6.1 J/t/f Radiative Decays

The first evidence for a new resonance in radiative J7iy decays into two

pseudoscalars came from Mark II29 studying Jly -> yKK. The KK mass plot is

shown in Figure 24. The Mark II mass was m = 1708 ± 30 MeV.
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Figure 24. KK mass distribution from JA|/ - > y K K from Mark H.̂ P

Soon afterwards, the Crystal Ball group30 observed an T)T) signal at

m = 1670 ± 50 MeV in J/\\i -> yr)T|. A spin-parity analysis provided evidence for

spin two. The mass and fit to the decay angles are shown in Figure 25.
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.J.S

Later, the Mark III and DM2 group observed with higher statistics this signal in

radiative J/\\i decays in the fCK~ and KJC, modes. The plots from the Mark III for

the KK and wi radiative decays are shown in the upper plots in Figure 26. In the

radiative Jly decays, there is some evidence in the TCTI mode for the /,(1700), but

there is no evidence for the/o(980). In the hadronic decays of J/\\i -» §+X, we

observe the/o(980) and/2(1500). And in the hadronic decays of J/y -> <o+X, we

observe the/2( 1270) and an enhancement in the KK channel in the 1700 MeV

mass region.

Figure 25 . tit] mass distribution from J/\}» - > yriTi, from the Crystal Ball.J Figure 26. Mass distributions from J/y -> KK+ [y, co, fl, im + [y, co, i))] from Mark III.
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In the Mark III data,3' a simple maximum likelihood fit was applied to the events

in the 1700 MeV region, and it was determined that it was more likely that all the

events in that region were spin two instead of all spin zero. This primitive

analysis did not allow for overlapping resonances but only all spin zero or all spin

two in the mass region.

6.2 Fixed-Target Results

In fixed-target experiments, there is a mixture of evidence for a resonance

decaying into two pseudoscalars in the 1700 MeV mass region. The LASS group

studied the reaction K~p -> KKA.. In Figure 27 is shown the KSKS mass plots

from the radiative Jl\y decays and the K~p reaction. Here, we see in both

experiments the conventional ss spin two resonance, the ^(1500), but the

/,(1700) is missing in the LASS result. This would indicate that the /,(1700)

is not an J J state.

1.8

Figure 27. Comparison of KK mass distributions between Mark HI and LASS.

From the BNL experiment studying the reaction n'p -> n K,K, at 23 GeV incident

pion momentum, a scalar signal was claimed at 1730 MeV. There is an excess of

events in the scalar wave intensity at 1.7 GeV as shown in Figure 28. This signal

was attributed to a radial excitation [called the S* '(1770) in their paper] of the

/O(980) which was seen in this reaction at BNL but not in radiative J/\\t decays. A

mass and width of 1771IJJ MeV and 200IJ," MeV was obtained.32

0» U 3 1 5 U 01 U 13 U 17 09 1.1 13 U II

Figure 28. Partial wave analysis results from BNL.-W

The WA76 experiment studies the reaction pp -> pf (KK) ps. In this reaction,

centrally produced resonances may be coupled to gluons. In Figure 29 is the K,K,

mass plot from WA76 showing a clear /2(1500) signal and events at 1700 MeV.

A fit of this signal yielded m = 1748 ± 10 MeV and T = 264 ± 25. A WA76 spin-

parity study34 prefers spin two for the resonance.
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Figure 29. KjK, mass from WA76 (Ref. 35).

6.3 Spin-Parity Analysis

The spin-parity test of the KK signal in the radiative Jly data has been performed

on the Mark III and BES data. The analysis of the KK signal is complicated due

to the overlapping tensor and scalar signals and also due to the backgrounds from

other channels such as J/y -> K*K. In Figure 30 is a Dalitz plot of the mass

squared of yK* versus yK," and y K, versus y Ks from the reaction Jly -> y ICK~

and y KSKS. In the K*K~ plot, there are backgrounds from K*K which appear as

bands (vertical and horizontal) near m2 = 0.5 GeV2.

A proper analysis of this complex channel required a moment analysis. Below in

Figure 31 are the decay angles for a J/y radiative decay into two pseudoscalars.

In this case, there are two sets of angles and this will require a set of double

moments.

Figure 30. Dalitz plot Jly -* yKK and y KJ(S from Mark III.
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Figure 31. Schematic diagram of ee -> J/y —>X,X-+ KK.

The Mark III data36 is for the KJC,, ICfT, and x V channels are shown in Figure

32. After fitting the moments, the amplitudes are extracted and the intensities for

the scalar and tensor decay are derived which are plotted for the three channels in

Figure 32 and Figure 33.
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Figure 32. Mass distributions in GeV (left) and scalar intensities (right) of (a) K,K,, (b) IC1C, and
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Figure 33. Tensor intensities for helicities 0,1,2 for (aH<0 K,K,, ( d H O

f?fC, and (gMO n*n" from Mark III.

The intensity of the different channels reveal the following:

• f2( 1270) in the tensor nn channel

• f2( 1500) in the tensor K+K' and KSKS channels

• f,( 1700) in the scalar mt, K+K", and KSKS channels

• a signal at -1400 MeV in the scalar nn channel.

The conventional/j(1270) and^(l500) mesons appear in the correct channel. The

f,(\700) is found to be scalar, although there is nonzero spin two intensity in the

1700 MeV region. There is a scalar nn signal -1400 MeV which may be related
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to the Crystal Barrel signal which was identified at 1330 MeV with a broad

760 MeV width. The^(1500) is not observed.

Signal

/.(1430)

/(1700)

Mass (MeV)

14291"

17O41J5

Width (MeV)

169i;i'

12412

BRW)
4.31?,'

9.515o

The BES group has recently published a moment analysis o f the fCK~ channel.

The results of the scalar intensity are shown in Figure 35. There is a clear excess

of scalar intensity near 1.8 GeV. However, the results of the tensor fit indicate an

^(1500) signal and a large tensor signal at 1700 MeV in disagreement with the

Mark III results. The BES results are listed in Table 8.

Table 7. Results of K,K,, ICKT, and TIT: fits from Mark III.

Additional evidence for a scalar signal is provided by certain linear combinations

of moments which contain only scalar amplitudes. These are plotted in Figure 34

and demonstrate consistency in the analysis procedure.
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Figure 34. Scalar linear combinations of moments for KJCt

and/T/T from the Mark III.
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Figure 35. KK scalar wave intensity from BES.3

Spin

scalar

tensor

/2(1525)

Mass (MeV)

178I±81l°

1696 ±5^,

1516±5!?s

Width (MeV)

85 ± 25:f,

1O3±181{?

6O±231U

fltf(10-")

o.8 io.ii;5

2.5 ± 0.4!^

1.6 ± 0.2 !£',

Table 8. Results of fits to KK analysis from BES.
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6.4 f/1700) Summary

The /,(l700) results include:

• production in radiative J/y and central production

• scalar spin in radiative Jly decays

• decay modes KK, T|T|, nn

• KK decays appear in recoil of J/y-xoKK.

• approximate SU(3) flavor singlet behavior, favors AX

6.5 $2.2) Evidence

Evidence for the 4(2.2), a narrow resonance with a mass near 2.2 GeV observed in

radiative J/\y decays and decaying into fCIC and KSKS, was first obtained by

Mark III38 in 1985. Subsequently, the DM239 did not find the 4(2.2), but a broad

signal in the 2.2 GeV region and concluded that the Mark III evidence may have

been a fluctuation. Later evidence of a 2.2 GeV signal in KJCS and T|r|' has been

reported from the LASS*0 and GAMS41 groups.

Recently, the BES group37 reported evidence for the 4(2.2) in K*KT, K,KS, n V ,

and pp. This new evidence of nonstrange decay modes appears to provide

evidence that the 4(2.2) is more flavor symmetric.

I

I
>

1 1.5

1 1.5

2

2

7T*7T

Z5

1
2.5

pp

2.25 2.5 2.75

MASS (GoV)

Figure 36. J/y -> ymt, yJCfC, y K,K,, ypp from BES.«

New evidence43 for the 4(2-2) comes from preliminary results from the L3

experiment at LEP. In the gluon jet, which is the least energetic jet in a three-jet

decay of the Z°, an excess of events in K,K, are observed at A/= 2.234 GeV. In

the more energetic jets, which are expected to be the quark jets, the signal is

absent.
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7. Study of Ds Decays

The study of hadronic physics in the weak decays of charm mesons provide a new

and possibly clean method to study mesons. This is now possible due to the high

statistics data from charm fixed-target experiments. From the E791 experiment

comes a clean .£(980) signal from the weak D, decays. Figure 37 is the 3n mass

where charged D and D, signals are observed from the E791 group.

1.79 1.0 1.M 1.9 1.»3 2 2.05 2.1

Figure 37. 3n mass from E791 (Ref. 44).

Restricting to the events at the D, mass, the 7t+7t" mass squared is plotted in Figure

38. A clear peak is seen near 1 GeV which is most likely the ,£(980). A broader

peak is seen at m1 = 1.9 GeV2 (m = 1.35 GeV) which may be related to the

1.4 GeV resonance seen by the Crystal Barrel. No evidence is seen for the

.£(1500) which would appear at m2= 2.25 GeV2 in the figure.

i ,

Figure 38. Mass n*n~ squared from experiment E791.

In Figure 39 is a folded Dalitz plot of the decay D, -> 3n. Where the .£(980)

overlaps at 1 GeV2, there is a constructive interference. There are also enhance-

ments at low nn mass below 0.5 GeV and near m2 = 2 GeV2.

The nn mass distribution is very similar to the one produced in J/\y-*tyim, in

Figure 6, where we expect the nn states to couple to ss. The D, weak decay

should also produce a recoiling ss quark pair. Hence, the nn recoil should be

very similar to the nn recoil in J/\y -» <|m7t. This provides qualitative agreement

between the quark content produced in the OZI decay of the J/\\i and the weak

decay of the Ds.
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Figure 39. Dalitz plot of n*n" vs 7t*7t' from E791.

Since we find that thefo(9%0) and possibly other higher 7t7t states are visible in the

Ds, it is likely the KK mass from J/\\i -> <t>KK, will be similar to the KK mass in

Ds -> uKK. This information may be useful to isolate the Ds -»• §n contributions

from KKn and to correct the absolute Ds branching ratios.

8. Search for Exotic States

The most promising candidate for an exotic state has been evidence of a reso-

nance decaying into r\n in a P wave with a mass near -1.3 GeV. Such a state

would have fc = 1"*.

The first evidence came from the GAMS experiment45 which studied the reaction,

n'p -> nX, X -> r|7t° with incident pion momentum of 100 GeV. A partial wave

analysis indicated a forward-backward asymmetry between a P wave signal and

the D wave from the nearby a2(1320). The P wave signal had a mass and width of

1406 ± 20 MeV and 180 ± 30 MeV.

Another experiment from the BENKEI group46 at KEK, studied the reaction n"

p -> pX, X-> r\n* at 6.3 GeV incident pion momentum. A clear P wave signal

near the a2 at 1325 ± 5 MeV with a width of 126 ± 14 MeV was observed. In

Figure 40 is shown the results from the BENKEI experiment. The upper plot is

the D wave intensity of the a2 resonance. The middle plot is the P wave signal

showing a clear excess at the same place as the a2. The lower plot is the phase

variation between the P wave and the D wave where the D wave signal is assumed

to be constant. Apparently, there is no phase variation seen between the P and D

waves.

A new experiment at BNL has also studied this reaction, and this will be reported

at the topical conference of this meeting by N. Cason?
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pitting of the Breit-Wigncr formula to the D, wave.

25 r

5.75 0.85 0.95 1.05 1.15 1.25 1.35 1.45 1.55 1.65
»- | (GeV/e2)

0.75 0.8S 0.95 1.05 1.15 1.25 1.35 1.49 1.55 1.65

9. Summary and Outlook

The./o(1500) a n d / p 700) resonances are strong glueball candidates. However,

more experimental work will be very important to consolidate and confirm the

evidence.

For the/0( 1500), the search for non-pp production and a KK decay mode will

be very important. In the future, more BES data on J/y decays may reveal

/,(1500) evidence in 4n and 2n decays. Also, high statistics hadronic searches at

BNL may add new information. Unfortunately, LEAR is no longer running, so

the only hope for more pp data is from the E760 group which will still be

running for charmonium physics. Perhaps they can confirm the scalar spin and

find a KK decay mode.

For ihe/piOO), new data will be available from BES in J/y decays. Much higher

statistics are required for convincing spin-parity tests. Also, the im decay modes

and the hadronic production of the/Y1700) require confirming measurements.

In the future, the B factories and charm experiments (E835) will provide more

charm data. The weak semileptonic D, and D decays may add much needed

evidence for scalars.

Figure 40. Partial wave results on r\n from BENKEI.''*
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LATTICE GAUGE THEORY FOR QCD

Thomas DeGrand
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ABSTRACT

These lectures provide an introduction to lattice methods for nonper-

turbative studies of Quantum Chromodynamics. Lecture 1 (Ch. 2):

Basic techniques for QCD and results for hadron spectroscopy using

the simplest discretizations; lecture 2 (Ch. 3): "improved actions" —

what they are and how well they work; lecture 3 (Ch. 4): SLAC

physics from the lattice—structure functions, the mass of the glueball,

heavy quarks and as(Mz), and D — B mixing.

© 1996 by Thomas DeGrand.
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1 Introduction

The lattice1 version of QCD •was invented by Wilson2 in 1974. It has been a

fruitful source of qualitative and quantitative information about QCD, the lat-

ter especially in the years since Creutz, Jacobs, and Rebbi3 performed the first

numerical simulations of a lattice gauge theory. Lattice methods are presently

the only way to compute masses and matrix elements in the strong interactions

beginning with the Lagrangian of QCD and including no additional parameters.

In the past few years, the quality of many lattice predictions has become very

high, and they are beginning to have a large impact in the wide arena of "testing

the standard model." My goal in these lectures is to give enough of an overview

of the subject that an outsider will be able to make an intelligent appraisal of a

lattice calculation when s/he encounters one later on.

The first lecture will describe why one puts QCD on a lattice, and how it is

done. This is a long story with a lot of parts, but at the end, I will show you

"standard" lattice results for light hadron spectroscopy. The main problem with

these calculations is that they are so unwieldy: to get continuum-like numbers

requires very large-scale numerical simulations on supercomputers, which can take

years to complete (sort of like the high-energy experiments themselves, except that

we do not have to stack lead bricks). We would like to reduce the computational

burden of our calculations. In Lecture Two, I will describe some of the different

philosophies and techniques which are currently being used to invent "improved

actions." Some of these methods actually work: some QCD problems can be

studied on very large work stations. Finally, in Lecture Three, I will give a survey

of recent lattice results for matrix elements, using physics done at SLAC as my

unifying theme.

2 Gauge Field Basics

2.1 Beginnings

The lattice is a cutoff which regularizes the ultraviolet divergences of quantum

field theories. As with any regulator, it must be removed after renormalization.

Contact with experiment only exists in the continuum limit, when the lattice

spacing is taken to zero.

We are drawn to lattice methods by our desire to study nonperturbative phe-

nomena. Older regularization schemes are tied closely to perturbative expansions:

one calculates a process to some order in a coupling constant; divergences are

removed order by order in perturbation theory. The lattice, however, is a nonper-

turbative cutoff. Before a calculation begins, all wavelengths less than a lattice

spacing are removed. Generally, one cannot carry out analytical studies of a field

theory for physically interesting parameter values. However, lattice techniques

lend themselves naturally to implementation on digital computers, and one can

perform more-or-less realistic simulations of quantum field theories, revealing their

nonperturbative structure, on present-day computers. I think it is fair to say that

little of the quantitative results about QCD which have been obtained in the last

decade, could have been gotten without the use of numerical methods.

On the lattice, we sacrifice Lorentz invariance but preserve all internal symme-

tries, including local gauge invariance. This preservation is important for nonper-

turbative physics. For example, gauge invariance is a property of the continuum

theory which is nonperturbative, so maintaining it as we pass to the lattice means

tha t all of its consequences (including current conservation and renormalizability)

will be preserved.

It is very easy to write down an action for scalar fields regulated by a lattice.

One just replaces the space-time coordinate x^ by a set of integers n^ (x^ = arif,,

where a is the lattice spacing). Field variables <j>(x) are defined on sites <j>{xn) = <j>n.

The action, an integral over the Lagrangian, is replaced by a sum over sites

PS= a4 ££(</>„), (1)

and the generating functional for Euclidean Green's functions is replaced by an

ordinary integral over the lattice fields

z = (2)

Gauge fields are a little more complicated. They carry a space-time index n in

addition to an internal symmetry index a (j4°(a;)) and are associated with a path

in space xlt(s): a particle traversing a contour in space picks up a phase factor

P(exp ig fdXp

Js

3 U(S)4>(X).

(3)

(4)
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P is a path-ordering factor analogous to the time-ordering operator in ordinary

quantum mechanics. Under a gauge transformation g, U(s) is rotated at each

end:

U(s)-^ g-1(xli(s))U(s)g{xtl(0)). (5)

These considerations led Wilson2 to formulate gauge fields on a space-time lattice,

as follows:

The fundamental variables are elements of the gauge group G which live on the

links of a four-dimensional lattice, connecting x and x+fi: Ut, (x), with Up (x+fi)' =

U,(x)
U^n) = exp(i5aTM-(n)) (6)

for SU(N) (g is the coupling, a the lattice spacing, A/, the vector potential, and

T" is a group generator).

Under a gauge transformation, link variables transform as

and site variables as

(7)

(8)

so the only gauge invariant operators we can use as order parameters are matter

fields connected by oriented "strings" of U's [Fig. l(a)]

(9)

or closed-oriented loops of U's [Fig. l(b)]

.... (10)

An action is specified by recalling that the classical Yang-Mills action involves

the curl of Ap, F^v. Thus , a lattice action ought to involve a product of J/^'s around

some closed contour. There is enormous arbitrariness at this point. We are trying

to write down a bare action. So far, the only requirement we want to impose

is gauge invariance, and that will be automatically satisfied for actions built of

powers of traces of C/'s around closed loops, with arbitrary coupling constants.

If we assume that the gauge fields are smooth, we can expand the link variables

in a power series in gaA^'s. For almost any closed loop, the leading term in the

expansion will be proportional to F%v. We might want our action to have the

/ \ / \

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Gauge invariant observables are either (a) ordered chains ("strings") of

links connecting quarks and antiquarks, or (b) closed loops of link variables.

same normalization as the continuum action. This would provide one constraint

among the lattice coupling constants.

The simplest contour has a perimeter of four links. In SU(N),

IN
PS = -r Y. E ^ Tr (1 - VMVAn + £)*/> + »M(n)). (11)

This action is called the "plaquette action" or the "Wilson action" after its in-

ventor. The lattice parameter /? = 2N/g2 is often written instead of g2 = 4?ro,.

Let us see how this action reduces to the standard continuum action. Special-

izing to the U(l) gauge group, and slightly redefining the coupling,

S = i £ E
9 n n>v

(n) + Av{n + /I) - - Au(n)])). (12)

The naive continuum limit is taken by assuming that the lattice spacing a is small,

and Taylor expanding

(13)

so the action becomes

^=4EEI-I + O(a2)])) (14)

(15)

(16)

transforming the sum on sites back to an integral.
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2.2 Relativistic Fermions on the Lattice

Defining fermions on the lattice presents a new problem: doubling. The naive

procedure of discretizing the continuum fermion action results in a lattice model

with many more low energy modes than one originally anticipated. Let's illustrate

this with free field theory.

The free Euclidean fermion action in the continuum is

S = J d"x$(x)%dfliP(x) + m$(xW{x)]. (17)

One obtains the so-called naive lattice formulation by replacing the derivatives

by symmetric differences: we explicitly introduce the lattice spacing a in the

denominator and write

(18)

( 1 9 )

The propagator is:

G(p) = (ry, smp.a + ma) =

We identify the physical spectrum through the poles in the propagator, at po = iE:

sinh2 Ea = £ sin2 pja + m2a2. (20)i = 2_, s i n Pja + m a .
i

The lowest energy solutions are the expected ones at p = (0,0,0), E ~ ±m, but

there are other degenerate ones, at p = (n, 0,0), (0, n, 0,), . . . (ir, IT, TT). This is a

model for eight light fermions, not one.

(a) Wilson Fermions

There are two ways to deal with the doublers. The first way is to alter the

dispersion relation so that it has only one low-energy solution. The other solu-

tions are forced to E ^ I/a and become very heavy as o is taken to zero. The

simplest version of this solution (and almost the only one seen in the literature

until recently) is due to Wilson: add a second-derivative-like term

sw = - = - (21)

to S'""vr. The parameter r must lie between 0 and 1; r = 1 is almost always

used and "r = 1" is implied when one speaks of using "Wilson fermions." The

propagator is

_ -i7,,sinp,,fl + mo - ?•£„ (cos p,.a - 1)
£„ sin2p,,a + [ma - r E,, (cos p,,a - 1 ))2 '

(22)

It has one pair of poles at p/t ~ (±»'m, 0,0,0), plus other poles at p a r/a. In

the continuum, these states become infinitely massive and decouple (although

decoupling is not trivial to prove).

With Wilson fermions, it is conventional to use not the mass but the "hopping

parameter" K = ^(ma + 4?')"1, and to rescale the fields V —> \phvi>. The action

for an interacting theory is then written

S = (23)

Wilson fermions are closest to the continuum formulation—there is a four-compo-

nent spinor on every lattice site for every color and/or flavor of quark. Construct-

ing currents and states is just like in the continuum.

However, the Wilson term explicitly breaks chiral symmetry. This has the con-

sequence that the zero bare quark mass limit is not respected by interactions; the

quark mass is additively renormalized. The value of /cc, the value of the hopping

parameter at which the pion mass vanishes, is not known a priori before beginning

a simulation; it must be computed. This is done in a simulation involving Wilson

fermions by varying K and watching the pion mass extrapolate quadratically to

zero as ?n2 ~ KC — K (KC - K is proportional to the quark mass for small ?»,). For

the lattice person, this is unpleasant since preliminary calculations are required

to find "interesting" K values. For the outsider trying to read lattice papers, it is

unpleasant because the graphs in the lattice paper typically list /c, and not quark

(or pion) mass, so the reader does not know "where" the simulation was done.

Note also that the relation between K and physical mass changes with lattice

coupling /?.

(1)) Staggered or Kogut-Susskind Fermions

In this formulation, one reduces the number of fermion flavors by using one-

component "staggered" fermion fields rather than four-component Dirac spinors.

The Dirac spinors are constructed by combining staggered fields on different lat-

tice sites. Staggered fermions preserve an explicit chiral symmetry as m, —> 0
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even for finite lattice spacing, as long as all four flavors are degenerate. They

are preferred over Wilson fermions in situations in which the chiral properties of

the fermions dominate the dynamics—for example, in studying the chiral restora-

tion/deconfinement transition at high temperature. They also present a compu-

tationally less intense situation from the point of view of numerics than Wilson

fermions, for the trivial reason that there are less variables. However, flavor

symmetry and translational symmetry are all mixed together. Construction of

meson and baryon states (especially the A) is more complicated than for Wilson

fermions.'1

2.3 Enter the Computer

A "generic" Monte Carlo simulation in QCD breaks up naturally into two parts.

In the "configuration generation" phase, one constructs an ensemble of states

with the appropriate Boltzmann weighting: we compute observables simply by

averaging A'' measurements using the field variables </>('' appropriate to the sample

As the number of measurements N becomes large, the quantity F will become a

Gaussian distribution about a mean value. Its standard deviation is5

1 1 N

1 = 1

The idea of essentially all simulation algorithms is that one constructs a new con-

figuration of field variables from an old one. One begins with some simple field

configuration and monitors observables while the algorithm steps along. After

some number of steps, the value of observables will appear to become indepen-

dent of the starting configuration. At that point, the system is said to be "in

equilibrium" and Eq. (24) can be used to make measurements.

The simplest method for generating configurations is called the Metropolis6

algorithm. It works as follows: From the old configuration {<j>} with action 0S,

transform the variables (in some reversible way) to a new trial configuration {<£}'

and compute the new action 0S'. Then, if S' < S, make the change and update

all the variables; if not, make the change with probability exp(—/3(S' — S)).

Why does it work? In equilibrium, the rate at which configurations i turn

into configurations j is the same as the rate for the back reaction j -4 i. The

rate of change is (number of configurations) x (probability of change). Assume

for the sake of the argument that 5; < 5y. Then the rate i —> j is N,P(i -» j)

with P{i -4 j) = exp(-/?(Sj - 5,)) and the rate j -> i is NjP(j -* i) with

/>(.; -> 0 = 1. Thus, N,/Nj = exp(-/?(S,- - 5,-)).

If you have any interest at all in the techniques I am describing, you should

write a little Monte Carlo program to simulate the two-dimensional Ising model.

Incidentally, the favorite modern method for pure gauge models is overrelaxation.7

One complication for QCD which spin models don't have is fermions. The

fermion path integral is not a number and a computer can't simulate fermions

directly. However, one can formally integrate out the fermion fields. For n./

degenerate flavors of staggered fermions,

(26)

(27)

Z = f[dU][di>][di>} exp(-/?S(t/) - £
J ; = i

= J[dU](AetM)"'/2exp(-l3S{U)).

(One can make the determinant positive-definite by writing it as det(MtjVf)"'/'t.)

The determinant introduces a nonlocal interaction among the t/'s:

Z = J[dU]exp(-pS{U) - ^ (28)

All large-scale dynamical fermion simulations today generate configurations

using some variation of the microcanonical ensemble. That is, they introduce

momentum variables P conjugate to the Vs and integrate Hamilton's equations

through a simulation time t

U = iPU (29)

P=-'
dU

(30)

The integration is done numerically by introducing a timestep At. The momenta

are repeatedly refreshed by bringing them in contact with a heat bath, and the

method is thus called Refreshed or Hybrid Molecular Dynamics.8

For special values of n/ (multiples of two for Wilson fermions or of four for

staggered fermions), the equations of motion can be derived from a local Hamil-

tonian, and in that case, At systematics in the integration can be removed by an

extra Metropolis accept/reject step. This method is called Hybrid Monte Carlo.9

The reason for the use of these small timestep algorithms is that for any change

in any of the t/'s, (Af'Af)"1 must be recomputed. When Eq. (30) is integrated, all
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of the U's in the lattice are updated simultaneously, and only one matrix inversion

is needed per change of all the bosonic variables.

The major computational problem dynamical fermion simulations face is in-

verting the fermion matrix M. It has eigenvalues with a very large range—from

2TT down to mqa—and in the physically interesting limit of small m,, the matrix

becomes ill-conditioned. At present, it is necessary to compute at unphysically

heavy values of the quark mass and to extrapolate to mq = 0. The standard inver-

sion technique today is one of the variants of the conjugate gradient algorithm.10

2.4 Taking the Continuum Limit, and Producing a Num-
ber in MeV

When we define a theory on a lattice, the lattice spacing a is an ultraviolet cutoff

and all the coupling constants in the action are the bare couplings defined with

respect to it. When we take o to zero, we must also specify how g(a) behaves. The

proper continuum limit comes when we take a to zero holding physical quantities

fixed, not when we take a to zero holding the couplings fixed.

On the lattice, if all quark masses are set to zero, the only dimensionful pa-

rameter is the lattice spacing, so all masses scale like I/a. Said differently, one

computes the dimensionless combination am(a). One can determine the lattice

spacing by fixing one mass from experiment. Then all other dimensionful quanti-

ties can be predicted.

Now imagine computing some masses at several values of the lattice spacing.

(Pick several values of the bare parameters at random and calculate masses for

each set of couplings.) Our calculated mass ratios will depend on the lattice cutoff.

The typical behavior will look like

(aml(a))/(am2(a)) = mi(0)/m2(0) + O((mio)2) (31)

The leading term does not depend on the value of the UV cutoff, while the other

terms do. The goal of a lattice calculation (like the goal of almost any calculation

in quantum field theory) is to discover the value of some physical observable as the

UV cutoff is taken to be very large, so the physics is in the first term. Everything

else is an artifact of the calculation. We say that a calculation "scales" if the

a-dependent terms in Eq. (31) are zero or small enough that one can extrapolate

to o = 0, and generically refer to all the a-dependent terms as "scale violations."

We can imagine expressing each dimensionless combination am(a) as some

function of the bare coupling(s) {p(a)}, am = f({g(a)}). As a -4 0, we must tune

the set of couplings {5(0)} so

lim — f({g(a)}) -4 constant.
o->0 d

(32)

From the point of view of the lattice theory, we must tune {0} so that correlation

lengths 1/ma diverge. This will occur only at the locations of second- (or higher-)

order phase transitions in the lattice theory.

Recall that the /̂ -function is defined by

dg{a) dg(a)
/?(<?) = o- (33)

da dln(l/Aa)'

(There is actually one equation for each coupling constant in the set. A is a

dimensional parameter introduced to make the argument of the logarithm dimen-

sionless.) At a critical point, (3(gc) = 0. Thus, the continuum limit is the limit

lim{5(a)} -¥ {gc}- (34)

Continuum QCD is a theory with one dimensionless coupling constant. In QCD,

the fixed point is gc = 0, so we must tune the coupling to vanish as a goes to zero.

Pushing this a little further, the two-loop /^-function is prescription indepen-

dent,

P(9)=-big3+big
5, (35)

and so if we think that the lattice theory is reproducing the continuum, and if we

think that the coupling constant is small enough that the two-loop /3-function is

correct, we might want to observe perturbative scaling, or "asymptotic scaling,"

m/A fixed, or a varying with g as

). (36)

Asymptotic scaling is not scaling. Scaling means that dimensionless ratios of

physical observables do not depend on the cutoff. Asymptotic scaling involves

perturbation theory and the definition of coupling constants. One can have one

without the other. (In fact, one can always define a coupling constant so that one

quantity shows asymptotic scaling.)

And this is not all. There are actually two parts to the problem of producing a

number to compare with experiment. One must first see scaling. Then one needs
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to set the scale by taking some experimental number as input. A complication

that you may not have thought of is that the theory we simulate on the computer

is different from the real world. For example, a commonly used approximation

is called the "quenched approximation": one neglects virtual quark loops but

includes valence quarks in the calculation. The pion propagator is t h e propagator

of a qq pair, appropriately coupled, moving in a background of gluons. This

theory almost certainly does not have the same spectrum as QCD with six flavors

of dynamical quarks with their appropriate masses. (In fact, an open question in

the lattice community is what is the accuracy of quenched approximation?) Using

one mass to set the scale from one of these approximations to the real world might

not give a prediction for another mass which agrees with experiment. We will see

examples where this is important.

2.5 Spectroscopy Calculations

"In a valley something like a race took place. A little crowd watched bunches of

cars, each consisting of two 'ups' and a 'down' one, starting in regular intervals and

disappearing in about the same direction. 'It is the measurement of the proton

mass, ' commented Mr. Strange, 'they have done it for ages. A very dull job, I am

glad I am not in the game.'""

Masses are computed in lattice simulations from the asymptotic behavior of

Euclidean-time correlation functions. A typical (diagonal) correlator can be writ-

ten as

C(t) = (0|O(«)O(0)|0). (37)

Making the replacement

O(t) = e"'Oe-Ht (38)

and inserting a complete set of energy eigenstates, Eq. (37) becomes

|V*- ' . (39)

(40)

where E\ is the energy of the lightest state whicli the operator O c a n create from

the vacuum. If the operator does not couple to the vacuum, then in the limit

At large separation* the correlation function is approximately

C(t) ~ 2 B

of large t, one hopes to find the mass E\ by measuring the leading exponential

falloff of the correlation function, and most lattice simulations begin with that

measurement. If the operator O has poor overlap with the lightest state, a reliable

value for the mass can be extracted only at a large time t. In some cases, that

state is the vacuum itself, in whicli E\ = 0. Then one looks for the next higher

state—a signal which disappears into the constant background. This makes the

actual calculation of the energy more difficult.

This is the basic way hadronic masses are found in lattice gauge theory. The

many calculations differ in important specific details of choosing the operators

O(t).

2.6 Recent Results

Today's supercomputer QCD simulations range from 163 x 32 to 323 x 100 points

and run from hundreds (quenched) to thousands (full QCD) of hours on the fastest

supercomputers in the world.

Results are presented in four common ways. Often one sees a plot of some bare

parameter versus another bare parameter. This is not very useful if one wants

to see continuum physics, but it is how we always begin. Next, one can plot a

dimensionless ratio as a function of the lattice spacing. These plots represent

quantities like Eq. (31). Both axes can show mass ratios. Examples of such plots

are the so-called Edinburgh plot (rn^/mp versus m^/mp) and the Rome plot

(m^'/jrip versus (7nK/ml>)2). These plots can answer continuum questions (how

does the nucleon mass change if the quark mass is changed?) or can be used to

show (or hide) scaling violations. Plots of one quantity in MeV versus another

quantity in MeV are typically rather heavily processed after the data comes off

the computer.

Let's look at some examples of spectroscopy, done in the "standard way," with

the plaquette gauge action and Wilson or staggered quarks. I will restrict the

discussion to quenched simulations because only there are the statistical errors

small enough to be interesting to a nonlattice audience. Most dynamical fermion

simulations are unfortunately so noisy that it is hard to subject them to detailed

questioning.

Figure 2 shows a plot of the rho mass as a function of the size of the simulation,

for several values of the quark mass (or m^/mp ratio in the simulation) and lattice
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Figure 2: Rho mass vs box size.

spacing (i) = 6.0 is a ~ 0.1 fm and 0 = 5.7 is about twice that).12 This picture

shows that if the box has a diameter bigger than about 2 fm, the rho mass is little

affected, but if the box is made smaller, the rho is "squeezed" and its mass rises.

Next, we look at an Edinburgh plot, Fig. 3 (Ref. 12). The different plotting

symbols correspond to different bare couplings or (equivalently) different lattice

spacings. This plot shows large scaling violations: mass ratios from different

lattice spacings do not lie on top of each other. We can expose the level of scaling

violations by taking "sections" through the plot and plot rn^/nip at fixed values

of the quark mass (fixed mn/mp) versus lattice spacing, in Fig. 4.

Now for some examples of scaling tests in the chiral limit. (Extrapolating to

the chiral limit is a whole can of worms on its own, but for now, let's assume we can

do it.) Figure 5 shows the nucleon to rho mass ratio (at chiral limit) versus lattice

spacing (in units of l/rnp) for staggered12 and Wilson13 fermions. The ''analytic"

result is from strong coupling. The two curves are quadratic extrapolations to

zero lattice spacing using different sets of points from the staggered data set.

The burst is from a linear extrapolation to the Wilson data. The reason I show
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Figure 3: An Edinburgh plot for staggered fermions, from the MILC Collabora-

tion.
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Figure 5: Nucleon to rho mass ratio (at chiral limit) vs lattice spacing (in units

of l/mp).

this figure is that one would like to know if the continuum limit of quenched

spectroscopy "predicts" the real-world N/p mass ratio of 1.22 or not. The answer

(unfortunately) depends on how the reader chooses to extrapolate.

Another test1'1 is the ratio of the rho mass to the square root of the string

tension, Fig. 6. Here the diamonds are staggered data and the crosses from the

Wilson action. Scaling violations are large, but the eye extrapolates to something

close to data (the burst).

Finally, despite Mr. Strange, very few authors have attempted to extrapolate

to infinite volume, zero lattice spacing, and to physical quark masses, including

the strange quark. One group which did, Butler et a/.,13 produced Fig. 7. The

squares are lattice data, the octagons are the real world. They look quite similar

within errors. Unfortunately, to produce this picture, they had to build their own

computer.
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3 Doing a Better Job—Maybe!

The slow approach to scaling presents a practical problem for QCD simulations,

since it means that one needs to work at small lattice spacing. This is expensive.

The cost of a Monte Carlo simulation in a box of physical size L with lattice

spacing a and quark mass m, scales roughly as

( - ) 4 ( - ) ' " 2 (—) 2 " 3 . (41)
a a m,

where the 4 is just the number of sites, the 1-2 is the cost of "critical slowing

down"—the extent to which successive configurations are correlated, and the 2-3

is the cost of inverting the fermion propagator, plus critical slowing down from

the nearly massless pions. The problem is that one needs a big computer to do

anything.

However, all the simulations I described in the last lecture were done with a

particular choice of lattice action: the plaquette gauge action, and either Wilson

or staggered quarks. While those actions are the simplest ones to program, they
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are just particular arbitrary choices of bare actions. Can one invent a better lattice

discretization, which has smaller scaling violations?

People are trying many approaches. One could just write down a slightly

more complicated action, include some parameters which can be tuned, do a

spectroscopy calculation, and see if there is any improvement as the parameters

are varied. The problem with this method is that it is like hunting for a needle

in a multidimensional haystack—there are so many possible terms to add. One

needs an organizing principle.

3.1 Improvement Based on Naive Dimensional Analysis

The simplest idea is to use the naive canonical dimensionality of operators to

guide us in our choice of improvement. If we perform a naive Taylor expansion of

a lattice operator like the plaquette, we find that it can be written as

+ a2[rx

(42)+O(a4).

The expansion coefficients have a power series expansion in the coupling, r, =

Aj + g2Bj + . . . and the expectation value of any operator T computed using the

plaquette action will have an expansion

= {T(0))+O(a) (43)

Other loops have a similar expansion, with different coefficients. Now the idea

is to take the lattice action to be a minimal subset of loops and systematically

remove the a" terms for physical observables order by order in n by taking the

right linear combination of loops in the action.

S = (44)

with

cj=c°j+g2c) + ... . (45)

This method was developed by Symanzik and co-workers'5"17 ten years ago.

Figure 8: The value of some parameter in a lattice action for which physical

observables have no a" errors. The dotted line is the lowest order perturbative

expectation.

To visualize this technique, look at Fig. 8. We imagine parameterizing the

coefficients of various terms in the lattice action, which for a pure gauge theory

could be a simple plaquette, a 1 x 2 closed loop, the square of the 1 x 2 loop, and

so on, as some function of g2. 'Tree-level improvement" involves specifying the

value of the j-th coefficient c,(<?2) at g2 = 0. As we move away from g2 = 0, the

value of Cj(g2) for which observables calculated using the lattice action have no

errors through the specified exponent n (no a" errors) will trace out a trajectory

in coupling constant space. For small g2, the variation should be describable by

perturbation theory, Eq. (45), but when g2 gets large, we would not expect that

perturbation theory would be a good guide.

The most commonly used "improved" fermion action is the "Sheikholeslami-

Wohlert"18 or "clover" action, an order o2 improved Wilson action. The original

Wilson action has O(a) errors in its vertices, Sw = Sc + O(a). This is corrected

by making a field redefinition

xj){x) —> ip'(x) = tp(x) + X7MAIV ' (46)
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doing simulations. Then use the action to calculate other things and test to see

if scaling is improved. One example is the PCAC relation

Figure 9: The "clover term."

and the net result is an action with an extra lattice anomalous magnetic moment

term,

Ssw j-'if'(x)crl,uFl,l/tl>(x). (48)

It is called the "clover" action because the lattice version of FIU, is the sum of

paths shown in Fig. 9.

Studies performed at the time showed that this program did not improve

scaling for the pure gauge theory (in the sense that the cost of simulating the

more complicated action was greater than the savings from using a larger lattice

spacing.) The whole program was re-awakened in the last few years by Lepage

and collaborators,19 and variations of this program give the most widely used

"improved" lattice actions.

3.2 Nonperturbative Determination of Coefficients

Although I am breaking chronological order, the simplest approach to Symanzik

improvement is the newest. The idea20 is to force the lattice to obey various

desirable identities to some order in a, by tuning parameters until the identities

are satisfied by the simulations. That is, we try to find the solid line in Fig. 8 by

where the axial and pseudoscalar currents are just

'' '' J 2

and

Pa(x) = V 3 ( . T ) 7 5 ^

(r° is an isospin index.) The PCAC relation for the quark mass is

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

Now the idea is to take some Symanzik-improved action, with the improvement

coefficients allowed to vary, and perform simulations in a little box with some

particular choice of boundary conditions for the fields. Parameters which can be

tuned include the Csw in the clover term i/Acswac^F,^ and the ones used for

more complicated expressions for the currents

Atl = ZA[(1 + bAamq)Al + cAadi-p"\ (53)

P" = ZP{\+h,,amq)P
a. (54)

They are varied until the quark mass, defined in Eq. (52), is independent of

location in the box or of the boundary conditions. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate

what can be done with this tuning procedure. It is still too soon for definitive

tests of scaling with this procedure.

3.3 Improving Perturbation Theory

The older version of Symanzik improvement uses lattice perturbation theory to

compute the coefficients of the operators in the action. The idea here is to find a

new definition of q2 for which the solid line in Fig. 8 is transformed into a straight-

line (compare Fig. 12).

Let's make a digression into lattice perturbation theory.21 It has three major

uses. First, we need to relate lattice quantities (like matrix elements) to continuum
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Figure 10: Values of the quark mass as computed from the axial and pseudoscalar

currents, using the Wilson action. The open and full symbols correspond to

different boundary conditions on the gauge fields.

Figure 12: Same as Fig. 8, but now with a redefined coupling constant g\, to

make the "improvement line" linear in g%.

Figure 11: Same as previous figure, but now with improved action and operators.
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ones: Ocont(n) = Z(/ia,g(a))Ola"(a). This happens because the renormalization

of an operator is slightly different in the two schemes. In perturbation theory,

Z has an expansion in powers of g2. Second, we can use perturbation theory

to understand and check numerical calculations when the lattice couplings are

very small. Finally, one can use perturbative ideas to motivate nonperturbative

improvement schemes.22

Perturbation theory for lattice actions is just like any other kind of perturba-

tion theory (only much messier). One expands the Lagrangian into a quadratic

term and interaction terms, and constructs the propagator from the quadratic

terms:

C= x - y)Av(y) + gA3 + ... (55)

(56)

For example, the gluon propagator in Feynman gauge for the Wilson action is

9,w (57)

To do perturbation theory for any system (not just the lattice), one has to do three

things: one has to fix the renormalization scheme (RS) (define a coupling), specify

the scale at which the coupling is defined, and determine a numerical value for

the coupling at that scale. All of these choices are arbitrary, and any perturbative

calculation is intrinsically ambiguous.

Any object which has a perturbative expansion can be written

0(Q) = co + ci(Q/ti,RS)a3(n,RS} + c2{Q/ii,RS)a3(iJ.,RS)2 + ... . (58)

In perturbative calculations, we truncate the series after a fixed number of terms

and implicitly assume that's all there is. The coefficients c,(Q//i,/J5) and the

coupling as(ix,RS) depend on the renormalization scheme and choice of scale

H- The guiding rule of perturbation theory21 is "For a good choice of expansion

the uncalculated higher order terms should be small." A bad choice has big

coefficients.

There are many ways to define a coupling: The most obvious is the bare cou-

pling; as we will see shortly, it is a poor expansion parameter. Another possibility

is to define the coupling from some physical observable. One popular choice is to

use the heavy quark potential at very high momentum transfer to define

(59)

There are also several possibilities for picking a scale: One can use the bare

coupling, then /J = I/a the lattice spacing. One can guess the scale or play games

just like in the continuum. One game is the Lepage-Mackenzie q" prescription:

find the "typical" momentum transfer q" for a process involving a loop graph by

pulling ns(q) out of the loop integral and set

V(9)«.(?)- (60)

To find </", write as(q) = as(/.t) + I>\n(q2/fj.2)aa(ii)
2 + — and similarly for as(q~),

insert these expressions into Eq. (60) and compare the ns(i.i)
2 terms, to get

£- (61)

This is the lattice analog of the Brodsky-Lepage-Mackenzie23 prescription in con-

tinuum PT.

Finally, one must determine the coupling: If one uses the bare lattice coupling,

it is already known. Otherwise, one can compute it in terms of the bare coupling:

.41-21.891ns-!-3.061n2.s)<^-t-... . (62)

Or one can determine it from something one measures on the lattice, which has a

perturbative expansion. For example,

~\n(l-7vUplaq) = ^
o o

- 1.185a,,) (63)

(to this order, o/> = ay). Does "improved perturbation theory" actually improve

perturbative calculations? In many cases, yes: some examples are shown in Fig. 13

from Ref. 22: On the upper left, we see a calculation of the average link in Lan-

dau gauge, from simulations (octagons) and then from lowest-order perturbative

calculations using the bare coupling (crosses) and ay and ajj^ (diamonds and

squares). In the upper right panel, we see how the lattice prediction of an observ-

able involving the two-by-two Wilson loop depends on the choice of momentum

q"/a (at 0 = 6.2, a rather weak value of the bare coupling) in the running cou-

pling constant. The burst is the value of the prescription of Eq. (61). In the lower

panel are perturbative predictions, the same observables as a function of lattice

coupling. These pictures illustrate that perturbation theory in terms of the bare

coupling does not work well, but that using other definitions for couplings, one

can get much better agreement with the lattice "data."
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Figure 13: Examples of "improved perturbation theory."

Straight perturbative expansions by themselves for the commonly used lattice

actions are typically not very convergent. The culprit is the presence of C/̂ 's in

the action. One might think that for weak coupling, one could expand

igaA + ...] (64)

and ignore the ..., but the higher order term Tp^g2a2A2t/j generates the "tadpole

graph" of Fig. 14. The UV divergence in the gluon loop ~ I/a2 cancels the a2 in

the vertex. The same thing happens at higher order, and the tadpoles add up to

an effective a0 £ cng
2n contribution. Parisi211 and later Lepage and Mackenzie22

suggested a heuristic way to deal with this problem: replace U,, -4 uo(l + igaA)

where «o, the "mean field term" or "tadpole improvement term" is introduced

phenomenologically to sum the loops. Then one rewrites the action as

(65)

where <72 = 5?at/«o ' s t n e new expansion parameter. Is UQ = (Trf/pia?/3)? This

choice is often used; it is by no means unique.

A "standard action" (for this year, anyway) is the "tadpole-improved Liischer-

Weisz17 action," composed of a 1 by 1, 1 by 2, and "twisted" loop (+x, +y, +z,

-x , -y, - z ) ,

PS = -p[Tr(l x 1) - + 0.48as)Tr(l x 2) - ^O.33asTrf/lm] (66)

withuo = {TrUpia<,/3)l/'i and 3.068a, = - ln(TrC/pla,/3) determinedself-consistently

in the simulation.

3.4 Fixed-Point Actions

Let's recall the question we were trying to answer in the previous sections: Can

one find a trajectory in coupling constant space, along which the physics has no

corrections to some desired order in a" or pman? Let's take the question one step

further: Is there a trajectory in coupling constant space in which there are no

corrections at all, for any n or m?

To approach the answer, let's think about the connection between scaling and

the properties of some arbitrary bare action, which we assume is defined with

some UV cutoff a (which does not have to be a lattice cutoff, in principle). The
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Figure 14: The "tadpole diagram."

action is characterized by an infinite number of coupling constants, {c}. (Many of

them could be set to zero.) When the c's take on almost any arbitrary values, the

typical scale for all physics will be the order of the cutoff: m ~ I/a, correlation

length ^ ~ o . There will be strong cutoff effects.

The best way to think about scaling is through the renormalization group.25

Take the action with cutoff a and integrate out degrees of freedom to construct a

new effective action with a new cutoff a' > a and fewer degrees of freedom. The

physics at distance scales r > a is unaffected by the coarse-graining (assuming

it is done exactly.) We can think of the effective actions as being similar to the

original action, but with altered couplings. We can repeat this coarse-graining

and generate new actions with new cutoffs. As we do, the coupling constants

"flow":

S(a, Cj) -> S(a', c'j) -> S(a", c?) -> . . . . (67)

If under repeated blockings the system flows to a fixed point

,c';+l=c]), (68)

then observables are independent of the cutoff a, and in particular, the correlation

length £ must either be zero or infinite.

This can only happen if the original c's belong to a particular restricted set,

called the "critical surface." It is easy to see that physics on the critical surface is

universal: at long distances, the effective theory is the action at the fixed point,

to which all the couplings have flowed, regardless of their original bare values.

Figure 15: A schematic picture of renormalization group flows along a one-

dimensional critical surface, with the associated renormalized trajectory, and su-

perimposed contours of constant correlation length.

In particular, physics at the fixed point is independent of the underlying lattice

structure.

But £ = oo is not £ large. Imagine tuning bare parameters close to the critical

surface, but not on it. The system will flow towards the fixed point, then away

from it. The flow lines in coupling constant space will asymptotically approach

a particular trajectory, called the renormalized trajectory (RT), which connects

(at £ = oo) with the fixed point. Along the renormalized trajectory, £ is finite.

However, because it is connected to the fixed point, it shares the scaling properties

of the fixed point—in particular, the complete absence of cutoff effects in the

spectrum and in Green's functions. (To see this remarkable result, imagine doing

QCD spectrum calculations with the original bare action with a cutoff equal to

the Planck mass and then coarse-graining. Now exchange the order of the two

procedures. If this can be done without making any approximations, the answer

should be the same.)

A Colorado analogy is useful for visualizing the critical surface and renormal-

ized trajectory: think of the critical surface as the top of a high mountain ridge.

The fixed point is a saddle point on the ridge. A stone released on the ridge will

roll to the saddle and come to rest. If it is not released exactly on the ridge, it

will roll near to the saddle, then go down the gully leading away from it. For a

cartoon, see Fig. 15.
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So the ultimate goal of "improvement programs" is to find a true perfect action,

without cutoff effects, along the renormalized trajectory of some renormalization

group transformation. At present, finding an RT has not been done in a convincing

way for any renormalization group transformation. However, an action at the

fixed point might also be an improved action, and fixed-point actions really can

be constructed and used.

In lattice language, a bare action for QCD is described by one overall factor

of P = 2N/g2 and arbitrary weights of various closed loops,

PS = — 2^,**j(-/j' \P^t

Asymptotic freedom is equivalent to the statement that the critical surface of any

renormalization group transformation is at g2 = 0. The location of a fixed point

involves some relation among the c/s.

A direct attack on the renormalized trajectory begins by finding a fixed-point

action. Imagine having a set of field variables {</>} defined with a cutoff a. Intro-

duce some coarse-grained variables {$} defined with respect to a new cutoff a',

and integrate out the fine-grained variables to produce a new action

where /?(T($,#) is the blocking kernel which functionally relates the coarse and

fine variables. Integrating Eq. (70) is usually horribly complicated. However,

P. Hasenfratz and F. Niedermayer26 noticed an amazing simplification for asymp-

totically free theories: Their critical surface is at p = co, and in that limit,

Eq. (70) becomes a steepest-descent relation

b) + S(4>)) (71)

which can be used to find the fixed-point action

i = m i n ( ( T ( * , ^ ) + S F ^ ) ) . (72)

S'($)=min((T($, <
V

The program has been successfully carried out for d = 2 sigma models26 and

for four-dimensional pure gauge theories.27 These actions have two noteworthy

properties: First, not only are they classically perfect actions (they have no a"

scaling violations for any n), but they are also one-loop quantum perfect: that is,

as one moves out of the renormalized trajectory,

I. (73)

Physically, this happens because the original action has no irrelevant operators,

and they are only generated through loop graphs. Thus, these actions are an

extreme realization of the Symanzik program. Second, because these actions are

at the fixed point, they have scale invariant classical solutions. This fact can

be used to define a topological charge operator on the lattice in a way which is

consistent with the lattice action.28

These actions are "engineered" in the following way: one picks a favorite

blocking kernel, which has some free parameters, and solves Eq. (72), usually

approximately at first. Then one tunes the parameters in the kernel to optimize

the action for locality and perhaps refines the solution. Now the action is used

in simulations at finite correlation length (i.e., do simulations with a Boltzmann

factor exp(—PSFP))- Because of Eq. (73), one believes that the FP action will be

a good approximation to the perfect action on the RT; of course, only a numerical

test can tell. As we will see in the next section, these actions perform very well.

At this point in time, no nonperturbative FP action which includes fermions has

been tested, but most of the formalism is there.29

3.5 Examples of "Improved" Spectroscopy

I would like to show some examples of the various versions of "improvement" and

remind you of the pictures at the end of the last chapter to contrast results from

standard actions.

Figure 16 shows a plot of the string tension measured in systems of con-

stant physical size (measured in units of 1/TC, the critical temperature for de-

confinement), for SU(3) pure gauge theory. In the quenched approximation, with

y/a cz 440 MeV, Tc = 275 MeV and 1/TC = 0.7 fm. Simulations with the stan-

dard Wilson action are crosses, while the squares show FP action results27 and

the octagons from the tadpole-improved Liischer-Weisz action.30 The figure il-

lustrates that it is hard to quantify improvement. There are no measurements

with the Wilson action at small lattice spacing of precisely the same observables

that the "improvement people" measured. The best one can do is to take similar

measurements (the diamonds) and attempt to compute the a = 0 prediction for

the observable we measured (the fancy cross at a = 0). This attempt lies on a

straight line with the FP action data, hinting strongly that the FP action is indeed

scaling. The FP action seems to have gained about a factor of three to four in
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Figure 16: The square root of the string tension in lattices of constant physical

size L = 2/Tc , but different lattice spacings (in units of 1/TC).

lattice spacing, or a gain of (3 — 4)6 compared to the plaquette action, according

to Eq. (41), at a cost of a factor of seven per site because it is more complicated

to program. The tadpole-improved Liischer-Weisz action data lie lower than the

FP action data and do not scale as well. As a -» 0, the two actions should yield

the same result; that is just universality at work. However, there is no guarantee

that the approach to the continuum is monotonic.

Figure 17 shows the heavy quark-antiquark potential in SU(2) gauge theory,

where V(r) and r are measured in the appropriate units of Tc, the critical temper-

ature for deconfinement. The Wilson action is on the left and an FP action is on

the right. The vertical displacements of the potentials are just there to separate

them. Notice the large violations of rotational symmetry in the Wilson action

data when the lattice spacing is o = 1/2TC, which are considerably improved in

the FP action results.

Next, we consider nonrelativistic QCD. A comparison of the quenched char-

monium spectrum from Ref. 19 using data from Ref. 31 is shown in Fig. 18.
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Figure 17: The heavy quark potential in SU(2) pure gauge theory measured in

units of Tc. (a) Wilson action, and (b) an FP action.
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Figure 18: S, P, and D states of charmonium computed on lattices with: a =

0.40 fm (improved action, Ppia<l = 6.8); o = 0.33 fm (improved action, 0pia<l = 7.1);

a = 0.24 fm (improved action, /3P|O, = 7.4); and o = 0.17 fm (Wilson action,

/? = 5.7, from Ref. [31]), from Ref. 19. The dashed lines indicate the true masses.
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When the tadpole-improved L-W action is used to generate gauge configurations,

the scaling window is pushed" out to o ~ 0.4 fm for these observables.

Now we turn to tests of quenched QCD for light quarks. The two actions

which have been most extensively tested are the S-W action, with and without

tadpole improvement, and an action called the D234(2/3) action, a higher-order

variant of the S-W action.32 Figures 19 and 20 are the analogs of Figs. 5 and

6. Diamonds33 and plusses31* are S-W actions, ordinary and tadpole-improved,

squares are the D234(2/3) action. They appear to have about half the scaling

violations as the standard actions but they don't remove all scaling violations. It's

a bit hard to quantify the extent of improvement from these pictures because a

chiral extrapolation is hidden in them. However, one can take one of the "sections"

of Fig. 4 and overlay the new da ta on it, Fig. 21. It looks like one can double

the lattice spacing for an equivalent amount of scale violation. However, the

extrapolation in o is not altogether clear. Figure 22 is the same data as Fig. 21,

only plotted versus a2, not a. All of the actions shown in these figures are supposed

to have O(a2) (or better) scaling violations. Do the data look any straighter in

Fig. 22 than in Fig. 21?
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Figure 20: Rho mass scaling test with respect to the string tension.
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3.6 The Bottom Line

, . , . , . . ,

1 2
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Figure 22: vs (am,,)2 at fixed quark mass (fixed mK/mp

At the cost of enormous effort, one can do fairly high-precision simulations of

QCD in the quenched approximation witli standard actions. The actions I have

shown you appear to reduce the amount of computation required for pure gauge

simulations from supercomputers to very large work stations, probably a gain

of a few hundreds. All of the light quark data I showed actually came from

supercomputers. According to Eq. (41), a factor of two in the lattice spacing

gains a factor of 64 in speed. The cost of either of the two improved actions I

showed is about a factor of eight to ten times the fiducial staggered simulation.

Improvement methods for fermions are a few years less mature than ones for pure

gauge theory, and so the next time you hear a talk about the lattice, things will

have changed for the better (maybe).

4 SLAC Physics from the Lattice

One of the major goals of lattice calculations is to provide hadronic matrix ele-

ments which either test QCD or can be used as inputs to test the Standard Model.

In many cases, the lattice numbers have uncertainties which are small enough that

they are interesting to experimentalists. I want to give a survey of lattice calcu-

lations of matrix elements, and what better way at this summer school, than to

recall science which was done here at SLAC, as the framework?

4.1 Generic Matrix Element Calculations

Most of the matrix elements measured on the lattice are expectation values of

local operators composed of quark and gluon fields. The mechanical part of the

lattice calculation begins by writing down some Green's functions which contain

the local operator (call it J{x)) and somehow extracting the matrix element. For

example, if one wanted (0|J(:r)|/i), one could look at the two-point function

CJO(t)=J2(0\J(x,t)O(0,0)\0)-
X

Inserting a complete set of correctly normalized momentum eigenstates

• l r \A,p){A,P\
Ltjri 2EA(p)

(74)

(75)
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and using translational invariance and going to large t gives

(76)

A second calculation of

Coo(t) = (77)

is needed to extract (0| J\A) by fitting two correlators with three parameters.

Similarly, a matrix element (h\ J\h!) can be gotten from

W) = J2(0\OA(t)J(x,t')OB(0)\0) (78)

by stretching the source and sink operators OA and OB far apart on the lattice,

letting the lattice project out the lightest states, and then measuring and dividing

out {0\OA\h) and {0\OB\h).

These lattice matrix elements are not yet the continuum matrix elements.

The lattice is a UV regulator, and changing from the lattice cutoff to a continuum

regulator (like MS) introduces a shift

= aD(l + %-{Cm- Clatt) +.. .){f\O'°"(a)\i) + O(a) + ....{f\O<°nt(fj. = l /a %
(79)

The factor aD converts the dimensionless lattice number to its continuum result.

The O(a) corrections arise because the lattice operator might not be the contin-

uum operator: df/dx = (f(x + a) - f(x))/a + O(a). The C's are calculable in

perturbation theory, and the "improved perturbation theory" described in the last

section is often used to reduce the difference C J J J — Ciau-

4.2 Structure Functions

In the beginning, there was deep inelastic scattering. The lattice knows about

structure functions through their moments:

f1

Jo
(80)

has a representation in terms of matrix elements of fairly complicated quark (for

the nonsinglet structure function) or gluon bilinears: for quarks
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Figure 23: (a:) for the proton (MOM scheme) from Ref. 35. The circles (boxes)

correspond to different choices of lattice operators. The upper (lower) band of

data represents the results for the up- (down-) quark distribution.

. . . Pp .+ . . . ) • (82)
a

D is a lattice covariant derivative, which is approximated by a finite difference.

The Wilson coefficients cj^ are calculated in perturbation theory and depend on

H2/Q2 as well as on the coupling constant g(/j). The lattice calculation is done

by sandwiching the operator in Eq. (78).

It is presently possible to calculate the two lowest moments of the proton

structure function on the lattice. Two groups35-36 presented results at this year's

lattice conference. Figure 23 shows (x) from Ref. 35, a calculation done in

quenched approximation. In this picture, the massless quark limit is the left

edge of the picture. There are several different lattice operators which serve as

discretizations of the continuum operator, and the figure shows two possibilities.

Unfortunately, the calculation is badly compromised by the quenched approx-

imation. It shows {x)u = 0.38 and (x)j = 0.19, while in the real world, we expect

about 0.28 and 0.10, respectively. In the computer, there are no sea quarks, and

their momentum is obviously picked up (at least partly) by the valence quarks.

One nice feature about the lattice calculation is that the spin structure func-

tion can be calculated in essentially the same way; the operator O has an extra
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Figure 24: Au (upper values) and Ad (lower values) for the proton from Ref. 35.

gamma-5 in it. Reference 35 computed Aw = 0.84 and Ad = —0.24 (in contrast to

0.92 and —0.34 in the real world). A plot versus quark mass is shown in Fig. 24.

There is no problem in principle which prevents extending these calculations

to full QCD (with dynamical sea quarks). It will probably be very expensive to

push beyond the lowest moments.

4.3 Heavy Quark Physics

Then there was the November revolution. Twenty years later, systems with one

or more heavy quarks remain interesting objects for study. The lattice is no

exception. Many groups study spectroscopy, decay amplitudes, form factors, etc.,

with the goal of confronting both experiment and analytic theoretical models.

There are several ways to study heavy quarks on the lattice. If the quark

has infinite mass (the "static limit"), its propagator is very simple: the quark is

confined to one spatial location, and as it evolves in time, its color "twinkles."

The propagator is just a product of link matrices going forward in time.

One can simulate nonrelativistic quarks directly on the lattice.31 This has

evolved into one of the most successful (and most elaborate) lattice programs.

GeV
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Figure 25: T spectrum.

The idea is to write down lattice actions which are organized in an expansion of

powers of the quark velocity and to systematically keep all the terms to some

desired order. For example, one might write

S = tp [iDt h jl • B -f- . . ,]ip (S3)
2m

including kinetic and magnetic moment terms, suitably (and artistically) dis-

cretized. Tadpole-improved perturbation theory is heavily used to set coefficients.

Figures 25 and 26 show the Upsilon spectrum and its hyperfine splittings from

various NRQCD calculations (from a recent summary by Shigemitsu37).

The main shortcoming of nonrelativistic QCD is, of course, that when the

quark mass gets small, the nonrelativistic approximation breaks down. For char-

monium, v/c c± 0.3, so the method is less safe for this system than for the Upsilon.

Finally, one can take relativistic lattice quarks and just make the mass heavy. If

the quark mass gets too heavy (ma ~ 1), lattice artifacts dominate the calculation.

For Wilson fermions, the dispersion relation breaks down: E(p) 2 ; m i + p2/2ni2

where mi ^ mj. The magnetic moment is governed by its own different mass,

too.

Another signal of difficulty is that all these formulations have their own pattern

of scale violations. That is, nonrelativistic quarks and Wilson quarks approach
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Figure 26: T spin splittings: Symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 25.

their a -> 0 limits differently. This is often described in the literature by the state-

ment that "the lattice spacing is different for different observables." For example,

in one data set,38 the inverse lattice spacing (in MeV) is given as 2055 MeV from

fitting the heavy qq potential, 2140 MeV from the rho mass, 1800 MeV from the

proton mass, and 2400 MeV from the Upsilon spectrum. These simulations are

just sitting in the middle of figures like Fig. 5 with only one point, trying to guess

where the left-hand edge of the picture will be. This is a problem for calculations

of B meson and baryon spectroscopy, where the heavy quarks might be treated

nonrelativistically and the light quarks are relativistic. What observable should

be used to set the overall scale?39

One of the major uses of heavy quark systems by the lattice community is to

try to calculate the strong coupling constant at Q2 = M\. This topic deserves its

own section.

4.4 aa(Mz)

Now we are at the SLC and LEP. For some time now, there have been claims that

physics at the Z pole hints at a possible breakdown in the Standard Model.'10 A

key question in the discussion is whether or not the value of crgy inferred from the

decay width of the Z is anomalously high relative to other determinations of the

strong coupling (which are usually measured at lower Q and run to the Z pole).

The most recent analysis of as(Mz) I am aware of is due to Brier and Lan-

gacker."1 Currently, a^'hape = 0.123(4) (2) (1) for the Standard Model Higgs

mass range, where a first, second, and third uncertainty is from the inputs,

Higgs mass, and estimate of aj terms, respectively. The central Higgs mass is

assumed to be 300 GeV, and the second error is for MH = 1000 GeV (+), 60

GeV (-). For the SUSY Higgs mass range (60-150 GeV), one has the lower value

ajj-g = .121(4)(+1 - 0)(l). A global fit to all data gives 0.121(4)(l). Hinchcliffe

in the same compilation quotes a global average of 0.118(3).

The lattice can contribute to this question by predicting ajjg from low-energy

physics. The basic idea is simple: The lattice is a (peculiar) UV cutoff. A lattice

mass n = Ma plus an experimental mass M give a lattice spacing a = fi/M in

fm. If one can measure some quantity related to as at a scale Q ^ I/a, one can

then run the coupling constant out to the Z.

The best (recent) lattice number, from Shigemitsu's Lattice '96 summary

talk,37 is

o l i7s(Mz) = 0.1159(19)(13)(19), (84)

where the first error includes both statistics and estimates of discretization errors,

the second is due to uncertainties from the dynamical quark mass, and the third

is from conversions of conventions. The lattice number is about one standard

deviation below the pure Z-physics number. Lattice results are compared to other

recent determinations of a^fg(Z) in Fig. 27, a figure provided by P. Burrows.112

Two ways of calculating as(Mz) from lattice have been proposed: The first is

the "small loop method.'"13 This method uses the "improved perturbation theory"

described in Chap. 2: One assumes that a version of perturbation theory can

describe the behavior of short-distance objects on the lattice: in particular, that

the plaquette can be used to define oy (<? = 3.41/a). With typical lattice spacings

now in use, this gives the coupling at a momentum Qo = 8 — 10 GeV. One then

converts the coupling to oqjg and runs out to the Z using the (published) three-

loop beta function.'1'1

Usually, the lattice spacing is determined from the mass splittings of heavy

QQ states. This is done because the mass differences between physical heavy

quark states are nearly independent of the quark mass—for example, the S-P

mass splitting of the ty family is about 460 MeV, and it is about 440 MeV for

the T. A second reason is that the mass splitting is believed to be much less

sensitive to sea quark effects than light quark observables, and one can estimate

the effects of sea quarks through simple potential models. The uncertainty in the

lattice spacing is three to five per cent, but systematic effects are much greater

(as we will see below).
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Figure 27: Survey of ajfs(Mz) from Ref. 42.

The coupling constant comes from Eq. (63). The plaquette can be measured

to exquisite accuracy (0.01 per cent is not atypical) and so the coupling constant

is known essentially without error. However, the scale of the coupling is uncertain

(due to the lattice spacing).

The next problem is getting from lattice simulations, which are done with

nf = 0 (quenched) or n/ = 2 (but unphysical sea quark masses) to the real

world of n/ = 3. Before simulations with dynamical fermions were available, the

translation was done by running down in Q to a "typical gluonic scale" for the

psi or the upsilon (a few hundred MeV) and then matching the coupling to the

three-flavor coupling (in the spirit of effective field theories). This produced a

rather low as ~ 0.105. Now we have simulations at nj = 2 and can do better.

Recall that in lowest order

a, 4TT A 2

One measures l / a s in two simulations, one quenched, the other at n/ = 2, runs

one measurement in Q to the Q of the other, then extrapolates I / a linearly in n/

to n/ = 3. Then one can convert to MS and run away.

Pictures like Fig. 27 are not very useful when one wants to get a feel for the

errors inherent in the lattice calculation. Instead, let's run our expectations for

ois{Mz) down to the scale where the lattice simulations are done, and compare.

Figure 28 does that. The squares are the results of simulations of charmed quarks

and the octagons are from bottom quarks, both with n/ = 0. The crosses and

diamond are n/ = 2 bottom and charm results. (The bursts show upsilon data

when the 1S-2S mass difference gives a lattice spacing.) Note the horizontal error

bars on the lattice,data. Finally, the predicted n/ = 3 coupling op is shown

in the fancy squares, with error bars now rotated because the convention is to

quote an error in as. The lower three lines in the picture (from top to bottom)

are cq^g(Mz) = 0.118, 0.123, and 0.128 run down and converted to the lattice

prescription.

The two top lines are predictions for how quenched a should run.

Now for the bad news. All of the n/ = 2 data shown here were actually run on

the same set of configurations. The bare couplings are the same, but the lattice

spacings came out different. What is happening is that we are taking calculations

at some lattice spacing and inferring continuum numbers from them, but the lat-

tice predictions have scale violations which are different. (The T calculations use

nonrelativistic quarks, the Tp calculations use heavy Wilson quarks.) Notice also

that the bottom and charm quenched lattice spacings are different. This discrep-

ancy is thought to be a failure of the quenched approximation: the characteristic

momentum scale for binding in the ip and T are different, and because n/ is not

the real world value, a runs incorrectly between the two scales. Said differently,

in the quenched approximation, the spectrum of heavy quark bound states is

different from the real world.

There is a second method of determining a running coupling constant which

actually allows one to see the running over a large range of scales. It goes by the

name of the "Schrodinger functional," (referring to the fact that the authors study

QCD in a little box with specified boundary conditions) but "coupling determined

by varying the box size" would be a more descriptive title. It has been applied to

quenched QCD but has not yet been extended to full QCD,45 and so it has not

yet had an impact on phenomenology. This calculation does not use perturbation

theory overtly. For a critical comparison of the two methods, see Ref. 46.
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4.5 Glueballs
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Figure 28: Survey of oq^-§(Q) at the scale where lattice simulations are actually

done.

I have been hearing people talk about glueballs from psi decay for almost 20 years.

Toki"17 has summarized the experimental situation for glueballs. What do theorists

expect for a spectrum? The problem is that any nonlattice model requires making

uncontrolled approximations to get any kind of an answer: there are no obvious

zeroth order solutions with small expansion parameters. The lattice is the only

game in town for a first-principles calculation.

People have been trying to measure the masses of the lightest glueballs (the

scalar and the tensor) using lattice simulations for many years. The problem has

proven to be very hard, for several reasons.

Recall how we measure a mass from a correlation function [Eq. (40)]. The

problem with the scalar glueball is that the operator 0 has nonzero vacuum

expectation value, and the correlation function approaches a constant at large t:

Km C(t) -> |(0|O|p = 0)|2exp(-mi) + |(0|O|0)|2. (86)

The statistical fluctuations on C(t) are given by Eq. (25), and we find after a

short calculation that

Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio collapses at large t like y/N exp(-mt) due to the

constant term.

A partial cure for this problem is a good trial wave function 0. While in

principle the plaquette itself could be used, it is so dominated by ultraviolet

fluctuations that it does not produce a good signal. Instead, people invent "fat

links" which average the gauge field over several lattice spacings, and then make

interpolating fields which are closed loops of these fat links. The lattice glueball

is a smoke ring.

The second problem is that lattice actions can have phase transitions at strong

or intermediate coupling, which have nothing to do with the continuum limit, but

mask continuum behavior.48 As an example of this, consider the gauge group

SU(2), where a link matrix can be parameterized as U = lcosfl + id • nsinfl,

so TvU = 2cos0. Now consider a generalization of the Wilson action —S =

/3Trf+7(Trt/)2. (This is a mixed fundamental-adjoint representation action.) At

7 -> oo, TrU -> ±1 and the gauge symmetry is broken down to Z{2). But Z(2)

gauge theories have a first-order phase transition. First-order transitions are stable
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under perturbations, and so the phase diagram of this theory, shown in Fig. 29,

has a line of first-order transitions which terminate in a second-order point. At the

second-order point, some state with scalar quantum numbers becomes massless.

However, now imagine that you are doing Monte Carlo along the 7 = 0 line, that

is, with the Wilson action. When you come near the critical point, any operator

which couples to a scalar particle (like the one you are using to see the scalar

glueball) will see the nearby transition and the lightest mass in the scalar channel

will shrink. Once you are past the point of closest approach, the mass will rise

again. Any scaling test which ignores the nearby singularity will lie to you.

This scenario has been mapped out for SU(Z), and the place of closest approach

is at a Wilson coupling corresponding to a lattice spacing of 0.2 fm or so, meaning

that very small lattice spacings are needed before one can extrapolate to zero

lattice spacing. A summary of the situation is shown in Fig. 30 (Ref. 49). Here

the quantity ro is the "Sommer radius,"50 defined through the heavy quark force,

F(r) = -dV{r)/dr, by r%F(r0) = -1.65. In the physical world of three colors

and four flavors, ro = 0.5 fm.

Finally, other arguments suggest that a small lattice spacing or a good approx-

imation to an action on an RT are needed to for glueballs: the physical diameter

of the glueball, as inferred from the size of the best interpolating field, is small,

about 0.5 fm. Shafer and Shuryak51 have argued that the small size is due to

instanton effects. Most lattice actions do bad things to instantons at large lattice

spacing.28

Two big simulations have carried calculations of the glueball mass close to the

continuum limit: the UKQCD Collaboration52 and a collaboration at IBM which

built its own computer.53 (The latter group is the one with the press release last

December announcing the discovery of the glueball.) Their predictions in MeV

are different, and they each favor a different experimental candidate for the scalar

glueball (the one which is closer to their prediction, of course). It is a useful

object lesson because both groups say that their lattice numbers agree before

extrapolation, but they extrapolate differently to a = 0.

The UKQGD group sees that the ratio m(0++)/y/a can be well-fitted with a

form b + ca?cr (u is the string tension) and a fit of this form to the lattice data

of both groups gives m(0++)/y/a = 3.64 ± 0.15. To turn this into MeV, we need

a in MeV units. One way is to take mp/y/c and extrapolate that to a = 0 using

6 + cay/a. Averaging and putting 770 MeV for mp, one gets y/a = 432 ± 1 5 MeV,

Figure 29: Phase transitions in the fundamental-adjoint plane.
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Figure 30: Glueball mass vs ro with the Wilson action, from a summary picture

in Ref. 49.

whicli is consistent with the usual estimate (from extracting the string tension

from the heavy quark potential) of about 440 MeV. Using the total average, they

get m(0+ +) = 1572 ± 65 ± 55 MeV where the first error is statistical and the

second comes from the scale.

The IBM group, on the other hand, notices that mpa and m^a scale asymp-

totically, and uses the phi mass to predict quenched A-^, then extrapolates

m(0++)/A = A + B(aA)2. They get 1740(41) MeV from their data; when they

analyze UKQCD data, they get 1625(94) MeV; and when they combine the data

sets, they get 1707(64) MeV.

A neutral reporter could get hurt here. It seems to me that the lattice predic-

tion for the scalar glueball is 1600±100 MeV, and that there are two experimental

candidates for it, the /o(1500) and the fj(1710).

Masses are not the end of the story. The IBM group has done two interesting

recent calculations related to glueballs, whicli strengthen their claim that the

fj(1710) is the glueball.

The first one of them54 was actually responsible for the press release. It is a

calculation of the decay width of the glueball into pairs of pseudoscalars. This is

done by computing an unamputated three-point function on the lattice, with an

assumed form for the vertex, whose magnitude is fitted. The result is shown in

Fig. 31. The octagons are the results of the simulation, and the diamonds show

interpolations in the quark mass. The "experimental" points (squares) are from a

partial wave analysis of isoscalar scalar resonances by Longacre and Lindenbaum.55

The response of a member of the other side is that the slope of the straight

line that one would put through the three experimental points is barely, if at all,

compatible with the slope of the theoretical points. Since they argue theoretically

for a straight line, the comparison of such slopes is a valid one.

If one of the experimental states is not a glueball, it is likely to be a 3Po orbital

excitation of quarks. Weingarten and Lee50 are computing the mass of this state

on the lattice and argue that it is lighter than 1700 MeV; in their picture, the

/o(15OO) is an ss state. I have now said more than I know and will just refer you

to recent discussions of the question.57

Both groups predict that the 2+ + glueball is at about 2300 MeV.

Can "improved actions" help the situation? Recently, Peardon and Morn-

ingstar'19 implemented a clever method for beating the exponential signal-to-noise

ratio: make the lattice spacing smaller in the time direction than in the space
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Figure 31: Scalar glueball decay couplings from Ref. 54.
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Figure 32: Glueball mass vs ro from Ref. 49, including large lattice spacing data.

direction. Then the signal, which falls like exp(—matLt) after Lt lattice spacings,

dies more slowly because at is reduced. Their picture of the glueball mass versus

ro is shown in Fig. 32. They are using the tadpole-improved Liischer-Weisz action.

The pessimist notes the prominent dip in the middle of the curve; this action also

has a lattice-artifact transition (somewhere); the optimist notes that the dip is

much smaller than for the Wilson action, and then the pessimist notes that there

is no Wilson action data at large lattice spacing to compare. I think the jury is

still out.

4.6 The B Parameter of the B Meson

And finally we are at BaBar. D — B mixing is parameterized by the ratio

xd =

(88)

Experiment is on the left, theory on the right. Moving into the long equation from

the left, we see many known (more or less) parameters from phase space integrals
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or perturbative QCD calculations, then a combination of CKM matrix elements,

followed by a four-quark hadronic matrix element.58 We would like to extract the

CKM matrix element from the measurement of xj (and its strange partner x,).

To do so, we need to know the value of the object in the curly brackets, defined as

3/8Mu and parameterized as ml/j^Z?^ where B\,t is the so-called B parameter,

and }B is the B-meson decay constant

(0|&7o75d|£> = fBmB. (89)

Naive theory, which is expected to work well for the B system, suggests that

BB = 1 to good accuracy. Of course, the stakes are high and a good determination

of My is needed to test the Standard Model. The lattice can do just that .

In Eq. (88) &(A<)> 'he coefficient which runs the effective interaction down

from the W-boson scale to the QCD scale /x, and the matrix element M(/J) both

depend on the QCD scale, and one often sees the renormalization group invariant

quantities M M = 6((J)MM(JK) or Bid = 6(JU).BM(A*) quoted in the literature.

Decay constants probe very simple properties of the wave function: in the

nonrelativistic quark model,

m (90)
where V'(O) is the qq wave function at the origin. For a heavy-quark (Q) light-

quark (q) system, ip(0) should become independent of the heavy quark's mass as

the Q mass goes to infinity, and in that limit, one can show in QCD that I/ITIM/M

approaches a constant.

One way to compute the decay constant is to put a light quark and a heavy

quark on the lattice and let them propagate. It is difficult to calculate fa directly

on present day lattices with relativistic lattice fermions because the lattice spacing

is much greater than the 6 quark's Compton wavelength (or the UV cutoff is

below mi,). In this limit, the 6 quark is strongly affected by lattice artifacts as

it propagates. However, one can make mi, infinite on the lattice and determine

the combination y/mafs in the limit. Then one can extrapolate down to the

B mass and see if the two extrapolations up and down give the same result.

(Nonrelativistic 6 quarks can solve this problem in principle, but the problem of

setting the lattice spacing between light and nonrelativistic quarks has prevented

workers from quoting a useful decay constant from these simulations.)

Among the many lattice decay constant calculations, the one of Ref. 59 stands

out in my mind for being the most complete. These authors did careful quenched

0.2 -

0.0 0.5 1.0
l /MQ q ((GeV)"1)

Figure 33: Pseudoscalar meson decay constant vs 1/M, from Ref. 59.

simulations at many values of the lattice spacing, which allows one to extrapolate

to the continuum limit by brute force. They have also done a less complete set of

simulations which include light dynamical quarks, which should give some idea of

the accuracy of the quenched approximation.

The analysis of all this data is quite involved. One begins with a set of lat-

tice decay constants measured in lattice units, from simulations done with heavy

quarks which are probably too light and light quarks which are certainly too

heavy. One has to interpolate or extrapolate the heavy quark masses to their real

world values, extrapolate the light quarks down in mass to their physical values,

and finally try to extrapolate to o -+ 0. It is not always obvious how to do this.

Complicating everything are the lattice artifacts in the fermion and gauge actions,

and the lattice-to-continuum renormalization factors as in Eq. (79).

The (still preliminary) results of Ref. 59 are shown in Figs. 33 and 34. The

Nf = 2 dynamical fermion data in Fig. 34 have moved around a bit in the past

year and may not have settled down yet.
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The numerical results of Ref. 59 are:

fB =
fB. =

fD = 196(9)(14)(8)

fD. =

240 -

0.0

Figure 34: / B VS a from Ref. 59. Octagons are quenched data; crosses, Np = 2.

The solid line is a linear fit to all quenched points; the dashed line is a constant

fit to the three quenched points with a < 0.5 GeV"1. The extrapolated values at

a = 0 are indicated by bursts. The scale is set by fn = 132 MeV throughout.

^ = l-09(2)(5)(5),
3D

where the first error includes statistical errors and systematic effects of changing

fitting ranges; the second, other errors within the quenched approximation; the

third, an estimate of the quenching error. Decay constants are in MeV.

Note that the error bars for the B system are small enough to be phenomeno-

logically interesting. The Particle Data Group's60 determination of CKM matrix

elements, which does not include this data, says, "Using BBJ/BJ = (1.2±0.2)(173±

40 MeV)2..., IVJJVy2 = 0.009 db 0.003, where the error bar comes primarily from

the theoretical uncertainty in the hadronic matrix elements."

Can we trust these numbers? Lattice calculations have been predicting fo. ^

200 MeV for about eight years. The central values have changed very little,

while the uncertainties have decreased. So far, four experiments have reported

measurements of this quantity. The most recent is the Fermilab E653 Collabora-

tion61 j D , = 194(35)(20)(14) MeV. The older numbers, with bigger errors, were

238(47)(21)(43) from WA75 (1993) (Ref. 62); 344(37)(52)(42) from CLEO (1994)

(Ref. 63); 430 (+150 -130)(4O) from BES (1995) (Ref. 64).

Now back to the mixing problem. On the lattice, one could measure the decay

constants and B parameter separately and combine them after extrapolation, or

measure M directly and extrapolate it. In principle, the numbers should be the

same, but in practice, they will not be.

A recent calculation illustrates this point.65 The authors computed the four

fermion operators Mt, and MM directly on the lattice. Figure 35 shows the be-

havior of M as a function of hadron mass at one of their lattice spacings.

The ratio r,t = Mb,/Mu is presumably much less sensitive to lattice spacing

or to quark mass extrapolation. The authors' result for the lattice spacing de-

pendence of this ratio is shown in Fig. 36, along with an extrapolation to zero

lattice spacing. They find 1.54 ± .13 ± .32 from their direct method, compared

to r,i fa 1.32 ± .23 from separate extrapolations of the decay constants and the

B parameter. (They measure equal B parameters for strange and nonstrange

B mesons, B(/J.) = 1.02(13) for (i = 2 GeV.)
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Figure 35: iW/,c (octagons) and Mhs (squares) as a function of the inverse heavy-

down (strange) meson mass, at /? = 6.0. The dashed line shows the effect of the

lightest points on the fit.

Figure 36: The SU(3) flavor breaking ratio M^/MM VS the lattice spacing a. The

points denoted by crosses were used in the fit (solid line). The burst shows the

extrapolation to a = 0.
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It looks like SU(3) breaking is fairly large, and if that is so, it looks like the

parameter x,, the strange analog of Eq. (88), might be about 20, unmeasurably

large.66

5 Conclusions

Lattice methods have arrived. There are so many lattice calculations of different

matrix elements that it is impossible to describe them all, and in many cases, the

quality of the results is very high. One can see plots showing extrapolations in

lattice spacing which show that the control of lattice spacing has become good

enough to make continuum predictions with small uncertainties. Calculations

with dynamical fermions and a small lattice spacing are still nearly impossibly

expensive to perform, and "quenching" remains the dominant unknown in all

lattice matrix element calculations.

There are two major tasks facing lattice experts. I believe tha t all the people

in our field would agree that the first problem is to reduce the computational

burden, so that we can do more realistic simulations with smaller computer re-

sources. I have illustrated several of the approaches people are using to attack

this problem. I believe that some of them have been shown to be successful and

that "improvement" will continue to improve.

There is a second question for lattice people, which I have not discussed, but

I will mention at the end: Is there a continuum phenomenology of light hadron

structure or confinement, which can be justified from lattice simulations? The

motivation for asking this question is that there are many processes which cannot

be easily addressed via the lattice, but for which a QCD prediction ought to exist.

For examples of such questions, see the talk of Bjorken in this conference,67 or

Shuryak's article.11 Few lattice people are thinking about this question. Part of

the lattice community spends its time looking for "structure" in Monte Carlo-

generated configurations of gauge fields: instantons, monopoles, etc. This effort

is not part of the mainstream because the techniques either involve gauge fixing

(and so it is not clear whether what is being seen is just an artifact of a particular

gauge), or they involve arbitrary decisions during the search (perform a certain

number of processing operations, no more, no less). To answer this question

requires new ideas and a controlled approach to simulation data. Will an answer

be found?
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ABSTRACT

These lectures describe QCD physics studies over the period 1992-1996

from data taken with collisions of 27 GeV electrons and positrons with

820 GeV protons at the HERA collider at DESY by the two general-

purpose detectors HI and ZEUS.

The focus of these lectures is on structure functions and jet production in

deep inelastic scattering, photoproduction, and diffraction. The topics

covered start with a general introduction to HERA and ep scattering.

Structure functions are discussed. This includes the parton model, scaling

violation, and the extraction of F2, which is used to determine the gluon

momentum distribution. Both low and high Q2 regimes are discussed. The

low Q2 transition from perturbative QCD to soft hadronic physics is

examined.

Jet production in deep inelastic scattering to measure a,, and in

photoproduction to study resolved and direct photoproduction, is also

presented. This is followed by a discussion of diffraction that begins with a

general introduction to diffraction in hadronic collisions and its relation to

ep collisions, and moves on to deep inelastic scattering, where the structure

of diffractive exchange is studied, and in photoproduction, where dijet

production provides insights into the structure of the Pomeron.
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1. Introduction
The HI and ZEUS experiments at the HERA ep collider, located in the DESY

Laboratory in Hamburg, Germany, observe interactions of 27 GeV electrons with

820 GeV protons. The study of electron-proton collisions at HERA is but the most

recent in a long and productive series of investigations begun at Stanford by R.

Hofstadter in the '50s. The results obtained in f-channel (momentum transfer)

investigations have provided much of our present knowledge of the structure of the

nucleon as well as several fundamental discoveries. Among the milestones are:

(i) Proton and neutron form factors. The measurement of the dipole form factor led to

the search and discovery of the p, CO , etc.

(ii) The two-neutrino experiment, which established lepton flavors.

(Hi) Bjorken scaling, an entirely experimental discovery, which gave reality to the

hitherto imaginary quarks which had been used empirically to successfully

classify the resonances.

(iv) Measurement of the properties of the quark constituents. The experimental

verification of the number, charge, spin, and momentum of the constituents

established their identification as quarks and predicted the existence of the gluon.

(v) Discovery of prompt leptons produced in neutrino interactions indicating the

production of a new quantum number by the weak interaction.

(vi) Discovery of the neutral weak current in neutrino-nucleon collisions.

Two recent important milestones from the HI and ZEUS experiments at DESY are:

(vii) Observation of the strong rise of the structure F2 with decreasing x, attributed to a

singular gluon momentum distribution in the proton at low x.

(viii) Observation of deep inelastic scattering events characterized by a "large rapidity

gap," attributed to diffractive scattering of the virtual photon from proton,

proceeding through the exchange of a Pomeron. The study of these events yields

information on the flux of Pomerons in the proton and the structure of the

Pomeron itself.

The size of a target feature that can be distinguished in the scattering process is

inversely proportional to the square of the four-momentum, Q2, transferred to the

object being probed. Thus the ability to resolve smaller features requires higher

momentum transfers. The construction of the first ep collider (HERA) provides a

window to this physics at center-of-mass energies of 300 GeV, as compared to 30

GeV reached in fixed-target experiments. This has brought about a new era in the

physics of lepton-nucleon scattering, in which both Q2 and energy transfer v are

increased by two orders of magnitude (equivalent to a fixed-target experiment with a

52 TeV lepton beam). Viewing the collisions at HERA in the Breit Frame, where the

quark reverses upon impact with the virtual photon or boson, the interactions resemble

those found in e*e~ colliders, but with energies greater than LEP200.

1.1. HERA Data

The HERA collider was commissioned with the first ep collisions in the Fall of 1991.

First luminosity was observed in the HI and ZEUS detectors at the end of May 1992

with 26.7 GeV electrons and 820 GeV protons. Since then, there have been four

successful data runs, in the summer and the fall of 1992, from June to November

1993, from May to November 1994, and from May to December of 1995. Another

run began in July 1996 and is scheduled for completion in December. HI and ZEUS

have had similar data exposures. The '92 summer and fall runs collected about 27 nb'',

and the '93 run about 550 nb'1. During 1994, ZEUS collected about 800 nb"1 with

electrons. HERA then switched to running with positrons to increase the luminosity

and ZEUS collected about 4.5 pb'1. In 1995, ZEUS collected more than 7 pb"' of

luminosity with positrons.

2. Deep Inelastic Scattering

Deep inelastic scattering (DIS) at HERA typically involves the exchange of a virtual

photon as shown in Figure 1. The kinematic variables are defined as:

s = (k + P)2 = center-of-mass energy

Q2 = -q2 = -(k-k1)2 = (momentum transferred)2

O2 P»q

2P»q P»k

where x is the fraction of the proton's momentum carried by the struck quark and y is

the fraction of the electron's energy lost in the proton rest frame. The topology of a DIS

event is shown in Figure 2, illustrated with a ZEUS event in Figure 3. The electron
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and the current jet from the struck quark are observed in the central detector, while the

proton remnant travels unobserved down the forward beampipe in the proton direction.

P(P)

Figure 1. A deep inelastic scattering event.

electron (27 GeV) proton (820 GeV)

Forward

)roton remnant lectron

Figure 2. Topology of a deep inelastic scattering event at HERA.

The reconstruction of the x and Q2 of DIS events is determined from the energy and

angle of the scattered electron (E/, 0e') and the energy and angle of the current jet

(F^.Yh). Only two of these four measured quantities are required to reconstruct x and

Q2. For example, in terms of the scattered electron energy and angle (E/ , Ge0, we

have:

yos2f: ' , r , . 4
p\ £

y = l —sin —.
Ee 2

The reconstruction methods using various combinations of the variables Ee', 9 / , Eh,

and yh have different responses to detector effects and vary in accuracy for different

kinematic regions. The optimal reconstruction method, called the PT method, provides

the best performance for the full kinematic range using all four variables, conservation

of E - Pz (see Sec. 2.1.1), and PT balance between the electron and current jets.

electron

Figure 3. A deep inelastic scattering event observed in ZEUS with Q2 = 1600 GeV2.

2.1. Backgrounds

2.1.1. Photoproduction

Photoproduction is not only a large source of background to DIS events, especially at

high y, but also is the source of many interesting physics results that will be discussed

in Sec. 2.3.3. Photoproduction in ep scattering occurs when the electron is scattered at

very small angles (6 < 1.0°) and Q2 is very close to zero (Q2 < 0.2 GeV2). Since the
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outgoing electron in photoproduction events is emitted at very low angles, in most

cases it escapes undetected down the beampipe in the electron direction. However, even

though the outgoing electron is missing, some photoproduction events can contaminate

the DIS sample through false identification of hadronic activity as the scattered electron.

Since the ep interaction cross section via virtual photon exchange is proportional to

1/Q\ photoproduction is the dominant source of physics events at HERA, and even a

small fraction of contamination from photoproduction events creates a sizable

background.

There are several techniques used to suppress the photoproduction background. If the

falsely identified electron is caused by a deposit of hadronic energy near the forward

beampipe, the event will have a large reconstructed y, which can be removed by a y cut.

We can also use conservation of the difference between the energy of the event and the

energy in the proton beam direction:

(E/or - Pj tot)final — (E/o( " Pj Sodmitial — (Ep + E«) - ( E p + E,;) = 2E e .

Since the proton remnant jet contributes very little to this expression due to its small

forward angle, we expect the value of (EM, - P, w) for DIS events to be 2Ee. For

photoproduction events, the scattered electron of energy Ee ' escapes undetected in the

electron direction, yielding a lower value of (E^, - Pz ,„,) - 2Ee - Ec'.

2.1.2. Beam-Gas Background

A large source of background comes from interactions of the proton beam with the

residual beampipe gas. Events from protons that interact after passing through the

detector are not seen. Events from protons that interact before passing through the

detector can be eliminated by measurement of the event time. The topology of a typical

proton beam-gas interaction is shown in Figure 4. Beam-gas events can create energy

deposits that mimic both the scattered electron and the current jet However, the timing

of these events is different than events from the interaction point, which deposit energy

in the rear calorimeter (direction of the electron beam) after the proton has traveled to

the interaction point and the scattered electron has traveled back to the detector. Beam-

gas interactions upstream of the detector directly strike the detector at a time different

from the round-trip time of flight from the detector to the interaction point and back,

which is about 13 ns.

Forward
CA

Mimics current jet Mimics electron

Rear CALorimeter
Incoming
proton

Figure 4. Topology of a typical upstream proton beam-gas interaction.

Proton beam-gas events that originate in the detector can be eliminated with cuts on

(E,o, - Pzm) as described in Sec. 2.1.1. The very small background remaining after

these cuts and the very small background from electron beam-gas background is

calculated from the event rate for special noncolliding bunches of electrons and protons

that are not paired with a corresponding proton or electron bunch.

2.2. Phenomenology of Deep Inelastic Scattering

2.2.1. Deep Inelastic Scattering Cross Section

The neutral current ep DIS differential cross section is:

where Y± = 1 ± (1 - y2). The virtual photon is either longitudinally or transversely

polarized. The structure function F2(x, Q2) gives the interaction between transversely

polarized photons and spin-1/2 partons, and equals the charge weighted sum of the

quark distributions. The structure function FL(*, Q2) gives the cross section due to

longitudinally polarized photons that interact with the proton. The partons that interact

with these photons need to have high transverse momentum, which happens

predominantly at high y. The structure function F3(x, Q2) is the parity violating structure

function which is due to Z° exchange, which is only an appreciable part of the cross

section at high Q2.

2.2.2. Parton Model

Beginning in 1967, a series of ep scattering experiments at SLAC1 showed that the DIS

cross section fell weakly with increasing Q2 and that the momentum distributions of
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the proton constituents (i.e., the structure functions), depended only on x. The Q2

independence of the structure functions, called scaling, had been predicted by Bjorken2

and was incorporated by Feynman3 into the parton model, which assumed the proton

was composed of non-interacting point-like partons, from which the electron scatters

incoherently.

In the parton model, the structure function F2 is given by the charge-weighted sum

of the parton momentum densities, F2(x) = "^ejxf^x). For spin-1/2 partons, Fu = 0
i

and for spin-zero partons, FL = F2. The parton densities are not calculable in this model

and therefore are derived from experiment. DIS provides an excellent laboratory for the

extraction of the parton densities because the electromagnetic probe is well-understood.

In the quark-parton model,4 partons are identified with fractionally charged quarks

that come in several flavors. The proton is made of three valence quarks, and a

distribution of quark-antiquark pairs called the sea quarks. The singlet and nonsinglet

quark flavor combinations are defined as:

qSI (x) = l (<7 , . «+ ?,(*)), qNSi.x) = X(«,<*>-*,(*>}

where the subscript i runs over all flavors. Under the assumption that u(x) = uv(x) +

if(x) and it(x) = u'{x), we have qNS(x) = u*(x) + dv(x) where v and 5 stand for

valence and sea, respectively. The measurement of the momentum sum
1

rule, \xqs'(x)dx < 1, and its experimental determination5 as -0.5, led to acceptance of
0

the addition of the electrically neutral gluons, the field quanta responsible for the
1

binding of the quarks to the proton constituents,6 i.e., ](xqs'(x) + xg(x))dx = 1.

0

Therefore, measurement of the gluon momentum density, xg(x), is required to fully

understand the structure of the proton. It is also particularly important at low x, where

gluon scattering dominated the proton collision cross sections.

2.23. Perturbative QCD

QCD produces interactions between quarks and gluons which cause the quarks to

acquire transverse momentum, which causes scaling violation: F2(x) -4 F2(x,Q2).

Examples of these interactions are shown in Figure 5. The probabilities for these

interactions are called splitting functions and have a ln(Q2) behavior.

QCD Compton Boson-Gluon Fusion

electron

gluon

Figure 5. QCD interactions between quarks and gluons.

As Q2 increases, the photon is able to resolve finer structure in the proton and

interacts with the cloud of partons (quarks and gluons) around each valence quark that

shares the proton's momentum. As x decreases, the fraction of proton momentum

needed to be carried by the struck parton decreases, increasing the likelihood that such a

parton is present. Therefore, we expect the number of quarks to increase with

decreasing x, and we expect this effect to be more pronounced at higher Q2. The

detailed expectations for these changes are discussed below.

The evolution of the quark and gluon densities of the proton with Q2 and x is given

by perturbative QCD. Given an empirical parameterization for the parton densities at

some Q2 = Qo
2: xg(x) = A/' (1 - x)"' (1 + ygx), xqNS{x) = ANSx

s"! (1 - x)""', and

xqsl (x) = Aslx
s" (1 - x)"1" (l + es, ~/x + yslx), the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-

Parisi (DGLAP)7 equations describe the evolution of the parton densities to higher Q2:

where the functions Pv (x/y) are called the splitting functions, which give the probability

that a parton (either a quark or a gluon) / with momentum fraction x originated from a

parton j with momentum fraction y, where x < y < 1. The coupling constant a, of the
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strong force is given in lowest order by: a,(Q2) = 2——, where nf is
2 ,

the number of flavors and A is a QCD parameter that governs the Q2 dependence, and

in particular, sets the boundary for Q2 » A2 where a, is sufficiently small to justify a

perturbative treatment in terms of quasifree quarks and gluons. The logarithmic

radiative QCD processes and their subsequent parton evolution as characterized by the

DGLAP equations result in the logarithmic scaling violations that render the structure

functions dependent on both x and Q2. Even though the structure function F2 is given

by F2(*,62) = X«I2*<7I(*>G2). since the DGLAP equations couple the quark and

gluon distributions, F2 also depends on the gluon distribution as well as the quark

distributions. Moreover, since the structure function is extracted from the cross section,

and the calculation of the DIS cross section requires FL,

3

the parameterization of the gluon density can be determined by fitting QCD evolution

to the DIS data.

2.2.4. Parton Distribution Functions

Parton Distribution Functions (PDF's) describe the sharing of the proton's momentum

amongst its partons (gluons, valence, and sea quarks). Martin, Roberts, and Stirling8

(MRS) and the Coordinated Theoretical/Experimental Project on QCD9 (CTEQ)

assume g(x,Q0
2) ~ x71 and F2(x,Q0

2) ~ \fl, where Qo
2 = 4 GeV2, and they evolve in Q2

according to the DGLAP equations, using the single parameterization to produce a

global fit to the world DIS data. Gliick, Reya, and Vogt10 (GRV) start with valence-

like parton (gluon, valence, and sea quark) distributions at Qo
2 = 0.3 GeV2 and they

evolve in Q2 using the DGLAP equations. This dynamically generated growth in the

parton distribution functions (PDF's) predicts a rapid rise at low-* with g(x,Q2) and

F2(x,Q0
2) ~ x7, where 7 « -0.08.

2.2.5. Models for Low Q2 and Low x

In the low-Q2 region where the proton is mostly sea quarks and gluons, perturbative

QCD cannot be used and other models must be used to predict the behavior of the

structure functions. One approach is to use Regge theory, which describes hadron-

hadron and real photoproduction cross sections in terms of the exchange of a non-

perturbative particle, or "Reggeon" in the /-channel. In the limit as s -> °°, only one of

these Reggeons survives, the Pomeron. The Pomeron has the quantum numbers of the

vacuum. Donnachie and Landshoff" (DL) extended the Regge picture to virtual

photoproduction cross sections for Q2 < 10 GeV2. This approach assumes that

since: F2= Ana1
but at Q1 = 0 : a(y*p) =Cx (w2)40™

and at lowx : W2 = ^- -> cr(y * p) = C'(Q2)x-°m, then : ' ' m F2(x,Q2) = f(Q2)X-°m

x e'->o

Therefore, they relate the structure function to Reggeon exchange phenomena which

successfully describe the slow rise of total cross sections with center-of-mass energy

in hadron-hadron and photoproduction reactions.

In the limit x -» 0, the splitting functions become singular and the ln(l/*) terms

become important. The Balitsky, Fadin, Kuraev, and Lipatov12 (BFKL) equation is a

perturbative QCD approach that resums the leading powers of ln(l/x), producing an

evolution equation in x. The analytic solution to this equation results in a gluon

distribution:

g(.x,(£) ~ xr and y = - 1 2 1 n ( 2 ) a , - -0.5.
n

The BFKL approach may be viewed as the exchange of many gluons, which

corresponds to the same quantum numbers as the Pomeron. This multigluon system is

referred to as the BFKL Pomeron. Since this perturbative QCD process is taking place

at relatively high t, the BFKL Pomeron is called a "hard Pomeron" in contrast to the

"soft Pomeron" referred to above in the nonperturbative DL model, which is

exchanged at low /.

2.3. Measurement of F2and Gluon Extraction

2.3.1. Technique and Kinematic Range

The measurement of F2 at HERA starts by binning the data in x and Q2 and subtracting

the background. The cross section is multiplied by a QCD calculation of FL using

parameterizations of q(x, Q2) and g(x, Q2). The acceptance is measured by a Monte

Carlo calculation. F2 is then unfolded iteratively until the Monte Carlo matches the data.
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Finally, the systematic errors are estimated by repetition of the analysis with excursions

within the error envelope.

The HI (Ref. 13) and ZEUS14 F2 data cover a large kinematic range with Q2 from

0.16 to 15,000 GeV2 and x values between 3 x 10"* and 0.8. The experiments have been

able to explore the low-*, low-Q2 regime through several techniques. Both HI and

ZEUS have taken shifted vertex (SVX) runs with the interaction point moved in the

proton direction to give an extended lever arm for electrons striking their rear

calorimeters, thereby reducing the acceptance cutoff for low Q2. In addition, both

experiments analyzed data with initial state radiation (ISR) from the electron, which

reduced the energy of the incoming electron, which also permits access to lower Q2

scattering within the detector acceptance. Finally, ZEUS added a calorimeter behind

and between the rear calorimeter and the beampipe. This beampipe calorimeter (BPC)

detects electrons scattering at very shallow angles that would otherwise be unobserved.

Figure 6 compares the range of structure function measurements from HI and

ZEUS with deep inelastic fixed target electron scattering at SLAC and muon scattering

at CERN (BCDMS,15 NMC16) and Fermilab [E665 (Ref. 17)]. This shows that the

HERA experiments have extended the range of both x and Q2 measurements by more

than two orders of magnitude. There is also considerable overlap between the HERA

results and those of E665 and NMC, providing for comparisons with the fixed target

regime.

23.2. F2 Results

Figure 7 shows the final results for F2 versus x in Q2 bins from the HI and ZEUS

1994 data sets, along with the fixed target muon scattering experiments BCDMS,

NMC, and E665. The dramatic rise in F2 with decreasing x is evident over a wide

Q2 range from 1.5 to 5000 GeV2. This rise is attributed to a sharp increase in the gluon

content with decreasing x at low values of x. This singular gluon behavior is further

discussed in Sec. 2.3.3.

10 10

Figure 6. Kinematic range of structure function measurements.
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Figure 7. Measurements of F2 versus x for various Q2 bins from HI, ZEUS (Normal
VerteX, Shifted VerteX, and Initial State Radiation samples), and fixed target muon

scattering experiments at CERN (NMC, BCDMS) and Fermilab (E665).

There is good agreement between HI and ZEUS, as well as between the HERA results

and the fixed target muon scattering data of BCDMS, NMC, and E665. Also shown is

a next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD fit used for the acceptance calculation for ZEUS.

This fit agrees well with the data, showing that the QCD evolution characterized by the

DGLAP equations describes that data well down to x = 3 x 10'5. The agreement

between the data and the ZEUS QCD NLO fit indicates that the DGLAP evolution

approaches of MRS, CTEQ, and GRV are sufficient to explain the data shown in

Figure 7 and that it is not necessary to invoke the BFKL equation to resum the ln(l/x)

terms in the kinematic regime covered by the HERA data thus far. Further

investigation at low x and low Q2 is discussed in Sec. 2.3.4.

At large x and at Q2 values up to 70 GeV2, where the HERA data reach the x range

covered by the fixed-target experiments, good agreement with the muon scattering

results is observed. The agreement of the QCD NLO fit with both the HERA and fixed

target muon scattering data shows a consistent picture between QCD evolution and the

experiments over a wide kinematic range. This observation is further underscored by

the good agreement between the HERA data and the latest parton distribution functions

from the global data analyses produced by CTEQ'8 and MRS."

2.33. Extraction of the Gluon Density

Figure 8 shows measurements of F2 as a function of Q2 for various bins of x from HI,

ZEUS, and fixed target muon scattering experiments at CERN (NMC, BCDMS) and

Fermilab (E665). There is good agreement between ZEUS and HI, as well as good

agreement between the HERA measurements and the fixed target results where they

overlap from x = 0.004 through 0.081. The QCD NLO fit is also shown. It agrees well

with the HERA and muon scattering data, indicating that the measured *-Q2 behavior

of F2 is described by QCD using DGLAP evolution over the full kinematic range. The

plot also shows the variation of F2 with Q2, showing strong QCD-predicted scaling

violations for x < 0.02. Since these scaling violations are caused by gluon radiation,

they can be used to determine the gluon distribution.

As pointed out in Sec. 2.2.3, the logarithmic slope dF2/dlnQ2 provides a

measurement of the gluon distribution. An example of the fitting technique can be

taken from the ZEUS analysis of the 1994 F2 data. The NMC data was used to

constrain the fit at larger values of A:. The momentum sum rule was used to constrain
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Figure 8. F, versus Q2 for various bins of x for H1, ZEUS, and for fixed target muon
scattering (BCDMS, E665, NMC) along with the NLO QCD fit to ZEUS data.

NLO QCD fit Q2 = 20 GeV2

HI 1994

ZEUS 1994 (preliminary)

jj HI 1993

Figure 9. Results for fits to the gluon distribution from HI and ZEUS from the 1993
and 1994 data sets.

the gluon density. The functional forms of the quark and gluon densities shown in Sec.

2.2.3 were assumed. The SLAC/BCDMS value of cc^M^) = 0.113 was assumed and

evolved in Q2. The quark and gluon distributions were evolved using the

DGLAP equations to measured Q2 bins to calculate F2, and this was compared to the

data by computing a %2 with statistical errors only. A nonlinear minimization of the x2

was then used to find the fit parameters of the assumed functional forms of the quark

and gluon distributions. Finally, the systematic uncertainty was estimated separately by

varying each of the 31 different systematic effects individually and performing a new

fit.
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Figure 9 shows the results of NLO QCD fits for the gluon density from HI

(Ref. 20), ZEUS,21 and NMC16 data for Q2 - 20 GeV2. The most striking effect is the

more than an order of magnitude increase in the gluon content of the proton from about

one gluon per unit of rapidity to more than 20 for x approaching 10'4. It is also

important to notice the major increase in range from that of the NMC experiment to the

HERA results, as well as the significant improvement in the uncertainty and validity

range in the kinematic plane between the 1993 and 1994 HERA measurements, while

the agreement between the 1993 and 1994 HERA measurements remains quite good.

The ZEUS measurement found an exponent of the gluon distribution (see Sec. 2.2.3)

8g - 0.24 ± 0.02, and the momentum sum rule at Q2 - 7 GeV2 determined

contributions of 0.555 quarks + 0.445 gluons.

There are some general caveats in order, concerning the extraction of F2 and the

gluon density. These analyses involve a priori assumptions for a, and the quark-gluon

parameterization in order to compute the FL and F3 corrections to the DIS cross section.

The extracted F2 is sensitive to these assumptions, particularly for the high->> kinematic

range data, which is sensitive to the gluon. Therefore, it is more prudent to perform an

assumption-independent analysis by directly fitting the cross-section data. The results

of such an analysis can yield consistent values for a, and the quark and gluon

parameterizations.

2.3.4. Low Q2 Measurements

The use of techniques such as shifted vertex running and initial state radiation analysis,

as well as the data from the ZEUS beampipe calorimeter (BPC), have enabled

measurements at lower Q2 in the low-* region. This allows the study of the transition

between DIS and photoproduction. At Q2 = 0, the dominant processes are non-

perturbative and described by Regge theory. As Q2 increases, it is expected to observe

the onset of perturbative QCD. The nature of the transition from a soft process of low

virtuality to a hard process of high virtuality should provide understanding of both

types of interactions. Knowledge of the low x and low Q2 region is also needed for the

calculation of radiative corrections.
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Figure 10. F2 versus x in Q2 bins from the 1995 ZEUS BPC (upper six plots) and 1994
shifted and normal vertex (lower three plots) data shown with E665 muon scattering
results at the closest Q2 values. Also shown are the theoretical predictions of GRV

(dotted lines) and DL (solid lines).

The top six plots of Fig. 10 show the preliminary ZEUS BPC F2 results for 0.16 <

Q2 < 0.57 GeV2. Also shown are the data from the E665 (Ref. 17) measurement at a

similar Q2, but much larger x. There is a rise in F2 of approximately 1.5 to 2 from x

near 10"3 to x near 10"5. The bottom of Fig. 10 shows F2 values from ZEUS and E665

for Q2 = 1.5, 3.0, and 6.5 GeV2 showing a rapid rise of F2 as Q2 increases. The rise of

F2 over two to three decades in x from E665 to ZEUS for 0.16 < Q2 < 0.57 GeV2

agrees with the expectations of the DL model discussed in Sec. 2.2.5. However, at
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higher Q2, the DL prediction falls substantially below the ZEUS result. The GRV

perturbative QCD prediction for F2 accounts for about 40% of the measured F2 at Q2 =

0.44 GeV2 and about 80% at Q2 = 0.57 GeV2. At larger Q2 values, the GRV prediction

reproduces the rapid rise of F2, but is somewhat higher. We therefore observe the

transition from a region of Q2 <, 0.5 GeV2, where the DL soft Pomeron model

describes almost real photoproduction and the perturbative QCD picture does not

describe the measured behavior, to a region of Q2 £ 1.5 GeV2, where a perturbative

QCD prediction is valid and the Regge picture is no longer appropriate.

A useful way to display the results for F2 is to plot the total y*p cross section using

ZEUS 1995 PRELIMINARY

the relation: Gr*p(W2,Q2) =
An2a 1 (. . 4MV

Fi(x,Q2). Figure 11 shows
Q2 1 -

a(y*p) as measured by ZEUS2U2 and E665 (Ref. 17) as a function of W2 for Q2

bins from 0.15 through 6.5 GeV2. The total real photon-proton cross-section

measurements from ZEUS22, HI (Ref. 23), and fixed-target experiments24 are also

shown. The curves show the DL soft Pomeron model and the GRV perturbative QCD

model. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.5, the DL model predicts o(y*p) ~ (W2)008. The GRV

model predicts a stronger variation with Q2 and W2. At low Q2, the DL model

describes the data well, but fails at Q2 2. 1.5 GeV2. At Q2 S 1.5 GeV2, the GRV

prediction agrees with the rapid rise in a(7*p) with W2 observed in the data.

Figure 12 explores the dependence of the exponent X in <7l',p(W2,Q2) ~ {W1f as a

function of Q2 from the HI F2 data.25 There is a steady decrease in X with decreasing

Q \ The data show a smooth transition from the higher to lower Q2 regions in the

Q2range covered by the HI data from 0.35 to 3.5 GeV2 down to 6 x 10"6. The

HI experiment also reports25 that the distinct rise in F2 with decreasing x that is

observed for Q2 > 2 GeV2 is sharply reduced with decreasing Q2 until the rise

observed at small Q2 is close to that expected by Regge models.

•v

g i o 4

b1

10

10'

10

• BPC 1995
D E665
A ZEUS 1994 F2

* ZEUS/H1 yp

DL

GRV

2.B0(Xl/4)

tf(ZEUS)

0.00 (X64)

t.S(X1/2)

3.0 (X1/4)

6.5(X1/B)

10 10

Figure 11. Total y*p cross section, <X£''(W2,G2) = " f F2(x,Q2) as a function of

W2 for ZEUS and E665. The total cross section for real photon-proton scattering from
ZEUS, HI, and fixed-target experiments at low W are also shown.
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Figure 12. Dependence of A. in <T£"(W2,Q2) ~ (W2)x on Q2 from HI

Figure 13 shows <T(y*p) as a function of Q2 with the cross sections at different

W values indicated by different symbols. The data between Q2 = 0.16 and 0.57 GeV2

show the same decrease with increasing Q2 for all values of W between 130 GeV and

230 GeV. This is consistent with the Regge picture as shown by the agreement with the

DL model. For Q2 > 1.5 GeV2, we again observe behavior consistent with a

perturbative QCD picture as shown by the agreement with the GRV model.

i
140
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100

80

60

40

20

ZEUS 1995 PRELIMINARY

L BPC 1995 ZEUS 1994 (previous analyses) -

1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5

Q2 (GeV4)
Figure 13. The total virtual photon-proton cross section aM (7*p) as a function of Q2

1 from ZEUS 1995 BPC and 1994 SVX and NVX data for various mean W2 values.
Also shown are the predictions of GRV (upper curve for Q2 > 1.5) and DL.

Therefore, we see that the rapid rise in F2 with decreasing x observed by HI and

ZEUS for Q2 2 1.5 GeV2 and x « 10"2 changes to a moderate rise in the low Q2 region.

This indicates a transition from the high-Q2 perturbative QCD region to the low Q2

region where Regge models provide a good description, while perturbative QCD does

not. We also see that the transition region between these two regimes is smooth with an

interplay between the two in the intermediate Q2 range.

2.4. Charged and Neutral Current Cross Sections at High Q2

At high Q2 (> 200 GeV2), the charged current and neutral current cross sections

reported by HI (Ref. 26) and ZEUS27 have established that the Q2 dependence of the

CC and NC cross sections are consistent with the W and Z propagators and that the CC

and NC cross sections have a similar magnitude for Q2 > Mw
2. ZEUS has shown that

the NC DIS cross section da/d(f, for e*p and e~p collisions at 200 < Q2 < 50,000
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GeV2 shows good agreement with the Standard Model and uses this to set limits of 1.0

to 2.5 TeV at 95% CL on the effective mass of contact interactions and to place a limit

of 1.4 x 10'" cm at 95% CL on the effective quark radius. HI have measured the

integrated CC cross section and the differential cross section for e*p collisions with

missing transverse momentum above 25 GeV. These results are summarized in

Figure 14. Both HI and ZEUS have used these cross sections to extract the W mass:

A C = 8 4 ^ GeV, M™s = 7 9 ^ GeV, in good agreement with the 80.22 ±

0.26 GeV on-shell W mass measured at the Tevatron.28
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Figure 14. CC and NC DIS cross sections at high Q2 from HI and ZEUS for ep and
e*p collisions, compared with Standard Model predictions.

2.5. Jets in Deep Inelastic Scattering

In the naive quark-parton model, DIS virtual photoproduction gives rise to one jet from

the struck quark and one jet from the proton remnant, which at HERA escapes

undetected down the beampipe. We denote such events as 1+1, where the +1 refers to

the unseen remnant jet. The production of additional jets in DIS beyond 1+1 involves

QCD since it is due to the involvement of gluons in the hard scattering process. In

particular, dijet or 2+1 jet production, to leading order in a, , proceeds via QCD-

Compton scattering (QCDC) characterized by the emission of a gluon from the struck

quark and Boson-Gluon-Fusion, where a gluon from the proton and the virtual boson

fuse to form a quark-antiquark pair. The basic DIS parton emission processes up to

leading order in cc, are shown in Figure 15. Shown are (a) the Born process where a

single quark is emitted, (b) BGF, (c) QCDC where the gluon is emitted in the final

state and (d) in the initial state, and (e) gluon emission in the final and initial state as

viewed in the Breit Frame.29 In the naive quark parton model, the Breit Frame is the

frame where the struck quark is scattered exactly backwards to its original direction and

has no transverse momentum component. However, QCD processes introduce a net

transverse momentum component to the incoming parton or the struck quark itself.

The strong coupling constant, a,, can be measured at HERA from the relative rate of

2+1 jet events to 1+1 jet events. This measurement can be performed for different

values of Q2 so that it is possible to see the evolution of a, within a single experiment

over a wide range of Q2. For the extraction of a, to be reliable, the 2+1 jet rate must be

calculated to NLO and the jet definition must be treated in the same way for experiment

and theory.
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(o)

(c)

(b)

(e)

merged into jets by adding their four-momenta until y:J for all objects exceed a jet

resolution parameter ym. To prevent the detected fraction of the proton remnant jet

from forming spurious jets, a pseudo-particle33 was inserted along the z-axis (proton

direction) and the missing longitudinal momentum in each event was assigned to it.

Both HI and ZEUS extracted values of a , at ym = 0.02. Even this value of ycu, which

requires a large invariant mass between the jets, does not constrain the jets to be away

from the beam direction. This is because one of the nonremnant 2+1 jets is often in the

forward direction due to the forward singularity in the cross section. This forward

direction has the greatest model uncertainty. Therefore HI impose a cut in the jet polar

angle in the laboratory system (6^, > 10°). They also impose a cut in the backwards

direction (6jel < 145°) to ensure analysis in the hadronic calorimeter. In contrast, ZEUS

uses a cut on z = 1/2(1-cosG*), where G* is the angle of the parton that produced the jet

in the Y*-parton center-of-mass system, of 0.1 < z < 0.9. The variable z is a Lorentz

invariant and a well-defined variable in the theory. These cuts on the jet position

significantly reduce the statistics. In the case of the ZEUS cut, the loss is 50%.

Figure 16 shows the corrected jet rates Rul , R2+1, and R3<., as a function of yM for

ZEUS data31 compared with the DISJET34 and PROJET35 NLO QCD calculations for

three Q2 intervals between 120 and 3600 GeV2 and the whole range. Both programs

agree in their predictions for a, and reproduce the shape of the measured jet rate

distributions. HI performed a similar analysis for two Q2 intervals, 100-400 and 400-

4000 GeV2.

Figure 15. DIS parton emission processes to leading order in a,: (a) Born process,
(b) Boson Gluon Fusion, (c) final state gluon radiation, (d) initial state gluon radiation,

(e) Breit Frame view of initial and final state gluon radiation.

Both Hl(Ref. 30) and ZEUS3' have extracted a, from multijet production. They

used the JADE32 algorithm to assemble the jets and relate the hadronic final state

measured in the detector to the hard scattering process. The algorithm employs a scaled

invariant mass ytj = mf/VS* = lEfi/l-cosQJ/W2, where mtJ is the invariant mass of

objects i and j , which are assumed massless and £(, £y are their energies. Objects are
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Figure 16. ZEUS results for jet production rates, R, as a function of the jet resolution
parameter;^ for (a) 120 < Q* < 240 GeV2, (b) 240 < Q2 < 720 GeV2, (c) 720 < Q2 <
3600 GeV2, and (d) 120 < Q2 < 3600 GeV2 with statistical errors only compared with
two NLO QCD calculations, DISJET and PROJET.

The running of a, depends on the renormalization group equation. The extraction of

a, in finite order QCD perturbative calculations depends on the renormalization

scheme. HI and ZEUS use the MS scheme. In second order, the dependence on other

renormalization schemes is characterized by a single parameter, the value of the

renormalization scale36 where a, is evaluated. HI and ZEUS chose this to be Q2. The

same scale, Q2, is chosen for the factorization scale where the parton densities ate

evaluated.

The ZEUS values31 of a, extracted using the JADE cluster algorithm are plotted in

Figure 17 as a function of Q2 for three Q2 ranges. They are calculated from the fitted

values of A £ and plotted against the curves for A £ = 100, 200, and 300 MeV.

ZEUS uses five flavors in the calculation of A because the lower bound of the Q2 range

is above the b-quark mass threshold. The measured a, decreases with increasing Q2 as

expected from the running of the strong coupling constant if Q2 is taken as the scale.

Extrapolating these measurements to Q = M^ yields the ZEUS result from the JADE

algorithm that c^M^) = 0.117 ± 0.005 (stat) ^ (systtw) ± 0.007 (systllut>iy). HI also

extract their result30 using the JADE algorithm, but with four flavors in the calculation

of A and determine (^(Mp) = 0.123 ± 0.018, with statistics and systematic errors

combined in quadrature. The difference in number of flavors should be a small effect

since the contribution to the proton structure function from massive b-quarks in the

kinematic region studied in these measurements is less than 2% (Ref. 37). The HI and

ZEUS values of a, are in agreement with the world average result28 of a,(M?) = 0.117

± 0.005. This constitutes an important test of QCD.

The ZEUS experiment also explored the dependence of the a, measurement on use

of another cluster algorithm, the k, algorithm, which is evaluated in the Breit frame and

uses a jet resolution parameter based on the minimum transverse energy of one particle

relative to the other, yv = 2min(Ei
2,EJ

2)(l-cos0IJ)/Mre,
2, where Mref

2 is either Q2 or a fixed

value of 120 GeV2 (Ref. 38). A second parameter, the transverse energy of the particle

relative to the incoming proton direction, y^ =2E2(l-cos6ip)/Q
2, is used to distinguish

particles that belong to the proton remnant jet from those which form jets by the

condition y^ < ytJ for inclusion in the remnant jet. The k, algorithm does not require a z

cut with its loss of statistics nor a pseudo-particle to take care of the remnant jet. Its

detector and hadronization corrections are smaller than those of the JADE algorithm.

Finally, due to the definition of the energy-angle correlation of the particles with respect

to the proton direction, initial state collinear singularities can be dealt with in a well-

understood manner.29 Figure 17 shows the extracted ZEUS values38 of a, extracted

using the k, cluster algorithm as a function of Q2 for three Q2 ranges , Mref
2 is either

equal to Q2 or a fixed value of 120 GeV2. Extrapolating these measurements to Q =

My yields the ZEUS results from the k, algorithm that a/M^) = 0.118 ± 0.008 (stat)

for M^2 = Q2 and 0.120 ± 0.004 (stat) for M^2 = 120 GeV2. These values are close to

the value of 0.117 extracted using the JADE algorithm, indicating only a small

dependence on the choice between the JADE and k, cluster algorithms.
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the thin bar shows the statistical and systematic error combined in quadrature. The
dashed curves represent a, with A£= 100,200, and 300 MeV.

3. Photoproduction

3.1. Introduction

For low Q2 ep scattering, the photon is essentially real and the involvement of the

electron can be essentially neglected. Such events are therefore called photoproduction

events. Since the cross section has a 1/Q4 dependence, these events are the most

common type of ep interaction. Although the center of mass of the ep collisions is

300 GeV at HERA, the center-of-mass energy of the photon-proton collisions, Ww=

^AyEeEp, has a range from less than 130 GeV to more than 270 GeV. This is

equivalent to a beam of 20 TeV photons striking a fixed proton target. These energies

are sufficiently high to permit a photon that has fluctuated into a quark-antiquark pair to

travel as a hadronic particle for hundreds of proton radii without violating the

Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle.

e (27.5 GeV) e (27.5 GeV)

(in beampipe)

(a)
p (820 GeV)

jet

(in beampipe)

(b)
p (820 GeV)

jet

Figure 18. Topology of (a) direct photoproduction

and (b) resolved photoproduction.
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Photoproduction events are classified into direct and resolved39 categories. The

topology of a direct photoproduction event is shown in Figure 18(a). Direct

photoproduction occurs when the photon interacts directly with a quark or gluon in the

proton. In this case, the fraction of the photon momentum involved in the collision, x r

is close to one. Due to the low Q2, the scattered electron emerges at a very low angle

and travels undetected down the beampipe in the original electron direction. The hard

scattering of the photon with a parton in the proton, carrying a fraction of proton

momentum, x,,, can result in two outgoing partons with high E, that manifest

themselves as two jets in the main detector. The remaining particles from the proton,

which form the proton remnant jet, travel down the beampipe in the proton direction.

Figure 19 shows a high-E, direct photoproduction dijet event as observed in the ZEUS

detector.

. transverse energy

Figure 19. Direct photoproduction dijet event as seen in ZEUS.

Figure 18(b) shows the topology of a resolved photoproduction event. Here the

scattered electron is also emitted at a very shallow angle. However, the high-energy

photon fluctuates into a quark-antiquark pair, thereby resolving into a hadronic state

before the collision. Hence, the photon acts like a source of quarks and gluons, one of

which interacts with a parton from the proton. Therefore, only a fraction of the

photon's momentum, x̂ , participates in the hard scatter, i.e., x̂  < 1. The remaining

photon momentum is carried away by the other partons in the photon, which tend to

travel close to the original photon direction, which is close to the scattered electron

direction. The fragmentation of these remaining partons from the photon is called the

photon remnant and is found toward the rear of the detector. As for the case of direct

photoproduction, the fragmentation of the remaining partons in the proton form the

proton remnant, which travels down the beampipe in the proton direction. Figure 20

shows a resolved photoproduction event from ZEUS with two high-E, dijets and a

photon remnant observable in the rear of the detector.

Figure 20. Resolved photoproduction high-E, dijet event as seen in ZEUS. Note the
presence of the photon remnant in the rear of the detector.

3.2. Models of Photoproduction

In Leading Order (LO) QCD, for direct photoproduction [Figure 21 (a)], the photon

interacts via boson-gluon fusion or QCD Compton scattering. These processes have a

quark propagator in the s, t, or M channel, with the t and « channels dominating. For

resolved photoproduction [Figure 21(b)], the dominant subprocesses (e.g., qg -» qg,

gg —> gg, qq -> gg) involve the r-channel exchange of a gluon. Since the Q2 of the

photon is generally below 1 GeV, perturbative QCD cannot be used to describe the

fluctuation of the photon into a hadronic state. Therefore, the photon is treated as a

strongly interacting particle and a parton distribution function (PDF) is used to describe

its structure. This model is called vector-meson dominance (VMD)40 since the photon

must fluctuate into a meson with the same spin 1. Photon-PDF's are used to

parameterize the probability to find a parton in the photon that carries a fraction of the
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photon's momentum, jtr The circles in the diagrams in Figure 21 indicate the PDF's

for the photon and proton.

Figure 21. Examples of LO QCD diagrams for (a) direct photoproduction and
(b) resolved photoproduction.

At Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO) in QCD, the distinction between direct and resolved

photoproduction blurs. Therefore, a separation of resolved and direct photoproduction

was developed,41 based on the variable

2yE.

where the sum runs over the two highest ET jets, T|jel = -ln(tanG/2) is the

pseudorapidity of the jet, where 6 is the angle of the jet axis, and y = E/Ec is the

fraction of the initial electron energy carried by the photon. x°BS is the fraction of the

photon's energy participating in the production of the two highest E^ jets. This variable

is calculable to all orders in perturbative QCD and is measurable. However, an

additional complication to the measurement of the jet energy is the contribution to the

underlying event energy from the spectator partons that produce the proton remnant jet.

Such multiparton interactions in beam remnants42 have been used to describe hadron

collider data.43 Since the dynamics of hadronic final state interactions in hadronic

collisions should resemble those found in high-energy photoproduction in ep

collisions, these models have been applied to HERA data.44'45

3.3. Jets in Photoproduction

Figure 22 shows the x°BS distribution for ZEUS data46 using the kT jet clustering

algorithm described in Sec. 2.5. The peak at high x°BS is from direct photoproduction,

while resolved photoproduction extends the tail down to low x°BS, where the forward

rapidity acceptance for jets cuts off. Events from the HERWIG 5.8 Monte Carlo47 are

shown with and without multiparton interactions.4548 The Monte Carlo is normalized to

agree with the data for x°BS > 0.3. Irrespective of the multiparton interactions, both

Monte Carlo histograms do not match the data for x°BS < 0.3, although the inclusion of

multiparton interactions moves the histogram closer. For x°BS > 0.3, the HERWIG

Monte Carlo with multiparton interactions provides a good description of the data.

Therefore, ZEUS measures resolved photoproduction for x°BS > 0.3. Also shown as

the dark histogram is the HERWIG LO direct contribution, with a vertical line drawn at

x°BS = 0.75 to define the region above this cut that corresponds to the LO definition of

direct photoproduction. Therefore, for data and calculations, we define resolved and

direct photoproduction by this cut in x°BS.

• ZEUS data
— HERWIG Ml
• - - HERWIG no Ml

Figure 22. x°BS of ZEUS data without acceptance correction (black dots) compared to
HERWIG Monte Carlo with and without multiparton interactions including all

acceptance effects. The shaded histogram is the subset of LO direct HERWIG events.
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33.1. Inclusive Jet Cross Sections

The photoproduction jet cross section as a function of transverse energy, da/dE,.'",

falls steeply with E,., as predicted by QCD. The measured cross section is described by

matrix elements summed according to the quark and gluon distributions of the quark

and gluon distributions in the proton and photon, and is relatively less sensitive to these

distributions than to the features of the matrix elements. Thcphotoproduction jet cross

section as a function of the pseudo-rapidity, da/dT)'", is sensitive to the parton

distributions in the photon and can be used to extract them.

Figure 23 shows the inclusive differential jet photoproduction cross sections,

dc/dE^'and da/dT|Jel, from HI (Ref. 49). The HI data is plotted using the pseudo-

rapidity in the lab frame, where T|(lab) - Tl(cms) = 0.5 lnQEyE,) = 2. Figure 23(a)

shows the E,. spectrum measured in two jet pseudo-rapidity intervals, -1 < T|jCt < 1 and

-1 < T|jel < 2. Figure 23(b) shows the jet cross section as a function of T|jel for three

different jet ET thresholds: E,JM> 7, 11, and 15 GeV. The cross section decreases as

(E,.̂ )-11 with n = 6.1 ± 0.5 between 7 < E,jel < 29 GeV and -1 < t|jct < 2- T h e Z E U S

experiment also reports similar results50 and has extended these measurements to

higher E,. and compared them with NLO QCD calculations.31 The HI and ZEUS

results are consistent with the jet cross sections measured in hadron collisions at the

same cms energy of 200 GeV (Ref. 52), where an exponent of n = 5.8 was measured

for the same E,jct range.

Figure 23 compares the HI data with a calculation based on the PYTHIA 5.7 event

generator for photon-proton interactions.33 The PYTHIA model without multiple

interactions (dashed line) does not describe the measured cross sections well at large

PHOJET
PYTHIA mia

E - - - PYTHIA

I I I , , , I , , I , I

Figure 23.(a) Inclusive differential E/1 photoproduction jet cross sections for E,.'" > 7
GeV from HI for two T| ranges compared with two QCD generators, PHOJET and
PYTHIA, the latter with and without interactions of the beam remnants.Cb) Inclusive

differential T| photoproduction cross section from HI compared with the same 3 QCD
generators for 3 different E / " thresholds'".
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rapidities and at small transverse energies of the jets. The PYTHIA model with

multiple interactions (dotted line) provides a good description of the shape of the

measured da/dr\'" cross section, but gives too large a cross section for small E,JC1 > 7

GeV, where x̂  is small (xY = 0.1). Figure 23 also compares the HI data with the

PHOJET 1.0 calculation,51 which includes multiple interactions, but with softer beam-

remnant interactions than PYTHIA, and adds a characterization of the transition to the-

nonperturbative soft-scattering. In addition, while PYTHIA contains hard initial state

parton radiation, PHOJET does not. The PHOJET curves (solid lines) give a good

description of both da/dEj'" and da/dT|jel distributions. The differences in these two

models and their agreement with the data lead HI to conclude that there are

uncertainties on the order of a factor of two in conclusions about the parton content of

the photon drawn from jet cross sections in the low xy region.49 The data support the

inclusion of interactions between the beam remnants since this produces a marked

improvement in the agreement with QCD models.

3.3.2. Dijet Photoproduction Cross Sections

Figure 24 shows the kinematics of dijet production in the dijet center-of-mass system

and the lab frame. In the dijet CMS, the average pseudo-rapidity of the two highest Ey

1
jets, rj = —(77,

2

1 x E
= —In———, provides information about the structure functions

2 E
In

2 yxyEt

of the photon and proton. The sensitivity to the incoming particle parton distributions is

increased by the requirement55 that IAr|l = IT|, - T|2I < 0.5. Under these conditions

where E / " = E,ie12, for 2 -> 2 scattering in LO QCD, we have: xy
y

for resolved photoproduction (0.3 < xY
0BS < 0.75, where the lower cut is placed to

ensure a well-understood model) and xp « <x 77 for direct photoproduction

Ep

(x°BS > 0.75). This provides an opportunity, by separating direct from resolved

photoproduction, to present cross sections sensitive to the gluon distributions in the

proton and photon, respectively.

duet CMS

v* =-^{m — 772)

LAB frame

Figure 24. Jet kinematics for ep interactions in the center-of-mass system and the lab
frame.

Figure 25 shows the differential dijet cross section, daldr), from ZEUS* integrated

above E / 1 = 6 GeV for the central rapidity range, -1.375 < T|jet < 1.875 using three

different jet finders. EUCELL and PUCELL are cone algorithms57 with radius R =1.

EUCELL uses a sliding window in T| and § to define the seed, while PUCELL uses a

calorimeter cell as a seed and merges nearby jets under certain conditions. KTCLUS58

is a fcj. cluster algorithm (see Sec. 2.5) selected59 to closely resemble the cone algorithm

in its use of AR = -J(A(j>f +(A77)2 and the Ep recombination scheme. Also shown is a

full NLO QCD calculation of Klasen and Kramer56 using the GRV60 photon and

CTEQ6' proton PDF's for R^ = 1.0 and 2.0, where RKp (Ref. 62) determines the

maximum distance in T|-<|> at which two partons can be merged into a single jet. For

comparison with KTCLUS and PUCELL, RKp = 1.0 should be used, and for

comparison with EUCELL, R ^ should be in the range 1.5-2.0. In Figure 25(a), the

direct photoproduction data is in fairly good agreement with the theory, particularly

when the KTCLUS algorithm is used, with the exception of the forward rapidity

region, where the data fall systematically above the theory. The choice of jet algorithm

has an effect of about 25-30% for both theory and experiment. In Figure 25(b), the

resolved cross section data is above the theory by a factor of two, although the

systematic errors are large and the shape appears to be generally the same. The choice

of jet algorithm has an effect of about 50% in both theory and experiment.
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Figure 25. Differential dijet cross section, daldt] , for three different jet algorithms
from ZEUS for (a) direct photoproduction and (b) resolved photoproduction. The

shaded band indicates the uncertainty due to the ±5% uncertainty in the calorimeter
energy scale. The curves are from the full QCD NLO calculations described in the text.

3.3.3. Dijet Angular Distributions in Photoproduction

The difference between the pseudo-rapidity of the two highest ET jets, T|*, where

tanh(T|*) = tanh(l/2(Ti, - T|2)) = cos(9*) and 9* is the angle between the jet-jet axis and

the beam direction in the dijet CMS (see Figure 24), provides information about the

spin of the exchanged particle in the interaction. Only the absolute value of cosG* can

be measured since the outgoing jets are indistinguishable. As shown in Figure 21 and

discussed in Sec. 3.2, LO QCD direct photoproduction involves a quark propagator,

while resolved photoproduction processes are dominated by a gluon propagator. The

angular dependence of the cross section for resolved processes with a spin-1 gluon

propagator is approximately proportional to (1-Icos0*l)'2, whereas the angular

dependence of direct photoproduction with a spin-1/2 quark propagator is

approximately proportional to (1-Icos9*l)"'. Therefore, the cross section for resolved

processes should rise more steeply with increasing Icos9*l than direct processes. This

behavior is also predicted by NLO QCD calculations0.

In order to enhance the sensitivity to the parton dynamics, ZEUS makes a cut64 on

77, which is a measure of the boost of the dijet scattering system in the HERA frame,

ITJI < 0.5. This is in contrast to the requirement of IAT|I = IT), - T|2I < 0.5 used to

enhance the sensitivity of the dijet cross sections to the incoming parton distributions.

In addition, the dijet angular distributions are studied with a cut on the dijet invariant

in 4) and with equal Ef, Mu « 2£f /A / l - |cos0*| 2 . In a LO 2 -> 2 scatter, the dijet

invariant mass is related to xp and xy by Ma = ̂ 4ErEpxrxp = ^j4EeEpyxrxp.

Therefore, the requirements that the dijet system have high mass and small boost select

events with 7p center-of-mass energies mostly above 190 GeV and suppress events

with low x°BS. This produces dijets with good acceptance over a wide range of

scattering angles in a region of xp and xY where photon and parton distributions are

fairly well determined64.

Figure 26(a) shows the ZEUS data64 compared to LO and NLO QCD parton level

calculations63 using CTEQ3M65 and GRV (LO)60 PDF's for the proton and photon

respectively. The resolved cross section rises more steeply with increasing Icos9*l than

the direct cross section. The good agreement between data and theory verifies the

expected effects of the spins of the quark and gluon propagators. The same conclusion

is drawn from Figure 26(b), where the ZEUS data is compared with HERWIG58

(Ref. 47) and PYTHIA57 (Ref. 42) predictions using the MRSA66 and GRV (LO)60

PDF's for the proton and photon respectively. The agreement of Icos6*l dependence

of the measured cross section with these QCD NLO calculations and Monte Carlo

simulations, including parton showering and hadronization models, provides an

important confirmation of fundamental aspects of QCD.
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Figure 26. do7dlcos9*l from ZEUS64 normalized to one at cos9* = 0 for resolved
(black dots) and direct (open circles) photoproduction. In (a), the data are compared to a
LO (dashed line) and NLO (solid line) QCD prediction. In (b), the data are compared
to PYTHIA (dashed line) and HERWIG (solid line) distributions. The inner error bars
show the statistical errors and the outer error bars sum in quadrature the statistical and

systematic errors excluding the energy scale and luminosity uncertainties.
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4. Diffraction

4.1. Soft Diffractive Phenomenology

Soft diffractive ep physics involves the study of soft hadronic collisions. These

processes have a scale of about 1 fm. An example is pp scattering. The total cross

section is approximately constant above 5 GeV. The elastic cross section is a large

fraction at low energy (below 1 GeV) and a small fraction at high energy (above

10 GeV). If one models this cross section as a totally absorbing disk, one concludes

that the elastic cross section equals the inelastic cross section and corresponds to the

optical diffractive or shadow scattering observed when a plane wave impinges on a

totally absorbing target, where the angular distribution is the Fourier transform of the

target.67 In the case of the hadronic cross section, as for the optical case, minima occur

at angular deflections corresponding to specific values of <f. While the experimental

hadronic elastic cross sections display this behavior, their magnitude and dependence

on energy do not.

4.1.1. Regge Theory

The optical theorem relates the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude to the

total cross section, Im F(s,t=0) = (q/4n) Olol(s). Using the optical theorem with

unitarity and analyticity properties of the scattering amplitude leads to the Froissart

bound68 on the scattering amplitude, oIM(s) < c (lnf^J)2 as s —> °°. A useful description

of pion-nucleon scattering above the resonance region (M^ > 3 GeV), where the

energy dependence is smooth, is in terms of a /-channel exchange two-body scattering

process mediated by a single virtual particle (e.g., a pion). However, such a scattering

amplitude has dominant poles corresponding to the exchange of particles with a fixed

angular momentum, j , producing a dependence E' in the amplitude that violates the

Froissart bound as s —» °°.

Regge69 showed that the usual partial wave decomposition of the scattering

amplitude, f(k,6) = ^ ( 2 / + l)f,(k)Pi(cos6), could be extended to continuous complex

angular momenta flj.k) with physically observable states for multiples of integral or

half-integral angular momentum, j(k), called Regge poles. Chew and Frautschi70

extended this to relativistic field theory where the resonances at these values of angular

momentum, j(t), are organized in a family of particles, with different spin but the same

internal quantum numbers, called Regge trajectories. These turn out to have a universal

slope for both baryons and mesons of the form j(t) = j(0) + a't, where a ' = 1 GeV'2.

Crossing symmetry and with the assumption that an isolated Regge pole at lowest j for

space-like / dominates the amplitude results in a prediction7' for the asymptotic

i ( Y"'
behavior of the scattering amplitude in the j-channel, F(s,/) °= —B (/) — and

k [s0)

do/df = PV'Js2'™111 "''• The forward direction is t = 0, and as we move away from the

forward direction, / becomes negative and da/dt decreases exponentially. This forward

diffraction peak is an important feature of elastic scattering. Regge theory predicts that

this diffraction peak should become increasingly narrower at higher s. This is called

shrinkage.

A nearly constant total cross section at high s requires c<(0) very close to one. Since a

single Regge trajectory should account for all elastic scattering at high energy, where no

quantum numbers save angular momentum may be exchanged, the trajectory must

involve the exchange of no quantum numbers except angular momentum and therefore

has the quantum numbers of the vacuum. This trajectory is called the Pomeron

trajectory, where a(/) = a0 + a'/ =1.085 + 0.25/. Regge theory provides a good

description72 of total hadronic and photoproduction cross sections73.

4.2. Hard Diffraction at Hadron Colliders

In 1984, the UA4 experiment at the CERN SPS p~p~ collider reported74 diffractive

production of high mass systems at 4~s = 540 GeV. Ingelman and Schlein75 suggested

that high-p, jets might be produced in such states and that such high-p, structure would

provide new information about the nature of Pomeron exchange. They suggested the

possibility of probing the exchanged Pomeron in a hard scattering process such as

between a gluon in the Pomeron and a parton in the proton, which would have the

signature of two high-p, jets and two low-p, remnant or spectator jets. They also

pointed out that if there were a Pomeron component in the proton that could be

characterized by an effective structure function, this could be studied at HERA, where

the probe would be well understood and with a clear experimental signature: "a quasi-

elastically scattered proton (going down the beampipe) well separated from the

hadronic system."
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Subsequently, the UA8 experiment at the CERN SPS pp collider reported jet

production in high-mass diffractive final states'6 that was in good agreement with a

hard scattering model with a Pomeron dominated by gluons. They also reported77 a

"super-hard" component of the Pomeron, where it appeared that a "large fraction of the

Pomeron's momentum participates in the hard scattering a significant amount of the

time." There have also been recent measurements of diffractive scattering at the

Fermilab Tevatron pp collider. These are discussed in the article by M. Albrow in

these proceedings.

4.3. DIS Diffraction at HERA

In 1993, ZEUS reported78 and HI confirmed79 DIS events that have an absence of

energy deposition in the forward direction. Figure 27 shows an event observed in the

ZEUS detector with no significant deposit of energy beyond 9 > 90°. The figure also

shows the lines of pseudorapidity, T|, at the boundary of the ZEUS forward, barrel,

and rear calorimeters. Events with a large region in T) with no energy deposits are

called large rapidity gap events (LRG). In order to quantify the absence of energy in the

detector, the ZEUS analysis defines a calorimeter cluster as an isolated set of adjacent

cells with summed energy above 400 MeV. The T| of the cluster closest to the forward

direction, i.e., the highest T| value, is called T|nlx. Figure 28 shows the T)m,x distribution

of DIS events from ZEUS. There are two groups of events, one with large r\mtx values,

and the other with T|miI < 2. Also shown is the standard ZEUS DIS MC, which agrees

with the data for r\ma > 2, but not for T|max < 2, where there is a clear excess of events

with large rapidity gaps, corresponding to ~ 10% of the total DIS cross section.

A natural interpretation of these events is that they are due to diffractive scattering of

the virtual photon from the proton. This means that the proton does not fragment into a

visible system of hadrons either because it remains intact or dissociates into a system

which is closely confined to the proton direction. In addition, there is no appreciable

amount of initial state QCD radiation, because that would also have produced hadrons

visible in the forward calorimeter.

Figure 27. A ZEUS DIS event at Q2 =64 GeV2 with a large rapidity gap.

Figure 29 shows a schematic picture of DIS events with no rapidity gap (NRG) and

with a large rapidity gap (LRG). A typical NRG event has the phase space

between the current jet and the proton remnant filled with particles produced by the

emission of additional gluons and quarks created by the color flow between the struck

quark and the proton remnant. An explanation for the LRG events is the emission of a

color-neutral particle from the proton, which interacts with the exchanged virtual

photon. In this case, there is no color flow that would produce particles between the

struck quark and the proton remnant. Since diffraction is considered to proceed by the

exchange of a Pomeron, with the quantum numbers of the vacuum, a model of the

LRG events is to assume a flux of Pomerons in the proton. Figure 28 shows the

prediction of a DIS model with a diffractive component (POMPYT80) modeled by a

flux of Pomerons (where the Pomeron is considered to be composed of gluon

constituents typically carrying a large fraction of the Pomeron's momentum), which

does agree for all values of f\ma.



4.4. Analysis of Diffractive ep Scattering
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Figure 28. Distribution of the maximum rapidity T|mM of a calorimeter cluster in
ZEUS DIS events for data (points), the standard DIS MC, and MC calculations

(POMPYT) adding a diffractive component to the standard DIS processes.
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Figure 29. Comparison of ep events with no rapidity gap (NRG) and with a large
rapidity gap (LRG), showing the absence of the particle and color flow in LRG events.

4.4.1. Introduction

Diffractive ep scattering provides the opportunity to explore the interplay of soft and

hard QCD processes as well as to investigate the structure of the Pomeron. Soft

hadronic processes occur on the scale of - 1 fm and are characterized by the Pomeron

trajectory as described in Sec. 4.1. Hard QCD processes such as DIS, including hard

diffraction, have their hard scale determined by the virtuality of the photon or jets and

the soft scale set by the size of the proton of - 1 fm. In order to apply perturbative

QCD to hard processes, the hard scale physics must factorize from the soft scale

physics. This factorization, which allows the two scales of physics to be considered

separately, is an assumption used to produce the DGLAP evolution equations

described in Sec. 2.2.3.

Important distinguishing features of hard and soft QCD processes are the energy and

/-dependence of the scattering cross sections and their variation with Q2 or W2. Another

interesting question is the partonic structure of the Pomeron. This can be investigated

by comparison with various models treating the parton as composed of combinations

of soft and hard quarks and gluons. Another approach is to treat the Pomeron as a

quasi-hadron with a flux factor and under diffractive conditions to replace the proton

structure function by a diffractive structure function. Another indication of Pomeron

partonic structure would be jet production in diffractive events. Each of these aspects is

discussed below.

4.4.2. Kinematics of Diffractive ep Scattering

Figure 30 shows the definition of the kinematic variables used in ep scattering. The

square of the momentum transfer at the proton vertex is / = (p - p')2, where p' is the

four-momentum of the outgoing proton, or if the proton dissociates, the four-

momentum of the outgoing system. The Pomeron carries momentum IP, with a

fraction of the proton momentum xlp. M x is the invariant mass of the hadronic system

produced from the photon dissociation. P is the fraction of the Pomeron momentum

carried by the parton in the Pomeron that interacts with the virtual photon, in analogy to

the definition of x defined for the proton in DIS.
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diffractive variables

t-(p-p')

M;+Q2-t

Figure 30. Definition of kinematics for diffractive ep scattering.

4.5. Diffractive Structure Function

For unpolarized beams, the differential cross section for single diffractive dissociation

can be described81 in terms of a diffractive structure

function, i n t e g r a t i o n h a s

been performed over t, corresponding to the (undetected) momentum transfer to the

proton system, the effect of FL has been neglected, and the relation x = $xlp has been

used. In the model of Ingelman and Schlein," the proton emits a Pomeron which is

treated as a virtual hadron whose structure is probed by the virtual photon. The

Pomeron is described by a structure function, ^""(/J.g2), which is independent of the

process of Pomeron emission Therefore F2
Dm factorizes as:

F2
DO){P'Q2>XIP) = fip{xip)* ^{P'Q2)'where /«•(*«•)is 1» flux of Pomerons in the

proton, which can be extracted82 from diffractive hadron-hadron scattering within an

uncertainty of about 30%. Regge theoryVedicts that if the xlp dependence corresponds to

a flux of Pomerons associated with the proton, then F°o) °= \(x]p, where n = 2cc(t) - 1,

and a(t) = a(0) + a't is the Pomeron trajectory. The first measurements of i^D(3) by

HI (Ref. 84) and ZEUS85 established the attribution of the rapidity gap events to a

virtual photon-proton process that was dominantly diffractive. Figure 31 shows a

recent measurement of xlp • /^D(3) by HI (Ref. 86) as a function of xlp for different

values of P and Q2. The data is compared to a fit of the form (%)'"'P) with the

normalization in each bin determined by the factor A(P,Q2).
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Figure 31. Preliminary measurement of xlp • F2
Di3) by HI as a function of xIP in bins

of Q2 and p with statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. The curves are
from the overall parameterization of the xlp dependence described in the text.

Figure 32(a) shows the HI (Ref. 86) result from fitting the data of Figure 31 to the

polynomial dependence l/x"p, where n is allowed to vary with P, but not with Q2. The

value of n decreases markedly with P for P < 0.3, which shows that the expectation of

factorization of F2
D(3) is not valid over the full kinematic range. However, HI note that

these deviations from factorization are consistent with a contribution to i^D(3) from

meson exchange. An example of such a meson trajectory would be the /2°(1270),

which would have n - 0 and possibly a much softer P dependence than the Pomeron
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trajectory. Figure 32(b) shows the result where n is allowed to vary with Q2, but not

with p. There is no evidence for dependence of P on Q2.

Figure 32. Preliminary HI results from fitting xIP» F°m(fi,Q1,x,P) to the form

F2
D{3) o= l/x"p. In (a), n is allowed to vary with P, but not with Q2. In (b), n is allowed

to vary with Q2 but not with p. The error bars include statistical and systematic
uncertainties folded in quadrature.

In spite of the lack of factorization of the measured diffractive cross section over the

entire kinematic range, integrating over xlp produces a measurement of the average

deep inelastic structure of the total colorless, isospin-conserving exchanges involved.

Figure 33. Preliminary measurement by HI of ̂ D(j3,Q2) as a function of Q2 for
different P values (left) and as a function of p for different Q2 values (right). The solid
lines in the Q2 plots are the best fit to a linear dependence on lnQ2, with dashed lines at

± la. The dashed lines in the P plots show a constant dependence on p.

I,, =005

HI defines86 F2°(p,Q2) = \F2
D™{p,Q\x,P)dxlp. Figure 33 shows F2

D(p,Q2) from
x,,»00003

HI as a function of Q2 for fixed P and as a function of P for fixed Q2. At fixed Q\



F2
D(P,QZ) shows little dependence on p. The dependence of Ff(p,Q*) on Q2 shows

clear evidence of scaling violation. Most notable is the persistence of the rise with lnQ2

that persists to values of p beyond the point where the proton structure function is

dominated by valence quarks (x -0.15) and not by gluons. These scaling violations are

in agreement with a picture where there is a substantial gluon contribution to the

diffractive exchange. HI have performed a QCD analysis of ^D(/},(22) using

DGLAP evolution and conclude that at Q2 = 5 GeV? "leading" gluon behavior is seen,

where the exchange is mostly taking place through gluons carrying a large (> 0.9)

fraction of the Pomeron's momentum, and that throughout the observed Q2 range

from 5 to 65 GeV2, more than 80% of the momentum transfer in the diffractive

exchange is due to gluons, with a decreasing momentum fraction with increasing Q2.

4.6. Diffraction with a Tagged Leading Proton

ZEUS has used its Leading Proton Spectrometer (LPS) to measure scattered protons

with small transverse momenta (pT < 1 GeV) with respect to the proton beam direction.

The LPS provides a direct measurement of xL = p'/pj^, with 0.4% resolution87 at ptcm =

820 GeV, as well as xlP ~ 1 - xL and / = p \ + m2
p- —. This provides the

opportunity to directly measure t with a resolution ~ 30%, dominated by the

transverse spread in the proton beam. The identification of single diffractive events

(where the proton remains intact) by the presence of rapidity gaps results in

considerable backgrounds from nondiffractive DIS of up to 50% and proton

dissociation (where the proton does not remain intact) of 10-15% (estimated from

hadron scattering data). Figure 34 shows the xL distribution for ZEUS data,83

compared with MC calculations of events from diffraction (RAPGAP89) and the

backgrounds from nondiffractive DIS, pion exchange, and proton dissociation. There is

excellent agreement between the model and the data with a clear diffractive peak at high

xL. The backgrounds peak at low xL values. Therefore, the LPS enables the selection of

a clean sample of diffractive events by requiring xL > 0.97, with a uniform acceptance

in xL, after averaging over an azimuthal angle of 6%. The remaining background for xL

> 0.97 is estimated to be ~ 5% and is subtracted from the subsequent LPS results.

A L

Figure 34. xL = p' /p, ,^ distribution for ZEUS data compared with individual (upper
plot) and summed (lower plot) MC calculations of events from DIS (ARIADNE),
pion exchange, proton dissociation, and diffraction (RAPGAP).

Figure 35 shows the ZEUS LPS measurement of the r-dependence of diffractive DIS

events measured in the kinematic range 4 < Q2 < 30 GeV2,70 < W2 < 210 GeV2, 0.02

< P < 0.4, and xu > 0.97. The bin width in t was selected to be larger than the

resolution, producing four bins in the range 0.07 < Id < 0.35 GeV2. The distribution

was fit to a single exponential of the form do/dltl ~ €*" and is shown in Figure 35 as a

solid line. The value of the fitted slope parameter b = 5.9 ±l.3(stat)^\(.syst) GeV2.



Figure 35. Differential cross section da/dltl from ZEUS for diffractive DIS events with
a tagged leading proton having xL > 0.97, along with an exponential fit described in the
text. The error bars include statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature.

Figure 36 shows the ZEUS measurement88 of the diffractive structure function,

F2
Dm^P,Qz,xIP), integrated over t due to the limited statistics, as a function of xIP in

bins of (J for 0.006 < P < 0.5, 4 x 10"4 < x, < 3 x 10"2, and 4 < Q2 < 20 GeV2 with a

central value of Q2 = 12 GeV2. In order to investigate whether the factorization of F2
Di3)

holds, fits were performed in the highest three P bins to the form A^l/x,,,)*, where the

normalization constants A, were allowed to vary in each bin. A very good fit is

obtained (%2 of 10 for 11 degrees of freedom) in all three P bins with the value a = 1.28

± 0.07 (stat.) ± 0 . 1 5 (syst.). Therefore, this result is compatible with factorization,

which is significant considering the removal of backgrounds, particularly that of meson

exchange, that could affect the HI result.

Figure 36. The diffractive structure function F2
D°\[},Q2,xlp) from ZEUS, plotted as a

function of xlp in five bins of P at Q2 = 12 GeV2 compared with a fit described in the
text. The errors are statistical only.

4.7. Diffractive Dijet Photoproduction

Diffractive hard photoproduction in ep collisions occurs with Q2 = 0 and a final state

hadronic system containing at least one jet. ZEUS has examined dijet photoproduction

events with a forward rapidity gap.90 Figure 37(a) shows a schematic representation of

such an event that proceeds via Pomeron exchange at small /. The indicator of the

photon dissociation is the final state proton's retention of a large fraction of the original

longitudinal momentum. A large rapidity gap between the hadronic system and the



Figure 37. (a) Example of a two-jet diffractive process via Pomeron exchange at
small t. (b) Typical topology of the event in (a) as seen by ZEUS.

ZEUS has measured90 the dijet cross section for photoproduction events with the most

forward-going hadron atr| < 1.8, where the jets have IT^'I < 1.5 and transverse energy,

E,icl > 6 GeV, where Q2 < 4 GeV2 and 0.2 < E/E,. < 0.8, corresponding to

photoproduction interactions with a center-of-mass energy in the range 134-269 GeV

and a median Q2 » 10'3 GeV2. This data has been compared with a factorizable

Ingelman-Schlein (IS) model" where a parton from the Pomeron can directly scatter

off the photon (direct photoproduction) or with a parton from the photon (resolved

photoproduction). The flux of Pomerons in the proton is given by a parameterization of

UA4 data." A second model93 from Donnachie and Landshoff (DL) calculates the

Pomeron flux from fits to hadron-hadron data. The IS and DL Pomeron flux factors

give similar results. ZEUS explored the effects of four different expressions for the

density of partons in the Pomeron in terms of p, the momentum fraction of the struck

parton in the Pomeron:

* super-hard gluon density: Pf^flJ) = 0.1/(l-pT9 [similar to 5(1-P)]
4 hard gluon density: P ^ O ) = 6P( 1 -P)

' soft gluon density: P f ^ P ) = 6 (1-p)5

* quark density (two flavors): Pfs,,P(P) = 1.5P(1-P).

These were implemented in the framework of the POMPYT80 model.

Figure 38. ZEUS differential dijet photoproduction cross section as a function of (a)
T|icl and (b) E^". The thick error bars show the statistical error and the thin error bars

show the statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature (excluding the jet energy
scale error shown as a band). The data are compared with the POMPYT model using
the inputs described in the text and with a calculation of the nondiffractive component.

The ZEUS-corrected differential dijet cross section do7dT)]ct with the cuts described

above is shown in Figure 38(a). The cross section is flat in the central region and falls

off as the jets approach the beam direction. The transverse energy differential cross

section da/dE^" is shown in Figure 38(b). The cross section falls off exponentially as

a function of E,jel. The figure shows that the expectation of the nondiffractive

contribution caused by fluctuations in the final hadron system and estimated using

PYTHIA including both direct and resolved, is three to eight times below the data for

da/dEjJ" and seven times for do7dT|iet. Figure 38 also shows the diffractive model

predictions using POMPYT, the DL Pomeron flux, and the parton distributions in the

Pomeron listed above. The soft gluon density Pomeron parton distribution neither

matches the data in shape nor normalization. The hard quark density describes the

shape, but falls below the data. The hard and super-hard gluon densities provide

reasonable descriptions of the data both in shape and magnitude.



Figure 39. x ^ distribution from ZEUS for diffractive photoproduction of dijets. The
solid line shows POMPYT with resolved and direct contributions for a hard gluon

density in the Pomeron. The direct contribution is shown as the shaded area.

Figure 39 shows the xfBS distribution from ZEUS for diffractive photoproduction of

dijets with the cuts described above. The xfBS distribution peaks at x,01" = 0.85 with a

large tail at low x^BS. The background from nondiffractive hard photoproduction, as

calculated from PYTHIA, is estimated to be about 18 ± 4 % and is concentrated at

large xfBS values, so it cannot account for the amount of the data nor the low xY
0BS tail.

The dependence of the relative amounts of direct and resolved contributions to standard

hard photoproduction is predicted to depend on the jet transverse energy.*1 The

resolved contribution is expected to dominate over the direct in the E,'cl range of this

sample. However, due to the limited center-of-mass energy, the direct contribution is

expected to be enhanced.90 Figure 39 shows that the sum of the direct and resolved

contributions as predicted by POMPYT (histogram) with the hard gluon Pomeron

parton density and IS Pomeron flux give a reasonable description of the data. In

contrast, the prediction of the purely direct photoproduction contribution (shaded area)

does not reproduce the data. This remains true when a hard quark density is used.

Therefore, one can conclude that resolved diffractive photoproduction is being

observed.

5. Conclusions
The HERA collider and the HI and ZEUS experiments have unearthed a rich source of

information on the structure of the proton and the photon. The extension of the range of

the proton structure function measurements by two orders of magnitude has uncovered

the dramatic rise in F2 with decreasing x at low Q2 that indicates a large increase in the

gluon density. At low Q2, we are observing the transition from perturbative QCD to the

soft hadronic physics described by Regge theory. Studies of deep inelastic multijet

events have shown the value and running of the strong coupling constant over a large

Q2 range within a single experiment. The observation of resolved and direct

photoproduction, particularly in dijets, has provided new insight into the structure of the

photon as well as the spin of the exchanged parton in these processes. The discovery of

diffraction in ep collisions both in deep inelastic scattering and in photoproduction has

produced information about the structure of the Pomeron and the characteristics of the

diffractive process.

The future for the HERA program looms particularly bright. While all of the above

physics discussed in these lectures is based on data samples up through 1995 of around

10 pb ' \ the DESY Directorate has endorsed an upgrade plan for HERA that should

yield luminosities of 150 pb'Vyear, with polarized electrons and positrons, beginning in

the year 2000. Already, the 1996 run with positrons is expected to yield more than

10 pb"', with more improvements expected in 1997 and beyond, including switching to

electrons in 1998. This large increase in luminosity should yield substantial physics

results in all realms of HERA physics.93 We can look forward to a much deeper

understanding of the structure of the proton and photon, and maybe even some

surprises.
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1 Introduction

Small-i physics encompasses those high-energy reactions where there is a hard

scattering (at scale Q) and where s/Q2 » 1 with s the square of the center-

of-mass energy of the reaction. Thus, deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering at

small values of the Bjorken x-variable is a small-i reaction as is jet production

at the Tevatron so long as the transverse momentum of the jet is much less than

the center-of-mass energy. The new element which occurs in small-x reactions is

that there are two large logarithms present, namely, £nQ2/A2 and £nl/x. We are

used to summing (a in Q2/A2)" corrections as part of ordinary QCD evolution,

and this summation is governed by the renormalization group, or equivalently by

the Dokshitzer, Gribov, Lipatov, Altarelli, Parisi (DGLAP) [1-3] equation. The

resummation of (a in l/x)n terms is less familiar. The leading series of a in 1/x

terms is governed by the Balitsky, Fadin, Kuraev, Lipatov (BFKL) [4-6] equation,

and one expects a generalization of the BFKL kernel also to apply to nonleading

series of (a (n 1/x) logarithms. The BFKL resummation is more like that which

occurs in Regge pole models than that of the renormalization group.

When Q2 is large and when atnl/x > 1, in principle one must take into

account both resummation in inQ2/A2 and in inl/x. The DGLAP formalism is

sufficiently general to allow this, although resummation of inl/x terms means

dealing with anomalous dimensions and coefficient functions to all orders in a.

We shall come back to this question in some detail in Sec. 3.

Evolution in Q2, coming from the DGLAP equation, has been studied and

tested in great detail in moderate x reactions. The physics is that of revealing

partonic substructure as one probes shorter distance scales, a physics that is well-

understood in the framework of perturbative QCD.

Evolution in x, coming from the BFKL equation, has not yet been tested. As

one goes to smaller and smaller values of x, at a given short-distance scale, BFKL

evolution predicts a growth in hard scattering cross sections due to a growing

number of partons. At very small values of x, unitarity corrections are expected

to slow the rate of growth of these amplitudes while the growing numbers of

overlapping partons (mainly gluons) are expected to initiate a strong field strength

regime of QCD where F^ > 1/g and where new nonperturbative QCD effects may

appear. The experimental study of BFKL evolution is the most pressing problem

in small-a; physics, and I shall discuss these issues in some detail in Sec. 6.

These lectures are meant to be an introduction to the theoretical and phe-

nomenological issues in small-i physics with technical details suppressed as much

as possible.

2 Structure Functions, the Parton Model, and

DGLAP Evolution

2.1 Deep Inelastic Scattering Structure Functions

The cross section for deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering is given, in the proton

rest system, by

da
(1)

where the process is illustrated in Fig. 1. E' and fJ' are the energy and scattering

solid angle of the outgoing lepton, while 6 is the scattering angle between the

incoming and outgoing lepton directions. Q2 = —q^ is the virtuality of the

photon exchanged between the lepton and the proton. The structure functions

Wi and W-i appear in the decomposition of

(2)
M

as

(^r)\q,]W2. (3)

W\ and W% depend on Q2 and on the scaling variable x = ^ - .

2.2 The Bjorken Frame

The parton picture is only manifest in a special infinite momentum (Bjorken)

frame where

M2

= (Po,Pi,P2,P3) « (p + -2->0,0, (4a)
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Figure 1.

with p very large and where

One can evaluate <7o«^->0asp->ooso that

Q2 « g2.

(46)

(5)

2.3 The Parton Model (Physical Picture)

In order to describe how the parton model comes about, it is convenient to write

= 21 m

where

M
; /

(6)

(7)

is the time-ordered product of two electromagnetic currents in a proton state.

TpV is given in terms of Feynman diagrams in contrast to W^ where certain

intermediate states are put on mass shell, consistent with Wpv being related to

a cross section rather than a scattering amplitude. T^u is simply the forward

Compton amplitude for virtual photon-proton scattering.

Let us follow the time-ordered sequence of a proton absorbing a virtual photon

and then reemitting it as given by T^ in Eq. (7). Since the incoming photon has

a transverse momentum Q, it must be absorbed over a transverse spatial size

Ax± ~ 1/Q. We view the proton as a collection of quarks and gluons spread over

a transverse size of about one fermi. Because Ax± ~ 1/Q is much less than a

fermi, the incoming photon will be absorbed by a single quark, the probability of

finding two or more quarks in Ax± ~ 1/Q being very unlikely. The quark which

absorbs the photon is called the struck quark. The lifetime of the struck quark,

after absorbing the incoming photon, is

2k_
Q 2 '

(8)

with the first factor being the typical virtuality of the struck quark and fc/Q,

with k the longitudinal momentum of the struck quark, being the time dilation

factor. But the "normal" time scale for soft interactions between quarks in a high-

momentum parton is To = ^ with /J ta 300 MeV. Thus, the struck quark is in

the uncomfortable situation of having a lifetime much too short, and a transverse

momentum much too large, to fit into the proton's infinite momentum wavefunc-

tion. In order to fit into the wavefunction, the struck quark will reemit the virtual

photon, thus lowering its transverse momentum and increasing its lifetime to that

of a normal quark in the light-cone wavefunction of a proton. The picture is illus-

trated in Fig. 2. Thus, in the Bjorken frame, the virtual photon resolves individual

quarks and measures them with a resolution Ax± ~ 1/Q.

2.4 The Parton Model (Formulas)

We have just seen that the virtual Compton amplitude can be viewed as the

absorption of the photon by the struck quark followed by the reemission of the

photon by the same quark. This suggests that the virtual photon actually deter-

mines, or measures, the single-quark distribution in the proton. This is stated

quantitatively by the formula for the "QCD improved" parton model

(9)

where Pj{x,Q2) is the number density of quarks, measured to be bare at scale

= 1/Q, having longitudinal momentum fraction x. In terms of local operators
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Figure 2.

J:dxxn-1Pf(x,Q2) = ^ ^
<o ;v ' ^ pi

(10)

where the operator is renormalized at scale Q2. In general, one should write D,, =

d,, — igAp instead of £>,, in Eq. (10); however, in light-cone gauge A+ = 0 and

Df, = d,,. It is only in this gauge that the partonic picture of deep inelastic

scattering is manifest.

The renormalization scale dependence, Q2, in Eqs. (9) and(10) is governed

by the DGLAP equation and is expressed most simply in terms of flavor singlet,

flavor nonsinglet, and gluon distributions

A//-= , Q2)-<7/'(*,Q2)

qf(x,Q2))

G(x, Q2

as

^ 7 , , (x/x ' )A(x' , Q2)

(lla)

(116)

(lie)

(12a)

v O/^9 2TT JZ X' 1GG{X/X'))

(126)

3 Small-re Behavior from the DGLAP Equation

3.1 Leading Double Logarithms

For very small values of x, the gluon distribution and 7<J<J dominate DGLAP

evolution. The physical reason for this is clear. Soft gluons can be emitted

from harder quarks or gluons, while in a gluon splitting into a quark-antiquark

pair, the quark and antiquark share the momentum of the gluon equally. In the

leading double-logarithm approximation, one requires a logarithm from transverse

momentum integration along with a logarithm from longitudinal momenta for

each power of a. In this approximation, gluons are not allowed to split into quark-

antiquark pairs but only to break into an asymmetric pair consisting of a hard

gluon and a soft gluon. Thus

is the DGLAP equation in the leading double-logarithmic approximation.

Using

,_2, 1 , UNC-2N,
{Q) b ^

and writing en Q2 / A2

•YGG{X) = —

= 0 6 l t , ,
a

Q V A , , one finds

(13)

(14a)

(146)

(15)

Equation (15) leads to a small-x dependence
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xG(x, Q2) oc expW en
Qll

(16)

If one parametrizes xG(x, Q2) as a constant times x~^x& ' in a local region of a;

and Q2, then Eq. (16) leads to

\
Nc

£n I/a;
(17)

Since \J^ = § for N/ = 3, A need not be small so long as x is not too small and

so long as Qjj/A2 is not too large. Thus, DGLAP evolution can give a fairly steep

rise of xG(x, Q2), and hence of P/(x, Q2), as x becomes small.

3.2 Deep Inelastic Scattering from DGLAP in General

The DGLAP equations furnish a general formalism for describing deep inelastic

scattering in QCD. From the operator product expansion (factorization)

uW2(x,Q2)= J2 f ^rPi(x\Q2)Ei{x/x',a{Q2)), (18)
i=/.GJx x

with E{ the coefficient function and P{ the parton distribution. -E1,- is expressed

as a power series in a(Q2) with the first term being e2S(x/xl — 1) and leading

to Eq. (9). Although the separation between P and E in Eq. (18) is in the

renormalization scheme department, as one goes beyond Eq. (9), the product is

scheme independent up to powers in 1/Q2. The parton distributions satisfy the

DGLAP equation

(19)

The anomalous dimension matrix has a perturbative expansion

y(z,a) = a-yw(z) + a27(2)(*) + • • •. (20)

The level of approximation in solving Eq. (19) and in describing vWi in terms of

Eq. (18) is as follows: (i) If one keeps only 7 ( I ) in Eq. (20) and sets Ei = e2, one has

a first-order formalism, the leading logarithmic approximation, (ii) The second-

order formalism keeps the a and a2 terms in 7 along with the constant and order

a terms in Ei. This is the current level of precision of the QCD description of hard

processes [7-9], though in the near future, we may expect to see the third-order

formalism come into use.

So long as a in 1/x is small, the second-order QCD formalism is quite accurate.

However, 7*"'(x) has terms of size ((n l/x)n so that one can no longer expect a

second-order formalism to be adequate when a in 1/x is of order one or greater.

In this case, one might expect that one should try to resum all terms of size

(ainl/x)n in 7 and also in £?,-. This resummation can be done, at the leading

in 1/x level [10-16], using the BFKL equation which we shall describe later.

3.3 Physical Picture of DGLAP Evolution

DGLAP evolution describes how parton distributions change as one measures the

partons with better and better resolution in x± = 1/Q. For example, a quark

which looks bare at a scale Qg may actually be found to be a quark and a gluon

when measured with a resolution Q > Qo- The situation is pictured in Fig. 3.

Although DGLAP evolution can lead to large parton distributions at small x

and at large Q2, a fixed-order DGLAP formalism, when consistently used, always

leads to partons being dilute in the proton. Thus the DGLAP equation, even at

small x, does not lead to any new domain of QCD. As we shall see later, BFKL

1fm

r=1/Q,

r=1/Q

0 Proton
P(x,Q0)

Proton
P(x,Q)

6-97
8318A3

Figure 3.
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evolution leads to large numbers of partons which become dense, and strongly

overlap, leading to a new domain of QCD where partons can no longer be viewed

as dilute and noninteracting.

4 DGLAP as BFKL

DGLAP evolution applies to two-scale problems where (at least) one of the scales

is hard. For example, in deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering, the size of the pro-

ton, 1 fm, furnishes one scale while Q2 furnishes the second, hard scale. DGLAP

evolution, in a fixed-order formalism, furnishes the information on the hard-scale

dependence in terms of initial conditions giving the parton distributions at a scale

QQ. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 4. In moving from lower Q2 to higher

Q2 values.fri 1/x always increases, as seen in Eq. (19). So long as the final x-value

is not too small, the slope in Fig. 4 will not be large and a fixed-order formalism

is quite adequate.

Measured point

/

«n1/x

<!nQ2/A2 l!nQ2/A2-

6-97
8318A4

Figure 4.

If the final .r-value is very small, DGLAP evolution may follow different types

of paths as shown in Fig. 5. For path 1, the slope of the evolution is not large and

a fixed-order DGLAP evolution should be adequate. However, for a path like 2,

the AB part of that path should be well-described by low-order DGLAP evolution;

however, the BC part of that path has a large slope and cannot be expected to be

reliably described by fixed-order DGLAP. It is in such a circumstance where one

must resum all (aCn I/a;)" terms in the anomalous dimension when using Eq. (19)

and do a corresponding resummation for the coefficient function in Eq. (18).

Moosurod point

c

8n Q7A2

6.97
8316A5

Figure 5.

While one use of the BFKL equation is to aid in the resummation of (alnl/x)"

terms in the anomalous dimensions and coefficient functions in a DGLAP descrip-

tion of deeply inelastic scattering, the BFKL equation applies directly to certain

physical processes. The characteristics that a scattering process must have in

order that BFKL evolution apply are: (i) there should be only one transverse

momentum scale, Q, in the process; (ii) tha t scale should be hard enough that

a(Q2) « 1; (iii) the center-of-mass energy squared, s, should be large enough so

that s/Q2 » 1. In these circumstances, all (a(n s/Q2)" terms will be given by the

BFKL equation, and thus predictions for the energy dependence will emerge. Such

processes are not easy to find in practice. We shall describe several possibilities

later on. Conceptually, the most straightforward process is heavy onium-heavy

onium scattering at high energy. The only transverse scale is the size of the onium

which, if the onium is heavy enough, will be in the domain of weak coupling. We

shall use onium-onium scattering in the next section, as a means of describing the

physics of the BFKL equation.
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5 The BFKL Equation

As mentioned above, we shall use heavy onium-heavy onium scattering [17-18] as

a means to describe BFKL evolution. Later on, we shall discuss specific ways that

one might test BFKL evolution in more phenomenologically practical situations.

5.1 Lowest Order

Consider, in the center-of-mass system, the scattering of a heavy onium having

momentum P on a heavy onium having momentum P'. We begin by treating

the heavy onium state as simply a heavy quark-heavy antiquark state bound by

Coulomb interactions. Then the square of the light-cone wavefunction for the

state P can be described in terms of the transverse coordinates x0
 a n d Xi of the

heavy quark and heavy antiquark, respectively, along with 1 — Z\ and z\ giving the

(respective) longitudinal momentum fractions of the heavy quark and the heavy

antiquark. Since the ground state wavefunction can only depend on XQ\ = |xi—XQ|,

we may write $ = $(XQI,ZI) for the square of the wavefunction. Then, at lowest

order, the cross section is given by the square of the one gluon exchange amplitude,

shown in Fig. 6, and takes the form

with

.T^(l + hi (x>/x<))

(21)

(22)

the cross section for scattering a color dipole of size a'oi on a color dipole of size

x'ol at high energy. In Eq. (22), a;< = min{xoi,x'oi} and a;> = max{xoi,x'Ql}. The

cross section in Eq. (21) is clearly proportional to a2R2 with R the radius of the

onium.

In Coulomb gauge, the energy dependence of high-energy onium-onium scat-

tering comes from the higher Fock space states of the onia, consisting of a heavy

quark, a heavy antiquark, and some number of (virtual) transverse gluons. At the

leading logarithmic level, one need only consider a single gluon exchange between

the two onia in order to calculate the total onium-onium cross section.

Figure 6.

5.2 One Soft Gluon in the Wavefunction in the Large-ATC

Limit

In the leading logarithmic approximation, the gluons in the onium wavefunction

carry a small fraction of the onium's momentum. Thus, in the one-gluon approx-

imation, the gluon can be viewed as coming off either the heavy quark or heavy

antiquark external leg as illustrated in the left-hand part of Fig. 7. In the large Nc

limit, the gluon may be viewed as a quark-antiquark pair, as far as color factors

are concerned. And since further soft gluon emission will only involve classical

(eikonal) vertices, the gluon, in fact, acts exactly as a quark-antiquark pair at a

definite transverse coordinate position. This is emphasized in the right-hand part

of Fig. 7.
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Figure 7.
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5.3 Scattering in the Leading Logarithmic Approximation

In the large Nc limit, the n-gluon component of the onium wavefunction may be

viewed as n+1 clipoles made of the (color connected) heavy quark-heavy antiquark

and n "quark-antiquark pairs" corresponding to the n gluons. In an onium-onium

scattering, one dipole in the right-moving onium interacts with one dipole in the

left-moving onium with a cross section given by Eq. (22). Thus, we may express

the total onium-onium cross section as

,x'), (23)

where N(x,Y/2) is number density of dipoles of transverse size x = |x| formed

using gluons in a rapidity interval Y/2, where V = £n(s/M2) with s = p • p' and

with M the onium mass. Thus, in order to calculate the high-energy cross section,

we need to know the dipole density in an onium state.

5.4 The BFKL Equation

In order to write an equation for Ar, it is convenient to first write

N{x,Y) = y>.r0 , j j ^I$(x-o,,zi)n(.TO,,x,y), (24)

where n(xoi,x,Y) has the simple interpretation of the number density of dipoles

of size x in a rapidity interval Y starting with a (parent) dipole of size XQ\. The

creation of dipoles proceeds by one giuon emission which changes a single dipole

into two dipoles as illustrated in Fig. 7.

The equation for n is given as

n(xoi,x,Y) = xS(x -

aNc .-2aNc (—)(Y - y)}n(x3i,x,y),
p

(25)

and is illustrated in Fig. 8. The giuon (x2,)/) is the hardest of the soft gluons in the

wavefunction of the onium. The subscript R on the integral in Eq. (25) indicates

that one is to integrate over the region x02, .1-21 > p. The introduction of p serves to

cut off ultraviolet divergences in the wavefunction. p appears correspondingly in

the virtual corrections [the exponential factors in Eq. (25)] which are determined

from probability conservation. As always in a BFKL description, only leading

logarithms [terms of the type (aV)n] are kept in Eq. (25), although transverse

coordinate expressions are exact, up to powers of p which will be unimportant

when the p —> 0 limit is taken for a physical quantity.
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Figure 8.

Taking a derivative with respect to Y on both sides of Eq. (25) gives

The limit p -+ 0 can be taken after performing the integration in Eq. (26). Equa-

tion (26) is the BFKL equation expressing the evolution of the number of gluons

(dipoles) as one changes the available longitudinal momentum region which those

gluons are allowed to occupy.

5.5 The Solution to the BFKL Equation

The solution to Eq. (26) is

n{xoi'x'Y) = tofi (27)
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with etp - 1 =

with

. Using Eq. (27) in Eq. (23) and Eq. (24) gives

R = 1/2

(28)

(29)

the onium radius.

From Eq. (28), we see that a becomes larger than the geometric cross section

TCR2 when Y « a
 1_1£n I/a2 so it is at such rapidities that one expects strong

(unitarity) corrections to the BFKL equation to become important.

5.6 The Physical Picture of BFKL Evolution

Earlier, we saw that DGLAP evolution corresponds to a growing number of gluons

in a state as one looks to smaller and smaller transverse distances, and that this

growth is especially strong when a large longitudinal phase space is available.

In BFKL evolution, the focus is on evolution for a fixed transverse size as one

increases the available longitudinal phase space. The picture is illustrated in

Fig. 9 with the formula given in Eq. (27). Equation (27) shows that in addition to

a growth in Y of the number of dipoles (gluons), there is also a diffusion of dipoles

sizes away from the starting size, a;oi in Eq. (27). In principle, this diffusion is

slow enough, compared to the rate of growth of the number of gluons, that the

picture of the growth of the number of gluons of a fixed size as shown in Fig. 9, a

hot spot of gluons in the proton, is a reasonably good picture of BFKL evolution.

However, there are circumstances where the diffusion inherent in BFKL evolution

is very important and cannot be neglected [19].

5.7 Unitarity, Saturation, and High Field Strengths

With proper triggering on final-state characteristics, one should be able to discuss

questions of unitarity, saturation, and high field strengths in the context of two

hot spots colliding in a proton-proton collision. However, we prefer to keep the

discussion simple and conceptual, so again, high-energy onium-onium scattering

r=1/Q

X«Xn

Proton
P(xo-Q)

Proton
P(x,Q)
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Figure 9.

will be our "theoretical laboratory" for these topics. In the center of mass, we

may express, crudely, onium-onium scattering as

aa[N{Yl2)faiiroU, (30)

where we have simplified Eq. (23) by taking a typical dipole size in the inte-

gral appearing there. Again, crudely, Odipoie « o?R2 so that a is of size R2,

where unitarity corrections can be expected to become important, when Y is

large enough so that N(Y/2) w I/a. As we have seen earlier, this corresponds

to Y « n
 1_1Cn I /a2 . Thus, we expect the BFKL approximation to break down

when the center-of-mass wavefunctions have on the order of I /a dipoles (gluons)

spread over a rapidity interval V/2. The number of dipoles (gluons) per unit ra-

pidity, *^[S% ,̂ is a constant when N w I /a so that the field strength, F,,v, in

the wavefunction is of order one for those gluons occupying the lowest unit of

rapidity. (The field strengths coming from gluons in any other unit of rapidity in

the wavefunction are even smaller.) Since F^ is not large, we expect unitarity

corrections to be calculable perturbatively, and this is indeed the case. Including

the dominant unitarity corrections in high-energy onium-onium scattering can be

done, and numerical calculations are available [17,20,21]. Unitarity corrections in

the center-of-mass system are just the multiple scattering corrections involving

two or more dipoles.

Perturbation theory is expected to break down when Fp(, takes on values as

large as l/g for gluons occupying a unit of rapidity. This occurs, in the center-of-
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mass frame, when djtyAn « l / a which corresponds to rapidity Y = n
 2_l£n I / a 2 ,

a rapidity twice that necessary for unitarity corrections to become important. At

rapidities this large, the number of gluons in the wavefunctions becomes so large

that our whole perturbative picture of the wavefunction breaks down and a new

nonperturbative regime of QCD is reached. Unfortunately, one cannot expect to

reach such a regime at Fermilab or HERA energies.

6 Phenomenology

6.1 The Soft Pomeron

There are clearly strong similarities between small-a; physics and high-energy soft

hadronic processes. Unfortunately, high-energy soft processes are very difficult

to deal with in QCD. For example, a = ao(s/soY, w ' t n e a 0-08, gives a good

fit to many cross sections [22,23], including total photoabsorption as measured

up through HERA energies, e is a nonperturbative parameter which should be

calculable in QCD. However, in the present Euclidean formulations of lattice QCD,

one cannot give an algorithm for calculating e, and in fact, it is likely that it is

not possible to calculate e in an Euclidean formulation of lattice QCD. So for

the moment, it is difficult to make progress in soft hadronic physics, and we

await a successful formulation of nonperturbative QCD where such extremely

Minkowskian quantities, such as e, can be calculated. A good candidate for such

a formulation is discrete light-cone QCD.

6.2 i/W2(x,Q2), Quark and Gluon Distributions

For Q2 > 1.5 GeV2, vW-i rises rapidly with decreasing x with the rate of rise

depending somewhat on the exact value of Q2 (Ref. [24]). For Q2 < 0.6 GeV2,

vWi acts like a soft process with a moderate, a;"', ̂ -dependence which appears

independent of Q2. It will be interesting to have data in the 0.6 < Q2 < 1.5 region

to see exactly how the transition from hard to soft physics comes about. Also,

very precise data in the 1 GeV2 < Q2 < 5 GeV2 regime could give evidence for,

or against, the necessity of resummation effects in a DGLAP description of deep

inelastic scattering. This is clearly a phenomenology of pressing urgency at the

moment.

On a more qualitative level, in the region 10 GeV2 < Q2 < 20 GeV2 and

x « 10""*, the number of quarks and antiquarks per unit of rapidity in the proton

is about four while the number of gluons is likely between 20 and 30. These are

rather extraordinary numbers when one recalls tha t a traditional gluon distribu-

tion G(x) = | ( 1 — x)5 used for intermediate values of x corresponds to three

gluons per unit rapidity. It would be very interesting to have gluon densities in

the lower Q2 regime. It might be that gluon densities become large enough for

saturation efFfects [25] to become important in the Q2 « 1 GeV2 regime.

6.3 Rapidity Gaps Bounded by Jets

We now turn to some specific processes of special interest in small-z physics. The

first of these, rapidity gaps bounded by jets, may furnish a window to BFKL

behavior. Such events have now been studied both at Fermilab [26,27] and at

HERA [28]. In each case, one measures two jets having k± > Q with a rapidity

gap between them. Except for the measured jets and the rapidity gap, the process

is otherwise inclusive [29-31]. One might guess tha t such a cross section would

take the form

«SS = ̂ gi(xuQ2)Hy,Qi)^2q2(x2,Q2) (31)

with x\ and x% being the momentum fractions of the two jets and qi and 92

being the quark and/or antiquark distributions from which the jets emerge. (For

simplicity of discussion, we ignore gluons.) The process is illustrated in Fig. 10.

Furthermore, one might suppose that

a <x
e2{cP-l)Y

(32)

thus furnishing a possibility of measuring the BFKL Pomeron.

However, the process is not inclusive enough to use the hard scattering for-

mula (31). The problem is that requiring a rapidity gap destroys the delicate

cancellation between real and virtual soft gluons, of which cancellation is key to a

factorization such as expressed in Eq. (31). One knows how to write the cross sec-

tion for the hard elastic quark-quark scattering 0, but the probability that there

are no accompanying soft interactions between the spectator quarks, which would

fill in the gap, is not something which can be calculated perturbatively. What has
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Fig. 10.

become traditional is to include a factor [32,33] < S2 > on the right-hand side

of Eq. (31), interpreted as the survial probability of the gap, or equivalently, the

probability of no soft spectator interactions.

Data from Fermilab show that about 1% of two-jet events have a gap of greater

that two to three units of rapidity while at HERA that number is about 5%. This

means that < S2 > « 0.1 at Fermilab and < S 2 > « 0.5 at HERA. If < S2 >

is not very energy dependent and this is likely, one can take ratios of gap events

at E = 1800 GeV to those at E = 630 GeV now that Fermilab has data at two

energies. Keeping xi and xz the same at the two energies, Eq. (31) leads to

GeV)
4

>i8oo
i GeV) [y(1800)J < S 2 > 6 3 0 '

For example, if Y(630) = 4 then y(1800) « 6 and

ff(1800) _ _8_ < 5 2 >i80Q 4(ap_i)

<7(630) * 27 < S2 > 6 3 0 ' 6

or assuming that < S2 > does not increase with energy,

< — e^0"*"1'.

(34)

G M < 1 < . (35)
a(630) ~ 27 { '

If ap — 1 = 1/2, this ratio could be as large as 2. It will be interesting to see what

happens when the data is analyzed.

6.4 Diffractive Vector Meson Production [34-37]

The process y(Q) + proton -» V + proton' with V a vector meson is illustrated in

Fig. 11. We suppose that Q2 is large, although for heavy vector mesons, this need

not be the case in order to carry out an analysis similar to the one outlined here.

7(q) q+A
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Fig. 11.

The amplitude is expected to be dominated by two-gluon exchange to the 7—V

system. We suppose that t = A2 is very small. In the rest system of the target

proton, the process proceeds in three steps.

(i) Before reaching the target, y(Q) goes, virtually, into a quark-antiquark pair

having lifetime

T , =
2gz(l-z)

(36)

where z is the fraction of the photon's momentum carried by the antiquark, kz =

zqz. For example, for Q2 = 5 GeV2 and q = 100 GeV, n = 8 fm.

(ii) The quark-antiquark pair scatters off the target. Since the k\ integration

is only cut off a t Q2, the quark-antiquark pair has Axj. ~ 1/Q, meaning that

the coupling of the gluons, lines £ and £ + A, occur with a(Q2) strength. This

justifies perturbation theory. In coupling to the small dipole moment of the quark-

antiquark pair, one gets a factor of l\ from lines £ and £ + A. This factor of £\

gives a logarithmic £\- integral, again cut off at Q2. The ^-integral is exactly

the same as appears in defining the gluon distribution.
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(iii) The vector meson is formed from the quark-antiquark pair at a time 6.5.2 Gaps at Fermilab and HERA

r/ = T (37)

with m the quark mass. One finds, for longitudinally polarized virtual photons,

dt

with

and

Q2

i ^ ^ (38)

(39)

- (40)

given in terms of the exclusive wavefunction $y of the vector meson.

Equation (38) has been derived in a double-leading logarithmic approximation.

Further refinements, necessary to confront data, can be found in Ref. 36. At the

moment, perhaps the main use of Eq. (41) is to get an independent check on the

gluon distribution which occurs quadratically in the diffractive cross section. Data

at HERA [24] have already found the extremely rapid rise of the diffractive cross

section with decreasing x expected from a gluon distribution now known to grow

rapidly at small a\

6.5 The Search for the BFKL Pomeron

6.5.1 Deep Inelastic Scattering

Precise studies of vWi may give evidence for resummation effects [13-16]. This

would be an indirect confirmation of BFKL dynamics, but one cannot directly

measure ap — 1 from uW-i data alone. Final state properties, such as transverse

energy flow, may also prove useful in deciding how important BFKL dynamics

is in deep inelastic scattering, but so far these analyses have not proved very

definitive.

I think the best hope here is a comparison of gaps bounded by jets in the two

Fermilab energies as given by Eq. (33). The difficulty is that the V"3 prefactors to

BFKL behavior suppress the 1800 GeV to 630 GeV ratio so that this measurement

will only prove successful if ap — 1 is near 1/2 and if the survival probability is

not very energy dependent. However, a ratio of two or more in the gap cross

section comparing 1800 GeV data to 630 GeV data would be a definitive sign of

BFKL dynamics, and one could try to extract ap — 1, or at least bounds on that

quantity.

6.5.3 Large-t Vector Meson Diffractive Photoproduction [38]

Earlier, we have seen that t=0 diffractivc electroproduction of vector mesons gives

a measurement of the gluon distribution of the proton, a t least in the leading

double logarithmic approximation. If one takes —t large, say — t > 3 GeV2 or so,

the diffractive cross section has the asymptotic form

Tt a (in (s/(-t))3) ( 4 1 )

and could furnish a determination of ap — 1. The most favorable measurement

is to allow the proton to break up so that a quark jet takes the recoil transverse

momentum of the vector meson. In some respects, this process is like the gap

events bounded by jets which were discussed earlier, now with one of the jets

replaced by a vector meson. There is no survival probability factor because the

incoming photon is pointlike and has no spectators to interact with the target

proton. However, the cross sections here are small, and apparently, the asymptotic

behavior sets in rather slowly. Nevertheless, it will be interesting to see what

emerges from the HERA data.

6.5.4 Associated Je ts in Proton-Antiproton and Electron-Proton Col-
lisions

One straightforward way to measure the BFKL intercept, ap — 1, is to study

the inclusive two-jet cross section at Fermilab [39,40] or the associated one-jet

cross section at HERA [41-43]. Let me illustrate the idea in terms of the Fermilab

process. In a proton-antiproton collision, one measures two jets , inclusively, having
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momentum fractions a;i and x-i and transverse momenta &ij.,fc2x > Q with Q a

fixed (perturbative) scale. The process is illustrated in Fig. 12.
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Figure 12.

The two-jet cross section is

,, Q2) + (̂<7 + q)(xuQ
2)\x2[G(x2,Q

2) + ^

(42)

where Y is the relative rapidity of the two measured jets. If one takes the ratio

of a2-jtt, keeping xux2, and Q2 fixed, at 1800 GeV and 630 GeV, the result is

~o^(630) ~" >Jy(1800) ( 4 3 )

so long as Y(630) is large enough to use the asymptotic form (42). For example,

for Y(630) = 4, one gets Y(1800) = 6, and the ratio in Eq. (43) is about 2 for

(ap — 1) = 1/2. While Eq. (42) is only a leading logarithmic formula, a significant

growth in the two-jet cross section with energy would be a significant beginning

to a BFKL phenomenology. There should be a Fermilab result on this soon.

The corresponding measurement at HERA, a forward inclusive jet measure-

ment, has been vigorously pursued by the HI Collaboration [44]. The preliminary

results are strongly encouraging and seem to agree reasonably with the BFKL

prediction [44,45]. More definitive comparisons between theory and experiment

can be expected soon and are eagerly awaited.

7 What Is Needed

From the experimental side, the most urgent issue is a measurement of the BFKL

Pomeron, that is, a measurement of ap — 1. Also, extremely precise data in the

low-x and low to intermediate Q2-region for vW% will be very useful. We can

expect the level of phenomenology to improve to the point of deciding how well

second order DGLAP fits really work and to what level resummation effects are

important. Also, a good direct measurement of xG(x, Q2) either from two forward

jet production or from heavy quark production is important to test how well

second order DGLAP evolution works and to have confidence in the values of xG.

From the theory side, the a2 correction to ap — 1 is very important in order to

do BFKL phenomenology with a good level of confidence. We desperately need

a better understanding of the Q2 « 1 regime, where perturbative and nonpertur-

bative physics merge. Finally, from a purely theory point of view, clarification

and a deeper understanding of unitarity corrections, saturation effects and their

relationship to high field strength QCD are exciting areas where further progress

should be possible.
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ABSTRACT

I discuss how QCD is used to understand the physics of heavy quark

production and decay dynamics. My discussion of production dynam-

ics primarily concentrates on charm photoproduction data which is

compared to perturbative QCD calculations which incorporate frag-

mentation effects. We begin our discussion of heavy quark decay

by reviewing data on charm and beauty lifetimes. Present data on

fully leptonic and semileptonic charm decay is then reviewed. Mea-

surements of the hadronic weak current form factors are compared

to the nonperturbative QCD-based predictions of Lattice Gauge The-

ories. We next discuss polarization phenomena present in charmed

baryon decay. Heavy Quark Effective Theory predicts that the daugh-

ter baryon will recoil from the charmed parent with nearly 100% left-

handed polarization, which is in excellent agreement with present data.

We conclude by discussing nonleptonic charm decay which are tradi-

tionally analyzed in a factorization framework applicable to two-body

and quasi-two-body nonleptonic decays. This discussion emphasizes

the important role of final state interactions in influencing both the

observed decay width of various two-body final states as well as mod-

ifying the interference between Interfering resonance channels which

contribute to specific multibody decays.
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1 Introduction

A vast amount of important data on heavy quark production and decay exists for

both the beauty and charm sector—far more than I could possibly cover in two

lectures. For this reason, most of my talk will cover the production of charm in

fixed target experiments with an emphasis on my own experiment—E687.*

Charmed mesons were discovered by the Mark I Collaboration which studied

the e+e~ annihilation process at SLAC about 21 years ago.2 In the intervening

years, a large number of collider as well as fixed-target experiments have heavily

mined the field of heavy quark physics. The discovery paper by the Mark I

group reported on the observation of « 230 fully reconstructed decays of the

D° into the /^ 'TT* and K^ir±ir+ir'' final state. Recent experiments are capable

of amassing clean, fully reconstructed charm data decays which are in excess of

100,000 events. Millions of fully reconstructed events are anticipated for several

experiments presently taking data.

1.1 Charm and QCD

Charm provides a rich QCD phenomenology in both the perturbative and nonper-

turbative regimes. Studies of production dynamics test leading order (LO) and

next-to-leading order (NLO) perturbative QCD. Charm lifetime measurements

test models based on 1/MQ QCD expansions. Heavy Quark Effective Theory

(HQET) predicts a large degree of daughter baryon polarization in both semilep-

tonic and two-body nonleptonic decay. Semileptonic form factors test nonpertur-

bative QCD methods such as Lattice Gauge Theories (LGT). Finally, exclusive

hadronic decay measurements test factorization models based on QCD renormal-

ization group methods. Exclusive charm hadronic decays underscore the impor-

tance of final state interactions which should be important in unravelling the

pattern of CP violations in the b sector.

While discussing the physics contained in the above topics and illustrating

it with real data, I would like to give you some feeling on how measurements

are actually made. You will probably find that these lectures tilt too much in

the direction of fixed-target experiments. Perhaps they serve as a sort of swan

song since the future of fixed-target charm experiments in the United States is

very short.

1.2 Charm Mesons

Figure 1 is a crude sketch of the spectrum and properties of the low-lying D (pseu-

doscalar) and D" (vector) mesons which consist of a charm quark and an up,

down, or strange antiquark. There are a large number of baryon and higher ex-

cited mesons and baryons as well which are not shown. Several of the most

D*S
+(2H2)

\y

cs D+(1968)

J- T-0 .46 ps
KKTC
TtJCTl

D+(1869)
t - 1.06 ps

Fig. 1. Sketch of the spectrum of low lying charm mesons. The D" amd D+ mesons
form a nearly degenerate strong isodoublet. The JD+ is shifted upwards by roughly
100 MeV. This mass splitting pattern is repeated for the £>""s. Weak decays are
shown by dashed arrows. Some strong and electromagnetic de-excitations of the
D" system into the ground state D system are shown by solid and dashed arrows.
T h e approximate lifetimes of the ground state D system are indicated on the
figure.

*A general description of E687 can be found in Ref. 1.
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experimentally useful weak decay modes are shown in the figure. These are CKM-

allowed decays where the charm quark is transformed to a strange quark resulting

in a single kaon final state for the D° and D+, and a double kaon final state

for the D*. The D mesons have lifetimes ranging from about 1/2 to 1 psec. In

a fixed-target experiment, a D+ might typically be produced with a typical lab

momenta of 100 GeV and will travel several centimeters before decaying. A high-

quality vertex detector, such as a silicon microstrip detector, can readily measure

a several centimeter decay path and thus cleanly tag a charm decay through its

short but finite lifetime.

Perhaps the second best way of tagging charm particles is through the decay

D*+ -> ir+ D° where the D" decays into an easily reconstructive, all-charged

decay mode such as the K^ir* final state. Owing to the small energy release

in the decay D'+ -¥ 7r+ D°, the soft (underlined) pion will carry only a small

fraction of the lab momentum of the D and therefore can be very well-measured

by a magnetic spectrometer. Most of the experimental smearing in reconstructing

t h e D'+ mass is due to the D" reconstruction which cancels in the mass difference

A M = M(D°it+) — M(D°). This cancellation often results in a mass difference

which is about ten times better resolved than the mass of the D'°. By cutting on

both M(D") and AM, one can often get charm signals nearly as clean as those

obtainable using lifetime tagging but without the technological inconvenience of

having to build an expensive vertex tagging system. One can even extend the

AM technique to tag semileptonic final states with a missing neutrino. Most of

the data discussed in these lectures use either lifetime tagging or the D' -+ D

tagging trick to isolate and study charm.

2 The Physics of Charm Photoproduction

Charm-photoproduction provides several nice illustrations of the •successes and

complications of applying perturbative QCD to production dynamics. We will

begin on the most inclusive level by considering the center-of-mass energy de-

pendence of the photoproduction cross section for charmed quarks. In order to

delve deeper into the photoproduction process and study, e.g., the Pt and Xf

dependence for specific charm mesons, one must understand the hadronization

process which describes the soft processes by which charmed quarks appear as

charmed mesons and baryons. Studies of the kinematic dependence of photo- and

hadroproduced charm-charm asymmetries provide surprisingly sensitive probes of

QCD-inspired models of charm hadronization.

2.1 The Charm Quark Photoproduction Cross Section

At lowest order, and at energies significantly above charm threshold, the pho-

toproduction of charmed quarks thought to be dominated by the photon-gluon

fusion process is illustrated in lowest order by Fig. 2. The photon-gluon fusion

. 7

Fig. 2. Illustration of the lowest order contribution to the photon gluon fusion
process. A gluon constituent of the nucleon interacts with a real photon to produce
a cc pair. These graphs are both O(aema3).

process is analogous to the pair production process 7.W —> e+e~ M, where a pro-

jectile photon interacts with a virtual photon from the nucleus to form an e+e~

pair. Charm hadroproduction is thought to occur by a very similar process where

a gluon from the projectile fuses with a gluon from target to form a cc pair.

The charm quark photoproduced cross section will depend linearly on the gluon

density within the nucleon as well as the partonic cross section evaluated at the

squared energy in the photon-gluon rest frame:

a ( 7 p - > c c ) = / dxg g(xg,(j?) a{sxg) , s = s xg. (1)

The variable of integration, xg, represents the fraction of the nucleon momentum

carried by the incident gluon. The lower limit of integration is due to the fact

that s s s xg; the squared center-of-mass energy in the photon-gluon rest frame

must exceed (2mc)
2. The lowest order P G F cross section will grow slowly with

increasing s due to the contributions of increasingly softer (lower x/) gluons.

At next-to-leading order (NLO), the graphs of Fig. 2 are joined by the O (aem a2)

contributions which were recently calculated by Frixione, Mangano, Nason, and

Ridolfi3 (FMNR). The NLO graphs (Fig. 3) include contributions with extra
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Fig. 3. NLO contributions to photon-gluon fusion which produce an additional
gluon or quark in the final state.

quarks or gluons in the final state. Figure 4 compares the experimentally measured

charm quark cross section to the FMNR predictions for several choices of renor-

malization scales, and gluon momentum distributions. The data are a reasonably

good match to these predictions over a large kinematic range covering both fixed-

target photoproduction experiments as well as the very recent data4 on virtual

photoproduction* of charm from HERA. The threshold condition sxg > 4 m\ im-

plies that the HERA data probes gluon density at fairly low xg (xg > 1.6 x 10"4)

while fixed-target experiments typically probe in the more moderate xg range

(xg > 0.04). Although the HERA charm event samples are fairly modest,T they

carry an enormous kinematic lever arm which can be used to ultimately constrain

parameters in the NLO description.

An apparent advantage of testing the QCD photoproduction model through

the measurement of the cc cross-section energy dependence is that the theoretical

cross section does not depend explicitly on a hadronization model, since ultimately

the photoproduced quarks must somehow appear as charmed particles. Although

some very nice models for hadronization exist (which we will discuss in Sec. 2.4),

*HERA defines the virtual photoproduction kinematic regime as Q2 < 4 GeV2.
tFor example, the ZEUS charm cross sections were based on 48 reconstructed D'+ -4 D"n+ -+
(K~Tt+)n+ events.

Fixed Target d a t a + new HERA data + FMNR predictions

a ZEUS D", CIS* Bft-013 FftbOtt
o Ml Indium //, preliminary Clotjow 04
+ ESfll
• O F

x KM 4/2
a WA4
x PEC

m , = 1.6 OoV

W = •Z3 - GcV

Fig. 4. Measured charm quark photoproduction cross sections compared to the
FMNR NLO predictions for various gluon distribution parameterizations and
renormalization scales.

they are phenomenological in the sense that although based on a general QCD-

inspired framework, they parameterize many soft processes using inputs from

experimental data.

Although hadronization assumptions may not enter directly into the predic-

tions, they are required to experimentally measure the cc cross section. An ex-

perimenter will measure the yield of several different charm particles over a cer-

tain kinematic range where the experiment has a reasonably large, momentum-

dependent reconstruction efficiency. To get a total cc cross section from such data,

the experimenter must rely on a fragmentation model to know what fraction of

the total charm cross section hadronizes into the final states being reconstructed.

In addition, the hadronization model can affect the acceptance by controlling the

fraction of charm particles with, e.g., momenta outside of kinematic ranges of rea-

sonable acceptance, or changing the overall reconstruction efficiency by affecting

the multiplicity of particles which accompany the charm particle of interest.*

»This is an especially important effect in photoproduction where charm particles are tagged
through the separation between a downstream (secondary) vertex containing the charm particle
decay products and an upstream (primary) vertex which contains many of particles created
through the hadronization process.
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2.2 Nonperturbative Effects

In order to probe more deeply into charm photoproduction dynamics, one needs

to consider the myriad of nonperturbative, soft-physics effects illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fragmentation effects can change the direction of the charmed mesons relative to

Figure 5: A cartoon of photoproduction of charm in the real world which illustrates
several nonperturbative effects. The incident gluon can b e thought to carry a
small momentum component transverse to the incident nucleon called kt. Soft
gluon emission can accompany the charmed quark as it dresses, creating additional
sources of relative Pj.. A significant amount of quark energy is lost to the emerging
D's while they hadronize.

the charmed quarks as well as significantly degrade their energy. A convenient

variable to describe the energy fraction is called Xp for "Feynman X" which gives

the fraction of available longitudinal momentum in the overall center of mass

carried by an object divided by the maximum possible longitudinal momentum

possible in that frame or:

Vs

In a fixed-target experiment, Xp is approximately the fraction of the beam energy

which appears in the charmed object.

Figure 6 compares the XF distribution of charmed quarks and charmed mesons

according to the JETSET-PYTHIA6 string fragmentation model. Figure 6 shows

that although each member of the cc pair carries an average of half of the inci-

Figure 6: Comparison of the Xp distribution of charmed quarks (left) and charmed
mesons (right) in LO photon-gluon fusion in the LO JETSET-PYTHIA model.

dent beam energy, after fragmentation each charmed particle carries only about

a quarter of the incident beam energy.

Figure 7 illustrates the importance of fragmentation effects by comparing the

observed P 2 for photoproduced D+ to the NLO FMNR predictions for charmed

quarks (without fragmentation). The P 2 distribution of the data tracks fairly well

with the PYTHIA MC which embeds LO PGF with LUND string fragmentation.

The data clearly does not match the high end tail of the FMNR predictions for

bare, charmed quarks where hard gluon emission is included in the NLO descrip-

tion. It is possible to match the P,2 spectrum of the data as shown in Fig. 8 by

supplementing the NLO calculations with fragmentation effects such as intrinsic

gluon k, and momentum loss described by Peterson5 fragmentation.

2.3 Correlations in Photoproduced DD Pairs

It is possible to fully reconstruct both members of a photoproduced DD~ pair in

order to more fully probe photoproduction dynamics. As Fig. 9 shows, there are

two ways of doing this. One can fully reconstruct both particles by detecting all of

the decay products of both decays. Of course, one will necessarily pay a big price

in statistics in acceptance and branching ratios to acquire a fully reconstructed

double-D signal. Alternatively, one can kinematically tag the soft (underlined)

pion from the decay D*+ -> £+D° by exploiting charge and kinematic correla-
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Figure 8: NLO calculations for various kt and fragmentation options compared
to E687 D+ data. The Peterson fragmentation recipe is used which softens the
momentum of the D+ in the photon-gluon rest frame by a factor Z which is drawn
from a QCD-inspired distribution. Fragmentation tends to soften the Pf spectrum
while fct hardens this spectrum.

Figure 7: Overlay of the Pf distribution for reconstructed D+ mesons collected
by E687 (with error bars) with the FMNR NLO predictions (histogram) and the
PYTHIA Monte Carlo.

Figure 9: Two ways of studying photoproduced DD pairs. One can fully recon-
struct both charmed particles. Alternatively, one can use a partially reconstructed
double-D sample obtained by identifying the soft pion from D'+ -> D°n+ decay
through the use of kinematic and charge correlation tagging.
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tions between the pion and a fully reconstructed recoil DT. Because of the small

energy release in D"+ -> D°TT+, the soft pion, D", and D*+ all have approximately

the same laboratory velocity. This allows one to estimate the momentum of a D"+

from just the soft pion by multiplying its momentum by the D*/n mass ratio.§

The charge of the soft pion is correlated with the charm of the fully reconstructed,

recoil D state, and the scaled pion momentum should approximately balance Pt

with the recoil D~T. We use the P, balance variable A2 = | 13.8 P,(ir+) + Pt(D?) |2.

Figure 10 shows the signals for the fully reconstructed and partially reconstructed

DD~ samples7 which start with a baseline sample of « 45,000 inclusive D'B recon-

structed in the K^n*, K^n***, and K^^n+n- final states.

SO 30

1600

1000

coo

\

. 1 . .

• • 1

-i-s-3

. . i

_

• i • •

. i . .

' ' ' ' (b)

-

AM/o D i { (OoV/o)1

Fig. 10. (a) Scatter plot of thejnormalized mass of detached D candidates vs the
normalized mass of the recoil D candidate. The normalized mass is the difference
between the reconstructed and known D mass divided by the calculated event-
by-event resolution. The accumulation near the origin consists of ss 320 fully
reconstructed DD pairs, (b) Distribution of the Pt balance variable A2 for right-
sign and wrong-sign decay pion candidates. The upper curve is the form expected
by fitting the net P2 of fully reconstructed DD candidates and smearing slightly
for errors due to reconstructing the Pt of the parent D"+ by scaling the Pt of the
decay TT+. The right-sign excess below A? = 4 GeV2 consists of w 4530 events.

We have explored the kinematical correlations of the D~D pair using several

longitudinal and transverse variables. The acoplanarity angle, A<1>, which is illus-

trated by Fig. 11 , is used by many experimental groups since most experiments

have excellent acceptance and resolution in this variable. A related variable is the

net transverse momentum of the observed D~D pair or P?(D~D) = \Pt(D)+Pt(D)\2.

STo take into account the very slight soft pion kinetic energy in the D' rest frame, we actually
use a scaling factor of 13.8 which is slightly smaller than the D " + / T + mass ratio.

D

Fig. 11. The acoplanarity angle A<j> is the angle between the D and D in a plane
transverse to the collision axis. If kt or final-state gluon emission were negligible,
the A<j> distribution would peak sharply at TT radians.

A good longitudinal correlation variable is provided by rapidity difference AY =

Y(D) - Y(D). The rapidity or Y = | In ((JE? + F||) / (E - P||)) approaches the

longitudinal velocity in the nonrelativistic limit, but with the added virtue that a

rapidity difference is relativistically invariant. Finally, the invariant mass of the

DD pair measures transverse as well as longitudinal kinematic correlations.

Figure 12 compares the DD kinematic correlations observed in E687 data to

the predictions of the JBTSET-PYTHIA Monte Carlo6 run with default parame-

ters. There is good agreement between the Ay and M(DD) longitudinal corre-

lation variables observed in the data to those predicted by the default JETSET-

PYTHIA Monte Carlo. This longitudinal correlation data along with the P< dis-

tribution for inclusive photoproduced Z)+'s shown in Fig. 7, and the asymmetry

data presented in Sec. 2.4, underscores this LO Monte Carlo's ability to success-

fully model the important soft physics effects of fragmentation. However, the

PYTHIA Monte Carlo gives far too much peaking of A0 distribution near TT and

the P?{D~D) distribution near zero. Because the A$ and P?(D~D) distributions

should be sensitive to hard gluon emission, it would be surprising if PYTHIA got

these transverse correlations right since it does not incorporate the hard gluon

emission processes ' at NLO illustrated in Fig. 3.

• JETSET does include bremsstrahlung-like, soft gluon emission in its parton shower fragmen-
tation model.
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Indeed, Fig. 13, which compares the NLO predictions of FMNR3 to the A<f>

and Pf(DD) distributions observed by E687, shows that the NLO predictions

agree with the data as long as reasonable < kf > values are used.
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Fig. 12. DD kinematic correlations observed in E687 data overplotted with the
predictions of the default PYTHIA model. We use the fully reconstructed D~D
sample for the upper row of transverse correlations, and (because of its larger
kinematic acceptance domain) the partially reconstructed sample for the lower
row which involves longitudinal correlations. The solid curves show acceptance-
corrected predictions; the dashed curves show the predictions without acceptance
effects.

Fig. 13. Overlay of the NLO predictions for the
E687 data for several < k% > choices.

and Pf(DD) distributions to

2.4 Charm-Anticharm Asymmetries

In lowest order QCD, the charm and anticharm quark are produced symmetri-

cally in photoproduction and hadroproduction. In hadroproduction, at next to

leading order, QCD introduces small (« 1%) asymmetries in quark momenta due
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to interference between contributing amplitudes. As we shall see, however, a sig-

nificant degree of cc asymmetries can naturally arise through the fragmentation

process. Figure 14 illustrates the mechanism responsible for a photoproduced cc

asymmetry in the JETSET-PYTHIA model. As shown in Fig. 14, the dominant

source of charm-charm asymmetry in the JETSET-PYTHIA model for photo-

production arises through the differences between the momentum fraction of the

target nucleon remnant carried by the effective quark and di-quark color poles.

The di-quark and quark remnants should be viewed as effective color pole descrip-

tions rather than actual quarks or di-quarks. As such, there is no reason to assume

that their momentum fractions are the same as the quark momentum distributions

measured in deep inelastic leptoproduction. In the default JETSET-PYTHIA, the

effective quark is drawn with a momentum fraction given by dN/dx oc (1 — x)3/x

which has the soft 1/x dependence expected for a sea quark distribution. Since

at the energies employed by E687 the gluons are typically very soft as well, the

default PYTHIA puts nearly all of the nucleon momentum fraction into the effec-

tive di-quark. The very different momentum fractions carried by the quarks and

di-quarks in the default PYTHIA Monte Carlo leads to asymmetries in the charm-

charm particle momentum distributions which are much stronger than those ob-

served in the E687 (Ref. 8) data. On the other hand, an alternative PYTHIA

effective quark distribution called the "counting rule" option draws the effective

quark momentum fraction according to a much harder spectrum: dN/dx oc (1—x).

When one uses the counting rule option, 1/3 of the nucleon remnant momentum

on average is carried by the effective quark and 2/3 is carried by the di-quark.

A counting-rule Monte Carlo predicts significantly less charm-charm asymmetry,

which is in good agreement with the experimental data.

Figure 15 compares the kinematic variation of the photoproduced D+/D~

measured asymmetry to the PYTHIA-JETSET Monte Carlo for sea-like (default)

and counting rule effective quark momentum fractions. The more symmetrical

counting rule model does a very good job at matching the kinematic trends and

level of the D+ asymmetry observed in the E687 data. It is also a reasonable

match to the overall level of photoproduced asymmetry observed for other charm

decay modesll as shown in Table 1.

"Note that different asymmetries are predicted for two different decay modes of the D°. This
is true since the asymmetries are not corrected for experimental acceptance and the two decay
modes have different acceptance versus momentum curves.

N

D

Figure 14: In JETSET, strings are drawn between the triplet and anti-triplet
color poles. Final-state hadrons are produced as these strings fragment. Quarks
are color triplets; antiquarks are color anti-triplets. In photon-gluon fusion, the
initially colorless nucleon emits a color octet gluon. The nucleon remnants must
therefore form a color octet to "cancel" the color of the gluon. JETSET achieves
color conservation by resolving the nucleon remnants into an anti-triplet, effective
di-quark (Q), and a triplet, effective quark (q). Because the c quark must dress
with the q remnant and the c quark must dress with the Q remnant, a differ-
ence between the quark and di-quark momenta fraction distributions will lead to
an asymmetry between the momenta spectra of the charmed and anti-charmed
hadrons.
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Table 1. Observed asymmetry a (%) compared to predictions.
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Figure 15: The asymmetry a = (N(D+) - N(D~)) / (N(D+) + N{D~)) in bins
of PfiD*), incident photon energy, and Xp(D*) for accepted D± photoproduced
from E687. The data is indicated with error bars, the sea-like effective quark
predictions are solid and the counting rule effective quark predictions are dashed.
The lower right corner compares the total lab momentum spectrum for D* can-
didates to the two models. In contrast to the asymmetry, the lab momentum
spectrum is insensitive to the assumed effective quark momentum distribution.

Decay Mode

D+ -4 K-ir+ir+

D'+ -> JD°7r+ -4 (/C-7r+)7r+

D° -> K~ir+ (no D"-tag)

D° -4 /<"-7r+7r+7r- (no Z?'-tag)

D+ -> /C-/<r+7r+

A+ -4 p/C-7r+

E687 Data

-3.8 ±0.9
-6.4 ±1.5
-4.0 ±1.7
-2.0 ±1.5
-1.9 ±1.5

2.5 ±5.2
3.5 ±7.6

Sea-Like

-10.4 ±0.4
-9.2 ±0.7
-9.2 ±0.8
-5.1 ±0.6
-9.9 ±0.5

9.7 ±1.7
21.5 ±0.7

Counting Rule

-2.9 ±0.3
-2.4 ±0.5
-3.0 ±0.5
-1.6 ±0.4
-2.9 ± 0.4

2.5 ±0.7
-7.7 ±0.6

Recently, the E791 Collaboration49 studied the kinematic asymmetry from

their «74,000 event sample of D+ produced with 500 GeV TT~'S incident on a target

consisting of four diamonds and one platinum foil. The asymmetry measured by

E791 (with the opposite convention as ours) is shown in Fig. 16. The basic trend

of an asymmetry which favors more D~'s at larger Xp is the same trend observed

in the photoproduction data of Fig. 15, but the level of asymmetry is much larger

in hadroproduction.

This asymmetry pattern has been previously observed by other groups9 who

study charm hadroproduction where it goes under the name of the leading particle

effect (since the D~ contains the same u quarks found initially in the 7r~ projec-

tile). As is the case for photoproduction, the asymmetry observed in hadroproduc-

tion is a sensitive probe of fragmentation effects since the cc asymmetry predicted

in NLO for charm quarks is very small. Again, the overall level of asymmetry in

the default PYTHIA Monte Carlo exceeds the data but can be matched once one

increases the < kf > to 1 GeV'2 and increases the charmed quark mass from 1.35

to 1.7 GeV. The pattern of asymmetry predicted by the Vogt-Brodsky50 intrinsic

model does not really match the data although a better match might possibly be

obtained by varying some parameters.

2.5 Production Dynamics Summary

Although most of my discussion involved the QCD charm photoproduction pro-

cess, many of the same conclusions apply to high-energy charm hadroproduction.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of E791's (Ref. 49) measurement (error bars) to various
models for the it~ hadroproduction asymmetry. Their asymmetry convention is a
"leading particle" asymmetry with the D~ being the "leading particle," which has
the opposite convention as that used in Fig. 15 and Table 1 for E687. Overlayed
on the figure are the predictions of default PYTHIA, a tuned PYTHIA model, the
intrinsic charm model of Vogt and Brodsky,50 and the FMNR NLO prediction for
charmed quarks which shows a very mild asymmetry for the bare charmed quarks.

The NLO photon-gluon fusion calculations of FMNR do a good job at reproduc-

ing the photoproduced cross section over a large range of photon energies from

20 GeV to over 30 TeV. Such calculations require a choice of charmed quark mass,

renormalization scale, and gluon momentum fraction distribution.

Fragmentation effects play an important role in the Pt and Xp distribution for

photoproduced charmed particles. In particular, in the absence of fragmentation

effects, NLO calculations predict a significantly harder tail to the P,2 distribution

for photoproduced charmed mesons than is observed in E687 data. Studies of the

kinematic correlations between fully and partially reconstructed DD pairs provide

incisive tests of QCD-inspired fragmentation models such as the LO JETSET-

PYTHIA model. Longitudinal correlations such as the rapidity difference between

the D and D are well-reproduced by PYTHIA, whereas transverse correlations

such as the DD acoplanarity angle distributions show considerably more smearing

in data compared to the PYTHIA Monte Carlo. This difference can be attributed

to the hard gluon emission process which occurs at NLO. Indeed, the FMNR NLO

calculations predict an acoplanarity distribution which is in good agreement with

the data under reasonable fragmentation and kt assumptions.

Finally, the asymmetry in the momentum spectrum between photoproduced

and hadroproduced charmed and anticharmed particles primarily reflects the frag-

mentation process. The mechanism used in the JETSET-PYTHIA model for color

conservation in photon-gluon fusion where the target nucleon remnants appear as

effective quark and di-quark color poles provides a natural mechanism for charm-

charm asymmetry. The asymmetry predicted by the JETSET-PYTHIA Monte

Carlo does a good job at matching asymmetries seen in E687 data provided that a

simple counting rule distribution which attributes (on average) 1/3 of the nucleon

remnant momentum to the effective quark and 2/3 of the remnant momentum

to the di-quark is used. JETSET-PYTHIA also does a good job of predicting

the kinematic asymmetry observed in hadroproduction for particular parameter

choices.

3 Heavy Quark Decay

A great many tools of QCD have been brought to bear on the issue of heavy quark

decay. In this section, we will primarily review the physics of charm rather than

beauty decay, since in charm, the QCD corrections to the weak decay process

m
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are particularly important. On the most inclusive level, the lifetimes of weakly

decaying charmed particles serve as measurements of the total decay rate. In

the absence of QCD effects, the lifetimes of heavy flavor states would depend on

the heavy quark alone, rather than the specific charm or beauty particle being

considered. Although the lifetimes of the various beauty states are all comparable,

the lifetimes of various weakly decaying charm states differ by roughly an order

of magnitude. Recent progress has been made in predicting the deviations from a

universal charm lifetime due to QCD corrections, through the use of heavy quark

expansions in 1/MQ.

We will turn next to a discussion of leptonic and semileptonic decays of

charmed mesons. These are the simplest exclusive decays to understand since

all of the QCD effects can be expressed as modifications to a weak hadronic cur-

rent through form factors which can be computable in principle using Lattice

Gauge Theory. Since all semileptonic decay processes studied thus far have a sin-

gle final-state daughter hadron, the complications of final-state interactions which

plague nonleptonic decays are absent. We next discuss polarization phenomena

in charmed baryon decay, an area of charm decay where HQBT makes a very

interesting prediction.

We conclude with a discussion of nonleptonic charm decays which are gener-

ally studied within a framework called factorization. In this framework, two-body

charm decays are described by the interaction of two hadronic currents which are

similar to those describing leptonic and semileptonic decays. Unfortunately, when

several strongly interacting final-state particles are produced, they can continue to

interact after their formation, via final-state interactions. These final-state inter-

actions can significantly distort the factorization predictions for, e.g., branching

ratios into specific two pseudoscalar final states by creating an a priori unknown

phase shift between interfering amplitudes. These same strong phase shifts can be

independently studied through interference between the various quasi-two-body

decay amplitudes which contribute to a particular three- or four-body charm de-

cay.

3.1 Charm Particle Lifetimes

There are seven known weakly decaying charmed particles with experimentally

measurable lifetimes. Last year, the lifetime for the heaviest of these, the ft" (ess)

(2704), was measured for the first time. As you can see from the compendium of

lifetime results measured by E687 shown in Table 2, there is roughly an order of

magnitude difference between these seven lifetimes.10 Before discussing the physics

Table 2. E687 lifetime measurements (in psec).

D+

1.048 ± .015 ±

A+ (udc)

0.215±0.016±0

O,°c {ess)

o.o89±8:8io ± °-

.011

.008

328

D°

0.413 ±.004 ± .003

E+ (csu)
O.4li8:iJ±0.02

Dt
0.475 ± 0.020 ± 0.007

S° {csd)

0 ioi+0 '025 ± 0.005

implications of such measurements, I would like to use a few words to explain how

such measurements are made.

3.1.1 Lifetime Measurement

Most experimental information on charmed particle lifetimes comes from fixed-

target experiments employing vertexing techniques. In order to tag charm, one

generally requires a minimal detachment between the primary and charm decay

vertex of £ > A/ at, where at is the event-by-event estimate of the experimental

resolution on the detachment and M is the minimum detachment in units of

the computed measurement error, at, deemed adequate to ensure a clean enough

charm sample (often a 5-10 at cut is used). It might seem that the use of an

event-dependent minimum lifetime cut which is required to isolate charm might

complicate the process of measuring a charm particle lifetime. Actually, these

complications are actually fairly minor. E687 and most other groups fit their

lifetime evolution data using what is known as a reduced proper time variable,

t' = {t — hf at) /(c/?7), where the (c/?7)"' converts the distance to a proper time

including time dilation, and the A/ at piece effectively starts the clock at the point

of the minimum detachment cut. An exponential decay distribution is exponential

no matter when the clock is started. Given that the error on the detachment {at)

is approximately independent of C and that the acceptance usually has only a weak
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dependence on £, the reduced proper time for a decaying state will closely follow an

exponential distribution expected for a state of lifetime T: dN/dt' as exp (—t'/r).

We generally make binned likelihood fits to the reduced proper time (<') dis-

tributions by minimizing a log-likelihood variable w of the form:

bins

w = - 2

where
n,!

and m = + B (3)

A few words on Eq. (3) might help. The departure from a pure exp (—t'i/r) form

due to acceptance variation and absorption of the charmed particles o r decay

products as they travel through the target are included through the factor f(t'{)

which is deduced via Monte Carlo simulation.* The fit maximizes the Poisson

probability that t' bin populations {n,} of events in the signal region (about, e.g.,

the D°) matches the number expected {/*,} for a given lifetime r and background

level B which are the two fit parameters. The fit accomplishes this by minimizing

w with the extra factor of —2 included so that the ±1(7 errors correspond to

changes of w—wm-ln = 1. Figure 17 illustrates the background subtraction method

used in this type of fit. This procedure should be valid and free of systematics

to the extent that time evolution for the background under the signal can be

adequately determined by events with masses near the signal peak and t h a t proper

time resolution is small compared to the lifetime.

For the case where o(r) < r T and the background level is small, t h e antic-

ipated fractional statistical error on the lifetime is given by oTjr = 1/\/Nmmp\0.

This means that a ±1% statistical error on r (which is comparable t o present

systematic errors due to background uncertainties) would require about 10,000 re-

constructed events. This yield has already been achieved in experiments such as

E687 and E791. Interestingly enough, the lifetime knowledge for the D system is

already comparable to that for kaons: CTT/T = 0.1% —> 0.8% for kaons.

*E687 uses a vertex finder which is efficient even at very small detachments, and hence the

correction functions /((;) for our experiment are nearly constant. The one exception is that

f(t'j) cuts off at long t' for the very long-lived D+ since it has a nonnegligible probability of

decaying downstream of our silicon microstrip vertex detector!

Tin a fixed-target experiment, <r< oc P(charm state), and hence, one has a resolution on t' which

is independent of momentum and about the same for all fully reconstructed charm states. For

E687, <r{t') « T(D")/10, and hence for many of the measurements reported in Table 2, proper

time resolution is unimportant.

Fig. 17. A sketch of the histogram used to deduce parameters for the lifetime
fit described by Equation 3. The log-likelihood variable w is constructed from
the population of signal region events found in each bin of reduced proper time
(t'j). The normalized background shape 6,- is taken directly from events falling
in the equal width, sideband regions marked Bj and 2?2. Information which ties
the fit parameter B to the average of the number of events in each sideband is
communicated to the fit through the inclusion of the term —2 lnT ĴVsidobnnds; 22?).

3.1.2 Lifetime Physics

Lifetimes represent the most inclusive way of looking at charm particle decay. The

lifetime is related to the total decay width via the expression:

p i(j \ _ y ^ p . _ ft
 /A\

The partial width ratio (F./Fr) gives the fraction of times a given charm particle

Cx will decay into a particular final state i. Theoretical predictions for the decay

rate into a given final state, i, are generally expressed in terms of the partial width

F,-. In the absence of the quark re-arrangement effects permitted by QCD, charm

particles would be expected to proceed by the naive spectator model depicted in

Fig. 18. We thus expect in the naive spectator model a universal charm decay

width given (in the absence of HO corrections and QCD effects) by:

. = (2 + 3)F 0 where Fo = ^ | y c

Scaling from the muon : Tc = - ( • * ) 2.2 x 10"6 = 7 x 10~13 s.
5 \ l.o /

(5)

Of course, given the fact that the charm lifetimes are not universal but differ by

an order of magnitude, there must be additional nonspectator diagrams which
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Figure 18: In the naive spectator model, the lifetime of charmed particles should
have a universal value which can be estimated by scaling from the known muon
lifetime of 2.2 us. When scaling decay rates, one would need to consider the fact
that five low mass final states are available for the charmed quark (two lepton
generations and three color multiplets of the first quark generation), and that the
charm quark has a much larger decay phase space owing to its much larger mass.

contribute differently for the various charm species. Figure 19 gives examples of

nonspectator diagrams which could account for lifetime differences amongst the

charmed mesons. Although it is relatively easy to imagine nonspectator decay

processes that differentiate among the charmed particles, it has been more dif-

ficult to assess their relative importance until recently. Systematic progress has

been made by the use of Heavy Quark expansion techniques which include QCD

corrections as parameters of an expansion for the semileptonic and nonleptonic

widths of the form"-12:

|VQ,-|2. (6)

The expansion of Eq. (6) has some appealing as well as disturbing aspects. As

MQ —» oo, one recovers the predictions of the naive spectator model illustrated in

Fig. 5 which features a universal single-generation decay width To which depends

on the CKM matrix element and the quark mass that controls the size of phase

space available to the decay products. Hence, the lifetimes of various beauty

particles should be fractionally much closer than those for charm owing to the

r ^ i * (-) D
+

Interference (PI)

Annihilation (WA) Exchange (WX)

Figure 19: D+ decays always have two ways of re-arranging the quarks W+ —> ud
into the final-state mesons. Because this involves fermion exchange, one expects
a destructive (Pauli) interference between the interfering amplitudes which will
suppress the rate for D+ decay and enhance the D+ lifetime. The cs quarks
comprising the £>+ have a CKM-allowed coupling directly to a virtual W+ giv-
ing a CKM-favored weak annihilation contribution unique among mesons to the
DJ. Finally, the D" has a CKM-allowed W+ exchange contribution which ami
mesons is unique to the D".

i among

heavier 6-quark mass. The processes which differentiate among the various heavy

quark species such as those depicted in Fig. 19 contribute to the coefficient C3.

Tables 3 and 4, taken from Bigi,12 compare various experimental lifetime ra-

tios to the predictions of a 1/MQ expansion which uses various inputs, including

theoretical estimates for the leptonic decay constants of the D and the mass and

mass splitting pattern among various charm hadrons.

As expected, the lifetimes are much closer between the species measured for

the beauty sector than is the case for the charm sector. The rough factor of

two difference between the D+ and D° lifetime suggests that the PI mechanism,

shown in Fig. 19, is important, while the relative equality between the D° and

D+ lifetime suggests that the WA process must not be very important.

To the heavy quark experimentalist, Eq. (6) contains the ominous prediction

that the semileptonic widths are not universal among the various charm or beauty

species. This is disturbing news since most of our present knowlege of charm

particle branching ratios beyond the well-known D+ and D° absolute branching
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Table 3: Comparison of data to X/MQ expansion in the charm sector.

Lifetime

Ratio

D+/D"
D./D°
Ac/D°

=c+/Ac

s+/n.

QCD
I/Me exp

w 2

« 1
w0.5
« 1.3
«2.8
^ A

Data

2.547 ± 0.043

1.125 ± 6.045

0.51 ± 0.05

1.75 ± 0.36

3.57 ± 0.91

3.9 ± 1.7

Table 4: Comparison of data to 1/MQ expansion in the beauty sector.

Lifetime
Ratio

B~/Bd

B,/Bd

KJBA

QCD
I /Mb exp

« 1
« 1
« 0.9

Data

1.04 ±

0.98 ±

0.76 ±

0.05

0.08

0.06

fractions depend on the assumption of a universal semileptonic width J The hope

that there might be a universal semileptonic width is based on experience with

the D+ — D" system where it was noted that the ratio of the D+/D° semileptonic

width was approximately the ratio of the D+/D° lifetime13:

Bsi(D+) = 2.3 ±0.4 ±0.1 ss r(D+)
r(Do) = 2.54 ± 0.07. (7)

This observation implies that TSL{D+) W TSL{D°) since BSL = FSL/FT and

TT{D°)I rT(Z)+) = T(D+)/T(D°). However, it is really not correct to infer a

universal semileptonic width for all charm species based on this evidence since

the D + and D" are in the same isodoublet and the c -> s transitions involved

in semileptonic decays will transform as A/ = 0. Nonetheless encouraged by the

possibility of a universal TSL, groups have been estimating absolute branching

fractions through the technique suggested by Eq. (8).

BSL = (8)

One can first infer the semileptonic branching ratio {BSL) using the measured

lifetime of the state (TC) and the value of a "universal" T$i measured from the

average of the known D+ and D° values. Next, the absolute branching fraction

into state a; can be measured relative to the inferred BSL by measuring the fraction

of times the state decays into the x or SL final state. Although the assumption

of a universal TSL is invalid, the expected variance according to Bigi12 is not too

large. The expected relative ratios of TSL are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Expected relative values for TSL-

D+\D°\ DJ I A+ I ng
"I | 1 | ss 1 | « 1.5 | » 1.2

'Absolute branching fractions for the D+ and D° can be obtained in e+e" annihilation just
above charm threshold by studying events where both charmed particles are reconstructed.
Alternatively, one can tag the presence of a D by kinematically tagging pions from D' -+ JTZ)
using techniques similar to those described in Sec. 2.3 and count the number of times the tagged
D decays into a specfic final state.
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3.2 Leptonic Decays of the Z)+

There has recently been a new measurement of D+ -» p+v by the E653 Collab-

oration. Figure 20 illustrates several features of the Df decay process. Nature

Figure 20: The £>+ leptonic decay has the cs quarks coupling to the virtual W+

carrying a four-momentum q,, with a CKM-favored coupling constant. The virtual
W+ then decays into an £+ and a left-handed u. Since the D+ is spinless, the £+

must emerge left-handed in order to conserve angular momentum along the lepton
decay axis. A right-handed antilepton has a highly suppressed V — A coupling.
In the context of a quark model, this process provides information on the quark
wave function near the origin.

handles the fact that the <?+ is forced into the "wrong" helicity state by sup-

pressing the decay width by two powers of the charged lepton mass as shown in

Eq. (10). This means that the only nonnegligible leptonic decays for the D+ will

be into taus and muons (with tau's being favored by a factor of rn 10.) Because

the T+U decay includes at least two missing final state neutrinos, it is very hard

to experimentally reconstruct, which makes the muonic decay the decay of choice

among experimentalists.

Equation (9) shows the structure of the leptonic decay amplitude which is a

current x current interaction with one current being the familiar V — A current

comprised of the leptons and the other current being an a priori unknown current

involving the D*,

M = —U utY (1 - 75K < °l A \Dt >

< 0\JJ,\D* >- i Va fD, fy. (9)

This current must be constructed out of the only available vector fy which is the

four momentum carried by the virtual W+. The current also contains a potentially
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Figure 21: An informal weighted average of the four experimental results gives
So. = 242 ± 32 MeV at « 20% CL level. This value and error form the dashed
and solid horizontal lines. Also shown are the Lattice Gauge Theory predictions.

q2 dependent form factor, but since q2 — M2(D+), this form factor just becomes

the constant known as the D+ leptonic decay constant. Equation (10) relates the

leptonic decay constant to the D* leptonic width:

/ \ii \

(10)

Experimentally, one can measure fDa through the decay width expression by mea-

suring the yield of £>+ -» [iv decays to a reference state with a surmised decay

width such as 4>t+v as discussed in Sec. 3.1.2. Data from BES infers the width

directly from the lifetime using a double-tag technique.

Being the theoretically simplest charm decay, there are many theoretical es-

timates of leptonic decay constants which use a variety of techniques including

Lattice Gauge Theory, QCD sum rules, and explicit quark models. The review

by Richman and Burchat14 contains a summary of these calculations and a fuller

discussion of the experimental techniques. Figure 21 compares the experimen-

tal data15"18 to the Lattice Gauge calculations. Agreement of the theory with

experiment is quite good.

3.3 Semileptonic Decays

The basic heavy quark semileptonic process, depicted in Fig. 22, suggests that a

major reason to study semileptonic decays is the measurement of | V Q , | 2 . Historically,
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"Qq Z-
• • '

/
D

Fig. 22. The basic three-body, semileptonic process where a parent P transforms
into a daughter hadron D while emitting a virtual W which materializes into a
u£+ pair. The QCD processes which govern the form factors are complicated but
can be computed in principle using Lattice Gauge Theory.

it is true that many CKM matrix elements were first measured through semilep-

tonic decay including nuclear /? decay (Vuj), K —> vev (Vu,), and more recently,

inclusive beauty semileptonic decay at CLEO (VU6 and Va,). The grey area of

Fig. 22, meant to describe the QCD process by which the q'q appears as a fully

dressed daughter hadron, is understood in principle but difficult to calculate in

practice without approximation.

Only three-body semileptonic decay processes have been studied thus far. All

the QCD effects for, e.g., pseudoscalar £+u decays are contained in two q2 de-

pendent form factors which describe how the hadronic weak current between the

parent and daughter is constructed from their four momenta:

= f+(q2) (P + D)tl + f.(q2) (P - D),. (11)

Most information is known about the / + (q2) form factor since in width expressions,

terms involving f-(q2) always multiply the charged lepton mass (and hence, they

are generally small except for the r) .

For charm semileptonic decays which represent heavy-to-light transitions, the

primary theoretical tools have been Lattice Gauge Theory (LGT) and quark

models.-* In LGT,19 form factors are evaluated as the expectation value of three-

point correlation functions describing the parent, current, and daughter. These ex-

pectation values involve evaluating integrals by summation over a four-dimensional

Sin b to c decays, HQET provides considerable understanding of beauty semileptonic decay
physics.

x>
(decaying parent frame)

Fig. 23. LGT and Quark Model semileptonic form factor calculations work best
when the hadron daughter is at rest. In this configuration, q2, which is the £+i>
invariant mass, is at (/„„.,..

space-time lattice of size L and spacing a. Naive computation times would scale

as (L/a)A, so there is a computational premium in keeping L as small as possible

(but no smaller than the extent of the hadron wave function « 1 fm), and o as

large as possible (but smaller than the daughter wavelength). Generally, calcula-

tions are performed with the daughter at rest in the parent rest frame as depicted

in Fig. 23. This is also true of Quark Model calculations which utilize quark wave

functions. As the daughter momentum increases and q2 -» </;!„•„, the form factor

probes the tail of the wave function which is the least accurately known part.

Unfortunately, as we will see, the decay intensity of the data is peaked near

the maximum daughter momentum or q2 -* </„„•„ where theory has the hardest

time. For the case of pseudoscalar l*v decays, the current of Eq. (11) gives the

differential width expression given by Eq. (12),

(12)

where ft<D> is the three-momentum of the daughter hadron in the D rest frame.

These three powers of |/i<D)| (one from phase space and two from the squared

amplitude modulus), severely deplete the intensity near g 2 ^ .

In order to bridge the gap between q*lin where the data are measured and <£,„

where the data are predicted, most groups assume the pole form ansatz given by

Eq. (13),
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Figure 24: Illustration of the coupling of a virtual W+ to the c -¥ s quark.
For pseudoscalar t+u decays, one can think of the hairpin as a virtual D*a vec-
tor state comprised of cs quarks which contributes a propagator of the form

Expectations are that mPo!e will be the lowest mass Qq resonance with the same

spin-parity as the hadronic weak current proportional to V<j,. Figure 24 gives

a cartoonish "explanation" of why one might expect a pole-like q2 dependence

with a pole mass given by the spectrum of 23* and D" mesons. Although my

version of the pole dominance argument seems ad hoc, Burdman and Kambor20

recently made a detailed dispersion relation calculation to show that contributions

of higher poles should be negligible for charm.

Perhaps the most elegant way of thinking about the kinematics of three-body

semileptonic processes is via the Dalitz plot which is sketched in Fig. 25. As shown

in Eq. (14), the great virtue of the Dalitz plot is that the three-body decay phase

space is doubly differential in the Dalitz variables which can be taken as any two

of the three possible two-body invariant masses constructed from three final-state

daughters. The form ensures that a process with a constant amplitude M will

uniformly populate the Dalitz plot,

For the case of pseudoscalar £+u decays, the M is not uniform but rather of the

form given by Eq. (15),

M <x sinffil (15)

The sinflj;' dependence is an easy-to-understand consequence of the V — A he-

licity rules as illustrated in Fig. 26. This angular factor will cause the decay

Figure 25: We chose q2 = M2
nu and M2

t as the two conjugate mass variables.
The boundaries depend on the masses of the D, final state hadron, and charged
lepton, abbreviated as D,h, and t in the figure. Several decay configurations
are drawn in the virtual W+ or q rest frame. The momentum magnitudes of the
(, v, h are fixed at a given fixed q2 with the lepton momenta increasing and hadron
momentum decreasing as q2 increases. When i+ and the hadron are collinear, one
reaches the left boundary of the plot; when f" and the hadron are anticollinear,
one reaches the right boundary of the plot. The expression for M*t is of the form
A-B cosO$.
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intensity Dalitz to disappear at the Dalitz boundary where 0 = 0. Figure 27

shows simulated Dalitz plots for D+ -4 K~n+v, and n~fi+u decays.

10
sin2 9

right

left

Figure 26: We view the decay in the virtual W+ rest frame. Since the D is spinless
and the hadron, h, is spinless, the virtual W+ must have zero spin along the axis
formed by the hadron. The v is left-handed while the C+ is right-handed, which
means the virtual W+ has a spin of zero along the lepton axis. The amplitude
for having the W+ spin with a spin of one along the hadron axis and a spin
of one along the lepton axis is proportional to the Wigner D-matrix dftf(6) oc
sin 0. The amplitude must clearly disappear when the hadron and lepton axes
are either collinear or anticollinear, and the W+ would need to have two different
spin components along the same axes simultaneously.

3.3.1 Experimental Techniques

Semileptonic charm physics presents a real challenge to experimentalists because

most experiments which can study charm cannot directly detect the missing neu-

trino. Although there is often a way of extracting information about the neutrino

through missing Pt, the knowledge of the neutrino momentum is often ambiguous

and inaccurate. This leaves the experimentalist in a double bind. In contrast to

the case of a fully reconstructed final state, there is no well-resolved charm signal

peak in the invariant mass distribution, and hence there are many backgrounds

where one or more final state particles escapes detection and thus closely resem-

bles the desired final state with a single missing neutrino. One is also faced with

D° - > K /i v D° - > n

3

Figure 27: Simulated D+ -+ K~n+v (left) and D+ -» T T ^ + I / (right). The much
larger phase space for the pion decay is evident. The point density decreases near
the Dalitz boundary and is strongest at low q2.

the problem of not being able to accurately measure the submasses needed to

measure the form factors from the semileptonic final state.

Figure 28 shows how the missing neutrino is reconstructed from the measured

D line of flight in a fixed-target experiment like E687. While the neutrino is

equally likely to emerge in either hemisphere in the Fig. 28 frame, when the

neutrino appears in the backward hemisphere, the charged system tends to be

shot forward in the lab frame and gets accepted in the typical fixed-target forward

spectrometer. For this reason, most fixed-target results resolve the ambiguity by

selecting the solution with the neutrino in the backward hemisphere. Although

this properly resolves the ambiguity most of the time, smearing on q2 due to wrong

choices and poor resolution on the D" line of flight creates a highly significant

smearing in q2.

We turn next to the problem of fitting the semileptonic decay intensity to

extract information on form factors. As an example, we describe the technique

used by the E687 Collaboration21 to extract information on f+(q2) in Eq. (11)

through a fit to the D" -> K't^u Dalitz plot. A binned, likelihood fit is made to

the K~lv Dalitz plot. The idea in such a binned fit is to maximize the agreement

between the set of observed bin populations ({«•}) and the set of expected pop-

ulations ({&}) for a given set of form factor parameters. This is done by having
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the fit vary the form factors to minimize the log-likelihood parameter w given by

Eq. (16)

bins

where V(m;Hi) = —
n,-!

(16)

The complication in the procedure is that the expected bin populations for a given

set of form factors, {//,}, must reflect the considerable diffusion of events into and

out of a given reconstructed q2 bin due to smearing. In order to properly handle

the possible biases and error inflation due to q2 smearing, most groups use some

variant of the fitting technique developed by the E691 Collaboration (Ref. 22),

which I will call Los Vegas weighting, and is illustrated in Fig. 29.

Which solution?

v from M p & p /

. recoil Boost Until

hiqJ lowq^

K ^

balance
line

•3>- D

Figure 28: Consider the decay D° —> K fj.+u. By observing tracks from an
upstream primary vertex and the downstream vertex, one can reconstruct the D°
line of flight. One boosts the kaon and muon along the D line of flight until the
sum of their longitudinal momentum vanishes: i.e., the boosted visible momentum
lies transverse to the D" line of flight. The neutrino momentum must lie on the
line which balances the visible Pt. The neutrino momentum must lie on a circle
since the magnitude of the neutrino momentum can be calculated from its Pt
and the D" mass. The two circle-line intersections give two ambiguous solutions
for the neutrino momentum. In this example, the backward hemisphere solution
has the larger q2 since the angle between the reconstructed neutrino and muon is
larger.

3.3.2 D -> Klv

The decays D —» Klv give the best information on the q2 dependence of the / + (q2)

form factor. The most recent, high statistics data comes from E687 (Ref. 21) and

CLEO.23 Figure 30 shows CLEO's ttt 2700 event sample of D' tagged D -* Klv

events. The (uncorrected) q2 distribution of the CLEO Klv sample is shown in

Fig. 31.

Figure 32 shows the D"+ — D° mass difference distribution for E687's «

430 event sample of D"+ -> (K~fi+v)ir+ decays along with their uncorrected

q2 distribution. E687 augmented their D" tagged sample with an m 1900 event

inclusive (untagged) event sample of K~\i*v decays. Because the D" — D mass

difference cut cannot be applied, there is significantly more background in the

untagged K~n+v sample. However, because many of these backgrounds are well-

understood, one can reliably subtract their effects by fitting to the K~n+v Dalitz

plot using the technique illustrated in Fig. 29. Figure 33 compares observed q2

and Eft = (Mjy_/J+ + <72-M2<-)/(2A/c) Dalitz projections to the results computed

from the complete fit including backgrounds. Although the background contri-

butions to the Dalitz projections of Fig. 33 are significant, the form factors and

relevant branching ratios for each of the major physics backgrounds have already

been accurately measured by our own24'25 and other experiments. Muon misiden-

tification probabilities can be reliably measured using known pions from the decay

K, -¥ 7r+7r". The parameterized misidentification level was fed into charm Monte

Carlo calculations to estimate the shape and level of this background source. The

expected population of events in the i'th bin, / j ; , was expressed as a function of the
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Figure 30: CLEO's D" - D mass difference for (a) D° -» K~e+u, (b) D° -+
K~H+t/, (c) D+ -> Kse

+u, and (d) £>+ -4 Ksfi+v. The background estimates are
given by the dashed curves.

M2,h /

Figure 29: A Monte Carlo simulation using an initial guess for t h e relevant form
factors is used to simulate the q2 smearing due to neutrino reconstruction. This
smearing will cause events to diffuse into and out of each bin. The program
saves the generated Dalitz variables as well as the smeared Dalitz variables for
each simulated event. As the fitter changes the form factors to minimize w, each
simulated event is assigned a weight given by the ratio of the intensity with the
new form factors divided by the ratio of the original intensity with the initial
guess. The expected number of observed counts /i,- within a bin is computed from
the sum of the weights for events falling within the i'th bin. This technique avoids
prohibitively computer intensive, separate full Monte Carlo simulations for each
iteration of the fit.

0.8 1.2

q'(GeV)

Figure 31: The uncorrected (for acceptance and smearing) g2 spectrum measured
by CLEO in their « 2700 event sample of D -» Klv decays. As suggested by
Eq. (12), very few decays are observed near q%ax « 1.9 GeV2.
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(OoV/c)' D"-O° Moss difference GeV/c1

Fig. 32. The « 430 event sample of D" tagged D" -)• K~n+v decays: (a) q2

distribution, (b) D"+ — D" mass peaks and backgrounds.

Fig. 33. Projections of the E687 K~fi+u Dalitz plot with fits overlayed on the data.
Figures (a) and (b) compare projections obtained in 1990 data. Figures (c) and
(d) compare projections obtained in 1991 data. A significant hole in our muon wall
was inflicted upon us in 1991 to accommodate an experiment located downstream
of our apparatus. The shaded region indicates background contributions from
D+ —i- (K~n+)n+u, D° -> (K~it°)fi+v, D+ -4 4>fi+u, and nonleptonic charm
decays where final-state hadrons were misidentified as muons.

yield of actual D" —> K (i+v events, the various background contributions, {6|t},

and the pole mass mpo\o which parameterizes the q2 dependence of the form fac-

tor f+(q2).« Although the known background contributions, {&*}, were allowed

to vary throughout the fit, a priori information on the anticipated background

(6* ) was fed into the fit through the inclusion of a x2 contribution to the log

likelihood of the form:

L(mcash2
' b" ' . (17)

(*">•) (back)

£ lnV(ni;ni)+ £ 1ak
The Ok in Eq. (17) are the initial uncertainties in the background parameters {6*}.

We used this rather conservative technique so that final statistical errors on the

form factors properly reflect uncertainties in the background estimation.

Once the yield of D" —> K~n+u signal events and pole mass are measured

using the fit, the / + form factor can be measured via Eq. (18):

I V * = J V ^ x | /+(0) |2 x f d q ' H (?2 ,mpo l ( !)

„ _ a BKbf „ _ W e * * , «, (18)

The underlined quantities in Eq. (18) are previously well-measured known inputs.

The function H{q2) is the dT/dq2 expression of Eq. (12) with the /+(0) and |KM|2

factored out. By measuring the efficiency-corrected yield of D° -¥ K~n+v signal

events relative to a reference state (/<T~TT+) with a known branching fraction, BK^,

observed in the same experiment with similar kinematic cuts, one can measure

the branching fraction /?/«„. This #/«„ can be combined with the D" lifetime to

form a decay width TKIV- Finally, the integral expression for the decay width can

be used to extract /+(0).

Table 6 gives a summary of the form factor and pole mass obtained in vari-

ous experiments. Figure 34 shows excellent agreement between the experimental

results. Figure 35 compares experimental results on Mpoi0. Note that the more

recent, high statistics data favors a pole mass which is lower (by « 2a) than the

spectroscopic pole mass.

It is important to point out that the pole mass determinations measure this

parameter under the assumption of a pole form. As Fig. 36 shows, over the

"In this measurement, the f~(q2)/f+(q2) form factor ratio [sec Eq. (11)] was set to the "mid-
range" of theoretical expectations /_//+ a - 1 . A small systematic error contribution due to
uncertainty in this ratio was included.
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Figure 34: Comparison of the experimental results on |/+(0)|. The weighted
average and error are shown by the dashed and solid horizontal lines.
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Fig. 36. Upper frame: |/+(g2)|2 as a function of q2 for various q2 parameterizations
which have been drawn ^o have the same slope and intercept at q2 ss 0. The
kinematic limit for D -> ~K(.+v and nCi/ are drawn with vertical dashed lines. The
solid curve is the pole form; dashed js_ exponential; dotted is linear. Lower frame:
dV/dq2 as a function of q2 for D -> K£+v decay with three different pole masses.
The dashed curve is for mpoie -> oo; the solid is for mpoio = 2.1 GeV (the expected
value); the dotted is for mpo|e = 1.8 GeV. The influence of the pole mass on the
overall gMependence on dT/dq2 is rather subtle over the kinematic range probed
by D -> K(.+u.

Figure 35: Comparison of the experimental results on mpo|e. The horizontal line
is at the JD*+ mass which is the expected pole mass value.
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Table 6. Ktv form factor results.

Exp.

E691

CLE0(91)

CLEO(93)

MKIII

E687

E687

Mode

K~e+uc

K~e+vt

K-l+v,

K~e+uc

K'p+Vp tag
K~fi+v>f, incl.

mpoic

2.1+gj ±0.2
O 1+0.4+0.3

-0.2-0.2

2.00 ±0.12 ±0.18
1 Q+O.S+0.3i"°-O.2-O.J

1 Q7+0.43+0.07
±li7'-o.M-o.oe
x'°' -0.08-0.06

1 /+(0) |
0.79 ± 0.05 ± 0.06

0.81 ±0.03 ±0.06

0.77 ±0.01 ±0.04

| Vcs | (0.72 ± 0.05 ± 0.04)

0.71 ±0.05 ±.03

0.71 ±0.03 ±0.02

kinematic range accessible in D -> Klu, a pole form q2 dependence is nearly

indistinguishable from an exponential or linear dependence. This is not true,

however, for the decay D —> irEv since the maximum q2 range in this decay lies

much closer to the spectroscopic pole. As Fig. 36 illustrates, over the limited q2

range probed by the KC+u, the pole mass is essentially a measurement of the

normalized slope Z+^O) df+(q2)/dq2. A real check of the pole parameterization

in charm semileptonic decay must await a future, well-measured, high-statistics

sample of vlv decays.

Figure 37 compares the experimental average to several Quark Model and

Lattice Gauge Theory predictions.26 Agreement between theory and data are quite

good. The recent calculations of the LANL (Los Alamos) group26 which included

a study of the q2 dependence of the f+(q2) form factor concluded that mpOie <

M (Z>*+), in agreement with the recent trends of the data as shown in Fig. 35.

E687 (Ref. 24) has also presented the first experimental information on the /_

form factor which forms part of the hadronic weak current which is underlined in

Eq. (19),

< D\J,.\K > = f+(q2) (D + K), + fjtfl (D - AV (19)

As shown in Eq. (20), which gives a schematic rendering of partial width expres-

sion, the squared lepton mass multiplies the pure |/_(g2)|2 as well as interference
2 / -I?2) /+(?2) contributions. For the decay D° ->• K'p+v, the effects of /_(g2)

are to give very small gradients in the Dalitz plot intensity.

dqHMfKt
= l/+(<?2)|2 «4 + Ml (2 f.(q2) f+(q2) B+ |/_(g2)|2 C)

0.2 -

Fig. 37. Comparison of theoretical /+(0) predictions for D -+ K£+u to the world's
data. The first points are quark-model estimates; the last are Lattice Gauge
Theory calculations.

(20)
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Of course, a small error in the TOpO|0 parameter will induce a false competing

gradient in the Dalitz plot along the q2 axis by slightly changing the q2 dependence

of the f+(q2) form factor. Figure 38 shows likelihood contours on / - / / + versus

nipOie based on the ss 430 event E687 sample of D* tagged D" -> K~\i^v events.

Prom this contour, we conclude / - / / + = —1.3

agreement with theoretical estimates.21

3.5 ± 0.6, which is in good

Fig. 38. Contours of constant likelihood for /_ / /+ versus mpoi0 assuming that
/_ and / + follow pole forms with the same pole mass. Note that the contour
shape shows that a large /_ / /+ ratio can be compensated by an increased value
for mpoio which can be understood from Eq. (20) for the case where |/_(o2)|2 >
2 f.(q2) f+(q2).

3.3.3 D ->• itlv

As Fig. 39 shows, measurement of D -> n£u / D -4 Klv would seem to provide

useful information on the CKM ratio |Vy2/|VM |2. However, as illustrated in

Fig. 40, (three-generation) unitarity of the CKM matrix along with experimental

information on charm production by high-energy neutrinos on fixed targets and b

decays from CLEO already provides Vcd measurements which are probably more

accurate than the present ability to predict the irlufKlv form factor ratio. For

this reason, the principle motivation for studies of D —> KI+V decays is to test

the ability of the QCD calculation^ tools to accurately predict the ratio of CKM

Fig. 39. Apart from possible QCD corrections, the difference between D
and D -+ Klv are in the CKM matrix element couplings.

vcd |vcb |2=i

V —=»-

d _=»
W

v production of charm
CDHS

| Vc d | = 0.204 + 0.017

Inclusive B semileptonic
decay at CLEO

| Vcb | =0.041 + 0.003

"cd
2

=0.051 + 0.001

Fig. 40. Vd can accurately be measured by studying the charmed particles pro-
duced from incident neutrinos interacting with d valence quarks. Neutrino exper-
iments generally detect the semimuonic decays of charmed mesons. V^ can be
determined through measurements of lepton spectrum produced by B decav near
threshold at CLEO.
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Fig. 41. CLEO Ma for events satisfying M{D") - M(D) < 0.160. The total
fit to the Me* distribution is shown as a solid histogram. The contribution from
backgrounds is shown as the dashed histogram.

favored over CKM suppressed form factors. One hopes that such calculations can

ultimately be used to provide CKM information in the b sector.

Recent tagged D* —> (ir~ (.* v)ir+ signals are shown in Figs. 41 (CLEO) and

42 (E687). Because the decay D" -> n~£+u is CKM suppressed and there-

fore somewhat rare, background contamination is a major concern. In E687

(Ref. 28), a major source of background is D" -> K~e+u where the kaon is

misidentified by our Cherenkov system as a pion. Another important class of

backgrounds involve semileptonic decays with missing (underlined) daughters such

as D" -» K'-tu, K'~ -> Ky~ or D" -> p~Lv, p~ -> jr"2£. It is possi-

ble to significantly suppress missing daughter contributions by requiring a min-

imum hadron lepton-lepton mass value as illustrated by Fig. 43. The back-

ground D" -¥ K~l+v, K~ <-i TT~, on the other hand, has a n~£+ invariant

mass distribution which is nearly indistinguishable from that for n~C+v and will

form a very similar peak in the M (D"+) — M (D°) mass difference distribution.

This means that there is no reasonable way of kinematically distinguishing be-

tween the signal and the D° -> K~C+u, K~ «-» 7r~ background. For this rea-

son, we jointly fit the M (D"+) — M (D°) mass difference histograms for both

K~l+v and n~t*v by summing the binned log likelihoods from both distribu-

tions. The contribution of misidentified D° —> K~(+v events into the n~t+u

Fig. 42. E687 M(D')-M(D) peaks for events satisfying the cut MtK- > 1.1 GeV.
The first column is ir~/i+u candidates, the second is for n~e+v candidates, and the
third is the combined sample. In the legend: BKG1 is the background contribution
for misidentified leptons, BKG2 is the background due to actual semileptonic D°
combined with random soft pions to form a false D"+, and BKG3 are misidentified
kaons from D° -> K~E+u.
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Hadron —lepton Invariant Mass

Ke Invoriont Mass
0.5

no Invoriant Mass

0 D° -> Keu

Fig. 43. Simulated hadron-lepton invariant mass distributions for the D° —¥
K~(*u signal (left) D" -> n £+v signal (right) and several background contri-
butions. Missing daughter type backgrounds typically peak below M2

t < 1 GeV2

and can be significantly reduced through the cut M2
t > 1.1 GeV2.

M (D'+)—M(D°) mass difference histogram is proportional to the D" -> K~£+i>
signal yield and K~ «-> it~ misidentification probability, which was parameterized
by studies of £>*+ -4 D°n+ -> (K~Tr+)it+ which are misidentified in the data as
£>•+ _,. £>«„.+ _> (7:-^+)^+ events.

Figure 44 illustrates an interesting systematic on the measurement of the

it~(+u/K~C^i/ branching ratio and form-factor ratio. Because the maximum

y/q2 available in D" -¥ ir+£~u lies only « 300 MeV below the expected D'+

pole mass, uncertainties in the effective pole massll will cause significant vari-

ations in |/+(<?2)|2 which will cause intensity variations in the upper reaches of

the D° -> is~t*v Dalitz plot. The MK-t+ cut used to suppress daughters cuts

off the q2 range and thereby acts like a double-edged sword in measurements of

n~£+v/K~ii'u. The Af̂ -<+ cut exacerbates measurements of the relative branch-

ing fraction since one must extrapolate the number of v~(.+v below the M^-t+ cut

in order to measure the efficiency-corrected yield ratio of •K~£+V/K~£+U events

HPerhaps several excited D " states potentially contribute, or potentially there are contributions

from complex cuts.

1 1 GoV8

Fig. 44. We show Dalitz plots (right) and form factor variation (left) for several
reasonable mpoio's. Because of its larger q2 reach, the it£u Dalitz plot extends into a
q2 range where the mpo|0 uncertainty becomes significant. The Ml-t+ > 1.1 GeV2

cut eliminates the q2 region beyond 2.3 GeV2.

over the full Dalitz plot. The variation on the (full Dalitz plot) acceptance in-

cluding the Mx-t+ cut as a function of mpoio is shown in Fig. 45.

By way of contrast, the Mn-i+ cut improves the pole mass systematic for the

form factor ratio. This ratio follows from the corrected yields of nh> and Ktv

events which satisfy the Mn-t+ cut according to Eq. (21)

YKI»

|Vcd /£(0)|2 S dq2 \fl(q2)/fl(0)\2 W{q2)
\V,. /f(0)|2 / dq2 \f$(

where

The integrals of Eq. (21) are only over the q2 range satisfying the M2
t cut which

limits them to regions farther from the expected mpo|o. The kernels under the

integral of Eq. (21) are plotted in Fig. 46. Figure 47 shows the dependence of the

final measured form factor x CKM ratio on mpo|e or alternatively on a linear q2

parameterization.

Experimental results27"29 on the ?r~£+j///C~£+i/ form factor and branching

ratio are compared to predictions30 in Figs. 48 and 49. Agreement between the

measured form factor ratios and their predictions is satisfactory.
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Fig. 45. The t{Mflt > 1) cut varies by 15% for %Cu. e for Ktv varies much less
since its q2 reach is much smaller.
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Fig. 47. CKM-ff ratio vs q2 dependence of / J and / £ . (Left) pole and (right)
linear. f+(q2) = /+(0) (1 + a g2). "Reasonable" choices give « 10% variation.
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Fig. 46. W (left) and UK (right). Our CKM-ff ratio is essentially the ratio of the
weighted <>«'s over these functions.
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Fig. 48. An informal weighted average gives T (n~t+u) /T {K~i+u) = 0.11 ±0.02.
The data slightly exceeds the predictions.
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Form factor ratio
= 0.051 ± O.001

E687 o CLEO ir~ n CLEO it"
Lublcz x Narison « Domchuk

Measurements Predictions

Fig. 49. An informal weighted average of the form-factor ratio is I/J//+I =
1.05 ± 0.095 (assuming |V«i/vy2 = 0.051). T h e predictions are in reasonably
good agreement with the prediction.

3.3.4 D+ ->• K*a n+u

This decay is one of the oldest and cleanest charm semileptonic decays. In fixed-

target experiments, one begins with a detached vertex which contains the K~ir+(i+

charged tracks. As Fig. 50 shows, the K~ir+ mass distribution suggests that

the four-body decay Z?+ -> K~n+n+v is strongly dominated by the quasi-three-

body process D+ -> K'° n+v. By fitting the M (/sT~7r+) versus M {K~Tt+n+) for

the detached events, E687 (Ref. 24) obtained the limit on nonresonant D+ -*

K~ir+fi+u decays given by Eq. (22),

= 0.083 ± 0 . 0 2 9 < 0.12 9 0%C.L. (22)
r({tf-7r+}892,

The fact that the K* is a vector particle significantly complicates the Lorentz

structure of the weak current < D*\Jw\K" > which is now described by three q2

dependent form factors (Ai(q2) Az(q2) V(q2) ) (two axial and one vector).**

The ratio of the form factors controls the decay angular distribution as illustrated

in Fig. 51. Once the Rv and R2 shape variables are determined, one can mea-

sure the overall scale of A\ (q2) from the decay width in a way highly analogous

"Experimentalists generally analyze their data assuming that the q2 dependence of these form

factors are of the pole form with the D^+ and Dy+ poles.

O.e 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
KTT Mass (GeV/ea)

o.a o.a 1.0 1.2 1.4
Kir Mass (GeV/ca)

o.e O.B 1.0 1.2 1.4
Kn Mass (GeV/ca)

O.B 1.0 1.2 1.4
Kn Mass (GeV/o8)

Fig. 50. The subtracted K~n+ invariant mass plot for D+ -> K~tr+iJi+v events
from E687. The right sign-wrong sign subtraction tends to eliminate noncharm
background. Increasing the l/cr cut eliminates the low mass D'+ -> (K~fi+v)n+

bump, leaving a K~ir+ mass distribution dominated by ~K"(892).
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Fig. 51. The three form factors control the q2 dependence of the virtual W+ po-
larization. The spin states of the leptons favored by V — A are shown. The three
decay angles are 9,, describing the virtual W+ -> fi+v decay in its rest frame, 6V de-
scribing the K~ir+ in the ~K* rest frame, and the acoplanarity, x, between

T 2
scribing J ^ , py, x,
the W and K' decay planes. The decay distribution tfT/ (dcos6t,dcos0vdq2dx)
serves to measure Rv = V(0)/Ai(0) and R2 = A2(0)/Ai(0).

to the use of Eq. (18). Figures 52 and 53 compare the experimental data to

theoretical predictions26 for both the form factor ratios and A\(0). Since the

initial predictions for the f+(q2) form factor which governs D° -> K~l+v was

in good agreement with experimental data, whereas Fig. 53 shows initially the

Ai(q2) which sets the scale of T (l>+ -» T T ^ + J / ) was overpredicted by « %/2, the

ratio T (p+ -» ~K"°t+v\ /T (D° -> K~t+u) was initially predicted to be a factor of

two larger than the measured value of < T'-^r^/T-^^ >= 0.56 ± 0.05. As Fig. 53

shows, this apparently serious discrepancy with the predictions for Ai is beginning

to fade away as the recent LGT predictions are becoming available. Finally, the

recently revised ISGW2 quark model31 computes 1 ^ 7 ^ / 1 ^ , = 0.54, which is in

excellent agreement with the experimental value.

3.4 Polarization in Charm Baryon Decay

The CLEO and ARGUS Collaborations have studied both semileptonic decay

processes such as A+ -> A£+u, and hadronic decay processes such as A+ -4 ATT+,

and find in either case that the daughter A emerges with a spin which is nearly

100% left-handed (when viewed in the A+ rest frame). This effect has also been

observed in the decays H° -> S~7r+. Figure 54 gives an illustration of the effect

0.5

x Data o Quark a LGT + Sum rule

t>- Tt CO
to a ID
co co co

• P -

10 O

i x.1

Si

>l pq

II o
CM

w

Data o Quark • LGT + Sum rule

g

Fig. 52. Experimental averages compared to theoretical prediction for the form
factor ratios Rv = V(0)/Ai(Q), R2 = ^2(0)/4i(0). The horizontal lines give the
average of the data. The Lattice Gauge predictions are in good agreement with
the data.
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Fig. 53. Experimental averages compared to theoretical predictions for the Ai(0)
form factor. The points are in rough chronological order. The earliest quark
model points were about 40% higher than the data. The more recent LGT points
are in much closer agreement with experiment.

for the case of A+ -> A£+v with A -¥ pn~. The observation of a nearly left-

handed daughter baryon in charm decay can be predicted using HQET. Although

HQET plays a dramatic role in understanding b-sector physics, to my knowledge,

the charmed baryon polarization effect along with the predicted spectroscopy of

excited charmed mesons and baryons are the main applications of HQET in the

charm sector.

Fig. 54. When viewed in the A+ rest frame, the daughter A emerges predomi-
nantly left-handed, e.g., spinning against its momentum vector. I also indicate
the preferred spin directions of the final state leptons in a V — A decay. The A
can be thought of as self-analyzing in the sense that in the decay A —> pn~, the
proton emerges primarily along the A spin direction when viewed in the A rest
frame. See Fig. 55 as well.

z

T

(o

C A )

**-

A restframi

p.

-p£-n a 1+0.64 cos 0dcos 0

Fig. 55. We view the decay A —> pn~ in the rest frame of a A and orientate our z
axis to be along the A spin direction. The polar angle distribution for the proton
daughter is of the form dV/d cos? oc 1 + 0.64 cos0. The asymmetry of 0.64 is
sometimes called the analyzing power.

We begin by a discussion of the semileptonic decay results. Figure 56 shows

the basic semileptonic process. The signature for baryon semileptonic decays is an

^ A

Fig. 56. In the decay A+ -4 A£+f, the daughter baryon is produced along with
an £+ (right sign) rather than an t~ (wrong sign).

excess of right-sign compared to wrong-sign leptons being produced along with the

daughter hyperon as illustrated in Fig. 57. One can assign q2 dependent, helicity

form factors for the four ways of assigning spin to the virtual W+ and daughter

A which are illustrated by Fig. 58. We can define a A polarization asymmetry by

Eq. (23). By this definition, QAC = - 1 implies a 100% left-handed daughter A.

.
ft means5A A

- A "
(23)
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Adding together the helicity possibilities shown in Fig. 58, we obtain Eq. (24).

|

1.100 1.110 1.120 1.120 1.100 1.110 1.120 1.130

mA (GeV/c2)

Fig. 57. CLBO right-sign and wrong-sign A -> pir signals against an e* (left) or
/i* (right). More AC+ events (top) are seen than At" (bottom).

«*..•*

Fig. 58. Four q2 dependent helicity amplitudes describe this decay. Two of the
six possible spin alignments for the spin 1 virtual W+ and spin 1/2 A cannot be
produced through the decay of a spin 1/2 Aj .

(|tffol2 + l#f\l2) + fj 0|
2) '

(24)

HQET32 applied to heavy -> light quark transitions such as in charm decay

are used to relate these four independent form factors to just two whose ratio

R = /1//2 controls the q2 dependence of ascM Angular momentum leads to an

additional restriction as q2 -> 0 which is independent of HQET. Figure 59 illus-

trates the fact that as q2 -t 0, the leptons become collinear and form a spinless

system, and only Jt = 0 W*'s are formed. In this limit, only two of the four he-

licity form factors survive this limit. Combining both the angular momentum and

HQET restriction, one has the prediction that a^c = — 1 as q2 —> 0, independent

of the form factor ratio R. Figure 60 illustrates the predictions of the polarization

+
As

J

q

i

2 _>

- > -

- o
/+

V

0

Fig. 59. As q2 —>• 0, the I* and u become collinear. By the V — A rules, the
neutrino is left-handed and the f1" becomes right-handed, and their spins cancel.
Hence, only ff«'o, # * \ 0 ^ 0 as q2 -> 0.

asymmetry predicted in the Korner and Kramer model32 for various values of the

form factor ratio R. For the case of heavy -> heavy transitions such as one would

get in b-baryon decays, the four form factors are reduced to just one, and thus

OAJ = — 1 at all q2.

Rather than going to the 5' - t 0 limit in A+ -> A£+u decays to form a

> 0, one could directly couple the W+ to a n+ as illustrated in Fig. 61.

• TThe two HQET allowed form factors, f\ and /2 , are generally assumed to have the same q2

dependence.
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a A ,

0.4 0.8

Fig. 60. A crude sketch of the Korner and Kramer predictions for aAe versus q
for various form factor ratios. The shaded region is relevant to A+ -> A£+i/. Note
aAc _> _ i as q2 -> 0 independent of the form factor ratio R. The basic prediction
is that aAc » — 1.

Again, for this case of these nonleptonic charm baryon decays, angular momentum

conservation combined with HQET applied to heavy -> light transitions predicts

a nearly complete left-handed daughter baryon polarization. These results can

Fig. 61. For A+ -> ATT+ q2 = m\ -4 0, HQET predicts aAc = - 1 .

be extended to the decay S° -» H~7r+ where the hyperon daughter subsequently

decays via H~ -4 ATT~ . The E~ decay is also self-analyzing with the A following a

polar angle distribution of the form (dT/d cos 0)A oc 1-0.46 cos©. Figures 62 and

63 show acceptance-corrected polar distributions for the A -> gTr and E" -* AT

from A+ -> AC+u and S° -> S"7r+ decays obtained by the CLEO Collaboration.

200

Fig. 62. CLEO's acceptance-corrected measurement of the proton polar angle
distribution in the A rest frame with respect to the A helicity axis for A+ -> Krv
decays. The A helicity axis points against the momentum of the A+ when viewed
in the A rest frame. The slope of this line divided by the A analysis power of 0.64
gives aAc w - 1 .

Figure 64 summarizes the polarization asymmetry obtained for various charmed

baryon decay modes. In each case, the asymmetry is consistent with a 100% left-

handed polarization as predicted by HQET.

3.5 Nonleptonic Charm Decays

One can profitably study nonleptonic charm decays on several levels. On the most

inclusive level, the rough order of magnitude difference between the charm particle

lifetimes, discussed in Sec. 3.1, primarily reflects differences in the nonleptonic

decay width. The semileptonic width is a small fraction of the total width in the

first place, and secondly, although the semileptonic widths of the various charmed

particles are not expected to be universal, Table 5 tells us that these widths are

expected to be roughly the same.

On the next level of inclusiveuess, one can study the partial decay widths of

charm mesons into specific two-body final states. Factorization models have been

proposed which predict the partial decay widths of two-body decays of charmed
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Fig. 63. CLEO's acceptance-corrected measurement of the A polar angle distri-
bution in the E~ rest frame with respect to the H~ helicity axis in E° —> S~TT+

decays. The slope of this line divided by the H~ analysis power of -0.46 gives
a=o « - 1 .
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Fig. 64. The polarization asymmetry of the daughter hyperon observed for the
charmed baryon decays studied thus far. The horizontal dashed line gives the
V-A left-handed helicity predicted by HQET.

mesons in the absence of final-state interactions. Final-state interaction effects be-

come apparent in the interference between the various isospin amplitudes which

contribute to different charged variants of a given final state. The simplest ex-

perimental tests of factorization involve pure two-body decays of charmed mesons

into two pseudoscalar final states involving kaons and pions.

One can extend factorization tests to quasi-two-body decays such as pseudoscalar-

vector decays as well as vector-vector decays by analyzing the resonance structure

in multibody, nonleptonic, charmed meson decays. Experience has shown that

the data is best fit by models where the various resonant channels contribute co-

herently to a decay amplitude, and thus, interfere in the differential decay width.

These amplitude analyses provide additional handles on final-state interaction ef-

fects through interference of the amplitudes describing competing resonant chan-

nels in, e.g., a three-particle decay Dalitz plot.

The factorization framework, in which nonleptonic charm decays have been

traditionally analyzed, begins with an effective Hamiltonian such as that given by

Eq. (25) describing CKM-allowed decays:

n= ^= -(ud)(sc -(sd)(uc)j. (25)

The Hamiltonian of Eq. (25) incorporates QCD corrections to the underlying weak

decay process through the use of renormalization group methods. The coefficients

C± are called "Wilson coefficients." In the absence of QCD corrections, C+ — C-,

and one recovers a single weak process corresponding to the familiar spectator di-

agram of Fig. 65. The Wilson coefficients depend on the scale of the QCD-coupling

7

•

! w

V
"lid

Fig. 65. When C+ — C_, the second term of Eq. (25) disappears, and one has
the CKM spectator diagram.
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Fig. 66. The effective charged current whose amplitude a.\ w (C+ + C_)/2 (with
a small color correction) describes the familiar spectator process. The effective
neutral current process, with an amplitude az « (C+ — C_)/2 which decreases as
MQ -» oo, gives rise to nonspectator effects which are important in charm but
less so in beauty.

constants. When taken at the charmed quark mass, the Wilson coefficients have
the values given by Eq. (26)

In 1987, Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel (BSW)33 combined these ideas into an explicit
model which applied two-body and quasi-two-body nonleptonic charmed meson
decay. In the BSW model, the two terms of Eq. (25) are organized into an effective
"charged" current and effective "neutral current" between the parent and daughter
hadrons as illustrated in Fig. 66. If a given nonleptonic charm decay can only
proceed through the effective charged current interaction, it is classified as a Class
1 process. Class 2 processes only proceed through the effective neutral current
interactions. Class 3 processes have contributions from both interactions. In the
process, D" -> K~ir+, illustrated by Fig. 67, one has a neutral parent and two
charged daughters, and hence, this must be a Class 1 process. In the Class 2
process, D" -> 7?°7ro, illustrated by Fig. 68, one has neutral parent D" decaying
into two neutral daughters. The CKM-allowed decays of the D+ such as D+ -4
~R°ir+, depicted in Fig. 69, are Class 3 processes.

According to the Watson theorem, the weak amplitudes predicted in factor-
ization models such as BSW must all be relatively real. However, the final-state
hadrons can continue to interact via long-range strong interactions and acquire
complex phases. These final state interactions (FSI) can be accommodated by
multiplying the bare (weak) amplitudes by the square root of a complex, uni-
tary S matrix describing the strong rescattering. To illustrate the effects of FSI,

Fig. 67. In the BSW model, the amplitude for this decay is written as
<H G} 2-»/2 < 7r+[(ad)|0 >< K-\(sc)\D° >= a, G, 2~W (-if.P.) x /+(m»).
The coupling of the n+ with respect to the virtual W+ involves the same current
as the leptonic decay n+ -4 £+u which is proportional to the pion-lepton decay
constant. The CKM-allowed current which describes the process D" -4 W+m K~
is the same current involved in the semileptonic decay process D" -4 K~t+v which
is described by the form factor /+(g2).

Fig. 68. In the BSW model, the amplitude for this decay is written as
a2 Gf 2"1/2 < ^°|(sd)|0 >< 7r°|(«c)|D° > where again the currents involve
the leptonic and semileptonic form factors. Note that the light u constituent of
the D" does not spectate as is the case in Fig. 67, but is actively rearranged into
the final-state hadron.
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Fig. 69. The two processes depicted in the figure differ by the exchange of 3 quark
fermion in the final state. Because ai and ai interfere with the opposite sign, one
generally has destructive interference for D+ decays which causes the D+ to have
a longer life than the D".

consider the isospin classification of three amplitudes related to D —> mr decay:

A(D° -> 7T-7T+) = -J= (\/2 oo + o2)

A(D° = -j= (-ao , A(D+ = J | a2. (27)

The measured ao and a2 amplitudes will acquire complex phases through the FSI

S matrix as indicated in Eq. (28)

(ao\( ve2ik ao

Since QCD respects isospin symmetry, there should be no mixing between a0 and

a2, which means the elasticity parameter in Eq. (28) should be t] = 1M Even a

purely elastic FSI can change the total width of charm decays into a particular final

state by changing the value of cos (S2 — So) when converting, e.g., A(D" -¥ ir~n+)

into V(D" -> rr-ff+) via Eq. (29)

= | |ao|
2 + | M 2 + ^ - So). (29)

"One can still have, however, inelastic final state interactions between final states such as

D -4 JT7T and D -> KK since a dipion final state can potentially scatter into a dikaon final state.

One could accommodate such a case with a 4 x 4 matrix describing the two isospin amplitudes

for the dipion and two isospin amplitudes for the dikaon.

The unexpectedly large branching ratio for the decay D" -» K+K~/n+it~

provided an early example of the possible role of FSI affecting branching ratios.

Table 7 summarizes recent da t a on r(K+K~)/r(n+n~). As one can see from

Table 7. V(D° -> K+I<-)/r(D° -> TT+TT).

E687(Ref. 34)

2.53 db 0.46 ± 0.19

E691 (Ref. 36)

1.95 ± 0.34 ± 0.22

WA82 (Ref. 35)

2.23 ± 0.81 ± 0.46

CLEO (Ref. 37)

2.35 ± 0.37 ± 0.28

Table 7, although both processes are CKM suppressed by the same amount and

D° -> 7r+7r" is favored by having a larger phase space, D" -*-K+K~ occurs at

roughly twice the rate as D" —>• 7r+7r~. Since these decays were the first CKM-

suppressed decays to be studied, their width ratio was initially quite surprising.

In the context of the BSW model, both decays are Class 1 processes, since no

effective neutral currents are possible between the parent and either daughter, and

the BSW model makes the prediction r{K*K~)/T(Tr+7r-) m 1.4 independent of

the Class 2 normalization. Conventional wisdom has it that discrepancy between

the data and the BSW prediction is due to FSI changing the phase of interfering

dipion or dikaon isospin amplitudes.

A more direct way of seeing the effects of final-state interactions is to measure

the widths into various isospin-related channels such as r(ir+ir~), r(7r°w°), and

r(7r+7r°), and extract ao,02, and cos(<52 — <5o) by solving Eq. (29) and the two

similar equations. Table 8 taken from the upcoming Annual Review article by

Pedrini, Browder, and Honschied38 summarizes the results of such isospin analyses

for many two-body and quasi-two-body charm decays. Table 8 shows that more

often than not, a considerable phase shift is observed between the two isospin

amplitudes. Watson's theorem tells us that phase shifts between interfering isospin

amplitudes where sin (<$/* — Si) ^ 0 cannot arise from the weak processes alone

and thus constitute direct evidence for FSI.

Several groups40"43 have gone a step further and published resonant ampli-

tude analyses of particular final states. Most of this work concerns three-body

decays where all of the amplitude information resides in the Dalitz plot. Ampli-

tude analyses allow one to extend factorization model tests to pseudoscalar-vector
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Table 8. Isospin amplitude ratios and phase shifts for two-body charm decays.

Mode

Kit

K*v

Kp

K*p

KK

7T7T

Ratio of amplitudes

I/I1/2I/IA3/2I = 4.12 ±0.40
\Ai/2\/\A3/2\ = 5.23 ± 0.59

\Al/2\/\A3/2\ = 3.22 ±0.64

\Ai/2\/\A3/2\ = 4.93 ±1.95

|Ai|/ |Ai| = 0.58 ±0.12

I^al/Mol = 0.63 ± 0.13

5 =

88°

90°

10°

33°
470

81°

: 5/ - 5r

±8°
±16°
±47°
±57°
±13°
±10°

and vector-vector nonleptonic decays of D mesons and provide new ways of study-

ing FSI effects. A particularly clean and instructive example is provided by the

E687 (Ref. 43) group's analysis of the D+,D+ -¥ K~K+n+ final state. Mass

histograms and the two Dalitz plots are shown in Fig. 70.

The £>+ Dalitz plot is dominated by the 4>n+ and Tc"'K+ channels, while the

£)+ also has a significant contribution from a single or multiple broad resonances.

We note that both the <j> and 7T* bands have a node d u e to angular momentum

conservation in the center of each band as illustrated in Fig. 71. In order to extract

information from Dalitz plots such as those illustrated i n Fig. 70, the experimental

groups fit the intensity across a Dalitz plot to a coherent sum of quasi-two-body

or possible nonresonant contributions. For example, one can fit the £>+ Dalitz

plot to the form^r/fdMjdJW?) « \A(D+ -> K+K~n+)\2, where the amplitude is

given by Eq. (30)

r+) = o-i?. eiliv'M{Tt+K-

t+\4>ir+) + .... (30)

Figure 72 illustrates the form of one of these quasi-two-body contributions. Each

resonant channel contribution is multiplied by a complex amplitude coefficient

whose modulus serves as a gauge to the relative "importance" of the channel.*

*In fitting to the shape of the relative event density across t h e Dalitz plot, one of the fitted
amplitude factors is generally set to unity and serves as a reference channel. Clearly, since one
is fitting to \A\2, the overall phase of A cannot be measured. The modulus of the reference
amplitude can be determined if desired through the total decay -width in a way similar in spirit
to Eq. (18).

K*K'n* M03J (CoV/c")

Fig. 70. (a) The mass spectrum for out-of-target K+K~n+ decays, (b) and
(c)_The full sample D+,D+ -» K~K+w+ Dalitz plots. The bands due to
K'°(8Q0)K+ and </>(1019)TT+ are quite visible for both the D+ and D+ Dalitz
plots. Note the significant asymmetry between the population of the high and
low K'°(890)K+ lobes for the D+ in sharp contrast with the symmetric appear-
ance of the lobes for the £>+.
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Fig. 71. When viewed in the K" rest frame, the K" has zero spin along the
~K" -4 K~n+ decay axis since neither decay product carries spin. Since the D
and D+ are both spinless, the T<" must have zero spin along the K+ axis. The
amplitude for the K" to have been in these two simultaneous spin states is given
by %,'(#) oc cos#. This angular factor causes the Dalitz intensity to vanisli in the
center of the Dalitz band where cos# = 0 as discussed in Fig. 25.

q 2 - (m -I r/2 ) 2

Fig. 72. We show a Feynman-like diagram for the process D+ -> 07r+. A D -> n+

current with a form factor Fo interacts with a kaon current with form factor
FT through an unstable 0 propagator with an imaginary width contribution to
the propagator mass. This diagram gives an amplitude contribution of the form
M = FD Fr x |clJ |a|-'Pj(cos^c) x BW(mab), where the angular factor which
gives rise to the Dalitz nodes follows from the structure of current x current
contribution, and the Breit-Wigner represents the unstable propagator. The form
factors are relatively unimportant.

Any nonreal phase differences are due to the influence of final state interactions

which in a two resonant model would be given by Eq. (31)

(31)

One of the more interesting features of the Dalitz plots of Fig. 70 is the pronounced

asymmetry between the two K" lobes for the D+ —» K~K+7r+. We believe that

this lobe asymmetry is due to interference of the K"°K+ channel with a broad,

spinless resonance channel. From the interference pattern, one can infer that the

data requires a nearly imaginary relative phase shift. For simplicity, we model the

broad resonance in the vicinity of the K" as a nearly constant amplitude which we

write as cos 5 + i sin <5. Equation (32) gives an explicit form for this interference

term

cos 0
.ReUcos (5 + isin 6)'

Mr
2 - Mf<n - iTMr

(Afr
2 - Affc,) cos 6 cos 8 VMr cos 9 sin S

+ •., , ., . (32)
(M2 - Mf^Y + T2M2 (M2 - M^J^ + T2M2

The asymmetry comes about because the K°"K+ decay amplitude contains an

angular factor of cos 9, where 9 is the angle between the two kaons in the K°*

rest frame. This cos 9 factor causes the interference term to change sign from the

left lobe to the right lobe. We get an interference term from both the real part

of the Breit-Wigner as well as the imaginary part. Since the real part of a Breit-

Wigner reverses sign as one passes through the resonance (thus canceling the net

interference across the lobe), any net interference is due to the second term which

is proportional to sin 5. Figure 73 makes this argument graphically. The net lobe

asymmetry thus provides visible evidence for final-state interactions since all bare

amplitudes must be real (6 = 0 or 180°). After exploring many possibilities, E687

settled on the 7TJ(1430) K+ channel as the most likely channel interfering with

the ~K^K+ band.

We next discuss the Df -> K+K~n+ Dalitz plot. A close examination of

the Dalitz plot for the nearly background-free, out-of-target data (Fig. 74) shows

an accumulation of events in (what should be) the <j> band angular node. E691

(Ref. 44) discovered that the D* —> 7r+7r~;r+ Dalitz plot is strongly dominated by

the channel D* —> /(980)TT+ —• (n+ir~)iT+. We therefore expect a contribution

from the known dikaon decay of the /(980) which should populate the <j> node
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Fig. 73. The "+" and "—" indicate the sign of the interference term between a
constant phase and the K""K+ Dalitz band for the case of relatively real (left)
and relatively imaginary (right) phase shift. The sign alternates from the left to
the right of the band owing to the cos 6 portion of the K°* amplitude in Eq. (32).
The real part of a Breit-Wigner amplitude reverses sign as one passes through
the resonance which implies an additional sign change for the relatively real case.
The relatively imaginary part has no such additional sign reversal.

region as shown in Fig. 74. Figure 75 shows us that the inclusion of additional

contributions from the fj(17lO)n+ and 7^(1430) K+ significantly improved the

quality of the fits in the vicinity of the K' peak {R\) and just above it {Rv).

Table 9 compares the E687 (Ref. 43) results on the channels common to both

the D+,D+ -¥ K+K~n*decays. The fractions, / r , are known as decay fractions

and represent the ratio of the integrated Dalitz intensity for a single resonance

r divided by the intensity with all contributions present. The D+ amplitude

consists of nearly equal contributions olTT'K, cjm, and ~K"(1430)°K+; while the

D+ is strongly dominated by just the ~E"K and <jm. The decay fraction for the

/O(980) and /j(1710) contributions to the D+ sum to 14%.t

Table 9. Comparison of D+, Dj ->

Parameter

"7f*(892)°A-+

%*(M30)°K+
/ r ( 8 9 2 ) O / ( . +

/7?t(1430)°A-+

D+

0° (fixed)
-159±8±11°
70 ± 7 ± 4°
0.301 ± 0.020 ± 0.025

0.292 ± 0.031 ± 0.030

0.370 ± 0.035 ± 0.018

K+K n amplitudes.

Dt
0° (fixed)

178 ±20 ±24°

152 ± 40 ± 39°

0.478 ± 0.046 ± 0.040

0.396 ± 0.033 ± 0.047

0.093 ± 0.032 ± 0.032

1.6

10

-

1 . . . . I . . . . 1

fo(eao)

Fig. 74. The E687 D+ Dalitz plot, and simulated £>+ -> /(980)7r+ -> (K+K~)n+

decays.

Both the D+ and Z?+ could be fit entirely by quasi-two-body processes without

the need to include a nonresonant contribution. It is interesting to note that

both charm states have a real relative phase between the dominant ~K" K and <fyn

channels which indicates absent or canceling FSI phase shifts.

Our amplitude fit for D+ -> K~K+ir+ enables us to correct for acceptance

variations across the Dalitz plot as well as the effects of resonant channel interfer-

ence to obtain a much improved inclusive branching ratio D+ -¥ K+K~n+/K~TT+ir+

= 0.0976 ± 0.0042 ± 0.0046. It has become common practice to quote "branch-

ing ratios" for resonant decay amplitudes such as D+ -> <j>n+/K~i:+ir+, but

because of quantum mechanical interference, only such inclusive ratios as D+ —¥

K+K~n+/K~ir+ir+ are truly legitimate.

tl find it interesting to note that both the /O(980) and /j(1710) are often suspected to be non-gq
states. There is a discussion of this in the 1996 summary by the Particle Data Group.45
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Several groups have performed Dalitz analyses for the D", £>+ -» Kim final

state. Although these fits provide a good qualitative match to the data, often

discrepancies are apparent in comparisons between the data and mass projections

as shown in Fig. 76. The fit fractions obtained by the various experiments46"18

are in excellent agreement; while there is little agreement concerning the relative

phases, as illustrated in Fig. 77 for D° -> K°IT+IT~. There is excellent agreement,

however, between phases obtained by E687 (Ref. 46) and Argus.48 These analyses

provide a wealth of information on new decay modes which can be compared to

models based on factorization, QCD sum rules, and 1/NC expansions. Generally,

agreement of the models with the data is only at about the ±60 % level. Often, the

isospin amplitudes show nearly imaginary relative phases as reported in Table 8.

It is interesting to note that all experimental groups report a sizable nonresonant

contribution to the D+ —> K~n+n+ Dalitz plot which makes it unique among the

plots discussed here.

3.6 Heavy Quark Decay Summary

Here is a very brief summary of this rather lengthy section. We began by discussing

charm decay at the most inclusive level—the total decay rate or inverse lifetime

of the charmed particles. The lifetime of the last measured weakly decaying

charmed baryon, the fl° (ess) (2704) state, was measured last year at 0.064 ±

0.020 ps. There is approximately an order of magnitude difference in the lifetime

of the short-lived fi° (ess) (2704) state and the long-lived (1.06 ps) D+. In the

absence of QCD effects, the naive spectator model predicts a universal charm

lifetime of m 0.7 ps. Recent progress in 1/MQ expansions provides a systematic

approach to estimating the effects of WA, WX, and PI diagrams which differentiate

among the various charm particle species. The expansion approach does a credible

job of reproducing observed lifetimes of the seven known weakly decaying charm

states. By way of contrast, the lifetimes of the weakly decaying beauty states

are much closer in value. More precise charm baryon measurements and b-sector

measurements are needed to fully test these promising new approaches.

HQET predicts a very strong, backward polarization for the daughter baryon

in Ac -> Klu, such as Ac -» Aff, and Ec -> Sw. The spin of the baryons are

0 1 2
m2 (GeV/c2)2

0 1 2
m2 (GeV/c2)2

Fig. 75. Comparing the m2(A'~7r+) three amplitude (left) and five amplitude
(right) D* fit to the data (error bars). The background, deduced from the mass
sidebands, is shown in the lower histogram.

'^ - - • (Jo (Gev/o2)2

Fig. 76. Comparison of the lower and higher K~n+ mass projection in E687
data (error bars) and our fit (histogram). The high projection does not match
near 2.5 GeV2.
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Fig. 77. Comparison of (a) the decay fractions and (b) phases obtained by different
experiments for the decay D° -4 K°n+ir~.

self-analyzed through the decays: A -> pn and E -> An. All three decays were

measured by ARGUS and/or CLEO and found to be consistent with nearly com-

plete, left-handed polarization.

A great deal of progress has been made in leptonic and semileptonic decays.

There now exist several measurements of the Df -> fi+u decay constant. Present

data is internally consistent with a value of fDt = 242 ± 32 MeV a t w 20% CL

level. This value is in good agreement with many of the predictions from Lattice

Gauge Theory.

Charm form factors are exactly computable (in principle) by Lattice Gauge

Theory and are frequently estimated by Quark Models. Both techniques are most

effective when the daughter hadron is at rest relative to the parent, which means

that they work best at q2 « g2,^. Both the phase space and V-A matrix element

tend to force the data to values close to q2 « 0. Most experimental groups use

a VDM-inspired pole form to bridge the experimental and theoretical q2 regimes,

where the pole mass corresponds to the known D" and D" spectroscopy. The

validity of these forms is unproven.

Theory does a good job predicting the / + form factor for D —» Ktv. Data

favors an mpole slightly lower than the expected D", mass. Crude experimental

information on the lepton mass suppressed form factor, /_(g2), has just become

available. As expected, / J for D -> ntv is equal (to within ±10%) to f* for D ->

Ktv. Since wlv probes q2 much closer to the pole mass, pole mass uncertainty

is an important source of systematics on the form factor and branching ratio

measurements. It will be exciting to measure the q2 dependence of n£v decay in the

future. Recent LGT and improved QM calculations are in much better agreement

with the form factor magnitude in D -> Tt'tv decay than the first predictions.

A factorization framework, the Bauer-Stech-Wirbel (BSW) model, was de-

signed to incorporate QCD corrections into nonleptonic decays. The BSW model

deals specifically with two-body and quasi-two-body decays. Predictions are made

in terms of leptonic and semileptonic form factors. It has been known for some

time that long-range, final-state interactions, FSI, can significantly distort BSW

predictions for two-body-decay branching ratios. FSI is also responsible for cre-

ating complex phase shifts between isospin amplitudes. Amplitude analyses have

confirmed the quasi-two-body nature of most three-body decays. FSI effects are

evident in the interference between resonant channels. Amplitude analyses make

possible vector-vector, and vector-pseudoscalar comparisons with the BSW model.
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Only ±60% agreement exists between the models and resonance data. Extending

these analyses to higher multiplicity meson and baryon decays and improving the

physics of nonresonant terms is a future goal of charm physics.

4 A Final Word

I have tried throughout these lectures to capture some of the excitement of the

present research on charm quark production and decay. Charm provides a unique

window to test the calculations of QCD which is in many respects complementary

to beauty owing to its intermediate mass scale. Charm lies somewhere between

the light quark chiral limit and the limit where HQET is clearly applicable.

I have tried to show that the charm quark appears to be massive enough

such that data on high-energy charm photoproduction and hadroproduction cross

sections can be reasonably compared to the perturbative QCD calculations at

next-to-leading order. The smaller mass of charm compared to beauty offers the

experimentalist two distinct advantages. The low mass means that charm is copi-

ously produced in high-energy fixed-target experiments. The reduced decay phase

space of charm compared to beauty means that there exist easily reconstructible

final states with appreciable (w 5-10%) branching fractions. A copious sample

of reconstructed charm decays allows one to make rather incisive tests of the

QCD production mechanism and fragmentation models involving high-accuracy

measurements of particle-antiparticle asymmetries and correlations.

Nonperturbative models have been successfully employed in understanding

both the overall decay rate and details concerning form factors for both fully lep-

tonic and semileptonic decays. The emerging calculational tool for charm decay

appears to be Lattice Gauge theory since charm semileptonic decays are generally

not in the proper domain of HQET. There still remains the problem of the q2

gulf between where data exists and where the theories work best. Finally, many

of the attempts to understand the bulk of charm decay—nonleptonic decay—are

presently thwarted by the difficult-to-compute influence of final-state interactions.

The final-state interactions will ultimately complicate future beauty physics, but

at a hopefully reduced level. When viewed in this context, charm nonleptonic de-

cay perhaps provides a "preview of coming distractions" for future beauty physics.

I would like to acknowledge the hospitality of the SLAC Summer Institute for
arranging and maintaining this excellent school and conference. I would also like
to acknowledge the prodigious efforts of my many E687 collaborators over the
years.
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ABSTRACT

Deep inelastic scattering of electrons has been used for nearly three

decades to probe the internal structure of nucleons. The vast majority

ized experiments. These experiments have revealed the internal linear }•_;<

momentum structure of nucleons. However, not until the last decade

and a half have experiments been carried out to elucidate the internal :

angular momentum structure of the nucleons. Recently, the experi- *'

ment El 54 at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center has completed

a two-month data taking run in which a large number (~ 108) of

spin-dependent deep inelastic scattering events were collected. The

experiment covered the kinematic range of 0.014 < a; < 0.70 and

1 (GeV/c)2 < Q2 < 17 (GeV/c)2. The preliminary analysis of these

data yields to date the most precise integral of JQ^ 9"(x) dx =

-0.036 ± 0.004(statistical) ± 0.005(systematic) at an average Q2 of

5 (GeV/c)2.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Spin—Averaged Deep Inelastic Scattering

Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) experiments take advantage of the point-like na-

ture and the relatively weak electromagnetic interaction of leptons to probe the

internal structure of hadrons, specifically nucleons. I will speak mainly of elec-

trons except when referring to other experiments such as the muon scattering

experiments at CERN. In deep inelastic scattering experiments, a high-energy

lepton beam impinges upon a nuclear target. The energy and momentum transfer

to the target nucleon can be calculated by detecting the scattered electron and

measuring its momentum. Experiments from the late 1960s established the parton

model as a description of DIS. The 1990 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded for

these seminal experiments.'1"3' Further experimentation led to the observation of

Scale Invariance as predicted by Bjorken'4' and the explanation of scaling in the

context of the parton model by Feynman.'5'

The parton model lets the experimenter equate the fraction x of the momen-

tum of the nucleon carried by the struck parton (quark) to a ratio of kinematic

observables,

X=2J^' (1)

where q2 is the four-momentum transfer squared, u = E — E' is the energy

transfer, and M-^ is the nucleon mass. In the Born approximation, the scattering

is described by single photon exchange between the incoming lepton and the struck

quark. This is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The internal momentum structure

of the nucleon can be extracted from the x dependence of the scattering rates and

summarized in the structure functions, F\(x) and Fi(x).

In the years subsequent to the original DIS experiments, the theory of Quan-

tum Chromodynamics (QCD) has become a good description of the dynamics of

partons (quarks and gluons). QCD'6"8' has been quite successful in explaining the

dynamics of scale violation in parton distributions.'9' Currently, high-precision

data for the spin-averaged nucleon structure functions'10' are available and pro-

vide for a rigorous test of QCD. However, only recently have high-precision data

for spin-dependent structure functions become available.

Px

k, E

k', E'

q2 =

p

Px

incoming electron

scattered electron

initial nucleon momentum

unobserved final hadron

momentum

Fig. 1. Schematic of deep inelastic scattering.

1.2 Spin-Dependent DIS

The impetus for spin-dependent DIS is the desire to fully understand and describe

the spin nature of the nucleon. We know from low Q2 measurements that the

nucleon is a spin 1/2 particle. From the parton description, we also know that

the nucleon is comprised of spin 1/2 (quarks) and spin 1 (gluons) particles. From

angular momentum conservation, we can then put forth the following

where Aq is the portion of the nucleon's spin carried by the quarks, AG that

carried by the gluons, and <L> the internal orbital angular momentum.

This current experiment undertook the task of precisely measuring the neutron

spin-dependent structure function g"(x) . To first order, the measurement of

the spin-dependent structure function gi(x) is a probe of the longitudinal quark

spin content of the nucleon. Since free neutrons are unstable and the use of a

neutron beam from a facility such as a reactor is impracticable, preparation of

a polarized neutron target requires the use of either a deuterated molecule, such

as ND4 or Butonal, or a nucleus in which an unpaired neutron can be effectively

polarized, such as 3He. A rather good approximation of the 3He wave-function

is that the two protons are paired off as a spin singlet and the unpaired neutron

carries the spin of the nucleus. More exact treatments'11' show that the neutron

polarization is Pn = 0.87 and the proton polarization is Pp = -0.027. Thus,

*Data primarily sensitive to gj(x) were also collected.
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spin dependence is dominated by the neutron; while in the deuteron, the proton
and the neutron have spins aligned. Measurement of the neutron spin-dependent
structure function using the deuteron requires the subtraction of 100% of the
proton spin structure function. Extraction of the neutron spin structure from deep
inelastic data taken with 3He targets requires a much smaller adjustment due to
the proton contribution, though the asymmetry is smaller. The experiment E154
used polarized 3He for the present measurement of the neutron spin structure.

Spin-dependent DIS is described by the following differential cross-section'12'

da
dE'dO

£ [2sin2 (i\ W,(QV) +cos2 ( "- ) W2(Q
2,u)

a? [2me [q2 SP • Se - q • Sc q • Sp]
EQ'
2me [q2(q-PSp-Sc-g-SpP- 5e)] (3)

The four-momentum transfer is q, the target nucleon four-momentum is P, and
the beam and target polarization four-vectors are Se and Sp respectively. Under
change of sign of the beam helicity, the four-vector Sc changes overall sign. The
differences in spin-dependent cross sections for the cases (a) the spins of the
incoming electron and nuclear target are parallel and anti-parallel and (b) the
spins of the incoming electron and the nuclear target are perpendicular and anti-
perpendicular are

(«) ^^rJ® = 4Sz([E + E'cose]g1(x)-2xMg2(x))
dQ.dE1 EMvQ2

4a2E' E'sinB 4xME
(4)K ' dQ.dE' EMuQ2

In the scaling limit, the spin-dependent structure function gi (x) can be shown to
be the difference of spin-dependent parton distributions

2 Flavors (i)

where the charge of the parton (quark) is given by g,-. The t'tn partonic structure
function is denoted by /;. Likewise, the spin-averaged structure function is the
average of the spin-dependent parton distributions

(6)

Furthermore, the individual spin-dependent structure functions g\ (x) and g% (x)
can be calculated from the above differential cross sections by making measure-
ments of both the parallel/anti-parallel and perpendicular/anti-perpendicular
scattering rates in a DIS experiment. The details of the manipulation are shown
in Eqs. 10 through 13.

While there is no a priori determination of a particular structure function,
spin-independent or spin-dependent, there is a rigorous prediction that relates
the integral of the difference of the proton spin structure function and the neutron
spin structure function. This is known as the Bjorken sum rule'13'

lim f\gp
l(x)-g1(x)

Q2-too JO D
(7)

where gA — —1.2573 ± 0.00281 is the axial-vector coupling for neutron beta de-
cay.'14' It is important to note that the integral is over the full range of x and
that the integral should be evaluated at infinite Q2. Calculable QCD corrections
must be applied'15' at finite Q2.

Ellis and Jaffe'16' proposed that the strange quark sea would be unpolarized

= 0

and thus introduced the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule for the nucleon

(8)

Flavors (i)

Q J o [|^]. (9)
Again, g& conies from neutron beta decay, while F and D are constants of hyperon
decay.I14' Originally, only the spin-dependent structure functions of the proton
were measured by the E80 Collaboration'17' and E130 Collaboration.'18' Data from
both of the original SLAC experiments were consistent with the Ellis-Jaffe sum
rule for the proton. In 1989, the EMC Collaboration presented data consistent
with a violation of the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule.'19' Subsequent experiments, both a t
CERNl20-21' and at SLAC,'22"24' have also shown that the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule is
violated. Figure 2 shows some of the world's data for the proton spin structure
function. Once neutron spin-dependent structure functions became available,
tests of the Bjorken sum rule by the SMC'20' and SLAC-E143'23' Collaborations3

Indeed, a more careful QCD-based analysis results in the quark sea being polarized.'25'28'
•'The SLAC experiment E142 made the first measurement of the neutron spin structure function
g"(x) using a laser-polarized 3He target; however, a test of the Bjorken sum rule would require
use of either the SMC proton data or the SLAC E143 proton data. Both SMC and B143
measured the proton and the neutron spin structure functions gffx) and g"{x).
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Fig. 2. Some of the currently published data for g\(x). Plotted is g\{x) as a

function of x. The data were evolved to Ql = 5 (GeV/c)2 using Eq. (26).

were possible. Summaries of both the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule tests and the Bjorken

sum rule tests are shown in Table 1.

The amount of published world data for the neutron spin structure function

g"(x) is limited due to the difficulty in preparation of an effectively polarized

neutron target. To date , only the SMC Collaboration, SLAC E142, and SLAC

E143 have published neutron data . Figure 3 summarizes these data". Naively,

the proton structure function appears well-behaved in the low-rc region (x < 0.1).

However, the neutron data are not as precise as the proton data in this low-a;

region. For tests of the Bjorken sum rule, collaborations have assumed two things

about the data: (a) that the quantity gi(x)/Fi(x) is Q2 independent, and (b) that

the low-re region not covered by data would assume a Regge-like form'27' resulting

in g"{x) ~ constant. These two assumptions have been used to extrapolate the

'Currently, an experiment at DESY by the HERMES Collaboration has collected neutron spin
structure function data with a polarized 'He target, though the statistics are limited with respect
to the current experiment.
5The shaded region in the figure indicates the kinematic coverage of the current experiment.

(a) Ellis-Jaffe Sum (proton) Prediction Collaboration

0.126 ± 0.010 ± 0.015
0.049 ± 0.044 ± 0.032
0.136 ± 0.011 ± 0.011
0.127 ± 0.004 ± 0.010
-0.031 ± 0.006 ± 0.009

0.189 ± 0.005
0.187 ± 0.010
0.176 ± 0.006
0.160 ± 0.006

EMC'19!
SMC'20) (deuteron)

SLAC
-0.011 ± 0.016 SLAC E142'24) (neutron)

(b) Bjorken Sum

0.204 ± 0.029
0.163 ± 0.010 ± 0.016

Prediction

0.185 ± 0.004
0.171 ± 0.008

Collaboration

SLAC E143(23)

Table 1. (a) Ellis-Jaffe sum rule tests and (b) Bjorken sum rule tests.

structure functions below the measured regions for the purpose of integrating the

structure functions over the full x range. With the advent of precise data, such an

extrapolation method can be tested, as can possibly the Q2 dependence of gi(x).

2 Methodology

To precisely measure the neutron spin structure function g"(x), many systematic

effects must be well-understood. These are summarized in Table 2. This contribu-

tion will address the E154 Experimental Systematics while the reader is referred

to the literature for the best measurements of Fi (x) (Ref. [28]), R (Ref. [29]), and

g\(x) (Refs. [19], [21], and [22]).

E154 Experimental Systematics

Beam Flux Stability Beam Polarization

Target Dilution Factor Target Polarization

Electron Identification Background Subtraction

Radiative Corrections

External Systematics

R OH*)

Table 2. Sources of systematic errors.
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2.1 Cross—Sections or Ratio of Rates

To extract the spin-dependent structure functions, either the absolute differential

cross sections mus t be measured or the asymmetry must be measured. The cross-

section and asymmetry measurements are subject to different systematic errors.

The advantage of the asymmetry measurement is that experimental conditions

such as the spectrometer acceptance drop out in the ratio. Though eventually the

absolute DIS cross section must be known, the value may be taken from precise

measurements due to other experiments. The following equations illustrate the

latter method.

First, we define some variables related to the experimental observables in Ta-

ble 3. The explicit spin dependence is dropped for brevity. Additionally, the

differential cross sections have implicit x and Q2 dependence. The acceptance A

in general is also a function of a: and Q2. Finally, the dilution factor / is a function

of x and Q2.

n

A

da

Pc

f

density of target

acceptance of spectrometer
differential cross section

electron beam polarization

dilution factor

/

F'

Ne

P'Ha

target length

electron beam flux
observed scattering rate

target polarization

generic efficiency variable

Table 3. Experimental variables.

We can define the following two ratios, which we shall call the parallel, A\\,

and perpendicular, A±, asymmetries

"

4L = (10)

The electron spin directions are denoted by f and J., while the nuclear spin direc-

tions are shown by ff and •*=. The experiment is able to measure these ratios by

observing the scattering rates as a function of beam polarization state. A given

rate can be expressed as

Nc = F' n I A r, da. (11)

Since the beam polarization (Pc) and target polarization (Pane) are in general not
100% and the 3He gas is confined to a glass target vessel, the observed rates relate
to the parallel and perpendicular asymmetries according to

where rf represents efficiencies that do not necessarily cancel in the ratios^ and

/ is the dilution factor defined in Sec. 2.5. A similar expression exists for the

perpendicular asymmetry. Manipulation of Eq. (4) along with the definition of

the asymmetries in Eq. (10) and the equations that relate the asymmetries to

experimental observables such as Eq. (12) then lead to the structure functions

gi(x) and &(x)

9l{x) =

V flfr) E'cos(0)(
ID [ E'sm{6)

(13)

"Such as any efficiencies that are dependent upon rate. If such efficiencies exist, then they will
become dependent upon the asymmetry being measured.
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D and ?/ are kinematic factors defined by

E-E'

v = —r-
D =

2/(1 + eR)

R = £2L. (14)

Finally, because the spin of the neutron in the 3Hc nucleus is not 100% aligned

with the nuclear spin, and because the protons have a residual polarization, the

neutron spin structure function g"(x) takes the form

1 71

with Pp = -0.027 and Pn = 0.87.

2.2 Experimental Descript ion

Two small acceptance magnetic spectrometers (dQ. ~ 5 msr) were used to ob-

serve deep inelastic scattering rates of 48.3 GeV polarized electrons impinging

on a gaseous laser-polarized 3He target. Approximately 100 million events were

collected over a period of two months (October and November of 1995) at the

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. The experiment ran in fixed target hall End

Station A. The majority of the events were collected in a polarization configura-

tion in which the beam was polarized along the direction of the beam axis and the

target was polarized along the same axis. The asymmetry in this configuration of

polarization vectors is dominated by the spin structure function g"{x). With the

target polarization perpendicular to the electron beam, the asymmetry is domi-

nated by the other spin structure function g'^x). As previously stated, this talk

only presents results on the measurement of g"{x).

2.3 E lec tron B e a m

The electron beam originates at the polarized election source.'30' This source

utilizes a strained-lattice GaAs crystal in conjunction with a Ti-Sapphire laser

system. Illumination of the strained crystal with a particular helicity of the laser

light produces a current of highly polarized electrons which are accelerated to

an energy of 48.3 GeV. The laser light was applied in a pulse mode, each pulse

being 200-250 us long. The helicity of the laser light was determined by the high

voltage applied to two Pockels cells. For the present experiment, the helicity state

of the laser for each pulse was determined by a random number generator. By

doing this, random flipping of the beam polarization fluctuations in beam flux

and experimental acceptance and efficiencies were averaged, and thus, systematic

errors were reduced.

< Ai > = < Ai >
<7/ t> = <rn>. (16)

For the experiment, we utilized abeam current between 3• 10° and 9-109 electrons

per pulse. The accelerator provided 120 pulses per second, though one pulse was

used to monitor accelerator performance. The beam polarization was measured

in dedicated runs using a single-arm Mollcr polarimeter.'31' Average beam polar-

ization was stable at 0.825 and was measured with less than a 5% relative error.

Off-line analysis cuts were used to prepare parent samples of DIS events which

had beam flux distributions identical to better than 10~4. Analysis examined both

spatial and charge distributions of the pulses.

2.4 3He Polarized Target

To measure the neutron spin structure function g\'(x), the experiment E154 chose

to use a spin-exchange 3He gaseous target". The experiment utilized a sealed

two-cell target system. The target system is schematically shown in Fig. 4. An

upper cell was used for laser optical pumping of a Rb vapor. Rubidium density

was controlled by heating the upper cell to ~ 180° C. Circularly polarized light

provided by three solid state laser diode arrays and four Ti-Sapphire lasers illu-

minated the upper cell. This results in an atomically polarized Rb vapor. The

Rb vapor and the 3He gas freely diffuse and undergo hyperfine interactions during

collisions resulting in polarization transfer from the Rb atomic electron to the 3He

nucleus.'32' The 3He polarization is governed by

1SB _ p-hsE+r)A (17)

8 I n contrast to the experiment DESY/HERMES which uses a mcta-stability exchange based
3 He polarization system.

7Todd Avcrett for the E154 Collaboration, SPIN 9G Proceedings, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
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Fig. 4. Schematic of laser-polarized 3He target.

where PR,\, is t he average rubidium atomic polarization, 7sB 'S the spin-exchange

rate between the rubidium and the 3He, and V is the intrinsic cell relaxation time.

Typical values were PRb ~ 0.60, JSB ~ (16 hr)"1, and T ~ (70 hr)"1. Figure 5

illustrates the atomic levels of the rubidium valence electron and the effect of

optical pumping. A quantization axis is achieved with two sets of large helmholtz

coils providing a holding field of 10 ~ 20 gauss. Longitudinal target polarization

is set by having the holding field parallel to the beam axis, while a transverse field

results in perpendicular polarization . The target cells were filled with 3He to

a pressure of approximately ten atmospheres. Additionally, each cell had in it a

small amount of N2 (~60 torr) to aid in the optical pumping process. The bottom

(target) cell through which the high-energy electron beam passed was constructed

with very thin entrance and exit windows (~ 50 ftm). The lower, target cell

"During perpendicular running of the experiment, the target cell was permitted to cool and the
lasers were turned off. The 3He polarization was allowed to decay with a time constant on the
order of many tens of hours. This was done because the optical path of the laser light was fixed
for parallel pumping only.

Collisional Mixing

5P

radiative
decays

Fig. 5. Optical pumping of rubidium. The circularly polarized light is denoted by

cr+. In the absence of N2, the 5Pi/2 state deexcites with a ratio of relative rates

of 2/3:1/3. Introduction of a small amount of N2 results in collisional mixing and

increases this ratio to 1/2:1/2.

was 30 cm long. Average target polarization over the two-month duration of

the experiment was 38% ± 2% and as high as 50%. The target polarization was

regularly measured throughout the course of the experiment using adiabatic fast

passage, a NMR technique.'33' The NMR was calibrated by two methods: proton

NMR and Rb EPR.'34' In the analysis of the data, the interpolated polarization

for each run was used.

2.5 Target Dilution Factor /

The advantages of using a closed optical pumping cell for the nuclear target for

DIS is the high densities achieved. However, this results in DIS events originating

from nuclei other than the 3He. The ratio of the events from the 3He to the sum

of events from all species is referred to as the dilution factor*" / .

/ = Vf» + JVt
Nj)

(18)

he nuclear spin directions (ft and 4=) are not shown since this formula holds for all nuclear
spin directions.
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In the observed asymmetries, the numerator is only dependent upon the polarized
3He as the glass target vessel and the N2 gas are unpolarized. However, the

denominator, which is a measure of the spin-averaged scattering rates, is sensitive

to the presence of any matter in the electron beam. The ratio of the difference of

the spin-dependent scattering rates from 3He to the sum is

I e -TJHe /"Ho — yyJHo + ^t\\c ~ J ^yTotnl _|_ jyTotal •

Because the glass target vessel is unpolarized as is the N2 gas, the difference in

the spin-dependent 3He scattering rates is identical to the difference in the total

spin-dependent scattering rates

jy 'Hc _ ^>Hc = ^ _ ^ ( 2 Q )

Precise determination of / is crucial to the measurement of g"(x). We used two

methods: (1) physical characterization of the target cell with detailed calculation

of expected rates from contributions due to different matter present, and (2) use

of a variable pressure reference cell to directly measure rates of deep inelastic

scattering from 3He.

2.5.1 Dilution Factor Method 1: Calculated with Target Physical
Characteristics

In method 1, each target cell was measured to determine the amount of glass

in the path of the incoming high-energy electron beam. In addition to mechan-

ical measurements of the target windows, thickness determination was done by

performing X-ray absorption measurements and using laser-interferometric tech-

niques. The gas density was measured at the time of target manufacture using

standard pressure gauges. The gas density was also determined using an optical

line broadening technique.'35' This information was used to construct a detailed

mathematical model of each target used in the course of the experiment* . Pub-

lished values of nucleon structure functions'28' for the proton and the neutron

(F£(x,Q2) and F£(x,Q2)) along with knowledge of the EMC effect'36' were used

in conjunction with internal radiative corrections to calculate deep inelastic

**Due to the thinness of the target windows ~ 50 fim, the target cell windows had a limited
life in the electron beam. Different target cells were used during the course of the experiment.
^Initial and final state radiation along with vertex corrections were calculated. Additionally,
radiative corrections were applied to elastic scattering and quasielastic scattering to be combined

scattering rates. These rates were calculated as distributions of both x and Q2.

Finally, these rates were corrected for effects of external radiation'- due to the

path of the scattered electrons through the target cell wall and the spectrome-

ter detector components. Final distributions were used to calculate the dilution

factor.

2.5.2 Dilution Factor Method 2: Measurements in Beam

The second method of dilution factor determination utilized variable pressure 3He

reference cells. An advantage of the reference cell method is that the internal and

external radiative corrections are included since the cross sections are physical,

to all orders. The variable pressure reference cells were constructed in the same

manner as the target cells, with the exception that no optical pumping cell was

attached. By recording the scattering rate into each spectrometer as a function of

the 3He density in the reference cell, the rate of electrons due to events originating

in the 3He and those originating in the glass target windows can be decoupled.

This decoupling is illustrated below

' = Fc 1*^,. ri3IIe A (21)

where now the density nauc is varied by the experimenters. This can be summa-

rized in the following equation,

N* = M njne (22)

The reference cell can be pressurized to various densities and the rate per unit

density M can be measured. Note that this rate variable (M) is explicitly

dependent*1* upon x and Q2. The extracted rate can then be used to construct a

dilution factor

' * * " * (23)
N-Total Rate

with the radiative corrections of the deep inelastic scattering to calculate an overall effective
radiative correction to the deep inelastic scattering.
1^The radiative effects were calculated as prescribed by Mo and Tsail37' and through the use of
the Monte Carlo program GEANT.'38' In the latter method, a detailed model of the target was
incorporated into the program. Additionally descriptions of the two spectrometers, including
magnets, detector elements, vacuum windows, etcetera, were used.
14However, the narrow Q2 range in any given x bin results in M being a function mainly of x.
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where niHo ' s t n e actual operating density of the polarized target while the electron

beam is impinging. The total electron scattering rate given by JVTOUI Rate is just

the total rate as observed by each spectrometer. Excellent agreement is found

between the two methods of dilution factor determination, as illustrated by Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Dilution factor as determined by mechanical measurement and as deter-

mined by reference cell rate measurement (symbols). The band is the result of

the calculation based on the parameterization of the cell.

2.6 Electron Identification and Background Suppression

The experiment utilized magnetic spectrometers at forward angles. The spec-

trometers were triggered by every pulse and the electronics were gated for a 400 ns

duration. This mode of triggering enabled the experiment to record multiple

events in any given pulse. Each spectrometer used magnets for momentum and

charge selection of the scattered particles. Each spectrometer had nonvanish-

ing acceptance for electrons above a momentum of 10 GeV/c. The momentum

"Each spectrometer had a dilution factor calculated using both methods.
1^The SLAC experiments E142 and E143 were precursors to the present experiment. A brief

description has been published.'39'

was reconstructed via the use of tracking hodoscopes. The hodoscopes were

instrumented with multiple-hit TDC's, thus permitting the recording of multi-

ple events in a pulse. Electron identification was achieved with a combination of

threshold gas Cherenkov detectors and lead-glass shower array detectors. As with

the hodoscopes, the lead-glass detectors were also instrumented with multiple-hit

TDC's. Each Cherenkov detector was instrumented with a high time resolution

(1 nanosecond/bin) Flash ADC. Analysis of the digitized PMT waveforms led to

e~ identification and n~ rejection for momentum below 19 GeV/c and 16 GeV/c

for the 2.75° and 5.50° spectrometers respectively. Situated at the far end of each

spectrometer, as shown in Fig. 7, was an array of lead-glass blocks in the Fly's Eye

configuration sufficiently long for total containment of e" (e+) induced electro-

magnetic cascades. Particle energy reconstruction was done along with a shower

development analysis using a neural network based algorithm. The energy value

along with the momentum value were used to construct a ratio. For electrons, the

ratio would have a mean of 1, while for n~'s, the value would be different and less

than 1. Further e~ identification was done by examining the results of the neural

network analysis. Thus, a final e~ profile could be determined. A complementary

analysis also led to ix~ profiling. An interplay of the e~ and TT~ analyses then led

to an efficiency and background rate determination. °

2.7 Radiative Corrections

Equation 4 was written in the Born approximation (one photon exchange). What

is actually observed is the cross section to all orders. In order to extract the

spin-dependent structure functions, effects that are higher order than Born ap-

proximation must be taken into account. These corrections are referred to as

internal and external radiative corrections. In addition to spin-averaged internal

corrections, spin-dependent internal corrections must be calculated.

hin fingers of scintillator material paired with a photo-multiplier tube (PMT).
*°A residual sample of e~ in the final it~ sample and a residual sample of ir~ hi the final e"
sample are viewed as background contaminations. These background rates were measured to be
small.
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2.7.1 External Radiation

External radiative corrections include energy loss of the electron beam while

traversing the target and energy loss of the scattered beams while exiting the

target and traversing the detector elements. The incident beam energy loss is

negligible in the thin target. Energy loss of the scattered electrons due to traver-

sal through the target and the spectrometer elements can be explicitly calculated

given the physical description of all matter encountered in the spectrometer line.

In this way, each scattered electron can have its momentum corrected to the value

just after the initial deep inelastic scattering.

2.7.2 Internal Radiation

There are two distinct sources of internal radiative corrections. Those that are cal-

culated in the spin-averaged (unpolarized) case and those that are spin-dependent

(polarized). Since the experiment measures an asymmetry which is the ratio of

spin-dependent and spin-averaged processes, both polarized and unpolarized ra-

diative corrections must be calculated. Polarized radiative corrections alone are a

subject worthy of discussion at a conference or workshop. To this end, the reader

is referred to the latest literature on the topic.!40''11' However, a brief description

is warranted. Angular momentum conservation results in radiative corrections to

deep inelastic scattering being different for the spin-dependent case compared to

the spin-averaged case. The process of calculating the polarized radiative cor-

rections entails the use of the observed deep inelastic scattering asymmetries. A

polarized correction is calculated and applied to the asymmetry. The resulting

asymmetry is then used to calculate a new correction. This iterative process is

continued until the corrections converge.

3 Experimental Results

The analysis was carried out by two relatively independent subgroups of the col-

laboration. This allowed for a study of systematic effects possibly introduced by

the analysis methods. The large data sets were analyzed on computer farms at

SLAC and at The California Institute of Technology. Reduction of the data led

to data summary tapes (DST's) with analysis cuts refined for e~ selection. Pion

identification has already been discussed in Sec. 2.6; another background is false

electrons. These are real electrons (not pions) that have an origin other than deep

inelastic scattering. The observed electrons can be described by

(24)

The false electrons have a charge symmetric origin, such as ir° Dalitz decay,

7 e~ e+ (25)

Other sources would include pair production from high-energy 7's. In order to re-

move these false e~'s, the polarity of each spectrometer was periodically reversed

to accept positrons. The observed positron rate is a measure of these false elec-

trons. Numerical asymmetries were constructed from the DST files. These were

then corrected for TT'S and false e~'s. Use of the dilution factor, beam polarization,

and target polarization then results in the asymmetries A^ and A±. These asym-

metries were then corrected for radiative effects and the spin-dependent structure

functions extracted.

Due to the finite acceptance of each spectrometer, the structure functions were

measured in a range of Q2 that is highly correlated with x. This correlation of

Q2 and x arises from the fixed angle of each spectrometer and the small entrance

apertures. This Q2 and x acceptance is shown for the two spectrometers in Fig. 8.
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In order to present gi (x) in a meaningful manner, the Q2 value should be fixed to

a common value for all x values. However, because of the acceptance correlation,

the mean Q2 values increase as a function of x. Early spin-dependent structure

function experiments made an explicit check for Q2 dependence for the ratio of

the spin-dependent structure function to the spin-averaged structure function.'19)

To the statistical and systematic precision of the experiment, no significant Q2

dependence was found. That is

9i(x,Q2)
Fi(x,Q2)

= constant . (26)

Assuming validity of this relationship, the structure function g"(x, Q2) can be

evolved to a mean Q\ to arrive at g"(x, Q%). We chose to evolve to the average

lyIn addition to deep inelastic scattering, radiated elastic and radiated quasielastic scattering
are included in the definition of true electrons since these are accounted for in the radiative
corrections.

Q2 observed in the data, " namely Q% = 5 (GeV/c)2. Figure 9 shows the results

of our experiment. The precision of the data is striking. An important feature of

the data is the increase in the structure function at lower values of x. This is a

possible indication of near divergent behavior of the structure function.

The data need to be evolved to a common Q2 value in order to compare the

current data to the world data for g"(x). Equation 26 was used to evolve the world

data to the average Q2 of 5 (GeV/c)2. The results of this evolution are shown

in Fig. 10. Additionally, the product xg"(x) as a function of x is shown rather

than g"(x). This method of data presentation allows for a clearer comparison of

experiments, an appreciation of the precision of each experiment, and a sense of

the convergence of JjJ g"(x)dx. The precision of the current data in comparison

to the world data cannot be overstated. The numerical integral over the covered

data range is

J
/0.70
' gf(x)dx = -0.036 ±0.004(statistical) ± 0.005(systematic). (27)
0.014

In order to integrate over the full x range, extrapolations below and above the

covered data range must be done. For the high-a: region, quark-counting argu-

ments'42' may be followed that lead to an extrapolation of the form

«??(*)->(l -z) 3 .

This form leads to a small contribution to the overall integral

/•l.O
/ ' g?(x)dx ~ 0.0002.

(28)

(29)

The low-a; behavior is, however, another matter. Since the d a t a show an

increase at low values of x, the extrapolation is more tenuous. The precision of

the data brings into question the validity of naive low-a: extrapolation models,

such as the Regge-like behavior.

9i(x)~xa
(30)

Under the constraint that the exponent a in the Regge-inspired model is required

to assume a value in the range 0 < a < 0.5, the best fit in the low-ar (x < 0.1)

interval of neutron data leads to an exponent of o = 0. However, if the exponent

is the current convention used by spin-dependent structure function experiments.
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is allowed to assume any value, the fit leads to near divergent behavior. The two

vastly different fits indicate the complexity of extrapolating.

The isovector difference in the structure functions is solely nonsinglet and is

expected to have softer behavior.'43' Under this premise, the difference in structure

functions takes the form

A combination of the SMC and E143 proton data may be taken along with the

present neutron data to construct the difference. All points below a; < 0.1 are

used to calculate the fit parameters. The resulting fit is shown in Fig. 11. With

this extrapolation, the form may be integrated and a Bjorken sum rule value

calculated. In order to estimate the systematic error involved in the extrapolation,

the fit can be done with and without the inclusion of the quantity g\(x) — g$(x)

below the E154 data range of 0.014 < a; < 0.70. The low-a; extrapolation results

in the following integral

J
/-0.014
' (tftx) - g?(x))dx = 0.041 ±0.007.
0.0

(32)

The average of the two extrapolations is taken as the integral, and half the dif-

ference is taken as an estimate of the extrapolation error. Due to the preliminary

nature of the data, the Bjorken sum rule calculated here is viewed as more a qual-

itative check rather than a high-precision test. Evolution of the available data on

the proton spin structure function leads to a global phenomenological fit resulting

in an integral over the finite x range of

f ' g?(x)dx = 0.121 ± 0.004 ± 0.008.
J0.014

(33)

Use of the high-x extrapolation found in Eq. (28) and the measured data range

of the present experiment gives the neutron contribution in the same x region of

/•1.0

/ g? (x)dx = -0.036 ± 0.004 ± 0.005.
J0.0M

(34)

These evaluations along with the low-a: extrapolation on the difference of the

structure functions gives a value of the Bjorken sum rule of

(*) - 9i(x))dx = 0-198 ± ° - 0 0 6 ± 0-011. (35)
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Consistent with the current Q2 value of 5 (GeV/c)2, the 0(a]) QCD corrected

calculation of the Bjorken sum rule is

f\(x) - g\{x))dx = 0.181 ±0.003. (36)

Certainly, the statistical precision of the available data is sufficient to test the

Bjorken sum rule; however, the uncertainty in the extrapolation to low-a; values

(x -» 0) is high. Even though the low-i fit results in a reasonable value of

X2/D.F., the assumptions of the extrapolation form might not be valid.

4 Conclusions

The experiment E154 has provided the scientific community with the most precise

measurement of g"{x) in the kinematic range of 0.014 < x < 0.70. An associated

collaboration, E155, will be finished with a complementary set of high-precision

gi(x) and gi(x) data in the spring of 1997. The experiment E155 will be using

the same spectrometers with minor improvements. Additionally, a new spectrom-

eter'44' has been constructed to detect scattered electrons at the angle of 10.5°.

This will result in a data set that spans a much wider Q2 range for a given value

of x. By themselves, the high-precision results of E154 have brought into question

the past methodology of handling extrapolations of the spin-dependent structure

functions to regions in x below that which has been covered by experiments. Re-

cent theoretical work in perturbative QCD has resulted in evolution equations

in Next-to-Leading-Order for the spin-dependent structure functions which can

be used to analyze the experimental data.'25'26' This manner of analysis should

result in more reliable extrapolations to low-rc regions and provide for an indi-

rect measurement of the gluon angular momentum contribution to the spin of

the nucleon. Until direct measurements at low x are undertaken, this will be the

only method by which to probe the low-x realm of the spin-dependent structure

functions. Such experiments will need the development of a new electron-nucleon

colliding facility. The proposed Next Linear Collider could be such a facility; or

low x could be probed by polarizing the protons at the collider facility at DESY.

Spin-dependent gluon structure functions have yet to be directly measured; how-

ever, experiments at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven

National Laboratory are in preparation in which polarized protons will collide

with polarized protons.
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ABSTRACT

The antimatter component of the cosmic ray flux is mainly due to sec-

ondary production from reactions of the primary proton flux on the

galactic interstellar medium (ISM). Searches for other sources of anti-

matter such as primordial black hole (PBH) evaporation, dark matter

decay or annihilation, or from antiparticle leakage from far away anti-

galaxies are of deep interest. In this lecture, the present experimental

status of antimatter searches from balloon flight experiments is pre-

sented. The near future experiments are illustrated (long-duration

balloon flights); the very long-term data-taking detectors to be sent

into space are also briefly reviewed.

© 1996 by Guido Barbiellini.
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Introduction 1 The Discovery of Cosmic Rays

The world in which we live and the part of the world we are able to probe with mat-

ter seem to be consistent, at the present average temperature, of being composed

mainly of the light quarks u and d, and of electrons. These basic components are

bound together by the quanta of the strong and electroweak interactions.

The fantaquantities of u, d, and e+ are found at certain given times and in few

places in our planet; for instance, you can find antiprotons (p) or positrons (e+)

at CERN (Geneva), Fermilab (Chicago), SLAC/Stanford, and a few more places

in Japan, the USA, and Europe.

In the cosmic rays of our galaxy, there is a sizable amount of p and e+ (p/p~

10~4; e+ /e~~ 10"1). The amount of known antimatter in our galaxy is compatible

with the production mechanisms (1) and (2) from the interactions of primary

protons on the interstellar medium (ISM):

(1) pp -4 p + X. (2) pp -¥ n + Y

•-* A** + fcV

•->• e* + i/c + !/„.

If the presence of antimatter in our galaxy and others is only that coming from

reactions (1) and (2), then some time between the Big Bang and the 100 GeV

temperature, a not well-defined interaction has introduced an asymmetry in the

baryons as well as in the leptons.

The search for antimatter in the cosmic ray flux is motivated by the following

reasons:

1. Search for predictable sources of positrons (e+) and antiprotons (p) to test

models of galactic interstellar matter and confining mechanisms.

2. Search for possible excess of e+ and p from possible exotic sources: primor-

dial black hole (PBH) evaporation, supersymmetric dark matter candidate

annihilation, or decay.

Muons are part of the natural background radiation which was discovered early

this century. It was assumed to come from the ground, with the intensity there-

fore decreasing at higher altitudes. It was a great surprise when Victor Hess in

his historical balloon flight (Fig. 1) of 1912 discovered that the intensity increased

with the altitude. Hess used an electroscope to measure the ionization as a func-

Figure 1: Victor F. Hess in the balloon after one of the first successful flights in

which cosmic radiation was discovered.

tion of altitude (results from different electroscope measurements are reported in

Table 1). He concluded that the increase could best be explained by penetrating

radiation incident on the atmosphere from above. It took some years before this

conclusion was generally accepted.

In the tradition of Hess, many more balloon flights have been dedicated to

cosmic ray measurements. Studies have been made of the energy spectra and
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Altitude

(km)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Difference between observed ionization

and that at sea-level (ions cm"3)

-1.5

+1.2

+4.2

+8.8

+16.9

+28.7

+44.2

+61.3

+80.4

- ! ! •

I

Table 1.

composition. The dominant part (90%) of the cosmic radiation reaching the earth

consists of protons. Of the remaining part, 4% is helium, 2% carbon and oxygen,

and the rest are heavier elements with a large fraction of iron (if the fluxes are

given as particles per GeV per nucleon). The proportions of these components are

relatively constant with energy. Their spectra are described by an inverse power

law in energy and the differential flux (dN/dE). Figure 2 shows proton cosmic ray

energy spectra measured by different flights of the Japan-USA mission BESS.

1.1 Sources of the Antimatter in Cosmic Rays (C.R.)

The predictable amount of antimatter in the C.R. is that due to secondary pro-

duction from the proton C.R. (see Fig. 2) colliding with the interstellar medium

of our galaxy (ISM) and producing secondary pions and antiprotons according to

the reactions:

Pen. (1)

where X and Y are a system of pions and baryons. The pion decay [see Introduc-

tion section, production mechanism (2)] induces the positron (e+) component of

the C.R. The main uncertainty on the prediction of the absolute flux of positrons

(e+) and antiprotons (p) comes from the equivalent amount of ISM seen by the

primary protons in the containment time of the secondary e+ and p.
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Figure 2: Proton flux measurements in BESS-93, 94, and 95 compared with the

LEAP experiment, 1987.

Antimatter is also interesting from the standpoint of cosmology and elemen-

tary particle physics. Evidence of primary (not produced in a p-p interaction

in the interstellar matter) antiproton components from an extragalactic source

would provide the first evidence for large quantities of antimatter in the universe.

Furthermore, a primary p and e+ component could also arise from annihilation of

dark matter or evaporation of primordial black holes.

2 The Cosmic Ray Positron Component

Measurement of the e+ component of C.R. started in the early 1970s (Fanselow

et al., 1969; Daugherty et ai, 1975). The major problems associated with the
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balloon-borne positron measurement are:

(a) the e+ discrimination against the main proton component, and

(b) the correction for e+ produced in the residual atmosphere and on the top of

the balloon.

The very recent data on e+ in C.R. collected by the CAPRICE Collaboration

are reported in the following.

The positron to electron ratio in the cosmic radiation has been measured

over more than one decade in energy, from 0.85 to 14 GeV, using the NMSU-

WIZARD/CAPRICE balloon-borne magnet spectrometer. The spectrometer uses

a solid radiator RICH detector and a silicon-tungsten calorimeter for particle iden-

tification. The proton rejection factor of the two instruments combined is better

than 2 x 10"6 between 0.6 and 3 GeV/c dropping to 6 x 10"5 at 5 GeV/c and

10"4 at 10 GeV/c. The data was collected during 23 hours at a mean resid-

ual atmosphere of 4.0 g/cm2 . From a total of 2756 well-identified e~ and 498

e+, the positron fraction R = e+/(e+ + e~) as a function of energy has been

measured with small errors from 0.85 GeV to 14 GeV for the first time. The

energy-dependent behavior of R is consistent with the simple leaky box model of

the galaxy. The positron fraction in the upper energy bins are in agreement with

the latest high-energy measurements.

2.1 Detector System

Figure 3 shows the NMSU-WIZARD/CAPRICE spectrometer that was flown from

Lynn Lake, Manitoba, Canada on August 8,1994. From top to bottom, it includes

a RICH detector (Fig. 4), a time-of-flight (ToF) system, a magnet spectrometer

of multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC) and drift chambers (DC), and a

silicon-tungsten imaging calorimeter.

The RICH detector (Carlson et al., 1994; Carlson et al., 1995), with a threshold

Lorentz factor of 1.5, uses a solid NaF radiator and a photosensitive MWPC

with pad readout to detect the Cherenkov light image. It was used to measure

the velocity of the particles. The ToF system consists of two layers of plastic

scintillators, one above and one below the tracking stack. It was used to give a

trigger as well as to measure the time-of-flight and dE/dx losses of the particles.

The magnet spectrometer (Golden et al., 1991; Hof et al., 1994) measures the

rigidity of the particle with an average maximum detectable rigidity of 200 GeV/c.
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Figure 3: A schematic view of the CAPRICE gondola.
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Figure 4: A schematic view of the NaF-RICH detector.
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Finally, the electromagnetic calorimeter (Bocciolini et al., 1991) is composed of

eight planes of double-sided silicon strip detectors interleaved with seven layers of

tungsten converters (each one radiation length thick). The silicon strips are placed

perpendicular to each other, giving the energy deposited in each strip. Moreover,

this imaging device provides information on the longitudinal as well as the lateral

profile of the cascade.

2.2 Data Analysis

During the 23-hour-long flight, more than six million events were recorded at a

mean residual atmosphere of 4.0 g/cm2. Electrons and positrons were selected in

the rigidity range between 0.6 and 10 GeV/c. Events with a single track having

an acceptable chi-square in the tracking of the spectrometer were accepted. The

selected singly charged particles give a signal corresponding to less than 1.7 mips

(minimum ionizing particles) in the top ToF scintillator. Albedo events were re-

jected using both the ToF and the RICH. An electron sample was selected as

particles with negative deflection, (3 = 1 as detected by the RICH and an electro-

magnetic shower in the calorimeter.

The cuts imposed on the calorimeter to identify electromagnetic showers have

a logarithmic dependence on rigidity and are based on (a) results from an ex-

periment using particle beams at CERN (Bocciolini et al., 1993), (b) simula-

tions, and (c) experience gained from a previous flight with the same instrument

(Golden et al., 1996). An electromagnetic shower is characterized by a narrow

shower with most of the energy deposited inside four Moliere radii around the

track. Additional cuts based on the total detected energy, which should match

the measured momentum, and on the longitudinal and lateral profiles of the shower

were applied. A small number of particles emit a bremsstrahlung photon before

entering the calorimeter (e.g., in the RICH or the aluminum cover of the gondola)

that was detected in the calorimeter as a parallel shower. These double shower

events with a single track in the tracking system are clearly electron/positron

events and can be used with looser cuts. The detection efficiency of the calorime-

ter using the above cuts is rigidity dependent increasing from 80% at 0.6 GeV/c

to 85% above 0.7 GeV/c, being constant 85% between 0.7 and 3 GeV/c, then

slowly decreasing to 75% at 10 GeV/c.

The RICH was used to measure the velocity (/?) of the particles. Due to the

high rejection factor of the calorimeter, rather loose cuts were applied on the RICH

data in order to maximize the efficiency of selection. Electrons and positrons were

selected by the RICH as /? = 1 particles with a well-defined Cherenkov light image

and a good agreement between the position determined by the RICH and that

from the tracking measurement. With these cuts applied, the RICH has a constant

detection efficiency of 72% between 0.6 and 5 GeV/c. Above 5 GeV/c, the RICH

is not capable of separating protons from positrons and was not used.

The scintillator cut of < 1.7 mip gave an efficiency of 98% for protons, pions,

and muons. Electrons and positrons can emit bremsstrahlung photons which

materialize in or above the top scintillator. These events will be rejected by the

cuts applied. The efficiency for electrons and positrons is found to decrease from

86% at 0.6 GeV to 81% at 10 GeV due to a small increase in shower multiplicity.

2.3 Results

Table 2 gives the number of electrons and positrons that pass the cuts applied

on the RICH, the ToF, and the calorimeter. In order to estimate the number of

protons which simulate a positron-like cascade in the calorimeter, we selected a

proton sample using the RICH and ToF for rigidities less than 1.4 GeV/c. In

this energy region, the RICH acts as a threshold counter and the ToF is able to

separate protons from lighter particles. Between 1.4 and 5.0 GeV/c, the RICH

can accurately identify protons. On this proton sample, the calorimeter cuts were

applied and the surviving protons were used to determine the contamination.

T h e proton contamination was found to be 8 x 10~4 for rigidities between 0.6 and

1.0 GeV/c and less than 1 x 10"4 between 1 and 5 GeV/c. In the energy region

from 5 to 10 GeV/c, the contamination is assumed to be the same as that of the

bin 3 to 5 GeV/c , that is (1.1 ± 0.5) x 10"4 .

The muon and pion background was estimated using Monte Carlo simulations.

T h e pion contamination was found to be 5 x 10~3 below 1 GeV/c and less than

1 x 10"3 between 1 and 5 GeV/c. However, the abundance of pions is less than

1 x 10~3 of the protons at this small atmospheric depth and hence the pion

contamination is insignificant. The muon contamination was negligible at all

rigidities.
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Energy bin

at

spectrometer
GeV

0.6 - 0.8
0.8 - 1.05
1.05- 1.5
1.5- 2.0
2.0-3.0
3.0-5.0
5.0 - 10.0

Observed

number of

events"
e~
396
415
554
447
455
303
186

e+
121
105
103
65
49

28(4)
27(7)

Extrapolated

number

e~
886.4
905.7
1212.6
1040.2
1003.4
632.5
414.8

at ToP11

e+

300.4
237.6
212.4
139.2
88.9
49.4
43.9

Atmospheric

correction

e~

125.5
67.6
45.9
20

14.8
7

2.9

e+
184.8
94.6
65.9
26.6
18.1
8.6
3.4

Median

energy

at ToAc

GeV

0.99
1.30
1.77
2.45
3.45
5.37
9.56

e+

at ToAc

0.14 ±0.03
0.132 ± 0.021
0.113 ± 0.014
0.090 ± 0.016
0.076 ± 0.012
0.075 ± 0.015
0.07 ± 0.03

"The numbers shown in parentheses are the estimated proton background.
"Top of payload.
'Top of atmosphere.

Table 2: Summary of electron-positron results.

The number of protons passing the RICH cuts was estimated using a proton

sample selected by the ToF below 1 GeV/c, and by the calorimeter above 1 GeV/c

by requiring a hadronic interaction. The proton contamination in the RICH was

found to be 2 x 10~3 between 0.6 and 1 GeV/c increasing to 2% at 3 GeV/c, 30%

at 4 GeV/c, and 60% at 5 GeV/c due to the loose cuts applied. It may be pointed

out that the RICH cannot separate muons and pions from electrons and positrons

in the energy region of interest in this analysis.

Assuming that the rejection of protons by the RICH and the calorimeter is

independent, we get a total proton contamination of less than 2 x 10~6 between

0.6 and 3 GeV/c increasing to 6 x 10"5 at 5 GeV/c and lO"4 at 10 GeV/c. The

rejection factor of the calorimeter and the RICH is high enough to eliminate all

proton, pion, and muon contamination from the positron sample between 0.6 and

3 GeV/c. The proton contamination was found to be 9% and 17% of the positron

sample in the rigidity bins 3 to 4 GeV/c and 4 to 5 GeV/c, respectively. In

the rigidity region 5 to 10 GeV/c, only the calorimeter has been used, resulting

in a proton contamination of 25% of the selected positron sample. This proton

contamination is shown in the parentheses in Table 2 and was subtracted from

the positron sample.

The secondary positrons and electrons, which are produced in the residual

atmosphere above the instrument, were estimated in the following manner. We

first determined the energy spectrum of the negative muons. These muons were

identified by requiring minimum ionizing, negative curvature particles, which en-

ter the instrument from the top and undergo no interaction in the calorimeter.

The efficiency of selecting these particles was found to be 98.2%. We show in

Fig. 5 the observed spectrum (number of particles per unit energy) of muons

from 0.8 GeV to 15 GeV. The dotted curve shown in this figure is the calcu-

lated spectrum at 4 g/cm2 of residual atmosphere (Stephens, 1981). Note the

excellent agreement with data. At the top of the payload (ToP), most secondary

electrons and positrons come from decaying muons. We use the normalization

constant obtained from the muon spectrum in Fig. 5 to estimate the secondary

electron-positron spectra at 4 g/cm2 (Stephens, 1981).

The observed electron and positron spectra were corrected for the efficiencies

and were extrapolated to the top of the payload using bremsstrahlung corrections.

These flux values (particles per unit energy) are shown in Fig. 5 as a function

of energy. The estimated atmospheric secondary electrons and positrons are also

shown by dashed and solid curves, respectively. The number of secondary particles

are tabulated in Table 2 along with the extrapolated number of observed electrons

and positrons to the top of the payload.

To check the correctness of this procedure, the growth curve of the electrons in

the atmosphere from 4 g/cm2 to 200 g/cm2 in the energy interval 0.6-0.9 GeV was

studied. By normalizing the calculated growth curve (Daniel and Stephens, 1974)

for 700 MeV electrons over the depth between 30 and 150 g/cm2, the fraction of

secondary electrons turns out to be 13.2±1.9% at 4 g/cm2. From Table 2, one can

estimate that the fraction of secondary electrons in the energy interval between 0.6

and 0.8 GeV is 15.1±2.3%, assuming a possible 15% uncertainty for the theoretical

estimate. This observed consistency between these two independent methods gives

us confidence that the corrections made are reliable.

The corrected electron and positron spectra were extrapolated to the top of

the atmosphere (ToA) by solving simultaneously the cascade equations describ-

ing the propagation of electrons, positrons, and gamma rays that result from

bremsstrahlung of the electron component. From this, we obtained the positron

to electron ratios that are shown in Table 2 along with the median energy at the

top of the atmosphere.
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Figure 5: The measured electron and positron flux at the top of the payload,

the analytically determined atmospheric background, and the measured muon

spectrum with an analytical prediction.

The resulting positron to electron ratio is plotted in Fig. 6 together with pre-

vious measurements (Fanselow et al., 1969; Daugherty et al., 1975; Muller and

Tang, 1987; Golden et al., 1987; Golden et al., 1994; Barwick et al., 1995; Golden

et al., 1996; Agrinier et al., 1969; Clem et al., 1995). The errors shown include

both the statistical and the systematic errors. Our results are in agreement with

the recent measurements (Golden et al., 1996; Barwick et al., 1995) at the upper

energy bins. The positron fraction (R) decreases from 0.14 at 0.8 GeV to 0.075

at 4 GeV and remains nearly constant above this energy. The observed energy

dependence of the CAPRICE results is consistent with that expected from the

simple leaky box model (Protheroe, 1982). The value of the ratio is dependent

on the amount of matter traversed in the interstellar space and on the assumed

spectrum of electrons; both of these have large uncertainties. It is essential to

obtain the absolute spectra of both electrons and positrons to derive useful in-

formation on the origin and propagation of these components. The analysis to

obtain absolute fluxes of electrons and positrons is in progress as well as efforts

to extend the analysis to lower energies.

3 The Cosmic Ray Antiproton Flux

Antiproton searches started a long time ago following an original idea of L. Alvarez

that suggested the possibility of flying a magnetic spectrometer using supercon-

ducting coils. Due to the small amount of p in C.R. (p/p ~ 10""1) and because

of the large electron background, the progress in this field of C.R. has been quite

slow in the past. Recent balloon missions using the most advanced techniques de-

veloped in the particle accelerators have improved substantially the experimental

status of the art. But for the most relevant progress, future space-based missions

are strongly needed. Data from two balloon flight collaborations (CAPRICE and

BESS) will be reported in the following.

3.1 CAPRICE Flight 94 for p Search

The NMSU-WIZARD/CAPRICE spectrometer described previously for the e+
i has also collected D data.data has also collected p data.
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For this data, the 50 x 50 cm2 RICH detector (Carlson et al., 1994) is essential;

other equipment such as t i m e of flight and the imaging calorimeter enhance the

antiproton signal among t h e more copious negative particles e~, / J~ , . . . .

+

o 10"

s
4)

O • CAPRICE '96
A TS93
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O Golden et al '94
D Golden et ol '87

0 Fonselow et ol '69

Energy (GeV)

Figure 6: Positron fraction e+ /(e+ + e~) as observed in this experiment compared

with other published data and a simple leaky box model.

3.1.1 Data Analysis

The analysis was based on 18 hours of data collection for a total acquisition time

of 60520 seconds under an average residual atmosphere of 4 g/cm2.

The data analysis must use the information available from the different detec-

tors to safely identify the antiprotons in a very large background of other particles.

Albedo particles, as well as the large number of protons and electrons, must be

rejected in the antiproton analysis. About 4% of the cosmic ray protons interact

in the atmosphere above the spectrometer and produce ir~ and \i~ that must be

rejected. Interactions in the spectrometer and associated bar structure also results

in a background of negatively charged particles. The remaining background in the

antiproton sample is carefully estimated using experimental data and simulations.

The selection of protons is more straightforward with little background to reject.

Based on the ability of the RICH to reliably identify antiprotons from pi-

ons, muons, and electrons, the rigidity range chosen for our analysis was 1.2 to

4.0 GeV/c. This rigidity bin was divided into two: 1.2 to 2.8 GeV/c and 2.8

to 4.0 GeV/c. At 1.2 GeV/c, the RICH (anti)proton selection efficiency becomes

higher than 50%. At a rigidity of 2.8 GeV/c, the Cherenkov angle of (anti)protons

becomes less than six standard deviations away from the Cherenkov angle of the (3

(velocity) ~ 1 particles (pions, muons, and electrons). Four GeV/c is the rigidity

where the (anti)proton Cherenkov angle becomes less than three standard devia-

tions away from the Cherenkov angle of /? ~ 1 particles. The results are shown in

Table 3.

For the first time, the combination of an electromagnetic calorimeter and a

ring imaging Cherenkov detector has been used to measure the cosmic ray flux

of antiprotons. This combination has made it possible to accurately identify

antiprotons in the presence of a large background of lighter, negatively charged

particles. It also allows an accurate determination of the contamination within

the antiproton sample.

The flux of antiprotons and the ratio of antiprotons to protons increase over

the kinetic energy interval 0.6 to 3.2 GeV, see Table 4. In agreement with
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other recent data (e.g., Mitchell et al., 1996), it supports the conjecture that

the antiprotons in this energy range are produced in the interstellar medium by

primary cosmic rays colliding with interstellar gas.

The combination of all available data on the ratio in the energy range 0.3 to

3 GeV (Moiseev et at., 1996; Bogomolov el al., 1987 and 1990; Mitchell et al.,

1996; and this work) shows an increase with energy in agreement with calculations

by Gaisser and Schaefer (1992). However, the combined data do not rule out a

faster increase than calculated. The two measurements that have been reported

above 4 GeV by Golden et al. (1984) and by the MASS91 experiment (Hof et al.,

1996) differ by about three standard deviations, and further measurements are

clearly needed in order to rule out any exotic antiproton production. Fortunately,

new experiments are in progress.

3.2 Selection Criteria to Identify p in CAPRICE Data

3.2.1 Scintillators

Particles with charge one were selected using the measured energy loss in the top

scintillator. From the observed distribution of the dE/dx as a function of rigidity,

singly charged proton-like events were selected in the following manner.

3.2.2 RICH

The RICH was used to measure the Cherenkov angle of the particle and thereby

its velocity. The velocity and the Cherenkov angle resolution which depends on

the incidence angle, were determined using a large number of protons selected by

Rigidity

at
spectrometer

GeV/c
1.2 - 2.8
2.8 - 4.0

Observed

number of
events"

P P
4(1) 124658

5(0.7) 25260

Extrapolated

number at top
of payload

P P
8.6 303433
17.7 90451

Atmospheric

correction

P P
1.5 8484
1.4 1662

2.5
1.9

E

at T O A b

(+3.2,-1.9) xlO"6

(+1.6,-1.0) xlO"4

"The numbers shown in the parentheses are the estimated muon, pion, and electron background.
'Top of the Atmosphere. The quoted errors are a combination of statistical and systematic errors.

Table 3: Summary of proton-antiproton results.

Kinetic Energy Geometrical
at TOA° factor

GeV (m2 sr)-1

Antiproton
flux at TOAb

(m2 sr s GeV)"1

Proton
flux at TOAb

(m2 sr s GeV) " '
0.6 - 2.0

2.0-3.2

179.1 ± 2.8 1.9 (+2.4, -1.4) xKT2

177.5 ± 2.8 5.3 (+4.5, -2.9) x 10"2
743 ± 17
278 ± 10

"Top of the Atmosphere.
'The quoted errors are a combination of statistical and systematic errors.

Table 4: Antiproton and proton fluxes at the top of the atmosphere.

the calorimeter and the scintillators. The resolution varied from 8 mrad (perpen-

dicular incidence and /? ~ 1) to about 23 mrad (10° off perpendicular incidence

and /? = 0.78). Since the RICH is the only detector capable of clearly identifying

antiprotons against a background of muons, pions, and electrons in the rigid-

ity range 1.2 to 4 GeV/c, strict cuts were applied on the RICH data. A good

agreement between the particle's impact position as determined by the RICH and

the tracking system was required. The difference in x and y should be less than

three standard deviations (rigidity dependent), typically < 5 mm. Using these

conditions, reliable Cherenkov angle information was obtained.

3.2.3 Calorimeter

The calorimeter was used to identify electromagnetic showers. The longitudinal

and transverse segmentation of the calorimeter combined with the measurement

of the energy lost by the particle in each silicon strip resulted in high identification

power (~ 85%) for electromagnetic showers combined with a high rejection power

(~ 104) for hadronic particles (Barbiellini et al., 1996). In the analysis presented in

this paper, the calorimeter was used to reject events with electromagnetic showers

initiated by a single electron, possibly accompanied by a bremsstrahlung photon

emitted in the RICH or in the dome above the detector stack (see Weber, 1996

for a description of the selection criteria).

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the calorimeter performance, and show schematic

views of two single events in the CAPRICE apparatus. The instrument is shown

in the bending (i) view and in the nonbending (y) view. From top to bottom is

displayed: the RICH seen from above, the tracking stack of multiwire proportional

chambers and drift chambers, and the imaging calorimeter. Note that Figs. 7
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Figure 7: Display of a single 1.3 GeV/c electron traversing the CAPRICE appa-

ratus.

and 8 are not to scale; the calorimeter is significantly thinner than shown in the

figure. Figure 7 shows a single 1.3 GeV/c electron traversing the apparatus and

emitting a bremsstrahlung photon in the RICH. The RICH shows the detected

Cherenkov light image where the ionization of the chamber gas by the electron

is shown as a cluster of pads hit in the center surrounded by the signals from

the Cherenkov light. Due to total reflection in the NaF crystals, only part of

the Cherenkov ring is detected. The tracking stack shows the trajectory of the

electron as it is deflected by the strong magnetic field. The calorimeter shows the

two electromagnetic showers produced by the electron and the bremsstrahlung

photon, respectively. The origin of the bremsstrahlung photon can be located

by projecting backward the direction of the shower and determining where it

intersects the electron trajectory. More than one-fourth of the electrons in the

rigidity region 1.2 to 4 GeV/c were accompanied by a bremsstrahlung photon

reconstructed in the calorimeter.

Similarly, Fig. 8 shows a single 2.2 GeV/c antiproton traversing the instrument.

The ring of Cherenkov light is clearly seen in the RICH, giving an accurate velocity

determination for the particle. The rigidity is measured from the deflection in the

Figure 8: Display of a single 2.2 GeV/c antiproton traversing the CAPRICE appa-

ratus. The antiproton interacts in the calorimeter showing clearly several charged

particles emerging from the vertex of interaction; this could be an annihilation in

flight.
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tracking system. The antiproton interacts in the calorimeter, clearly showing

many charged particles emerging from the vertex of interaction; this could be an

in-flight annihilation. The interaction probability for a 2.2 GeV/c antiproton is

about 40%.

3.2.4 Tracking

The tracking information must be carefully used to eliminate positively charged

particles (protons) that have scattered in the tracking system and therefore look

like negatively charged particles. Events with more than one track must also be

eliminated. To achieve this goal, a set of conditions were imposed on the fitted

tracks. These conditions represent a compromise between rejection power and

efficiency, and are partly based on experience gained previously using the same

tracking system (Mitchell et a/., 1996; Hof et al., 1996).

4 BESS-93 to BESS-95 Flights

The largest sample of p in C.R. collected so far is the one obtained by the magnetic

spectrometer built by the BESS Collaboration.

The BESS experiment has been carried out as a joint research project of the

University of Tokyo, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK), Kobe

University, Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) in Japan, and

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), New Mexico State Uni-

versity (NMSU), and the University of Maryland in the United States to search for

cosmic ray antiparticles and to make precise measurements of cosmic ray spectra.

The BESS spectrometer has been developed since 1987, and three successful

scientific nights have been carried out in Canada since 1993.

4.1 BESS Spectrometer and Flights

Figure 9 shows cross sections of the BESS spectrometer. The first two flights

were made with configuration (a), and the third flight in 1995 was carried out

with configuration (b) after the upgrade of TOP counters with a new pressure

vessel. Table 5 gives the latest major spectrometer parameters.

The BESS spectrometer was launched by using 29 MCF balloons, in summers

since 1993.

OritbulUSS CaaOpxttm.

Figure 9: Cross sections of BESS spectrometer.

Geometrical Acceptance

Maximum Detectable Momentum

Momentum Region for Antiproton Search

Momentum Region for Antihelium Search

Trigger Rate

Event Recording Rate

Sensitivity for Antiparticle Search

Transparency of Half Detector Wall

Size of Pressure Vessel

Weight of Payload

Power Consumption

0.4 m2sr

200 GeV/c

2 GeV/c ( » 3 GeV/c)

50 GeV/c

1 - 2 kHz

100 - 200 Hz

10"6 - 10"7/one day flight

7.5 g/cm2

1.7 m 0 x 3.6 m

2.2 ton

1.2 kW

Table 5: Main parameters of BESS Spectrometer (II).
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4.2 Summary and Further Improvements for Future Flights

The BESS spectrometer has detected more than 40 low-energy antiprotons with

precise energy measurement and has resulted in bringing the upper limit of the

antihelium to helium ratio down to 2 x 10~6.

Figures 10 and 11 show the BESS-93 results on the p flux and the p/p ratio.

By making an important improvement in the TOP system, the BESS-95 flight

has enlarged the momentum interval for p's, consequently increasing the statistics

available on the world p sample. Figure 12 shows the clean p sample in the plane

1//? versus rigidity (/? is the p velocity in units of c). Figure 13 and Table 6 give

the results on the p flux in five and four energy bins.

Energy, MeV

200-500

500-700

700-1000

1000-1200

P/P
1.3

1.2

1.6

3.3

X

X

X

X

ratio

10~5

10"6

10~5

10"5

Antiproton flux

0.016

0.013

0.012

0.019

Table 6: Results of the 1995 flight.

4.3 BESS Search for Antihelium

All helium events were carefully checked for an antihelium. Event #1,656,905

from the '95 flight showed good parameters, but unfortunately did not have good

consistency of the Z coordinate measured by TOF and by the tracking system,

and had a sign of interaction above upper IDC. It does not allow us to accept this

event as the first detected nonhydrogen antinucleus.

The BESS Collaboration has computed an He limit on the basis of the '93-'94

data.

The presence of the He in the cosmic ray would be an important discovery

implying the existence of primary antimatter within the universe.

Figure 14 shows the rigidity distribution of the detected cosmic rays. From

the absence of candidates with negative charge, the limit shown in the following

figure is derived. BESS is planning an infrared detector flight in '97 and possible

long-duration flights in '99 and later.

10

A Goldenetal.

A Bogomolov ct al.

• BESS (93+94)

1 10
Kinetic Energy

Figure 10: Measured p flux in comparision with the results of other experiments

and calculations. Filled squares, the present results; filled triangles, Golden et al.;

open triangles, Bogomolov et al. The curves labeled "SLB" and "DR" are recently

calculated by Mitsui based on the Standard Leaky Box Model and Diffusive Re-

acceleration Model, respectively. The dashed curves are for the minimum solar

modulation and the solid are for <j> = 600 MeV. The curves labeled "PBH" are

calculations by Maki et al. on the p production by primordial black holes for

two values of evaporation rate R. The dashed and solid curves are again for the

minimum and <f> = 600 MeV solar modulations. The curve labeled "Neutralino"

is calculated by multiplying the model of the proton flux and the p/p ratio by

Jungman and Kamionkowski based on the p production by annihilations of dark

matter neutralinos.
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Figure 11: Measured p/p ratio in comparision with the other experimental data

and calculations. Filled squares, the present result; filled triangles, Golden et al.;

open triangles, Bogomolov et al.; open square, Bufnngton et al.; open diamond,

the PBAR experiment; open circle, the LEAP experiment; filled circles, the re-

cent result of IMAX. The dashed curves labeled "SLB" and "DR" are recently

calculated by Mitsui based on the Standard Leaky Box Model and Diffusive Re-

acceleration Model, respectively. The dotted curves labeled "PBH" are predictions

of Maki et al. for the p's produced by primordial black holes with two different

assumed evaporation rates R. The dotted lines labeled "Neutralino" are the pre-

diction of Jungman and Kamionkowski for the p productions by annihilations of

dark matter neutralinos.
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Figure 12: The identification of antiproton events after the dE/dx cut. The

antiproton events are marked as solid dots.
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Figure 13: Comparision of the measured p flux with the other experiments and the-

oretical values. Filled squares, the present result; open circles, Golden et al.; open

triangles, Bogomolov et al. The curves labeled "SLB" and "DR" are calculated

by Mitsui based on the Standard Leaky Box Model and Diffusive Re-acceleration

Model, respectively. The curves labeled "PBH" are calculated by Maki et al. for

the p production by primordial black holes. The curve labeled "Neutralino" is

calculated by Jungman and Kamionkowski based on the p productions by anni-

hilations of dark matter neutralinos.

1 0 ' •

10 •

1 •
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Figure 14: I/Rigidity distribution.

The expected p results from the future activity are shown in Fig. 15. A very

comprehensive presentation of the BESS results are published in the Proceedings

of the 6th Workshop on BESS published as KEK Proceedings 96-9.

4.4 Future

The BESS long-duration flight expectations should lead to an impressive improve-

ment in the experimental knowledge of antimatter within cosmic rays. But the

most important step forward is expected to come from future space experiments.

Long duration in this case means more than three years, so statistics can increase

largely even with an effective area of reduced dimension.

But the experiments in space also benefit from the absence of a residual at-

mosphere on top of the detector, which introduces an unavoidable background for

balloon-borne experiments.

Two projects searching for antimatter in space are in a stage of advanced

construction. The basic principles are similar, both using as a basic element a

magnetic spectrometer with a permanent magnet to give the magnetic field inside

a region where high space accuracy trackers (Si trackers) are inserted. The basic
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Figure 15: Upper limit on He/He flux ratio.

elements of the two experiments are implemented in different ways by particle

identification detectors.

The AMS spectrometer will be located in the International Space Station

Alpha (ISSA) after a flight test in the shuttle scheduled for 1998. In Figs. 16 and

17 are shown a schematic of the AMS detector, the location of the AMS detector

on the shuttle, and on the space station (ISSA). Figure 18 shows the expected

improvement of the antimatter-matter ratio obtained by AMS after three years of

running on ISSA.

5 PAMELA

PAMELA is part of the Russian Italian Mission (RIM) program, a collabora-

tion between INFN and the VNIIEM Institute of Moscow with the participation

of other international institutes, for sending cosmic ray telescopes into space as

"piggy-back" on some of their satellites of the Resurs series.

The opportunity is unique both for the very favorable orientation of these satel-

lites (looking to the Earth surface, and indeed out of the Earth on the other side)

and for their polar orbit, allowing us to cover the whole energy range down to very

low energies, highly enriching the possible physics program. Furthermore, their

orbit is quasicircular at about 700 km, which guarantees a very long permanence

in flight, and sun-syncronous, which maximizes the electric power availability.

The group headed by Prof. Arkady Galper, of the MEPI of Moscow, acted as

interface with the VNIIEM Institute, so that in 1993 the Russian Italian Mission

(RIM) program was established, of which the RIM-2 experiment, which we named

PAMELA, is the central part.

5.1 The Technical Choices and the Baseline Design

The relative low magnetic field intensity due to use of a permanent magnet can

be compensated with the progress made in the recent years in particle localization

by the wide application of the silicon microstrip detectors.

The tests made in '94 and '95 of prototypes of the foreseen sensors for the

PAMELA tracker guarantee the successful handling of this difficult technique.

The chosen cross section of the magnet gap is 14 x 16 cm2, matching the opti-

mal use of the four-inch silicon wafers to produce large area silicon microstrip sen-
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Figure 16.

Figure 17.
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Current limit
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Energy (GeV/amu)

100

Figure 18: Expected improvements of the antimatter-matter ratio obtained by

AMS after three years of running.

sors. For maximizing the MDR, we chose to have a relatively weak field (~0.35 T)

on a relatively long magnetic path (44 cm, nearly the maximum allowed by the geo-

metrical constraints to the experiment). The corresponding MDR is ~ 370 GeV/c.

The magnetic gap and the magnet length determine the angular acceptance of the

telescope, 20.0° x 17.7°, corresponding to a geometrical acceptance of 24.5 cm2 sr.

At low momenta, the MDR is dominated by the multiple scattering of the

particle in the silicon sensors and in their supporting structures; afterward it

increases linearly with the momentum.

The antiproton counting rate in the given GF is reported in Fig. 19 in two

hypotheses: (1) only secondary produced antiprotons according to the Modified

Leaky Box Model of the galaxy (MLBM) (lower curve); (2) only secondary pro-

duced antiprotons according to the Closed Galaxy Model (CGM). Any primary

production mechanism will increase these rates. The counting rate foreseen for

the positrons is reported in Fig. 20.

The technical choices for the other detectors are the following:

• silicon microstrip sensors for the imaging calorimeter, interleaved with tung-

sten plates as absorber; this choice minimizes the volume of the calorimeter
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Figure 20.

and maximizes indeed the geometrical acceptance; the high granularity as-

sumed in PAMELA allows a very good separation between electromagnetic

showers and interacting or not interacting hadrons; the chosen depth allows

a good resolution in the measurement of the energy of electromagnetic par-

ticles, further extending the energy spectrum measurements of electrons and

positrons;

• several scintillation counter hodoscopes for the construction of the triggers

and for the T O F measurements; the use of several hodoscopes allows in-

dependent T O F measurements, improving the precision and the safety; the

hodoscope structure maximizes the yield of the collected light and the safety

of the system; both the hodoscopization and the number of hodoscopes allow

a good flexibility in constructing the first-level triggers;

• a Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) for selecting electromagnetic parti-

cles from hadrons up to very high energy (~1000 GeV); the TRD is based

on small diameter straw tubes arranged in double layer planes interleaved by

carbon fiber radiator. The use of the straw tubes allows us to perform many

energy loss measurements along the particle trajectory (which brings the se-

lection capability of the instrument down to less than 1 GeV), and to track

all particles before their entrance in the magnetic spectrometer, cleaning the

sample of the particles accepted at its entrance;

• a sixth scintillator layer will be located below the calorimeter as a penetration

detector;

• finally, a set of scintillation counters covering the top edge and the sides of

the magnetic spectrometer completes the telescope, for a further labeling of

contaminated events.

The PAMELA telescope (see Fig. 21) consists of the following subdetectors

(from the top to the bottom):

- two scintillation counter hodoscopes (Sll and S12);

- the TRD counter, occupying 29 cm in height;

- one scintillation counter hodoscope (CAT) on the top of the magnet, labeling

the particles not entering the magnet gap;

- the magnet + tracker system, consisting of five permanent magnets, each

8 cm high, interleaving six detection planes of the silicon microstrip tracker,
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Figure 21: The PAMELA telescope.

each 0.8 cm high, enclosed in a ferromagnetic screen, 0.2 cm thick and sur-

rounded on its sides by a system of scintillation counters (CAS) labeling the

particles entering the spectrometer from the sides;

- two scintillation counter hodoscopes (S21 and S22);

- the imaging calorimeter, consisting of 23 planes of silicon microstrip sensors,

interleaved by 23 tungsten sheets, whose physical occupancy in height is

19 cm.

The total height of the spectrometer is 113.5 cm. Tables 7 and 8 give technical

parameters of PAMELA and the expected rate over the mission time (three years).

protons

antiprotons

electrons

positrons

He nuclei

Be nuclei

C nuclei

antinuclei limit (90% c.l.)

3x lO 8

>3xlO"

6xlO 6

>3x lO 5

4x lO 7

4xlO 4

4xlO 5

7x lO" 8

Table 7: Expected rates in PAMELA in 108's.

6 Conclusion

Our understanding of the presence of antimatter in cosmic rays has recently pro-

gressed substantially. The future improvement will expand our knowledge, giving

hopefully a conclusive result on the origin of antimatter in the universe.

Let me conclude this presentation by mentioning that GLAST (shown in

Fig. 22), the next generation gamma ray (7) telescope, will also contribute to

solving the problem of the antimatter search in an indirect way by studying the

diffuse 7 spectrum, giving a limit to presence in the universe of regions where mat-

ter and antimatter are in contact on large scales, and give the typical 7 spectrum

from n" decay modulated by the red shift due to the distance from our galaxy, as

shown in Fig. 23 (De Riijula, 1996).
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Scintillation counters

Trans, rad. detector
Anticoincidences

Silicon tracker
Imaging calorimeter
Fast trigger
General electronics
Power supply
Permanent magnet

General mechanical
structure

Total

Volume (xyz)
(cm x cm x cm)

45x40x2 +
17x15x3 +
36x32x1

40x40x29
(21x6xl)x4+
(9x30xl)xl5+
(8x30xl)x5+

(28x24x0.8)x6

30x24x19

29x30x47
[(23x24x8)x5+

Fe shielding ]

45x40x114

Mass

(kg)

<33

23
13

10
129
5

<15
10

140

25

<403

R.O.ch

(#)
34

1,920
48

36,864

3,312

42,178

Power
(W)

<32

<40
<5

37
<60
10
25
90

<299

I t 10Uy«n of 0.5 rid length Converter (pb)
12 Uytrt of XY Silicon Strip*
Gamma Rap

Figure 22.

Table 8: Main parameters of the elements of the PAMELA telescope.
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ABSTRACT

Recent results on diffraction at HERA, as measured by the HI and

ZEUS Collaborations, are reviewed. Results on the photon-proton

total hadronic cross section, on vector meson production both at small

and large photon virtuality, and on photon diffraction, are presented.

The experimental signature of diffraction at HERA, as well as the

selection methods used by the two collaborations, are explained.
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1 Introduction

Photon-proton collisions have been extensively studied in fixed-target experiments

up to center-of-mass energies, W7P, of about 20 GeV, using both real and virtual

photons. At the HERA collider at DESY, 820 GeV protons collide with 27.5 GeV

electrons or positrons. The HERA physics program is very rich, ranging from

nonperturbative to perturbative QCD, heavy-flavor physics, and to the measure-

ment of the quark and gluon densities in the proton and in the photon. Two

general-purpose detectors, HI (Ref. 1) and ZEUS (Ref. 2), operate at HERA and

are instrumented with high-resolution calorimeters and tracking chambers.

The results presented here have been obtained using data collected during 1994

and 1995, for a total of about 9 pb"1. More detailed presentations on individual

subjects can be found in many proceedings.3

2 Diffraction and Total Cross Section

Historically, hadronic diffraction processes and total cross sections have been de-

scribed using the concept of "Pomeron exchange." The simplest way to introduce

the concept of the Pomeron is within the framework of Regge theory.4'5 Consider

the example shown in Fig. 1: n~p -> ir°n where t is the four-momentum transfer.

According to quantum number conservation, this reaction might happen via the

exchange of a virtual p°, 02, or g hadron. If the values of the masses and spins

of these particles are plotted on the right-hand side of the spin-t plane (where t is

positive), they lie almost on a straight line determining a "trajectory" of particles.

The general expression for a straight-line trajectory is:

a(t) = a(0) + a ' • t,

where a(0) is the intercept and a' the slope. The most important trajectories

are approximately linear with a universal slope a' = 0.9 GeV2; the first particle

on a trajectory gives the name to the trajectory itself (in the above example,

the p trajectory is exchanged). Regge theory predicts that the properties of a t-

channel reaction (that happens on the left-hand side of the spin-t plane, where t is

negative, via the exchange of off-mass shell particles), n~p -4 it°n for example, are

determined by the parameters of the trajectory formed by the exchanged particles

on the right-hand side of the spin-t plane (the p trajectory in the case above).

J

a(0)
•

t

Figure 1: Schematic diagram for 7r~p —> ir°rt scattering and the exchanged trajectory.

Let's consider the dependence of the total cross section (a t-channel process)

with the square of the center-of-mass energy s. According to Regge theory, it is

parametrized as:

<T,ot(s)«EsOk(0)"', (i)
k

where Qk(0) = 1 , . . . ,n, are the intercepts of the trajectories exchanged. Using

only two main trajectories, <7tot(s) for pp, pp, K±p, fi^p, 7P have been fitted by

Donnachie and Landshoff6 with an expression of the form:

where X, Y are parameters which depend on the exchanged field. The first trajec-

tory, called the Pomeron trajectory, has intercept ap(0) = 1.0808 while the second

term, which represents an effective meson trajectory, has intercept at(0) = 0.545.

At high enough energy, only the Pomeron term is important. The Pomeron, iden-

tified as the first particle of the Pomeron trajectory, is responsible for the rise

of the total cross section as a function of the center-of-mass energy. Since the

bulk of the processes contributing to the total cross section has very small p t,

the Pomeron exchanged in these reactions is called a "soft Pomeron." The soft

Pomeron trajectory has intercept op(0) ~ 1.08 and slope a' ~ 0.25 GeV2.

Figure 2 schematically shows three different types of diffractive reactions: elas-

tic scattering (a), single diffraction (b), where one of the incoming particle dis-

sociates, and double diffraction (c), where both incoming particles dissociate. In

diffractive scattering, the hadronization of the final states X and Y with masses

Mx,My happens independently, as shown in Fig. 2(d). If the center-of-mass en-

ergy y/s is large enough (ln(s) » ln(Mv) + ln(Mx)), then there is a gap in rapidity

between X and Y.
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(a)

ing to the HI Collaboration,7 ojp
f = 69.2 ± 13.2 /ib and (T^p

ndif = 96.1 ± 17.9 /xb,

giving ffdif/otot = (42 ±8)%, while according to the ZEUS Collaboration,8

(c)

200

(d)
ln(s)

l n M x

Figure 2: Diagrams for three different types of diffractive reactions: elastic scattering (a),

single diffraction (b) where one of the incoming particle fragments, and double diffraction (c).

(d) shows energy flow as a function of rapidity for ln(s) 2> ln(My) + ln(Mx).

3 Total Cross Section at HERA

The values of the total hadronic 7p cross section at HERA as measured by the

HI (Ref. 7) and ZEUS (Ref. 8) Collaborations are shown in Fig. 3 together with

a compilation of low-energy results. The Donnachie and Landshoff parameteriza-

tions including (dotted line) or not (solid line) recent CDF (Ref. 9) results and

the ALLM (Ref. 10) parameterization (dashed line) are also shown. The HERA

data are in agreement with these predictions, and therefore, with the assumption

that also at HERA "soft" Pomeron exchange is responsible for the increase of ffJJ1,

as a function of the center-of-mass energy (see Table 1).

The diffractive cross section represents a large fraction of the total cross sec-

tion: at HERA, for example, the diffractive and nondiffractive parts are, accord-

Experiment

•ZEUS

HI

W7P Range

167 < WTP < 194

< W7P > = 200

W7P

ffffi = 1 4 3 ± 4 ± 1 7 / i b

<72fl = 1 6 5 ± 2 ± l l / i b

Table 1: Summary of experimental results on the measurements of fftot at HERA.

150 -

100

• • ;

Hill

HI, this analyils / i

ZEUS

low-cncrgy data

10 100
W,, (GeV)

Figure 3: Total 7p cross section as a function of W ^ . The results are shown together with

two paraxneterizations from Donnachie and Landshoff that include (dotted line) or not (solid

line) recent CDF results and with the ALLM parameterization (dashed line).

4 Kinematics of Diffractive Events at HERA

In Fig. 4, a diagram for diffractive ep scattering is shown. A photon 7*(Q2)

with virtuality —q2 =Qi is emitted at the electron vertex.* Depending on the

value of Q2, the events are divided into two large families: photoproduction, for

Q2 < 4 GeV2, and deep inelastic scattering (DIS), for Q2 > 4 GeV2 . s = (k + p)2

is defined as the center-of-mass energy squared of the ep system while W7P
2 = (q + p)2

is used to indicate the center-of-mass energy of the virtual photon-proton (7p)

system. At large Q2, in the frame where the proton has infinite momentum, the

variable XBJ = ^ represents the fraction of the proton longitudinal momentum

'The symbol 7 is used for quasireal photons while the symbol 7* is used for virtual photons.
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carried by the struck quark. In the proton rest frame, y = Q2/(SXBJ) equals the

fraction of the electron energy transferred to the proton.

In addition, diffractive events are described by the following variables: t, the

square of the four-momentum transfer at the proton vertex, and xp, the momen-

tum fraction of the Pomeron in the proton.

Figure 4: Diagram for diffractive scattering at HERA.

If the reaction is elastic or single diffractive (or photon diffraction as sometimes

single diffraction is called for the HERA regime), then the quantities t and xp can

be determined either from the scattered proton or from the system Mx-

If the longitudinal and transverse momentum of the scattered proton, pj,,p'±,

are measured, then xpand t are calculated as:

* p'z/E'z/^P • X p = 1 - XL (2)

(3)

where mp is the proton mass. If the proton is not observed, a measurement of

xpcan be obtained as:

xP =
( P - P ' ) - q .

P q (4)

where Mx is the mass of the system X. t can be reconstructed from the system

X only for some exclusive reactions, such as vector meson production, where the

resolution on p'x is accurate enough.

5 Experimental Signature of Diffraction at HERA

One of the main issues concerning diffraction at HERA is the experimental method

to separate diffractive from nondiffractive events. For some exclusive reactions,

the distinction is actually quite easy. Let's consider, for example, exclusive p°

production and decay:

The central detector is empty, except for the two tracks coming from the p° decay.

This topology is very unusual and the background from "non-Pomeron" exchange

is negligible. Inclusive 7 diffraction, 7p —> Xp, is on the other hand more difficult

to identify. Two quantities can help in the distinction: a rapidity gap in the

final state particle production and/or the presence of a highly energetic scattered

proton.

5.1 Rapidity Gaps

Figure 5 schematically shows the energy flow as a function of pseudorapidity rj for

nondiffractive ep scattering at HERAJ Aside from the recoil electron, two main

groups of particles can be identified: particles produced at high rapidity in the

hadronization of the proton remnant, and particles produced in the hadronization

of the photon-parton system, typically at small or negative rapidity. In deep

inelastic scattering, for example, the struck parton is deflected and emerges from

the proton remnant at an angle #q. It is useful to express this angle as the

difference in pseudorapidity between the struck parton and the proton remnant:

— f/proton remnant *? parton • (5)

'The pseudorapidity rj is defined as: rj = —ln(tan(9/2)) Following the HERA convention, the

angle 8 is measured with respect to the proton beam direction.
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Figure 5: Energy flow vs t] for nondiffractivc ep scattering at HERA.

Since the pseudorapidity interval covered by a system with center-of-mass energy

v/i is given by:

At} ~ ln(—j) (6)
m p

with mp the proton mass, then we can show that the pseudorapidity interval

between the proton remnant and the struck quark is:

A7/'
W

(7)

where ln(wJft" ) is the total rapidity covered by the 7-p system and l

is the amount covered by the 7-struck quark system. Due to the color string

connecting the struck parton and the proton remnant, the rapidity gap A»j is

filled with particles in the hadronization process. In particular as XBJ decreases,

the average hadron multiplicity < nh > increases faster than the pseudorapidity

interval Arj, making it less and less likely for rapidity gaps to be visible.13 If

we assume the produced hadrons fill the rapidity gap according to a Poisson

distribution, the probability wgap to have no particles in the gap A17 has the form:

< e'
,-Ai, (8)

This expression means that rapidity gaps between the proton fragments and the

jet produced by the struck quark are exponentially suppressed. For Reggeon or

Energy
flow

visible gap

3.5 1.5 -1.5

AL
j^r

Detector
Figure 6: Energy flow vs r; for diffractive cp scattering at HERA.

Pomeron exchange, Fig. 6, the probability to have a rapidity gap A77 depends on

the intercept of the exchanged trajectory14:

p(Ar,) ~ e-2 '^0)-1 '* ' .

Let's then consider different possibilities:

IP exchange: <*p(0) ~ 1 =>• p(Arj) ~ e°

p,a2,f2,w exchange: C*R(0) ~ 0.5 => P(AJJ) ~ e~Arl

IT exchange: an(0) ~ 0 =*• p(A?7) ~ e~2At|.

Therefore, even though p, it, and IP are colorless exchanges, only IP exchange

produces rapidity gaps tha t are not suppressed as the gap width increases. It is

therefore possible to operationally define diffraction15 by the presence of a rapidity

gap: diffractive events are those which lead to a large rapidity gap in final state

phase space and are not exponentially suppressed as a function of the gap width.

5.2 Leading Proton in the Final State

In diffractive events, the incoming beam particles, when they do not dissociate,

conserve a large fraction of their initial momentum. At HERA, the diffractively

scattered proton carries on average more than 99% of its initial momentum. The

cross sections for nondifFractive processes to produce such energetic protons is very

small compared with the diffractive cross section making the detection of a high-

energy proton a clean tag for diffractive physics. Figure 7 schematically shows
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the spectra of leading protons generated from different mechanisms: at XL, ~ 1,

single diffraction is almost the sole component, while moving away from XL = 1,

double diffraction and Reggeon exchange become important. Traditionally, XL,

= 0.9 has been used to indicate the XL value at which the diffractive and non-

diffractive part of the spectrum are equal. Leading protons can also be produced

in "standard" DIS events as part of the proton remnant jet, but they have on

average a much lower XL value. A recent release of the LEPTO Monte Carlo,10 on

the other hand, includes leading proton production in the fragmentation of the

proton remnant with a cross section comparable to Reggeon exchange. Note that

the distinction between the different mechanisms for leading proton production is

somewhat arbitrary and there might be a lot of overlap.

dN A

Pomeron

R, Double Diff.

0.5 0.9 1

Figure 7: Spectra of leading protons generated from different mechanisms: Pomeron exchange

(dashed line), Reggcon exchange and double diffraction (dotted line), and "standard DIS" (solid

line) as a function of XL.

In the transverse plane, leading protons have rather small momentum, with a

typical p^ distribution of the form:

dN_ _b.p5

dpl~
with b = 5-15 GeV~2. This feature makes their detection quite difficult since

they tend to stay very close to the beam line. Because of this, movable sections

of the beam pipe, called "Roman pots," are used by both the HI and ZEUS

Collaborations to allow the insertion of high-precision detectors down to a few

centimeters from the beam line.

6 Models for Diffractive 7*p Scattering

Several models have been proposed to explain diffractive interactions in ep scat-

tering. In some instances, a connection is made between Regge concepts (like

Pomerons) with QCD concepts (like gluons). Here we present a brief description

of some of the ideas on which the models are based.

Factorization of vertices and Pomeron structure function: Factorization
considers the P p vertex as independent of the IP7" interaction. A universal

Pomeron flux factor fp/p(xip,t) characterizes the IPp vertex, and parameteriza-

tions obtained from fits to pp and pp diffractive da ta can be used in ep collisions.

Several different expressions for fip/p(xip,t) have been proposed17"19 which all in-

clude an exponential dependence on t of the type e~bl1' with b ~ 5-8 GeV"2 and

a dependence on the Pomeron longitudinal momentum xp of the type ~ l/xn>.

These models express the diffractive 7* p cross section as

cc fpMxiPit) (9)

and describe deep inelastic 7*p and 7*P interactions in the same way: the incom-

ing 7" interacts with one component of the target, leaving behind a remnant. For

7"P interaction, the scaling variable that plays the same role of XQJ is:

„ _ Q2 .. Q2

13 2xn>pproton-q ~M£

The 7*P cross section can then be written as:

<7tt \H P) = b2

(10)

(11)

where F|f(Q2,/?) is the Pomeron structure function; i.e., the probability for finding

a quark of fractional momentum /? in the Pomeron.

Factorization breaking and effective Pomeron structure function: The
diffractive ep interaction is viewed as photon diffractive dissociation on the proton

(some examples are given in Refs. 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24). Consider ep scattering

in the proton rest frame. Upstream of the proton, Fig. 8, the incoming 7 (or 7")

fluctuates into different hadronic states, and its wave function can be expressed

as:

|7 >= |7 >bare +|qq > +|qqg > +....
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The Pomeron, viewed as two gluon-exchange, couples to these hadronic states in

an s-channel interaction, and technically, there is no IP remnant since both glu-

ons interact with the photon. In this approach, the virtual photon couples with

more than one Pomeron constituent and the meanings of /? and F!T(Q2,/3) are

not well-defined in terms of partons; in particular, factorization is not a natural

consequence. To compare the predictions from this approach to those of the previ-

ous type of model, an effective IP structure function, Fjf,.^ (Q2,/3), is introduced.

In this picture, the interaction of the qq state generates a different value of ap

than the interaction of the qqg state25 with an effective a p increasing at small

xp(xpoi 10~4). Therefore, the qq and qqg fluctuations have different Pomeron

fluxes breaking the factorization mechanism. According to Ref. 26, factorization

is also broken by the exchange of longitudinal photons. The states are character-

ized by the transverse and longitudinal momentum (kx, z) of the qq pair (taken

as an example) and by the quark mass (mq). The radius r^ of the state depends

on the inverse of k^ • Q2 and m2:

1 k i - Q 2

Ul
1

oc m:

proton

Figure 8: Diffractive 7p scattering in the proton rest frame.

If the state has large ij., both k\ • Q2 and m2 are small. In this case, the gluon-

quark coupling is large, and pQCD cannot be applied since the photon acts like

an extended object providing no information on the microscopic nature of the

interaction. Large size fluctuations are thought to be responsible for the rise of

the total hadronic cross section with energy and represent the bulk of diffractive

events. Large r^ configurations have small kj., and the final state particles tend

to be aligned along the photon-Pomeron axis. This phenomenology is known as

the Aligned Jet Model.27

Conversely, if r x is small either because k̂ . • Q2 (high Q2 DIS events) or m2

(production of charm or bottom qq pair) is large, then the gluon-quark coupling

is small and pQCD can be applied.

Soft color interaction: In this model,28 diffractive scattering is viewed as domi-

nated by the exchange of one "hard" gluon plus nonperturbative color interactions

to allow a color singlet final state.

7 Vector Meson Production: 7p —> Vp

In the range of center-of-mass energy W7P up to 20 GeV covered by pre-HERA ex-

periments, this process has been described very successfully within the framework

of the Vector Dominance Model (VDM).29 In this model, the photon is assumed

to fluctuate into a virtual vector meson which then interacts elastically with the

proton via the exchange of a Pomeron, Fig. 9(a). From VDM, one expects:

_7p-+Vp _ rVp-»Vp (12)

where fy/4n is the photon-vector meson coupling constant, which expresses the

fact that the 7p cross section should behave as a hadronic cross section. Since

vector meson production represents the elastic part of orjjjj, we can use the optical

theorem to relate the two cross sections at t = 0 GeV2:

p

n=o — (13)

with A = constant. Then we can express the elastic cross section at any t value

as:

dt v " ' ~ v dt / t = u ' " ~ A ' < T ' ' " ' e r ( l 1 ' ^14)

where f(t) is the functional dependence of the cross section on t. For vector meson

production, according to Regge theory, f(t) can be written as:

f(t)=t-(bo •ln(W,p
2/W2)), (15)
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where bo and W2, are parameters. Using Eq. (15) into Eq. (14), integrating over

t, and writing explicitly the dependence from the center-of-mass energy W7P, we

obtain:
(Wl 2>2-(Qp(0)-l)

'- W7P
0-22. (16)

It is very important to note that this reasoning is based on the assumption, sup-

ported by pre-HERA data, that the same underlying exchange governs both the

total and vector meson cross section.

Recent papers (Refs. 30, 31, and 32) have shown that the situation at HERA,

given the large value of W7P, might be qualitatively different if a hard scale is

present in the interaction. Under these circumstances, the process is calculable

in QCD. The approach outlined in Sec. 6 is used: the photon fluctuates into a qq

pair which first interacts with the target and then the meson is formed, Fig. 9(b).

The scale of the interaction is given by the reciprocal of the fluctuation radius r^,

Vector Meson Vector Meson

IP :

6
a) b)

F i g u r e 9: Different models for 7p -+ Vp: (a) vector meson dominance, (b) photon diffraction.

and therefore, if either k^ • Q2, t, or m2 is large, the process is hard. Since the

transverse momentum k^ generated at the photon-quark vertex is different for

longitudinally and transversely polarized photons, with a""-'p dominated by large

k^ and a'l±'p dominated by small k^, early papers dealt only with the former

photon polarization. Lately,33 predictions for (T"I-L'P have also been made.

The pQCD approach has been used to calculate the magnitude and energy

dependence of the cross section for photoproduction of J/ip mesons,30 where the

charm mass ensures a hard scale, and production of p° mesons at high Q2 (Ref. 31).

In both cases, the qq pair resolves the gluonic contents of the proton giving a cross

section proportional to the proton gluon distribution squared^:

crv»oc[a8(q2)xg(x,q2)]2 . (17)

VM Decay Mode

po _ > „+ „•-

<j> —> K+ I<-

J/<b —> n+ fi~, e + e "

U) > 7T+ 7T~ 7T°

* ( 2 S ) —-> 7T+ 7T- J / *

p — > ?r+ 7r~ 7r+ n~

Q 2 ~0 GeV2

X

X

X

X

X

Ref.

34, 35, 36, 44

39

41, 42, 43

49

50

Q 2 > 0 GeV2

X

X

X

X

Ref.

37, 38, 45, 4

40, 46, 47
38,46

51

Table 2: List of decay modes used to identify vector meson production 7p -> Vp at HERA.

The energy dependence is therefore no longer determined by the Pomeron inter-

cept but by the rise of the gluon distribution at low XBJ.

7.1 Experimental Signature and Select ion Methods for

7P —>• Vp

Vector meson production is characterized by very little activity in the detector

since only the vector meson decay products, and for the DIS case, a scattered

electron, are present. The processes studied so far by the two collaborations are

listed in Table 2.§

General requirements common to the analyses dealing with vector meson pro-

duction are:

• predictable number of tracks for a given reaction,

• energy clusters in the calorimeter matching the track momenta, with a max-

imum unmatched energy of ~ 0.5-1 GeV (determined by resolution),

• W7P range restricted to 40-140 GeV. For small (large) W7P values, the tracks

are too forward (backward) to be measured in the tracking chamber. For

some analyses, higher values of W7P have been achieved using events with

the vertex displaced in the forward direction and/or using the calorimeter.

The main sources of systematic errors come from uncertainty on the trigger thresh-

olds, input Monte Carlo distributions, track reconstruction, uncertainties in the

mass fit (in particular, for the p° analysis), nonresonant background subtraction,

»The square comes trivially from the fact that the Pomeron is made of two gluons. 'References from Refs. 44 to 51 are contributions to the ICHEP 1996 Conference, Warsaw.
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and magnitude of the double dissociation contribution. This last contribution is of

particular interest since very little is known about double diffractive production of

vector mesons. Figure 10 shows the contamination mechanism: if the mass My of

the excited proton system is small (<1.6 GeV for HI, < 2 GeV for ZEUS depend-

ing on each detector forward coverage), the event looks elastic and is included in

the sample. On the contrary, if My is large, energy deposition in the calorimeter

can be used as a veto. The CDF Collaboration52 measured the mass spectrum of

the system Y in pp diffraction to be dN/dM2 = 1/MY with n = 2.2. This result,

however, has not been obtained in the very low mass region and therefore should

be used only as an indication. A more direct method used by both the HI and

ZEUS Collaborations is to model the visible energy deposition due to high My

states as a function of n to determine which value fits the data best and use it to

perform the background subtraction.

Detector
Elastic

(a)

Detector

(b)

Diffractive p-dissociation
with low M,,

Detector

(c)

Diffractive p-dissociation
with high M

Figure 10: (a) Double dissociation background to single dissociation, (b) If the mass My

of the excited proton system is small, the event looks like single diffraction and is included

in the sample of elastic vector meson production, (c) For large My, energy deposition in the

calorimeter can be used as a veto.

7.2 Light Vector Meson Production at Q2 = 0

The energy dependence of the total cross sections for light mesons (p°, w, <j>) and

J/tp photoproduction, as measured by ZEUS and HI, are shown in Fig. 11. The

Regge theory prediction o-'rp"+Vp(W7p) oc W°-22 is clearly supported by the data. A

summary of experimental results on the measurements of <rtot, b, and r§o in photo-

production is given in Table 3. The b values are consistent with parametrizations

of low-energy data and with the "shrinkage mechanism" expected in Regge the-

ory. This mechanism predicts that the value of the slope parameter b increases

as a function of the center-of-mass energy like b(W2
p) = bo + 2apln(W2

p) where

both o/P and bo, the slope parameter at W7P = 1 GeV2, need to be determined

experimentally. This mechanism is called "shrinkage" since as b grows, the area

underneath the curve eb t decreases considering a fixed intercept.

As the experimental results become more precise, it is possible to look for

deviations from the pure exponential behavior d<r/dt ~ ebt of the t distribution.

An exponential with a quadratic term53 seems to give a good representation of

the t dependence for the elastic cross section of many hadronic reactions:

where c is called "curvature." The local slope parameter, defined as:

(18)

(19)

is a decreasing function of t. An example is given in Fig. 12 for the case of the

p° meson. Fits to hadronic scattering data yield to very similar results: b =

11.7 GeV"2 and c = 3.16 GeV"4 for pp scattering and b = 9.9 GeV"2 and

c = 3.47 GeV"4 for 7rp scattering measured at s = 400 GeV2 in the interval

0.02 < |t| < 0.66 GeV2. The common behavior of the cross section as a function

of t is due to the very similar hadronic form factors for pion, proton, and photon.

The parameter b has been recently measured by the ZEUS Collaboration in p°

photoproduction using data from the Leading Proton Spectrometer.54 This is the

first diffractive cross-section measurement at HERA in which the forward scattered

proton is detected and its momentum measured. This makes possible a direct

determination of the squared four-momentum t exchanged at the proton vertex.

The LPS consists of silicon /i-strip detectors placed close to the proton beam by

means of reentrant Roman pots and detects forward-going protons scattered at
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Reaction

7P-+

7P->
7P-4

7 p->

7P->

7P"»

A
A
A
P°X

up

4>p

Collab.

ZEUS
ZEUSLpS

HI

ZEUSLpS

ZEUS

ZEUS

14.7

5.8

9.1

1.2

0.96

o{nh)

±
±

±
±

0.4 ±

0.3 ±

0.9 ±

0.1 ±

2.4

0.7

2.5

0.2

0.19 ± 0.2

b(GeV

10.4 ± 0.6

9.9 ± 0.8

10.9 ± 2.4
5.3 ± 0.8

10.0 ± 1.2

7.3 ± 1.0

±
±
±
±

±

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1
1.4

0.8

0.055

-0

0.

-0

11

11

01

roo

±

±
±

0.028

0.12

0.08

0.04

W0 1"

Table 3: Summary of experimental results on the measurements of <r,oi, b, and rjjj in photo-
production. The b values are determined using a single exponential fit dff/dt ~ ebt. The cross
section 7P -» p°p measured by the LPS is for a restricted t range.

angles < 1 mrad. The momentum of the proton is measured using the elements

(quadrupoles and dipoles) of the proton beam line, and it is reconstructed with a

resolution of Ap/p o± 0.3% at p ^ 820 GeV/c. The total systematic error on the

measurement of b in this analysis is 11%, the main source being the uncertainty

on the acceptance (~ 7%), and the uncertainty coming from the unfolding of

the beam transverse momentum spread (~ 7%). It should be noted that the

uncertainty coming from the proton dissociation background is negligible, when

compared to analyses which do not make use of the LPS: for LPS tagged events,

the contamination has been estimated to be 0.21 ± 0.15%, while a previous ZEUS

result estimated the contamination to be 11 ± 6%. Tagging with the LPS, a

leading proton with a value of XL < 0.97 has also allowed us to select a clean sample

of photoproduction double diffractive p° events, 7p -> p°X. Using the transverse

momentum from the decay pions, the slope parameter b has been determined to

be bl^p"x = 5.3 ± 0.8 ± 1.1 GeV"2. Figure 13 and Table 3 show the results

for both single and double diffraction.

Fixed-target experiments showed, at much lower W7P, that vector mesons

retained the helicity of the photon (s-channel helicity conservation, SCHC). This

effect was also investigated at HERA. The results can be expressed in terms of

the TQQ spin-density matrix element which gives the probability for the meson to

have zero helicity. As shown in Table 3, all the measurements are consistent with

a zero value for r{j|5, as required by SCHC.

W (GeV)

Figure 11: Total and elastic vector meson photoproduction measurements as a function of

W7P. The curve overlapped to alM is the DL parameterization W7p
01e. The other lines are

curves of the form W7P
0'22 and W7 P

0 8 0 .

7.3 Vector Meson Production with a Hard Scale

In contrast to the previous results, the cross sections for J/V> photoproduction

and light vector meson production at high Q2 show a significant rise with W7P. In

particular, for the J/tp case, the rise is clearly visible within the range of HERA

data, while for the light vector mesons, the rise is observed in comparison with

lower energy data. Figure 11 and Fig. 14 show the effect for the J/ip and p° case.

The rise is inconsistent with the Wjjp22 dependence used in the parameterizations

of low-energy hadronic data. The measured behavior can be described instead by

perturbative QCD models if a rise at small XBJ of the gluon momentum density

in the proton is assumed. Both the shape of the rise and the normalization could

in principle be used to discriminate between models of the gluon distributions,

but since the latter suffers from large theoretical uncertainty, only the shape is
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ZEUS 1994 Preliminary

—> n*n'p

11.6 ± 0.2 (stat) GeV
4.2 ± 0.5 (stat) GeV

Figure 12: Measurement of the slope parameter for the reaction jp -» p°p. A quadratic

function in t, $r oc e b l + c t 3 , was used in the fit.

used. Figure 15 shows the experimental results and the expectation based on

different gluon parameterizations for the p° cross section as a function of XBJ in

four different Q2 bins. The comparison is still dominated by experimental errors,

but since the parameterizations are quite different, potentially this approach can

be an invaluable tool to rule out many of the current options.

These results show that the cross section for vector meson production in the

presence of a hard scale has a steeper energy dependence than the total hadronic

7P cross section.

7.3.1 Slope Parameter b and R = o^jof Versus W7P and Q2

The slope parameter b is related to the effective radius of the interaction R by:

(20)R = JB2 + RVM * 0.3 b 1 / 2 fin

with Rp and RVM the proton and vector meson radius. Given a value of Rp ~ 0.7 fm,

the effective vector meson radius in photoproduction, according to Table 3, changes

from RVM — 1.1 fin for the p° meson to RVM — 0.4 fm for the 4> meson.

IS
c

itr
o

A
rb

i

to

i

ZEUS 1994 Preliminary

elastic
7P - > p'p

v b = 9.8±0.8±1.1 GeV2

x
^ k b

proton dissociation
yp - > p'X,

= 5.3±0.8±1.1 GeV2

(a ) Itl (GeV2) (b) P,2 (GeV2)

Figure 13: (a) Slope parameter b for the reaction 7p -> p°p as obtained from the measurement

of the scattered proton. The value b = 9.8 has been modified to b = 9.9 in the final analysis,

(b) Slope parameter b for the reaction yp -» p°X obtained by tagging a low-energy proton in

the LPS and measuring pj in the tracking chamber.

The value of b varies with the meson mass, the photon virtuality Q2, and the

square of the four-momentum transfer t. Figure 16 shows a compilation of the

measurements done by both HI and ZEUS as a function of Q2 + MVM. The data

show a clear trend toward small b values as Q2 + MVM increases. Note that some

authors55 use an "effective Q2" instead of the measured Q2 to set the scale. The

drop of b from b ~ 10 to b ~ 4-5 GeV"2 implies that the size of the system (the

7" ->• p° Pomeron vertex) decreases with Q2 + MVM, and that for large Q2 + MV M ,

we do have a short-distance interaction to justify the use of pQCD. The value b

a 4-5 GeV"2 is approximately equal to what is expected from the size of the

proton.

Both the HI and ZEUS Collaborations have studied the ratio between the

longitudinal and transverse cross section for p° production, R = ZL-, as a function

of Q2. A compilation of the results is shown in Fig. 17. The photon polarization,

completely transverse at Q2=0 GeV2, becomes more longitudinal as Q2 increases.

Different QCD calculations have been done (for a review, see Ref. 33). In par-

ticular, the convolution of the 7" -> qq diffractive production with the p° meson
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Figure 14: 7p -» p°p cross section as a function of W,p for different < Q2 > values (as indi-

cated in the picture). The lines are the results of fits to the form a ex W f f ' ; the values of k are

shown in parentheses.

wave function gives:

m2.
(21)

which has a much too steep dependence with Q2. A new approach,33 based on

the parton-hadron duality, couples the rise with Q2 to the gluon distribution

anomalous dimension 7:

(22)

Since 7 decreases with Q2, a less steep dependence is obtained that seems to fit

the data quite well. Within the current experimental accuracy, R does not seem

to depend on W w .

10

Figure 15: 7p -* p°p cross section as a function of XBJ for different values of < Q2 >. The

lines are predictions from a calculation based on pQCD using different gluon distributions.

7.3.2 Determination of a'p at Large Q2

As we have seen, where Regge theory holds, the value of b should increase with

energy according to the "shrinkage" mechanism. The HERA data on photopro-

duction of p°,<p,oj are consistent with this prediction. At high Q2, there are no

pre-HERA measurements of the "shrinkage" mechanism. According to Ref. 56,

a'p ~ = 0.2 GeV~2 . Therefore, the value of the slope parameter b should increase

by ~ 1.5 GeV~2 going from low energy, W7P ~ 10 GeV, to the HERA regime,

W7 P ~ 100 GeV, for all exclusive reactions of the kind 7"p -> Vp. On the other

hand, according to Ref. 57, the value of a'p is expected to be a'p ~ 1/Q2 for

reactions where the hard QCD regime dominates, leading to a flat behavior of b

as a function of W.
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Figure 16: Exponential slope b for vector meson production as a function of Q2 + MyM.

Figure 18 shows the b values for the p° measurements as a function of W7P

a t high Q2. The experimental data are still dominated by statistical errors, and

therefore no meaningful conclusion can be drawn. On the plot, the expected trend

of b versus W7P is plotted if a value of a'P = 0 or 0.25 is assumed.

7.3.3 Restorat ion of SU(4) Symmetry at High Q2

According to the SU(4) flavor symmetry, when My <K Q2, the ratio among cross

sections for diffractive vector meson production should depend only on the meson

wavefunction and quark charges55:

r i i2 r i i2

p : w : 0 : J/tf = - U u Q - dd) : - W u u + dd) : [ss]2 : [cc]2 = 9 : 1 : 2 : 8.
Lv2 J Lv2 J

(23)

OH1 1994 preliminary
• ZEUS 1994 preliminary

0 15 5 7.5 10 US 15 17.5 20
Q1 [ CeV'l

Figure 17: Ratio It =

ity Q2.

• for the reaction 7p -»p°p as a function of the photon virtual-

Besides, QCD dynamics predicts a slow increase of the relative yield of heavy

flavor production at small XQJ which modifies the pure SU(4) prediction:

p : UJ : <t>: J / * = 9 : (1 x 0.8): (2 x 1.2) : (8 x 3.5). (24)

The HERA results are shown in Fig. 19: at Q2 ~ 0 GeV2, SU(4) symmetry is

badly broken, with a suppression factor cz 4 for </>-mesons and a 25 for J/t/>-

mesons, while at large Q2, there is a dramatic increase of both the <j> and J / *

cross section compared to p° meson production. This increase is therefore another

indication that the SU(4) symmetry, and therefore perturbative QCD, can be used

in these processes at large Q2.

Cross section ratios between excited and ground states for a meson are also

very important quantities because they depend on the internal dynamics of the

qq wavefunction and can help to determine it. First preliminary results from the

HI Collaboration,50'51 in agreement with the expectation of Ref. 55, are:

— = 0.36 ± 0.07 ± 0.11 at Q2 = 4 - 50 GeV2,

T*(2S)
= 0.16 ± 0.06 at Q2 = 0 GeV2.
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Figure 18: Exponential slope b for the reaction 7p -> p°p as a function of W w . On the plot,

the expected trend of b versus W7P is plotted if a value of a'w = 0 or 0.25 is assumed.
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Figure 19: Ratio R. = 0-
7P"*VP/<T''P->'>°'> as a function of the vector meson mass squared M ,̂

at different values of the photon virtuality Q2 (indicated by the number in parentheses).

8 Photon Diffraction: 7p ->X Y

Single and double photon diffraction include all Pomeron-mediated reactions of

the kind:

7P —> XY ,

where X is not a vector meson and Y is either a proton or an excited state. These

reactions can be divided into two large groups depending on whether a hard scale

is present in the scattering process.
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8.1 Experimental Signature and Selection Methods for

7P—>XY

As was shown in Sec. 5, diffractive events generally have a rapidity gap and a

leading baryon in the final state. Several selection methods have been used by

both the HI and ZEUS Collaborations exploiting their own detectors. In the

following, the four most significant methods are presented.

8.1.1 Maximum Pseudorapidity r?max (ZEUS, H I )

At HERA, following the first papers on the subject,58'08 a cut on the pseudora-

pidity of the most forward " energy deposit in an event has been used to separate

diffractive from nondiffractive events. This cut selects as diffractive events all

those events whose most forward energy deposit has a rapidity less than 1.5,

equivalent to require a visible rapidity gap of at least 2.9 units in the forward

direction (ZEUS case). This cut, however, puts strong limitations on the type of

events that are selected since it reduces the pseudorapidity interval available for

the fragmentation of the system Mx to A77 cz 4.5-5.5. Since a system with mass

Mx covers a pseudorapidity interval A7/ a ln(-^l-) with m p the proton mass, only

masses up to Mx ~ 10-15 GeV are therefore selected.

8.1.2 Largest Rapidity Gap (Hi )

For each event, the largest rapidity gap is identified, Fig. 20. This gap defines two

systems, X and Y, with masses Mx and My- If:

(a) xP = $ ^ < 0.05

(b) My < T.6 GeV,

the event is accepted in the diffractive sample. This selection is based on the HI

detector ability of measuring hadronic activity up to r] ~ 3.4 => x p < 0.05 and

vetoing activity in the region 3.4 < JJ < 7.5 =*• My < 1.6 GeV.

The requirement (a) ensures that only a small fraction of the initial proton

longitudinal momentum is present in the detector, while (b) forces the existence

of a rapidity gap in the final state. It is important to notice that this selection

criteria does not make any assumption on the nature of the interaction but defines

a cross section for all events that are selected by (a) and (b).

Q1

'As mentioned before, in the HERA convention the proton travels along thez-axis in the positive
direction.

X (Mx)

Largest Gap in

Event

Y(MY)

Figure 20: Schematic illustration of the selection method used to define a diffractive cross

section by the HI Collaboration.

8.1.3 Leading P r o t o n Measurement ( Z E U S L P S )

The cleanest way to identify diffractive events is to tag a scattered proton with a

very high fraction x^ of the initial proton momentum. From the leading proton

momentum, both t and the hadronic mass Mx can be computed:

t«-g (25)
Mx = W2

p • (1 - xL). (26)

Figure 21 shows the fraction of DIS events with a leading proton as a function of XL

for 5 < Q2 < 20 GeV2, 45 < W7P < 225 GeV2, and (1 - xL)2/xL < |t| < 0.5 GeV2.

Comparing this figure with Fig. 7, two different components can be easily iden-

tified: the diffractive peak due to IP exchange at XL ~ 1 and the continuum

due to double dissociation, Reggeon exchange, and nondiffractive DIS scattering

rising below XL ~ 0.9. Just below XL ~ 1, the distinction between diffractive and

nondiffractive events becomes unclear. From a fit to the xL spectrum in pp scat-

tering,60 the value XL ~ 0.9 has been used to identify the point where the Pomeron

and non-Pomeron contributions are roughly of the same magnitude. The ZEUS

Collaboration, in order to select a very pure diffractive sample, decided to use

only protons with XL > 0.97, well within the diffractive peak. Unfortunately, due

to the limited LPS acceptance, the number of events with a tagged leading proton

is small. Note that the LPS acceptance, at xL > 0.95, starts at t ~ 0.07 GeV2.
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Figure 21: FVaction of DIS events with a leading proton as a function of XL.

8.1.4 Ln(Mx) Distribution (ZEUSMx)

This method59 of separating the diffractive and nondiffractive contributions is

based on their very different Mx distributions. NondifFractive events, assuming

uncorrelated particle emission, have an exponential fall-off of the In Mx distribu-

tion:
JAfnondifT

l (27)

(28)

while diffractive events have a constant value in the In Mx distribution:

dN J_
dMx ~ Mx

= const.d lnM x

The diffractive sample is therefore defined as the excess contribution in the In Mx

distribution above the exponential fall-off of the nondiffractive peak. In bins of

W7P, Q2, and Mx, a fit in the form:

dN
5 I ^ = D + cexp(blnMx) (29)

is performed allowing the evaluation of the diffractive component. An example of

the In Mx distribution is given in Fig. 22.

M»(GeV) 1
ZEUS 1993
3 7.5 15 50 100

1 0 * -

10 -

1 -

Q*= 14 GeV2

W= 134-164 GeV

- 2 8 10
ln(Mx

J)

Figure 22: In M^ distributions for 7*p scattering. Diffractive events are identified as the

excess contribution above the exponential fall-off of the nondiffractive peak.

8.2 Determination of ap and Test of Factorization

The assumption of factorization implies that the Pomeron structure is independent

of the process of emission and that the Pomeron flux is the same in all diffractive

processes (see Fig. 23). Its dependence on ap is given by:

1
(30)

with a = 2ap(0) — 1. If factorization holds, the same value of ap(0) a 1.08 mea-

sured in many hadronic reactions should also control the Pomeron flux at HERA.

8.2.1 Determination of a p at Q2 ~ 0 GeV2

The value of ap(0), as shown in Sec. 2, can be measured directly from the behavior

°f °tot(W) as a function of the center-of-mass energy W7P. Results from both the
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Figure 23: Diffractive cp scattering according to factorization: the flux of the Pomcron and

the Pomcron structure function are universal quantities that can be determined separately.

HI and ZEUS Collaborations are consistent with a value of aP(0) o* 1.08 (see

Sec. 2).
A second method to determine a p (0) is based on the behavior of the differential

cross section

diagram:

as calculated in the Regge formalism for the triple Pomeron

(31)

In Table 4, the results from the HI (Ref. 61) and ZEUS (Ref. 62) Collaborations

are presented. Both results suggest a value for ap (0) consistent with Regge phe-

nomenology as already indicated by ffZJt(W) and support the hypothesis that the

same "soft Pomeron" used to describe the high-energy behavior of hadron-hadron

scattering is also responsible for diffractive photoproduction at HERA.

Collaboration

ZEUS

HI

Mx

8

3

Interval

< Mx

< Mx

[GeV]
< 24

< 24

1.

1.

14

11
±
±

0.04

0.02

«P(0)

(stat)

(stat) ±
0.08

0.07

(syst)

(syst)

Table 4: ap (0) values in diffractive photoproduction as determined by the HI and ZEUS Col-
laborations from a fit to L

8.2.2 Determination of Q P at Large Q2

At large Q2, by analogy with standard deep inelastic scattering, the differential

cross section for deep inelastic diffractive scattering can be written as:

d4<Td'cliff (i-t-(i-y)2)F2D(4)(Q2>/5,x,,,t). (32)
dQ2d/?dxpdt

Using now the assumption that factorization is valid, the t and x p dependence

can be separated from the dependence on P and Q2:

F2
D(4>(Q2,/?,xp,t) = f(xP(t) • F2

D(2)(Q2,/3).

Integrating the Pomeron flux over t and writing the dependence on xp explicitly,

F)?(4)(Q2,/?,xp,t) becomes:

F2
D(4)(Q2,/J,xP,t) =* ( J - y . (33)

Following Eqs. (32) and (33), the determination of the DIS diffractive cross section

in xpbins provides a method to measure a p as a function of Q2 and /? and to test

whether factorization holds.

H I Determination of aF

Figure 25 shows the quantity xp • F2
(2)(/?,Q2) for different Q2 and /? bins as a

function of xp . The data64 were fitted with the function:

in each /? or Q2 interval. The points clearly show a change in slope going from low

to high values of /? while no dependence is seen with Q2, Fig. 24. This analysis,

therefore, shows that there is a change in the value of n as a function of x,,and /?.

This experimental factorization breaking, however, does not uniquely indicate a

change in the Pomeron flux, but it might also be explained in terms of a presence

in the data of a "non-Pomeron" component. If a fit using a meson and a Pomeron

component is performed, Fig. 25,

F2
D(3) = F2

P(/?,Q2) • V * + CM • F2
M(/3,Q2) • x p - > \

then a single value for "a" gives a good description of the da t a (preliminary

results):

a = 1.29 ± 0.03 (stat) ± 0.06(syst) ± 0.03 (model)
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Figure 24: Results for the value of "a" when F2(2)(/?,Q2) is fitted to the form

Statistical and systematic errors are added in quadrature.

n2 = 0.3 ± 0.3 (stat) ± 0.6 (syst) ± 0.2 (model)

with x2/ndf = 170/156. The value obtained for n2 is consistent with what is

expected from meson exchange. From "a," a value for aF averaged over the

unmeasured t distribution, a^, can be obtained, o^ = ^ :

a^m = 1.15 ± 0.02 (stat) ± 0.04 (syst).

To check consistency between results obtained with this method and a previous

HI analysis,68 the measurement of a p using a single component has also been

performed over the same kinematical range used in Ref. 68, obtaining a result

that is compatible within statistical errors with the old one.

frtM
Q'rf.5 OdV1

BdXI
QJc3 5 OcV1

. Q'.2.SOeVJ

0
0.1

O'aSOcV1

Q'=S OeV1

P=OOI

'=5 OeV'

M.2

Q'=5 OtV1

HI Preliminary 1994

Q'.IIOeV'r

. Q'»120eV'

'.8.5 OeV'

. Q'=8.5 OcV1

M«5

V

Q'rtOGeV1

Q'.HOeV'
02

V
QJ«20OcV*
p=0.2

Q'=12OeV'

. Q'=x|2OcV'

....-! ....J ....

_ Q*»35C

Q'=20CcV'

UJ.I.- I . I . I .J. I I^ J •

. Q'rfOOeV1
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Figure 25: x p • F°<2) (/3, Q2) together with a fit in which a Pomeron component with a trajec-

tory ar contributes together with a meson component with trajectory au. On each plot, the

bottom line shows the contribution from the Pomeron component while the top line shows the

sum of the two components.

ZEUSLPS Determina t ion of ap

The diffractive structure function Fj<3) (/?, Q2, xp) was determined using LPS tagged

events65 in the range 4 < Q2 < 30 GeV2, 0.006 < 0 < 0.5, < Q2 > = 12 GeV2,

4 • 10"4 < x p < 3 • 10"2, and 0.07 < \t\ < 0.36 GeV2, extending the range to lower

P and higher x p compared to previous ZEUS measurements (Fig. 26). The results

are consistent with factorizable xp dependence in all j5 bins. Fitting the highest

three /? bins with the same exponent gives a = 1.28 ± 0.07 (stat.) ± 0.15 (syst.),

and therefore:

o ^ p s = 1.14 ± 0.04 (stat.) ± 0.08 (syst.).
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Figure 26: The structure function F° ( 2 ) (/3, Q2) plotted vs xpin bins of P at < Q2 > = 12 GeV2.

The errors are statistical only. The solid line corresponds to the fit described in the text.

ZEUSM determination of ap

The determination of ap can also be achieved by fitting the energy dependence

of the cross section in bins of Mx (Ref. 59). In a Regge-type description,66'67 the

W7P dependence of the diffractive cross section is of the form

foils*™(Mx, W7p, Q2,t) ^ y 2)2ap(0)-2 . e-|t|(bo+2ap ln(W'p/<M» +Q>))) /g^
dtdMx

where «P(t) = ap(0) + a^t is the Pomeron trajectory and bo and a^ are param-

eters. The cross sections in each (Mx, Q2) interval is fitted to the form

, W7 P ,
( ,

>dMx

(

>
(35)

allowing a determination of 5^. However, the result obtained with this method

is currently under further investigation and is shown only for completenessll:

a ^ = 1.23±0.02(stat)±0.04(syst).

8.2.3 Comparison of the Results

In order to compare results obtained at Q2 ~ 0 GeV with results obtained at large

Q2, the influence on the result of the unknown value of o^ in photon diffraction at

large Q2 needs to be evaluated. Note that the value of dT in photon diffraction at

large Q2 does not have to be the same one measured in vector meson production

in the presence of a hard scale. Let's consider, as an example, the lnMx analysis.

Integrating over t Eq. (34), the expression for the cross section is:

X l W7 P , Q2)

dMx

2\2ap(0)-2 . , 1

-|t |(bo+2c.'p

If a*,, ~ 0 GeV~2, then Eq. (36) simplifies to

d"diff (Mxi W7p, Q )

| | m i «
| I'm.:

2 2 (0)_2

(36)

and comparing this expression with Eq. (35), we obtain a^ = a p (0). On the other

hand, if a p > 0 GeV~2, then two effects change the slope of the W7P dependence:

(1) The denominator of Eq. (36) is a slowly rising function of W7P, and therefore,

causes a^ to be smaller than a p . This effect has been estimated, for a^ =

0.25 GeV"2, to be 0.025-0.03.

(2) If the t range is limited, the last term of Eq. (36) is a decreasing function of

W7 P , causing a^ to be smaller than Q P . For the ZEUSLPS analysis, where

|tmin| = 0.07 GeV2, a value of a'p = 0.25 GeV"2 reduces the measured 5p"

value by ~ 0.02.

Hln the preliminary analysis of the ZEUS '94 data on the diffractive DIS cross sections, a tech-

nical mistake has been found in the generation of the Monte Carlo data used for the acceptance

correction and resolution unfolding. This mistake led to the mishandling of QED radiative

corrections. Its effect is to change the cross sections by typically one systematic error. The

ZEUS Collaboration thus has retracted their 1994 preliminary results until further analysis is

completed and the effect on the above value of 5 ^ M x is currently under study.
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In Fig. 27, the compilation of ap values obtained at HERA is shown assuming,

for the measurement at large Q2, (a) a^ = 0 GeV"2; or (b) a'p = 0.25 GeV~2 .

The solid line is the statistical error while the dotted line is the systematic error.

The values indicated as HI 93 (rjmm) (Ref. 68) and ZEUS 93 (rjmm) (Ref. 69) are

the first measurement obtained by each experiment, and they were obtained using

the selection cut r)mBX < 1.8 for HI and rjmBX < 1.5 for ZEUS.

cc = 0 GeV'2 oc =0.25 GeV2

H1 94 prel. (Fit)

H1 93 (77™.)

H1 0 '= O.

ZEUS 93 (Mx)

ZEUS 94 prel. (LPS)

ZEUS 93 (VmJ

ZEUS Q2= 0.

Figure 27: Compilation of ar (0) values obtained at HERA, assuming, for the measurement

at large Q2, (a) a'p = 0.0 GeV"2; or (b) a'F = 0.25 GcV~2. Empty dots are values obtained

at Q2 = 0 GeV2, full dots at high Q2. The dashed vertical line is the value ap(0) = 1.08. The

solid line is the statistical error while the dotted line is the systematic error.

It is possible that the difference in value between apQJ=0(0) and ap
cja>0(0) is a

signal for the presence of a small "hard" Pomeron component in the diffractive

sample at high Q2. How to measure it, its magnitude, and how to enhance it

choosing particular final states (for example, see Refs. 70 and 71) is currently

under intense theoretical investigation. Note also that the above comparison is

done among measurements performed on different t and xpranges.

8.3 Measurement of the Slope Parameter b in Diffractive
DIS

Using the ZEUS leading proton spectrometer, the t distribution of diffractive

DIS was measured directly for the first time at HERA.65 The measurement of

t has been performed in the kinematic range: x^ > 0.97, 4 < Q2 < 30 GeV2,

< Q 2 > = 12 GeV2, 70 < W7P < 210 GeV, 0.07 < |t| < 0.36 GeV2. Assuming an

exponential behavior ^ oc e~b''', b is measured to be:

b = 5.9 ± 1.3 (stat.) ±J;} (syst.) GeV"2.

The measured t distribution is shown in Fig. 28. The value of b is similar to the

values obtained in single diffraction in pp interactions.

ZEUS 94 PRELIMINARY

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 02 0.25 OJ 0J5 0.4

1*1 (Gev2)

Figure 28: Differential cross section $f for diffractive DIS events with a leading proton detected
in the LPS. The error bars represent the statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature,
and the line shows the result of the exponential fit.
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8.4 Partonic Structure of Diffractive Exchange

8.4.1 QCD Fit to the Diffractive Structure Function

The HI Collaboration64 performed a QCD analysis of the diffractive structure
function F£(3)(Q2,/?,xp). The analysis is performed integrating F£<3)(Q2,/3,xp)
over the measured xp range, and the result interpreted as the deep inelastic struc-
ture of the exchanged object averaged over t and xp:

£ & f (Q-£) „
Praia P

The QCD analysis is performed fitting the data using a flavor singlet quark and
gluon distribution (u + ii + d + d + s + s + gluon) at a starting scale Qjj = 2.5 GeV2

and then evolving the system according to the DGLAP72 evolution equation. The
results are shown in Fig. 29. The most striking feature in the data is that a rise
with lnQ2 persists to values of /? far in excess of the point (XBJ oi 0.15) at which the
structure of the proton is dominated by quarks rather than by gluons, suggesting
a strong gluonic component in the structure of the diffractive exchange. The QCD
fit supports this interpretation: the analysis has also been done considering only
quarks at the starting scale Q2, and a much worse x2 value has been obtained. The
parton distributions obtained from the fit are shown in Fig. 30. At Q2 = 5 GeV2,
a "leading" gluon behavior is observed, in which the exchange is dominated by
gluons carrying a very large fraction of the longitudinal momentum.

8.4.2 Jet Structure

The question of the constituent content of the Pomeron can also be addressed
via measurements of diffractively produced jets, both in photoproduction73'74 and
DIS.75 The ZEUS Collaboration studied the diffractive dijet cross section:

7P —> jet + jet + X + p

and compared its magnitude and shape with different model predictions based on
a factorizable model of Pomeron. To ensure diffractive production, a gap in the
most forward part of the detector of at least 2.9 units was required. The following
Pomeron fractional momentum densities were used in the MC:

HI Preliminary 1994
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Figure 29: DGLAP QCD comparison of the (/9,Q2) dependence of F? : (a) assuming only

quarks at the starting scale of Q§ = 2.5 GeV2, (b) assuming both quarks and gluons at the

starting scale of Qj = 2.5 GeV2.
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Figure 30: Quark and gluon fractional momentum distributions for diffractive exchange av-

eraged over xpand t extracted using the DGLAP QCD fit at (a) Q2 = 5 GeV2and (b) Q2 =

65 GeV2; (c) fraction of the total momentum carried by quarks and by gluons as a function

ofQ2.

• Super-hard gluon: /?fg/P(/3) = (iq^snr

. Hard gluon: /?fg/,>(/J) = 6/?(l - / ? ) , < / ? > = 1/2

. Hard-quark (2 flavors): /?fq/P(/?) = |/3(1 - /?).

The measured distribution, Fig. 31, is compatible with a Pomeron containing a

hard-gluon density. The thick error bars represent the statistical errors of the data,

and the thin error bars show the statistical error added in quadrature with the

systematic nonassociated with the jet energy scale. Comparison with POMPYT76

MC calculations for a gluonic (quarkonic) Pomeron are shown, including both

direct and resolved contributions and different choices of the parton density. From

top to bottom, the curves correspond to super-hard gluon (dashed-dotted), hard

gluon, hard quark, and soft gluon. The nondiffractive contribution modelled by

PYTHIA77 is shown as a dashed line.

8.5 as a Function of Q2

Figure 32 shows the ratio between the diffractive and total cross section as a

function of Q2. At Q2~ 0 GeV2, the diffractive part of the cross section is 36 ± 8%

(42 ± 8%) according to the ZEUS (HI) Collaboration of which 23 ± 6% (32 ± 4%)

is photon diffraction and 13 ± 5% (10 ± 3%) is vector meson production. This last

component has been measured to fall at least like dtr/dQ2 ~ l/(mvM + Q2)2 and

therefore becomes negligible as Q2 increases. Photon diffraction seems to decrease

going from Q2 = 0 to 10 GeV2, while it stays flat as a function of Q2 at large Q2,

indicating that diffraction is a leading twist mechanism. It will be very interesting

to have more accurate data to see if this decrease, assuming that it is actually

confirmed, happens at the same Q2 values where pQCD starts to be applicable,

indicating a change in the nature of the 7p diffractive interaction.

9 Central Rapidity Gaps

In high-energy hadronic collisions, the dominant mechanism for jet production

is a hard scatter between partons in the incoming hadrons via a quark or gluon

propagator. Such jets are said to be "color connected," and this leads to the

production of particles throughout the rapidity region between the jets. However,

if the hard scattering were mediated by the exchange of a color singlet propagator
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Figure 31 : The diffractive dijet cross section as a function of IJ1" compared to MC predictions

for different Pomeron momentum densities.
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in the t-channel, each jet would be color connected only to the beam remnant

closest in rapidity, and the rapidity region between the jets would contain few

final-state particles,78 Figs. 33(a) and 33(b).

D0 (Ref. 79) and CDF (Ref. 80) have reported the results of searches at

\/s = 1.8 TeV for dijet events in pp collisions containing a rapidity gap between

the two highest transverse energy (E§1) jets. Both collaborations see an excess

of gap events over the expectations from color exchange processes. D0 reports an

excess of 0.0107 ± 0.0010(stat.)±o:ooii(syst.), whereas CDF measures the fraction

to be 0.0086 ± 0.0012.

At HERA, an equivalent mechanism is possible, with the hadronic fluctuation

of the photon acting as one of the hadrons. In order to quantify the rapidity gap

events, a gap fraction, f(A»7), is defined as the ratio of the number of dijet events

which have a rapidity gap of width A77 between the jets to the total number of

dijet events. As explained above, for color nonsinglet exchange, the gap fraction is

expected to fall exponentially with increasing A77, while for color singlet exchange,

the gap fraction is not expected to depend strongly upon Ar/ (Refs. 15 and 81).

The situation is illustrated in Fig. 33(d).

The results82 are shown in Fig. 34. Both the comparison with the default

PYTHIA nonsinglet prediction and the fit to an exponential form give an excess of

about 0.07 in the gap fraction over the expectation from color nonsinglet exchange.

This excess can be interpreted as evidence of hard diffraction: a simple two-

gluon model for Pomeron exchange gives f(A??) ~ 0.1 (Ref. 15), thus showing

that Pomeron exchange could account for the data.

The magnitude of the squared four-momentum transfer across the rapidity gap

as calculated from the jets is large (|t| > (E^1)2). Thus, the color singlet exchange

is unambiguously "hard."

10 Conclusions

Diffraction at HERA has provided many measurements in both the soft and per-

turbative domains.

— The rise of the total 7p cross section has been measured to be weak, consistent

with the exchange of the same "soft" Pomeron responsible for the rise with

energy of hadronic reactions.

(a) (b)

y remnant p remnant

(c)

Figure 33: Resolved photoproduction via (a) color singlet exchange and (b) color nonsinglet
exchange. The rapidity gap event morphology is shown in (c), where black dots represent final
state hadrons and the boundary illustrates the limit of the ZEUS acceptance. Two jets of radius
R are shown, which are back-to-back in azimuth and separated by a pscudorapidity interval AIJ.
An expectation for the behavior of the gap fraction is shown in (d)(solid line). The nonsinglet
contribution is shown as the dotted line and the color singlet contribution as the dashed line.
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Figure 34: Results from events with central rapidity gaps, (a) Points before (open circles) and

after (full circles) detector corrections, (b) Fit as explained in the text.

— Diffractive photoproduction is also governed by soft Pomeron exchange: a

value of aP(0) ~ 1.11-1.14 has been measured from the mass spectrum of

the dissociated photon in the triple Pomeron regime.

— Elastic vector meson production at HERA shows a clear distinction between

two classes of processes. A first group of results, photoproduction of light

vector mesons (7p -» Vp, V = p°, <t>w), exhibits the characteristic features

of diffraction, as described by Regge theory: a weak energy dependence of the

cross section and a value of the t slope parameter b as observed in hadronic

diffractive reactions. They are therefore explained in terms of the same

Pomeron that controls the total cross section. A second group, which includes

photoproduction of J/tl> and light vector meson production at high Q2, shows

a different pattern: a strong energy dependence of the cross section, values

of b consistent with a point-like 7 V vertex, and the restoration of the SU(4)

flavor symmetry, that indicate a type of dynamic consistent with pQCD

predictions.

— Photon diffraction at large Q2 shows a value of a p only slightly higher than

the values obtained in photoproduction, indicating that the same mechanism

used to explain photoproduction processes can be used to explain a large

fraction of diffractive dissociation at high Q2. The partonic structure of the

Pomeron has been measured and found to be dominated by hard gluons.

Factorization has been found to be valid within the current sensitivity and

measurements range.
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PRECISION STRUCTURE FUNCTION
MEASUREMENTS FROM CCFR/NUTEV

Janet Conrad

Columbia University

New York, NY 10027

ABSTRACT

New results from the CCFR Collaboration on the structure functions

i<2 and xFj are presented. Neutrino scattering structure function mea-

surements offer a unique tool to probe the strong interactions. The

parity-violating structure function xF3(x,Q2) can only be measured

in deep inelastic neutrino scattering. Precise measurements of the

structure function F?(x, Q2) can also be obtained. The predicted Q2

evolution of these structure functions can be used to test perturbative

Quantum Chromodynamics as well as to measure the strong coupling i'.:

constant, as, and the valence, sea, and gluon parton distributions.

© 1996 by Janet Conrad.
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1 Introduction

My talk at the 1996 SLAC Summer Institute reviewed many recent QCD results

from the Fermilab deep inelastic scattering muon experiment, E665, and neu-

trino experiment, CCFR. From E665, the analyses included a measurement of

the structure function Fi at very low x (Ref. 1), the ratio F^/F^ (Ref. 2), and a

measurement of xG(x,Q2) from hadronic energy flow.3 The new results of CCFR

included presentation of neutrino differential cross sections,4 a measurement of

the structure function R(x, Q2) (Ref. 4) and a reanalysis of the data to obtain

the structure functions xFz(x,Q2) and F2{x,Q2). Of these many topics, the re-

analysis of xFi(x,Q2) and F^{x, Q2) from CCFR is the most recent result. As

such, it is the one analysis tha t has not yet been described in detail in conference

proceedings or papers. Therefore, this paper will concentrate on this new CCFR

result. More information on this analysis can be found in the thesis of William

Seligman, Columbia University.5 A publication will be submitted to PRL by the

CCFR Collaboration in the near future.

2.1 Kinematics of Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS)

The tree-level diagram for charged current neutrino-nucleon scattering is shown

in Fig. 1. A neutrino (antineutrino) with incoming four-momentum, k\, scatters

from a quark or antiquark in the nucleon via exchange of a W+ (W~) boson,

with four-momentum q. In the lab, the variables which can be measured in this

interaction are the momentum and angle of the outgoing muon, E^ and 6^, and

the energy of the outgoing hadrons Ehad- These can be used to reconstruct the

energy of the incoming neutrino, Ev = Eh + 2?w In terms of these variables, the

four-vectors shown in Fig. 1 are:

kx = (E»,0, Q,EU)

h = (£,,,?,, sin 0,, cos </>,„ p,, sin 0,, sin <£,,,£,, cos 0,,)

p = (M, 0,0,0)

q = ki - k2.

2 Deep Inelastic Neutrino Scattering

The precision measurements of nucleon structure, as probed by neutrino scatter-

ing, are interesting as universal, fundamental measurements, as tests of QCD, and

as constraints on the parton distributions of the nucleon. Deep inelastic neutrino

scattering experiments provide an opportunity to test QCD evolution and extract

the QCD parameter A, which sets the scale of the strong interaction. In the kine-

matic regions where the structure of the nuclcon can be interpreted in terms of

quarks, neutrino scattering has a high sensitivity to many individual parton distri-

butions. Probing the nucleon with neutrinos is complementary to charged-lepton

scattering experiments. Comparisons between neutrino and charged-lepton deep

inelastic experiments test the universality of the structure functions and parton

distributions. Global analyses which include all of the neutrino data provide the

best parameterizations of the individual parton distributions.

Because the topic of this summer school was QCD studies, familiarity with

the ideas of QCD is assumed. This section provides a very brief introduction to

deep inelastic neutrino scattering.

nucleon Hadron
Shower

Figure 1: The first-order Feynman diagram for deep inelastic neutrino scattering.

Useful invariant quantities which describe the interaction are:

Energy transfer: u = (p • q)/M

Fractional Energy Transfer: y = Mu/p • ki

Negative Squared Four-Momentum: Q2 = — q2

The Bjorken Scaling Variable: x = Q2/(2p • q).
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In the lab frame, these reduce to:

v = (£„ - £„) = Ehad - M

y = vlEv

x = Q2l{2Mv).

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

For a given beam energy, Eu, the accessible kinematic region is, in principle,

bounded by:

0 < v <EU

0 < y < 1

0 < Q2 <1MEV

0 < x < 1 .

In practice, experimental cuts to isolate regions of high acceptance and small

corrections may reduce the available range. The accessible kinematic range can

be described in the plane of any two of the above variables. The wide band beam

of CCFR extended up to 600 GeV and the resulting kinematic range in the x

and Q2 plane is shown in Fig. 2 in comparison to other deep inelastic scattering

experiments.

2.2 The Neutrino-Nucleon Cross Section and the Struc-
ture Functions

The general form for the differential cross section depends upon three structure

functions, Ft, R, and xF$:

dxdy
, , „ Mxy\

(5)

The structure functions depend upon the kinematic variables x and Q2. The

functions F2 and R are also measured in deep inelastic charged lepton scattering.

R can be interpreted as the ratio of the longitudinal to transverse virtual boson

absorption cross section. The function XF3 appears only in the cross section for
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Figure 2: The kinematic region accessible to the CCFR experiment (solid outline)

and other deep inelastic scattering experiments.

the weak interaction. It is derived from the parity violating term in the product
of the leptonic and hadronic tensor.

In the parton model, the neutrino structure functions can be written as func-

tions of the sums and differences of the quark probability distributions. The

probability of scattering from a parton with a given fractional momentum x is

represented by the quark probability distribution. The structure functions de-

pend on the quark distributions weighted by the fractional momentum and by the

squared charge of the quarks, which is unity in the weak interaction. The quark

probabilities are related to XF3 by:

xF3 = z(X>,(*) ~ 9,(z)) = *(«» + dv), (6)

where uv and du are the valence quark distributions. The structure function Fi is
given by:

*i = *(£«(*)+?*(*))• (7)
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Within QCD, low transverse momentum quark-gluon interactions may occur

at the time of the scatter. Thus, partons with higher fractional momentum may

contribute to interactions at any lower .x- through radiation or gluon splitting. The

probability that the interaction resolves such a splitting depends on Q2. This split-

ting modifies the structure functions, leading to a Q2 dependence known as scal-

ing violations. The QCD Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP)

equations6 predict the Q2 dependence of the structure functions and underlying

parton distributions.

From the DGLAP equations, the change in the structure functions with Q2 as

a function of x depends on as. At next-to-leading order, 05 is given by:

2) - (8)0o ln(Q2/A2) [ 0O ln(Q2/A2) J '

where 0o = 11 — 2?i//3 and 0\ = 102 - 38n//3, and nj is the number of quark

flavors participating in the interaction at this Q2. The QCD coupling constant,

A, must be introduced when the renormalization technique is applied to remove

the divergences within QCD. In this analysis, the modified minimal subtraction

scheme (MS) scheme is used.

2.3 Nonperturbative QCD and Nuclear Effects

Nonperturbative QCD processes which might affect the CCFR structure function

measurements are collectively termed higher twist effects. These effects occur at

low Q2 where the impulse approximation of scattering from massless noninteract-

ing quarks is no longer valid. Examples include the target mass effects, diquark

scattering, and other multiparton effects. The functional form for target mass

effects has been determined.7 The remaining higher twist effects cannot be calcu-

lated a priori, but must be measured. A measurement of the contribution of the

higher twist terms in charged lepton scattering was made by comparing the SLAC

and BCDMS F2 data to the QCD expectation.8 Deviations were attributed entirely

to higher twist effects and were fit to the form: F2
Mcasurcd/.F2

I>r':dicted = (1 + C./Q2).

Separate constants, C,-, were calculated for each x bin. For the CCFR analysis

presented below, it was assumed that the measured corrections are applicable to

both Fi and xFi in neutrino scattering.

The results presented here are structure functions for neutrino nucleon scat-

tering on iron. The data were corrected to an isoscalar target, but not for nuclear

effects. High x bins are expected to be affected by Fermi smearing, and therefore

are not included in the fits used to extract the parton distributions and a,.

2.4 Measurement of the Strange Sea

The flavor-changing quality of the weak interaction allows for the opportunity to

directly tag scattering from specific quark flavors. In particular, charged current

scattering from strange quarks has the distinct experimental signature of produc-

ing two muons of opposite sign, one from the scattered lepton and the other from

the semileptonic decay of the produced charm. The strange sea is described by

the functions:

xs(x) = A,(l - x)°[x(u(x)+d(x))}/2

K = (J*dx[x(s(x)+l(x))])/(J*dx[x(V(x)+1(x))])

(9)

(10)

thus, a represents the relative shape and K gives the overall normalization relative

to the nonstrange sea. The equation for As, which relates K and a, must be solved

numerically.

The best measurement to date has come from the dimuon studies of the

CCFR Collaboration, where the next-to-leading-order analysis has yielded a =

-0.05 ± 0.56 ± 0.10 and K = O.468±g;8|t+8:o3G (Ref. 9). The results of the CCFR

measurements at leading and next-to-leading order are used in the analysis de-

scribed below.

3 The CCFR and NuTeV Experiments

The data presented in this paper were taken by the CCFR Collaboration during

the 1985 and 1987 fixed-target runs at Fermilab. The CCFR neutrino beam re-

sulted from decays of pions and lcaons produced in interactions of the 800 GeV

FNAL proton beam with a beryllium target. This wide-band beam ranged in en-

ergy up to 600 GeV and resulted in events of which 86.4% were due to v^ 's, 11.3%

Vp 's, and 2.3% fe's and iVs. Neutrino events were observed in the Lab E neutrino

detector,10 shown in Fig. 3, which consists of a target calorimeter followed by a

toroid muon spectrometer. The calorimeter consists of 84 3 m x 3 m x 10 cm
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c
Figure 3: The Lab E neutrino detector.

iron plates, interspersed with scintillators for energy measurement and drift cham-

bers for muon tracking. The toroid spectrometer has five sets of drift chambers

for muon tracking as well as hodoscopes for triggering. For the CCFR experi-

ment, the detector wets calibrated during special runs using a test beam of pions,

electrons, and muons. Details of the CCFR beam and detector can be found in

Ref. 10.

NuTeV, the next generation of deep inelastic neutrino scattering experiments

at Fermilab, began taking data in May 1996. NuTeV has modified the beamline

to select the sign of the charged pions and kaons.11 The resulting beam is almost

purely v^ or 17,,, depending on the sign selection. An increase in the antineutrino-

to-neutrino ratio over CCFR will improve several of the QCD measurements. The

sign selection also will allow new QCD studies. Separate running will also permit

the first high-statistics simultaneous measurements of the electroweak mixing pa-

rameter, sin2#iy, and neutral to charged current coupling strength ratio, p. The

Lab E neutrino detector is being used, after substantial upgrades. To improve

sensitivity to a single minimum ionizing particle, we have replaced the scintillator

oil and phototubes of the scintillation counters. The drift chambers have been

fully refurbished and the TDC/DAQ system has been upgraded. At NuTeV, the

detector is calibrated with a test beam of pions, electrons, or muons continuously

throughout the running. The new test beam also provides a broader range of

hadron and muon energies than the CCFR test beam.

4 The Measurement of the Neutrino Flux

In the analysis described below, the low v (i.e., low Ehaj) data are used to deter-

mine the flux of the incoming neutrinos and antineutrinos. The kinematic cuts

on the data used to determine the flux are

Op < 150 mr

Ep > 15 GeV

30 < Ev < 360 GeV

Ehad < 20 GeV.

These cuts, in combination with fiducial volume cuts, assured good acceptance

for the flux extraction events, while having little overlap with the events used to

determine the structure functions.

The CCFR flux is obtained from the y dependence of the data. The rela-

tionship between the number of observed events, the flux, and the cross section

is:

— T ^ = $V,V(E)^-. (12)
dy ay

This can be parametrized as a polynomial in terms of y = vjEu

AN -

In this case, A, B, and C are:

A =

C = B-

with
_ 1 + 2Mx/u Mx

- 1 .

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

A, B, and C are assumed to be only dependent upon Eu. Integrating Eq. (12),
the number of events for v < v0 is:
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•if -
Thus, the flux is obtained by binning events in Ev and Eila<t < fg.

CCFR uses an iterative method to determine the flux. Initially, a parton

distribution is input to the Monte Carlo to determine A, B, and C. Then the

data in the range u < 20 GeV are used to determine the flux as a function of

energy for neutrinos and antineutrinos separately, up to an overall normalization

constant. This flux is then used to extract cross sections using u > 10 GeV

data. Thus, the region of overlap between the data used to determine the flux

and that used to determine the cross section is small. The data is normalized to

the world-average cross section for vFe, as discussed below. Structure functions

are then extracted following the prescription described in the following section.

Parameterizations of the structure functions are used as input to Monte Carlo for

the next iteration. This algorithm usually converges after the second iteration.

The assumption that the integrals over the structure functions are independent

of v, and thus depend only on Eu, is only approximately true. Recall that Q2 =

IMvx; therefore for fixed u, using Fi as an example:

Figure 4 shows the CCFR flux of neutrinos and antineutrinos.

/ F2(x, Q2) = / ' F2(x,2Mvx) =
0 JO

(19)

The systematic error introduced by this residual u dependence was studied by

varying the v range from which the flux was extracted. The systematic error from

assuming no v dependence was found to be less than 0.5%.

Because this algorithm determines the relative shape of the flux distribution

with energy, but not the overall normalization, the cross section for î Fe scattering

is an input to the analysis. The world-average neutrino cross section for iron is

a"IE = (0.677 ± 0.014) x 10"38 cm*/GeV (Ref. 5). While the absolute flux

of neutrinos and antineutrinos is not fixed by the CCFR method, the relative

neutrino and antineutrino flux in each energy bin is determined. The preliminary

ratio of the total cross sections, a"/a" from the flux extraction method, was found

to be 0.509 ±0.010. The world average including this experiment, which is used to

obtain the final relative normalization, is 0.500±0.007. The errors in the averages

are included in the systematic error for the determination of the differential cross

section and the structure functions.

10 B

10"

103

10=

r

- •„

r

• V

• * • x [7

. 1 . . . . 1 . . . . 1 . . . . 1 .«.

-

-

-

O 100 200 300 400 600

E,, (GeV)

Figure 4: The CCFR neutrino and antineutrino fluxes.

5 The Measurement of Ft and

The structure functions Fz and xF^ are extracted from the differential cross section

given the flux determined by the method described above. The following kinematic

cuts were made on the data:

30 < £„ < 360 GeV

0,, < 150 mr

E,, > 15 GeV

Q2 > 1 GeV2

Ehad > 10 GeV,

plus fiducial volume cuts, to assure good acceptance. All dimuon events were

cut from the sample for two reasons. First, when one muon fails to traverse the

toroid, the event could have improperly reconstructed kinematics. Second, at high

y, even if both unions traverse the toroid, the algorithm to identify the scattered

muon, as versus the charm-decay muon, was not perfectly efficient. The data

were corrected for this cut based on the CCFR dimuon measurements discussed

above. The data were acceptance corrected. Radiative corrections based on the
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calculation by Bardin,12 which includes muon and quark radiation and the box

diagram, were applied. Corrections to an isoscalar target and to remove the

charm mass and the propagator effects are included to make the comparison to

other experiments straightforward. The number of events in each x and Q2 bin is

related to the differential cross section by:

= pLNA[ [ \f
Jx—binJQ2—bin \Jall energies

where p is the target density, L is the target length, and N^ is Avogadro's number.

The structure functions are extracted from these differential cross sections. For

this analysis, R was assumed to be given by the parameterization ".RwhUiow"13

Many sources of systematic error were considered in this analysis. The hadron

energy and muon energy are determined by the test beam data and each is es-

timated to be known to 1%. The statistical error in the flux extraction was

typically also on the order of 1%. There is an error of 2.1% associated with the

normalization of the cross section to the world's data. Model-dependent system-

atic errors included a 15% error on the /Jwwtiow parameterization, an 18% error on

the leading-order charm mass, 26% error on the leading-order strange sea shape,

1.7% on the strange sea normalization, and 7% on the charm branching ratio. Of

these sources of systematic error, the calibration errors most strongly affect the

QCD analysis.

The data presented here represent a reanalysis of the CCFR data, which differs

from the previous analysis14 in the following ways:

• The hadronic energy and muon calibrations are extracted directly from the

test beam data. The previous analysis used a technique of adjusting the mea-

sured calibration which was later shown to have large associated systematic

uncertainties.

• The muon energy loss in the calorimeter is more accurately modeled in the

Monte Carlo simulation of the detector.

• The previously presented data included radiative corrections only for radia-

tion from .the muon. The radiative corrections applied to the data presented

here also include the contributions from the box diagram.12

• The parameterization iZwhitlow, which is the most inclusive fit to date, is not

identical to /ZSLAC. which was the best parameterization available for the

previous analysis.

Detailed information on each of the improvements can be found in Ref. 5.

Figures 5 and 6 show the preliminary CCFR measurements of F% and xF$ as

a function of Q2 in various bins of x. Only statistical errors are shown. The solid

and dashed lines on the plot indicate the QCD fits which are discussed in the

following section.

When the final results are obtained, the information will be available in tabular

form by contacting SELIGMAN@NEVIS1.C0LUMBIA.EDU.

6 QCD Studies and Comparison to Other Ex-

periments

In this section, the preliminary CCFR results are compared to results from other

experiments. First, Fi is compared to that determined by charged lepton deep

inelastic scattering. Second, the QCD fits to the CCFR structure functions are

described and the extracted value of as is compared to the measurements of other

experiments. Finally, the gluon distribution from the CCFR global fit is compared

to previous results.

6.1 F2 from Neutrino and Charged Lepton Scattering

The parity-conserving structure function F2 is measured by both charged and

neutral lepton scattering experiments. The definition of F2 at lowest order is

given by:

where e,- represents the charge associated with the coupling to each quark type i. In

neutrino scattering, the "weak charge" is unity. In the case of muon scattering, the

coupling is electromagnetic; hence, the definition of F2 includes the quark charges

squared. As a result of the difference in coupling between the electromagnetic and

weak interactions, a conversion must be applied in order to compare muon and

neutrino experiments. To lowest order, the correction is:

F$ = —FZ 1 — • (22)

The strange sea (s, s) appears explicitly in this equation. This can be precisely

measured by charged-current neutrino scattering from strange quarks producing
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Figure 5: Preliminary CCFR Fi measurement. Errors are statistical only. Lines

indicate the QCD fit discussed in Sec. 6.

Figure 6: Preliminary CCFR 1F3 measurement. Errors are statistical only. Lines

indicate the QCD fit discussed in Sec. 6.
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opposite sign dimuons, as discussed in Sec. 2.4 above. The CCFR next-to-leading-

order measurement of the strange sea is used to make the corrections in this

discussion.9

Nuclear effects must also be considered when comparing muon and neutrino

measurements of Fi. Neutrino scattering experiments typically use high-density

nuclear targets because the neutrino cross section is very small. The CCFR results

were obtained with an iron target (bound nucleons). The electromagnetic cross

section is reasonably large, and so muon experiments typically use hydrogen and

deuterium (free and loosely bound nucleons, respectively). The difference in Ft

between bound nucleons and free nucleons has been studied in charged lepton

experiments. The corrections used below are from a fit to NMC, E665, and SLAC

data.1 5 The fit is compared to the charged lepton results in Fig. 7.

a NMCCa/D
• SLAC E87 Fc/D
• SLAC E139 Fc/D
A E665 Ca/D

Parameterization

0.001

Figure 7: Fit to the NMC, E665, and SLAC nuclear data. The resulting fit is

used to correct the charged lepton deuterium data for comparison with the CCFR

result.

Figures 8 through 13 compare the preliminary Fz measured by CCFR and

discussed above to the measurements from NMC over a range of x regions.16 The

corrections for charge coupling and nuclear effects have been applied to the muon

data. At low x, there appears to be a disagreement between the charged lepton

scattering data and the neutrino data. The discrepancy decreases with increasing
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(/j.) results for x = 0.0075,0.0125, and 0.0175. Corrections for definition of Ft and

for nuclear effects (see text) were applied to the NMC data to permit comparison.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the CCFR (u) measurement of F2 to the NMC and E665

(/*) results for x = 0.0250,0.035, and 0.050. Corrections for definition of F2 and

for nuclear effects (see text) were applied to the NMC data to permit comparison.

Figure 10: Comparison of the CCFR (</) measurement of F2 to the NMC and E665

(li) results and SLAC (e) results for x = 0.070,0.090, and 0.110. Corrections for

definition of F2 and for nuclear effects (see text) were applied to the NMC data

to permit comparison.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the CCFR (u) measurement of F2 to the NMC and E665

(/i) results for x = 0.140,0.180, and 0.225. Corrections for definition of F2 and for

nuclear effects (see text) were applied to the NMC data to permit comparison.

Figure 12: Comparison of the CCFR (u) measurement of F2 to the NMC and E665

(ft) results for x = 0.275,0.350, and 0.450. Corrections for definition of F2 and for

nuclear effects (see text) were applied to the NMC data to permit comparison.
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Figure 13: Comparison of the CCFR (y) measurement of F% to the NMC and E665

{y) results for x = 0.550,0.650, and 0.750. Corrections for definition of Fi and for

nuclear effects (see text) were applied to the NMC data to permit comparison.

x until, in the region of x ss 0.070, the data are in good agreement, which continues

to the highest x bins.

The high-statistics data in the region of the discrepancy come from CCFR

and NMC. It is possible that one or both experiments have underestimated their

systematic errors in this region. The most important systematic error in the

CCFR analysis is due to the calorimeter calibration. Extensive studies of the test

beam data were undertaken in order to determine the muon and hadron energy

calibration, and we believe the systematic error assigned to these are conservative.

Another cause for the disagreement may be the nuclear correction applied to

the charged lepton deuterium data in order to allow comparison with the neutrino

results. This correction assumes that effects in scattering from bound nucleon

targets are the same for muons and neutrinos in the low x ("shadowing") region.

However, if shadowing effects are caused by fluctuations of the intermediate virtual

boson to mesons, then one might expect differences. The vector-meson-dominance

model ascribes the cause of shadowing to fluctuations of the vector boson into

mesons leading to strong interactions near the "surface" of the nucleon. In the

case of muon scattering, the photon can fluctuate only into vector mesons, while

for neutrinos, the W has an axial as well as a vector component. Very little data

on shadowing in neutrino scattering has been obtained because of the low event

rate for neutrinos in a deuterium target. The best measurements come from the

BEBC Collaboration on neon versus deuterium, in which shadowing was found to

be consistent with that observed in charged lepton scattering in the a; = 0.02 and

Q2 > 1.0 GeV2 region.17

Although the NMC and E665 shadowing data which were fit to obtain the

nuclear correction are in statistical agreement, there appears to be a systematic

shift between the two data sets, as can be seen in Fig. 7. The fit is dominated by

the NMC result, which has much smaller errors than the E665 data. However, if

only the E665 data are used in a fit which is then applied to the charged lepton

deuterium results, then the CCFR/NMC discrepancy is reduced by approximately

a factor of two for x < 0.03.

Several publications have suggested that the discrepancy is due to an incorrect

strange sea correction.19'18'20 The required distributions to eliminate the discrep-

ancy are inconsistent with, and approximately a factor of two larger at low i.than

the CCFR measurement from the dimuon data, as calculated at next-to-leading

order by the CTEQ Collaboration.19 The CCFR measurement of the strange sea,
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which is to next-to-leading order and includes corrections for the charm-mass

threshold, would have to be incorrect by 5<r to account for the discrepancy. This

is shown in Fig. 14, where the solid line is the CCFR measurement, the dotted

lines indicate the la systematic and statistical errors on the CCFR result, and

the dashed line shows the magnitude of the strange sea required to explain the

discrepancy in the Fi measurements. In this study, the strange and antistrange

sea distributions were assumed to be equal.

0.3

0 .2

0 .1

0.0

fj.z= 4.0 J

- CCFR

I

0.01 0.05 0.1
x

0.5

Figure 14: Solid—the strange sea as measured by the CCFR Collaboration from

the dimuon data. The surrounding dots show the statistical and systematic errors

combined. Dashed—the strange sea required to account for the neutrino-charged-

lepton discrepancy, as determined by Ref. 19.

Brodsky and Ma have suggested that the strange and antistrange sea distri-

butions may not be equal.20 If the proton fluctuates into a virtual K+A pair, then

the s quark becomes a valence quark of the A with a relatively harder momentum

distribution than the s quark. CCFR has measured the strange and antistrange

distributions separately using the dimuon data. The scattered muon was iden-

tified using a Pp and energy algorithm, as described in Ref. 9. The sign of the

scattered and charm-decay muons identified whether the scatter was from s or

s. The data indicated that the distributions were consistent within the statistical

and systematic errors. However, the power-law parameterization which was used

for the fits is not the same as the distribution predicted by Brodsky and Ma's

model. Therefore, the asymmetric intrinsic strange sea may be masked by the

choice of functional form required by the fit. A reanalysis using the functional

form of the model is underway.

In order to fully investigate the discrepancy in the Fi measurements, more

data in the low x region are required. The NuTeV experiment, described above, is

expected to obtain approximately equal statistical errors on Fi with substantially

reduced systematics. Precise hadron energy calibration will be obtained with the

new continuous test beam over a wider range of energies than those covered by

CCFR. Also, NuTeV will provide a more accurate measurement of the strange and

antistrange seas. This is because the sign selection of the beamline determines

the sign of the scattered muon, allowing accurate identification even when only

one of the two muons in a dimuon event reaches the toroid spectrometer. Thus,

the statistical sample will be larger, and the systematics due to misidentification

will be smaller.

6.2 Measurements of a8 and AJJ^

Perturbative QCD can predict the evolution of the structure functions from a

starting set of x-dependent distributions,6 as described in Sec. 2.2. In this analysis,

the QCD parameter is determined to next-to-leading order (NLO) for four flavors

in the MS renormalization scheme: A^f 4fh,
AI D

The QCD evolution of two data sets were examined. First, only the parity-

violating structure function xF3 was used. The advantage of this method is that

the evolution of XF3 is independent of the gluon distribution. Second, a combined

xFa and Fi fit to the data was done. This increases the statistical power of the

fit, but introduces extra parameters to describe the gluon distribution.

The QCD fits require initial parameterizations of the parton distributions at

some QQ. The forms used in this analysis were:

xqNs{x,Ql) =

xqs{x,Ql) = xqNS(x,Ql)+As(l~x)'ls
(23)

(24)

(25)

where NS and S refer to nonsinglet and singlet, respectively. Because this is

a next-to-leading-order analysis, the fermion conservation rule, /o
l qssdx = 3,

is modified by a term proportional to (1 — a,/n) at next-to-leading order.21

i" •"
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Fit Type:

Basic

Global

Amx> 4//. f r o m xp3 o n l y

A± stat ± sys

336 ±41 ±84

327 ± 40 ± 30

X'/DOF
82/82

75/82

ANLO Afiv f r o m xp3 a n d ^

A± stat ± sys
346 ±21 ±54
309 ±19 ±15

X
2/DOF

187/164

167/164

Table 1: Preliminary values of A ^ Aflv determined from fits to the CCFR data.

Also, there is a possible nuclear dependence which could lead to a violation of

the fermion conservation rule by approximately 1%. Therefore, for this analy-

sis, the fermion conservation rule was not required. The momentum sum rule,

fo(xq(x,Qo) + xG(x,Ql))dx = 1, is not used to constrain AQ because the gluon

distribution is unknown at low x. More complicated parameterizations of the

parton distributions were found to have fit results consistent with the parame-

terizations above.5 Parameterizations of target mass and higher twist effects, as

described in Sec. 2.3 above, were included in the fitting procedure. The results of

this fit were shown by the solid line on Figs. 5 and 6. The dashed lines on these

figures represent an extrapolation of the parameterization from the global fit to

lower Q2 values.

The data were fit using MINUIT to minimize the x2 between the NLO QCD

prediction and the data. Fits were for data with Q2 > 5 GeV2, W2 > 10 GeV2,

and x < 0.7. Bins with statistical errors greater than 50% were eliminated.

Positive and negative shifts of Fi and xF3 were made for each systematic error,

and A was extracted. For this procedure, the x2 can be used to test the validity

of QCD to describe the data. The theoretical prediction is based on the Duke

and Owens NLO QCD Evolution Program.22 The results of this fit are listed in

Table 1, referred to as "basic." As expected, the fit which uses both the xF$

and Fi data have lower statistical and systematic errors because of the increased

number of data points in the fit. The good x2/DOF indicates that the data are

consistent with QCD.

An alternative fit procedure finds the best parameters to describe the data

assuming that QCD is valid. For this analysis, a x2 fit to the theoretical predic-

tion for the structure functions is compared to the data in each x and Q2 bin.

The prediction from the Duke and Owens program is compared to the data using

a x2 that includes both statistical and systematic uncertainties with correlations.

The systematic uncertainties are handled by introducing a parameter 6k for each

uncertainty k into the x2- Defining the structure function vector F = (F2 xF3)

and the structure function error matrix V = (&ij), for i,j = F2,a:F3, then the

difference between the theoretical prediction and data and the x2 are:

_ jpthcory

1 (F<"")r
<5fc-

(26)

(27)

The results of this fit are listed under "global" in Table 1. The global fit gives a

more precise measure of A because of the constraint of QCD.

The value of A from the global fit using Fi and xF3 is equivalent to a,(Mz) =

0.117±0.002(ea;p)±0.004(t/ieorj/). The theoretical error is due to the renormaliza-

tion and factorization scale uncertainties.8 This result is higher than the previous

measurement of CCFR: as(M§) = 0.111 ± 0.005. It is also higher than the muon

deep inelastic scattering result: as(M%) = 0.113 ± 0.005 (Ref. 23). It is lower

than the LEP measurement from event shapes of 0.122 ± 0.007 (Ref. 23). How-

ever, all of the above results are consistent within the errors. Figure 15 compares

the preliminary CCFR result to results from other experiments.23

In the future, several improvements to the measurement of a, are expected

from CCFR/NuTeV. Using the method described above, the NuTeV experiment

will make a more precise measurement of a, by reducing the systematic errors

associated with the measurement of the structure functions. A second method

of measuring as, using the QCD corrections to the Gross-Llewellyn-Smith sum

rule,21 based on the new CCFR results, is also expected in the near future. This

analysis extracts as at various Q2 values in the low Q2 region.24

6.3 Extraction of the Gluon Distribution

Fits to xF3 and F2, described above, allow one to extract the form of the gluon

distribution. The global fit yields the preliminary distribution: xG(x, Q\ =

5GeV2) = (2.34 ± 0.36)(l - z)5-02*0-71.

Figure 16 shows this distribution as a function of x, evolved to Q2 = 32 GeV2.

The shaded region indicates the CCFR ±1<T errors. For comparison, the crosses

show the gluon distribution as measured from jet production at the HI experi-

ment.25 The hatched region indicates the E665 gluon distribution measured from
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Figure 15: Measurement of a, from various experiments. The CCFR result is

preliminary. Results from other experiments are from Ref. 23.

the energy distribution of hadrons produced in deep inelastic muon scattering.3

Also shown are the gluon distributions from fits to data from a wide range of

high-energy experiments which are available as parton distribution functions:

CTEQ4M (Ref. 26) (dotted), GRV 94 HO (Ref. 27) (solid), and MRS R2 (Ref. 28)

(dashed). The gluon distributions from the various experiments agree for the re-

gion of x > 0.01, the region of the CCFR data.

7 Conclusion

This paper has summarized the re-analysis of the CCFR data, resulting in pre-

liminary new measurements of Fi and xF^. Comparisons of Fi to charged lep-

ton experiments indicate that there may be a discrepancy at low x after quark

charge and nuclear corrections are applied. At present, this difference is not

understood. The Q2 evolution of these structure functions agrees with QCD

and yields A ^ * 4 / /" = 309 ± 27(exp) MeV. This is equivalent to as{M%) =

0.117 ± 0.002(ea;p) ± 0.004(</ieort/).

, . , .9°'
ca ±lo01uon error from CCFR data
ra ± l o Gluon error from E665
-«• Oluons from HI Jets

CTEQ4M
GRV 94 HO

- - MRSR2

Figure 16: The CCFR gluon distribution evolved to Q2 = 32 GeV2. Shaded region

shows ±lcr errors. Crosses show results from HERA jet measurements. Dotted

line is CTEQ4M. Solid line is GRV94 HO. Dashed line is MRS R2. Hatched region

is gluon distribution from E665 hadronic energy distributions.
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The rare kaon decay program at Brookhaven National Laboratory is

reviewed. Results from the last round of experiments are briefly dis-

cussed. The three experiments currently collecting data are described.
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1 Introduction

After more than a decade of "benign neglect," in which there were no rare K decay

experiments at Brookhaven, a new round of experiments was launched in the early

1980s. The motivation for this program was mainly the search for physics beyond

the Standard Model (SM).1 It had been realized in the late 1970s that "lepton

flavor violating" (LFV) processes such as n -4 ey and KL -» fie arise naturally

in theoretical attempts to go beyond the Standard Model2 (BSM). Moreover,

it turned out that kaon branching ratios accessible at the AGS correspond to

extremely high energy scales for possible new interactions. The classic example is

the latter process, KL —>i*e, which in Fig. 1 is shown mediated by a hypothetical

horizontal gauge boson, and compared to the kinematically very similar K+ —>

fi+u decay.

Fig. 1. Horizontal gauge boson mediating KL —> l*e, compared with W mediating

Using measured values for Mw, the KL and /<r+ decay rates and B(K+ -> /i+v),

and assuming a V-X form for the new interaction, one can show

, i / 4 r 1 Q - i 2 - i i / 4

5'J [B(/CL -> H J (1)

so that truly formidable scales can be probed if gx ~ <?• For a V-J4 interaction,

KL -> A*e is the most sensitive of kaon decays. If, however, the LFV interaction

were pure vector instead, the two-body reaction would be suppressed, and one

would be better off searching for K+ -> n+fi+e~, a reaction that also has some

advantages in signature with respect to KL -> fie. One could also substitute

neutral for charged leptons in this last reaction and search for K+ -> Tr+vev,,.

Although it has a much worse signature than the decays into charged leptons, a

search for this process is also sensitive to the considerable number of proposed

BSM processes whose topology is K+ -> TT+ + nothing (where nothing denotes

an undetectable light particle or system of particles3'4). Of course, one member of

this family, K+ -> ir+ut0i, is allowed in the SM, but it is suppressed far beyond

the experimental limits current in the early 1980s.5

Other experiments in this program probed non-SM CP-violating reactions, or

searched for a light Higgs or for unexpected enhancements in SM-suppressed de-

cays such as KL —> e+e~. Most of the experiments were also capable of studying

somewhat more common K decays, and so were able to contribute to the develop-

ment of new theoretical approaches to long-distance physics, most notably Chiral

Perturbation Theory6 {xPT).

Table 1 lists the first-round experiments. These completed data-taking by

1991.

Table 1. First-round experiments of the BNL Hare K Decay Program. Those

denoted by a star were "descendants" of the experiment directly above them in

the table.

EXPERIMENT

AGS-780

AGS-845*

AGS-777

AGS-851*

AGS-791

AGS-787

MODES

KL -> ne, ee, nn, 7r°e+e"

KL -»• •n°e+e~, je+e~, e+e~e+e~

K+ -> 7r+e->+ , ir+e+e-,...

K+ - j . Tr+e+e-, IT0 -> e+e-

KL -> l*e, ee, fin,...

K+ -> 7r+j/i/, n+n+ii-,...

INSTITUTIONS

BNL, Yale

BNL, Yale

BNL, SIN,

Washington, Yale

BNL, SIN,

Washington, Yale

UCI, UCLA, LANL,

Stanford, Temple,

U. of Texas Austin,

William & Mary

BNL, Princeton,

TRIUMF

Table 2 summarizes the achievements of the first round of experiments. Three

very interesting decay modes were seen for the first time: KL -* 7je+e~, K+ ->
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7r+^+/i", and K+ —> TT+77. The available data sets of other interesting processes

(K+ -¥ 7r+e+e~ (Ref. 9), KL -> n+n~, I<i -> ye+e~, etc.) were very significantly

increased, and new structure observed in the decay distributions of some of these.

Finally, the limits on forbidden and suppressed processes were greatly improved,

in a couple of cases, by many orders of magnitude.

Table 2: Results of the first round of the BNL Rare K Decay Program.

Table 3: Current experiments of the BNL Rare K Decay Program.

Mode

I<i -> lie

K+ - • irfie

K+ —> ir+X°

K+ -t n+up

KL -> fi+fi-

Ki -> 7roe+e-

KL -> e+e-77

tf+ _> Tr+e+e-

ATt -> 7e+e-

AT+ -> 7r+p+/i-

A-+ -4 TT+77

7T° -> e+e"

Result

BR < 3.3 x 10-n/event

BR < 2.1 x 10-n/event

BR < 5.2 x 10-'°

BR < 2.4 x 10~9

> 700 events

BR < 5.5 x 10~9

(6.6 ± 3.2) x lO"7

512 events

(9.1±O.4+;J) x lO"6

Comment

BR limit improved by 2 x 105

MA > 94 TeV

BR limit improved by 22

Mv > 39 TeV

BR limit improved by 70

BR limit improved by 60

previous world supply 27 events

BR limit improved by 360

Discovery, changed the course

of the study of CP violation

ten-fold improvement,

form factor observed,

XPT ambiguity broken

250-fold improvement,

form factor deviation observed

discovered

discovered

cleared up a long-standing discrepancy

2 The Current Experiments

The three experiments which constitute the second generation of the AGS Rare

Kaon Decay Program are listed in Table 3. Each is the successor of a first-round

experiment; in one case, not even the name has changed. The motivation for these

EXPERIMENT

AGS-787

AGS-865

AGS-871

MODES

K+-nt+ui>, TT+X0,...

K+ —> ir+e~(J.+, n+ee,...

KL -> ne, ee, /i/x,...

INSTITUTIONS

BNL, INS/Tokyo, KEK,

Osaka, Princeton, TRIUMF

Basel, BNL,

INR-Moscow, JINR-Dubna,

New Mexico, Pittsburgh,

PSI, Tbilisi State,

Yale, Zurich

UCI, Stanford,

U. of Texas Austin,

William & Mary

experiments has evolved since the first round was launched. The emphasis is now

a little more on SM-suppressed processes and a little less on totally forbidden

ones. This is largely because the advances in sensitivity achieved in the first

round of experiments have brought some very interesting examples of the former

processes into range. It has also been realized that kaon decays can contribute

greatly to determining the CKM unitarity triangle. This is illustrated by Fig. 2.

All three sides of the triangle can in principle be determined from rare K decays.

In Fig. 2, the "primary" reactions are those adjacent to the sides of the triangle.

The outlying reactions provide supplementary information needed for interpreting

some of the primary reactions, and for evaluating certain possible backgrounds.

Over the past few years, with the addition of a quarter-size booster and a

revamped RF-system, the intensity of the AGS has steadily increased to the point

where 6 x 1013 protons/spill can routinely be accelerated to 25.2 GeV/c. The

K experiments each utilize 1-2 x 1013 protons/spill, which makes possible unprece-

dented sensitivities, but which has made necessary radiation-hard beam elements

and innovations in production targets, trigger electronics, and high-rate detector

design.
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Rare K Decays &c the Unitary Triangle

K*-nV«-
K -.n yy

KL-4e,

Fig. 2. Rare K decays and the unitarity triangle.

2.1 E871

E871 is designed to detect di-lepton decays of the Ki at the 10~12 level. This

requires a very large flux of KL and a detector that can make redundant high-

resolution measurements. Good particle identification power is also needed. The

worst source of background to KL -» fie is /<jr, -> •nev (Ke3). If the daughter pion

decays in flight or is misidentified and the neutrino is soft, one has a background

that appears topologically identical to the signal, with kinematics that can closely

approach those of the signal. Since a few percent of the pions from Ke3 decay in

the detector, particle identification per se is of limited value in this case. What is

essential is excellent kinematic resolution and the ability to recognize track kinks.

However, if the Ke3 pion is mistaken for an electron and the electron for a muon,

the reconstructed two-body mass can exceed (or equal!) MK- In this case, good

kinematic resolution is of limited value but particle identification power is crucial.

The detector is shown in Fig. 3. An intense neutral beam containing ~ 2 x

108 Ki/pu\se is incident on an 11 m drift space in which about 10% of them decay.

The decay products impinge on a two-dipole spectrometer optimized for very high

rate operation. Straw chambers using fast gas constitute the first four planes where

Fig. 3. Apparatus ofAGS E871.
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the rates are highest; conventional drift chambers are deployed in the rear. A novel

feature is the beam plug which is designed to absorb the multi-GHz neutral beam

part-way through the spectrometer. This eliminates acceptance-eating beam holes

in the rear of the spectrometer and provides a quiet environment for the particle

ID devices. These include an atmospheric hydrogen Cherenkov counter and a lead

glass array for distinguishing electrons from heavier particles, and a muon range

finder. The latter consists of planes of proportional wire chambers (and a few

scintillator hodoscopes) at intervals of 5% in Ap^/pp. Muons are identified by the

agreement of their momentum and range.

The second spectrometer magnet makes possible a redundant measurement of

track momenta. The observed mass resolution for calibration Ki, —> ir+n~ events
i s ^m.. = 1.13 MeV/c2. The net pr kick of the spectrometer is set to 220 MeV/c,

which tends to make the two-body decays of interest parallel after the last bend,

facilitating a simple trigger.

The experiment had long data collection runs in 1995 and 1996. These runs

were uncommonly eventful, and the experimenters had to contend with melted

production targets, ruptured vacuum windows, and other setbacks that would

have confounded ordinary people. However, they prevailed and appear to have

reached a sensitivity of ~ 10~12/event. Their analysis is in progress and results

are expected within a few months. Figure 4 shows the m^ distribution from a test

analysis of a small sample of the 1995 data set. This demonstrates the power of the

experiment to pull out a clear signal of a very rare Ki decay [B(KL -¥ H+n~) ~

7 x 10~9]. The experimenters estimate they will reconstruct some 7000 KL -+

p+p~ 's, to be compared to the present world sample of ~ 1000 events. This should

yield a very accurate determination of the branching ratio, potentially allowing

this decay to determine the CKM parameter p, modulo certain developments in

theory and in experimental studies of other K decays7 (see Fig. 2).

Finally, the expected sensitivity of E871 is sufficient to observe the decay KL -*

e+e~, which in the Standard Model is expected to occur at about 3 x 10~12. This

would be by far the rarest K decay ever observed. Since the previous upper limit8

(from the predecessor experiment AGS-791) is 4.1 x 10~n , there is approximately

an order of magnitude in which surprises could lurk.

0.49 0.495 0.505

Fig. 4.

2.2 E865

p+n~ signal from a small sample ofAGS E871 data.

E865 is also primarily a search for LFV, in this case for K+ -* n+fi+e~. In this

case, a 6 GeV/c unseparated beam containing 70 MHz of K+ and about 20 times

more pions and protons is incident on a 5 m decay tank. Roughly 10% of the

K+ decay in the tank and the resultant daughter tracks are momentum analyzed

by the high-rate proportional chamber spectrometer shown in Fig. 5. The first

magnet kicks the decay particles out of the hot beam region and separates them

by sign (negative left). This allows the two sides of the detector to be separately

optimized for particle identification. A great deal of attention has been paid to

particle ID, since this is the most difficult challenge of the experiment. There

are two layers of gas Cherenkov counters on each side of the detector. On the

left, where it is essential that 7r~'s are never mistaken for electrons (the worry

is K+ -¥ ir+ir+n~; it+ -» ^ + f ) , these counters are filled with hydrogen. On the

right, the C counters are filled with a lower threshold gas so that positrons are

never mistaken for muons (the worry is K+ -> TT+TT0; TT0 -» e+e~7) or for pions

(the worry is K+ -> n°ii+u; TT0 —> e+e~j). Downstream of the last spectrometer

element is a wall of lead-scintillator shower counters. It consists of some 600

11.4 cm x 11.4 cm x 15 r.l. elements read out via wavelength shifting fibers.

Downstream of the calorimeter is a muon range stack of alternating proportional

tube planes and steel absorber plates.

I •.:
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E865, Plan Diagram, K* —> it* u+ e"

Muon Chatnbara

B Hod C Hod

Fig. 5. Apparatus ofAGS E865.

E865 was commissioned in 1994 and has had significant data collecting runs

in the subsequent two years. A sensitivity to K+ -¥ n+ft+e~ of ~ 10~"/event

can be expected from this data. This represents an improvement of an order of

magnitude over the previous generation of this experiment.10 The goal of the

experiment is to reach ~ 10~12/event sensitivity for K+ -» n+/x+e~ and to study

many other decay modes. Figure 6 shows preliminary results from the 1995 run

on one of these, K+ -> n+e+e~. There are about twice as many events in this

distribution as in the publication of the previous experiment,9 and many times

this number are expected when E865 completes taking data. Using tagged 7r°'s

from K+ -> n+n° decay, data on TT° -> e+e~ and ir° -> e+e~e+e~ has also been

collected.

150

100

0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6
M „ „ . . (GeV)

Fig. 6. Effective mass ofK+ —»• n+e+e~ candidates from E865.

The experiment has upgraded its DAQ system and is expected to accumulate

sensitivity in 1997 at least 30% faster than in 1996. A scintillating pixel device

for making beam measurements will be installed in 1997. This will permit the

full reconstruction of decay modes with missing neutrinos. Along with improve-

ments to the particle ID and triggering, this should allow many additional decay

modes to be studied. In 1997, E865 expects to collect data on K+ -> 7r+/j+/i~,

K+ -4 n+ue+e~, K+ -> e+i/e+e", and K+ -> n+n°e+e~. These processes test the

predictions of xPT, and the last is a possible locus for CP violation. This experi-

ment may also take a special run to increase the world sample of K+ -> n+w~e+u

events by an order of magnitude. This decay is of primary importance to
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for which it provides much crucial input, and it is a primary source of information

on low-energy n-n scattering.

2.3 E787

E787 is now primarily a search for the Standard Model process K+ —> w+ui>.

This highly GIM-suppressed decay can be very cleanly calculated in terms of SM

parameters. As illustrated in Fig. 2, it is particularly sensitive to \Vtd\. T h e prob-

lematic hadronic matrix element that confounds efforts to extract \Vta\ from B-B

mixing is in this case determined through the well-known rate of Ke3 decay.11

Long-distance contributions are negligible12 and QCD corrections are moderate

and very well-understood through the next-to-leading logarithmic order calcula-

tions of Buchalla and Buras.13 The first generation14 of E787 improved t h e upper

limit on B{K+ -+ n+vv) from 1.4 x 10~7 to 2.4 x 10"9. CKM fits15 tend t o predict

a branching ratio of < 2 x 10~10, so that there is still about an order of magnitude

in which to search for new physics, for which predictions abound.3'4'16

K+ -> 7r+fi? has a far worse signature than most of the processes discussed

above. Positive pions are very common decay products of K+, and there are no

kinematic constraints other than p* < 227 MeV/c. To detect this process, one

basically has to prove one couldn't be seeing anything else. This entails excellent

kinematic resolution, rejection of fi+ by O(109), and the ability to veto extra

particles by at least 103 : 1/particle. The only reason such an experiment is

possible at all is that the primary background sources, K+ -¥ / J + I / and K+ ->

7r+7r°, are two body decays with very good signatures.

Figure 7 shows the detector17 which is mounted in a solenoidal magnet with

a 2'-thick steel yoke. The necessity for hermetic vetoing and for excellent muon

rejection have led all experiments hunting K* -* n+uu to employ a stopping

geometry. An extremely pure ~ 750 MeV/c beam containing about 107 K+/1.6

second spill is incident on a series of beam identification and tracking devices and

loses most of its kinetic energy in a BeO degrader. The K+ stop in a highly seg-

mented scintillating fiber target and the subsequent decay particles are momentum

analyzed in a cylindrical drift chamber with thin-foil cathodes18 on which a 1-T

magnetic field has been imposed. Candidate pions then range out in a cylindrical

array of scintillators and straw chambers ("range stack"). This allows their kinetic

energy and range to be measured. The range/energy/momentum comparison is a

E787 DETECTOR

Fig. 7. Apparatus ofAGS E787.
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powerful means of particle ID in this energy range. The pions stop in range stack

scintillators and their subsequent IT -4 p -> e decay chain is monitored. This

allows them to be distinguished from muons, whose decay chain contains only

two pulses. Surrounding the range stack and plugging the ends of the device are

photon detectors set in veto for K+ —> n+ + nothing events. In combination

with the range stack, these form a nearly hermetic photon veto.

The beam and much of the detector was upgraded in '91-94, and commisioned

in 1994. Long data runs were taken in 1995 and 1996. Sensitivity corresponding to

about five times that of all previous running of E787 was accumulated. Figure 8

summarizes the situation. Data now in hand should yield a sensitivity of ~

2 x 10~10/event, compared with a central value for recent SM fits of ~ 10~10.

The limitations of the experiment are now reasonably well-understood, and it is

known that the background rejection power of the detector is sufficient to make

a measurement at the predicted SM level. The most efficient way to improve the

sensitivity of the experiment is to maintain the instantaneous rate of stopping

K+, but increase the duty factor. It is estimated that with long runs under

optimum conditions, a sensitivity of 2 x 10~n/event could be achieved by 1999.

This corresponds to ~ 5 events at the central SM prediction. If, on the other

hand, no events are observed at this level, the Standard Model must be wrong!

E787 has yielded quite a few interesting results on reactions other than K+ -+

7r+ + nothing. I'll mention of couple of recent ones. The reaction K+ -> ir+yy

was initially important to E787 because of its potential as a background to K+ ->

n+t/P. It is one of the very few possible SM sources of n+ stiffer than those from

K —> ;r+7r0 (i.e., in the main kinematic search region of E787). The pre-extant

bound19 on B(K+ -¥ ff+77), 8.4 x 10~6, was high enough to cause concern at the

planning stage of E787, before it was clear how well the photon veto would work.

In fact, the photon veto power turned out to be 0(1O3 : l ) /7 and, in an early

measurement,20 E787 improved the upper limit on B(K+ -» TT+77) t o 10~6 (and

later21 to 5 x 10~7) in the kinematic region of interest. This removed K+ -> ?r+77

from the list of significant backgrounds. However, around that time, predictions22

of xPT indicated that this mode might be detectable by E787. These predictions

indicated a very striking m77 distribution. Instead of the smooth phasespace-like

distribution predicted by most previous models, there would be a sharp threshold

at m7 7 « 2mn. Crudely speaking, the idea is that the K+ decays virtually to

three pions, and two of the pions annihilate into a 77 final state. T h e threshold

Progress in K* - >ix'i/V

10 r
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Fig. 8. Progress ofAGS E787. Hatched region is consistent with Standard Model.

Solid lines show upper and lower limits of specific fits.
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in m77 corresponds to the region of soft p^+, which is difficult for E787 because

of copious backgrounds from K+ —> 7r+7T° in which the TT+ is down-shifted in

momentum through interaction, and from K+ —>• ir+7r°7 and K+ —> 7r+7r°7r°

where photons are lost. A careful analysis was successful in suppressing these

backgrounds, and ~ 30 K+ -> 77+77 events were observed. As seen in Fig. 9, they

exhibit the predicted threshold behavior.

the K+ -> n+vy events collected. This can be seen in Fig. 10 where evidence for

~ 900 non-IB events is exhibited.
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Fig. 9. m77 distribution of E787 K+ -> TT+77 candidates.

A second recent result is on the radiative decay K+ -> ju+i>7. This reaction

is dominated by inner bremsstrahlung (IB), and was first observed a number of

years ago. However, the primary physics interest in this decay is in the much

rarer "structure dependent" radiation. A rich panoply of phenomena, including

possible CP-violating interferences, have been predicted, but all previous attempts

to see anything beside IB in this decay have produced only upper limits.23 In

1994, a short dedicated run was taken with the upgraded E787 detector. The

trigger demanded both a stiff (j.+ and a single 7 with energy greater than that

of most IB photons. Analysis revealed a clear structure-dependent component in
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Fig. 10. Distribution in cosOm for E787 K+ -> fi+uy candidates. Fit with IB

alone is shown in (a.), while fit with both IB and structure-dependent radiation is

shown in (b).

A more sophisticated two-dimensional analysis in which interference between

various components of the decay was allowed yielded24 B(K+ -> H+VY)SD+ =

(1.331 db 0.120 ± 0.181) X 10"6, where the first error is statistical and the second

systematic. In terms of the vector and axial vector form factors, this corresponds

to \FV + FA\ = 0.165 ± 0.007 ± 0.011, which can be compared to the O(p4)

XPT prediction25 Fy + FA = -0.137 ± 0.006. Calculations to O(p6) in xPT are

in progress.26

3 AGS-2000

Although the AGS is slated to become an injector for RHIC in 1999, it will only

be needed for this purpose for about two hours per day. The rest of the time, it

could be used for proton or heavy ion fixed target experiments. Since the base

cost of maintaining the accelerator complex will be borne by RHIC, incremental

running would be quite economical. To examine what experiments would be

competitive in this situation, in May of 1996 the AGS-2000 Workshop was held at

BNL. Experiments in many areas from muon decay to strangelet production were
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considered, but kaon decay was the most active subject. Table 4 lists the decays

studied at the workshop. For lack of space, I will discuss only the first three of

these. Details of the others may be found in the proceedings.27

Table 4. K decays considered by AGS-2000.

KL -» ifivv

Kfj.3
KL —> itituv

K+ -4 »+/!+/,-

KT+ ->• n-+7r°e+e-

ATe4

Ke3

precision measurement of \Vtj\

clean measurement of CKM 77

T-violating n polarization tests non-SM CP violation

clean measurement of CKM p

P-violating fi+ polarization measures p,

also sensitive to non-SM effects

Longitudinal y. polarization tests non-SM CP violation

CP violation and form factor measurements,

sensitive to both SM k non-SM CP violation

search for non-CKM CP violation

determines \Vua\ through an improved B.R. measurement

3 . 1 K+ ->• TT+VV

A working group devoted itself to K+ -> n+i/t> with the object of making a 15%

measurement of \Vt(i\, without building an entirely new detector. They concluded

that this was possible if a higher acceptance, lower momentum K+ beam were

built, the AGS macro duty factor optimized, the beam microbunched at ~ 20 MHz,

and certain straightforward improvements made to the E787 detector.

3.2 KL ifivv

As indicated in Fig. 2, the branching ratio for the decay KL

related28 to CKM t). More explicitly,29 for m, = 175 GeV/c2,

B(KL -4 n°ui>) « 4.3 x 10" "V^ 4 -

ifivv is directly

(2)

This corresponds to a predicted branching ratio of ~ 2 x 10~n . The theoretical

situation is very clean: there are no significant long-distance contributions, QCD

corrections are small and well-understood, the hadronic matrix element is known

from Ke3, and the effect of indirect CP violation is 0(1%). This reaction offers

a window into the origin of CP violation that is comparable to studies proposed

for the 5-system and very complementary to them.29 It is also quite sensitive to

new physics beyond the Standard Model.30 KL —)• iroui> is the most important

measurement in the K system, and there are plans to pursue it in at least three

laboratories. AGS-2000 stimulated a proposal31 to measure this process at BNL.

The present experimental upper limit32 on this decay is 5.8 x 10~5, so that an

increase in sensitivity of at least seven orders of magnitude is necessary in order to

make a real measurement. The poor signature makes such a measurement at this

level extremely challenging. Therefore, it was proposed to measure everything

possible about the reaction: the KL'S velocity as well as its direction, and also the

directions of the final state photons (as well as their positions, energies, and arrival

times). To measure the KL velocity, the AGS beam would be tightly bunched so

that the time of flight origin of the KL could be known to ~ 200 ps. The beam can

be microbunched on extraction by forcing it between empty RF buckets imposed

by a dilution cavity.33 Tests of this technique in the AGS34 have so far achieved

bunch widths of < 300 ps and are continuing.

To allow an accurate determination of the KL momentum from its velocity, the

Ki must be rather soft. To this end, the beam is produced at a very large angle,

i.e., 45°, so that the average KL momentum is ~ 750 MeV/c. Combined with

good timing resolution on the final state photons, this allows a determination of

PK to a few percent. The proposed beam is highly asymmetric with an aperture of

125 mr horizontally and 4 mr vertically, which facilitates collimation and affords

an extra kinematic constraint. The proposed detector is shown in Fig. 11. The

beam of ~ 2.5 x 108 /<£,/spill impinges on a 3.5 m decay tank. Decay photons

are detected in a wall of directionalizing preconverters composed of ~ 1.5 Xo of

scintillators and low mass chambers. The energy measurement is completed by

a lead-scintillating fiber calorimeter similar to that of the KLOE design,35 but

with a larger scintillator/Pb ratio. The remainder of the acceptance, including

the beam region, is covered by hermetic photon vetoes.

The leading potential background to KL -¥ novP is KL -¥ 7r°7r°, which is

almost 108 times more copious than the signal. It is very difficult to veto ifl

to this level, hence the importance of the kinematic handle made possible by

measuring the KL momentum. The 7r°'s from Ki -* n°n° have a unique energy

in the KL center-of-mass system, and so can be eliminated kinematically. In

addition to backgrounds due to K decay, it is possible for a beam neutron to
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Fig. 11. Proposed apparatus ofAGS E926.

produce a n° off a residual gas molecule without yielding any other visible decay

product. This necessitates a vacuum of 10"7 Torr in the decay region, adding to

the design challenge of this experiment.

In a three-year run, the experiment would collect about 70 KL -¥ it°vu events

at the central Standard Model prediction, over a background of < 10 events. This

would allow a determination of 77 with a precision of < 15%. It would also be

possible to get a limit on KL -> it°itavv, a process which is cleanly sensitive to

CKM p (Refs. 36 and 37). A number of other interesting decay modes could also

be studied, including KL —> 77, KL —> w°77, and -¥ 7r°7r°7.

3.3 T-Violation in K+ ->• -KQH+U Decay

The present upper limit on T-violating muon polarization in Kfj.3 decay (K+ ->

TT°fi+u), -0.009 < P j < 0.007 at 95% C.L., was established by a pair of BNL

experiments38 more than 15 years ago. Since the Standard Model predicts a

negligible effect, this reaction is a good place in which to search for BSM CP

violation. The observed baryon-antibaryon asymmetry of the universe appears

to require sources of CP violation outside the SM, making this a very topical

experiment. A number of such models, including those involving multiple Higgs39

(in some cases arising from supersymmetry40), tend to predict detectable effects

in K+ -> nofi+t/. The present limits compare favorably with competing limits

available from B decays, so that any improvement in the K limits would yield

unique constraints on many models. At AGS-2000, a proposal41 to improve the

sensitivity of this kind of experiment by about a factor of 40 was refined. The

proposal attempts to capitalize on the experience of the earlier BNL experiment

by retaining the same general philosophy, updated by advances in accelerator,

beam, and detector technology. The previous K+ experiment was mounted in

a 4 GeV/c unseparated positive beam. The current proposal utilizes the AGS

2 GeV/c separated beam, which can produce 2 x 107 K+/pu\se with K : it =

1 : 1.2.

Figure 12 shows the proposed apparatus. The beam is incident on a ~ 5 m de-

cay tank, in which roughly 5 x 106 K+/spill decay. The TT° photons from K/z3 are

detected in an electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of ~ 500 "Shashlyk" mod-

ules. Muons pass through a series of tracking chambers and trigger hodoscopes,

and into a cylindrically symmetric polarimeter where they are stopped in radi-

ally arrayed graphite wedges. The decay of the stopped muons is detected by

wire chambers that abut the absorber wedges. The chambers determine both

the muon stop position and the positron direction. The trigger selects events in

which the decay plane of the K/i3 coincides with the radial wedges. A T-violating

muon polarization then manifests itself as an asymmetry between the number of

muons whose decay positrons emerge in a clockwise sense and those whose decay

positrons emerge in a counter-clockwise sense. A solenoidal field of ~ 70 G along

the beam direction causes the muon spin to precess with a period of about 1 /;sec.

Reversing the polarity of the field, every spill allows one to cancel many possi-

ble systematic errors that might otherwise allow the large in-plane component of

polarization to cause a spurious signal.

The calculated analyzing power of the polarimeter is ~ 35%. Collecting 550

events/spill, in a 2000 hour run, one can reach a statistical sensitivity of 1.3 x 10~4

on Pp. This is equivalent to Im£ ~ 7 x 10~4, where Im£ is the model-independent

T-violating amplitude. In terms of models such as those invoking three Higgs

doublets, this is far more sensitive than existing limits from B(b -> sy) or B(b -4

Xru).
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4 Conclusions
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The BNL Rare Kaon Decay Program has yielded a number of interesting discover-

ies and greatly improved the limits on several processes forbidden by the Standard

Model. Experiments in progress now are expected to further improve these limits,

and also to produce measurements of certain highly suppressed processes whose

rates constrain important Standard Model parameters such as p and \Vt^\, Future

extensions of the program will be very economical to run after the AGS becomes

an injector to RHIC. These could produce accurate measurements of the CKM

CP-violation parameter rj and probe BSM sources of CP violation in unique ways.

Since such experiments are typically sensitive to processes other than their pri-

mary quarry, they also offer an opportunity for the kind of completely unexpected

discovery that has from time to time graced the history of kaon decay.
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RECENT RESULTS FROM LEAR
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ABSTRACT

Experiments running at LEAR have strongly contributed to many

different fields of high-energy physics. The most recent results com-

ing from two experiments in the final year of LEAR running will be

presented, and I will indicate where they have improved our under-

standing of CP violation and of QCD at low energies.

CP, T, and C P T symmetries in the neutral kaon system are studied

by the CPLEAR experiment by measuring the decay rates of neutral

kaons as a function of the proper time r. Many of the parameters of

these symmetries are measured at a level rivaling the world averages,

and some are measured for the first time.

Tests of QCD in the nonperturbative regime via searches for bound

states outside of the standard quark model have a long history, but

in spite of many observed candidates, no compelling experimental ev-

idence was available until recently. Now however, strong indications

exist for aon-qq states in the scalar sector, and forthcoming data should

allow an unambiguous assignment.

© 1996 by Michael Doser.
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1. CPLEAR

The aim of the CPLEAR experiment is to study CP, T, and CPT symmetries
in the neutral-kaon system. The CPLEAR experiment measures the decay rates
of initially tagged neutral kaons as a function of the proper time T. Physics
parameters are extracted from the decay-rate asymmetries

= (1)-> / ) + R(K° -4 / )

where / is one of the final states n+n~, 7r°7r°, 7r+7r~7r°, w°w°7r0, and TOIA The asym-

metry has the advantage of being only weakly dependent on detector efficiencies.

The neutral kaons are produced in the reactions

pp (at rest) K-7T+K0

K + T T - K 0 ,

with a branching ratio of » 2 x 10~3 each. The strangeness of the neutral kaon
at its creation is defined by the reconstructed charged kaon.

A detailed description of the experiment can be found elsewhere.1 Antipro-
tons of 200 MeV/c are stopped inside a high-pressure gaseous hydrogen target
at a rate of about 106/s. The cylindrical detector is placed inside a solenoid of
1 m radius, 3.6 m length, which provides a magnetic field of 0.44 T. The tracking
system consists of two proportional chambers, six drift chambers, and two layers
of streamer tubes. Fast kaon identification is provided by a threshold Cherenkov
counter sandwiched between two scintillators (also used for electron/pion sepa-
ration). A lead/gas sampling calorimeter is used for photon detection. Fast and
efficient online data selection is achieved with a multilevel trigger system based on
custom-made hardwired processors. The cross section of the CPLEAR detector
with a typical event (K° -» 7r+7r~ decay) is shown in Fig. 1. As an example,
from which one can extract the CP-violation parameters r?+_ and <£+_, the rate
asymmetry A+_ for the decay to TT+TT" is shown in Fig. 2 (TS is the Ks mean life).

The current status of the CPLEAR measurements is shown in Table 1 (Ref. 2).
For the first time, a violation of T invariance has been directly determined.
CPLEAR is able to disentangle CP- and CPT-violating quantities from each other.
In many cases, the measurements of CPLEAR are comparable in precision to pre-
vious world averages.

10 12 14 16 18 20
T/T,

Fig. 1. Typical CPLEAR event. Fig. 2. The asymmetry /l+_.

Table 1. The current status of the CPLEAR measurements.

Am

I'M
< A + -

l%o|
<t>00

Rer)+-0

/m»7+_o

Rerim
Imrjooo

AT

ACPT

Rex

Im(x + 6)
a

0
7

(529.2 ± 1.8,,ai ± 0.5,s,,)107fcr1

(2.316 ± 0.025,,,., ± 0.030S]/,,)
10'3

(43.5 ± 0.5.,., ± 0.5,v.t ± 0.4Ara)°
(2.49 ± 0.40.,., db 0.23^.,) 10"3

(51.7 ± 7 . U , ± 1.5.^, ±0.4Am)«
(-4±8,,a,±2,ys,)10-3

(-3±10,(a,±23I/3,)10-3

0.15 ± 0.30.,a, ± 0.04sas,
0.29 ± 0.40,,., ± 0.03,,,,,
(6.3±2.1>la,±1.8S!/s,)10-3

(0.28±2.1s,a(±1.81)!/,,)10-3

(8.5±7.5,,.,±6.9a!W,)10-3

(0.5±2.4.,,,,±0.6,I/(>,)10-3

(-0.5±2.8)10"17GeV
(2.5±2.3)10"19GeV
(l.l±2.5)10-21GeV

KL — Ks mass difference
CP violation
Test of CPT invariance
CP violation
Test of CPT invariance
CP violation in Ks domain
CP violation in Ks domain
CP violation in Ks domain
CP violation in Ks domain
Direct evidence for T violation
Direct meas. of CPT invariance
Test of AS = AQ rule
Test of AS = AQ rule
Test of Quantum Mechanics
Test of Quantum Mechanics
Test of Quantum Mechanics
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2. Crystal Barrel

The strong interaction is successfully described by Quantum Chromodynamics,

but its distinctive feature—the self-interactions of gluons—has been tested only

indirectly and only at high energies through multijet cross sections and angular

distributions. At low energies, however, the expected multigluon bound states

have been searched for unsuccessfully. If such a state is composed entirely of

valence gluons (gg or ggg), the resulting meson is called a glueball; if it is composed

of a mixture of valence quarks, antiquarks, and gluons (i.e., qqg), it is called a

hybrid. In addition, qqqq states are also predicted. An unambiguous confirmation

of these states would be an important test of QCD and would give fundamental

information on the behavior of this theory in the nonperturbative region.

In the absence of exact calculations, the spectroscopy of the qq meson system

can best be accounted for by QCD-inspired models. The most complete of these,

built by S. Godfrey and N. Isgur3 in 1985, is able to describe with sufficient

accuracy the qq spectrum from the pion to the T. This model is therefore often

used in order t o test whether or not a newly discovered resonance belongs to one

of the qq multiplets.

Recent advances in lattice gauge theory calculations4 are beginning to shed

light on ordering of states, mass scale, and widths of the glueball spectrum. The

most recent predictions4 for the lowest lying 0+ + and 2 + + glueballs give masses

in the range 1500-1800 MeV and 2200-2500 MeV respectively, and a total width

of the 0++ of 108 ± 29 MeV. The mass of the 0"+ state is predicted to be similar

to that of the 2 + + . While the absolute mass scale is still uncertain at the 10%

level, mainly because of uncertainties due to finite lattice spacing, use of the

quenched approximation and uncertainties in mapping the string tension to the

mass scale, the mass ratio prediction is in line with previous values from various

other theoretical models (MIT bag model, potential models, QCD sum rules, flux-

tube model).5 T h e mass ordering of states is thus: 0+ + < 2 + + ~ 0~+.

The strategy developed over the last years for finding glueballs is based essen-

tially on the comparison of meson spectroscopy from different production mecha-

nisms, with the most recent experimental input concentrating on 0~+, 2 + + , and

0 + + states. Given that glueballs may mix with nearby qq states with the same

quantum numbers, it has also become clear that it will not be possible to identify

a glueball in isolation, but that any candidate state has to be understood in the

context of the qq multiplet with the same JPC'. Before proceeding with the identi-

fication of a glueball, however, the composition of the corresponding qq multiplet

must, of course, be known, and much of the discussion is centered on determining

this composition.

3. The 0++ Multiplet

At present, the most active area in terms of glueball searches is the scalar sector,

since the lowest lying glueball is predicted to be a scalar state around 1.5 GeV.

Until recently, the number of low-mass scalar states was consistent with the ex-

pectations of the quark model. Using the Godfrey-Isgur model as a guide, one

can tentatively assign the low-mass scalar states listed in the following table with

those making up the 0+ + multiplet. Although such an assignment is not neces-

sarily unique, it has been shown by Tornqvist6 that with very few parameters,

one can fit the available data on the states in this assignment in the framework of

a distorted 0+ + qq nonet. The numbers in square brackets in the following table

are the Godfrey-Isgur predictions for the masses (in MeV) for each state.

1=1

ao(98O) [1090]

1=0

/o(975) [1090]

/o(1300) [1360]

1=1/2

I<S(1430) [1240]

This assignment has several problems, and new data suggest a modified com-

position of the 0+ + nonet. Much controversy surrounds the /o(975) and ao(980),

mostly due to the proximity of the KK threshold, which suggests tha t ao(98O)

and the /o(975) might be weakly bound KK systems ("molecules") or of other

non-qq origin.7 Also, the (mostly elastic) /o(1300) is seen strongly in further decay

modes,8 indicating at least one further isoscalar scalar state at this mass; in all

observations, the dominant decay modes for this state are pp and cro, and the

further 7r°7r° and 7777 decay modes amount to less than 20% of all decays (Ref. 9).

Finally, the situation is confused by the large number of (often low statistics)

observations of isoscalar-scalar states below 2 GeV, unfortunately all called "/o,"

but with various masses and widths. Recent advances on the experimental and

theoretical side have considerably clarified the situation.
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3.1 7T7T S W a v e

The inflation of the number of isoscalar-scalar states coupling to nn final states

has underlined the importance of understanding the TTTT S wave, in order to iden-

tify clearly the observed resonances (and thus construct the 0+ + multiplet), and

to understand their widths and couplings. Anisovich et al.10 have performed a

coupled channel analysis of the Crystal Barrel data" on pp -+ 7ro7r°7r°, rjr/Tr0,

7r°7r°7? at rest, data on mr scattering from GAMS12 (vrp -> ir°Tr°n), the CERN-

Munich13 (irp -4 n+it~n), and the BNL1'1 (irN -> KKn), as well as the inelastic

cross section for the irn interaction15 to determine the TTTT S-wave amplitudes.

In their best fit, four T-matrix poles are found below 1550 MeV, with masses of

1008, 1290, and 1497 MeV as relatively narrow states [identified with the observed

scalar states /o(975), /o(137O), and /o(1500)—see below], along with a very broad

state with a mass between 1300 and 1600 MeV and a width of about 600 MeV

[identified with the elastic /o(1300)]. This broad state (referred to as V ) is

needed to account for interferences in most of the above data sets.

The lightest state has a large ss component; its partner in the 0+ + nonet could

be the /o(137O), leaving the very broad state as the first (nonstrange quark) radial

excitation (2 3Po), and the /o(1500) as the lightest glueball. This model predicts

the existence of one further ss-rich state in the region 1550-1850 MeV.

3.2 Experimental Si tuat ion: Isoscalar Scalars

Experimental information on the scalar sector comes mainly from new results from

pp annihilation at rest and reanalysis of radiative J/ip decays, with supporting

information coming from 77 collisions and central and diffractive production.

The Crystal Barrel experiment has accumulated very large data samples in

a large number of final states in the gluon-rich environment of pp annihilation.

Partial wave analyses of individual final states, or coupled channel analyses of

several final states, have led to the observation of two scalar states, the /o(1370)

and the /o(15OO). The /o(137O) has been seen as a very broad (47r)° enhancement

in nucleon-antinucleon annihilation into five pions by several experiments.8 The

mass and width of this state are compatible with the /o(13OO), but its decay

modes—which are compatible with those expected for a (uu + dd) state in the

same nonet as K(J(1430)—are not. This state decays mostly to pp and 00, and to

a lesser degree to 7r°7r° and 7777 (Ref. 9).

In addition to this state, the Crystal Barrel group has observed a further

new scalar state with a mass of 1500 MeV via its r\r\ and 7r°7r° decays. The

band at 2.25 GeV2 in the 37r° Dalitz plot corresponds to the new state. The

same scalar /o(1500) is seen in the TTTJT? Dalitz plot (Fig. 3) as the lower of the

two diagonal bands (which correspond to states decaying into rjrj). In a coupled

channel analysis, the following masses and widths for the two isoscalar-scalar

resonances are found16

/o(137O) : TO = 1390 ± 30 MeV, T = 380 ± 80 MeV;

/o(1500) : TO = 1500 ± 10 MeV, T = 154 ± 30 MeV.

1.5

1.0

0.5

km

ny

0.5 1.0 1.5

Fig. 3 . (a) Dalitz plot for 7r°tj>j events from the Crystal Barrel. Resonances in the

rjjr0 system are seen as horizontal and vertical bands, while resonances in the Tin system

are seen as diagonal bands. The fo(15OO) corresponds to the lower diagonal band; the

fa(1370) to the upper diagonal band, (b) Dalitz plot for Sir" events from the Crystal

Barrel. The scalar amplitude fo(15OO) corresponds to the narrow vertical band that

crosses the Dalitz plot at ~ 2.3 GeV2 (and threefold symmetry).

A state with values for mass and width consistent with those of the /o(15OO)

has also been observed in pp annihilation at 2.98 GeV (cm. energy) by E-760 at

Fermilab in the channels pp -}• 7r°r/r/ and pp -> w°7r°7r0 (Ref. 17); the resulting

values are

M = (1488 db 10 MeV, resp. 1525 ± 10 MeV),

T = (148±17MeV, resp. I l l ±10 MeV),
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although until a partial wave analysis is performed, identification of either obser-

vation with the /o(1500) is based only on the similarity of the mass, width, and

decay channels, and can thus only be tentative.

A third decay of the same state /o(1500) has been observed18 in the channel

pp —> 7r°/o,/o —> Tfrf as a threshold enhancement. This enhancement is unlikely

due to the decay 02 —> ffn0, since the corresponding decay a^ —> r)ir° is not

observed in n°r}r), and in fact, a spin-parity analysis of this r)r{ resonance has

confirmed the /o(15OO) assignment.

More recently, the channel pp -> KiKLit° has been observed [Fig. 5(b)] and

a spin-parity analysis performed by the Crystal Barrel experiment.18 Contrary

to previous bubble chamber experiments which only gave an upper limit20 for

the presence of a scalar state at 1500 MeV, this analysis with strongly increased

statistics finds a nonzero signal for /o(1500) -> KK. At the same time, the KK

coupling of the /o(1370) is measured; interestingly, neither state couples strongly

to KK, and neither is thus dominantly ss.

Finally, the same state is also observed to decay into four pions via intermediate

two-pion resonances21 in the process pp -> 5w°. By comparing the production of

/o(1500) in all observed decay channels, one finds that the coupling to four pions

(i.e., pp and era) is dominant over all other couplings. Correcting for phase space,

the following decay pattern, which is not the one expected for a standard qq state,

is obtained:

/o(1500) ->• TTTT : 777?: rjrf : KK : 4ir =

3 : (0.72 ± 0.37) : (1.05 ± 0.44): (0.72ig;^) : (10.2 ± 2.4),

although these values are somewhat analysis dependent.

Given its many decay channels, it would be surprising if this scalar state

/o(1500) had not been observed before. Although initial analyses of radiative

J/ij) decay and central production either ruled out a state at 1500 MeV, or gave

different spin parity assignments, recent reanalyses22 of the same data show clear

evidence for a scalar state in the same mass region of ~ 1500 MeV and in several

decay modes in radiative J/if) decay. Supporting evidence comes from central

production,23 where a compatible signal is observed.

In the original analysis of J/tj) —> -yiir, only pp decays of a scalar state were

allowed, while the reanalysis greatly improves the fit by also allowing aa. The fit

gives a width of the /o(15OO) of F ~ 120 MeV, and a production branching ratio

BR( J/V> -> 7X -> 747r) ~ 10"3.

The /0(1500) also appears in other final states in radiative J/tp decays, in

particular in Mark III and DM2 data on J/ip —> 77r°7r°, but also in more recent

data from BES. Their jr°ir° spectrum [Fig. 4(b)] based on 7 x 106 J/ij> decays

is fitted with five resonances at 1246 ± 31, 1477 ± 31, 1724 ± 36, 2042 ± 31,

and 2230 ± 35 MeV (Ref. 24). Assigning the 1477 MeV signal in Fig. 4 (b) to

the /o(1500) and taking the known production branching ratio of 4 ± 0.4 x 10~4

for Jji\> -¥ 7/2(1270) -> 7ir°w°, one obtains a production branching ratio for

J/ip -> 7/o(1500) -> 77r°7r° of ~ 2 x 10~4. Using the Crystal Barrel couplings

of the /o(1500) to different final states, one then arrives at an independent and

consistent estimate for the production branching ratio BR(J/V> —> *yX -> 747r) ~

1 x 10~3. Adding all further decay modes observed by the Crystal Barrel would

then bring the total branching ratio for BR[J/V> -> 7/o(15OO)] to ~ 2 x 10"3.

This (high) number allows one to draw conclusions on the nature of this state.

Cakir and Farrar26 have used semiperturbative QCD to derive a relationship be-

tween the branching fraction for a resonance in radiative quarkonium decay and

its branching fraction into gluons. This analysis has been used in a recent paper

by Close, Farrar, and Li26 to analyze the qq, respective gluon content of several

resonances produced in radiative J/i/> production. In particular, a 0 + + state with

width F ~ 100 MeV should have a branching ratio of ~ 0.2 x 10~3. Branching

ratios ~ 10~3 require either a large width (~ 500 MeV) or a large gluonic content.

Fig. 4. Radiative J/il> decays: (a) Four-pion invariant mass spectrum from J/i/> —* 74ir
from DM2. (b) Two ?r0 invariant mass spectrum from J/ij> -> 727r° from BES. Both
spectra indicate the presence of the /Q(1500) in radiative J/ip decays.
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The fact that QCD sum rules predict a suppression by one order of magni-

tude for scalar glueballs relative to tensor glueballs in radiative J/^> production,27

coupled to the paucity of the available statistics, explain the initial nonobserva-

tion of the /o(1500) in J/tp radiative decays. In central production, on the other

hand, a signal was observed,28 but at a lower mass of 1450 MeV; this shift can

be explained23 by interference effects between the /0(1370) and the /0(1500). The

upward shift in mass of the signal observed at 1590 MeV in TT~P by GAMS29 rela-

tive to the 1500 MeV of the /o(15OO) is due to its observation in the final state rjtf,

where it appears just above the threshold for this channel. Its relative decays are

mostly compatible with those of the /0(1500).

To summarize the isoscalar-scalar situation, recent analyses have shown the

presence of two new 0+ + states, the /0(1370) and the /o(15OO), neither of which is

dominantly ss, in addition to the already well-known /o(98O) and /o(1300), while

the quark model predicts only two states in the mass region below 1500 MeV.

3.3 Experimental Situation: Isovector Scalars

In addition to the above two new states, the Crystal Barrel group has presented

evidence30 for a new isoscalar-scalar nr) resonance seen in a spin-parity analysis

of a high-statistics Dalitz plot for the reaction pp -> 7j7r°7r°. The pronounced

interference pattern [Fig. 5(a)] is a reflection of the dominance of a single initial

state, the 'So state of the pp atom. The main structures of the Dalitz plot are a

7T7T S wave [/o(975) and /0(1370)], an rjir D wave [a2(1320)], and an r\v S wave.

This TJTT S wave consists of an ao(980), as well as ao(145O), although the latter

is not observed directly in the r\v spectrum but is a necessary ingredient in the

fit. Although the KK decay of the ao(145O) has been searched for in the process

pp -4 ifiK^Ki,, the experimental data are not sensitive to this state. This state

has however been seen31 in three other decay channels, ifiK^Ki, pp —> K^K^ir*,

and TTVT?'- Fits of Crystal Barrel data on pp -> rfn°n° accommodate 2.8io;? %

of ao(1450) -4 T/TT0, corresponding to the branching ratios ao -> rfn and a0 -> nir

of 0.3lig;3i whereas SU3 would predict O.38±0.06.

Fig. 5. (a) Dalitz plot for t]7r0ir° events from the Crystal Barrel, (b) Dalitz plot
for K°KLKL events from the Crystal Barrel. The lines indicate the positions of
the Kir resonance, K"(892) (line A), and of the KK resonances J2(1270)/oi(1320),
fo(1370)/ao(1450), and fo(15OO)/h(1525) (lines B, C, and D).

3.4 In te rpre ta t ion of the Scalar States

With the observation of three new scalar states [/0(1370), /0(1500), and ao(1450)]

in very high statistics experiments, the number of low-mass states exceeds that ex-

pected for the scalar nonet. The branching fractions of the /0(1370) and /o(1500)

into TTTT, rjrj, r/rf, and KK are both inconsistent with being dominantly ss, and are

consistent with both being mostly uu+dd (although clearly, both cannot belong to

the same scalar nonet), while the ss is not yet identified. The /0(1500) is unusual

in that it is not observed in 77 collisions32 (although the current upper limits

are not sufficient to exclude a qq assignment) and in that it is relatively narrow

(F ~ 120 MeV). In particular, its nn partial width is of the order of 20 MeV, while

qq states—like the /£T*(1430) with its dominant decay mode of KTT—have a width

of 290 MeV. It is this latter property, along with its various decay modes, that

makes it very unlikely that it is the first radial excitation, i.e., the 2 3Po state.

Drawing further conclusions requires comparing the properties of all scalar states

with those expected for qq states individually and for the nonet as a whole, as

well as for gg states.

Although several recent approaches, such as the unitarized quark model,6 or

the instanton model,33 address this problem and are able to account for part of

the experimental data, the resulting picture is incomplete since neither model
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accounts for all observed states, nor their properties. In the latter, the /o(15OO) is

the (uu+d3) member of the scalar nonet (whose KK decay mode is suppressed),

while the singlet (mostly ss) state is the /o(980), leaving the /o(137O) unexplained.

In the unitarized quark model, the roles of /o(1500) and /o(1370) are exchanged,

leaving the /0(1500) isolated.

An alternative approach, developed by Amsler and Close,34 makes testable

predictions on couplings and masses of the scalar states. Assuming SU(3), the

relative couplings of a qq state are calculated for different mixing nonet angles,

and they find that seen in isolation, the couplings of the /o(137O) and of the

/o(1500) are consistent with a dominantly u« + dd composition. Assigning either

s ta te to the scalar nonet leaves the other state isolated and requires that the ss

state, which has not yet been discovered, be heavier than the /o(15OO). They

show that the decay rates of the /o(1500) are compatible with those of a glueball

s ta te with mass intermediate between the (uu+dd) and ss states of the multiplet,

whose proximity in mass leads to mixing of the three scalar states. The s tate fl'

is predicted to lie in the mass range (1600-1800), and should couple mainly to

KK and r]rf. Due to mixing, the width of this state should be reduced relative

to the widths of the if*(1430) or of the ao(145O). Similar conclusions are reached

by V. Anisovitch et al., who find that /o(975) and /0(1600-1800) could be the

(dominantly) ss 1 ZPQ and 2 3Po members of the scalar qq nonets, while /o(1370),

/o(1500), and /0(400-1400) could be a mix of (mostly non-ss) 1 3P0 , 2 3 P 0 , and

the lowest lying glueball. In their latest analysis,35 they find that it is the broad

resonance /o(4OO-14OO) which contains the largest (40-50%) glueball component,

with the remainder being shared among the narrower resonances /o(137O) and

/o(1500), which are then mostly the 1 3PQ and 2 3Po states.

4 . Conclusions

CPLEAR has directly determined, for the first time, a violation of T invariance

and is able to disentangle CP- and CPT-violating quantities from each other.

This allows, in particular, the mass and width equality between the K° and K° to

be tested down to the level of 10~19 GeV. Moreover, the precision of the CPLEAR

measurements allows us to probe for the first time physics on a scale approaching

the Planck mass.

The recent observations of at least three scalar states [/o(137O), /o(1500), and

ao(1450)] in very high statistics and large acceptance experiments have contributed

to a reappraisal of the scalar nonet. Given the masses, widths, and decay patterns

of these scalars, it is possible to propose an assignment for the scalar nonet which

consists of the mostly uu + dd isoscalar /o(137O), and the isovector ao(145O),

whose masses and widths are comparable to the strange member of the scalar

nonet, the Jf'(1430). The /o(1500), on the other hand, has a very different and

much smaller width than any of these states, but its decays are not those one

would naively expect for a glueball. In the model of Amsler and Close, this state

is a glueball, but is mixed with the qq states in the nonet, both the /o(137O) and

a mostly ss isoscalar state, which remains to be discovered. The characteristics

of this predicted state (mass, width, and decay pattern) are strongly constrained

by this model.

Crucial tests of this assignment are the determination of the nature of the

/o(975), for example, in radiative decays of the cf> to /o(975) (Ref. 36), confirmation

of the ao(1450) seen by the Crystal Barrel, a reduction of the systematic errors

for the KK coupling of the /0(1350) and /0(1500) seen by the Crystal Barrel and

possibly by E-760, and finally, a detection and study of the predicted /̂ *(1600—

1800). Given this list of open questions, it is natural that kaonic final states

dominate the agenda for the final year of spectroscopy at LEAR.
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ABSTRACT

We review recent results from a wide physics program in polar-

ized e+e~ interactions at the SLC performed by the SLD experiment.

Unique and precise measurements of the electroweak parameters Ac,

Ab, Ac, and Rt, provide valuable constraints on the Standard Model.

The excellent 3-D vertexing capabilities of SLD are further exploited

to extract precise B+ and B° lifetimes, as well as measurements of the

time evolution of B° — B° mixing. Finally, the unique capabilities of

the SLC/SLD are used to test QCD in new ways. We present results

on general properties of particle production in light, c, and b quark

events, as well as the first observation of leading particle production

in light-quark hemispheres.
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The various measurements presented below rely on the strengths of the SLC

and SLD environment. Most important is the fact that the electrons are longitu-

dinally polarized at the interaction point. Average polarizations of (63.0 ± 1.1)%

and (77.2 ± 0.5)% were measured during the 1993 and 1994-95 data taking peri-

ods with a Compton Polarimeter. The numbers of hadronic Z° decays collected

during these periods are approximately 50,000 and 100,000 respectively. Charged

particles are tracked and momentum-analyzed by the Central Drift Chamber.

The location of these tracks is measured precisely with a pixel-based CCD Ver-

tex Detector. The calorimetry consists of the Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC)

and the Warm Iron Calorimeter (WIC). The LAC is utilized in the trigger and

to reconstruct the event shape (thrust axis and jet finding). It is also used to

identify electrons. The WIC is used primarily as a muon finder. Further particle

identification is provided by the Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector which allows

separation between TT, K, and p over most of the momentum range.

The paper is organized as follows: Electroweak results are described in Sec. 1

with emphasis on the left-right and heavy quark asymmetries. In Sec. 2, two B

physics topics are discussed: B+ and B% lifetimes, followed by time-dependent

B%-B% mixing. Several QCD particle production studies are presented in Sec. 3.

Finally, a brief summary is given in Sec. 4.

1 Electroweak Physics

In the Standard Model (SM), the Z° —¥ ff interaction is governed by a Lagrangian

term of the form
-9

l" (9v - (1)

where the vector and axial-vector current coupling constants gv and QA are related

to the fermion charge Qj and the third component of its weak isospin Tf, as well

as the value of sin2 (fJ,1 as follows:

gv = Tf-2Qj sin ..

9 A = Tf .

The differential cross section for e+e~ -4 Z° -+ / / is expressed by

da
dcos9

= (1 - PCAC) ( l + cos2 6) + 2 cos 0 {Ae - Pc) Af,

(2)

(3)

(4)

where cos 6 is the cosine of the angle between the final state fermion / and the

incident electron directions, Pe is the electron beam longitudinal polarization, and

Ac and A/ are the asymmetry parameters for the initial and final state fermions,

respectively. The asymmetry parameter for a given fermion represents the extent

of parity violation at the Z° —> / / vertex and is defined as

A
2gv9A

(5)

with the left- and right-handed coupling constants gt, = \(gv + 9A) a n d <7R =

\{9V~9A)-

The presence of parity violation introduces a forward-backward asymmetry

AFjB = a{-+Ji which is equal to \AeAf. At the SLC, the electron beam polariza-

tion allows a polarized forward-backward asymmetry to be measured

r p oileft r p B-| right

(6)

The latter asymmetry provides a direct measurement of A/ and yields a statistical

enhancement factor of (Pe/Ae)
2 over the unpolarized forward-backward asymme-

try. This relative enhancement is roughly equivalent to a statistical gain of 25 at

the SLC.

Another interesting asymmetry is the left-right cross-section asymmetry

LR
oL-

" " " aL+aR
 A" ( 7 )

which yields a direct measurement of the coupling between the Za and the e + e"

initial state.

Measurements of partial Z° decay widths also provide information regarding

the Z° —> / J couplings. The ratio between the partial decay width into a par-

ticular final state fermion and that into any hadron is sensitive to the left- and

right-handed coupling constants gi and gR of fermion /

(8)

Precise measurements of the asymmetry parameters Aj and the partial widths

Rf can probe the effect of radiative corrections to the Z° propagator or to the

Zff vertex. Since the radiative corrections depend on the top and Higgs masses,
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f

Figure 1: Feynman diagram showing radiative corrections affecting the Z° prop-

agator.

precise electroweak measurements can measure or constrain these quantities. Fur-

thermore, such measurements also are sensitive to physics beyond the SM. It

is important to measure Aj and R; for individual fermions since the coupling

strengths differ due to differences in electric charge and weak isospin as indicated

in Eqs. (2) and (3). Vacuum polarization corrections (Fig. 1) affect the value of

sin2 6ffl which is most precisely measured by the left-right asymmetry

2[l-4sin20#/]
(9)

Heavy quark partial widths and asymmetry parameters are most sensitive to ver-

tex corrections (Fig. 2) but with different sensitivity to left- and right-handed

coupling constants. In particular, since g\ c± 30 g\ for 6 quarks, Rt, is most

e f

f

f

f

Figure 2: Feynman diagrams showing radiative corrections affecting the Z° cou-

pling to the final state fermions.

sensitive to deviations in the left-handed coupling between the Z° and 6 quarks,

whereas At, is more sensitive to deviations in the right-handed coupling. Moreover,

vertex corrections involving the top quark only affect the left-handed coupling, in

the context of the SM.

1.1 Polarization at the SLC

As indicated above, many unique and powerful measurements can be performed

at the SLC by exploiting the high polarization of the electron beam. Here we only

summarize the polarization process; further details may be obtained elsewhere.1

Electrons are photo-emitted from a strained-lattice GaAs photo-cathode using a

Ti-Sapphire laser operating at A = 849 nm. The laser beam is circularly polarized

to produce either left- or right-handed electrons with maximum polarization near

80%. The polarization sign is randomly flipped from pulse to pulse. The polariza-

tion axis is rotated to be vertical for the acceleration and damping phases. At the

end of the linac, the polarization axis is rotated by a series of betatron oscillations

such that it is longitudinal at the e+e~ Interaction Point (IP).

The electron beam longitudinal polarization is measured 33 m downstream of

the I P by a Compton Polarimeter. A Nd:YAG laser produces circularly polar-

ized photons with an energy of 2.33 eV, which are brought to collision with the

electron beam. The part of the beam which undergoes Compton scattering is

momentum-analyzed with a dipole magnet and detected in a Cherenkov counter.

The electron beam polarization is extracted by measuring the asymmetry between

parallel and antiparallel configurations of the electron and photon helicities. The

polarimeter yields a measurement every three minutes with statistical accuracy

near 1%. Two-thirds of the data collected in 1994-95 were dedicated for various

calibration checks of the polarimeter. These special runs allow careful control of

the systematic uncertainties in the measured polarization. The overall relative

systematic uncertainty is estimated to be 6Pe/Pc = 1.59% for the 1993 run and

0.67% for the 1994-95 run. The various contributions to this uncertainty are

summarized in Table 1; Cherenkov counter linearity is the dominant contribution.

1.2 Left-Right Cross-Section Asymmetry

The measurement of Aui is a simple counting experiment.2 One needs to count the

number of Z° produced with left- and right-handed electron beams, and measure

the average electron beam polarization. The event selection relies on the Liquid

Argon Calorimeter (LAC) and the Central Drift Chamber (CDC) which are also

used for the trigger. The selection criteria are chosen to remove two-photon and

beam-related background events as well as Z° events decaying into e+e~ final

states for which the cross section includes t-channel contributions that dilute
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Uncertainty
Laser polarization

Detector linearity

Detector calibration

Electronic noise

Compton - IP difference

6P./P. (%)
0.20

0.50

0.29

0.20

0.17

Analysis Asymmetry

Total 0.67

Table 1: Contributions to the polarization systematic uncertainty (1994-95 run).

the left-right asymmetry. The event sample then mostly consists of hadronic

Z° decays selected with an efficiency of (89 ± 1)%. In the 1994-95 data, the

number of selected events is 52,179 and 41,465 for left- and right-handed electrons

respectively. The resulting measured asymmetry is thus Am = (Ni — NR)/(Ni +

NR) = 0.1144 ± 0.0032(stat). To obtain the left-right cross-section asymmetry

at the SLC center-of-mass energy of 91.28 GeV, a very small correction S =

(0.240 ± 0.055)%(syst) is applied which takes into account residual contamination

in the event sample and slight beam asymmetries. As a result,

ALR{91.28 GeV) = -fgj (1 + S) = 0.1485 ± 0.0042(stat) ± 0.0010(syst), (10)

where the systematic uncertainty is dominated by our systematic understanding

of the beam polarization (see Table 1). Finally, this result is corrected for initial

and final state radiation as well as for scaling the result to the Z° pole energy:

A°LR = 0.1512 ±0.0042(stat)±0.0011(syst), (11)

s i n 2 ^ ' = 0.231OO±0.00054(stat)±0.00014(syst). (12)

The 1994-95 measurement can be combined with previous measurements from

the 1992 and 1993 running periods3'4 to yield

A°LR = 0.1543 ± 0.0039,
2 ^ ' = 0.23060 ± 0.00050.

(13)

(14)

The above represents the most precise measurement of sin2 0$ by a single exper-

iment.

lift and TT Ae = 0.148 ± 0.016

A,, = 0.102 ± 0.033

AT = 0.190 ±0.034

ee Bhabha (Ref. 6) Ac = 0.202 ± 0.038

QLR (Ref. 7) Ae = 0.162 ± 0.043

ALR Ac = 0.1543 ± 0.0039

Combined A, = 0.1542 ± 0.0037

Table 2: Lepton asymmetry parameter measurements from various analyses.

1.3 Lepton Asymmetries

Further information about sin2 0% can be obtained from events with Z° decaying

into a pair of charged leptons (ft or T) . Here, the cos 0 dependence of the differ-

ential cross section is used (see Eq. 4) and both initial and final state asymmetry

parameters can be extracted, i.e., Ac and either A^ or AT. Since the event selec-

tion for the left-right asymmetry analysis has poor efficiency for nonhadronic Z°

decays, analyses utilizing fi+fi~ and r + r ~ final states are statistically independent.

The event selection employs information from the tracking and calorimetry

systems to reject Z° —* e+e", Z° —> hadrons, and two-photon events. Using data

from 1993 through 1995, a total of 3,788 events is selected in the ft+fi~ analysis

and 3,748 events in the T+T~ analysis with respective efficiencies of 95% and 89%.

The main background to the fi*ft~ sample originates from T+T~ events (0.4%),

whereas the background to the T+T~ sample comes mainly from Z° decays into

fi+fi- (4%) and e+e- (1%).

The preliminary results5 from this analysis are presented in Table 2. Other

measurements of lepton asymmetry parameters are also listed for completeness.

The uncertainties in all these different measurements are dominated by statistics.

If lepton universality is assumed, the measurements may be combined to yield

At = 0.1542 ±0.0037,

sin20#y = 0.23061 ± 0.00047.

(15)

(16)

This value of sin2 0$f can be compared with the LEP average8 of 0.23157± 0.00042,
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obtained from lepton forward-backward asymmetries and r polarization measure-

ments. The SLD and LEP lepton averages agree within 1.5 a.

1.4 Heavy Quark Asymmetries

Measurements of the heavy quark asymmetry parameters At, and Ac provide com-

plementary information to that obtained from the precise left-right asymmetry

measurement. As pointed out earlier, A/, and Ac are particularly sensitive to ver-

tex corrections. Extraction of pure samples of heavy quark events is greatly aided

by two unique features of the SLC/SLD. First, the transverse dimensions of the

SLC luminous region is of order of 1 /im2 and the interaction point is very stable

over t ime. Second, SLD is equipped with a high-resolution pixel CCD Vertex

Detector9 (VXD) which provides true three-dimensional information and a single

hit resolution of 5.6 fim in the r</> plane (transverse to the beam axis) and 6.2 pm

in the rz plane (containing the beam axis). The inner VXD radius is 2.95 cm

and there is a minimum of two hits per track within | cos 9\ < 0.74—the average

number of hits is 2.3. Tracking is performed by combining information from the

CDC10 with that from the VXD. The combined impact parameter resolution at

high momentum is determined from Z° -> /J+£T decays to be a(r(/>) = 11 /*m and

ff(rz) = 37 /zm. Multiple scattering yields an additional momentum-dependent

contribution parameterized as a = 70 fim/(p sin3''2 9), where the momentum p is

expressed in GeV/c. The transverse position of the IP is determined using sam-

ples of ~ 30 consecutive hadronic Z° decays with an accuracy of 7 ± 2 fim. The

longitudinal IP position is determined on an event-by-event basis with an accuracy

of 32 /Ltm for Z° decays into light-flavor quarks (uds), 36 fim for Z° -4 cc decays,

and 52 fj.m for Z° —> bb decays, as determined from the Monte Carlo (MC). De-

tailed description of the procedures and performance of the tracking system may

be found elsewhere.11

Another (almost) unique feature of the SLD is the Cherenkov Ring Imaging

Detector12 (CRID) which allows charged particle identification over most of the

momentum range. The CRID contains both a liquid radiator and a gas radiator

system (see Fig. 3). The liquid radiator provides low momentum identification

with n/K {K/p) separation up to ~ 4 GeV/c (~ 8 GeV/c), whereas the gas

radiator provides n/K {K/p) separation above ~ 2.5 GeV/c (~ 9 GeV/c).

C j H , + TMAE

Figure 3: Cross-section view of one CRID quadrant.

Three different techniques have been used to measure the 6-quark asymmetry

parameter Ai,. These differ mostly by the method used to determine which hemi-

sphere contains the primary 6-quark: jet charge, kaon charge, or lepton charge.

The first step (after hadronic event selection) in each analysis is to tag Z° ->• 66

events either by requiring that the number of tracks with two-dimensional impact

parameter greater than 3 a be greater or equal to three, or by utilizing the fact

that leptons from B hadron decays have harder p and pr (with respect to the jet

axis) distributions than those from other processes.

A/, is determined with a fit to the cos ̂ -dependent differential cross section

[Eq. (4)] with the electron beam polarization as input. The thrust axis direction

is used to provide the primary quark axis, except for the lepton analysis which

uses the jet axis.

1.4.1 Ab with Jet Charge

The first step of the analysis is the selection of Z° -t bb events by requiring the

event to contain at least three tracks with signed normalized r<j> impact parameter

6/ffi > 3. This yields a sample with a 66 purity of 89% and an efficiency of 61%.

The 6/6 tag is provided by a momentum-weighted track charge defined as

Qditi =Q»-Ql = ~ LQtrack \P • i f sign (p • f) , (17)
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where p is the three-momentum of each track and Qt r a c k its charge, T is the

direction of the event thrust axis, signed such as to make Qjjff > 0, and the

coefficient K = 0.5 is chosen to maximize the analyzing power of the tag. The

quantity Qjjjff represents the difference between the momentum-weighted charges

in the two event hemispheres—separated by the plane perpendicular to the thrust

axis, f is thus an estimate of the 6-quark direction. This tag is commonly referred

to as "jet charge". A quantity related to Qjiff ' s t n e s u m °^ t n e momentum-

weighted charges in the two hemispheres defined as

Qsum = Qb + Qi = £ Qtrack \f' (18)

Due to its high efficiency (~ 100%), the jet charge tag lends itself to self-

calibration, i.e., the analyzing power of the 6/6 tag can be determined directly

from the data which reduces the systematic sensitivity to Z° —> 66 modeling in

the MC. The self-calibration is performed by comparing the momentum-weighted

charges in the two hemispheres or more specifically by comparing the widths of

the IQjiffl and |Qsum| distributions. If we make the (excellent) assumption that

the momentum-weighted charge obeys a Gaussian distribution, the probability to

correctly tag the primary 6/6 quark becomes

Correct = 1 + e-o\Q^' (19)

where the constant at is defined in terms of the widths c^jff and osum as deter-

mined from the distributions of |<5djff| and |Qsum| observed in the data

ab =

2\/2 ('diffMum - l)
<?sum

= 0.253 ±0.013 for 1993-95 data.

(20)

(21)

The average correct tag probability is thus (^correct) = 68%. The expression for

aj, is modified slightly to take into account correlations between the two hemi-

spheres. The correlation is estimated to be 2.9% by the Monte Carlo simulation.

It arises mostly from the correlation between the total charges of the two hemi-

spheres imposed by charge conservation in the event as a whole.

The forward-backward asymmetries obtained for left- and right-handed elec-

tron beams are shown in Fig. 4. The magnitude of the asymmetry is clearly more

pronounced for the 1994-95 data than for the 1993 data, as expected from the

Left

[ H, • /

; ••••• '*

"'«"* . l . M - 5
• 1993

\ \ „, •
: A,...
;SLD Preliminary
* , . . . i , , , . i , , , . i . . . .

-0.5 0 0.5

cos9T

-O.S 0 0.5

cos9T

Figure 4: Distributions of the thrust axis cos 9 for left- and right-handed electron

beams. The lower (upper) set of points correspond to 1993 (1994-95) data.

increase in beam polarization for the 1994-95 data. A likelihood analysis us-

ing a IQ^jjjI-dependent analyzing power derived from Eq. (19) and including a

cosfl-dependent QCD correction yields

Ab = 0.843 ± 0.046(stat) ± 0.051 (syst). (22)

The main contributions to the systematic error are: (i) 6At,/At, = 3.7% from uncer-

tainties in the magnitude of the hemisphere correlation, as determined by compar-

ing different fragmentation models (JETSET 7.4 and HERWIG 5.7); (ii) 5Ab/Ab =

3.0% from the statistical uncertainty in determining the value of ab from the

1993-95 data; (iii) 6Ab/Ab = 2.6% from the uncertainties in the event sample

composition after the 66 event tag (mostly uncertainty in Re).
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1.4.2 At with Kaons

This analysis proceeds with the same 66 event tag as the Jet Charge analysis

but differs in the technique used to perform the 6/6 tag. Here the tag exploits

the dominant 6 —• c —* s transition in B decays. Therefore, detection of K~

(K+) mesons tags 6 (6) quarks. Right-sign kaon production has been measured

by ARGUS13 in B+ and B°d decays to be (85 ± 5)% and (82 ± 5)% respectively.

Some dilution is expected due to 6 —» ccs transitions and as production in B or

D decays. The analysis presented here is the first application of kaon tagging for

a heavy quark asymmetry measurement.

Charged kaon track candidates are required to have signed r<f> normalized

impact parameter 6/as > 1.5 and 3 < p < 20 GeV/c. These cuts select B decay

products preferentially. Kaons are identified with the CRID (gas radiator only).

The main uncertainty in the identification comes from knowledge of the rate of

charged pions misidentified as kaons. An overall n -» K misidentification rate of

7.2% is measured using pure samples of pions from one-prong and three-prong r

decays for which the true if* component is well-measured and small. T h e cuts

yield a sample with 75% kaon purity.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the cosine of the angle between t h e thrust

axis and the electron beam directions signed by the tagging variable QK- This

quantity is obtained by computing the difference between the sum of kaon charges

in each hemisphere: QK = Y."'mil Qi - £? e m l ' 2 Qh where Q{ is the charge of kaon

track »'. As a result, 30% of the selected events are tagged with a correct 6/6

tag probability estimated to be 71% from the Monte Carlo simulation. A clear

forward-backward asymmetry is observed in Fig. 5 (the analysis was only applied

to the 1994-95 data). The non-66 background is dominated by cc events and

displays a similar asymmetry to the signal asymmetry. The 6/6 tag analyzing

power in the MC is cross-checked in events with a kaon tag in each hemisphere.

The fraction with opposite kaon charges is found to be 62.4 ± 2.9% in t h e data,

in excellent agreement with a fraction of 61.9 ± 1.5% in the MC.

The measurement of At is derived by comparing data and Monte Caxlo dis-

tributions of the left-right forward-backward asymmetry, as shown in F ig . 6. A

binned fit to this distribution yields

Ab = 0.91 ± 0.09(stat) ± 0.09(syst).

SLD Preliminary

L Left Right

\

I

(23)

"V,
.iU.t.i ».i.l.-J.i_ji_i_

0.0 0.5 1.0

cos9T

Figure 5: Distribution of the thrust axis cos 0 for left- and right-handed electron

beams. The shaded portions indicate the contributions from non-66 events.

The systematic error is dominated by detector uncertainties (SAt/At = 6.2%

—mostly due to the uncertainty in the it —* K misidentification rate) and by un-

certainties in the modeling of B and D production and decay (6At/At = 7.2%).

1.4.3 Af, and Ae with Leptons

Another approach to 66 event selection and 6/6 tagging is to use leptons from

semileptonic decays. The distinctive lepton total and transverse momenta are

exploited as well as the charge of the lepton. In this analysis,14 a measurement of

the c-quark asymmetry parameter Ac is also extracted.

Electrons are identified using information from both the CDC and the LAC15:

track momentum and pointing and energy deposition in the calorimeter. This in-

formation is incorporated into a neural network algorithm trained on Monte Carlo

electrons. Furthermore, information from the CRID is also added which greatly
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Figure 6: Distribution of the left-right forward-backward asymmetry as a function

of the thrust axis Icosflrl for data (points) and best fit MC (horizontal bands).

improves the electron identification purity at low momentum. The identification

efficiency is ~ 55% with a misidentification rate of less than 2% per charged pion.

Muons are identified using data from the tracking and Warm Iron Calorime-

ter16 systems. As in the case of the electron identification, CRID information is

added to reject TT, K, and p background. The efficiency is ~ 80% with a charged

pion misidentification rate of less than 0.3%.

As was done in the jet charge analysis, the asymmetry parameters Ab and

Ac are extracted with an unbinned likelihood analysis using the full differential

cross section [Eq. (4)] and which incorporates the sample components (6 -t I,

b -» c -4 I, c —> I, etc.) as a function of lepton p and pr as determined from the

MC. The results for the 1994-95 data are:

Muons Ab = 0.874 ± 0.107(stat) ± 0.044(syst), (24)

Ac= 0.633 ± 0.151(stat) ± 0.072(syst), (25)

MC statistics

Jet axis smearing

Detector simulation

Physics modeling

SAb{n)
0.022

0.015

0.022

0.027

<L46(e)
0.026

0.034

0.011

0.026

5Ac{n)
0.012

0.003

0.034

0.062

SAc(e)
0.035

0.033

0.045

0.060

Total 0.044 0.051 0.072 0.089

Table 3: Systematic uncertainties in Ab and Ac measurements with lepton

Electrons Ab = 0.880 ± 0.107(stat) ± 0.051(syst),

Ac = 0.620 ± 0.162(stat) ± 0.089(syst).

(26)

(27)

These measurements can be combined with our previously published results17

based on the 1993 data to yield

Ab = 0.882 ± 0.068(stat) ± 0.047(syst), (28)

Ac = 0.612 ± 0.102(stat) ± 0.076(syst). (29)

Systematic uncertainties are summarized in Table 3.

1.5 Combined At,, Ac, and Z° -> bb Coupling

The above three At, analyses have been combined taking into account correlated

systematic uncertainties to yield an SLD average of Ab(SLD) = 0.863±0.049. This

value is to be compared with the LEP average unpolarized forward-backward

asymmetry for 6 quarks of AgB °(LEP) = 0.0979 ± 0.0028 (Ref. 8). Since the

unpolarized asymmetry does not measure Ab directly, one has to use the world

average value of Ac = 0.1500 ±0.0025 from the left-right asymmetry measurement

at SLD and the lepton forward-backward asymmetry measurements at LEP.8 The

LEP measurement can then be translated into 4&(LEP) = \ ^ - = 0.870 ±0.025.

A combined SLD and LEP average value of Ab - 0.869 ± 0.022 is obtained which

is about three standard deviations away from the Standard Model prediction of

0.935.

Similarly, the lepton Ac measurement can be combined with a previous mea-

surement18 based on semiexclusive reconstruction of D'+ and D+ mesons to yield
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an SLD average of >4C(SLD) = 0.625 ± 0.084. This average is in good agreement

with both the Standard Model (Ac = 0.666) and the LEP average derived from

the c-quark forward-backward asymmetry measurements as above.

It is instructive to summarize our knowledge of the Zbb coupling in the context

of the analysis proposed by Takeuchi, Grant, and Rosner.19 Deviations from the

•0.15 -

-O2
•aoi -0.008 -aooe -o.oat -0.002 0.003 0.004 0.006 0.003 0.01

5sin2ew
(0,0) determined by m=180, mH=300,

a=0.117, aEM=l/128.96

Figure 7: Deviation in the Z° —* bb coupling parity violation vs the deviation in

n 2 ffyj for the Standard Model and all electroweak data.

Standard Model are parameterized in terms of radiative corrections J s i n 2 ^ , &,

and &. The parameter &, represents deviations in the parity violation of the Zbb

coupling. As shown in Fig. 7, the ALR and direct Ah asymmetry measurements

are complementary, indicating the need for precise measurements of both quanti-

ties. The unpolarized forward-backward asymmetry /ifB measured at LEP cannot

alone separate between deviations in sin2 6$ and Z° —» 6? parity violation. The

Standard Model for 155 < m, < 205 GeV/c2 and 100 <mH < 1000 GeV/c2 is rep-

resented by the thin horizontal band passing through the origin (m< = 180 GeV/c2,

mH = 300 GeV/c2, a. = 0.117, and aem = 1/128.96) in the (b vs Sain2 6'^ plane.

The best fit to all electroweak data is indicated by the 68% and 90% C.L. con-

tours. This fit displays the discrepancy between At, measurements and the SM

prediction.

1.6 Partial Width Rb

Another observable providing strong constraints on the Standard Model is the

partial width of the Z° into 66 final states Ik = T(Z° -* bb)/T(Z° -* hadrons).

The measurement proceeds by first selecting a pure sample of Z° —* hadrons

events. Then each event hemisphere is 6-tagged independently for the presence

of a B hadron decay. By computing both the rate for tagging a hemisphere (F,)

and the rate for tagging both hemispheres in an event (Fj), one can extract both

the value of Ri, and the efficiency eb of the hemisphere tag. These are obtained by

solving the following set of equations:

F. = ebRb

Fd = 4b'
eud,(l - Rb -Re), (30)

(31)

The Monte Carlo is used to estimate the charm and uds efficiencies for tagging

hemispheres ec and eu<(,, and for tagging both hemispheres e^" and e^',, so it is

very important to increase the purity of the 6-tag to reduce the potentially large

systematic uncertainties mainly due to modeling of the charm production and

decay. Correlations between hemispheres imply that the efficiency to tag both

hemispheres is not simply e2 but rather ejj" = «2 + Xb(eb — e2,), where Xt, is the

correlation parameter to be determined from the MC.

SLD has designed a new approach to achieve high-efficiency and high-purity

6-tagging. The excellent 3-D vertexing capabilities of the vertex detector allow

B decays to be reconstructed with an inclusive topological technique.20 Well-

measured tracks are parameterized as Gaussian probability tubes in 3-D space

[see Fig. 8(a)]. Using these a search is made to find regions in 3-D space with
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Figure 8: Two-dimensional projection of (a) tracks parameterized as Gaussian

tubes and (b) regions of significant track overlap showing primary and secondary

vertices.

high "tube overlap" [see Fig. 8(b)]. The significance of the overlap is related to

the number of tracks and their extrapolation errors, i.e., the track density. Such

an overlap region, or "seed" vertex, is found in ~ 50% of 6 hemispheres, but

only in ~ 15% of c hemispheres and in less than 1% of uds hemispheres. The

6 hemisphere vertex finding efficiency increases with the decay length D to attain

a constant level of 80% for D > 3 mm. Due to the typical B —> D cascade

structure of the decays, not all tracks originate from a single space point, and

thus, may not be attached to the seed vertex if the D meson travelled sufficiently

far from the B decay point. Therefore, an attempt is made to attach isolated

tracks to the seed vertex to form the final secondary vertex. Requirements for

attachment are: T < 1 mm, L/D > 0.25, and L > 1 mm, where the quantity T

represents the minimum distance between a given track and the seed vertex axis,

and L is the distance along the vertex axis between the interaction point and the

point of closest approach between the track and the vertex axis (see Fig. 9).

The variable used to tag b hemispheres is the mass of the reconstructed vertex.

First, the invariant mass Mraw of all charged tracks associated with the secondary

vertex is computed (tracks are assumed to be pions). A clear separation between

6 hemispheres and the rest can be observed in Fig. 10(a). In particular, the charm

contribution vanishes above the natural cutoff mass of ~ 2 GeV/c2. Improved

Vertex Axis
71

Beam Axis

Figure 9: Definition of track variables used to attach isolated tracks to secondary

vertices.

§2000 'r

L (b) J?tCorrected Mass „ Data

0 uds 1

Mass (GeV/c')

Figure 10: Distributions of (a) raw mass and (b) pr-added mass for topological

vertices.
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efficiency for b hemisphere tagging can be obtained by exploiting kinematical

information. This is achieved by constructing the pr-added mass

(32)

where pr is the total momentum of all tracks in the vertex in the plane perpendic-

ular to the vertex axis. The value of pr is chosen to be the smallest one allowed

by the uncertainties in the vertex and IP positions (which affect the direction of

the vertex axis). This and the requirement that M < 2Mraw reduces the contam-

ination from non-6 hemispheres in the high-mass region. As a result, the 6-tag

efficiency is enhanced by approximately 40% without significant degradation in

purity [see Fig. 10(b)].

For the final analysis, vertices are required to satisfy D > 1 mm and M >

2 GeV/c2. The corresponding 6-tag purity and the correlation between 6 hemi-

spheres are estimated from the Monte Carlo to be 97.3% and Aj, = 0.33%, respec-

tively. Solving Eqs. (30) and (31) yields

Ik = 0.2149 ± 0.0033(stat) ± 0.0021(syst) ± 0.0007(ilc),

cb = 36.8 ±0.6%.

The value of the mass cut was chosen to minimize the overall uncertainty on Rj,

as shown in Fig. 11 but is currently dominated by the statistical uncertainty.

The SLD and LEP measurements are compared in Fig. 12. Our measured

value is consistent with both the LEP average and the SM prediction.
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Figure 11: Rb uncertainty components as a function of mass cut.

2 B Physics

Several aspects of the weak interaction can be probed by studying the weak decays

of B hadrons. First, by measuring lifetimes, we can test our understanding of B

hadron decay dynamics. Second, we can test the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa

(CKM) quark mixing matrix description within the Standard Model. In particu-

lar, this helps constrain CP violation predictions. Measurements of the lifetimes

of J5+ and B% mesons, and of the time dependence of B°-B° mixing, are presented

below.
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Figure 12: Ri, measurements from LEP and SLD.

2.1 B+ and BQ
d Lifetimes

As explained above, measurements of the B hadron lifetimes are important to test

our understanding of B hadron decay dynamics. In the naive spectator model,

all hadrons containing one heavy quark Q are predicted to have the same life-

time. Specifically, one expects T{B+) = T(B°) = T(B%) = r{Ab). However, a

strong hierarchy is observed in the case of charm hadrons: T(D+) ~ 2.3 T(D,) ~

2.5 r(D°) a 5 r(A+). This hierarchy is predicted21 to scale with 1/m2, and is

thus expected to yield much smaller lifetime differences for B hadrons. In the

case of B + and B)j, a calculation21 based on an expansion in terms of l/mq pre-

dicts T(B+)/T(B%) = 1 + O.O5(/B/200MeV)2, where fB is the B hadron decay

constant. Lifetime differences for different B hadrons are thus predicted to be less

than 10%. Exclusive and inclusive B lifetimes are also important because they

are necessary inputs to many other measurements, as for example, many elec-

troweak Z° -* 66 measurements, time-dependent Bj-Bj} mixing measurements,

and precise determinations of the CKM matrix element |V^|.

Several techniques have been used to measure the B + and B% lifetimes. The

cleanest method reconstructs samples of B+ and #2 decays exclusively. How-

ever, the branching fractions for such exclusive reconstruction are typically small

(~ 10~4 — 10~3). Most measurements have relied on samples of semileptonic B

decays where the £>'*' meson is exclusively reconstructed and intersected with an

identified lepton to determine the B decay point. The lifetime measurements then

rely on assumptions concerning the B+ and BJ content of the selected D°Xl+i>

and DM~Xl+u samples.

The two techniques used by SLD take advantage of the excellent 3-D vertexing

capabilities of the VXD to reconstruct the decays (semi-) inclusively. The goal is

to reconstruct and identify all the tracks originating from the B decay chain. This

then allows charged and neutral B mesons to be separated by simply measuring

the total charge of tracks associated with the B decay.

The first analysis22 uses the inclusive topological vertexing technique described

earlier (see Sec. 1.6) but the criteria used to attach tracks to seed vertices are

slightly different: T < 1 mm, L/D > 0.3, and no minimum cut on L. In the

hadronic Za event sample, we select 9719 B decay candidates by requiring Mraw >

2 GeV/c2 and D > 1 mm. The minimum vertex mass requirement serves not only

as a means to select a 97% pure sample of 66 events but also as a means to enhance

the charge reconstruction purity. The sample is divided into neutral and charged

subsamples corresponding to reconstructed decays with total charge Q = 0 or

Q = ±1,2,3, respectively, where Q is the charge sum of all tracks associated with

the vertex. The charged (neutral) sample consists of 6033 (3665) decays. Monte

Carlo studies show that the charged (neutral) sample is 97.3% (98.0%) pure in B

hadrons. The simulated flavor contents are 54.6% B + , 30.5% B%, 8.6% B°, and

3.6% B baryons for the charged sample, and 23.3% B+, 54.5% B°d, 14.6% B°, and

5.6% B baryons for the neutral sample*. The sensitivity of this analysis to the

individual B + and B\ lifetimes can be assessed from the 1.8 (2.3) ratio of B + (B^)

decays over B\ (B+) decays in the charged (neutral) sample.

'Reference to a specific state (e.g., B+) implicitly includes its charge conjugate state (i.e., B~).
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The B+ and B\ lifetimes are extracted with a simultaneous binned maximum

likelihood fit to the decay length distributions of the charged and neutral samples

(see Fig. 13). These distributions are compared with MC distributions obtained

o2

0

1

IO1

j \ Neutral

1i
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

Decay Length (cm)
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

Decay Length (cm)

Figure 13: Decay length distributions for data (points) and best fit Monte Carlo

(histogram) in the topological analysis.

for a range of values of the B + and Bj} lifetimes. The maximum likelihood fit

yields lifetimes of

TB+ = 1.69 ± 0.06(stat) ± 0.06(syst) ps,

= 1.63 ± 0.07(stat) ± 0.08(syst) ps,

with a lifetime ratio of

— = 1.04igg?(stat) ± 0.06(syst).
TBo

(33)

(34)

(35)

The main contributions to the systematic error come from uncertainties in the

detector modeling, B° lifetime, fit systematics, and MC statistics.

The second lifetime analysis23 is restricted to semileptonic decays, which re-

duces the overall efficiency compared to the topological method but results in an

improved charge reconstruction purity. In the semileptonic method, a D decay

vertex is reconstructed topologically and the B decay vertex is formed by inter-

secting the D meson trajectory with that of an identified lepton. An attempt is

then made to attach a slow-pion candidate to the B vertex to reconstruct the

track topology of B decays into D'+ mesons.

The analysis selects identified electrons and muons with momentum transverse

to the nearest jet axis > 0.4 GeV/c and results in a sample of 634 charged and 584

neutral decays. Monte Carlo studies show that the remaining charged (neutral)

sample is 97.5% (99.1%) pure in B hadrons. The simulated flavor contents are

66.9% B+, 22.5% B\, 5.7% Bj, and 2.4% B baryons for the charged sample, and

19.6% B + , 60.8% B\, 14.0% B°, and 4.7% B baryons for the neutral sample. The

sensitivity of this analysis to the individual B + and B\ lifetimes can be assessed

from the 3:1 ratio of B + (B$) decays over B\ (B+) decays in the charged (neutral)

sample.

As was the case for the topological analysis, the B + and B% lifetimes are

extracted from the decay length distributions of the charged and neutral samples

(see Fig. 14). The fit yields the following results:

TB+ = 1.60io:l2(stat) ± 0.06(syst) ps,

at) ± 0.09(syst) ps,

with a ratio of

TB° =

TB+

TflJ
± 0.08(syst).

As in the case of the topological analysis, the dominant sources of systematic error

are due to uncertainties in the detector modeling, B° lifetime, fit systematics, and

MC statistics.

The two analyses described above yield lifetime measurements in agreement

with those from other experiments (see Fig. 15) and with the expectation that

the B + and B$ lifetimes are nearly equal.

2.2 B°-W Mixing

The phenomenon of B°-B^ mixing is now well-established. Transitions between

flavor states B° —¥ B° take place via second order weak interactions "box dia-

grams." As in the case of the K° — K° system, the weak eigenstates are linear

combinations of the flavor eigenstates:

\BL) = -L ( |B° ) + |B*)), (36)

\B,,) = - ^ (37)
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Figure 14: Decay length distributions for data (points) and best fit Monte Carlo

(histogram) in the semileptonic analysis.
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where \Bi) and \Bn) represent the light and heavy eigenstates (the effect of

CP violation has been neglected). Due to the difference in mass between these

eigenstates, they propagate differently in time, which gives rise to time-dependent

oscillations between B° and B° flavor eigenstates. Given an initial B° produced

at t = 0, the probability that it decays as a B° at time t is given by

PB°-.B° (t) = r e - n i [1 + cos(Ami)], (38)

whereas the probability that it decays as a 5 ° at time t is given by

^ O _ B O ( 0 = Te-?t\ [1 - cos(Am<)], (39)

where T = 1/T is the B° decay width, Am is the mass difference between the

weak eigenstates and the lifetime difference between the weak eigenstates has

been neglected since it is expected to be small. Thus, measuring the oscillation

frequency of B°-B° mixing provides a measurement of Am. The value of Am can

be calculated from the box diagrams for which the dominant contribution comes

from vir tual top quark exchange,

G2

A m « = ^Z \V,lVtq\, (40)

where q = d,s applies to either B° or B° mesons. Measuring Am, is thus sen-

sitive t o the CKM matrix element |V(,| for which little is known experimentally.

There a re large uncertainties in the theoretical estimates24 of the term fB BB, but

these uncertainties are much reduced for the ratio between Am<j and Am,. Thus,

combining measurements of the oscillation frequency of both B°-B° and B°-B°

mixing translates into a measurement of the ratio |Vfrf|/|V(t|.

Experimentally, a measurement of the time dependence of B°-B° mixing re-

quires th ree ingredients: (i) the B decay and its proper time have to be recon-

structed, (ii) the B flavor at production (initial state t = 0) needs to be deter-

mined, as well as (iii) the B flavor at decay (final state t = tdecay)- At SLD, the

time dependence of B°-B° mixing has been measured using four different meth-

ods. All four use the same initial state tagging but differ by the method used to

either reconstruct the B decay or tag its final state.

Initial state tagging takes advantage of the large polarization-dependent for-

ward backward asymmetry in Z° —> bB decays

Ac-Pc cos6TAFB(cos0T) = 2 Ab

Figure 15: Comparison between measurements of the B+/B° lifetime ratio.
1-ACPC l+cos 2 6l T

(41)
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which is derived from Eq. (4). This only requires knowledge of the electron beam

polarization Pc and the cosine of the angle between the thrust axis direction and

the electron beam direction, cos Or. The tag works as follows. For left- (right-)

handed electrons and forward (backward) B decay vertices, the initial quark is

tagged as a 6 quark; otherwise, it is tagged as a 6 quark. The initial state tag can

be augmented by using the momentum-weighted track charge (see Sec. 1.4.1) in

the hemisphere opposite that of the reconstructed B vertex. Figure 16 shows the

Analysis Kaon Dipole Lept+D Lept+Trks

Detector simulation

Physics modeling

Fit systematics

0.036

0.048

0.045

0.010

0.027

0.026

0.020

0.024

0.038

0.013

0.032

-

Total 0.075 0.039 0.049 0.035

Table 4: Systematic uncertainties for the different Am<j measurements (in ps"1).

-O.5 0 0.5
Pe signed cos©

Polarisation Tag

- 1 0 -5 0 5 10
Oopp

Jet Charge Tag

Figure 16: Distributions of (a) polarization-signed cosflr and (b) opposite hemi-

sphere jet charge for data (points) and MC (solid line). The MC 6 and 6 compo-

nents are shown with dotted and dashed lines respectively.

distributions of cos BT signed by the electron beam helicity and of the opposite

hemisphere jet charge. Clear separation between initial 6 and 6 quarks is observed.

The polarized forward-backward asymmetry and the jet charge tags are combined

to yield an initial s tate tag with 100% efficiency and an effective average right-tag

probability of 84% (for (Pe) = 77%).

The first two B%-J3§ mixing analyses25 use topological vertexing (see Sec. 1.6)

to select the tracks from the B decay and measure its decay length. A sample of

16803 vertices is selected after requiring M > 2 GeV/c2 (no explicit cut is placed

on the decay length). The first analysis uses charged kaons from the B decay

chain to tag the final state. This tag relies on the fact that most B decays occur

via the dominant 6 —» c -> s transition and is similar to the tag used for the

measurement of Ab presented in Sec. 1.4.2. Charged kaons are identified with the

CRID, but for this analysis, both liquid and gas radiators are used to cover most

of the kaon momentum range: 0.8 to 25 GeV/c. The tag variable here consists of

the sum of identified kaon charges QK for charged tracks in the vertex such that

HQK > 0 (< 0) tags Bjj (JB]j) decays. The rate of pion misidentification as a

function of momentum is calibrated from the data using a pure sample of pions

from K° decays. The kaon tag is available for 1/3 of the reconstructed decays

and yields a sample of 5694 decays with a correct tag probability of 77% for B\

decays.

Measurement of the time dependence of B\-B\ mixing is extracted by com-

puting the fraction of decays tagged as mixed as a function of decay length. It

is not necessary to reconstruct the proper time because of the slow oscillation

frequency of B\-B\ mixing. A decay is tagged as mixed if the initial and final

state tags disagree. A binned \2 fit's performed by comparing the distributions

of the mixed fraction as a function of decay length obtained for the data and the

MC for a range of Am^ values. Figure 17(a) shows the mixed fraction distribution

for the charged kaon analysis. A clear oscillation signal is observed. The fit yields

a frequency of Am«j = 0.580 ± 0.066(stat) ± 0.075(syst) ps~l with a x2/dof =

10.2/10. The main contributions to the systematic error arise from uncertainties

in the 7r —¥ K misidentification calibration from the data, in the rate of right-

sign kaon production in B+ and flJJ decays as measured by ARGUS,13 and in the

dependence of the fit results on binning and fit range, as summarized in Table 4.

The second analysis exploits the B -¥ D cascade charge structure to tag the

final state. To enhance the Bjj fraction in the sample of topological vertices, the

total charge of tracks associated with the vertex is required to be equal to zero.

This requirement also improves the probability of correctly assigning all of the B%

decay tracks. The direction of the vertex axis is adjusted to minimize the impact
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Figure 17: Distributions of the fraction of decays tagged as mixed as a function of

decay length or proper time for data (points) and best fit MC (dashed histograms)

for the various analyses: (a) charged kaon, (b) charge dipole, (c) lepton + D, and

(d) lepton + tracks. The dotted histograms correspond to MC distributions with

no B j - l J mixing.

parameter sum of the tracks in the vertex and the mean track impact parameter

is required to be less than 50 (im at this minimum. A sample of 3291 decays

satisfies the selection criteria. The "charge dipole" Sq of the vertex is then defined

as the relative displacement between the weighted mean location L< of the positive

tracks and of the negative tracks (see Sec. 1.6 for a definition of the quantity L):

Sq = (J2+ w«Z-i)/(Z!+ Wi) - (£~ WiLi)/(Y,~ u>i), where the first (second) term is a

sum over all positive (negative) tracks in the vertex. The weight u>; for each track

i is inversely proportional to the uncertainty on the quantity Li, Wi = sin2 6,/crT,

with 0i the angle between track i and the vertex axis and oy the uncertainty

on the impact parameter of the track with respect to the vertex axis. Figure 18

-0.25 -0.2 -0 15 -0.1 - 0 05 0 05 0 1 0 15 0.2 0.25
Vertex Charge Dipole (cm)

Figure 18: Distribution the vertex charge dipole for data (points) and MC (solid

line). The contribution from MC B\ and E\ decays is also indicated by the dashed

and dotted histograms, respectively.

shows the distribution of the reconstructed charge dipole for data and MC. Also

shown is the separation between B§ and Bj decays. The correct tag probability

increases with the magnitude of 5q and reaches a maximum of 84% in the tails.

This probability can be parameterized as PD = 0.84 e-IM*?l-o.8|3_ ^ ^2 gt t o

the mixed fraction distribution as a function of decay length [Fig. 17(b)] yields

Amd = 0.561 ± 0.078(stat) ± 0.039(syst) ps"1 with a x2/dof = 8.8/7. The main

contributions to the systematic error come from MC statistics and fit systematics

(see Table 4).

The next two analyses select semileptonic decays. The first of these (lep-

ton + D, Ref. 26) is identical to that used to measure the B + and B° lifetimes (see

Sec. 2.1). As in the case of the charge dipole analysis, a set of neutral vertices is
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selected. The sample here consists of 582 neutral decays with a B% purity of 61%.

The charge of the lepton tags the B|}/Bjj flavor at decay with a correct tag prob-

ability of 85%. As with the above two analyses, a x2 fit to the mixed fraction

distribution [Fig. 17(c)] yields Arod = 0.452 ±0.074(stat)±0.049(syst) ps~l with

a x2/dof = 7.8/7. The systematic error is dominated by MC statistics and fit

systematics (see Table 4).

The last analysis (lepton+tracks, Ref. 27) selects semileptonic decays by iden-

tifying electrons and muons with high transverse momentum pr > 0.8 GeV/c with

respect to the nearest jet axis. This enhances the fraction of Z° —> 66 events and

allows for the use of a fully inclusive vertexing technique. The B decay vertex is

estimated by computing an average intersection point between the lepton trajec-

tory and all well-measured tracks in the jet, each track being weighted according

to its probability to originate from the decay of a short-lived heavy hadron. This

technique is very efficient (e = 98%) once a high-pr lepton has been selected and

has good decay length resolution. In contrast to the first three analyses described

above, the B decay proper time is reconstructed by estimating the B hadron mo-

mentum based on track and energy clusters in the calorimeter. The final sample

contains 2609 semileptonic decay candidates with an estimated B hadron purity

of 93%. The lepton charge provides the final state tag with correct tag probability

of 85%.

For this analysis, the value of Am,j is extracted from an unbinned maximum

likelihood analysis with parameterizations estimated from the MC. The fit yields

Ami — 0.520±0.072(stat)±0.035(syst) ps"1 and the corresponding mixed fraction

distribution is shown in Fig. 17(d). The systematic uncertainties are presented in

Table 4.

The results from the four analyses described above have been combined, taking

into account statistical and systematic correlations between analyses, to produce

the following SLD average for the mass difference between the two B% weak eigen-

states:

Amd = 0.525 ± 0.043(stat) ± 0.037(syst) ps"1. (42)

As expected, the statistical correlation coefficients are the largest between the

kaon and charge dipole analyses, and between the two semileptonic analyses. The

SLD average is compared with averages from other experiments in Fig. 19.

Bd Mixing Amd Measurements
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CDF
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WORLD AVG

. . . . , i .
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H—•—H

, , I , , , , I , , , . 1 , , , , i , ,
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0.525 ±0.043 ±0.037

0.466 ±0.037 ±0.031

0.462 ±0.071 ±0.066

0.418 ±0.046 ±0.044

0.471 ±0.012 ±0.011

Figure 19: Comparison between the various Arnj measurements.
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3 QCD Physics

Among the QCD analyses performed at SLD, we focus on those addressing the

problem of hadronization—the process which turns an initial set of quarks into

final state hadrons. Thanks to the unique SLC/SLD environment, quark frag-

mentation can be studied for differences between light-quark and heavy-quark

fragmentation, as well as for differences between quark and antiquark fragmenta-

tion.

3.1 Charged Multiplicity in Light-, c-, and b-Quark Events

Perturbative QCD predicts that the difference in average charged multiplicity be-

tween heavy-quark Q and light-quark uds events An<j = UQ — hud, is independent

of center-of-mass energy. This prediction has been tested with a technique28 fol-

lowing three steps: (i) the primary quark flavor is tagged in each event hemisphere,

(ii) the number of charged tracks is counted in the opposite hemisphere to min-

imize the bias due to the quark flavor tag, (iii) the average charged multiplicity

in each flavor-tagged sample is unfolded to correct for the purity and bias of the

tags. The uds- (&-) tag requires that the hemisphere contains no track (at least

three tracks) with signed 2-D impact parameter larger than 3 a. Since the impact

parameter tag provides a c quark sample of only modest purity, a more exclusive

technique is used. For the c-quark tag, high-momentum charged D" mesons are

reconstructed in the D'+ -> D°x+, D° -» K~TT+, and D° -> K-ir+(ir°) modes

(the n° is not directly reconstructed), and charged D mesons are reconstructed

in the D+ —> K~ir+ft+ mode. The number of uds-, c-, and 6-tagged hemispheres

is 154151, 976, and 9480 respectively with uds, c, and b purities estimated to be

75%, 64%, and 94% respectively.

After unfolding for the tag purities and (small) biases, we find the following

multiplicity differences between c-quark and uds-quark, and between fr-quark and

uefs-quark hemispheres:

Anc = 1.07±0.47(stat)+°^(syst),

Ant = 2.93±0.14(stat)+o;jg(syst).

(43)

(44)

The main contributions to the systematic errors arise from uncertainties in the

detector acceptance and in the modeling of B hadron production and decay. These

results are compared with similar measurements performed at lower center-of-mass

energies in Fig. 20. The data are consistent with the QCD prediction of energy

8

Anc

(a)
• SLD
o Mark II a DELPHI
D TASSO OOPAL
• DELCO • TPC

- (b)
Ref. [29]
Ref. [30]

-̂44-1- ^
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20 50

W (GeV)
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S176A4

Figure 20: Multiplicity difference measurements as a function of center of mass

energy for (a) c-quarks, and (b) 6-quarks. Predictions from Refs. 29 and 30 are

also indicated.

independence of An<j over center-of-mass energies in the range between 29 and

91 GeV, and with absolute predictions.29'30

3.2 Identified Particle Production

Further knowledge about the fragmentation process can be gained by studying

the production characteristics of different particle types.31 Charged hadrons n,

K, and p are identified with the CR.ID. Neutral hadrons are also selected: K° and

A decays are identified via their two-prong decays, <j> and K'° are selected with

identified charged kaons in the CRID.
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Figure 21: Invariant mass distributions for $ -¥ K+K~ decay candidates without

and with various levels of kaon identification.

Figure 21 shows the K+K~ invariant mass distributions for <f> decay candidates

with increasingly tighter kaon identification requirements. It clearly demonstrates

the power of the kaon identification. In order to measure the production rates, it

is necessary to accurately determine the identification efficiency for each particle

species. Charged particle identification efficiencies (and misidentification rates)

are estimated primarily from pure data samples of charged pions from K° and

T decays, whereas proton samples are obtained from A decays. Efficiencies for

neutral strange particles are estimated from the MC. The differential production

rates for the above particle species are shown in Fig. 22 as a function of the scaled

momentum variable xf = 2p/y/s. Suppression of particles containing strange

valence quarks is clearly observed, with an even stronger suppression for <j> mesons

which contain an ss valence pair.

Hadronic Spectra in Z° Decays

•o

10°

10"

10"

10""

10u

Figure 22: Differential production rates for identified particle species in hadronic

Z° decays as a function of scaled momentum xp.
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The production rates of ff*, K£, K° [K°), p (p), and A (A) have also been

measured separately in uds- and 6-tagged samples. The uds and 6 flavor-tags are

identical to the hemisphere tags described in the previous section except that they

are applied to the whole event. After unfolding for the tag purity (85% for uds

and 89% for 6) and bias, production rates in uds- and 6-quark fragmentation are

measured. This allows for a direct comparison of particle production in light- and

heavy-quark hemispheres. The measured ratio between b and uds production of

the various identified hadrons is shown in Fig. 23. This is the first such measure-

ment. Meson production is generally higher (lower) for 6 fragmentation at low

Ratio of Production Rates in b- and Light-Flavor Events

id o.o
.0 0.1 1.0

= 2 0 / ^

Figure 23: Ratio between the particle production rates in 6-quark and uds-quark

hemispheres as a function of scaled momentum for various particle species.

(high) xp, in agreement with the known characteristics of B hadron production

and decay. Baryons are produced equally for xp < 0.15 but are produced less

abundantly at larger xp in b fragmentation. Statistical uncertainties in the ratio

dominate because the dominant particle identification systematic uncertainties

mostly cancel in the ratio. The measured production ratios agree well with the

simulation based on JETSET 7.4.

3.3 Leading Particle Effect

Studies of charmed and B hadron production in e+e~ —>• cc and e+e~ -> 66

indicate that heavy quarks fragment into a single heavy hadron which carries

a large fraction of the initial quark momentum. In that sense, there is ample

evidence for "leading" particle production in e+e~ interactions, where a leading

particle is defined to be a particle which contains the primary q or g. However,

there is little evidence for leading particle production in light-quark fragmentation.

A unique technique is used to extract such evidence.32 First, events are re-

quired to pass the uds-tag selection criteria described earlier. Then, the large

polarized forward-backward asymmetry is exploited to tag quark and antiquark

hemispheres in a way similar to that used for the B%-B% mixing measurements

(see Sec. 2.2). A quark-tag purity of 73% is obtained for events with thrust axis

| cos#r| > 0.2 for which the asymmetry is sufficiently large. The production rates

of TT", K~, ~K* , p, and A are measured separately in the quark- and antiquark-

tagged hemispheres. A small contamination from heavy quarks in the uds-tagged

event sample is subtracted and a correction is applied to account for the purity of

the quark tag.

To compare the production rates & for a specific hadron h in quark and an-

tiquark hemispheres, the normalized difference between these rates is computed:

A, = {Fq - fq)/{Fq + ?!})• The distribution of Dh for the various identified

hadrons as a function of scaled momentum is shown in Fig. 24. It is observed that

more high-momentum protons or A's are produced than antiprotons or A's in

quark hemispheres. This represents clear evidence for leading baryon production

since protons and A's contain valence quarks, whereas their antiparticles do not.

A higher production of high-momentum K~ and ~K* in quark hemispheres is also

observed. Since mesons contain both valence quarks and antiquarks, one might

expect to observe no effect. However, strangeness suppression makes it more likely
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for a ~K" (made of a ds valence pair) to contain a primary s quark than a primary

d quark. Thus, the excess of 7f* over K*° production in quark hemispheres, in-

dicates both the existence of leading ~K* production and strangeness suppression

at the highest momenta. Similarly, an excess of high-momentum K~ over K+ is

observed. There is no difference between TT" and v+ production in quark hemi-

spheres. The measured behavior measured in Fig. 24 is well-reproduced by the

simulation with JETSET 7.4.

4 Summary and Future

Using a sample of ~ 150,000 hadronic Z° decays collected between 1993 and

1995, the SLD Collaboration has produced precise and/or unique tests of the

Standard Model. These analyses take advantage of the large longitudinal electron

beam polarization, the small and stable SLC beam spot, the high-resolution 3-D

pixel vertex detector (VXD2), and the particle identification capabilities of the

Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector.

In 1996, SLD installed an improved CCD Vertex Detector (VXD3). As shown

in Figs. 25 and 26, this detector is improved in many ways: (i) the angular coverage

VXD-2 GEOMETRY VXD-3 GEOMETRY

4 -

0 -

Figure 24: Normalized difference between production rates for a given hadron as

a function of scaled momentum.
Figure 25: Cross-section views of the old (VXD2) and new (VXD3) vertex detec-

tors.
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1 ^ 1

5
cm
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Figure 26: Sideviews of the old (VXD2) and new (VXD3) vertex detectors.

coverage is increased with maximum | cos 6\ of 0.90 instead of 0.74 for tracks with

two hits; (ii) the average number of hits per track is increased from 2.3 to 3.2; (iii)

the amount of material is reduced from 1.15% to 0.40% of a radiation length per

ladder; (iv) the average distance between the inner and outer layer is increased

from 12 to 20 mm to provide an increased lever-arm. These features lead to

significant improvements in resolution. In particular, the decay length resolution

improves by roughly a factor of two.

Many measurements relying on precise tracking will benefit greatly from the

increased resolution and coverage of VXD3. In particular, it is expected that

the superior resolution will enable SLD to study the time dependence of Bj-BJ

mixing up to very high oscillation frequencies, significantly increasing the reach

in Am, beyond that currently attained by the LEP experiments.
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ABSTRACT

The four LBP experiments ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL have

collected about four million Z decays each between 1990 and 1995 at

energies close to the Z pole. Most of the da t a have been taken between

1992 and 1995 on the peak and at approximately 2 GeV above and

below.

Recent preliminary results, using a large fraction of the full statis-

tics, are presented on electroweak and selected topics of b physics.
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1 Introduction
Between 1989 and 1995, LEP has been operated at center-of-mass energies within

a few GeV of the Z peak. Each experiment has collected about 4 • 10° hadronic

and 4 • 105 leptonic Z decays. Out of this, the luminosity collected at energies a

few GeV away from the nominal Z mass is about 40 pb~' per experiment.

Apart from the usual tracking and calorimctry, all experiments are equipped

with powerful silicon microvertex detectors allowing for an efficient tagging of b

and c quarks.

For the determination of the Z resonance parameters, close to the full statistics

have been used. For most other analyses, the data taken up to 1994 are included,

which corresponds to more than 80% of the total available statistics.

For all of the electroweak and for some important b-physics quantities, the LEP

collaborations have taken a special effort to combine the results in a consistent

way, taking into account common systematic uncertainties.

2 The Z Lineshape

The cross section e+e~ —> ff, f ^ e near the Z pole at a center-of-mass energy

y/s, can be written as

r,r> • + <T7 + (Tim + rad. cor.

The first term describes the dominant contribution from Z exchange; <r7 and crml

denote the contributions from 7-exchange and 7 — Z interference which are very

much suppressed at ccnter-of-mass energies close to the Z mass. The radiative

corrections can be calculated in QED and depend only on the cross section at

energies below the center-of-mass energy at which the cross section is measured.

Tz stands for the total decay width of the Z and P/ for its partial decay width

into an / / pair. For / = e, in addition, the contributions from t-channel 7 and

Z exchange have to be added.

The LEP experiments extract from the cross sections a set of minimal corre-

lated parameters that are more convenient for averaging and for electroweak fits.

These parameters are:

in a

_hn<i _

•->

Re =
1 hud

= e,fi, T.

The maximum correlation between these parameters is 14%.

2.1 Determination of the Beam Energy

The determination of the Z mass and width depends crucially on the accurate

knowledge of the LEP beam energy for the off-peak fills. For that reason, at

the end of each such fill, an energy calibration using the resonant depolarization

technique is attempted, which determines the beam energy to a precision of about

0.2 MeV. However, the total error on the beam energy is significantly larger for

several reasons:

• Only a part of the off peak fills are successfully calibrated at the end (40%

in 1993, 70% in 1995). For the others, an extrapolation model is needed.

« Imperfections in the R F system make the energies in the interaction points

different from the mean energy. These errors are anticorrelated between the

different experiments so that they cancel to a large extent in the LEP average.

• The beam energy rises with time due to hysteresis effects in the LEP magnets.

This effect has been discovered only during the 1995 scan due to newly

installed NMR probes in the LEP tunnel. As illustrated in Fig. 1, these

effects are originated by leakage currents through the beam pipe induced by

trains in the Geneva region.

A detailed description of the full procedure can be found in Ref. 1. The total

error on the Z mass and width from the limited knowledge of the beam energy is

Amz = 1.5 MeV and AVZ = 1.7 MeV.
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Fig. 1. Effect of trains on the LBP beam energy. The upper plot shows the voltage

measured on the rails while a train is passing close to the LEP tunnel. The middle

plot shows the voltage measured simultaneously on the LEP beam pipe, and the

lower plot shows the field of the dipole magnets measured by an NMR probe.

2.2 Measurement of the Cross Section

Generally, a cross section is given by

- H
where N is the acceptance- and background-corrected number of events and C the

integrated luminosity.

The large acceptance of the LEP detectors and the clean environment of the

accelerator allow for a determination of the event rate of typically better than

0.1% for e+e~ -> hadrons and better than 0.5% for the leptonic channels.

The luminosity at LEP is determined from Bhabha scattering at low angles

for which the cross section can be calculated reliably in QED. All experiments

measure this cross section now to better than 0.1%, and the theoretical calculation

is accurate to 0.11%.

2.3 Results

The results on the Z lineshape from the different experiments can be found in

Refs. 2-5 and are summarized in Table 1. As an example, the hadronic line-

shape measured by the L3 Collaboration is shown in Fig. 2. Combining the four

experiments yields:

mz = 91.1863 ±0.0020 GeV,

Tz = 2.4946 ±0.0027 GeV,

<x|jad = 41.508 ± 0.056 nb,

Re = 20.754 ± 0.057,

R,, = 20.796 ± 0.040,

RT = 20.814 ± 0.055,

Rt = 20.778 ± 0.029,

where Ri is the result assuming lepton universality, corrected to a massless lepton.

From this, the following partial widths can be derived:

rhad = 1743.6 ±2.5 MeV,

I\. = 83.96 ±0.15 MeV,

IV = 83.79 ±0.22 MeV,
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Tr = 83.72 ± 0.26 MeV,

Tt = 83.91 ±0.11 MeV,

r,,lv. = 499.5 db 2.0 MeV.

Taking the ratio of the invisible to the neutrino partial width from the Standard

Model yields for the number of light neutrino generations:

Nv = 2.989 ±0.012.

mz(GeV)

rz(GeV)
<T0

h*>b)

Rc

R,

Rr

4'B'
A°'r-^FB

ALEPH

91.1873±0.0030

2.4950±0.0047

41.576±0.083

20.64±0.09

20.88±0.07

20.78±0.08

0.0187±0.0039

0.0179±0.0025

0.0196±0.0028

DELPHI

91.1859±0.0028

2.4896±0.0042

41.566±0.079

20.93±0.14

20.70±0.09

20.78±0.15

0.0179±0.0051

0.0153±0.0026

0.0223±0.0039

L3

91.1883±0.0029

2.4996±0.0043

41.411±0.074

20.78±0.11

2O.84±0.10

20.75±0.14

0.0148±0.0063

O.0176±0.0035

0.0233±0.0049

OPAL

91.1824±0.0039

2.4956±0.0053

41.53±0.09

20.82±0.14

20.79±0.07

20.99±0.12

0.0104±0.0052

0.0146±0.0025

0.0178±0.0034

Table 1. Lineshape and asymmetry parameters from the data of the four LEP

experiments.

2.4 Forward-Backward Lepton Asymmetries

The forward-backward asymmetry for a fermion / is defined as

/ NF-NB
AFB ~ NF + NB'

where NF (NB) is the number of events, where the fermion / is scattered in the

incoming electron (positron) direction. On Born level, the differential cross section

with respect to the scattering angle is given by

da d,
dcosff (3

- (

40

30

l.oi

l

0.99

L3

c V —> hadrons

90 92 94
Vs [GeV]

Fig. 2. The hadronic lineshape measured by the L3 Collaboration.

which is only weakly modified by radiative corrections. For pure Z exchange, the

forward-backward asymmetry can be expressed as

AF'B = -AeAf,

with At = $V±V. gyr, (gAf) denotes the vector (axial vector) coupling of the

Z to the fermion / . The ratio of these two couplings is given by the weak mixing

angle

SAS

Figure 3 shows the differential cross section e+e" -> /i+n~ at the three ener-

gies obtained by DELPHI. The energy dependence of AFB is given by the 7 — Z

interference and contains little information on electroweak quantities. For that

reason, the experiments fit the asymmetries at the different energies, together

with the lineshape, leaving only A^, I = e,\IST as additional free parameters.
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The results are described in Refs. 2-5 and included in Table 1. The combined

results are:

A°F% = 0.0160 ±0.0024,

AF'g = 0.0162 ±0.0013,

0.0201 ± 0.0018,

0.0174 ±0.0010.

AO,T _
AFB -

A0'' -
/Ipn —

DELPHI 92 - 95 (preliminory)

Fig. 3. Differential cross section e+e~ -t /u+^~ measured by DELPHI

2.5 r Polarization

The mean r polarization as a function of the scattering angle is given by:

The T polarization can be extracted from the energy and decay angles of the

r decay products. This is illustrated for four different decay modes in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 shows the polarization as a function of the scattering angle from the L3

analysis.

The results of the different experiments are described in Refs. 6-9 and sum-

marized in Fig. 6. Combining them yields:

Ac = 0.1382 ±0.0076,

AT = 0.1401 ± 0.0067,

At = 0.1393 ±0.0050,

where At denotes the result assuming lepton universality.

2.6 Z-Lepton Couplings

Since Vt depends on the squared sum of the vector and axial-vector couplings

(Svt+ffAt) a n ( l the coupling parameter At that determines the asymmetries on the

ratio f 2 ^ ) , the two couplings can be determined separately. Table 2 summarizes

the result with and without the assumption of lepton universality. Also shown

are the results if the left-right asymmetry measured at SLD10 is included. The

LEP results are shown in Fig. 7 together with the Standard Model prediction and

the SLD result. The LEP data agree well with lepton universality. Also, good

agreement with the prediction and with the SLD result can be seen.

3 Electroweak Physics with Quarks

b and c quarks can be tagged with high efficiency and purity, so that they can be

used for electroweak analyses. Two types of quantities are of basic interest:

• the forward-backward asymmetries AF&, AFB,

• the normalized partial widths i?g, R° (R° = ^ 7 ) * .

As can be seen from Table 3, the quark asymmetries are an efficient measure

of sin2 8't/f- The sensitivity is about a factor three larger than for charged leptons,

and the total statistics for b and c quarks is each about equal to the sum of all

From a measurement of the angular dependence of "PT, Ac and AT can thus be

determined separately with almost no correlation.
"The ° always indicates that a quantity is corrected to pure Z exchange.
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Fig. 4. Polarization-sensitive variables for r decays in the OPAL analysis for

(a) r -» ePf, (b) r -> [ivv, (c) r -> m>, and (d) T -¥ a\v. For (a)-(c), the

sensitive variable plotted is the normalized energy of the charged decay particle.

For (d), the variable is an optimized variable constructed from the a.\ energy and

the decay angles in the a\ decay. The points with the error bars represent the

data, the dashed line the prediction for positive polarized taus, and the dotted line

for negative polarized taus. The solid line is a fit to the data with the polarization

left free.

- 1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Cos(0)

Fig. 5. T polarization as a function of the scattering angle from the L3 Collabora-

tion. The line represents a fit to the data with (dashed) and without (solid) the

assumption of lepton universality.
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A from i polarization

9Ve

9Vft

9VT

9AO

9AII

9AT

9vt

9At

Without Lepton Universality:

LEP

-0.0368 ±0.0015

-0.0372 ±0.0034

-0.0369 ±0.0016

-0.50130 ±0.00046

-0.50076 ±0.00069

-0.50116 ±0.00079

LEP+SLD

-0.03828 ± 0.00079

-0.0358 ± 0.0030

-0.0367 ±0.0016

-0.50119 ±0.00045

-0.50086 ± 0.00068

-0.50117 ±0.00079

With Lepton Universality:

LEP

-0.03688 ±0.00085

-0.50115 ±0.00034

LEP+SLD

-0.03776 ± 0.00062

-0.50108 ± 0.00034

Table 2. Results for the effective vector and axial-vector couplings derived from

the combined LEP data without and with the assumption of lepton universality.

For the right column, the SLD measurement of Am is also included.

e, n, T

c

b

dArn
ds\k'O

1.7

4.3

5.6

ft
3 x 3.4%

12%

15%

ALEPH A,

DELPHI A,

L3A,

OPAL A,

ALEPH A,

DELPHI A,

L3A,

OPAL A,

0.129 ±0.017

0.140 ±0.013

0.156 ± 0.017

0.129 ±0.015

0.136 ±0.015

0.138 ±0.012

0.152 ±0.013

0.134 ±0.013

0.139 ± 0.005
x'/dorn 3.0/7

= 91 186±2McV

mH = «0 - 1000 GcV

o'' = 128.90 ±0.09

Table 3. Sensitivity of AFB to sin2 6l
cfj and Z branching ratio for charged leptons,

c and b quarks.

Fig. 6. Measurement of the r polarization and its asymmetry at LEP.

lepton species. In principle, the forward-backward asymmetries depend on the

product of the initial- and final-state coupling. However, if sin2 6\ss is written as

sin 2#'^ = sn?6\jf + 6g, in the Standard Model 6C is constant. The variation of

(Si, is about the same size as for sin20£yy, but the sensitivity of A?B to Si, is two

orders of magnitude smaller than the sensitivity to sin2 #£//•

For i?t a n d ^c> practically all QED, QCD, and electroweak propagator cor-

rections cancel, and only corrections to the Z -> qq vertex remain. R® is thus

predicted by the Standard Model with a very small error. In this model, R% de-

pends only on the top quark mass; however, in supersymmetric extensions, some

dependence on the s top and chargino sector also arises.
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Fig. 7. Contours of 68% probability in the QVISAI plane from LEP measurements.

The solid contour results from a fit assuming lepton universality. Also shown is

the one standard deviation band resulting from the Am measurement of SLD.

The grid corresponds to the Standard Model prediction for rot = 175 ± 6 GeV and

mH = 3OOi|?oGeV. The arrows point in the direction of increasing values of m,

and ran-

3.1 Tagging Methods

Basically three methods exist to tag b and c quarks:

• lifetime tags, using impact parameters or secondary vertices for b quarks,

e high momentum leptons in jets for b and c quarks,

• exclusively or inclusively reconstructed D mesons, mainly for c quarks.

3.1.1 Lifetime Tags

The lifetime tags provide the purest and most efficient methods to tag b quarks.

Basically, two principle methods exist. Either the experiments try to reconstruct

secondary vertices and measure the distance of such vertices to the primary one

or the beam spot (DELPHI, OPAL), or the presence of tracks with a large im-

pact parameter with respect to the primary vertex is used as the tagging method

(ALEPH, DELPHI, L3). For the tagging of b hemispheres, both methods give

purities of more than 90% for efficiencies of more than 20%. Recently, ALEPH

combined the lifetime tag with a cut on invariant masses and obtained a 98%

purity at an efficiency of 23% (Ref. 11). Figure 8 shows the uds and c efficiency

for this tag as a function of the b-tagging efficiency.

3.1.2 Lepton Tags

High-momentum leptons in jets have long been used to tag b and c quarks. An

almost pure sample from prompt b -> £ decays can be obtained by cutting on the

transverse momentum of the lepton relative to the je t axis. However, a clean sep-

aration of leptons from charm and those from b-cascade leptons and misidentified

hadrons is not possible.

OPAL recently improved their lepton tagging by the use of additional variables

measured from the jet to which the lepton is associated.21 As can be seen from

Fig. 9, this gives a very good purity for b -> t and also a reasonable purity for

c-*L

Although efficiency and purity for the lepton tag are not as good as for the

lifetime tags, the lepton measurements still provide the most accurate results on

the b asymmetry, since the lepton charge is an efficient indicator of the quark

charge.
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Fig. 8. uds and c efficiency as a function of the b efficiency for the ALEPH lifetime

plus mass tag.

3.1.3 D-Meson T a g s

D mesons indicate the presence of either c or b quarks. However, the D's from

charm tend to have a higher momentum than the ones from B decays. Further

separation of the two quark flavors, less dependent on the knowledge of fragmenta-

tion properties, is possible using lifetime tags as described above. Three different

methods to tag D-mesons are used:

• Exclusive D"* reconstruction: First a D°T is reconstructed and then the D°

is combined with, a n+ to a D"+. Due to the small D*+ — D° mass difference,

the available phase space for the TT+ is very small leading to a good resolution

in the mass difference. For this reason, many D° decay modes can be used,

even some where the D° is reconstructed only partially, still giving a small

combinatorial background.

0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
NETh

0.1 0.2 0J 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
NET

Fig. 9. Network output for the different electron sources in the OPAL lepton tag.

• Inclusive D"* reconstruction: Due to the small D*+ — D° mass difference, the

TT+ from the D"+ decay is forced to follow the D"+ flight direction and to have

a relatively low momentum. This leads to a small transverse momentum of

the decay pion with respect to the jet axis. Due to the large background, an

event-by-event tag is not possible with this method. However, the number

of D*+ mesons in a sample can be obtained from the excess of particles at

low p, in the p, distribution.

• Exclusive charmed hadron reconstruction: Clean signals can be obtained for

basically all weakly decaying charmed hadrons. However, the combinatorial

background is rather high for all of these channels.

3.2 Combination of Data

The combination of the LEP heavy flavor data is more complicated than for

the lineshape and T polarization measurements. In some cases, more than one

quantity is measured in the same analysis leading to statistical correlations, and in

all cases, assumptions on heavy flavor production and decay properties are needed

leading to correlations in the systematic errors between different measurements.

In addition, some measurements depend explicitly on the values assumed for the

other quantities, e.g., the double-tag measurements of Rb depend on the value

assumed for Rc. All this makes it necessary to have a well-defined procedure to

combine the electroweak results with heavy flavors.

tlf not mentioned explicitly, charge conjugate modes are always included.
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In addition, SLD produces measurements on 7?b that are comparable to the

ones at LEP and measurements of the polarized forward-backward asymmetries

of b and c quarks that are physically independent of the LEP observables, but

they need the same assumptions and are therefore systematically correlated with

the LEP numbers.

The LEP experiments and SLD have agreed on a common set of input param-

eters and their errors to be used for the heavy flavor analyses and a procedure

to combine the results. A detailed write-up of the full procedure can be found in

Ref. 13. The input parameters have been updated recently11* to take into account

new measurements. The main updates are:

• All numbers taken from PDG have been updated with the 96 edition.15

• Acceptance biases to the QCD corrections to the forward-backward asymme-

tries have been evaluated. The experimental cuts select predominantly high

momentum quarks. On the contrary, the QCD correction, which has a total

size of about 3% of the asymmetry, is mainly due to low momentum quarks

with a random direction after hard gluon radiation. The QCD correction is

thus reduced by about a factor of two.

• The production rates of charmed hadrons are taken from LEP measure-

ments. These rates enter directly in the interpretation of charmed hadron

cross sections in terms of B.c and at second order in the estimate of the charm-

background in the R\> analyses. Up to now, these rates have been evaluated

from data taken at lower energy. This needed, however, the assumption that

the fragmentation process is energy independent.

• The probability that a gluon splits into a cc pair is measured by OPAL.16

This number is used in all the LEP/SLD analyses now. The ratio ^ - is still

taken from theory but DELPHI has presented a preliminary measurement of

the gluon splitting to bb which is consistent with the number used.17

3.3 Quark Asymmetries

For A^B, there are two methods with about equal precision:

• lepton tags,

• lifetime tags combined with a jet charge technique.

The lepton tag analyses measure Apn either in a sample of high p and pt leptons

or as a function of the lepton momentum and transverse momentum. In both

cases, the Monte Carlo is used to predict the sample composition that is needed

to correct the raw asymmetry. In addition, the data have to be corrected for QCD

effects and bb mixing. However, all corrections are well under control, and the

measurements are statistically limited. Most of the needed input parameters like

the average mixing and semileptonic branching ratios are measured by the LEP

experiments themselves, sometimes even in the same analyses. The results of the

experiments on / l F n with leptons and the lepton fits can be found in Refs. 18-21.

For the lifetime plus jet charge measurements, first a bb sample is selected

with a lifetime tag and the quark charge is measured from the mean jet charge

on a statistical basis. Using the sum and the difference of the two-hemisphere jet

charges, the charge tagging efficiency is extracted simultaneously from data. Only

corrections due to hemisphere correlations and light quark backgrounds need to

be taken from Monte Carlo. Effects from b mixing and QCD are already included

in the measured charge tagging efficiency. The results of the four experiments are

reported in Refs. 19, 22, and 23.

Figure 10(a) summarizes the results obtained with the two methods. In ad-

dition, DELPHI and OPAL report results on A^B with D mesons. However, this

is basically to take care of the correlation with AJ?B, and the results are not com-

petitive with the analyses presented here.

ApB is either measured with leptons together with ApB or using D mesons. The

results of the D-meson analyses can be found in Refs. 19, 24, and 25. Figure 10(b)

summarizes the experimental results.

3.4 Rc

Rc is measured with several methods:

• Leptons (ALEPH, DELPHI): Rc • BR(c -• C) can be obtained from leptons

at low pt. This measurement is systematically limited by BR(c -> (.) which

has to be inferred from low-energy data.

• Single/double tag (ALEPH, DELPHI): In a single/double-tag measurement,

Rc can be extracted without knowing the tagging efficiency. Only Monte

Carlo corrections for background and hemisphere correlations are needed.
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DELPHI lifetime
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0.0927 ± 0.0039 ± 0.0034
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0.0963 ± 0.0067 ± 0.0038
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Fig. 10. (a) XpB and (b) Af.B from the LBP experiments compared to the Standard

Model prediction.

ALEPH and DELPHI have presented such measurements for Rc. ALEPH

uses reconstructed D-mesons, which suffer from the low tagging efficiency.

DELPHI uses instead a low pt pion D** tag. This measurement is, however,

limited by the understanding of the background systematics in the single-tag

sample.

• Inclusive/exclusive double tag (ALEPH, DELPHI, OPAL): This method tries

to overcome the two problems in the single/double-tag measurements de-

scribed above. In a first step, Rc • P(c->D"+->7r+D°) is measured from

exclusively reconstructed D"*, where P(c->D"+->7r+D°) is the probability

that a c quark fragments into a D ' + which subsequently decays in D°7r+. In

a second step, P(c-»D"+ —>7T+D°) is measured from the low p< pion rate op-

posite to an exclusively reconstructed D"*. The disadvantage of this method

is that the D° reconstruction efficiency in the single-tag sample needs to be

known from simulation.

• Charm counting (DELPHI, OPAL): The production rate of a single charmed

hadron D is proportional to Rc • /(D) where /(D) is the probability that

a charm quark fragments into a hadron D. Since all c quarks end up in a

weakly decaying particle, the rates of those hadrons have to add up to one:

/(D°) + / (D+) + /(D.) + 1.15/(AC) = 1,

where the factor 1.15 accounts for up-to-now-unmeasured charmed strange

baryons. If the reconstruction efficiencies are known, Rc can therefore be

measured from the sum of four single-tag measurements.

The results of the different measurements are presented in Refs. 26-28 and sum-

marized in Fig. 11.

3.5 Rb

All precise measurements of R\, are single/double-tag measurements using a life-

t ime tag. In a recent analysis, ALEPH has upgraded this method by using five

different tags":

(1) a very pure impact parameter plus mass cut b tag,

(2) a neural net event shape b tag,

(3) a high pt lepton b tag,

(4) a neural net c tag,

(5) an impact parameter uds tag.

All five single- and 15 double-tag rates are measured in their analysis. If all

hemisphere correlations and the background efficiencies for the tag (1) are taken

from Monte Carlo, Rb and all other efficiencies can be measured from data. The

inclusion of the additional tags does not alter the systematic uncertainty but gives

a substantial reduction in the statistical error.

All experiments include their data up to 1994 now, so that most of the LEP 1

statistics is used. However, some substantial improvements in the methods can

still be expected. Figure 12 summarizes the results which are presented in Refs. 11,

29—31. Also, the result from SLD10 is shown and included in the mean.
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A L E P H (90-94) Electron spectra _*.
0.1649±0.OO7O±0.0066 ^

A L E P H (91-95) D* exd./lncl.
0.176±0.013±0.011

A L E P H (91-95) DexclVexcl.
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0.168±0.011±0.013
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0.167±0.01S±0.015
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0.167±0.011±0.011
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OPAL average
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LEP Average
0.171510.0056

SM=0.172

R.

Fig. 11. The measurements of jRc at LEP.

3.6 Results

All measurements presented here and the polarized forward-backward asymme-

tries from SLD10 have been combined with the method described in Sec. 3.2. The

following results have been obtained:

Rl =
Rl =
0,b _

t°FB =

A- =
A =

0.2178 ±0.0011,

0.1715 ±0.0056,

0.0979 ± 0.0023,

0.0735 ±0.0048,

0.863 ± 0.049,

0.625 ± 0.084.

DELPfflrnuJJ

L3 impact p^jj

LEP+SLD
2S0r

H 0.2161 ± 0.0009 ± 0.0011

•HIH- 0.2205 ±0.0014 ±0.0018

—*ZZ~ 0.2188 ±0.0028 ±0.0033

• 0.2223 ±0.0030 ±0.0064

—.0— 0.2193 ±0.0014 ±0.0021

— 0.2152 ±0.0032 ±0.0021

— T — 0.2208 ±0.0037

0.2178 ±0.0011
0.0003 y exchange corr. added

0.21 0.215 0.22 0.225
for 1 7 1 ^ = 0.172

Fig. 12. The measurements of Rb at LEP and SLD.

The correlation matrix can be found in Table 4. The dominant error sources

for the four LEP quantities are listed in Table 5. The errors on A and Ac are

completely dominated by statistics and detector-dependent systematics.

4 Interpretation of Electroweak Data

4.1 The Weak Mixing Angle

All asymmetries measured at LEP and SLD can be interpreted in terms of the

effective weak mixing angle sin2 Ol
ejj. If new physics appear only via radiative

corrections, this is true also for the quark asymmetries, as explained in Sec. 3.

The results for sin2 O[JJ from the different observables are summarized in Fig. 13.
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R°b

R°c

KB
A°'c

A
A

Rl
1.00

-0.23

0.00

0.00

-0.03

0.01

Rc

-0.23

1.00

0.04

-0.06

0.05

-0.07

^FB

0.00

0.04

1.00

0.10

0.04

0.02

^FB

0.00

-0.06

0.10

1.00

0.01

0.10

A
-0.03

0.05

0.04

0.01

1.00

0.12

A
0.01

-0.07

0.02

0.10

0.12

1.00

Table 4. The correlation matrix for the electroweak parameters from the heavy-

flavor fit.

Source

statistics

internal syst.

QCD effects

BR(D -> K°X)

D decay mult.

BR(D0->K-Tt+)

BR(D+-*K-ir+ir+)

BR(D,^4>Tr+)

Br(c -> £)

gluon splitting

b fragmentation

light quarks

total

Rb

•io-3

0.67

0.53

0.31
0.22

0.29

0.03

0.10

0.06

0.03

0.44

0.15

0.17

1.12

Re

•io-3

3.7

2.9

0.4

0.3

0.5

0.2

0.3

1.1

2.2

0.8

0.1

0.3

5.6

Ab
FB

•io-3

2.0

0.8

0.3

0

0

0

0

0

0.2

0

0.2

0.4

2.3

ACFB
•io-3

4.1

2.2

0.4

0

0

0

0

0

0.3

0

0.1

0

4.8

Table 5 . Dominant error sources of the electroweak parameters. For R\,, the errors

are given with Rc fixed to 0.172.

0.23085 ±0.00056

0.23240 ±0.00085

0.23264 ± 0.00096

0.23246 ±0.00041

0.23155 ± 0.00112

0.23200 ± 0.00100

0.23061 ± 0.00047

0.23165 ± 0.00024

X2/dof= 12.8/6

M m7 = 91186 ± 2 MeV

mH = 60 -1000 GeV

a'1 = 128.90 ± 0.09

0.228 0.23 0.232 0.234

sin2 i>

Fig. 13. The measurements of sin20i/y- at LBP and SLD.
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Their average, using all LEP and SLD results, is

sm2O'cf/ = 0.23165 ±0.00024.

The total \2 f°r the average is 12.8 for six degrees of freedom which corresponds

to a probability of about 5%. Approximately equally responsible for the large x2

are the left-right asymmetry from SLD and -4pB from LEP.

In any interpretation of sin2 0'cff, there is an additional uncertainty of 0.00023

coming from the uncertainty in the hadronic vacuum polarization in the running of

the electromagnetic coupling constant Aa. This uncertainty can only be reduced

by better measurements of the total hadronic cross section at lower energies.

A
LEP

0.890 ± 0.029

0.667 ±0.047

LEP+SLD

0.867 ±0.022

0.646 ± 0.040

Standard Model

0.935

0.667

Table 6. LEP and LEP+SLD results on A\, and Ac compared to the Standard

Model. Within the given precision, the prediction is without uncertainty.

4.2 Quark Couplings

The polarized forward-backward asymmetries from SLD measure directly the cou-

pling parameter for b and c quarks A),, Ac- At LEP, these parameters can be

obtained from the ratio of the quark asymmetries and At from the lepton asym-

metries. Table 6 summarizes the quark coupling parameters for the LEP and

LEP+SLD data and their Standard Model prediction. For the LEP-only data,

the LEP value A( = 0.1466 ± 0.0033 has been used. For the LEP+SLD, the

combined value Ac = 0.1500 ± 0.0025 was used instead.

The bad agreement of A\, with the prediction is another manifestation of the

differences in the sin2 6\jj results.

4.3 Standard Model Fits

If new physics appears only via radiative corrections, basically all electroweak

observables can be expressed in terms of three quantities: Ft, s i n 2 #^ , and % .

Figure 14 shows the bands obtained from the world averages of these three quan-

tities in the £\ — £3-plane defined by G. Altarelli et o/.32 The three bands cross

each other in the region predicted by the Standard Model. This suggests that the

data are globally consistent with this model.

Since the data agree well with the predictions of the Standard Model, they

can be used to constrain its unknown parameters via their effects on the radiative

corrections. To constrain the Higgs sector from the electroweak precision data, a

global fit to all data has been performed. For the fit, the program ZFITTER33

0.01

o.oos

g(M> 1/126.89

c
m*-OI

PRELIMINARY
LEP/SlC/CPF/OO/vN Ji

STANDARD MODEL

ESI M,op=175±6
1 a constraint from

I 1 ^loplon

0.005 0.01

Ap=e,

Fig. 14. Experimentally measured bands in the £i - £3 plane from mw, F<, and

sin2 O'eff compared to the Standard Model prediction.
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has been used; however, it has been shown that different programs give identical

results.34-35

For all parameters apart from Rb, which depends only on m(, the effects in-

duced by the top and the Higgs particle are strongly correlated. The information

on the Higgs boson mass is therefore improved significantly, if the direct mea-

surement of 771, from the Tevatron36 is imposed in the fit. Apart from the LEP

and SLD data , m w from the Tevatron37 and sin2 0 = 1 - m^ , /m | from y-nucleon

scattering38"40 are also used. The results of the fit are:

log(mw) =

a,(m\) = 0.120 ±0.003.

The value of the strong coupling constant agrees well with the world average of

0.118 ± 0.00315 which was obtained without the observables used here. The x2 of

the fit is 19 for 14 degrees of freedom, which corresponds to a probability of 16%.

From this, i t can be concluded that the data agree globally well with each other

and with the Standard Model. All data used are summarized in Table 7 together

with the Standard Model predictions. The deviations from the prediction follow

perfectly the expectation.

Figure 15 shows the variation of the fit x2 with the Higgs mass. The shaded

band gives an estimate of the theoretical uncertainty. Including the theoretical

error, an upper limit of m# < 550 GeV can be derived at 95% confidence level.

5 Measurement of VCD at LEP

The differential decay rate of the decay B° -> D'+&7< with respect to the velocity

of the D*+ in the B rest frame can be written as

where k(u>) is a known kinematic function. For the form factor

predicts41:

(u>), H Q E T

T{\) = 0.91 ±0.04,

where p 2 and c are in principle free parameters; however, the correlation between

the two is also known from HQET with good precision.41

LEP

line shape and
lepton asymmetries:
mz [GeV]
rz [GeV]
er$ttd [nb]
Ri
A0,1

^FB
+ correlation matrix

r polarization:
AT

Ae

b and c quark results:

R°b

Att
•^FB
+ correlation matrix

qq charge asymmetry:
siv?e'tJJ(<QFB>)

SLD

sm2e'eff(ALR)

Rl
Ab

A
pp and vN

mw [GeV] (pp)
1 - m\,lm\ (z/N)
m, [GeV] (pp)

Measurement with
Total Error

91.1863 ±0.0020
2.4946 ± 0.0027
41.508 ±0 .056
20.778 ±0 .029
0.0174 ±0.0010

0.1401 ± 0.0067
0.1382 ±0.0076

0.2179 ±0.0012
0.1715 ±0.0056
0.0979 ± 0.0023
0.0733 ± 0.0049

0.2320 ±0.0010

0.23061 ± O.OO047
0.2149 ±0.0038
0.863 ± 0.049
0.625 ± 0.084

80.356 ±0 .125
0.2244 ± 0.0042

175 ±6

Standard
Model

91.1861
2.4960

41.465
20.757
0.0159

0.1458
0.1458

0.2158
0.1723
0.1022
0.0730

0.23167

0.23167
0.2158
0.935
0.667

80.353
0.2235

172

Pull

0.1
-0.5

0.8
0.7
1.4

-0.9
-1.0

1.8
-0.1
-1.8

0.1

0.3

-2.2
-0.2
-1.4
-0.5

0.3
0.2
0.5

Table 7. The quantities used in the electroweak fit. The second column shows the

experimental results, the third column the Standard Model prediction after the

fit, and the fourth column the difference, normalized to the experimental error.
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Preliminary

10
mH [GeV]

Fig. 15. Ax2 as a function of the Higgs mass. The shaded band gives an estimate

of the theoretical uncertainty.

The same analysis can also be performed at machines running at the T(4S),

however, in a very complementary way:

• the data sample is typically larger at the Y(4S)-machines;

• at the T(45), the B's are at rest; at LEP, the B momentum needs to be

reconstructed;

• at the T(45), the momentum of the pion in the D"+ —*• TT+D° decay is very

low and its acceptance very small close to the interesting limit u -> 1; at

LEP, however, the ir+ momentum distribution is more or less independent of

ui.

ALEPH, DELPHI, and OPAL have performed analyses of Vcb using this de-

cay.112"44 D"+£ events are selected in different D° decay channels with a typical

efficiency of about 10% and a purity of about 80% independent of w.

For the reconstruction of w, the momentum vectors of the B and the D"+ need

to be known. Since the D"+ is fully reconstructed, its momentum is measured with

good precision. The B° direction is reconstructed from the primary and secondary

vertex positions. The energy is estimated from the D"+ and £ energies and from

the missing momentum in the hemisphere of the B°. With this, a resolution of

Aw < 0.1 is obtained.

The data are then fitted with two free parameters, .F(l)|Vcb| and p2. Fig-

ure 16(a) shows the ALEPH data together with the fit prediction. Figure 16(b)

shows the same data and prediction after correction for detector effects and the

kinematic terms. Good agreement with the linear dependence predicted by HQET

can be observed.

The LEP results on Vcb and p2 are summarized in Fig. 17. One obtains45

•F(l)|Vcb | = (34.4±2.2)10~3,

p2 = 0.56 ±0.13.

Applying a scale factor of 1.23 on the error to account for some disagreement

between the different experiments yields for the world average46:

jT(l)|Vcb| = 0.0357 ± 0.0021 (exp.)±0.0014(curv.),

= > |Vcb| = 0.0392 ±0.0027(exp.)±0.0013.(th.).

The result is in good agreement with the one obtained from the inclusive semilep-

tonic decay rate Br(b -4 c£v) at LEP:

|Vcb| = 0.0420 ±0.0005(exp.)±0.0041(th.),

but with much smaller theoretical uncertainty.

6 BB Mixing

B° and B°s mesons mix with their antiparticles via box diagrams, mainly involving

top-quark loops. The probability that a meson, which is produced at the time

t = 0 as a particle B, decays at time t as its antiparticle B is given by

P(B -»• B)(t) = ^ ' ( 1 -cos(Ami)),

where P is the total B-decay width and Am the mass difference between the two

CP eigenstates. Am depends on the elements of the CKM matrix:

AmBo oc

oc

FB°\VtsVtl\
2

FBiYts*
FB° Vtd
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•gMS

ALEPH
(a)D*l tampU

Fig. 16. (a) Differential event rate dN/dw after cuts and background subtraction.
The points are the data and the solid line is the result of the fit. (b) ,F(w)|Vci,|
as a function of w. The points are the data, corrected for all detector effects and
kinematic terms. The solid line is the result of the fit. The shaded area represents
its statistical error and the hatched line its systematic uncertainty.

ALEPH
32.0t3.0

DELPHI
36.6±3.O

OPAL
34.5±3.7

LEP average
34.4±2.2

0J5 «J «J« M M5 05 1

Fig. 17. Measurements of .F(l)|Vcb| and p2 at LEP.
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The form factors FRO, Fno need to be calculated from QCD. Some of the uncer-

tainties in the calculation drop out in the ratio.

At LEP, B mesons fly several millimeters with an approximate vertex resolution

of about 300 /urn. The mixing probability can thus be observed as a function of

the B lifetime. To measure B oscillations, one needs to

• identify the b charge at production time,

• identify the b charge at decay time,

• measure the proper time from production to decay.

6.1 B° Oscillations

For the measurement of B° oscillations, a special D° tagging is not needed, since

B® mesons oscillate much faster and all other b hadrons don't oscillate. It is thus

sufficient to reject background from light quark events.

6.1.1 Determination of the Production Charge

Generally, the b charge at production time is tagged by measuring the b charge

in the opposite hemisphere. Two methods are used:

• a high pt lepton,

• a jet-charge algorithm combined with a lifetime b tag.

Both methods provide a b purity of « 90% and a charge mistag rate of « 25%.

6.1.2 Determination of the Decay Charge

Again, two methods are commonly used:

e a high p, lepton,

• a D"* meson reconstructed either inclusively or exclusively.

6.1.3 Measurement of Proper Time t

The proper time from the production to the decay is given by (t = j jp) , where /

is the B-decay length, ms the B mass, EB its energy, and c the speed of light.

/ is normally measured from the distance between the fitted primary and sec-

ondary vertices. The typical resolution is 61 « 300 fim compared to a mean decay

length of (/) « 3 mm. In some of the lepton analyses, instead of the decay length,

the lepton impact parameter is used, which is on a statistical basis related to the

decay length.

The B energy is measured from the tracks attached to the secondary vertex,

the missing energy in the hemisphere, and some correction for photons from the

B decay. Due to the photon correction, the resolution is worse than in the Vcb

analyses, typically about 20%.

Figure 18 shows the resolution of the proper time measurement (a) and the

resolution normalized to its error (b) for the OPAL Dm±£ analysis. Some negative

tails due to an imperfect assignment of tracks to the secondary vertex can be

observed.

Figure 19 shows the proper time distribution from the ALBPH lepton analysis.

The data agree well with the Monte Carlo prediction. All the background is

concentrated at small proper times.

6.1.4 Results

To obtain the mixing parameter Amj, the experiments fit the fraction of mixed

events as a function of the proper time. To reduce the systematic uncertainty,

apart from Amj, some other parameters describing the background and the tag-

ging efficiencies are left free in the fit.

Figure 20 shows the fraction of mixed events from the DELPHI jet charge-

lepton analysis. Good agreement with the fit can be observed. The LEP results

are described in Refs. 47-50. All results, including those of CDF and SLD, are

summarized in Fig. 21 (Ref. 46). The current world average is

Amd = (0.464 ± 0.012 ± 0.013) ps" 1 .

6.2 B° Oscillations

The B° analyses where a lepton is used to tag the decay charge can also be used

to search for a high frequency component in the t distribution.

In the D"* analyses, the D"* is replaced by a Ds. This enriches the sample

considerably in B°, reducing the statistical error of the analysis.

When a b quark fragments into a B® meson, there is a high chance that the

free s quark from the fragmentation chain ends up in a kaon of the same charge
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t-r (Ps)

-15

Fig. 18. (a) Difference between the reconstructed proper time t and the true

proper time t' in the OPAL Dm±( analysis. The points are the data, and the

solid line is the prediction from the Monte Carlo, (b) Same as (a) divided by the

calculated error on t.
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Fig. 19. Reconstructed proper time distribution from the ALEPH lepton-jet

charge analysis. The points are the data and the solid line the Monte Carlo

prediction. The white area represents the signal and the different shaded areas

the background sources.
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Fig. 21. Summary of Amj measurements at LEP, SLD, and CDF.
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as the b quark. ALEPH has performed an analysis where such a kaon is used to
tag the B® production charge. However, the sensitivity of this analysis is not yet
as large as when the production charge is tagged in the opposite hemisphere.

6.2.1 Combination of Results

Up to now, only lower limits exist for Am,. To combine the limits of several
analyses inside one experiment, and more of different experiments, the "amplitude
method"51 has been introduced. In this method, the oscillation probability is
modified to

P(B->B)(t) = ^e~r'(l-A-cos(Amt)).

In the oscillation fit, Am is fixed to an arbitrary value and A is fitted instead.
If Am is fixed to the correct value, A has to be compatible with 1. In general,
A(Am) follows a Breit-Wigner distribution with maximum A = 1 in Arntruo and
width 2/TB. The assumed Am can thus be excluded, if the corresponding A(Am)
is incompatible with 1. To combine several analyses, measurements of A need
simply to be combined in the usual way and the compatibility of the combined
A with 1 has to be tested. As an example, Fig. 22 shows the fitted amplitude
as a function of Am, from the ALEPH analyses alone, and Fig. 23 the combined
amplitude from ALEPH and DELPHI.

6.2.2 Results

The analyses of ALEPH, DELPHI, and OPAL are described in Refs. 52-54 and
summarized in Fig. 24. Combining ALEPH and DELPHI results in

Am, < 9.2 ps"1 at 95% C.L.

OPAL still used the likelihood method, so their result could not easily be combined
with the others.

From Fig. 24, it can be seen that there is a significant gain from combining
experiments. In addition, one can see that in the case of ALEPH, one analysis has
a better exclusion limit than the combination. In fact, with about ten analyses
of comparable precision, it is quite probable that one of them excludes the true
value of Am, with 95% C.L. It is thus wrong to use just the best limit.

- 4 -

- 4 -

2 -

0,-hadron

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
Am, (ps"1)

O limit

A sensitivity

ALEPH

Fig. 22. Fitted amplitude A as a function of the assumed Am, for the differ-
ent ALEPH analyses. The points with the error bars are the fitted amplitudes,
the solid line the 95% upper limits derived from them, and the dashed line the
sensitivity, i.e., the upper limit if the central value of the amplitude is put to zero.
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Fig. 23. Combined amplitude from ALEPH and DELPHI. The meaning of the

points and lines is as in Fig. 22.
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7 b-Hadron Lifetimes

In the naive spectator model, all b-hadron lifetimes should be equal. It has,

however, long been known that the lifetimes of charmed hadrons differ up to a

factor of three, because of interference effects between the different assignments of

decay and spectator quarks to the final state hadrons. Due to the higher b mass,

the lifetime differences in the B sector are expected to be much smaller.

At LBP, all b hadrons are produced and can be tagged via specific decay

modes. The analysis techniques are similar to the ones already described for the

Vcb analyses and for BB mixing. For all hadrons, important updates have been

presented this summer.

As an example, Fig. 25 shows the B° lifetime spectrum from a DELPHI anal-

ysis with inclusively reconstructed D** (Ref. 55). The inclusive reconstruction

technique permits a high efficiency simultaneously with a high purity and precise

estimation of the B momentum. This analysis obtains about the same precision as

the current world average. The results for the different b hadrons are summarized

in Tables 8, 9,10, and 11. The averages have been obtained by the LEP B-lifetime

group, taking into account common systematic errors.56 The B+, Ba, B°, and Aj,

are known to 5% or better by now.

Figure 26 compares the ratios of the b-hadron lifetimes to the B° lifetime with

the theoretical predictions assuming factorization. The ratios of the B-meson

lifetimes agree well with the expectation. The lifetime of the b baryons, however,

is about three standard deviations lower than predicted.

8 Conclusions

Using close to the full LEP 1 statistics, results on electroweak and heavy flavor

physics have been presented. The electroweak results agree on the per mill level

with the predictions from the Standard Model. In the heavy flavor sector, the

production of all B species and the large boost allows for competitive results with

dedicated B machines.

DELPHI
(91-93 Data)

Fig. 25. Reconstructed proper time distribution from the DELPHI B° lifetime

analysis. Figure (a) is from the 1991-1993 dataset with a two-dimensional silicon

vertex detector and (b) for the 1994 dataset with an upgraded three-dimensional

detector. The points are the data, the white area represents the Monte Carlo

prediction for the signal, and the grey area is the prediction for the background.
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Table 8. Measurements of B° l i fet ime [(p) preliminary].
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Table 10. Measurements of B°B lifetime \{p) preliminary].
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Table 9. Measurements of B+ lifetime [(p) preliminary].

Table 11. Measurements of 6-baryon lifetime [(p) preliminary]. The ALEPH and

DELPHI E£ results are not included in the quoted average since the selected data

sample contains mostly Ej while the selected data sample in the other measure-

ments contain mostly At,.
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RECENT RESULTS FROM THE VEPP-2M
COLLIDER AT NOVOSIBIRSK

E. P. Solodov

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, 630090, Russia

Representing the CMD-2 Collaboration

ABSTRACT

The e+e~ collider VEPP-2M at Novosibirsk is the only collider in the

energy range 360-1400 MeV. It has a peak luminosity of « 5.0 x

1030 cm"2 s"1 for the <f> resonance region. Two modern detectors—the

general-purpose magnetic detector CMD-2 and the Spherical Neutral

Detector (SND)— are taking data at the VEPP-2M collider.

An integrated luminosity of about 10 pb"1 has been collected by

both detectors. The latest results are described in this paper.

©1996 by E. P. Solodov.
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1 VEPP-2M Collider

The VEPP-2M collider at the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics in Novosi-

birsk, Russia, shown in Fig. 1, covers the center-of-mass energy range from the

two-pion threshold up to 1400 MeV (Ref. 1). Experiments at this collider have

yielded a number of important results in e+e~ physics, including the most precise

pion form factor measurements2 and studies of the <j>, u>, and p meson decays.3''1

VEPP-2M Layout

) itrtttr

Figure 2: Horizontal and vertical cross sections of the CMD-2 detector. (1) Vac-

uum chamber; (2) drift chamber; (3) Z chamber; (4) main solenoid; (5) compen-

sating solenoid; (6) BGO end cap calorimeter; (7) Csl barrel calorimeter; (8) muon

range system; (9) magnet yoke; (10) collider lenses.

Figure 1: The layout of the VEPP-2M collider at the Budker Institute of Nuclear

Physics in Novosibirsk.

During 1988-1992, the collider was upgraded with a new booster to allow higher

positron currents and injection of the electron and positron beams directly at the

beam energy. After installation of the new booster, VEPP-2M reached a peak

luminosity of L « 5.0 x 1030 cm"2 s"1 at the <f> center-of-mass energy with 40 mA

per beam.

2 The CMD-2 Detector

The CMD-2 detector has been described in more detail elsewhere.5'6 The main

systems of the detector are shown in Fig. 2.

The Csl barrel calorimeter, with 6 x 6 x 15 cm3 crystal size, is placed outside

a 0.4 r.l. superconducting solenoid with a 1 T azimuthally symmetric magnetic

field. The endcap calorimeter is made of 2.5 x 2.5 x 15 cm3 BGO crystals. The

drift chamber inside the solenoid has about 250 n resolution transverse to the

beam, and 0.5-0.6 cm resolution longitudinally. The muon range system uses

streamer tubes and has 1-3 cm spatial resolution.

The collected sample of Bhabha events was used for calibration and the deter-

mination of the reconstruction efficiency of the drift chamber and the calorimeter.

A momentum resolution of 5% for 500 MeV/c charged particles, energy resolu-

tion of about 10% for gammas in the Csl calorimeter, and about 8% in the BGO

calorimeter have been obtained.

Data with integrated luminosity ss 300 nb"1 collected in 1992-1993 at the <j>

were used for the measurement of <f> meson parameters and branching ratios into

four major decay modes.7

The integrated luminosity « 1500 nb"1 around the 4>mass was collected during

the 1993 summer run and was used for studies of rare decay modes of <j>, coupled
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KSKL decays, and nuclear interactions of neutral kaons. Some preliminary results

have been published in Ref. 8. The latest analyses based on the 1992-1993 data

are described below.

The 1994-1995 runs were dedicated mostly to measurements of the total

hadronic cross section at energies below the $ resonance,9 where an integrated

luminosity of about 500 nb"1 was collected. Here, we present preliminary results

on the w meson parameter measurements based on 122 nb"1 collected around the

ui peak.

An additional 2000 nb"1 have been collected around the 4> peak in the 1996

spring run, and these data are under analysis now.

2.1 Rare <f> Decay Studies

2.1.1 <j> -> 777 a n d (/> -> 7/7

The decay <j> -¥ 777 was previously observed only in neutral modes (77 -> 77, 77 -»

377°). The CMD-2 detector gives us the possibility to study the <j> —> 777 decay

in a channel with charged particles, where 77 decays into n+ir~ir°. The primary

photon has the highest energy of all three in the final state—362 MeV at the <j>

meson peak—and was required to be detected in the selected events.

The reconstructed invariant mass of three pions, M,i , - ,o , was used to select

the decay <f> —> 777; the resulting distribution had a peak around Mn = 547.45 MeV.

After background subtraction, 1100 ± 40 events were selected.

The experimental cross section cr(e+e~ -> <j> —• 777) with a fit function is pre-

sented in Fig. 3. The parameters of the <j> meson obtained, M^ = 1019.31 ± 0.18 MeV

and F^ = 4.70 ± 0.25 MeV, are in good agreement with table values.10 Using the

electron width of the </> from Ref. 10, the Br((j> -4 777) was found to be:

Br(4> -> 777) = (1-29 db 0.07) x 10"2 .

A search for the decay <j> —> 7/7 was made in the mode where rf decays into

jr+7r~77 and 77 -¥ 7 7 . Both 777 and 7/7 final states have two charged particles

and three photons. Events detected with all of these particles were used for the

constrained fit, and as a result, 481 777 events were selected.

The decay into 777 is the basic background for the 7/7 search. After an anti-777

cut, the scatter plot of the invariant mass of the two hardest photons, M12, versus

the weakest photon energy 0/3 was studied. For 7/7 events, M12 should be close

992 1002 1012 1022 1032
Ecm (MeV)

Figure 3: The <j> -> 777 cross section.

to the 77 mass 547.5 MeV, while W3 is a monochromatic 60 MeV photon. Figure 4

shows the result of the 1992-1993 data together with a simulation of <f> -» rfj. We

have one candidate for an 7/7 event with one event as the estimated background.

Using the 90% C.L. upper limit JV,.7 < 3 and the efficiencies obtained from the

simulation, e ^ = 14.4% and e,«7 = 6.4%, the following result has been obtained:

< 2.4 • 10"
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Figure 4: Invariant mass M12 (MeV) vs U3 (MeV) after the constrained fit. Dots

represent simulations, and triangles the experiment.

2.1.2 Search for <f> -»i:+ir~it+ir~

Three- and four-track events were selected as candidates for the process <j> —>

7r+7r~7r+7r~. But due to a high background from the main channels of <j> decaying

into three-track events, in the search for the process <j> —> 7r+7r"7r+7r", only four-

track events were used. The ratio of three- and four-track events at the energy

points outside the <f> meson region was used (along with a simulation) to evaluate

the detection efficiency.

To extract the number of events from the process e+e.+0- 7T+7T 7T+7T ,

apply a simple cut to the total momentum of four charged particles (should be

around zero) and their total energy (should be around Ec.m. energy), assuming

that all particles are pions.

The cross section versus energy for the process e+e~ -> ir+ir~ir+ir~ is shown in

Fig. 5. Only statistical errors are shown. A function which describes interference

of a linear background with the amplitude of the process <j> -> ir+Tr~n+n~ was

used for the fitting, taking into account only this experiment. The result of the

O DM I, 1979

• OLYA. 1979

A CMD. 1988

D ND. 1991

• CMD-2, this experiment

970 980 990 1000 1010 1020 1030 1040 1050 1060 1070
E cm, MeV

Figure 5: The cross section e+e -»7r+7r~7r+7r~.

fit is shown in the plot by a smooth line. Using this fit and the uncertainty in the
efficiency, one can get

Br(<t> -+ TT+TT-TT+TT-) < 1.0 x 10" \ 90% C.L.

2.1.3 Search for /o(98O)7

The event candidates were selected by a requirement of two charged tracks in

the DC and one or two photons with energy greater than 20 MeV in the Csl

calorimeter. All particles were required to be within the polar angle range between

0.85 and 2.25 radians to suppress bremsstrahlung processes. The sum of the energy

depositions of the two clusters associated with the charged tracks was required to

be less than 450 MeV to remove Bhabha events.
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The main background for the process studied was the <j> -» TT+TT TT° decay when

one of the gammas from the TT° escaped detection. To reduce'this background, a

constrained fit was used. The rest of the 3TT background was removed by selecting

the gamma energy to lie in the range 20 MeV< ET <100 MeV, where the signal

of the /o was expected. The muon range system was used to remove n+fi~j

contamination.

Under these conditions, 833 ± 30 7r+7r~7 events and 846 ± 31 /*"V~7 events

were selected with the integrated luminosity of 1269 nb"1, determined by Bhabha

events. The detection efficiency was found by simulation to be 17%. The exper-

imental cross sections versus center-of-mass energies are presented in Figs. 6(a)

and6(b).
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A search for a signal from <j> -> /0(980)7 decay was made using expected

interference patterns in the cross section versus energy behavior of the e+e~ —>

w+7r~7 process, and the difference in the gamma spectra of the selected events at

the 4> peak, with off-peak events near the <j> region. According to the theoretical

calculations,11 the following interference patterns may be used for an /07 search:

(a) interference of the background process e + e " -4 7T+7r~7 with the "radiative"

decay e+e~ - » ^ 4 7 - » 7r+ir~7, where /o is not present (this is also valid for

the /J+/i~7 process); and (b) interference of the above processes with e+e~ -*

4> -* /o7 -> w+7T~7, where /o was described as a four-quark state. The model

predictions are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) for the cross section, and in Fig. 7

for the difference in gamma spectra.
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Figure 7: Difference in spectrum for gammas in the "0" and "non-<£" regions,

normalized to integrated luminosity. The solid lines represent the theoretical

prediction for the four-quark model of the 2.4 x 10"4 branching ratio in the case

of (1) positive and (3) negative interference signals with a 40 MeV /o width.

Line (2) is a negative interference signal with a 100 MeV / 0 width.

Figure 6: (a) Visible cross section for e+e~ -> n+n~j. Lines are theoretical predic-

tions for the case of no /o7 signal (2), an fay signal with B(<£ -¥ fof) = 2.4 x 10"4

for a negative relative phase (3), and a positive relative phase (1). (b) Visible cross

section for e+e~ —> /i+//~7, compared with theoretical prediction.
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Using these interference patterns, the following results were obtained at the

90% C.L.:

Br(<t> -»• 7T+7T-7) < 1.5 x 10"6 ,

Br{<t> -> t^n'-i) < 2.6 x 10"8 ,

Br(4> -» /07) < 7 x 10"4 .

2.1.4 Search for <f> ->• r)e+e~

The decay mode rj -» 77 was chosen. The typical characteristics are the invariant

mass of the two gammas (0.54 GeV), the small space angle between the two

electrons, and the sum of the momenta of the electrons (0.364 GeV). The main

backgrounds are: (a) <j> —> ryy with gamma conversion in the beam pipe and

(b) e+e~ -> e+e~77, where the two electrons come from an internal gamma

conversion. Pull kinematical reconstruction was done and calibrated with <j> -+

7r+7r~7r° events with a small angle between the two charged pions. The QED

process e+e~ —> e+e~~y was used to calibrate the efficiency of the drift chamber

for charged particles at small space angle and the photon conversion probability

in the beam pipe. The total luminosity was 2085 nb"1, corresponding to 2,715,000

<f>'a.

Figure 8 shows the region around the 77 mass where 12 events are seen and 4.2

are expected from all backgrounds. The branching ratio was found to be
Mrr [GeV]

Br{4> -> r/e+e") = (1.10 ± 0.49 ± 0.19) x 10, -4

2.2 Measurements of a; Meson Parameters

The cm. energy region from 2 x 380 to 2 x 405 MeV has been scanned at 13

energy points with a total integrated luminosity of 122 nb"1 . The beam energy

in each point has been measured by the resonant depolarization technique12 and

is known to reach an accuracy of better than 10"4.

Events with two noncollinear tracks were selected as candidates for the u> -¥

•n+ir~n° decay. The resulting number of 13489 n+ir~n° events was obtained by

fitting the missing mass M$> parameter to the histogram after background sub-

traction.

Figure 8: The invariant mass of the two photons after the constrained fit.
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2.3 Coupled Decays and Interaction Study

Figure 9: w meson excitation curve.

Events with two detected gammas from neutral pions were used for the com-

bined trigger and reconstruction efficiency determination, which was found to be

0.91 ± 0.01.

Luminosity was determined by the number of the Bhabha events, selected

by the presence of two collinear tracks in the Drift Chamber and high-energy

deposition in the Csl barrel calorimeter, with a statistical error at each energy

point on the level of 1-2%.

Experimental points together with the fitted excitation curve are shown in

Fig. 9.

The following w-meson parameters were obtained from the fit:

Te+e- = 0.62 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 keV,

Ttot = 8.23 ± 0.20 ± 0.30 MeV.

It was realized at the very early stages of </> meson studies at colliding beam

machines that KsKi pairs can be used for studying CP and CPT violation. These

suggestions, including studies of quantum mechanical correlations, were discussed

in Refs. 5 and 13 for experiments at VEPP-2M (Ref. 1), an electron-positron

collider at the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics in Novosibirsk, Russia, and

carefully reviewed in Ref. 14.

The 4> resonance produced in e+e~ collisions can also be considered as a source

of r\ and rf mesons,15 and for the low-momenta neutral and charged kaon pairs for

studies of nuclear interactions.

The construction of the <j> factories in Novosibirsk and Frascati16'17 will facili-

tate new precise measurements of a possibly direct CP-violating component into

the decay KL -+ Tr+Tr.TrW (e'/e).

The VEPP-2M collider, with peak luminosity i « 5 x 1030 cm"2 s"1, can

be considered as a pre-0 factory with the CMD-2 detector, so that some useful

measurements can be done to prepare for the running at the <\> factories. An

upgrade of the collider to 1032 cm"2 s"1 luminosity has been planned to investigate

the idea of round beams, an important ingredient of the Novosibirsk ^factory

project.18 The 3.4-cm diameter vacuum beam pipe inside the CMD-2 detector,

made of Be with a 0.077-cm wall thickness, may be considered as a target for

studies of kaon nuclear interactions.

2.3.1 Selection of KSKL Coupled Decays

Candidates were selected from a sample in which two vertices, each with two

opposite charge tracks, were observed within 15 cm from the beam axes and all

tracks were reconstructed. An example of such an event is shown in Fig. 10.

The cuts 470 MeV/c2 < Minv < 525 MeV/c2 and 80 MeV/c < Pmi, <

140 MeV/c, with an additional requirement to have another reconstructed vertex

in the Pmj, direction, select Ks -> IT+IT~ events in one of the vertices. In this

case, the Ki is expected to be in the other one.

Figure l l(a) shows the decay length distribution for selected Ks's with the

correct 0.55 ± 0.02-cm decay length. The decay radius distribution for the K^'s

with two charged tracks in the final state is shown in Fig. l l (b ) . In the flat region,

where reconstruction efficiency is uniform, a peak is seen a t the radius of 1.7 cm

- A 6 3 -
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Figure 10: <j> event with coupled decay.

corresponding to the 79 ± 18 KLB which interacted with nuclei in the Be tube.

The remaining 1355 events represent KLS decaying in flight.

To select candidates for KL —> n+n~ events, an additional cut, requiring the in-

variant mass of two tracks from a KL vertex to be in the range of 470-525 MeV/c2,

was applied. The distribution obtained is shown in Pig. l l (d ) together with the

fit function, where all the parameters, except for the number of events, are fixed

values obtained from the distribution in Fig. ll(b). The number of events under

the peak drops to 31 ± 7 and 78 remain from KL decays in flight. One can apply

stronger requirements for these events to satisfy KL -¥ 7t+n~ kinematics within

the detector resolution; i.e., 80 MeV/c <Pm,-, < 140 MeV/c, and the Ks vertex

in the Pm,-S direction. The results of this selection are illustrated in Fig. ll(d) by

the shaded histogram. The peak at the Be tube survives with 20 ± 5 events, and

35 Ki decays in flight remain.

The 28.5 ± 6.4 events found in the peak after the invariant mass cut and some

efficiency corrections are interpreted as regeneration of Ki, into Ks with its decay

into 7r+7T~, and another 50 ± 17 peak events represent nuclear interactions with

two visible charged particles.

Using simulated efficiencies to estimate the full number of KLB passing the Be

tube, the following cross sections for regeneration and visible inelastic scattering

have been obtained:

a% = 58 ± 17 mb.

The sources of the inelastic scattering events are reactions with S and A pro-

duction. To estimate the total cross section, the relative weight of these reactions

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
KS decay length, cm

1 2 3
Angle difference., rod

5 10 15
KL vertex radius, cm

5 10 15
KL vertex radius, cm

Figure 11: (a) Decay length for Ks. (b) Decay radius for KL. (c) Projected

angular distribution for "tube" events (histogram), KL semileptonicdecays (points

with errors), and Ks two-pion decays (shaded), (d) Decay radius for KL'S after

Minx, cut and after Ks selecting cut (shaded).
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was taken to be 0.21 from the CERN GEANT code (NUCRIN). With the ratio

(find/fftot = 0.52 (Ref. 19), one can estimate o?£ = 705 ± 238 mb.

The histogram in Fig. ll(c) shows the projected angular distribution for the

regenerated A's's at the beam pipe along with the background from the semilep-

tonic decays of KL (dots with errors). The angular distribution obtained is wider

than in the case of coherent regeneration, which can be illustrated by comparison

with the shaded distribution shown for original Ks decays at the same distance.

But, with the available sample, coherent contamination cannot be extracted.

2.3.2 Discussion

The selection of candidates for Ki -» ir+7r~ events faced two problems. The first

was a background from the dominant semileptonic /C/, decays, which was already

discussed in Ref. 20 and seemed to be solvable with better DC resolution.

A second problem was relatively high background from nuclear interactions

of Ki and the regeneration effect which was for the first time experimentally

observed for slow kaons.

In Fig. 12(a), the experimental regeneration cross section is plotted together

with the theoretical calculations for Be and Cu described in Ref. 19. The compar-

ison of the calculated regeneration cross sections for these two different materials

shows that at momenta below 200 MeV/c, one cannot scale them by a simple A2/3

dependence. The experimental angular distribution of the regenerated Ks after

background subtraction is presented in Fig. 12(b), together with the fit function

and theoretical prediction,19 and seems to be narrower than predicted.

The experimental value obtained for the total nuclear cross section in Be for

110 MeV/c kaons is shown in Fig. 13 together with the experimental data at

higher momenta21 and theoretical calculations.19 The cross sections extracted

from the GHEISHA and FLUKA simulation codes are also shown. It is seen that

the FLUKA code, as well as the calculations from Ref. 19, are in good agreement

with experimental data. The GHEISHA code gives completely wrong absolute

values as well as momentum dependence.

After our preliminary results were published,8 the regeneration influence was

discussed for the e'/e measurement planned in the KLOE detector.19 It was shown

that the total regeneration probability in the KLOE drift chamber after an acopla-

narity cut (factor of four rejection) was 10~4. This should be compared with

100 2OO 300
Pk, MeV/c

8

6

4

12

0

8

6
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2
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'\ (b)
\
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~T W 1

"r 1 IS.Y

- . , , 1 . lYYriYi .YIYi i i IYIY

3
Angle, rod

Figure 12: (a) Experimental regeneration cross section and theoretical calculations

for Be and Cu. (b) Projected angular distribution of the regenerated Ks with fit

function (solid line) and theoretical prediction (dots).
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2 x 10~3 probability for the "normal" CP-violating Ki, -> nn decay and Ri 10"6

probability for the direct CP-violation decay.

The regeneration itself does not give any of the decay asymmetry expected

for the direct CP-violating Ki decay, but the acoplanarity cut as well as another

selection cut applied separately to 7r+7r~ and 7r°7r° final states with different res-

olutions (DC for the first and calorimeter for the second) can cause systematic

asymmetries due to the broad angular distribution of the regenerated events.

OGHEISHA
V FLUKA

D EXPERIMENTAL

Theoreticol

* i.

2.4 Search for r\ 7r+7T D e c a y

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
Pk. MeV/c

Figure 13: Comparison of the total experimental KL nuclear interaction cross

section in Be with the theoretical calculations and simulation by different codes.

As was mentioned before, the radiative <f> -> 777 decay can be considered as a

source of 77 mesons, accompanied by 362 MeV energy gammas.

In the integrated samples analyzed, 28056 77's were produced. The selected

7r+7r"7 events (see above) can be used to search for the CP-violating decay 77 ->

7r+7r". This decay can be seen as a peak in the photon-energy histogram in

the 362 MeV region. Figure 14 shows the photon-energy distribution after a

constrained fit and some additional cuts to reduce the 4> —> 3n background. The

shaded histograms show simulated signals from 77 —» n+ir~ decays before and

after the constrained fit. The detection efficiency for these events was found by

simulation to be 9.9 ± 0.9%. No signal was seen in the experimental distribution,

and the upper limit was found to be:

Br(t) -4 7T+7T-) < 2.1 x 10~3 .

2.5 CMD-2 Results Summary

The CMD-2 detector is taking data at the VEPP-2M collider in Novosibirsk. Data

collection was performed in the 4> meson region and over the energy range 600-

1000 MeV. About 30% of the collected data have been analyzed to date. The new

results for the branching ratios of rare <f> decays are as follows:

Br{4> -» 777) = (1.29 ± 0.07) X 10~2 ,

Br((t> -> 77/7) < 2.4 x 10"4 ,

Br{4> -4 TT+TT-TT+TT-) < 1.0 X 10"4 ,

Br(<j>-^h-r) < 7 x l O " 4 ,
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Br(<f> -¥ TT+W-7) < 1.5 x 1(T6 ,

Br(<j> -> fi+n~y) < 2.6 x 10"5,

Br(<j> -+ r)e+e~) = (1.10 ± 0.49 ± 0.19) x lO"4.

A search for CP-violating decay r\ -> n+n~, based on about 23000 rfa, gives

an upper limit Br{j) -* ir+ir~) < 2.1 X 10~3.

With the CMD-2 detector, the coupled KsKi decay has been observed for the

first time.

The measured values of the cross sections indicate that regeneration will cause

an additional background for the CP-violating decays of Kj. at (^-factory experi-

ments and should be carefully studied to avoid systematic errors.

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Photon energy, MeV

Figure 14: Photon energy for </> -> 7r+7r 7 event searches for 77 —> n+n~ decays.

Simulated signals before and after constrained fits are shown by the shaded lines.

3 Spherical Neutral Detector

3.1 Introduction

After installation in 1995, experiments with the new SND detector at the e+e~

collider VEPP-2M have continued. SND is a general-purpose nonmagnetic detec-

tor with a spherical Nal(Tl) calorimeter. Its performance parameters, like energy

and spatial resolution, background, recording rate, etc., have been obtained dur-

ing a run in the energy range around 0(1020), and some preliminary results on

0(1020) decays, showing detector performance, are presented.

3.2 SND Detector Overview

SND22 is a general-purpose nonmagnetic detector, consisting of the tracking sys-

tem, three spherical layers of Nal(Tl) crystals, and an outer system of streamer

tubes and plastic scintillation counters (Fig. 15).

The Nal(Tl) calorimeter consists of 1632 individual crystals of 3.6 tons total

weight. T h e calorimeter thickness in the radial direction is 35 cm ~ 13.5 X<>.

The angular size of each crystal is A(j> = A0 = 9°; the solid angle coverage of the

calorimeter is 90% of 4TT. Each crystal is viewed by a vacuum phototriode23 with a

charge-sensitive preamplifier, located on the crystal. The calorimeter calibration

procedure is based on the use of cosmic muons.24

The tracking system consists of two cylindrical drift chambers. Both chambers

are divided into 20 jet-type cells in the azimuthal plane. Each cell contains five
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0 20 40 60 80 100 cm

Figure 15: Detector SND—view transverse to the beam. (1) beam pipe,

(2) drift chambers, (3) scintillation counters, (4) fiber light guides, (5) PMT's,

(6) Nal(Tl) counters, (7) vacuum phototriodes, (8) iron absorber, (9) streamer

tubes, (10) 1 cm iron plates, (11) scintillation counters, (12) magnetic lenses,

(13) bending magnets.

sensitive wires. The longitudinal coordinate is measured by the charge division

method to an accuracy of 3 mm. In addition, a cathode strip readout for inner

and outer layers improves the latter value to 0.5 mm.

The muon/veto system consists of plastic scintillator counters and streamer

tubes.

3.3 The Physics Program at VEPP-2M

The physics program for SND includes the following processes:

• Radiative decays of p, u>, 4> -> 7r°7, J77; <f> —> 7/7; 0 -> a o 7 , / 0 7 , nicy, 77^7;

p,UI - 4 7T7T7.

• OZI and G-parity suppressed decays <j> -> ujn,TTir,rjitn; p —> 3TT; U) —t 2n.

• Electromagnetic decays p,w, <j> -> 7/e+e~, 7r°e+e~.

• e+e~ annihilation into hadrons e+e~ -¥ 2TT, 3TT, 4TT, 57T; e+e~ —> WTT, TJTTJT, </>TT;

e+e" -> K+K-,KsKL,KKir.

• Tests of QED e+e" -> 37,e+e"7 (2 -> 3); e+e~ -4 47,e+e~77,4e (2 -)• 4);

e+e~ -> 57,37e+e-,4e7 (2 -> 5).

• Search for rare K$ decays I<s -> 27,3ir°, 2n°y, 7r°77,7r°e+e~.

• Search for rare 77 decays 77 —> 37,e+e~,4e, 27r°.

• Search for C-even reactions e+e~ -»»j',ao, /o,a2,/2'

The search for electric dipole radiative decays like 0 —> ao7, /oT can clarify the

structure of the lightest scalar mesons and help determine whether or not they

are mixed with four-quark states.

Accurate measurement of e+e~ annihilation cross sections into hadrons is im-

portant for precise theoretical calculations of the hadron contribution to the muon

anomalous magnetic moment (AMM). In the energy range 2E < 1 GeV, the total

hadron production cross section should be measured with an uncertainty of 0.5%.

The corresponding error in AMM calculations would be 0.2 ppm.

The hadronic cross section is also of great importance to solve the problem

of existence and location of radial excitations of the light vector mesons p, OJ, 4>.

This cross section also contributes significantly to measuring some decay spectra

and branching ratios of the r lepton, and the D and B mesons.
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3.4 1995 Tes t Run25

The goal of the test run was to minimize background rates, adjust trigger compo-

nents, and calibrate the calorimeter and drift chambers. At that time, the collider

operated in the energy range 660-800 MeV with the CMD-2 detector, and the av-

erage luminosity was about 2 x 1029 cm"2 sec"1. We installed lead shields around

the beam pipe and found optimum trigger components, which allowed us to reduce

the trigger rate to t h e level of 5 x 104 events x nb. The average event length on the

tape was about 0.5 kByte. Using Bhabha scattering and two-photon annihilation

events, we measured the energy resolution of the SND calorimeter for 400 MeV

electromagnetic showers to be 8% (a), which should be compared with the Monte

Carlo value of 4%. Such a strong disagreement showed that the calorimeter cal-

ibration procedure was unsatisfactory at that time. The drift chamber system

operated with a g a s mixture Ar + 10% CO2. The spatial resolution measured

using Bhabha events was about 0.2 mm in the x-<j> plane, which was close to the

expected value.

3.5 1996 0(1020) Run

The energy range IE = 984-1034 MeV around the maximum <£(1020) peak was

scanned with a t o t a l integrated luminosity of 4 pb"1. The number of produced

<t>'s was estimated to be about 5 x 106. The VEPP-2M average luminosity was

slightly above 1030 cm"2 sec"1. The normalized trigger rate was 107 events x pb.

After improvement of the energy calibration procedure, the calorimeter energy

resolution reached cr/E = 5.8% for 500 MeV photons (Fig. 16), which is still larger

than the expected value of 4.2%. The measured a of the effective mass spectra

of 7T°, T), and K, mesons, produced in the 4> peak and decaying into photon final

states, was 13, 18, and 26 MeV, respectively (Figs. 17, 18, and 19).

Another important feature is the SND event reconstruction together with

charged particles and photons. For example, in the decay <j> -4 vn —* 7r+7r~7r°7,

the reconstructed rj mass has a width of CTM, = 20 MeV.

E/E.

Figure 16: Energy spectra of electrons and photons for e+e~ -¥ e+e and e+e"

77 reactions at Euam = 517 MeV.
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Figure 17: Effective mass spectrum of two photons from the e+e~

reaction.

7J7-+37
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Figure 18: Effective mass spectrum of two photons from the e+e~ -> TTO7 -> 37

reaction.

Ks mass, MeV

Figure 19: Effective mass spectrum of four photons from K$ —>• 2ir° decay.
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3.6 Preliminary Physics Results

By June 1996, about 10% of the collected data sample, corresponding to an in-

tegrated luminosity of 0.4 pb"1, was processed. We selected the main <£(1020)

event decays, i.e., <j) -> K+K~,KsKL,T/t e t c- (examples are shown in Fig. 20).

B(<j> -+ /o(975h) < 9 x lO"4 (from /<, -> 2TT° mode), (90% C.L.),

B{4> -4 ao(98O)7)B(ao -> A ) < 9 X 10~4 (from j) -> 27 mode), (90% C.L.).

The obtained data still has larger errors than in the tables and can be consid-

ered as a first step, showing the SND ability to produce new physics results.

10 -K
6

4

2

0

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

02

0.

y
L Br((()->7t0Y) =

t e v ^y
r. ~ 1 1

, , , . 1

1.26 ±0.04%
JC2/Ndf= 11.0/8

v _
(1.01±0.22)10'3

X2/Ndf= 2.24/8

1000 1010 1020 1030

2E,'beani

1040

MeV

Figure 20: Visible cross section of e+e~ -> rjy and e+e~ -> 7r°7 reactions.

3.7 SND Summary

In Novosibirsk, experiments with the new SND detector at the low-energy collider

VEPP-2M are continuing. SND is a general-purpose nonmagnetic detector, the

main part of which is the three-layer Nal(Tl) spherical calorimeter with 1632 indi-

vidual crystals. SND provides a good opportunity to study processes with multiple

photons in final state. In the summer of 1996, a data-taking run in the vicinity of

the $(1020), with an integrated luminosity of about 4 pb"1, was performed. The

measured photon energy resolution and mass resolution for 7r°, T/, and Ks show the

feasibility of studying e+e" processes at VEPP-2M with SND. First preliminary

physics results have been obtained for $(1020) decays.
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After fitting the data with the standard routine using a Breit-Wigner curve, and

the Monte Carlo efficiency for particular channels, we obtained the following pre-

liminary results:

B(<t> -> rn) = (1.26 ±0.08)% (from »7-> 27 mode),

B(<(> ->Trr) = (1.15 ± 0.10)% (from rj -+ 3TT° mode),

B(<t>->n°-r) = (0.10 ±0.02)%,
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SOME RECENT RESULTS FROM CLEO II
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ABSTRACT

The CLEO experiment has been operating for several years now col-

lecting e+e~ annihilation data at and near the T(4S) resonance (Ecm «

10.6 GeV). The accumulated event sample contains several million BB

and T+T~ pairs. This data is used to explore rare 6, c, and r decays.

In this report, several recent CLEO results in the area of B-meson and

r decay are presented. The topics covered include: penguin decays of

B-mesons, measurement of exclusive 6 -4 « semileptonic transitions,

T decays with an r\ in the final state, precision measurement of the

Michel parameters in leptonic T decay, and a search for lepton number

violation using r's.
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1 Introduction

In this report, B-meson and r lepton physics results from the CLEO Collaboration

will be discussed. The CLEO experiment occupies the sole interaction region at

the Cornell Electron-Positron Storage Ring (CESR). To date, CLEO has collected

a total integrated luminosity in excess of 5 fb~l, with ss two-thirds of the data

collected at the T(4S) (\/s =10.58 GeV) [Ref. 1], and the rest at energies slightly

below the T(4S). This luminosity corresponds to the production of ss 3 x 10" BB

and 5 X 10" r-pairs.

The CLEO II detector,2 shown in Fig. 1, emphasizes precision charged particle

tracking, high resolution electromagnetic calorimetry, and good lepton identifica-

tion. The various subsystems that make up the detector are described in Table 1.

All detector subsystems, with the exception of the muon chambers, reside in a

1.5 T solenoidal magnetic field. The momentum of a charged particle is measured

by reconstructing its trajectory as it traverses the three drift chamber systems

(PTL,VD, DR). The energy and angle of electrons and photons is measured using

a calorimeter (BCC, ECC) that consists of w 8000 Csl crystals.

The identification of electrons is primarily accomplished by comparing the

momentum measured by the drift chamber with the energy measured in the Csl

calorimeter. Muons are identified by their ability to penetrate a significant amount

of iron without undergoing an inelastic collision. Thus charged particles which

traverse the drift chambers, calorimeter, magnet iron, and match up with hits in

the muon chambers are labeled muons. The lepton identification efficiencies and

fake rates are summarized in Table 2. Finally, charged hadrons {ir, K, p) are

identified over a limited momentum region using an array of scintillation counters

to measure their time of flight and the main drift chamber to measure their average

ionization energy loss (dE/dx).

2 5-Meson Physics

The production and subsequent decay of the T(4S) provides the B-mesons for the

CLEO experiment. This source of B-mesons has several attractive features for

the experimentalist including:

• The T(4S) decays exclusively into a pair of B-mesons; no extra particles are

produced.

Figure 1: Quarter section of the CLEO II detector.

• To the accuracy that it can be measured, B°B° and B+B~ pairs are produced
in equal numbers.

• The energy of a B-meson is given by the CESR beam energy and hence is

determined to a higher accuracy than if it were to be measured by CLEO.

• The mass resolution of a B-meson is improved by using the beam energy in

place of the measured energy of a B candidate, i.e., MB = v/^^.om — p2, with

p the measured momentum of the B decay products.

• A B-meson free sample of da ta can be obtained by running CESR at a

center-of-mass energy below the mass of the T(4S).

• The cross section for producing 5-mesons from the decay of the T(4S) is

about 1/3 the continuum hadronic cross section (e+e~ -* qq).

The fact that my^s) ^ 2mo is a mixed blessing. Since the B's are practically

at rest (/? w 0.06) when they decay, the particles produced in these events tend to

populate the detector in an isotropic fashion. This is in contrast to the "jet-like"
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Table 1: The detector subsystems of the CLEO detector.
Device
PTL

Inner VD Cath
VD

Outer VD Cath
Inner DR Cath

DR
Outer DR Cath
Combined CD

TF-Barrcl

TF-Endcap
CC-Barrel

CC-Endcap
Mu-Barrel

Mu-Endcap

#
6
1
10
1
1
1
1

67/4

64

2 x 2 8
6144

2x828
3

2 x 1

R(cm)
4.7-7.2

7.6
8.5-16
17.1
18.6

19.9-90.1
96.1

47-90.1

96-101

31-89
102-132

33-91
210, 246, 282

160-310

M(em)
25
19
35
33
48
97
91
-

140

120-125
167

125-155
240
280

\cos9\

0.96
0.92
0.91
0.90
0.92
0.71
0.71
0.92

0.77

0.81-0.96
0.82

0.81-0.98
0.71

0.67-0.85

Resolution
50pm (DME Q 6 mm H 2 0)
1.3 mm (5.85 mm strips)
90pm (Ar/Et Q 6 PSIG)
1.3 mm (6.85 mm strips)
1.3 mm (lem strips)
120/jm (Ar/Et @6 mm H20)
1.3 mm (lem strips)
ap/p(%) = T/(0.1!>P)2 + 0.52

VdB/d,(e) = 6.3% Q 5 GeV
tT|(;r) =154 ps
2a v - K for p, <1.1 GeV/c
a,(-n) =240 ps
T (̂%) = jjL'oji + 1.9 — O.li?

7E?E(%) =20826/B++ 2.5
»4 cm ® 5GeV
«5 cm @ 5GeV

structure of events produced via e+e —> qq. This difference in event shape can

be exploited when a B-meson rich event sample is desired.

There are, however, two drawbacks to having the B's decay at rest. First, since

the particles tend to be produced isotropically, it is very difficult to associate a

given particle with its parent B. This is in contrast to the situation at LEP and/or

SLC where the B decay products tend to follow the direction of the parent B.

Second, the mean decay length of a B is « 30 pm, too short for silicon vertex

detectors to separate the primary and secondary vertices. Again, this is in contrast

to the situation at LEP/SLC where the mean decay length is several mm.

2.1 B° -4 £)(*)+£)(*)-

Two-body decays of the form B° -> JD<*>+Z?(*>" are thought to be good modes

for the observation of CP violation with sensitivity in sin2/3 comparable to the

decay B -» tpK° (Ref. 3). The branching fractions for these decay modes can

be estimated using the measured rates for the analog reactions where the D is

replaced with a Cabibbo favored D3. Making the appropriate substitutions, we

have:
B -> nW+nW- i

B_»flM+J0fr>- " ( / o <- ) / / ^ > ) tm% " 2>- 9 ) 2 •
Table 3 gives the expected B° -> £)(•)+£)(•)- branching fractions where the CLEO

measurements for the D, modes have been used.4

Table 2: Lepton identification efficiencies and fake rates.
Lepton

electron

muon

p (GeV)

0.4-5.3

1.5-2.1

2.1-5.3

<%)
95

70-93

93

Fake rate/track (%)

0.3

0.7(7r)/1.0W

1.20r)/1.7(/O

Mode

B°->
B°-+

Table 3: B° -

D'+D- + D+l

•>+£<•>- branching
BR of D, mode (9

2.4

2.0

1.1

ratio estimates.

I) Estimated BR

0.097

0.081

0.045

(96)

An integrated luminosity of 3.09 fb~l (3.3 x 106BB pairs) taken at the T(4S)

was used for this analysis. Charged tracks were required to be consistent with

originating from a primary vertex in both the r - <p and r — z planes. Photon

candidates were required to have energies greater than 30 MeV if \cos9\ < 0.71 (0

= polar angle) and greater than 50 MeV for other regions of the Csl calorimeter.
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Pairs of photons with invariant mass within ±2.5cr of the nominal n° mass were

kept for further consideration. Both dE/dx and time-of-flight information were

used to distinguish charged kaons from pions.

Candidate JD"+'S were reconstructed using the D*+ -4 ir+D° mode while £>°'s

were reconstructed using the modes D° -4 K~n+, K~n+Tr°, and K~ir~it+Tr+.

Only the mode D+ —> K~n+it+ was used for D+ candidates. The D* — D mass

resolution for modes containing a D'+ decay into all charged tracks was improved

by performing a vertex constrained fit.

Backgrounds from non-B sources were minimized using the beam constrained

mass and energy difference (AE = Ei) — Ebeam). Since the decays under study here

are all of the form Pseudoscalar -» Vector+Pseudoscalart a cut of \cos8heitcuy\ >

0.5 was used in the analysis. Background events are expected to have a flat

\cosOi,eiicity\ distribution.

The results of this analysis are displayed in Fig. 2 where AE vs ran is plotted

for the three decay modes. In each case, the signal region is given by the box,

and the sideband regions lie above and below the dotted lines. Table 4 gives

a summary of the event yields and 90% confidence level upper limits for each

mode. The probability that the expected background of 0.022±0.011 events in

the B° —> D*+D"~ channel fluctuates up to or exceeds the observed one event

is « 2.2%. If we interpret this one event to be a signal, then the corresponding

branching fraction is:

B{B° -> £>*+£>-) = [6.0±H(stat) x 10"4] x [l±0.18(syst)} ,

where the systematic error is largely due to uncertainties in the D and D* branch-

ing fractions, and tracking efficiencies. No significant excess of events is found in

the other two modes.

2.2 Nonresonant Three-Body Hadronic 5-Meson Decays

Decays of charged B mesons to three charged hadrons are of interest as they may

exhibit CP violation. In particular, decays of the form B+ —* h+h~h+ where

h can be a •n±,K±,p, or p may have CP asymmetries as large as 10% when

the h*h~ invariant mass is close to the r)c or XcO mass.5 The nonresonant decay

B+ -> 7r+7r~7r+ is predicted6 to have a branching fraction in the range (1.5-8.4)

x 10~5. Here the authors point out that interference between the nonresonant

Figure 2: Ai? vs mj for data . The signal region is indicated by the box. The

sideband region lies above and below the dotted lines.
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Table 4: Summary of B° -> D<*>+I>M- analysis.

Mode

£>-+£>-

D'+D- + D+D—

D+D-

Evts. in AE

sidebands

4

117

539

Pred. Bkgd.

in signal region

0.022±0.11

0.64±0.1O

2.64±0.34

Evts. in

signal region

1

2

3

Upper Limit

90% CL

2.5X10"3

2.0X10"3

1.3X10"3

amplitude [with m(7r+7r~) « 3.4 GeV] and B —)• XcO, Xco -> ir+n~ could lead to

a CP asymmetry of (0.4-0.8)sin7, with 7 =argVu*6. If this is so, then 7 can be

measured at an e + e" facility operating at the T(4S).

The CLEO Collaboration has searched for these decays using 3.2 fb~x of data

taken at the T(4S) and 1.1 /ft"1 of data taken at energies about 60 MeV below

the T(4S). The continuum event background (non-SB events) is greatly reduced

using a combination of event shape cuts and kinematic based criteria optimized for

three-body B decay. Charged tracks in hadronic events are identified as ir*, i f*,?,

or p using dE/dx information from the central drift chamber system. B-meson

related backgrounds (e.g., B -¥ x/>K) are suppressed by vetoing any event where a

charged track is identified as either an electron or muon or the invariant mass of

oppositely charged tracks is within 60 (40) MeV of the ij) (D°) mass. The detection

efficiency of each mode listed in Table 5 is determined using a GEANT7 based

Monte Carlo simulation. In all cases, the energy of the B-meson is constrained to

be the same as the beam energy.

The mass distributions for the various decay modes are shown in Fig. 3. The

signal region for each mode is shown between the arrows. Unfortunately, there

is no signal in any of the mass plots. The details of the analysis are summarized

in Table 5 and 90% confidence level upper limits are given in Table 6. While

this analysis does not find any evidence for these decay modes, it does rule out

a substantial range of the predicted branching fraction for B + —» 7r+7r-7r+ and

provides improved limits in all other cases.

6

4

I 2
c 0

5.240 5.250 5.260 5.270 S.2S0 5.290
U_B (C«V/c3

.I.nn.n.1 M
5.240 5.250 5 .260 5.270 5.260 5.290

U_B(GeV/c")
5.240 5.250 5.260 5.270 5.280

M.BfOnV/c1)

Figure 3: Mass distributions for the various B+ -> h+h~h+ modes. In all cases,
the signal region is between the arrows.
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Table 5: Summary of B+ -> /t+/t~/i+ analysis.
Mode

B+ -4 7r+7r-7r+

B+ -> Tr+Tr+AT-

B+ -> n+7T-K+

B+ -> 7T+K-K+

B+ -> K+K+K-

B+ -> ppn+

B+ -> ppl<+

Signal

Yield

2

5

8

14

2

8

9

Estimated

Background

1.2±1.2
3.9±1.8

13.0±4.0

8.8±3.0

3.9±2.0

8.6±2.4

4.3±1.5

Efficiency

(%)
4.5±0.66

4.5±0.66

7.1±1.1

6.7±0.98

3.6±0.54

4.8±0.7

4.5±0.66

90% CL Upper Limit

No. Events

5.3
7.2

5.6

14.3

3.9

7.2

11.4

Table 6: Comparison of branching fractions with previous results and theoretical

predictions.

2.3 Electromagnetic Penguin Decays of the B-Meson

The first direct observation of penguin mediated B-meson decay was by CLEO in

1993 (Ref. 11) with the observation of B -> K'y. Precision measurements of this

decay rate, as well as other penguin decays, give a new window into and perhaps

beyond the Standard Model, as they involve internal loops with heavy mass quarks

and vector bosons (Fig. 4). In addition, the mode B -» K'y is important as it

can be used to constrain the models used to estimate form factors in semileptonic

6 -> u decay, e.g., B -* plv. The decay B -¥ py is similar to B -> K'y but

has a decay rate that is dependent on the CKM matrix element \Vtd\ rather than

\Vta\. Given the difficulty with measuring direct i-quark decays, the simultaneous

measurement of B -4 py and B -> K'y offers the best opportunity to determine

|V(<f|/|V(S| for the near term future.

L^Y

Mode

B+ - » TT+1T-TT+

B+ -> ir+n+K-

B+ -> Tr+n-K+

B+ -> K+K-K+

B+ -> K+K+K-

B+ -* ppir+

B+ -> ppK+

90% CL Upper Limit

(10-5)
4.1

5.6

2.8
7.5

3.8

5.3

8.9

Previous Best Limit

(10-5)

5.08

-

199

-

2010

8.48

-

Prediction

(10-5)

1.5-8.46

-

-
-

-

-

-

Figure 4: Electromagnetic penguin decay.

The CLEO Collaboration has updated its electromagnetic penguin decay anal-

ysis by using a larger data set than that used in the 1993 analysis. This new

analysis uses 2.4 /ft"1 of data taken at the T(4S) and 1.1 fb~l of data taken

at energies about 60 MeV below the T(4S). Candidate B-mesons are formed by

combining a vector meson (p, w, or K") with a high-energy photon. The mass

resolution of a candidate B is improved using the beam energy in place of the

measured energies. In Fig. 5, the invariant mass of B —> K'y candidates for the

various K" modes is shown. Backgrounds to this analysis arise from processes that

produce either high-energy photons or high-energy 7r°'s and 77's that are recon-

structed as single showers in the calorimeter. High-energy photons are produced

by initial state radiation (ISR), while high energy TT°'S and 77's can be present in

nonresonant e+e~ annihilation events (QQ). Extreme care is taken in this anal-

ysis to suppress backgrounds from these sources. A combination of event shape

cuts (Fox-Wolfram moment R2, thrust axis) and a Fisher discriminant (Fig. 6)

effectively remove contamination from ISR and QQ events.

The B —> K'y analysis is also subject to contamination from B —> py events

where a charged pion is misidentified as a kaon. In order to distinguish between

these two types of B decay, a neural network is employed. The neural network

uses the following inputs: AErn, A//f,, A/,*, and cosOp. Here 0p is the angle

found by transforming the momentum vector of the p's daughter with the larger

momentum into the p's rest frame and measuring the angle between this trans-
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Figure 5: Mass plot for B -¥ /ST*7 candidates.

formed momentum vector and the flight direction of the p in the lab frame. In

Fig. 7, the output from the neural network for B -» K'f (peak at -1) and B -¥ py

(peak a t +1) Monte Carlo events is shown.

i Signal -.QQ ••-. I S R

til

"8

O

•f

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75
Fisher Discriminant Output

1.00

Figure 6: The distribution of the Fisher discriminant output for a Monte Carlo

sample of B" -> K'°i(K*° -+ K+K~) signal, QQ, and initial state radiation

(ISR) events. The histograms all have equal area.

In Fig. 8, the data is shown for the various K* decay modes. The box in each

figure represents the signal region in the AE, MB plane. A maximum likelihood

fit using MB, MK^, AE, and the Fisher discriminant is used to determine the

signal and background for each K' mode. Table 7 gives the number of signal

events, efficiency, and branching fraction for each K* mode. The first error on the

branching fraction is from the maximum likelihood fit and includes statistical and

systematic errors. The second error is due to the uncertainty in the efficiency. In
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Figure 7: Distribution of the output of the neural network for Monte Carlo samples

of (a) B° -> p°y and B° -* K'°y (K"a -> K+n~) and (b) B~ -» p~l and

B~

Table 8, the combined B -> K'y branching fraction is given for both the old and

new analysis. The new results are in good agreement with the previous CLEO

results.

Table 7: Individual B -» K'y branching ratios.
K" Mode

KV

Signal Evts.

4.6lS

Signal Eff. (%)

22.3±2.0

1.8±0.2

5.7±0.6

6.9±0.7

Branching Ratio

(10~5)

4.3tl\ ± 0.5
2.6±]f ± 0.3

Table 8: Comparison of old and new B —> K"y branching ratios.
Mode

B° -+ K'oj

B~ -»• K—1

B ->• K'f

New Branching Ratio

(io-5)

4.4±1.0±0.6
3.8i?;? ± 0.5
4.2±0.8±0.6

Old Branching Ratio

(io-5)
4.0±1.7±0.8
5.7±3.1± 1.1
4.5±1.5±0.9

There are many predictions12 for the ratio B(B -> K'~/)/B(B —¥ sj) as shown

in Fig. 9. By combining CLEO's previous measurement13 of

B{B -> sy) = (2.32 ± 0.57 ± 0.35) x 10"4

with these new results, we obtain:

= 0.181 ±0.068.

This result is shown in Fig. 9 along with a number of theoretical predictions for

this ratio. Clearly, more precise measurements and calculations are needed to

discriminate between the models.

The B -> (pv)y analysis suffers from a lack of statistics in comparison to the

B -> K'y analysis. Since the candidate sample is so small, signals (or limits) are
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extracted by cutting on variables rather than performing a maximum likelihood

analysis. In Fig. 10, events which pass all cuts are plotted in the Mg, AE plane.

The events within the signal region (rectangle in Fig. 10) as well the various

background estimates are given in Table 9. There is no signal apparent in the

B —• p~y and B -» uiy channels. While there are four events in the signal region

for B -> p°y, these events all have low values of AE and neural net output values

marginally consistent with that expected from true B -» p°y events. Hence these

four events are not to be taken as evidence for B -t p°y. The 90% upper limit

confidence levels for these decay modes are given in Table 10. The upper limit for

B —> p~y is still about an order of magnitude higher than the theoretical estimates

from Soares14 ((0.04-0.07)xlO"5) and Greub et a/.15 ((0.12-0.30) xlO"5).

B°->p°Y B°->o)y

X

X

X

-

<

5.300 5.200

X
X X

x x

• x

x x x
X

X

X

n:
U;
X

Mn

Figure 10: Distribution of B -4 (pw)y events in the MB and AE plane.

Table 9: Events and background estimates.

Events

QQ
ISR

B -4 K'y
SUM

B-* p°y

4

0.23±0.08

0.18±0.12

0.45±0.11

0.85±0.17

B -4 uy

0

0.56±0.18

0.14±0.10

0.0

0.70±0.14

B->p-y
0

0.40±0.11

0.12±0.09

0.27±0.06

0.79±0.14

Table 10: Branching fraction upper limits at 90% CL.
Mode

B-*p°

B -4 p~

T
f

7

Signal Events

4(7.99)

0(2.30)

0(2.30)

Eff. (%)

9.2±1.3

8.9±1.2

9.2±1.3

Branching Fraction (10 5)

<3.9

< 1.3

< 1.1

The ratio of rates for B -4 K'y and B -4 (/XJ)7 can be related to the CKM

matrix elements |V,S| and \Vt<i\ through:

B(B~ -» p-y) B(B0^p°y) + B(B°^u;y) _ V^ 2

B(B~ -> K'-y) B(B° -> K*°y) ' Vt$'
 K "

Here we neglect contributions from long-distance effects. In the above equation, £

accounts for SU(3) symmetry breaking and fi accounts for the difference in phase

space. An upper limit combining all the modes can be calculated if one assumes

tha t B(B -» K'°y) = B(B -> K'~y). Doing so, we obtain:

B(B^K'y)

T h e phase space factor n can be estimated using16:

Ktmg) (ml + mj

Assuming mb =5 GeV, ms=300 MeV, md=100 MeV, and the nominal masses

for mB, mK., and mp, we obtain Q = 1.02 ± 0.02. The SU(3) term f has been

evaluated by several groups. In Table 11, estimates of £ as well as the upper limits

on the ratio IV^I/lV,,! are given. These limits are comparable to recent ALEPH

results18 which rely on Bj oscillations.
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Table 11: Upper limits for |VW|/|V,,
Group

Ali et al.16

Soares14

Narison17

Model

QCD Sum Rule

BSW Formalism

Hybrid QCD Sum Rule

0.58

0.72-0.90

0.77

Upper Limit

<0.56

< (0.45 - 50)

<0.49

2.4 Search for b -)• s Gluonic Penguins Using Inclusive rj
and K°a Decays

To date, there is no experimental evidence for gluonic penguin decay in the 6-

quark sector. Unlike the photon radiated in an electromagnetic penguin decay, the

gluon is not directly observable in the CLEO detector. This greatly complicates

the search strategy for these decays. One way to look for gluonic penguin decay

is to take advantage of the kinematics of the underlying 6 -> sg reaction and

search for events in a phase space region forbidden to b —> c decays. For example,

6 —> sg -» sss can hadronize into B —> r)iX, (Xs a meson system containing a

strange quark) and produce an rji with momentum larger than that possible from

the analog charm reaction B —> T}iXc. Another such example is b —> sg —> sdd

which can hadronize to B —> K,X (X a meson containing no strange quarks), the

Ka produced with momentum greater than that possible from B -4 KSXC.

t AdF5"

x

Figure 11: Penguin decay of b —> T]lX.

Inclusive searches for 6 —> sg have two possible advantages over exclusive

searches. First, t h e rate for inclusive b -4 sg can be reliably calculated and is

not subject to the same uncertainties as the exclusive calculations. Second, the

rate for inclusive b —t sg -* sqq (with q = u,d,s) is expected to be of order 1%

(Refs. 19 and 20) with 6 -» sss expected to be « 0.2% (Ref. 20). This is in

contrast to two-body exclusive modes such as B° ->• tf>Ks or B° -4 K~n+ which

have rates estimated to be in the 10~5 range.

The signature for a B -4 t)iXs gluonic penguin decay is an rji with 2.0< pn, <

2.7 GeV/c. This kinematic region eliminates most of the rjl's produced by b —> c

transitions. Backgrounds from 6 -> c transitions (e.g., B —>• D'*'V) can only

contribute to the region 2.0< p^, < 2.34 GeV/c.

There are many sources of K,'s in B decay including B -> D,X, B ->

D"X, B -+ D+X, and B -> KCX. However, these sources produce K,'s with

PK, < 2 GeV/c. Thus a signature for b -» sg is an excess of fC's produced in B

decay with PK. > 2 GeV/c. The most important background in this momentum

region is from the Cabibbo suppressed internal spectator decay B -4 KaD^.

The data sample used in this analysis consists of 3.1 / 6 " 1 (3.3 x W6BB pairs)

of data taken at the T(4S) and 1.6 fb~i of data taken at energies below the T(4S).

Hadronic continuum events are suppressed using a combination of event shape

cuts and a Fisher discriminant. To reconstruct an r]i, first the IJ is reconstructed

through the 77 -> 77 mode and then the r) is combined with pairs of oppositely

charged pions. The K, decays are reconstructed through the K, -> IT+TT~ mode.

For convenience, the analysis is done using the scaled momentum of the meson

(•n',Ka):
Pmeaon

X —

yEbcam - mm«on

to aid in the continuum subtraction. In terms of a;, the region 0.45< x^, < 0.52

is heavily populated by b -> sg -> rjiX, while for b -> sg -> K,X the interesting

region is 0.46< XK, < 0.54.

In Fig. 12, the inclusive continuum subtracted a; spectrum of K,'s and ??/'s from

5-meson decay is shown. There is no apparent 6 -> sg signal in the K, x spectrum.

The data can be used to calculate 90% upper limit confidence levels of:

B(B -> K,X) < 7.5 x 10"

for 0.40< xK. < 0.54 and

B{B -4 K,X) < 2.1 x 10"4

for 0.46< xKt < 0.54.
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For B -» r)lX, there is a modest excess (w 2<r) of »?/'s in the region of interest.

However, this is not compelling evidence for 6 -» sg at this time, so we quote 90%

upper limit confidence levels of:

for 0.45< xv, < 0.52 and

for 0.39< xn, < 0.52.

16000 -

x8000 -

B(B -¥ r]iX) < 7.4 x 10-

B{B -¥ rjrX) < 17 x 10"

1.00 0J0 0.40 0J0 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.900.00 0.25 0.50
X(Ks)

Figure 12: The continuum subtracted yield of ATs's and TJ/'S as a function of the

scaled momentum x.

2.5 Search for B+ -»• wh+ and B+ ->• r)h+

Two-body decays of B-mesons into final states containing either an w or 77 and a

charged pion or kaon are sensitive probes of the Standard Model, as they can be

described by either hadronic penguin or spectator 6 —> w graphs. For example,

as shown in Fig. 13, B+ -¥ um+ can occur as the result of a spectator b -¥ u

decay while S + -* uK+ can result from gluonic penguin decay. Theoretical

predictions21 for these decays range from 3 x 10~7 to l . lxlO"5 , while previous

experimental upper limits are in the 10"4 range.1

Figure 13: B~ -+ uh via spectator and penguin graphs.

The data used in this analysis consist of 3.1 /ft"1 (3.3 x W6BB pairs) taken at

the T(4S) and 1.6 fb~l of data taken at energies slightly below the T(4S). As in

many other CLEO analyses, continuum suppression is achieved by a combination

of event shape cuts and use of a Fisher discriminant. Both the 77's and w's were

reconstructed using the Tr+ir~ir° decay mode. Charged pion candidates were re-

quired to have drift chamber dE/dx within 3<r of their expected value. However,

no particle identification cuts were applied to the h+ in these decays. Candidates

for B+ -> wh+ and B+ -> rjh+ were formed by combining reconstructed 77's and

w's with a charged track. Here the beam energy and known B mass was substi-

tuted for the measured quantities. The events passing all selection criteria are

shown in Fig. 14. In these figures, the signal region is the area inside the box.

The results of this analysis are presented in Table 12. There are no B -> r)h+

candidates which lead to a 90% confidence level upper limit on the branching

fraction of < 3.0 x 10~5. There are ten events in the signal region for B -> uh+

with a predicted background of only two events. Assuming binomial statistics,

the probability of the observed signal to be a background fluctuation is only

1.2 x 10~4. This observed excess over the background corresponds to a branching

fraction of (2.8±1.0 ± 0.5) x 10~5, where the first error is due to statistics and the

second is due to systematics. A more detailed analysis using particle identification

to extract the individual branching fractions for B+

currently in progress.

and B+ -> wn+ is
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Table 12: Results for B+ -> wh+ and B -> tjh+.
Mode Background

2.0±0.3
0.7±0.2

Eff. (%)

8.5±1.6

2.8±0.5

Events

10

0

Branching Ratio(10-5)

2.8±1.0±0.5

<3.0 (90% CL)

0.20

0.10 -

S 0.00 -
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Figure 14: Candidate events for B+ -> wh+ (left) and B+ -> r)h+ (right). The

boxes indicate the signal regions.

2.6 Measurement of
cays

Using Exclusive B-Meson De-

In order to determine the origin of CP violation, it is important to measure as

precisely as possible the elements of the CKM matrix. The matrix element |VU6|

plays an important role in the search for CP violation in the fr-quark sector. That

i v y is not zero was demonstrated first by CLEO22 and shortly thereafter by

ARGUS.23 Both experiments found evidence for 6 —̂  u transitions by studying

the lepton momentum spectrum above the 6 -> c kinematic endpoint. While this

method is fine for demonstrating a nonzero value for 11 ,̂61, theoretical uncertainties

in the lepton momentum spectrum prevent a precise determination of |Vuj,| with

this technique. CLEO has recently side-stepped this problem by explicitly recon-

structing several semileptonic 6 —» u decay modes including B —> irlu, B -> plu,

and B —> wlu.

The data used in this analysis consist of 2.66 fb~l (2.84 x MfiBB pairs) taken

at the T(4S). The hermiticity of CLEO is exploited to select T(4S) decays where

only a single neutrino goes undetected. Here the neutrino energy and momentum

is given by Ev = 2Etxam — ̂ E{ and pu = — £ pi respectively. B-mesons decaying

via the modes listed above should also satisfy the following constraints, Ai? =

(Ey + E, + Em) - EUam = 0 and Mnlv = [Elam - (pv + p, + pm)2]l/2 = MB

where m = ir,p,u. From Monte Carlo studies (Fig. 15), the resolution in pv is

determined to be 110 MeV/c.

Electrons are identified by combining drift chamber dE/dx, time of flight, and

calorimeter information. Muons are identified by their ability to penetrate the

magnet iron. Pairs of photons which have invariant masses within ±2a of the TT°

mass are kept for further study and are used in decay modes with p'a and w's in

the final state.

Care must be taken to reduce background without losing too much of the

signal. A ten-fold reduction in continuum related backgrounds is achieved using

the thrust axis of the ml pair. Additional background reduction is achieved by

using only high momentum leptons (pj > 1.5 GeV for ir modes and pi > 2 GeV

for p, w modes) to discriminate against 6 —> c —> slu decays and to some extent

6 —> clu decays. Finally, non-2?.B contributions were determined using data taken

at energies below the T(4S).

In order to extract the decay rate for each mode, the data was binned into

11 regions in the Mmiv, AE (5.1075< Mmlv < 5.2875 GeV, |A£ | < 75 MeV)

plane. For the plu (ulu) modes, the yield was further subdivided into four (five)

bins over the 2?r (3TT) mass range. For all decay modes, Monte Carlo simula-

tions were used to provide signal, 6 -> c backgrounds, cross feed, and feed down

from higher mass B -> ulv states. The isospin and quark symmetry relations

r(B° -» 7T-/+J/) = 2r(B+ -> TT°/+I/) and r(B° -> /»"/+«/) = 2r(J5+ -4 p°/+i/) «

2 r (B + -> w/+i>) are used to constrain the B+ rates relative to B°. Prior to fitting,

the data was corrected for backgrounds due to residual continuum and sources of

fake leptons. In Fig. 16, the da ta along with the various background estimates is

shown separately for the B —> TTIV and B -* (p, to)lu modes. Here the ISGWII24

model is used for the normalization. A clear signal over the background is present
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in both plots. A summary of the data yields for the ISGWII fit is given in

Table 13. There are many models of semileptonic 6 -> u decay.24"28 For each

of these models, a simultaneous fit for the number of B -> nlu events (Nn) and

B -> plv events (Np) is performed. In Fig. 17, the results of such fits are shown.

The KS26 model gives a poor fit to the data (confidence level < 0.5%) while the

other models give acceptable fits. Results from these fits are used to calculate

the branching fractions shown in Fig. 18. Values for |VU6| are calculated for each

model assuming T&> = 1.56 ± 0.05 ps and TBO/TB+ = 1.02 ± 0.04. Averaging over

the mqdels, a value of \Vvb\ = (3.3 ± 0.2lg;^ ± 0.7) x 10"3 is obtained where the

uncertainties are statistical, systematic, and model dependent. This value of |VU(,|

is in good agreement with the previous results using the endpoint of the lepton

spectrum (see Fig. 19).

Table 13: Summary of event yields using the ISGWII model.
Yield

Raw

Corrected

Eff.xlO"2

46

26.6

2.3

n°
19

8.6

1.5

P±

47

19.5

1.5

P°
73

15.1

2.4

7

3.5

0.6

3 r Lepton Physics

The CLEO detector is also well-suited for the study of r decay. Its fine grained

electromagnetic calorimeter reconstructs 7r°'s and rfs with high efficiency and low

background. This combined with excellent charged particle tracking and particle

identification (e, ft, 7r, K+, K°, p) over a large momentum range allows for many

detailed studies of r final states.

At the center-of-mass energies available to CLEO, T leptons are produced

through the reaction e+e~ -> T+T~ . The cross section for this reaction is "large,"

approximately 1 n6. To date, CLEO has accumulated « 107 r decays, by far the

world's largest data sample. If we neglect initial and final state radiation, then

each r is produced with energy equal to the beam energy. Thus, like the situation

with B-mesons, the T'S energy and momentum is a priori accurately known.

1000 2000 1000 2000 0 1000 2000

Figure 17: The half sigma contours in the fit parameters N* vs Np for the various

models. The lines are the p/tr rates predicted by each model.
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Figure 18: The results for the branching ratios for several models. The central

vertical line is the average of the models.
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Figure 19: The values of \Vui,\ from several models of B -> irlu and B -> plu

decay. Also included is the value of JV 6̂| from the lepton endpoint technique. The

vertical line is the average of the top four models.
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Even a t CLEO's center-of-mass energy, the r event topology is jet-like. In

addition, a r event has four or fewer charged tracks « 98% of the time. These two

characteristics make it easy to separate T+T~ events from BB events. A more

serious background comes from low multiplicity hadronic events produced via

e+e~ —> qq (continuum events). However, with a judicious choice of total energy

and momentum cuts and particle identification, even the continuum hadronic

background can be kept below 1%. The CLEO experiment is therefore in the

enviable position of having a high statistics, low background sample of r ' s to

work with. This has allowed CLEO to become the first experiment to perform

detailed studies of r decays with branching fractions in the 10~4 — 10~5 range and

search for decay modes with branching fractions O(10~6).

3.1 r Decays with an 77 in the Final State

Decays of the r with an 77 in the final state are of interest as they provide both

valuable information concerning the behavior and violation of several hadronic

symmetries, and a new system for the study of the weak hadronic current. There

is very l i t t le information available on these final states due to their small branch-

ing fractions. In fact, the Particle Data Group1 only lists exclusive branching

fractions for B(r~ -> r)n-n°v) ((0.17±0.02±0.02)% [Ref. 29]) and B(r -* r)K~v)

((0.026±O.O02 ± 0.002)% [Ref. 30]). Other r -> 77 modes are expected to be

severely suppressed by the chiral anomaly term and phase space.

The CLEO experiment has recently measured the branching fraction of the

decay r~ —> r)h~h+h~v at a rate two orders of magnitude larger than predicted.31

The analysis uses 4.86/6"1 (4.27x 106 r pairs) of data collected at energies at

and slightly below the T(4S). Events that are consistent with the one-versus-

three topology are searched for 77's decaying via 77 -> 77 and 77 -* 3n°, In Fig. 20,

there are clear 77 signals in both decay modes.

Care must be taken to ensure that these events with 77's are from r ' s and

not hadronic in origin. Therefore, the 77 signal is studied as a function of the

one-prong tag as shown in Table 14. Backgrounds from r events feeding into this

decay mode are estimated using Monte Carlo simulations based on the KORALB32

and TAUOLA33 computer routines. The CLEO experiment is modeled using the

GEANT7 package. The contribution to the sample from hadronic and two-photon

events is estimated using data rather than Monte Carlo. As listed in Table 14,

-12 - 8 - 4 0 4
S(yy), units of <j

0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70
M(3n°). GeV/c1

Figure 20: The 77 signals in the 77 -> 77 (top) and 77 —> 3n° (bottom) modes. For

both plots, the solid line is a fit including signal and random photon background

(dashed line). The arrows indicate the range used for sideband subtraction. The

contamination from e+e~ -> qq events is given by the hatched area.
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Table 14: CLEO results for r~ -> trh+lrrju.
Mode

77 -4 7 7

77-+37T0

Tags

e, n, h/p
e,n

Events

65.1±12.9

11.2±3.7

Backgd.

5.0±l.l

BRxlO"4

3.8±0.8

5.1±1.7

there is small contamination in the rj -4 77 sample (from hadronic events) and

negligible background in the 3?r0 sample. The detection efficiencies are calculated

separately for each one-prong tag and 77 branching mode. The branching fractions

for the two 77 decay modes are listed in Table 14. Since these results are statistically

independent, we can average them and find:

B(r~ = (4.1 ± 0.7 ± 0.7) x 10"

The second error above is the systematic uncertainty in the branching fraction.

It includes contributions from background modeling, n° and 77 reconstruction,

spectral functions, tracking, luminosity, and cross sections. It is interesting to

note that this measurement is ss 100 x larger than the prediction from Pich!31

An effort is underway to look for resonant substructure in these T~ —> r)h~h+h~v

events. In Fig. 21 (top), the T]tr+ir~ mass is plotted (two entries per event) for

the 77 -4 77 events. There is an enhancement at the mass of the /i(1285). In the

lower part of Fig. 21 (top), a scatterplot of m^+x- versus m^± is presented (four

entries per event). This plot suggests that the 77 is produced through an intermedi-

ate state, ao(98O), and the overall decay chain is: r~ -4 /I(1285)JT~I/, / I ( 1 2 8 5 ) -4

aJ(980)7r-, af(980) -4 7777+. A fit to the data yields 30.4±8.8 events. To convert

these events into a branching fraction, we use B(fi(1285) -4 r)nn) = 0.54 ± 0.15

(Ref. 1), and the isospin prediction that r)ir+TT~ is 2/3 of the TJTTTT state. We find:

B(T~ -4 /I(1285)TT-I/) = (6.0 ± 1.7 ± 2.1) x lO"4.

The second error quoted above is the systematic, and it has components similar

to the 7/37T analysis.

The decay r~ -» /I(1285)JT~J/ can also be present in one-prong T decays

through T —> 7J7r~7T°7r°t/. A sample of events consistent with this topology was

isolated using similar ir° and 77 criteria as in the three-prong case. In Fig. 21 (top,

right), the invariant mass of the J77r°7r° system is plotted (one entry per event).

25

I"
o

. (a)

•c
&

50.9

S
0.5

0.8

i
(b)

"B"otm - r
• DI

t
• a
- S

), GeV/c2

M(TTVTJ), GeV/c2

Figure 21: Mass of 777r+7r~ (a, top) and r)iroir° (a, bottom) system. Lower plots (b)

are M,™ vs A/,,. The dotted lines show the expected positions of the /i(1285)

and ao(980) resonances.
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There is a clear enhancement at the /i(1285) mass. The scatterplot (Fig. 21,

bottom, right), of mn^o versus m^̂ ô o also resembles the three-prong case, as

there appears to be an enhancement at the ao(98O) mass. The branching fraction

extracted from this analysis is:

B{r~ -> /I(1285)TT-I/) = (8.1 db 2.6 ± 2.6) x 10"4.

This result is in good agreement with and independent of the three-prong result.

The two results can be combined to give:

B{r~ i (1285)fl-i/) = (6.7 ± 1.4 ± 2.2) x 10"4.

Using this result, we find that a large component of r~ -> rjh~h+h~v contains an

/i(1285), i.e.,

y - ^ f g r ? - °-59 ±o-1
These results have implications for CVC predictions for r -¥ Qnu using e+e~ -4

6TT data. The above results imply that r -* 37r±3w°f and r -> 5ir±'iTou have

significant contributions from the r -> rjZirv mode. Since this mode has G parity

opposite to that of direct 6n decays and proceeds through the axial-vector current,

it must be subtracted before applying isospin or CVC to compare with e+e~

annihilation data.

3.2 Measurement of the Michel Parameters in Leptonic
r Decay

The leptonic decays of the r, T~ -> e~uTut, and T~ -4 \TvTv^ can provide detailed

information on the TWVT vertex. Since these decays are not clouded by the strong

interaction, they are ideal laboratories to explore the Lorentz structure of the

rWuT current. Neglecting radiative corrections, the distribution of the scaled

energy (x = Ei/Emax) of the charged lepton in the T rest frame can be written as:

212(1 -x) - 6)2 L
r dx 1 + 4t]m

In the above equation, p and T) are the spectral shape Michel Parameters34 and

m is the scaled lepton mass m = mi/mT. In the Standard Model, p = 3/4

and T) = 0. At CLEO center-of-mass energies, r pairs are produced with no net

polarization, hence the scaled energy spectrum is insensitive to the two other

Michel Parameters, £ and S. It is important to measure p and r\ as accurately

as possible, since nonstandard electroweak models predict values other than p =

3/4, rj = 0. For example, r) ̂  0 suggests the presence of a scalar boson that

couples a right-handed r to a left-handed /. Another example is the Two Higgs

Doublet Model35 with a charged Higgs. Here fy (measured using T -> fivP) is

related to the ratio of vacuum expectation values of the neutral components of

the Higgs doublet (/J) and the mass of the Higgs (m//) by

i)u = -(mTmlltan2P)/2mil.

The sample of T'S used in this analysis were taken from 3.5 fb~l (3.2 xlO8

r pairs) of data collected at £„„ « 10.6 GeV. The decay mode r" -> h~n°v

(h~ = n~, K~) was used as a tag in order to obtain a clean, high statistics

sample of r events.

Pairs of photons with polar angles (9) satisfying \cos$\ < 0.71 are used to form

7r°'s if their invariant mass is within 3cr of the nominal 7r° mass. Electrons with mo-

mentum above 0.5 GeV/c are identified using a combination of dE/dx and tracking

information from the drift chamber and energy measurements from the calorime-

ter. The background in this electron sample is estimated to be (0.178 ±0.026)%.

Muons with momentum above 1.5 GeV/c are identified as charged particles which

are tracked through the inner and outer detector and pass through at least three

absorption lengths of material. The background in this muon sample is estimated

as (1.08 ± 0.16)%. Muons with momentum 0.5-1.5 GeV/c are identified by kine-

matically eliminating all other r decay hypotheses (nv, Ku, evv, hnir°v). This

muon sample contains a small amount of background from n/K, hn°i/, and euu

events (w 4% total).

The r rest frame is the ideal Lorentz frame for simultaneously measuring p

and 77. CLEO, however, measures the momentum of the electrons and muons

in the LAB frame. Unfortunately, there is no unambiguous way to transform

from the LAB frame to the r rest frame due to the unmeasured neutrinos in the

event. This lack of information can in part be compensated for using information

from the "tag" T. In the absence of initial or final state radiation, the two T'S

in an event are produced back-to-back, each with the energy of the beam. In a

T~ -> h~n°v decay, the angle (a) between the hadronic system (H = hit0) and
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the T can be calculated using:

nl + m), - 2ETEu + 2pTp,,cosa = mj;

In the above equation, EH, Pn, and m// are calculated quantities while we assume

mv = 0 and ET = Ebeam- As cosa —> 1, the ambiguity in 4> disappears and

the momentum vector of the hit0 system gives a good estimate of the r —> Ivv

direction. Thus, events with cosa > 0.970 are used to transform the lepton

momentum spectra to a pseudo rest frame (PRF). After the cosa cut, there are

18587 electrons and 12580 (2931) high momentum (low, p < 1.5 GeV/c) muons

left in the sample. The x spectrum for electrons and muons passing all cuts is

shown in Fig. 22. In order to extract 77 and p values from the data, a x2 fit >s

performed using three binned Monte Carlo x spectrums. The three individual x

spectrums are generated with (p,rj) values: (3/4,0), (0,0), and (3/4,1). The data

spectrum is then represented by:

dN

with:

dN

m

dN
(

4 l l )

4p/3-77 , l -4p/3

The e's are efficiency corrections for each Monte Carlo x spectrum. The r

Monte Carlo spectrums are generated using the simulation packages KORALB,32

TAUOLA,33 and PHOTOS.36 The CLEO II detector is simulated using GEANT.7

All effects due to radiation, resolution, and efficiency are included in these spec-

tra. The events which passed the cosa cut are analyzed in the PRF frame. An

additional 12981 (9186) electron (muon) events which do not satisfy the cosa cut

are analyzed in the LAB frame.

The results from fitting the spectra are given in Table 15. A detailed study

of systematic errors leads to the uncertainties quoted in this table. Using lepton

universality, a simultaneous fit to the electron and muon data is performed result-

ing in the values of pT
cll and iftji given in Table 15. In Fig. 23, the results from the

individual and combined modes are displayed as well as the prediction from the

Standard Model. All measurements are consistent with &V — A Lorentz structure

for the current in r decay. In Fig. 24, the CLEO results along with other measure-

ments of p and X] are presented. The CLEO results are consistent with, but more
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Figure 22: Scaled energy spectrum (x) for electrons (a) and muons (b) in the

pseudo rest frame of the r. The dotted line in (a) is a V + A Monte Carlo cal-

culation, while the dotted line in (b) is a Monte Carlo calculation of the muon

spectrum assuming r\ = 1. Events with x > 1 are the result of imperfect recon-

struction of the T direction. The discontinuity in (b) at x = 0.6 is due to low

momentum muons.
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Table 15: CLEO results along with the corresponding previous world average

results.
Parameter

Pi
Pi

Pi,
vl»

CLEO II

0.732±0.014± 0.009

0.747±0.048 ± 0.044

0.010±0.149± 0.171

0.735±0.013± 0.008

-0.015±0.061 ± 0.062

World Average

0.736±0.028

0.74±0.04

-0.24±0.29

0.742±0.027

-0.01±0.14

Table 15: CLEO results along with the corresponding previous world average

results.
Parameter

Pi
Pi
%
Pi,

CLEO II

0.732±O.O14± 0.009

0.747±0.048± 0.044

0.010±O.149± 0.171
0.735±0.013± 0.008

-0.015±0.061± 0.062

World Average

0.736±0.028

0.74±0.04

-0.24±0.29

0.742±0.027

-0.01±0.14

precise than, previous measurements. Finally, the measurement of 77 leads to the
model-dependent limit on the charged Higgs mass of M#± > (0.97 x tanP) GeV
at the 90% confidence level.
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Figure 23: p vs 77 for electron, muon, and combined modes. The Standard Model

prediction is given by the cross.

3.3 Search for r —> e~7 and r -» ^"7

The Standard Model does not contain a symmetry associated with lepton number.

Therefore, one expects that lepton number violating decays should be present in

nature. Clearly, the rate of these decays is small, as shown by the experimental

upper limits1 for lepton number violation in muon decay (B(n -> ej) < 4.9 x

10~u, B(ft -> eee) < 1 x 10~12). Although it is not possible to collect r data

samples comparable to those used to obtain the limits from muon decay, there

are reasons to use r 's as a probe of lepton number violation. For example, there

are models which relate lepton number violation to mass-dependent couplings.

One such model37 favors T decay and predicts an enhancement of B(T -> ^7) =

2 x 105B(/J -4 ey).

Lepton number violation in r decay has been studied extensively for close to

two decades now. The 1996 version of the Review of Particle Properties1 gives

limits on 37 different lepton number violating r decay modes. The most stringent

limit in the list is a result from CLEO,38 B(T -> fiy) < 4.2 x 10~6. Here we update

this CLEO result and present a new upper limit for B(r -t ey).

The data in this analysis consists of 4.68 /ft"1 ( « 4.24 x 106r+r~ pairs) of

data taken at energies at and slightly below the mass of the T(4S). Events that

are consistent with the one-versus-one topology (i.e., oppositely charged tracks

in different hemispheres) are kept for further consideration. Requirements on the
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tag hemisphere are minimal and all standard one-prong r decays are used. Event

selection criteria were developed from a study of Monte Carlo events incorporating

both KORALB32 and GEANT.7

This analysis relies heavily on lepton (electron and muon) identification both

for isolating a signal and rejecting background. The standard CLEO lepton identi-

fication software package is used here. Electrons are identified with a combination

of calorimeter, drift chamber tracking and dE/dx, and time-of-flight information.

Identified muons are charged tracks that are tracked from the inner drift cham-

bers all the way through the magnet iron. Since radiative Bhabhas and //-pairs

are backgrounds to this analysis, events can have only one identified electron or

one identified muon.

Additional background suppression is achieved by examining both the missing

momentum and transverse momentum in the event. Since there must be at least

one undetected neutrino on the tag side of the event, the missing momentum in

a T event should lie in the tag hemisphere. However, the missing momentum in

QED background processes will be randomly oriented with respect to the "tag"

track. Thus, only events where the cosine of the angle between the tag track's

momentum vector and the missing momentum vector is greater than 0.4 are kept

for further study. A cut on transverse momentum (p(rans > 0.3 GeV/c) is made

to eliminate backgrounds from the two-photon process.

The events that pass all selection criteria are shown in Fig. 25. The signature

for r -* ey or r -» fiy is an ly combination with measured energy and invariant

mass consistent with the beam energy and T mass respectively. For convenience,

the variables AE = Ei^—Ebeatn and miy—mT are used in this analysis. The central

box in both plots of Fig. 25 shows the signal region in the (AE, m/7) plane. The

boundaries of the signal region were determined using a Monte Carlo simulation

(two body phase space) of the decays T —> ey, T -) fiy (open circles in Fig. 25).

There are no candidate events for the ey channel and three candidates for the fiy

channel. From a study of the sideband regions in Fig. 25, two (5.5) background

events are predicted for the ey (fiy) channel. A Monte Carlo study suggests that

the fiy background events originate from generic r decays. The results of the

analysis are summarized in Table 16. The upper limits presented here include

systematic uncertainties calculated according to the prescription of Cousins and

Highland.39 Thus, the strictest limit on lepton number violation in r decay now

belongs to the ey mode.
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Table 16: Efficiencies, observed events (no), background events (A»B), calculated

number of events including systematic error for 90% confidence level upper limits

(A), and the 90% confidence level upper limits for r -*• c y and r

Channel

T -> e-y

MC Efficiency

10.1

14.4

2.0

5.5

2.3

3.7

Upper Limit at 90% CL

2.7xlO~6

3.0xlO-6

4 Future Plans, CLEO III

The CLEO experiment is currently taking data at the T(4S) with a recently (sum-

mer 1995) installed three-layer silicon vertex detector. Data taking with this de-

tector configuration is expected to continue until early 1998 when the experiment

and CESR will shut down for major renovation. Installed in place of the present

detector will be CLEO III (Fig. 26). This detector features a new silicon vertex

detector (four layers), a new main drift chamber, and a ring imaging Cherenkov

detector (RICH). The present calorimeter, magnet, a n d muon detector are also

used in this version of CLEO. The main advantage of CLEO III over CLEO II is

in the area of particle identification. The RICH detector should be able to provide

> 3a ir/K separation over the entire momentum region of interest for B-meson

decay. Upgrades to CESR should put the instantaneous luminosity in excess of

1033 cm"2 s"1. This combination of detector and accelerator will increase the

physics reach of CLEO by over an order of magnitude in the areas of b, c, and r

physics. In fact, it may even allow for the first observation of CP violation in the

6-quark sector.
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Figure 26: Quarter section of the CLEO III detector.
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ABSTRACT

We review the status of heavy flavor physics at the Fermilab Teva-

tron collider by summarizing recent top quark and B-physics results

from CDF and D0. In particular, we discuss the measurement of the

top quark mass and top production cross section as well as B-meson

lifetimes and time-dependent BB mixing results. An outlook of per-

spectives for top and B physics in Run II starting in 1999 is also given.
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1 Introduction

In this article, we review recent heavy flavor physics results from the Tevatron

pp collider at Fermilab, where heavy flavor refers to the top quark as well as

the bottom quark. After a brief historical overview, we summarize the status

of top quark physics at CDF and D0 in Sec. 2. In particular, we discuss the

measurement of the top production cross section and the top quark mass. Section 3

is devoted to recent B-physics results at a hadron collider, where we concentrate

on B hadron lifetimes and latest time-dependent BB mixing results. A brief look

to the future, summarizing the prospects for top quark physics as well as B physics

and CP violation in Run II starting in 1999, is given in Sec. 4. We conclude with

Sec. 5.

1.1 Historical Overview

In 1977, the bottom quark was discovered as a resonance in the dimuon mass

spectrum in 400 GeV proton-nucleus collisions at Fermilab.1 Soon after the dis-

covery, the so-called T resonances at a mass of about 9.5 GeV/c2 were confirmed

in e+e~ collisions at the DORIS storage ring at DESY.2 From the narrow reso-

nance observed at (9.46 ± 0.01) GeV/c2, the PLUTO and DASP detectors were

able to determine the electronic width ree, which implied a charge assignment

of —1/3 for the 6 quark. It took a few years until decays of B mesons, bound

states of a 6 quark and a light quark, were observed in 1983 by the CLEO Collab-

oration.3 The weak isospin of the b quark was first extracted from the forward-

backward asymmetry AFB in e+e~ —> 66 at PETRA,4 where the measurement of

AFB - (-22.8 ± 6.0 ± 2.5)% at •/« = 34.6 GeV was found to be consistent with

the Standard Model prediction of AFB = —25% assuming I3 = —1/2 for the weak

isospin of the b quark. This indicated that the bottom quark has a partner, and

it can be counted as the first evidence for the existence of the top quark. Finally,

concluding this brief historical overview with a link between top and B physics,

B°B° mixing was first observed by the ARGUS Collaboration in 1987 (Ref. 5).

The measurement of a large mixing parameter xj was the first indication of a

large top quark mass.

Why are we discussing the history of 6-quark physics? A certain pattern can be

observed after the discovery of a new quark. This pattern appears to repeat itself

after the discovery of the top quaxk. It looks like right after the discovery of the

b quark, an attempt was made to confirm the discovery in a different environment

like e+e~ collisions. Then the fundamental quantities of the newly discovered

quark, like its charge and isospin, were determined. After sufficient statistics were

accumulated, rare phenomena like BB oscillations were searched for. Nowadays,

B physics is fully explored at e+e~ colliders and rare phenomena like 6 —• u

transitions or 6 -> sy penguin decays are also studied.6 This raises the question

of why B physics is studied at a pp hadron collider which is a much more difficult

environment for studying low p t physics. We shall discuss this issue further on, in

Sec. 3.

1.2 Early Searches for the Top Quark

The experimental search for the top quark begun soon after the discovery of the

b quark. Between 1979 and 1984, measurements of R, the ratio of the cross

sections a(e+e~ —> hadrons) to a(e+e~ —> fi+(i~), were performed at the PETRA

e+e~ storage ring up to a center-of-mass energy of 46.8 GeV. The value of R

was found to be consistent with Standard Model predictions without a top quark

contribution, setting a lower bound on the top quark mass7 of 23.3 GeV/c2. Later

searches at e+e~ colliders were also negative and limits on m^p of half of the

center-of-mass energy were set. These limits from TRISTAN8 as well as SLC9

and LEP10 are listed in Table 1.

With the advantage of higher mass regions being accessible, the search for

the top quark was soon dominated by pp colliders, first the SPS collider (y/s =

630 GeV) at CERN and then the Tevatron (y/s = 1.8 TeV) at Fermilab. Initial

results reported in 1984 by the UA1 Collaboration11 at the SPS seemed to be

consistent with the production of a top quark of mass (40 ± 10) GeV/c2 in pp —>

W -> ib. The results were based on the observation of 12 isolated lepton plus two-

je t events with an expected background of approximately 3.5 events in 200 n b " 1 .

However, these first results were not supported by a subsequent UA1 analysis12

with a higher statistics data sample setting a lower limit on mtOp of > 52 GeV/c2 .

More sensitive searches were performed later on by UA2 (Ref. 13) and with the

start of the Tevatron. CDF (Refs. 14 and 15) and D0 (Ref. 16) finally increased

the limit on the mass of the top quark to 131 GeV/c2 in 1994 (see Table 1).
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Year

1979

1987

1989

1984

1988

1990

1990

1992

1994

Location

e+e-. PBTRA

e+e-: TRISTAN

e+e-: SLC k LEP

pp: UAl

pp: UAl

pp: UA2

pp: CDF

pp: CDF

pp: D0

Mass limit (95% CL)

> 23.3 GeV/c2

> 30.2 GeV/c2

> 45.8 GeV/c2

(40 ± 10) GeV/c2

> 52 GeV/c2

> 69 GeV/c2

> 77 GeV/c2

> 91 GeV/c2

> 131 GeV/c2

Ref.

7

8

9,10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Table 1: Historical overview of searches for the top quark and limits on the top

quark mass.

However, in April 1994 the CDF Collaboration presented evidence for top

quark production17'18 with the observation of 12 events consistent with either two

W bosons, or a W boson and at least one 6 jet. The probability that the measured

yield was consistent with the expected background was 0.26% corresponding to a

2.8 a effect. Finally, in February 1995 the top quark was discovered by the CDF

experiment19 and the D0 experiment20 at the same time. Although top quark

physics is still a relatively young field at the time of this conference, a lot of

progress has been made in understanding the top quark and its characteristics.

2 Status of Top Quark Physics at CDF and D0

2.1 The Tevatron with the CDF and D0 Detectors

At the Fermilab Tevatron, proton-antiproton collisions take place at a center-

of-mass energy of •/$ = 1.8 TeV. The Tevatron Run I started delivering data

in December 1992 and finished in February 1996. During this period, a total

of about 110 pb""1 and 100 pb""1 of data were accumulated by the CDF and D0

experiments, respectively. All results presented in this paper refer to the full Run I

statistics unless otherwise noted. The running period was divided up in a so-called

Run la from December 1992 through August 1993 and Run Ib from December 1993

to February 1996. The collected integrated luminosities by CDF and D0 were

« 19.3 pb - 1 and « 15 pb"1 for Run la as well as « 90 pb"1 and w 85 pb"1 for

Run Ib, respectively. During that time, the Tevatron operated with six bunches of

protons and six bunches of antiprotons crossing every 3.5 /us at the experiments'

interaction regions. During Run Ib, the highest instantaneous luminosities, which

were reached, were around 2.5 • 1031 cm"2 s~'. At this luminosity, on average two

interactions occurred per beam crossing.

(a)
CDF Detector

Dfi Detector

Figure 1: Schematic view of (a) the CDF detector and (b) the D0 detector.

2.1.1 The CDF Detector

The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) is a general-purpose detector to effi-

ciently identify leptons and hadronic jets, as well as charged particles in pp colli-

sions.21 A schematic view of the CDF detector is shown in Fig. 1 (a). Three devices

inside the 1.4 T solenoid are used for the tracking of charged particles: the silicon

vertex detector (SVX), a set of vertex time projection chambers (VTX), and the

central tracking chamber (CTC).

The SVX consists of four layers of silicon microstrip detectors located at radii

between 3.0 cm and 7.9 cm from the interaction point, and provides spatial mea-

surements in the r-tp plane with a resolution of 13 /nm, giving a track impact pa-

rameter resolution of about (13 + 40/pt) ^m (Ref. 22), where p t is the transverse

momentum of the track in GeV/c. Throughout this article, <p is the azimuthal

angle, 6 is the polar angle measured from the proton direction, and r is the radius

from the beam axis (2-axis). The geometric acceptance of the SVX is ~ 60%
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as it extends to only ± 25 cm from the nominal interaction point, whereas the

Tevatron beam has an RMS width of ~ 30 cm along the beam direction. The

transverse profile of the beam is circular and has an RMS of ~ 25-35 /.mi.

The VTX reconstructs intermediate tracks in the r-z plane and is used to de-

termine the primary interaction vertex. Surrounding the SVX and VTX is the

CTC, a cylindrical drift chamber containing 84 layers grouped into nine alternat-

ing superlayers of axial and stereo wires. It covers the pseudorapidity interval

|7j| < 1.1, where t] = - ln[tan(0/2)]. The p t resolution of the CTC combined with

the SVX is <r(pt)/pt = ((0.0066)2 + (0.0009pt)
2)1/2, with p t measured in GeV/c.

Outside the solenoid are electromagnetic (CEM) and hadronic (CHA) calo-

rimeters (|r/| < 1.1) that employ a projective tower geometry with a segmentation

of Arj x A(p ~ 0.1 x 15°. The sampling medium is composed of scintillators layered

with lead and steel absorbers. A layer of proportional wire chambers (CBS) is

located near shower maximum in the CEM and provides a measurement of elec-

tromagnetic shower profiles in both the <p and z directions. Plug and forward

calorimeters instrument the region of 1.1 < \r)\ < 4.2 and consist of gas propor-

tional chambers as active media, and lead and iron as absorber materials. The

overall resolution for the CDF central calorimeter is aE/E = (13.5%/v^) +2%

for electromagnetic showers and CE/E = (75%/v^t) + 3% for hadrons.

Several muon subsystems in the central region are used. The central muon

chambers (CMU) and the central muon upgrade chambers (CMP) cover 80% for

|*?| f= 0.6, while the central muon extension chambers (CMX) extend the coverage

up to |r/| < 1.1. The CMP chambers are located behind eight interaction lengths

of material.

2.1.2 The D0 Detector

The D0 detector23 consists of three primary systems: a nonmagnetic tracking de-

vice, a uranium-liquid argon calorimeter, and a muon spectrometer. A perspective

view of the D0 detector can be seen in Fig. l(b). The tracking system consists

of four detector subsystems: a three-layer vertex drift chamber, a transition ra-

diation detector for additional electron identification, a four-layer central drift

chamber, and two forward drift chambers. The tracking system provides charged

particle tracking over the region \TJ\ < 3.2.

The hermetic, compensating, uranium-liquid argon sampling calorimeter is di-

vided into three parts: a central calorimeter and two end calorimeters. They

each consist of an electromagnetic section, a fine hadronic section, and a coarse

hadronic section, housed in a steel cryostat. The calorimeter covers the pseudora-

pidity range \T]\ < 4.2 with fine longitudinal segmentation (eight depth segments)

and fine transverse segmentation (AT; X A<j> = 0.1 x 6°, and ATJ X A</> — 0.05 x 6°

in the third depth segment of the electromagnetic calorimeter). The overall res-

olution for the D0 calorimeter is CTE/E = (15%/\/E~) + 0.4% for electromagnetic

showers and CTE/E = (50%/y/E) for hadrons.

The muon system, used for the identification of muons and determination

of their trajectories and momenta, consists of five separate solid-iron toroidal

magnets, together with sets of proportional drift tube chambers. The muon system

covers \rj\ < 3.3. The material in the calorimeter and iron toroids combined varies

between 13 and 19 interaction lengths. The achieved momentum resolution is

ap/p = 0.2 + 0.003p (with p measured in GeV/c) for the rapidity range \r]\ < 3.3.

2.2 Top Quark Production at the Tevatron

In pp collisions at -/s = 1.8 TeV, the dominant top quark production mechanism

is ti pair production through qq annihilation. Gluon-gluon fusion, which will be

the main production mechanism at LHC energies, contributes at a level of about

10% at the Tevatron. The production of single top quarks through the creation

of a virtual W boson is estimated to be about one order of magnitude lower than

the if pair production at >/s = 1.8 TeV.

During the Tevatron Run I, about 5-1012 pp collisions occurred within the CDF

and D0 detectors but only about 500 it pairs have been produced. The top quark

production cross section is about ten orders of magnitude lower than the total

inelastic cross section at the Tevatron. Comparing a,i to other physics processes

like W boson production shows that cti is still three orders of magnitude lower

than the W cross section. This means the challenge in discovering and studying

top quarks is to separate them from backgrounds in hadron collisions.

2.3 Top Quark Decay Signature

Within the Standard Model, each of the pair-produced top quarks decays almost

exclusively into a W boson and a b quark as shown in Fig. 2. The W boson decays
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Figure 2: Top decay signature within the Standard Model.

into either a lepton-neutrino or quark-antiquark pair. The top decay signature

depends primarily on the decay of the W boson. Events are classified by the

number of W'a that decay leptonically. In this context, lepton refers to an electron

or a muon.

If both W bosons decay leptonically into W ->• £u, we call it the "dilepton

channel," where the final state consists of (.~v(*ubb as can be seen in Fig. 3(a).

This means there will be two leptons and two jets originating from 6 quarks in

the event. Due to both Ws decaying semileptonically, this top decay mode has a

small branching fraction of about 5%.

If one of the W bosons decays leptonically into W -+ tv and the other into

W _> qtft w e call it the "lepton plus jets channel," where the final state consists

of tvqtfbb as shown in Fig. 3(b). In this case, one lepton and four jets, where two

jets originate from 6 quarks, can be seen in the event. This decay mode happens

in about 30% of the time.

If both W bosons decay into quark pairs as W -> gg*, we call it the "all

hadronic channel." The final state consists of qtfqqfbb (see Fig. 4). In this case,

we can find six jets in the event, where two jets originate from 6 quarks. This top

decay mode occurs at a large rate of about 44%.

In addition, there are about 21% of tt decays to final states containing r

leptons. According to the T decay, these top decays are either classified as dilepton

or lepton plus jet events, if the tau decays into e or /u, or as all hadronic events

if the tau decays hadronically. In the following, we are going to use these decay

channels to discuss top decays at the Tevatron.

jet(b) jet(b)

jet(b)
l ep

jet(q)

jet(b)
jet(q)

Figure 3: Top decay signature of (a) the dilepton channel and (b) the lepton plus

jets channel.

jet(q)
jet(b)

jet(q)

jet(q)

jettb)
jet(q)

Figure 4: Top decay signature of the all hadronic channel.
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Sample

Background

Expected Yield

ee or \i{i

Background

Expected Yield

e or n + T

Background

Expected Yield

0.4

1.7

1.2

1.4

1.4

1.4

D0

3

±
±
2

±
±
2

±
±

0.1

0.3

0.4

0.1

0.5
0.1

CDF

0.76

2.4

1.23

1.6

1.96

0.7

7

±
±
2

±
±
4

±
±

0.21

0.2

0.36
0.2

0.35

0.1

Table 2: Event summary for the dilepton channel. The expected yield is based

on determinations of the top cross section24 for a top quark mass of 175 GeV/c2.

2.4 The Top Dilepton Channel

The signature of the dilepton channel [see Fig. 3(a)] is two isolated high p t leptons

(e or n) and missing energy ($t) from the two neutrinos that escape the detector

unobserved. In addition, two or more jets can be found in the event. The event

selection also relies on kinematic requirements. The dominant backgrounds are

from WW diboson production plus jet activity where both W's decay leptonically

and from jet plus Z production with Z -4 TT followed by subsequent leptonic r

decays. Events where the e+e~ or n+ii~ invariant mass is within 75 GeV/c2 <

m« < 105 GeV/c2 are considered as Z -4 (.1 candidates and removed in the

event selection. Fake leptons and Drell-Yan production of lepton pairs are further

sources of background. These backgrounds are estimated from data as well as

Monte Carlo predictions.

The dilepton channel has a good signal to background ratio, but low statistics.

Due to the two neutrinos, this channel is not ideal for a determination of the top

quark mass. The dilepton event summary for the CDF and D0 experiments is

shown in Table 2. Both experiments find a few events on small backgrounds in

the efi, ee or fifi, and eo r / i plus r mode. The expected division of the dilepton

signal events is consistent with the data observed by CDF and D0. For example,

in the case of CDF, 58% efi, 27% fifi, and 15% ee events are expected. In Table 2,

the expected yield from it production is also listed. It is based on determinations

of the top cross section24 for a top quark mass of 175 GeV/c2.

2.5 The Top Lepton plus Jets Channel

The signature of the lepton plus jets channel [see Fig. 3(b)] is one isolated high

pt lepton (e or n), missing energy (#t) from the neutrino, and four jets where

two of them are from b quarks. The dominant backgrounds are from W plus jet

production including W plus 66 production. In this channel, it is important to

reduce the backgrounds (5 : B « 1 : 4), where both experiments follow different

strategies.

To reduce background, CDF tags the 6 jets in the event through a so-called

"soft lepton tag" and a "SVX tag." The first technique identifies 6 jets by searching

for a lepton from 6 —>• (.X or 6 -4 c -> (X decays, which have branching fractions

of about 10% each. Since these leptons typically have lower momenta than the

leptons from the primary W decay, this technique is known as the "soft lepton

tag" (SLT). It looks for electrons and muons by matching tracks from the central

drift chamber with electromagnetic energy clusters in the calorimeter or track

segments in the muon chambers. The p t threshold is at 2 GeV/c. The efficiency

for SLT tagging a it event is (18 ± 2)%, and the typical fake rate per jet is about

2%. Details of the SLT algorithm can be found in Ref. 18.

The second, more powerful 6-tagging technique exploits the finite lifetime of

6 hadrons by searching for a secondary decay vertex with CDF's silicon vertex

detector. This technique is known as the "SVX tag." The algorithm begins by

searching for displaced vertices containing three or more tracks which satisfy a

loose set of track quality requirements. If no such vertices are found in an event,

two-track vertices tha t satisfy more stringent quality cuts are accepted. A jet

is defined to be tagged if it contains a secondary vertex which is displaced from

the primary vertex with a significance of greater than three. The efficiency for

SVX tagging a it event is (41 ± 4)%, while the fake rate is only « 0.5%. More

information on the SVX tag can be found in Refs. 18 and 19. An example of a

SVX-tagged event display can be found in Fig. 5. Both 6 jets are SVX tagged

and well-separated from the primary interaction vertex by 2.2 mm and 4.5 mm,

respectively.

The D0 experiment makes use of two different approaches to reduce the back-

ground in the lepton plus jets channel. D0 uses kinematic and topological cuts

as well as 6 tagging via soft muon tagging. The first approach exploits the fact

that the large top quark mass gives rise to kinematically different events. Jets
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tl Event
SVX Display

CDF

M™-l70t lOCeV/c"

Figure 5: Example of a SVX-tagged event where both b jets are SVX tagged.

from ti decays tend to be more energetic and more central than those from typi-

cal QCD background events. In addition, ti events as a whole are more spherical

while QCD jet production results in more planar event shapes. Top-enriched data

samples can therefore be selected with a set of topological and kinematic cuts like

the total hadronic activity in the event, Hr = X) Efl, which can be combined

with the aplanarity A of the W plus jets system. A value of A = 0 indicates a

planar event shape, while A = 1/2 reflects a spherical event shape. In addition, a

third kinematic variable with discriminating power, the total leptonic transverse

energy, E[' = E\op+ $?t, is also used. The second D0 approach uses b tagging via

muon tags through b -> (xX and b —> c -4 iiX decays. The typical fake rate for

background events is at the « 2% level for tagging muons of p t > 4 GeV/c. For

more details on both techniques, see Ref. 20.

The lepton plus jets event summary for the CDF and D0 experiments is shown

in Table 3. CDF finds 34 events with at least one SVX tag on a background of

(8.0 ± 1.4) events, while (19.8 ± 4.0) events are expected from ti production,

where a top quark mass of 175 GeV/c2 has been assumed. The CDF event shape

analysis is based on only 67 pb~'.

Sample

Event Shape:

Observed

Background

Expected Yield

Lepton Tag (SLT):

Observed

Background

Expected Yield

Displaced Vertex (SVX tag):

Observed

Background

Expected Yield

D0

21

9.2 ± 2.4

12.9 ±2.1

11

2.5 ± 0.4

5.2 ± 1.0

-

CDF

22

7.2 ± 2.1

40

24.3 ± 3.5

9.6 ± 1.7

34

8.0 ± 1.4

19.8 ± 4.0

Table 3: Event summary for the lepton plus jets channel. The expected yield

is based on determinations of the top cross section211 for a top quark mass of

175 GeV/c2.

2.6 The Top All Hadronic Channel

The signature of the all hadronic channels (see Fig. 4) is nominally six jets where

two of them are from b quarks, no leptons, and low $ t . Since not all jets are always

observed, a jet multiplicity of at least five is required. In order to overcome the

huge background from QCD multijet production, b tagging alone is not sufficient

and kinematic cuts are used in addition. If the backgrounds can be controlled, the

all hadronic channel would be the ideal way to determine the top mass because

no neutrinos are present and all objects of the top decay are measured in the

detector.

After a set of kinematic cuts is applied in the CDF all hadronic analysis, at

least five jets are required, where the leading jets have to pass an aplanarity cut.

In addition, at least one jet has to be SVX tagged. The efficiency of a SVX tag in

a ti event is (47 ± 5)% in the all hadronic mode, slightly larger than in the lepton

plus jets channel due to the presence of additional charm tags from W -> cs. CDF

observes 192 events on a predicted background of 137 ± 11 events as can be seen

in Table 4.
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Sample

Observed

Background

Expected Yield

D0
15

11 ± 2

4.5 ± 0.5

CDF
192

137.1 ± 11.3

26.6 ± 9.1

Table 4: Event summary for the all hadronic channel. The expected yield is based

on determinations of the top cross section211 for a top quark mass of 175 GeV/c2.

Recently, D0 also reported on a search for tt pairs in the all hadronic channel.

They require a t least six jets within |7/| < 2 and use several additional kinematic

quantities. Finally, a soft muon tag has to be present in at least one of the jets.

Fifteen /i tagged events are observed for an expected background of 11 ± 2 events

(see Table 4).

In summary, we explored top quark production through three different top

decay modes, the dilepton, the lepton plus jets, and the all hadronic channel. We

reviewed the current yield of top decays in these three decay modes observed by the

CDF and D0 experiments. As was true after the discovery of the bottom quark,

the top quark has been confirmed in different decay modes. In the following, we

use these top event candidates to measure the fundamental quantities of the top

quark: the top production cross section an and the top quark mass mtop.

2.7 The Top Production Cross Section

The measurement of the top production cross section ati is of interest for several

reasons. It checks QCD calculations of top production, which have been performed

by several groups,24"27 and it provides an important benchmark for estimating top

yields in future high statistics experiments at the Tevatron and LHC. In addition,

a value of the top cross section significantly different from the QCD prediction

could indicate nonstandard top production or decay mechanisms.

The measurement of the top production cross section ati is straightforward:

fftt = AC (1)

The number of predicted background events iVbkg is subtracted from the number

of observed top candidates A^s and divided by the acceptance A of the sample

selection and the integrated luminosity C of the used data set. The measurement

of <7(f- has been determined in each decay channel individually as detailed in Fig. 6.

The results of the different ff,, measurements from CDF and D0 can be compared

to each other and to theoretical predictions indicated by the dark band also shown

in Fig. 6. The width of the theory band is given by the spread in the theoretical

predictions of Laenen ct a/.,24 Nason et a/.,25 Derger et a/.,26 and Catani et al.27

From all these measurements of at,-, a world average top production cross section

(2)

can be determined, which is slightly larger but in good agreement with the theo-

retical predictions.

2.8 Measurement of the Top Quark Mass

The top quark mass mtop is a fundamental parameter in the Standard Model. A

precise determination of mtOp is therefore the most important measurement, of the

CDF and D0 experiments in Run I. The goal is to use as many decay modes as

possible and to measure mtop as accurately as possible. The use of several methods

also allows cross checking of the different techniques and studying of systematic

uncertainties. An incredible amount of work exploring these issues has been done

by both experiments. This resulted in significantly improved measurements of

mtop since the discovery publications.'9'20 The uncertainties on the top quark

mass measurements by CDF and D0 have been improved by a factor of more than

two. In such a short time, this is a respectable amount of progress in understanding

the newly discovered top quark.

The primary dataset for measuring the top quark mass is the lepton plus jets

sample. This is the decay mode with the most power. The background in the all

hadronic channel is too large, and the statistics of the dilepton mode is too weak,

together with the additional complication of two missing neutrinos. Thus, the

preferred method of determining m top by both experiments, is a constrained fit to

the lepton plus four-jet events arising from the process tt —> ly&VKh -4 f.u,I\ ./2J3./4.

The task is to assign the observed particles, jets, and ̂ t in these events one-to-one

to the decay products of the t and t. However, the problem remains that we don't

know a priori how to map the observed jets to the partons from the tt decay. This

is illustrated in Fig. 7, where, for example, in Fig. 7(a) jet .7| is combined with the

lepton and neutrino to originate from one top quark, while jets Ji through JA are

assigned to the t quark. Figure 7(b) shows another possible assignment, which
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Figure 6: Summary of the CDF and D0 top quark production cross section mea-

surements in different decay channels.

Figure 7: Illustration of different assignments of the observed objects in a ti decay

to the originating partons.

might as well be the result of a ti decay. In total, there are 12 possible jet-parton

assignments which are reduced to six combinations if one 6 jet is tagged. If there

are two b tags in the event, there are still two possible combinations from assigning

the two 6 jets to the t or i quark. In addition, this combinatorics gets doubled,

because there is a two-fold ambiguity for p" since only the transverse component

of the missing energy # t is reconstructed by the experiments.

To select the best combination, CDF and D0 use a likelihood method that

exploits the many constraints in the system. Each event is fitted individually to

the hypothesis that three of the jets come from one top quark through its decay

into Wb, and that the lepton, $t, and the remaining jet come from the other top

quark. In addition, 6-tagged jets are assigned as 6 quarks in the fit; the invariant

dijet mass has to equal the W boson mass, and mt = m,- is required. CDF chooses

the solution with the best fit x2, while D0 takes a weighted average of the three

best solutions, where each solution has to satisfy a minimum x2 cut. The result

is a distribution of the best fit top mass from each candidate event. The final

value of the top mass is then extracted by fitting this distribution to a set of

Monte Carlo templates from ti production and background. There are several

reasons why a MC simulation of the kinematic fitting is necessary. At first, there

is the need to relate the jet energies to parton energies, where the experimental

smearing, predominantly in the jet energies, has to be taken into account. In
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addition, the four most energetic jets in the event may not be directly related

to the tt decay products, if, for example, a hard gluon radiation produced an

energetic jet. Finally, the fit solution with the lowest x2 may not have the correct

jet assignment.

2.8.1 CDF Top Quark Mass Measurement

CDF has a good signal to background ratio in the lepton plus jets channel, where

one of the jets is SVX tagged. This sample of lepton plus four-jet events with at

least one SVX tag provided the original top mass measurement at CDF.19 Recent

optimization studies indicate a reduced error on m top, if the tagged events are

subdivided into different tagging classes and a set of no-tagged events is added.

The following four data samples are used for this optimized determination of the

top quark mass: (a) events with one SVX tag (15 events), (b) events with two

SVX tags (five events), (c) events with a SLT tag but no SVX tag (14 events), and

(d) events with no tag but all four leading jets having Et > 15 GeV (48 events).

These four subsamples are orthogonal to each other and a top mass can be

extracted from each sample individually. These top mass distributions for the four

samples are shown separately in Fig. 8(a). For each of the subsamples, an expected

background fraction was estimated, and predicted top signal distributions were

obtained from Monte Carlo events at several values of mtop. A likelihood fit was

performed for each subsample, which is shown in the inserts of the distributions

in Fig. 8(a). Since the likelihood values from the four subsamples are essentially

independent, a combined result is obtained by taking the product of the four

likelihood values. The sums of the four distributions, as well as the likelihood

product versus top mass, are shown in Fig. 8(b), where the solid line represents

the data, while the dashed line is the predicted sum of background plus expected

signal. The shaded area just represents the background contribution.

From the distribution of the likelihood product versus mtop, a top mass value

of mtop = (176.8 ± 4.4 ± 4.8) GeV/c2 has been extracted. The systematic er-

rors are detailed in Table 5. The largest contribution (±3.6 GeV/c2) comes "from

soft gluon radiation plus jet energy scale uncertainties in estimating the true jet

energy from the observed energy. The systematic error due to hard gluon effects
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Figure 8: CDF top mass distributions: (a) For the four subsamples discussed in

the text. The shaded area represents the data, while the solid line is the predicted

sum of background plus expected signal. The dashed line just represents the

background contribution. The inserts show the obtained likelihood function versus

top mass. In (b), the combined top mass distribution is shown. The solid line

represents the data, while the dashed line is the predicted sum of background plus

expected signal. The shaded area represents the background contribution. The

insert shows the obtained likelihood function versus top mass.
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CDF Lepton plus Jets Mass Systematics

Soft Gluon + Jet El Scale

Different MC Generators

Hard Gluon Effects

Kin. & Likelihood Fitting Method

fr-Tagging Bias

Background Spectrum

Monte Carlo Statistics

Total

L

3.6

1.4

2.2

1.5
0.4

0.7

0.8

4.8

GeV/c2

GeV/c2

GeV/c2

GeV/c2

GeV/c2

GeV/c2

GeV/c2

GeV/c2

Table 5: Systematic uncertainties of the CDF top quark mass measurement.

reflects the uncertainty in how often one of the four leading jets is associated

with a hard gluon rather than directly with a parton in a top decay. All other

systematic errors contribute less than 1.5 GeV/c2 (see Table 5).

2.8.2 D0 Top Quark Mass Measurement

As already discussed, the power to extract a top quark mass from the lepton plus

four-jet events depends on the suppression of the background. The D0 experiment

combines four kinematic variables into one top likelihood discriminant V, which

provides a distinct separation power between top signal and background without

biasing the analysis. For example, a straight cut on the total hadronic energy HT

would push both background and signal distributions towards higher values of

mtop and make the background look like signal. The top likelihood discriminant

T> combines Eit the aplanarity A of the W plus jets system, the fraction of the 2Jt

of the W plus jets system which is carried by the W (H^), and the Et, weighted

RMS TJ of the W and jets (K!pmtn). Some of the distributions of these variables,

as well as the combined top likelihood discriminant T>, are shown in Fig. 9(a).

As can be seen, there is separation between a top signal predicted from Monte

Carlo (light shaded area) and background expectations (dark shaded area). After

applying a cut of 23 > 0.43, 32 events have been selected for the fit of mtOp.

The distribution of the fitted top mass values is shown in Fig. 9(b) as the

solid histogram. The solid crosses represent the prediction for background plus

expected signal, which is in good agreement with the data. The dashed crosses in

Fig. 9(b) show the background expectation only. A measurement of the top quark

100 150 200 250
True Mass (GeV/c2)

100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280
Fitted Mass (GeV/c2)

Figure 9: D0 top mass measurement: (a) Distribution of MC top (light) and

background (dark) lepton plus four-jet events for different kinematic parameters

like aplanarity, H'Ti, K'Tmn, and the combined top likelihood discriminant V (from

top left to bottom right), (b) Observed (solid) top quark mass distribution, where

the solid crosses represent the prediction for background plus signal. The dashed

crosses are just the background expectation. The curves in the insert are used to

determine the top quark mass and its statistical error.
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D0 Lepton plus Jets Mass Systcmatics

Jet Energy Correction

Monte Carlo Model

Fitting Method

Total

A7ntoi,

7.3 GeV/c2

3.3 GeV/c2

2.0 GeV/c2

8 GeV/c2

CDF DO PRELIMINARY

Table 6: Systematic uncertainties of the D0 top quark mass measurement.

mass of mtO|) = (168 ± 8 ± 8) GeV/c2 has been extracted from this distribution.

The insert in Fig. 9(b) shows the obtained likelihood as a function of true mlop as

well as the curves used to determine the top quark mass and its statistical error.

The systematic errors on the D0 top mass measurement are detailed in Table 6.

The largest systematic uncertainty results from the jet energy correction.

2.8.3 World Average Top Quark Mass

An attempt can be made to combine the CDF and D0 top quark mass mea-

surements to a world average top mass. For this purpose, the reported mass

measurements from the lepton plus jets channel have been used. CDF mea-

sured mtOp = (176.8 ± 4.4 ± 4.8) GeV/c2, while the D0 measurement results

in rolop = (169 ± 8 ± 8) GeV/c2. In the determination of the world average top

mass, the conservative assumption has been made that all the systematic errors,

except for the energy scale, the 6-tagging bias, and the Monte Carlo statistics, are

fully correlated between both experiments. This results in a world average top

quark mass of

m,op = (175-0 ± 3.9 ± 4.5) GeV/c2. (3)

It is worthwhile to note that knowing the top quark mass with a combined sta-

tistical and systematic error of ±6 GeV/c2 (a 3.4% relative error) is a big accom-

plishment of both Tevatron experiments in Run I.

2.8.4 Summary of Top Quark Mass Measurements

A summary of all top quark mass measurements performed by CDF and D0 is

given in Fig. 10. Top mass measurements from other top decay modes like the

dilepton channel or the all hadronic channel are also shown. They are in good

agreement with the measurement from the lepton plus four-jet samples, which has

177*7 GcV/c' LEP+JETS

174*8 GcV/c1 L"

175:9 Gcv/c! DBL b TAG

187?15GcWc: HAD

162*22 GeV/c: <M?y> DIL

160t28GcV/c2 DILEP

169 t n GcVfc2 LEP+JETS

158t26GcV/c! DILEP

WORLD AVERAGE
175 16 GcV/c2

130 140 150 160 170 180190 200
Top Mass (GcV/c)

Figure 10: Summary of the CDF and D0 top quark mass measurements in different
decay channels.

been discussed in the previous sections in more detail. This decay mode represents

the most precise determination of the top mass for each experiment.

The knowledge of the top quark mass plays an important role in calculations

of radiative corrections that relate electroweak parameters. For example, higher

order radiative corrections relate the W boson mass % to the top quark mass

mtop. This relationship also depends on the mass of the Higgs boson mniggs, which

can also participate in these higher order loops. The relationship between Mw

and m top is displayed in Fig. 11. The well-known dependence on the Higgs mass

is shown through the different bands for several assumptions of mniggs- Although

mw and mlop are precisely known, the sensitivity on the Higgs boson mass is still

too poor. A precise measurement of the top quark mass together with m\y is

therefore a high priority of both collider experiments in Run II.

3 B Physics at a Hadron Collider

The principal interest in studying B hadrons in the context of the Standard Model

arises from the fact that 5-hadron decays provide valuable information on the
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Figure 11: Relation between the top quark mass and the W boson mass . The

dependence on the Higgs mass is shown through the different bands for several

assumptions of i

weak mixing matrix, the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix.28 In fact,

B decays determine five of the nine CKM matrix elements: V^,, Vjit, Vw, Vts, and

Vtb. The future interest in B physics certainly lies in the study of CP violation in

the system of neutral D mesons, which will be discussed further in Sec. 4.2.

Traditionally, B physics has been the domain of e+e~ machines, but already

the UA 1 Collaboration has shown that B physics is feasible at a hadron collider.29

However, the combination of a better mass resolution and vertex detection enables

the CDF experiment to perform a broader i?-physics program. The D0 experi-

ment has also published several B-physics results,30 but due to the lack of a

precision momentum measurement of charged particles within a magnetic field

and the absence of a precision microvertex detector, D0 is not ideally suited to

do B physics. Since we concentrate in this presentation on recent results from

B hadron lifetimes and time-dependent B°B° oscillations, we shall report only on

measurements from the CDF experiment.

One advantage of B physics at a hadron collider compared to an e+e" machine

at the T(4S) is that all B-hadron species are produced. Another advantage in do-

ing B physics at hadron colliders can be seen by comparing the i?-production cross

section, which is about 1 nh at the T(4S), while at the Z° pole a(BB) « 6 nb.

However, at the Tevatron, the fc-quark production cross section is quite large with

<T(, ~ 50 fib within the central region of rapidity less than 1 (|cos#| < 1). This

is a huge cross section which resulted in about 5 • 10° 66 pairs being produced in

Run I within the Tevatron detectors. But the total inelastic cross section is still

about three orders of magnitude larger. This puts certain requirements on the

trigger system to find Z?-decay products. In addition, the total integrated 6-quark

production cross section is a rapidly falling cross section, which drops by about

two orders of magnitude for a 6 quark p\ greater than about 8 GeV/c compared

to p\ greater than about 20 GeV/c. This means in terms of trigger thresholds for

b decay products, one likes to go as low as possible in p t in order to increase the

amount of recorded B triggers. Of course, the experiment's DAQ bandwidth is

the limiting factor.

All B physics triggers at CDF are based on leptons. Dilepton and single lepton

triggers both exist. Exploiting the steeply falling 6 quark production cross section,

CDF was able to maintain low pt thresholds throughout Run I without increasing

the experiment deadtime during data taking.
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Figure 12: Invariant mass distribution of (a) dimuon trigger in the J/ip mass

region and (b) B+ -> J/\pK+ candidates without (top) and with a cr > 100 ^m

requirement (bottom).

CDF's dilepton triggers consist of a dimuon trigger with pt > 2 GeV/c for both

muon legs, and an en trigger with pf > 3 GeV/c and El > 5 GeV. T h e dimuon

trigger is the source of CDF's J/ip sample. Both dilepton trigger samples are also

starting points for B mixing analyses. The thresholds for the single lepton triggers

are higher with p t > 7.5 GeV/c for muons and Et > 8 GeV for electrons. Analyses

involving semileptonic B decays are based on these single lepton datasets. The

given pi thresholds are representative for Run Ib but similar for Run la .

The basis of CDF's B-physics program is the good tracking and vertexing

capabilities of the CTC and the SVX. This is demonstrated in Fig. 12. The

invariant dimuon mass from CDF's dimuon trigger sample is shown in Fig. 12(a).

From all Run I data, a prominent signal of about 240,000 J/\p candidates with

both muons in the SVX can be found with a low background. The mass resolution

of the observed signal is about 16 MeV/c2. One handle to reduce backgrounds

with the help of CDF's silicon vertex detector is demonstrated in Fig. 12(b). Here,

J/ip candidates are paired with another track in the event, which is assumed to be

a kaon, in order to fully reconstruct B+ —> J/tpK+ decays. The top plot shows the

invariant J/ipK+ mass distribution, where a B+ signal is observed above a large

background. This background is drastically reduced after a displaced B vertex

with, e.g., cr > 100 fim as measured in the SVX, is required [see Fig. 12(b)].

3.1 B-Hadron Lifetimes

The lifetimes of B hadrons are fundamental properties of these particles and can be

used to test theoretical models of heavy flavor decays. Predictions for B-hadron

lifetimes and their ratios have been made by several groups.31'32 Bigi et al.31

predict the charged B lifetime to be longer than the B° lifetime by about 5%

© a f l - 0 + 0 - 0 6 - (200M^' (4)

and expect the lifetime of the A|J baryon to be shorter than T(B°) with a ratio

of r(A°)/r(B°) not smaller than about 0.9. On the other hand, using the heavy

quark expansion, Neubert32 obtains:

(5)

(6)
r(Ag)
T(B°)

where the estimate for r(Aj)/r(B°) includes corrections that arise at order I/ml.

Although these ratios might appear to be close to unity, Neubert argues that the

1 /mj corrections might be large due to phase space enhancement from effects

involving the u, d spectator quark. He concludes that theoretical uncertainties

allow a lifetime ratio in the range between 0.8 and 1.2.

This subject is controversial, and best solved by precisely measuring all the B-

hadron lifetimes. As we shall see, the uncertainties on the individual B lifetimes

have reached a level of a few percent. In the following, we review the latest B-

hadron lifetime results from CDF and also compare them to other experiments.

3.1.1 B + and B° Lifetimes w i th Fully Reconstructed B Mesons

The analysis principle for the B lifetime measurement using fully reconstructed B+

and B° mesons is as follows. All Run I dimuons forming a J/tp candidate, as shown

in Fig. 12(a), are used. All possible decay modes B -> \tK have been investigated,

where * is mainly a J/\j> but can also be a V^S) -> up. K represents the different

kaon states K+ and A'*(892)+ for the charged B lifetime measurement, as well as

Kg and /<"*(892)° for the T(B°) determination. The vertex and mass constrained

J/ip candidates are vertexed with the K candidates yielding the two-dimensional

decay length Lxy. Together with the known B transverse momentum p t , the proper
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CDF Preliminary. 110 pb'1

Figure 13: Proper time distributions of (a) charged and (l>) neutral D mesons,

which were fully reconstructed through B —» *K. The bottom plots represent the

background cr distributions as obtained from the B sidebands.

time distributions, shown in Fig. 13 for (a) charged and (b) neutral D candidates,

are obtained. The bottom cr distributions represent the background as obtained

by fitting the B sideband regions to a Gaussian with exponential tails. Using this

background shape, an unbinned likelihood fit of the signal, which is assumed to be

an exponential convoluted with a Gaussian, is performed. The following lifetimes

are obtained:

T(D+) = (1.68 ± 0.07 ± 0.02) ps

T{D°) = (1.58 ± 0.09 ± 0.02) ps

T(D+)/T(D°) = 1.06 ± 0 . 0 7 ±0.01.

(7)

(8)

(9)

The exclusive B lifetime measurement is still statistics dominated. One way

to increase the number of D candidates is to not fully reconstruct the D meson.

This is done in the semiexclusive analysis described in the next section.

3.1.2 B+ and 5 ° Lifetimes with Partially Reconstructed B Mesons

The ZMifetime analysis using partially reconstructed D mesons exploits the semi-

leptonic decays B -> D^(X and starts with the single lepton trigger data. In a

CDF Preliminary: 110 pb'
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Figure 14: Invariant mass distribution of £><"' candidates (left-hand side) and

proper time distributions (right-hand side) from the ^-lifetime analysis using

partially reconstructed D -> D^'HX decays with (a) D° -> K~ir+, where the D°

is not from a D"+. (b) £"+ -> D°7r+, D° -> K~ir+. (c) £>"+ -> £>OTT+, D° -4

A'-TT+TT+TT-. (d) £>-+ -> DV1", D° -> A'-TT+TT0.

cone around the trigger election or muon, £>w meson candidates are reconstructed

through their decay modes:

1. D° -> A"~7r+, where the D° is not from a D"+,

2. D"+->D°7r+, D°-> A-7T+,

3. D"+ -> D°ir+, D° -> A'-TT+TT+TT-,

4. D'+ -> D°ir+, D° -> A'~7r+7r°, where the IT0 is not reconstructed.

The i) '"' candidates are intersected with the lepton to find the B decay vertex.

Since the B meson is not fully reconstructed, its erg cannot be directly determined.

A correction has to be applied to scale from the D^t momentum to Pt{B). This

flf correction is obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation.

The final D("} candidates can be seen on the left-hand side of Fig. 14 for

(a) D° -> A-7T+, where the D° is not from a Dm+; (b) D"+ -» D°7r+, D° -¥ A'"ir+;

(c) D-+ -» D°n+, D° -4 AT-jr+TT+Tr-; and (d) D'+ -4 D°n+, D° -> K'n+Tr0.

Although the resolution of the Dm+ mass peak is worse in mode (d) compared

to the other channels, it is still good enough to be used in this analysis.
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Note that the charm signals in Fig. 14 are quite clean and rather competitive

with £>'"' signals found at e+e~ machines. This demonstrates the feasibility of B

physics in a hadron collider environment without using J/ip's.

The obtained lifetime distributions from (+D° and (.+D"~ are used to de-

termine the individual D+ and D° lifetimes. A C+D° combination usually orig-

inates from a charged B meson while £+D"~ comes from a B°. This simple

picture is complicated by the existence of D" states which are the source of

D° (D-) mesons that originate from a decay B° -+ D"~e+, D"~ -> D°X

(B+ -> D""°e+, D"° -> D"~X). This cross talk from D" resonances has been

decomposed using Monte Carlo. A combined lifetime fit, as shown on the right-

hand side of Fig. 14, yields the following B lifetimes:

r{B+) = (1.64 ± 0.06 ± 0.05) ps

T(B°) = (1.48 ± 0.04 ± 0.05) ps

T(B+)/T(B°) = 1.11 ± 0.06 ± 0.03.

(10)

(11)
(12)

3.1.3 JB+ and B° Lifetime Comparison

A comparison of the CDF B+ and B° lifetime measurements with other experi-

ments, as presented at the 28th International Conference on High Energy Physics,

Warsaw, Poland (ICHEP'96),33 can be found in Figs. 15 and 16, respectively. A

comparison of the CDF lifetime ratio measurements is presented in Fig. 17. The

B-lifetime analysis using partially reconstructed B -+ D^'HX decays is a new

result comprising the full Run I statistics and updates the 1992-93 measurement.

These new measurements were not yet available at the time of the ICHEP'96

conference and have been added to Figs. 15 through 17. This comparison shows

that the CDF B-lifetime measurements are competitive with the results from the

Z pole a t LEP and SLC.

The combination of the presented B lifetime results using fully and partially-

reconstructed B decays yields the following combined CDF B-lifetime average:

r(B+) = (1.66 ± 0.05) ps

T(B°) = (1.52 ± 0.06) ps

T(B+)/T(B°) = 1.09 ±0.05.

(13)

(14)

(15)

ALEPH D1*' 1
(91-94)

ALEPH exclusive
(91-94)

CI)K JA|f K
(92-93)

CDK l)'''l
(92-93)

DELPHI D(*>
(91-93)

DELPHI topology
(91-93)

OPAL D1*' 1
(91-93)

Sl.l) \crt. + I
(93-95)

SLI) lo|)olo»\

World average
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Figure 15: Comparison of the CDF B+ lifetime measurements with other experi-

ments.
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Figure 16: Comparison of the CDF B° lifetime measurements with other experi-
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with other experiments.
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The error is the sum of statistical and systematic errors, where the correlated

systematic errors are taken into account. It appears that the lifetime ratio mea-

surement is different from unity by almost two standard deviations.

3.1.4 B Lifetimes: B° Meson

The lifetime of the Bg meson is measured at CDF using the semileptonic decay

Bg —i Dgt+vX, where the Dg is reconstructed through its decay mode Dg —>

<t>n~, <j> -> K+K~. The analysis starts again with the single lepton (e, n) trigger

data searching for Dg -» <j>n~ candidates in a cone around the lepton. The Dg

candidates are intersected with the lepton to find the Bg decay vertex from where

the analysis follows the description of the .©-lifetime measurement using partially

reconstructed B mesons (see Sec. 3.1.2). A signal of (254± 21) Dg(+ candidates

is found as shown in Fig. 18(a), where the 4>K~ invariant mass distribution for

right sign Dg (+ combinations is plotted. T h e shaded histogram shows the wrong

sign Dg (~ distribution. Using these events, the Bg meson lifetime is determined

to be

r(Bs) = (1.37 ±8;12 ± 0.04) ps. (16)

A comparison of the CDF Bg lifetime measurement with other experiments at

LEP and SLC can be found in Fig. 18(b).

3.1.5 B Lifetimes: A0 Baryon

The analysis principle for the A[) lifetime measurement is very similar to the 5 s life-

time analysis at CDF. The Ajj baryon is reconstructed through the semileptonic

decay A° -4 A+£~vX, with the subsequent decay A+ -+ pK~n+. The analysis

again uses the single lepton trigger data, searching for A+ -> pK~ir+ candidates

in a cone around the lepton. The A+ candidates are intersected with the lepton

to find the Aj| decay vertex. A signal of (197 ± 25) A+ candidates is obtained

as shown in Fig. 19(a), where the pKir invariant mass distribution for right sign

A+£~ combinations is plotted. The shaded histogram shows the wrong sign A~£~

distribution. Using these events, the Aj) lifetime is determined to be

CDF Preliminary
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Figure 18: B^ lifetime measurement: (a) Invariant 4>n~ mass distribution for right

sign Ds£+ combinations. The shaded histogram shows the wrong sign distribu-

tion, (b) Comparison of the CDF B^ lifetime measurement with other experi-

ments.

A comparison of the CDF A° lifetime measurement with LEP results can be seen

in Fig. 19(b). The CDF AjJ lifetime is competitive with the LEP measurements

in precision, but tends to be longer compared to the LEP results.

3.1.6 B Lifetimes: Summary

A summary of the B lifetime measurements at CDF is given in Table 7. As we

have seen, CDF's B lifetime results are very competitive with the LEP and SLC

measurements where a precision of a few percent is reached. Although CDF's

measurement of the B+/B° lifetime ratio appears to be different from unity by al-

most two standard deviations, the precision is still not yet sufficient to distinguish

between theoretical approaches. The A° lifetime lies closer to the B° lifetime at

CDF with a ratio of T(Ag)/r(B0) = 0.87±0.11, while the LEP experiments report

a ratio of 0.78 ± 0.04 (Ref. 33). Theory favors the value for this ratio to be closer

to 0.9-1.0 in good agreement with the CDF measurement.

T(AJJ) = (1.32 ± 0.15 ± 0.07) ps . (17)
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Figure 19: A° lifetime measurement: (a) Invariant pKx mass distribution for right
sign \+£~ combinations. The shaded histogram shows the wrong sign distribution,
(b) Comparison of the CDF Aj) lifetime measurement with LEP results.

3.2 BB Oscillations

In the Standard Model, BB mixing occurs through the electroweak box diagram,
where the dominant contribution is through the top quark loop. The size of the
oscillation is expressed in terms of the mixing parameter a; = Am/r, where Am
is the difference in mass between the two B-meson eigenstates and T refers to the
average lifetime of both B states TD = h/T. For a beam initially pure in B° mesons
(at t = 0), the numbers of B° and B° mesons at proper time t, N^BO^S" and
iV(t)Bo_+fio, respectively, are given by:

= ^-e-"T f l( l -fcosAm,,*)
2TB

(18)

CDF B-Lifetime Summary

r(B+) =
r(B°) =

r(B+)/r(B°) =

(1.66 ± 0.05) ps
(1.52 ± 0.06) ps
1.09 ± 0.05

r(B°s) =
r(Aj) =

(1.37 ± 0.14) ps
(1.32 ± 0.17) ps

Table 7: Summary of CDF B-hadron lifetime results.

Measurements of the frequencies of B° and B{j oscillations can potentially
constrain the magnitudes of the CKM matrix elements Vtd and VJ,, where in the
ratio of Amj/Am, several theoretical uncertainties cancel out

\Vld?
Am. (20)

Here, fg is the weak B decay constant, BB the bag parameter of the B meson,
and T/300 are QCD corrections which are of the order of one.

In general, a time-dependent mixing measurement requires the knowledge of
the flavor of the B meson at production and at decay, as well as the proper decay
time of the B meson. Experimentally, the flavor of the B meson is determined at
the time of its decay from the observed decay products like the charge of the lepton
from a semileptonic B decay. The flavor at production time can be determined
in various ways, employing either the second fr-flavored hadron in the event, or
the charge correlation with particles produced in association with the B meson.
We report about two recent time dependent BB mixing results from CDF, which
exploit these two ways of tagging the B flavor at the origin.

3.2.1 BB Mixing in e/i Events

For this analysis, the e\i trigger data are used, where both leptons are assumed
to come from the semileptonic decay of both 6 hadrons in the event: 6i -» eX
and 62 -4 /iX. This means the flavor of the B meson at decay is tagged by its
semileptonic decay, while the semileptonic decay of the other 6 hadron in the event
tags the B flavor at production. The requirement mt/1 > 5 GeV/c2 ensures that
both leptons originate from two 6 hadrons and not from a sequential decay of one
6 hadron: 6 -» ct\X, with c -> 1%X.

The principle of this analysis is to search for an inclusive secondary vertex
associated with one of the leptons. The decay length of this vertex and the
momenta of the tracks associated with the lepton provide an estimate of the cr of
the B meson. The boost resolution for this technique is about 21% for electrons
and about 24% for muons. In order to search for an inclusive secondary vertex,
a modified version of the SVX fr-tagging algorithm, which was successfully used
in the search for 6 tags in top quark events (see Sec. 2.5), has been used. This
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Figure 20: (a) Example of the determination of the sample composition in the

e/.i mixing analysis using the invariant mass of the secondary vertex. The fitted

fractions from lib, cc, and fake events are shown. The terms "e Jet" and "/* Jet"

indicate that the secondary vertex is associated with the electron or muon. In

(b), the fit to the like-sign fraction versus CT is displayed.

algorithm has been tuned for high efficiency near CT = 0, with the efficiency

reaching a plateau of about 40% for CT > 500 //m according to a MC study.

The important task of this analysis is to determine the sample composition,

the fraction of events which come from bb decays with respect to events from cc or

background events with at least one fake lepton. We find to a good approximation

that the fake electron events are a subset of the fake muon events due to the

higher p t cut. Other backgrounds arise from sequential l i - t c - ) < decays. The

sample composition has been estimated from several kinematic quantities, like the

p[o1 distribution or the invariant mass of the tagged secondary vertex. Here, p[cl

is defined as the transverse momentum of the lepton with respect to the highest

p t track in a cone around the lepton. An example of the determination of the

sample composition is shown in Fig. 20(a). The fitted fractions from bb, cc, and

fake events are displayed. The final sample composition is given in Table 8, which

shows that more than 80% of the events originate from bb decays.

Component

Fake e with Real /z

Fake n Fraction

cc events

bb events

Sequential e

Sequential ji

e Jet

< 1 %

(15 ±4)%
(2 ± 2)%

(83 ± 5)%
(8.8 ±1.3)%
(13.6 ± 2.0)%

/z Jet

< 1 %

(7 ±3)%
(4 ± 3)%

(89 ± 4)%
(7.9 ±1.2)%
(16.5 ±2.5)%

Table 8: Final sample composition of the e/i mixing analysis. The terms "e Jet"
and "/i Jet" indicate that the secondary vertex is associated with the electron or
muon. The sequential fractions are part of the bb component.

From a fit to the like-sign lepton fraction as a function of CT, the mixing
frequency Amj is extracted as shown in Fig. 20(b). The fit includes components
for direct and sequential /) decays, cc, and fake events. In about 16% of the events
with a secondary vertex around one lepton, a secondary vertex is also found around
the other lepton. These events enter the like-sign fraction distribution twice, and
we allow for a statistical correlation between the two entries. The final fit result is

Amd = (0.45 ± 0.05 ± 0.05) pa~ (21)

where the dominant systematic error arises from the uncertainty in the sample
composition.

3.2.2 BB Mixing in £D<*> Events

For this analysis, D mesons are reconstructed through their semileptonic decays
D -» DMf.X (see also Sec. 3.1.2). The analysis starts with the single lepton
trigger data and reconstructs £)'"' meson candidates in a cone around the trigger
electron or muon in the following channels:

go

D°

£>•+ -> D°TT+, D°
D°
D° (n° not reconstructed)

D+

D°
A—7T+7T+

'7r+ (veto D'+ candidates) .

Tracks with impact parameters significantly displaced from the primary vertex are
selected in order to decrease combinatorial backgrounds. The signals are identified
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Figure 21: Invariant mass distribution of £>'*' candidates used in the Z?-mixing

analysis using partially reconstructed D -> D^'HX decays: (a) !!D"+ with D"+ -4

D°7r+, D° -> A'-7r+, (b) W'+ with £>"+ -> D°7r+, L>° ->• AT-Tr+Tr+Tr", (c) f.D+

with Z>+ -4 A'-7T+7r+, (d) ID0 with £D° -> K~n+, where the £>° is not from

a £>•+, and (e) (D"+ with £>*+ -> £>°7r+, D° -4 A'-JT+TT0, where the n° is not

reconstructed.

as peaks in the invariant mass spectra of the charm decay products as shown in

Fig. 21 for the different £><"> decay modes.

The £>'*' candidates are intersected with the lepton to find the B decay vertex.

Since the D meson is not fully reconstructed, its erg cannot be directly obtained.

The boost of the B meson is determined from the observed decay products and a

,8~f correction is applied as obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation.

In order to tag the D flavor at production, we use a "same side tagging"

(SST) algorithm, which exploits the correlation between the B flavor and the

charge of tracks from either the fragmentation process or B" resonances.31 In

this analysis, no attempt is made to differentiate the sources of correlated pions.

To study the correlation between the flavor of the B meson and the charged

particles produced in association with it, we consider all tracks that are within

an Tj-(f> cone of radius 0.7 centered around the direction of t h e B candidate. Since

the B meson is only partially reconstructed, we approximate this direction with

the momentum sum of the lepton and charm hadron.

The tracks considered as tags should be consistent with the hypothesis that

they originate from the fragmentation chain or the decay of B" mesons, i.e., that

they originate from the primary vertex of the event. All tracks with transverse

momentum p t > 0.4 GeV/c are therefore required to satisfy do/o^ < 3, where

d0 is the distance of closest approach of the track trajectory to the estimated

Z?-production position, and a-jo is the estimated error on this quantity.

String fragmentation models indicate that the velocity of the fragmentation

particles, that we seek for our tag, is close to the velocity of the B meson. Simi-

larly, pions from B" decays should also have a velocity that is close to the velocity

of the B meson. In particular, the relative-transverse momentum (pjcl) of the par-

ticle with respect to the combined momentum of the B momentum plus particle

momentum, should be small. Of the candidate tracks, we select as the tag the

track that has the minimum component of momentum p[cl orthogonal to the mo-

mentum sum of that track, the lepton, and the D meson. The efficiency for finding

such a tag is about 72% for this algorithm.

Since we know the flavor of the B meson at decay from the D^£ signature, we

compare the number of right-sign (NRS) correlations to the number of wrong-sign

(Nws) tag s as a function of cr. For the B° meson, we expect the asymmetry A(t)

to be:
NM - NWs(t)A(t) = = D • cos(Am<j4), (22)

where D is the dilution of the same side tagging algorithm. D is also often

expressed in terms of the mistag fraction w as D = 1 -2w. In our analysis, we

fit for both Amd and D.

To obtain the asymmetry for B" and B+ mesons, we correct for the fact that

each D^f. signal has contributions from both neutral and charged B mesons via

D" decays. We correct for this cross talk by performing a fit bin by bin in cr. The

inputs to the fit are the raw asymmetries as measured in each sample for a given

CT bin, and parameters describing the D" composition in semileptonic B decays.

We fit the corrected B" asymmetry as a function of cr to a cosine convoluted

with the cr resolution function and extract the mixing frequency Awj as well as

the dilution D of the same side tagging algorithm as shown in Fig. 22(a). We

also determine the asymmetry for the charged B meson, which is flat in CT as

expected. We measure

= (0.45 ± 0.06 ± 0.03) ps"', (23)
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Figure 22: (a) Time-dependent asymmetry for the D(")/! mixing analysis, where

the top plot shows the measured asymmetry for D+ while the bottom plot repre-

sents the asymmetry for D°. (b) Fitted like-sign fraction versus cr for a Z?-mixing

analysis using a jet charge and soft lepton tag.

and find D = 0.22 ± 0.04i}J;jj;J. We also determine the effective tagging efficiency

to be sD2 = (3.4 ± l.0too)%- The dominant systematic error arises from the

uncertainty in the fraction of D" in semileptonic D decays.

In summary, we have reported two measurements of Am,) at CDF using D'"V

events with a same side tag as well as c/.i dilepton events. There are more time-

dependent BD oscillation measurements in preparation at CDF, like a mixing

analysis using a soft lepton tag (see Sec. 2.5) and a jet charge tag as shown in

Fig. 22(b). The result from this analysis is

Amd = (0.47 ± 0.06 ± 0.04) ps" (24)

Since there is an event overlap of about 10% between this analysis and the e/i anal-

ysis, a combined CDF average has not yet been determined, but CDF's mixing

results start to become competitive with the LEP measurements.35

4 A Brief Look to the Future

In Run I, the luminosity of the Tevatron was limited by the antiproton current.

The Fermilab accelerator complex is undergoing an upgrade to produce an order

of magnitude higher luminosities in the Tevatron. The largest change will be

to replace the Main Ring with the new Main Injector, which will be housed in

a new tunnel. The Main Injector will provide higher proton intensity onto the

antiproton production target, and larger aperture for the antiproton transfer into

the Tevatron. After the completion and commissioning of the Main Injector, the

Tevatron is scheduled to deliver luminosity again in the summer of 1999. The

center-of-mass energy will then be at 2.0 TeV. Luminosities of 2.0 • 1032 cm~2s~'

will be reached yielding an integrated luminosity of 2 / b~ ' delivered to the collider

experiments within two years. The physics projections for Run II presented here

assume 2 / b " ' of integrated luminosity. In addition to the Tevatron upgrade,

the CDF and D0 experiments will undergo major detector upgrades, which are

described in detail elsewhere.36'37

4.1 Top Physics in Run II

In Run II, both collider detectors will be equipped with new and improved silicon

vertex detectors which will, for example, enhance the efficiency to detect top

decays. In addition, the Tevatron's center-of-mass energy will be at 2.0 TeV,

which will increase the top quark production cross section by 40%. The estimated

yield per experiment will be about 160 dilepton events, 990 lepton plus four-jet

events with one or more I) tags, and for the top mass measurement, about 240

lepton plus four-jet events where both b jets are tagged. This will result in a

statistical uncertainty on the top quark mass measurement of 1-2 GeV/c2. The

top production cross section will be known with a precision of better than 10%.

In addition, single top production can be studied, top polarization measurements

can be performed, and rare top decays will be searched for. A more detailed

overview of top quark physics in Run II can be found in R.ef. 38.

4.2 B Physics in Run II

In this section, we concentrate on reviewing the future of D physics at CDF by

summarizing the prospects of measuring CP violation in Run II. The Z?-physics

goal is to measure the CP asymmetry in D° —*• J/vKg and D° -> 7r+7r~, deter-

mining sin 2ft and sin2a, respectively. CDF plans to also look for CP violation

in Ds -> DSK and D -» DI\ probing sin27.
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CDF has the advantage of being an existing experiment that took plenty of

data in Run I. We can use these data to study the ingredients for a future CP

violation measurement, e.g., in B° -¥ J/ipKg- One input is the knowledge of the

expected number of J/ipKg events, which can be extrapolated from the J/ipKg

yield in CDF's current data. T h e second ingredient is the knowledge of the B flavor

at production. For this purpose, CDF studies several B flavor tagging methods

at a hadron collider environment. The figure of merit to compare flavor tagging

algorithms is the effective tagging efficiency eD2, where e is the efficiency of how

often a flavor tag is applicable and D is the dilution D = (NRS — NWS)/(NRS +

Nws) = 1 — 2 to. Here, NRS a n d Nws a r e the numbers of right and wrong sign

tags, while w is the mistag fraction (see also Sec. 3.2.2).

Figure 23 shows the invariant J/ij>Kg mass distribution from CDF's current

data corresponding to about 110 pb"1. About 240 signal events with a signal-

to-noise ratio better than 1:1 are observed. This is currently the world's largest

sample of B° -4 J/il>Ks and serves as proof that B° -4 J/ipKg decays can be

fully reconstructed in a hadron collider environment in a well understood way.

4.2.1 B Flavor Tagging S tud ies in Run I

Several B flavor tagging methods are studied with CDF data. One is referred

to as "same side tagging" (SST) which is described in more detail in Sec. 3.2.2.

This method exploits charge correlations between B mesons and charged particles

produced in the fragmentation of the b quarks. Such correlations are expected to

arise from particles produced in the fragmentation chain and from decays of the

L = 1 B mesons (the B" mesons).34 Another way of tagging the flavor of a

B meson at production is to exploit the flavor of the other B meson in the event.

This can be done through a B semileptonic decay (lepton tagging) or by counting

the charge of the other b jet (jet-charge tagging). CDF has preliminary results on

the effective tagging efficiency of these three methods.

Using a higli statistics sample of partially reconstructed B mesons from ID0

(B+ signature) and f.D+/£D"+ (B° signature) combinations, charge correlations

between the B candidate and tracks in its vicinity are studied as detailed in

Sec. 3.2.2. In the case of charged B mesons, we measure eD2 = (5.7 ± 1.5±f;2)%

(D = (28 ± 4 ^ ) % ) for the same side tagging algorithm. For the neutral B meson,

we obtain eD2 = (3.4 ± 1.0±J;jj)% with D = (22 ± Zt%)%. The proof that this

B° CDF Preliminory

, Mass (GeV/c2)

Figure 23: Run I signal of B° at CDF.
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tagging method actually works is shown in Fig. 22(a), where the asymmetry of

right minus wrong sign tags normalized to the sum of both is plotted versus

the CT of the D meson. The top plot is for J 5 + candidates and shows a flat

behavior as expected. The bottom plots shows the same distribution for B°

mesons and exhibits an oscillatory behavior as expected from BB mixing. This

means applying same side tagging to a sample of partially reconstructed B meson

results in a measurement of time-dependent B° mixing. We also studied same side

tagging with a sample of fully reconstructed B -* J/ipK^ decays. The results of

eD2 = (4.0 ± 1.9)% (D = (33 ± 8)%) and eD2 = (1.5 ± 3.0)% (D = (19 ± 19)%)

for B+ and B° mesons, respectively, are somewhat limited by statistics.

CDF also studied opposite side lepton tagging and obtains an effective tagging

efficiency of eD2 = (0.6 ± 0.1)% for soft muon tagging and eD2 = (0.3 ± 0.1)%

for soft electron tagging. The tagging algorithms are similar to the ones used

in the top quark search as described in Sec. 2.5. The preliminary result for the

effective tagging efficieny of jet charge tagging is (1.0 ± 0.3)%, which makes use of

information from the silicon vertex detector. The proof that jet charge and soft

lepton tagging actually works is shown in Fig. 22(b), where the time-dependent

B-mixing measurement using these two tags is displayed. Combining the existing

measurements on B flavor tagging from Run I results in an effective tagging

efficiency of « 3.4%.

4.2.2 CP Asymmetry in B° ->• J/if>K° : sin2/3

For the measurement of sin 2/? in 5 ° -> J/4>I<s, CDF expects about 15,000 7/^/^5

events. This event number will be obtained with a lower muon trigger threshold

of pt > 1.5 GeV/c compared to about 2.0 GeV/c in Run I, improved muon cover-

age, and by also triggering on J/ip —> e+e". The effective tagging efficiencies are

expected to improve with the upgraded detector. We expect eD2 ss 2% for lepton

tagging due to a better coverage for the lepton identification. For same side tag-

ging, we expect eD2 ~ 2% from a cleaner selection of fragmentation tracks with

SVX II. Finally, for jet charge tagging, we expect eD2 & 3% from an improved pu-

rity of the algorithm with three-dimensional vertexing and the extended coverage

of SVX II. Considering the overlap of all three tags by combining them, we expect

a total eD2 of about 5.5% resulting in an uncertainty on sin 2/3 of A sin 2/3 = 0.09.

4.2.3 CP Asymmetry in B° -+ 7T+7T : sin2a

The key to measuring the CP asymmetry in B° -» TT+TT~ is to trigger on this

decay mode in hadronic collisions. CDF plans to do this with a three-level trigger

system. On Level 1, two oppositely charged tracks with pt > 2 GeV/c found with a

fast track processor yield an acceptance rate of about 16 kHz. This will be reduced

to about 20 Hz on Level 2 using impact parameter information (d > 100 £tm).

On Level 3, the full event information is available, further reducing the trigger

rate to about 1 Hz. With this trigger, we expect about 10,000 B° -> n+n~ events

in 2 / b " 1 . Assuming the same effective tagging efficiency of 5.5%, we expect

an uncertainty on sin 2a of A sin 2a = 0.10. Backgrounds from B -» Kn and

B —> KK decays can be extracted from the untagged signal by making use of

the invariant mass distribution as well as CDF's dE/dx capability in the central

tracking chamber.

4.2.4 CP Asymmetry in Bs -)• DSK : sin27

The CP asymmetry in sin 27 completes the test of the unitarity triangle. The

angle 7 can be probed via the decay Bg -> DgK+ and D%K~, where both the

mixed and the unmixed amplitudes can decay to the same final D%K~ state.

The interference between both amplitudes results in the weak phase 7, but also

in a relative QCD phase which is expected to be small but a priori unknown.

This measurement requires an all hadronic trigger with similar requirements as

for B° -> 7r+7r~. We expect an overall efficiency times acceptance of w 3 • 10~4.

Because of rapid B% oscillations, a time-dependent analysis is required, but only

a small sample of tagged events is expected at CDF in Run II.

The CP asymmetry in sin 27 can also be explored via B -4 DK. In this case,

the decays are self-tagging and a time-integrated analysis can be performed, but

the theoretical uncertainties are large. Thus, performing a measurement of sin 27

through both modes will be a challenge at CDF in Run II.
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5 Conclusion

In this article, we have reviewed recent heavy flavor physics results from the

Tevatron pp collider at Fermilab. We summarized the status of top quark physics

at CDF and D0. The top production cross section has been measured to be

and the top quark mass is known with a precision of

'"top = (175.0 ± 3.9 ± 4.5) GeV/c2.

We also discussed recent D physics results from the CDF Collaboration. We

summarized CDF's D hadron lifetime measurements, which are very competitive

with the LEP and SLC results, and discussed latest time-dependent DD mixing

results from CDF.

We also reviewed future prospects of top and D physics at the Tevatron. In

Run II, starting in 1999, both experiments will measure the top quark mass with

a statistical uncertainty of 1-2 GeV/c2. The top production cross section will he

known with a precision of better than 10%. The future prospects of D physics

at CDF will concentrate on the discovery of CP violation in the D system. CDF

expects to measure sin 2/? in D° -> J/i/'Kg with a precision of A sin 20 = 0.09.

CDF will also search for CP violation in D° -> TT+TT~ and expects to measure

sin 2ft with a precision of A sin 2a = 0.10. A measurement of sin 27 will be

challenging in Run II.
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NEW ACCURATE IDEAS ON FLAVOR
FORMATION IN HADRONIZATION AND

CONNECTIONS TO QCD

C. D. Buchanan and Sebong Chun

UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Presented by C. D. Buchanan

ABSTRACT

Our work strongly suggests a paradigm shift in understanding flavor

creation within relativistic string approaches, a paradigm shift to a

viewpoint in which suppression of heavy particle formation (kaon, n,

p, (j>, proton, A, etc.) predominantly comes directly from the final

state hadronic mass, not from the virtual qq production level (s/u,

qq/q, . . . ) nor from the hadronic formation level (vector/all, . . . ) .

Our predictions are especially clean and accurate for the production of

various flavored mesons, the most fundamental and elementary tests of

colorfield behavior. Our approach also forms an excellent "platform"

for future understanding of baryon formation, P? effects, etc. The

central feature of our approach is a simple Event Weight Function

which, on the one hand, leads with very few assumptions to predictions

agreeing quite well with e+e~ hadronization data, and on the other

hand, connects persuasively to strong-coupled soft nonperturbative

QCD and forms a "target" for calculations within this regime.

© 1996 by C. D. Buchanan.
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1 Introduction

It is commonly believed that QCD may well be the appropriate underlying the-

ory for the "hadronization process" (how hadrons are produced). Hadronization

can occur in many different arenas: hadron-hadron interactions, lepton-hadron

interactions, etc. The cleanest arena in which to study it is electron-positron in-

teractions in which the electroweak annihilation creates an almost asymptotically

free initial quark-antiquark pair at very large Q2, with a QCD colorfield emerg-

ing between the pair as they separate. The system then evolves from its initial

condition, in which perturbative QCD can be used to calculate intermediate-

state gluon emission, into a very soft low-Q2 nonperturbative regime in which the

hadrons are finally created. The most fundamental and elementary testing ground

for hadronization ideas is meson formation and distributions.

The conceptual path from QCD to accurate predictions of e+e~ data is sketched

in Fig. 1.

The central feature for our UCLA approach is an Event Weight Function (dWf)

which can be written for any final state of specified hadrons—that is, where the

flavor (and, therefore, mass) and three-momentum of each hadron is specified—

and which provides the probability of that specific event occurring relative to

other possible final states. The nomenclature of such an event is shown in Fig. 2.

In our present view, we now conceptualize the path as moving logically from

QCD to dWf to dP\ (the fragmentation function for an "outside-in, one-hadron-

at-a-time" implementation) to comparisons with data (see Fig. 1). However, his-

torically, quite the reverse is true: We first noted in 1987 (Ref. 1) that if the Lund

Symmetric Fragmentation Function2'3

(1)

was used as a hadronic production density (i.e., with constant normalization N

for all hadrons), then the predicted rates agreed rather well with measured ones.

In this approach, the suppression of heavy hadrons arose from the exp(—brnfi/z)

factor rather than from suppression factors such as s/u and Vector/All as used,

for example, in the Lund implementation. After this initial phenomenological

success, we then began, with some guidance from the Lund group, to develop the

idea and form of the Event Weight Function4 which not only leads to the idea of

The Path From Q C D to Hadronization DATA

(via The UCLA Approach)

QCD

/ can we learn ?
H^

• d W f

(Weight for an event)

Can the properties of an hadronic
event (jettinesspf the events/etc}'
be reproduced by dW( without
parton shower and iterative
implementation 7 - . v.

Stage II

In terms of c+c- -*f—* hadrons
first for light-quaric mesons
approximate 1+3 dimension

J

Elaborations
• Heavy hadrons
• Pt
• Baryons

*£*

Stage III

{Probability for outermost
hadron flavor, Pt, z)

Stage I

Fig. 1. The conceptual flow of the UCLA approach from QCD to the Event Weight

Function to the Fragmentation Function to predictions of data. [Note, however,

that the historical development proceeded in roughly the opposite sequence.]
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hadron 1

Figure 2: Five hadrons are produced with small intrinsic Pr relative to a "planar"

hadronic event of e+e~ annihilation. These PT'S distort the plane of the event

in such a way that the resulting area becomes slightly larger than for the planar

event. See text for description of i/y, Cf, Nt, and of our UCLA assumptions for

these.

using the Lund Symmetric Fragmentation Function with constant normalization,

but also begins to connect with QCD for which it potentially forms a "target" for

approximate calculations, lattice work, etc.

The Event Weight Function involves very simple principles: An area law5 in

space-time (which almost any strong-coupled theory will suggest), approximately

longitudinal phasespace, the possibility of suppression "penalties" in creating mas-

sive quark-antiquark pairs from the colorfield (fy in Fig. 2), Clebsch-Gordon co-

efficients to describe the flavor and spin combination of a quark and antiquark

as they coalesce into a meson or of three quarks into a baryon (Cf), and "knit-

ting factors" to describe the combinations into the spatial wave functions of the

hadron to be created (iV,). In our UCLA modeling, we make the simplest possible

assumptions within this structure:

(i) that there is no appreciable suppression for creating light-quark pairs from

the colorfield (namely, i/y a 1.0 for uu, dd, and ss virtual pairs from the

colorfield), and

(ii) that the spatial "knitting factors" for forming all hadrons are approximately

the same [namely, all jV,- ~ (75 MeV)"2 = (2.7 fm)2].

How should we go about testing our Event Weight Function hypothesis against

experimental data? T h e ideal way would be to have a computer big enough and

fast enough that, for a given ECM, a library of Event Weight Functions could

be calculated for each possible set of final state hadrons within a grid of the

flavor (mass), longitudinal momentum, and transverse momentum of each hadron

produced. This, unfortunately, is not practical, but it is useful to remind the

reader that the goal is a method to simulate this ideal. The practical technique

to carry this out is to use a Monte Carlo program in which one hadron at a

time is picked in such a way that an event as a whole is eventually constructed

appropriately.

The program we use is an adaptation of the relativistic string Monte Carlo

JETSET7.4 (Ref. 6) written by Dr. Torbjorn Sjostrand of Lund University, Sweden

(with many thanks to him for making it available to us and aiding us in using

it). The program uses an "outside-in" implementation, that is, first picking the

outermost hadron containing the initial quark, and then working its way inward.
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Thus, it is necessary for us, beginning witli an Event Weight Function for

an event, to derive the fragmentation function—i.e., the probability (dPi)—for

the flavor and momentum of a first outermost hadron (see, e.g., Fig. 2). When

we perform this derivation, we find that our simple UCLA assumptions for the

Event Weight Function vertex suppression and knitting factors yield essentially

the phenomenology which we originally found to be successful: namely, using the

Lund Symmetric Fragmentation Function as a hadronic production density in the

outside-in JETSET implementation framework!

2 The Event Weight Function dWf for Meson

Formation

Referring to Fig. 2, the Event Weight Function for an event with a final state /

is written as:

dW,™ = dPZldPXidPyi&(E2
l - P? - mf) vX2x...

P^dP^dPy^S (El, - Pi, - m2
n_.) «,„_,,„

^0x ̂ 0dEndPtJPxJPyJ [El - Pi - ml)

)J 5 (?z - £ Pz)j 5 (px - £ PXl) 5 (py -x(:

xe

where

^ ) dE{dPz,dPx,dPyi5 (El - Pi - Pi - Pi - mf)

is just the four-dimensional phasespace

(2)

(3)

for the i-th meson and

" E pv (4)

is overall four-momentum conservation. The bold face E signifies E'otal, etc. The

factor exp(—ftMworid-surfacc) is the QCD-inspired space-time area law factor and

the fy's are the vertex suppression factors possible at the production of each

virtual qq pair from the colorfield.

We include a structure to describe the probability that a quark from one

virtual vertex and an antiquark from an adjacent vertex combine to form the

state function of a final meson. This involves both Clebsch-Gordon coefficients

to control the flavor and spin parts (the Cf's) and a "knitting factor" TV; for the

spatial part of the hadron state function.

The factor exp(—&'-4Worid-surfacc) ' s 'he area law behavior which, as will be

discussed in Sec. 7, most approaches to strong-coupling situations (such as that

of hadronization in its later stages) lead to, where b' is a parameter which is

related to the string constant and A is the area swept out in a space-time diagram

such as Fig. 2. Because the JETSET implementation provides a good recipe for

iterating past a gluon-induced string kink, Eq. (2) is rewritten relative to a straight

relativistic string using

•^world-surface — •Aptane i 2 ^ ~L7 Ti>
i V

where Apiane is the area of world-surface projected to a plane. This yields

dW,™ = ̂ dEldPzldPx,dPm6(EJ - Pi - m?) e-*('V>.2.W x ...

x»n-hn?0dEndPzJPxJPyJ (El - Pl - ml) e-xCf.+'S.)

(5)

This Event Weight Function structure can be used to analyze both the Lund

and the UCLA approaches to the situation.

The UCLA assumptions are:

(i) The j/y's for uu, dd, and ss are all w 1.0; that is, there is no substantial

penalty for creating any qq pair, at least as long as the quark mass is below

the QCD scale of « 1 GeV. This also recognizes tha t at this stage, the event

is very close (in time or virtuality) to the actual final state hadrons and that
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the virtual quark pair production from the colorfield is being "pulled" by the

configurations of allowable final state hadrons.

(ii) The Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for creating mesons are remarkably simple,

flowing from three aspects of our approach:

(a) Only sets of final state hadrons are allowed which correspond to local

flavor conservation in creating virtual pairs in the colorfield. That is,

virtual uu, dd, and ss pairs can be created locally in the colorfield, but

ud, us, and ds pairs cannot.

(b) If, for example, a K+ meson is part of a hypothesized local-flavor-

conserva-tion-allowed chain, then the us pair needed to form the K+

is simply available. The flavor coupling, then, of this "available" us pair

into the K+ flavor state function, whose only flavor composition is us,

is simply 1.0. Note, however, for example, that a n° has equal terms

in both uu and dd composition. Thus, if a uu mesonic combination is

allowed by a hypothesized local-flavor-conservation chain, then this uu's

coupling to the 7r°'s flavor state function would be 0.5. Similarly, the

couplings which we use into either an r\ or into an rf have strength 0.25

from uu, 0.25 from dd, and 0.5 from ss.

(c) The spins of the final state hadrons are presumed to be (at least, ap-

proximately) independent. Given the intense amount of spin angular

momentum in the gluons of the colorfield, this would seem to be a plau-

sible approximate assumption. Therefore, the colorfield couples in spin

to a final state hadron simply with the hadron's spin degrees of freedom.

Thus, to summarize, the colorfield couples to a final state meson in flavor and

spin with simply the spin-counting of the meson's spin degrees of freedom,

except for neutral mesons where the additional content of the meson's flavor

state function must also be coupled to by the quark-antiquark combination

allowed by local flavor conservation.

(iii) The "knitting factors" Ni express the difficulty or probability of a quark

and its "neighbor" antiquark coupling into the spatial wave function of a

particular hadron. [It is conceptually somewhat akin to a hadronic decay

factor in reverse]. We presume that all such knitting factors, whether the

meson be a pion, kaon, T/, rf, p, w, K', <j>, etc., are all approximately the

same. The units for Ni, as can be seen from the Event Weight Function

expression, are (Energy)'2. The unitarity normalization constraint from the

probability for the outermost hadron, as we shall see in Sec. 3, establishes

all Ni ^(75 MeV)"2 as (2.7 fm)2.

(iv) The transverse situation is described in terms of Pr of the observed hadrons,

compatible with the description and handling of j4Worid-»urfa<:<. above. (See

Sec. 3 for our particular approach to possible local Pr compensation.)

In our modeling, the suppression of heavier particles arises from the mass of

the hadron (as will be seen in Sec. 3), rather than from suppression factors at the

quark pair production level and smaller knitting factors for vector mesons as, for

example, Lund presumes.

The Lund modeling, by contrast, assumes:

(i) At the virtual qq production stage, there is vertex suppression of ss produc-

tion (the famous s/u ~ 0.3), based on a WKB tunneling sort of argument;

that is,

I'usSi'djKl.O and uti ~ 0.3.

Also, for baryon production, the qq/q factor of « 0.09 is introduced as a

vertex suppression.

(ii) As in our UCLA treatment, Clebsch-Gordon factors are different from 1.0

only, for example, to decide whether a uu state is to be coupled into a n°, n,

or rf.

(iii) The knitting factors are used, via some detailed wave function arguments,

for the Vector/All suppressions, with different parameters for light quarks,

strange quarks, and heavy quarks. The final state phase-space spin-counting

is also incorporated at this stage.

(iv) The Lund modeling conceptually originates the Pr structure from balanced

nonzero transverse momenta of a virtual quark-antiquark pair as it is cre-

ated from the colorfield; however, this can be incorporated into the general

description of Eq. (5).
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3 Deriving the Fragmentation Function dP\ for

the Outermost Meson from dW/

* Define the Total Weight for all possible final state configurations at some

value S = E%M by

g**(S) = j£ <W/**(S), (6)

where % sums over all possible final state flavors and multiplicities and

integrates over all possible momenta.

• Then:
HW'to'K'lQ)

r p , ( q = (
1 ( ' g»*(S). ()

is a properly normalized probability for an event of specified final state /

such that

e Integrate Eq. (5) over the azimuthal angle of each hadron, introduce light

cone variables W+, W-, and define

_ (8)

That is, z,- is the fraction of the initial quark's energy plus longitudinal mo-

mentum which the hadron carries. As is explained in the caption of Fig. 3,

the last step in Eq. (8) is due to the proportionality between the length and

energy via a presumed approximately constant string tension.

Note:

where the bo ld face signifies total quantity as before.

• This yields

Figure 3: The probabilty that the first hadron is produced with a specific

energy-momentum and flavor can be extracted by comparing g*>ft (S) (an inte-

gration/summation of the weight function for the rest of the system) to g*0* (S)

(an integration/summation of the weight function for the original system). The

primary qoqa with kinetic energy E will stretch until all kinetic energy is converted

to potential energy, i.e., IE = K,d where K is the string tension (presumed con-

stant) and d is the maximum separation between the primary <7o9o- This enables

one to write distance and area in terms of energy and energy-squared, respectively.

For example, the energy-momentum fraction of the hadron z can be written in

terms of the lengths /( and lo and the mass-squared of the first hadron can be

recognized as the area labeled m\ in the figure.

~. 0)
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• Next, one derives the outermost fragmentation function dP^'(S) by writing

out dPj°^°(S) and then integrating/summing over all possible flavors, multi-

plicities, and momenta of all particles except the first (outermost) one. But

this integration/summation is simply gw*(5) where S = (S — m^ /zij (1 -
Z\) is the EQM of the system excluding the first hadron. The situation is

indicated in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).

• Thus,

(10)

where 6 = b'/tt2, K CZ 1 GeV/fm is the string tension, and m\lz\ is the part

of the original area A{S) which is excluded from the new remaining area

A(S) = A.

The reason to introduce the Event Weight Function dWf^°(S), instead of

using the probability dPj°^"(S), is that a very useful theorem can be proven

for g«(S) (Ref. 7):

Take the natural log of both sides of Eq. (10). Differentiate with respect

to S. Make the crucial assumption that the fragmentation function

dPi°(S) is, in fact, independent of S when S is large enough. Then,

one obtains a t large 5

'' (S)
dS

Separation of variables implies

(§) dS

and (11)

where all systems have the same power "a" of 5" and the coefficients d;;-

depend on the flavors of the system.

Thus, finally our fragmentation function for the outermost hadron is (as

derived from dWf with the one assumption that dP£°(S) is independent of

S at large S):

(12)

where we have used 5 = (5 — m^/21) (1 — zi).

Note that an absolute normalization AfiC2i/i2/(47r)2 is indicated for the fragmen-

tation function in this derivation.

Though Eq. (12), with all i/y ~ 1.0 and all N,- approximately the same, is

the primary structure to be used in the outside-in iterative implementation of our

UCLA modeling, there are several important subtleties to be mentioned in its

implementation:

Equation (12) contains an exponential suppression of PT, carried over from the

Event Weight Function of Eq. (5). At this stage in our work, we want simply

to use some approximate Pp treatment which works so that we can focus on

the question of meson production rates. We note that if one simply replaced

m2
H by the transverse mass squared mT = mjj + P?, this would set x = b/z.

However, one can show8 that, if there are local compensation correlations

between hadrons, then the subsequent PT distributions will be narrower than

the "natural" distribution. In particular, in an outside-in implementation, if

the PT of one hadron is compensated for by the next n hadrons, then one

can show that a factor of n/(n — 1) is introduced as a coefficient of P$ in the

exponential. We find that the following works reasonably well and use it as an

approximate treatment for the time being: (a) We use n = 2 (the most local

compensation possible on the hadron level) so that the suppression factor is

exp(—26P£/z); (b) after one hadron's PT is picked, the next hadron's Pp is

centered at -1/2 of the remaining PT imbalance. This, as will be seen, gives

an adequate description of the data. We also note, however, that a different

factor in exp(—2&P.J./2) from exp(—bm2
l{/z) leads to a small deviation from

Left — Right symmetry.2

In Fig. 2, we have presumed that the initial qoqo pair are quite light and essentially

travel along the light cone. This is a good approximation for up, down, and

even strange quarks. However, it is a poor approximation for charm and

bottom quarks, which travel in a hyperbolic path inside the light cone. This

is indicated in Fig. 4. Focusing on area-law considerations, we presume that

Zeir is really m^/(comparison area) of Fig. 4. This modifies the definition of

the energy-momentum fraction z to be used in the exponential of Eq. (12),
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which arises from the area-law. The result is

(13)
baxyon baiyon

Figure 4: Various geometrical definitions to be used in deriving the outermost

hadron's fragmentation function dP\ are displayed. A heavy initial quark travels

along a hyperbola rather than a light-cone, which affects the area involved. One

has to modify the definition of z in order to incorporate this change.

where /.i is the current quark mass and m is the hadron mass. This has little

effect on light and strange hadrons, but softens the predicted spectra for b

and c hadrons in a manner which gives substantially better agreement with

experimental spectra than otherwise.

The ratio d^/d^ correctly expresses a procedure which was clearly called for

in our original phenomenological approach. Consider Fig. 2: Let go be a u,

where we want to focus on properly picking meson #1 using our fragmenta-

tion function weights of Eq. (12). If vertex\2 is either uu or dd, then meson

# 1 is nonstrange. However, if vertexl2 is ss, then both meson # 1 and meson

# 2 are strange, and therefore heavier than otherwise, and therefore provide

more suppression to the event via the exp(—bm2/z) factors. In our iterative

phenomenological implementation, as we consider meson # 1 , we must "look

ahead" at meson #2 also and incorporate the effects of the quark-antiquark

flavor at vertex^ on the mass of meson #2; that is, we include a factor of

t N,Cf (1 - zY
(4*)* Z

m2

from each appropriate meson #2 into the weight for each possible meson #1.

The d{j factors in Eq. (12) explicitly summarize and require this procedure.

More precisely, Eq. (12) can be recast into an eigenvector problem for the

dy's with the knitting factor N related to the eigenvalue: Since some first

hadron must be created, there is a probability unitarity constraint of:

,.pT.

where the summation over flavor is for the flavor of the hadrons containing a

quark qo. Carrying out this sum/integration over possible hadron flavors, z's,

and Pp's and generalizing to any combination of initial quark and antiquark

flavors leads to a set of coupled equations:

NCfk (1 -
d,,=

>,pT

1 - -
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The factor quoted above which we use in the weight for hadron # 1 from

appropriate hadrons # 2 is just the first step in an iterative solution t o this

eigenvector problem for the dy's. Solving the eigenvector problem directly

for our best fit values of o = 1.65 and 6 = 1.18 GeV~2, we find

rfuo ^ ddjc±dul= dda,

d,a = du3 ~ d,s = dds ~ 0.47 duQ,

dsS ~ 0.47 d,a.

These, of course, to first order are simply the factors we have used for the

hadron #2 weighting.

The solution to the eigenvalue problem also gives an intriguing new piece of

information, namely, an eigenvalue for the knitting factor:

N ~ 160 ~ 220 GeV"2 ~ (68 ~ 80 MeV)~2 a* (2.5 ~ 2.9 fm)2.

The knitting factor appears to be a new and interesting concept, which may

in some manner be related to the inverse of a hadronic decay constant.

We note, in fact, that N c* (2//^)2 for typical hadronic decay constants /„

of 110 ~ 160 MeV.

4 Baryon Formation

During our hadronization studies, as we have come to understand meson formation

as apparently a very simple process, we have also come to view baryon formation as

a much more complicated process: (1) three quarks must somehow coalesce into a

baryon wave function; (2) whereas a quark and antiquark define a one-dimensional

line between them in forming a meson, three quarks can have a more complex two-

dimensional structure in forming a baryon; (3) one or more "popcorn" mesons can

be formed between the baryon and antibaryon; and (4) because of the multiple

popcorn meson formations possible, there are many more combinations possible

in the flavor chain of an event.

Recognizing this much-increased complexity for baryon formation, we extend

our approach for mesons to baryon formation in as simple a manner as possible.

The following approach works encouragingly well, though we currently must intro-

duce at least one "ad hoc" parameter in order to reach fairly reasonable agreement

with baryon rate, distribution, and correlation data :

(1) For any given final state of hadrons with specified flavors and three-momenta,

now including baryons and antibaryons, we assign a weight via the Event

Weight Function approach. For this weight function, we presume:

(2) The area law approach (and likewise proper kinematics) is valid.

(3) The same values of "a" and "b" are used in the fragmentation function for

baryons as for mesons.

(4) There is no significant suppression for creating any number of virtual uu, dd,

and ss pairs from the colorfield, as we also assumed for mesons.

(5) To knit quarks into baryons:

• Proper Clebsch-Gordon coefficients should be used for creating baryons

as well as for mesons.

• The spatial knitting factors to form baryons are assumed to be the

same as for the mesons, where the universal value is found to be ss

1/(75 MeV2) from data and probability conservation, as is discussed in

Sec. 3.

The Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for flavor and spin couplings are as simple

for baryons as they are for mesons, presuming the three assumptions made in

Sec. 2: (1) local flavor conservation in creating virtual qq pairs from the colorfield;

(2) virtual qq pairs are available "for free" from the colorfield; and (3) the spins

of the final state hadrons are (at least, approximately) independent. Given these

assumptions, the flavor coupling of whatever quarks are needed into the final state

baryon flavor state is simply 1.0 and the spin coupling is simply the final state

baryon spin degrees of freedom, i.e., 2.0 for spin 1/2 baryons and 4.0 for spin 3/2

baryons. The only difference between mesons and baryons is in the neutral sector:

Mesons such as 7r°, rj, p°, <f>, etc., contain superpositions of different qq flavor states

(i.e., uu, dd, and ss), and therefore a given state of flavored qq (e.g., uu) couples

into a neutral meson flavor state with less than 1.0. By contrast, for example,

every term in the A and S° flavor state is uds. Thus, the flavor coupling of quarks

within the colorfield into each of the A and E° is 1.0.
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Fig. 5. (a) The baryon and antibaryon pair are produced adjacent to each other,

(b) One popcorn meson is produced between the baryon and antibaryon. (c)

and (d) Two possible ways of producing two mesons between the baryon and

antibaryon. (e) to (h) Four possible ways of producing three mesons between the

baryon and antibaryon. As more popcorn mesons are produced, the number of

possible diagrams increases rapidly.

In terms of area law treatment, because baryons contain three quarks, there is a

new spatial degree of freedom. Whereas quarks and antiquarks in a meson always

define a one-dimensional line between them, the three quarks in a baryon can

form a two-dimensional spatial structure. As the three quarks propagate forward

in time, an area law structure can take either a "Y" structure or a "A" structure

connecting them.9 In our current treatment, we presume that the area law for

baryons can be treated in an approximate manner where the "Y" or "A" structure

has been collapsed into a 1+1 dimensional structure (partially reminiscent of a

diquark approach), as for mesons.

Even within the context of our presumed 1+1 dimensional treatment for

baryons, another new degree of freedom emerges: namely, events where "pop-

corn" mesons are "popped out" between the baryon and antibaryon. Figure 5

shows (a) the baryon and antibaryon are adjacent and share two virtual qq pairs;

(b) there is one intermediate popcorn meson and the baryon and antibaryon share

one virtual qq pair; (c) there are two popcorn mesons and the baryon and an-

tibaryon share one virtual pair (where the "first" virtual pair must "live a long

time" before the rest of the baryon-antibaryon formation occurs); (d) there are two

popcorn mesons in a "crossed" diagram where the baryon and antibaryon share

no virtual qq pairs; and (e)-(h) various diagrams with three popcorn mesons.

Hypothetically, the popcorn diagrams, with ever increasing complexity, could ex-

tend to very many popcorn mesons. Note that the popcorn diagrams introduce

new baryonic degrees of freedom which are otherwise unachievable, e.g., a p — E

(baryon-antibaryon) pair, and thus increase the density of final states for baryon

production.

We find, in fact, that the series diverges as one increases the number of popcorn

mesons. Thus, we must introduce a parameter to effectively cut off long popcorn

chains. We are led by the fact that strong interaction theory suggests a perimeter

law as well as an area law (see Sec. 7). In the case of popcorn diagrams, where in

fact the perimeters are longer than for nonpopcorn diagrams, this suggests the use

of a suppression of the form exp(—ri-mpopcorn). This works well phenomenologically

with T) ~ 3.5/GeV.

5 Comparisons of Predictions with Data

Within the context of using JETSET7.4 (an outside-in iterative Monte Carlo pro-

gram) to implement our approach, the comparisons of our model predictions with

data and the associated tuning of parameters naturally divide into five "sectors"

which are fairly separable, though there is some "parameter cross-talk" between

the sectors: (A) the parton shower; (B) PT effects; (C) heavy-quark hadrons (con-

taining c or b quarks); (D) light-quark baryons; and (E) light-quark mesons. Our

main thrust in this paper is to make sure that (A)-(D) are well-tuned so that

they create negligible biases and we can study the main focus of our investigation,

namely (E), the light-quark meson production rates and distributions.

Comparisons are made at e+e" center-of-mass energies sufficiently high for

hadronization studies, where there are large data samples from more than one

detector, namely 91 GeV, 29 GeV, and 10 GeV (continuum). Data used include

flavored multiplicities and distributions for the light-quark meson and baryon

sectors, as well as for various topological and single particle distributions for the

parton shower, Pr, and heavy-quark sectors.
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SECTOR
Parton Shower

PT

Heavy-quark
Hadrons

Light-quark
Baryons

Light-quark
Mesons

PARAMETERS
A (QCD strength)
Qo (Cuts off shower)
n (Local correlations)
(None needed)

n (Controls popcorn)

o (Growth of g(s))
b (related to the

string tension)^

VALUE
0.32 GeV
2.0 GeV
2

3.5 GeV"1

1.65
1.18 GeV"2

t b = b'/K? where K and 6' are the real and the imaginary p a r t (which
allows a system to decay into the final state hadrons) of the string tension,
respectively.

Table 1: Parameters for UCLA and their tuned values. Note that this set of
parameters are tuned to span 10 GeV, 29 GeV, and 91 GeV.

For multiplicities, all relevant data through Summer 1996 have been included.

At 10 GeV and 29 GeV, we use the data review by E. C. Berg and C D . Buchanan10;

a t 91 GeV, we use the 1995 data review by A. De Angelis11, updated by publi-

cations and papers up through the ICHEP Conference at Warsaw in July 1996

(Ref. 12). For the flavored distributions and for the topological and single particle

distributions, a comprehensive (but not exhaustive) sample of relevant distribu-

tions gleaned from the same sources is presented. We concentrate most of these

distribution displays at Ecu of 91 GeV where the data is most copious.

Our predictions have been tuned simultaneously for all three center-of-mass

energies with only the one set of energy-independent parameters cited in Table 1,

which lists each sector, the major parameters used in tuning that sector, and the

best-tune values of those parameters.

Once (A)-(D) (above) are reasonably well-tuned, we reach our major conclu-

sion in sector (E): there are no significant deviations between our predictions and

data at all three center-of-mass energies for all the various flavored light-quark

meson rates and distributions studied, using only the two parameters—"a" and

"b"—natural to the light-quark meson sector.
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Figure 6: UCLA predictions for various topological variables and charged
particle distributions are compared to LEP experiments at ECM = 91 GeV.
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pared to experiments at ECM = 29, 91 GeV.

It is also worthy of note that: (D) our current predictions for light-quark

baryons, developed following an extension of our approach used for mesons, are

approximately accurate (though not as good as for light-quark mesons) using only

one additional ad hoc parameter; (C) our predictions for spectra of heavy-quark

hadrons, which are substantially influenced by the area-law approach in our use

of 2efr, are rather good and require no additional parameters; and (A and B) our

predictions for the topological distributions (dependent on the JETSET parton

shower treatment and using the two major parameters therein) and for the various

PT distributions (using one ad hoc parameter) are also rather reasonable.

It is worth noting in the comparisons that there are some deviations between

our predictions and data. The important questions to bear in mind are: (1) "Are

the deviations in the other sectors significant enough to affect the light-quark

meson comparisons?" and (2) "Are the deviations in the light-quark meson sector

big enough to affect our conclusions?" We feel that the answer to each of these

questions is "No." We also note that there are other treatments in the JETSET7.4

program which are approximations and which can affect the comparisons slightly.

These include: the parton shower, the treatment during iteration to move past a

gluon-created string-kink, the treatment of the final two hadrons at the end of the

iteration, and the tables used to decay higher mass hadrons into those ultimately

observed in a detector. Our very rough estimation is that these effects can lead

to 2 ~ 10% biases in the flavored multiplicities predicted.

* ALEPH

- UCLA

Fig. 8. UCLA predictions for the heavy-quark hadrons are compared to experi-

ments at ECM = 29, 91 GeV.

5.1 Comparisons for Parton Shower, PT, and Heavy-Quark

Hadrons

5.1.1 Parton Shower

We use the parton shower option of JBTSET7.4. This is a recipe which incor-

porates leading log parton shower structure with a weighting function to allow

mimicking of the matrix element calculations for the first two perturbatively cal-

culated gluon emissions. It employs two somewhat correlated parameters A con-

trolling the QCD running strength and Qo controlling the low-virtuality cutoff

at the end of the shower. Various "topological" distributions, such as sphericity,

thrust, aplanarity, planarity, and major and minor eigenvalues of the sphericity

tensor can be used to tune these parameters. A potpourri of such topological

plots, as well as single-charged particle distributions for rapidity and xp, are dis-

played in Figs. 6 and 7. The overall agreement seems quite acceptable, though

there are minor discrepancies apparent at high thrust, high and low major values,

and possibly high xp.
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5.1.2 PT Effects

If only transverse mass were involved in Pr effects, then we would use \ — b/z in

Eq. (5) and Eq. (12). However, local PT compensation between nearby hadrons,

such as is discussed in Sec. 3, suggests a factor greater than "one." We use

X = 26/z, which approximates the most local P? correlation possible. Agreement

(see Fig. 6) with data seem acceptably good, though our predictions might be a

little high at high Pr values.

5.1.3 Spectra for Heavy-Quark Hadrons

Our use of the area-law to derive zeff, as described in Sec. 3, leads to consider-

ably softer spectra for heavy-quark hadrons than would otherwise be predicted.
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Fig. 10. The summary of experimental data vs the UCLA prediction for mesons at

ECM = 10, 29, and 91 GeV. On the right, in an expanded scale, the comparison

is shown for each flavor meson averaged over all three energies.

Using this, we find reasonable agreement with the observed spectra in both peak

positions and in shapes (see Fig. 8). This internally consistent treatment would

seem to eliminate the need to switch to the Peterson fragmentation function13 for

heavy-quark mesons.

5.2 Comparisons for Light-Quark Mesons

[Note: We defer the discussion of light-quark baryons, which are influenced by "a"

and "b" of the fragmentation function as well as by the ad hoc popcorn parameter

•q, until after the light-quark meson discussion. Roughly speaking, the light-quark

meson da ta are used to tune "a" and "6" and then r] is used to tune the baryon

data.]

This light-quark meson sector is our most important study of "elementary fun-

damental" behavior of the colorfield. This sector is predominantly controlled by

only the two "natural" parameters of the fragmentation function for the modeling—
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"a" from the growth of g(S) with S and "b" which is related to the imaginary part

of the string tension which allows the system to decay.

Our predicted multiplicities are compared with data for various pseudoscalar

and vector mesons at ECM = 91, 29, and 10 GeV in Table 2 and in Figs. 9

and 10. Figure 9 compares the absolute magnitudes of predicted and measured

multiplicities and gives an overall view of the range of rates over which prediction

and experiment are compared. Figure 10 provides a finer grain comparison by

suppressing the absolute rates and displaying deviations simultaneously in both

percent and standard deviations. We use "data minus prediction" to determine

the ± sign in our presentations of standard deviations.

T!U

k±
k°
n
i
pu

*'±

91 GeV
DATA

20.92 ±0.24
17.06 ±0.44
9.39 ±0.53
2.37 ±0.13
2.012±0.033
0.95 ±0.11
0.22 ±0.07
1.29 ±0.13
1.11 ±0.14
0.713±0.056
0.759±0.041
0.107±0.009

UCLA
20.62
16.88
9.56
2.24
2.038
0.79
0.15
1.16
1.02
0.791
0.736
0.126

STD*
0.94(7

0.32a
-0.31(7

0.88(7
-0.38(7

1.29<7
l.OOcr
0.93cr
0.61cr

-1.10(7

0.38a
-1.53(T

29 GeV
DATA

12.57 ±0.26
10.60 ±0.36
5.84 ±0.28
1.444±0.080
1.402±0.048
0.593±0.075
0.260±0.103
0.846±0.054

0.641±0.062
0.574±0.039
0.084±0.010

UCLA
12.79
10.41
5.96
1.490
1.308
0.484
0.105
0.723

0.518
0.448
0.080

STD*
-0.76(7

0.45(7

-OAOa

-0.51(7

1.47(7

1.31(7

1.49(7

1.93(7

1.69(7

2.42(7

0.33(7

10 GeV
DATA

8.48 ±0.42
6.53 ±0.51
3.33 ±0.26
0.897±0.058
0.899±0.049
0.207±0.038
0.034±0.011
0.353±0.064

0.276±0.073
0.299±0.029
0.046±0.005

UCLA
7.59
6.13
3.55
1.001
0.854
0.289
0.070
0.425

0.342
0.280
0.053

STD<
2.08(7

0.75(7
-0.82(7

-1.63(7
0.80<7

-2.05(7
-3.22(7
-1.10(7

-0.88(7
0.56<7

-1.13(7

f Decay table uncertainties are incorporated into the calculation of the num-
ber of standard deviations between the data and predictions, the column
labeled "STD." (See text.)

Table 2: UCLA predictions for mesons at 10 GeV, 29 GeV, and 91 GeV are
compared to experiments.

Though the uncertainties quoted for the data in Table 2 are simply the exper-

imental uncertainties, in the comparisons with predictions in Table 2 (the column

labeled "STD") and in Figs. 9 and 10, we have included in quadrature estimations

of the effects on the multiplicity-comparison uncertainties arising from the decay

table uncertainties. (That is, if the decay table rate of a particle decaying into

a relevant particle is incorrect, then the predicted rate for that relevant daugh-

ter particle will be biased. If the decay table rate is incorrect for a decay mode

used experimentally to reconstruct the multiplicity for a relevant particle, then

the experimental rate found will be biased. We have presumed the uncertainties

in multiplicity comparisons from these decay table uncertainties to be: ± 2% for

pions; ± 3% for kaons; ± 4% for p" and w"; ± 6% for r), rf', K°, and K±; and

±8% for <j>; also, ±1% for /verged •)

Comparing data and predictions over the range of meson multiplicities from

17.1 TT* at 91 GeV to 0.046 <j>'s at 10 GeV (a range of ~ 400), we arrive at our
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report's most important conclusion, namely: Over this broad range, there are no

deviations which seem truly significant.

If we presume tha t our model is accurate (and the deviations appear to be

fairly randomly distributed), then we can treat the comparisons of the same me-

son at different energies as different measurements of the same quantity. Using

both fractional deviations and standard deviations, these can be combined appro-

priately to give an overall comparison for each meson. This is displayed in the

right-hand column of Fig. 10, which employs an expanded scale, since the devi-

ations are small. As displayed, there is very little difference between data and

prediction; each flavor is typically within ±10% and/or ±1.0 a. These energy-

averaged flavor comparisons have an overall x2/d.o.f. = 9.69/9 = 1.08 or an

average of ~ 1.0 standard deviation.

Figures 11—14 display sample energy and momentum distributions for various

flavors at ECM — 91 GeV. Again, though there are minor differences, the overall

agreement seems good.

Overall, we find that our predictions for light-quark meson rates and distribu-

tions are reasonably accurate and appear to display no significant deviations from

the data over integrated multiplicity rates ranging from 17/event to .046/event (a
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Fig. 14. UCLA predictions forA'**, T), and rf mesons are compared to experiments

at ECM = 91 GeV.
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range of « 400) and over differential rates in 1/OTOT • da/dxp ranging from 500

to 0.01 (a range of « 50,000).

5.3 Comparisons for Light-Quark Baryons

Baryons are much more complicated objects than mesons, and their physical dy-

namics are much less clear, e.g., three virtual quark-antiquark pairs must be cre-

ated from the colorfield, and via some dynamics, the three quarks must knit

together into a baryon; popcorn mesons can be formed between the baryon and

antibaryon, which radically increases the number of ways in which a given set of

final state hadron flavors and momenta can be achieved.

For baryon production, we follow an extrapolation of our successful meson

production approach in order to see whether this sort of approach makes sense

for baryon production: we use our Event Weight Function (a) incorporating the

area-law, (b) presuming no suppression for creating any number of uu, dd, or

ss virtual pairs from the colorfield, (c) assuming the spatial knitting factors for

baryon formation are the same as for meson formation, and (d) developing the

necessary Clebsch-Gordon coupling apparatus for the flavor and spin coupling.

Since we follow a Fermi Golden Rule addition of final states type of approach,

the possibility of long chains of popcorn mesons increases the rates of baryon

production. Currently, we introduce a parameter rj in exp(—7/mpop), motivated

by QCD-inspired perimeter law arguments (see Sec. 4), to cut off these long chains.

Our goals currently in studying baryons are: (1) to show that this sort of

approach has potential merit, (2) to tune the baryon sector predictions to the

data well enough that they won't create any biases in the meson studies, and

(3) to point the way toward the kind of data needed to really understand baryon

production.

We find that indeed this approach works rather well. Thus, our baryon mod-

eling, though clearly not yet as fundamental as for mesons, provides a very good

platform for further developing our understanding of baryon formation on a fun-

damental level as significantly higher quality data becomes available.

Our baryon multiplicity comparisons are summarized in Table 3 and Figs. 15

and 16, paralleling Table 2 and Figs. 9 and 10 for light-quark mesons. The decay

table uncertainties presumed are: ±3% for protons and lambdas; ±5% for S*,
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the experimental and predicted absolute production rates

for various flavored baryons at ECM = 10, 29, and 91 GeV.
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S°, S", A + + , and S**; and ±8% for H*° and fi~. Figures 17-18 display various

single baryon distributions.

p
A0

2=*=
S°

(i)

A++

fi-

91 GeV
DATA

0.98 ±0.10
0.373 ±0.008
0.182 ±0.019
0.070 ±0.012
0.0262±0.0010
0.124 ±0.065
0.047 ±0.005
0.0058±0.0011
0.0013±0.0003

UCLA
0.97
0.383
0.119
0.092
0.0204
0.094
0.074
0.0073
0.0006

srr>'
0.09(7

-0.70a
3.01<7

-1.79U
3.52.7
0.46<r

-4.86(7
-1.25(7
2.19(7

29 GeV
DATA

0.570 ±0.036
0.209 ±0.010

0.0176±0.0034
0.094 ±0.094
0.0330±0.0094
0.0052±0.0040
0.0053±0.0032

UCLA
0.498
0.197

0.0106
0.049
0.0359
0.0035
0.0003

STD*
1.81(7
1.02<7

2.99(7
0.48(7

-0.30(7
0.42(r
1.56(7

10 GeV
DATA

0.275 ±0.034
0.080 ±0.014

0.0059 ±0.0009
0.040 ±0.010
0.0107 ±0.0020
0.0015 ±0.0005
0.00072±0.00038

UCLA
0.196
0.079

0.0045
0.019
0.0133
0.0013
0.00010

STD*
2.26(7
0.07(7

1.48(7
2.06(7

-1.26(7
0.40(7
1.62(7

t The decay table uncertainties are incorporated into the calculation of the
number of standard deviations between the data and predictions, the column
labeled "STDl1 (See text.)
Table 3: UCLA predictions for the baryons at 10 GeV, 29 GeV, and 91 GeV
are compared to experiments.

Figure 19 displays the baryon-antibaryon rapidity correlation for AA pairs.14

Table 4 displays baryon-antibaryon, baryon-baryon, baryon-meson, and meson-

meson correlation rates.

I | DATA
AA/evt.

{(H-A - H-A) + (H+A - E+A)}/evt.
{H~H+ - (H-H- + E+~+)}/eui.

(AA + AA) /evt
(AK° + AK°)/evt.

K°,K°Jevt.

0.089 ±0.007
0.0096 ±0.0023

0.00038±0.00067

0.0249 ±0.0022

0.403 ±0.029
0.593 ±0.036

UCLA
0.114
0.0146

0.00128

0.0272

0.394
0.628

Table 4: Baryon-antibaryon, baryon-baryon, baryon-meson, and meson-
meson correlation rates at ECM = 91 GeV.

The single-particle rates vary from ss 1.0 for protons at 91 GeV to « .001 for

fi~ at 10 GeV. Generally, the predictions follow the data fairly well. However,

we seem systematically to underpredict the rates for E~'s and Q~'s, and possibly

protons, and to overpredict the rates for E**.

Other intriguing deviations in baryon production include: (a) As displayed in

Figs. 17 and 18, we consistently overpredict the baryon production above xp a 0.5.

(This phenomenon leads to the "leading baryon suppression" factor recently intro-

duced into JETSET.) (b) Our predicted A —A rapidity correlation in Fig. 19 is not

sharp enough and is too broad (e.g., suggesting somewhat too much popcorn in

our Monte Carlo). However, (c) our predictions of the absolute baryon-antibaryon

correlation rates (see Table 4) are too high, suggesting too little popcorn (whereas

we note that our predicted baryon-baryon, baryon-meson, and meson-meson cor-

relation' rates agree adequately with the data).

To bring the understanding of baryon formation to the same, apparently

fundamental, level as our current meson formation understanding will require

ss 108 e+e~ annihilation events with good, relatively unbiased, efficiency and par-

ticle identification in order to obtain flavor-identified three-body baryon-meson-

antibaryon rapidity correlations. This appears to be achievable only with the

continuum events from one of the high-luminosity B factories currently being

built.

6 Connections with QCD

When one has a successful phenomenology, there are two possible approaches

toward deeper understanding: (1) Working "backwards" from the phenomenology

with as few assumptions as possible to see what kind of a theory might justify the

phenomenology, or (2) hypothesizing a theory and then working "forward" to see

if (or under what conditions) it leads to the phenomenology. Since QCD exists

as a very strong candidate for the theory underlying hadronization, we will work

primarily in the second mode to see to what extent QCD can justify our Event

Weight Function for hadronization.

There are two main questions to try to answer from QCD:

• To justify the structure of the Event Weight Function: i.e., the space-time

area law, the limited transverse phase-space, the possible vertex suppression

factors, and the Clebsch-Gordon and spatial knitting factors.

• To estimate the sizes of the vertex suppression factors and knitting factors.

Ultimately, one would then hope to extend the treatment to include under-

standing of PT, of baryon formation, etc.
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Fig. 18. UCLA predictions for various strange baryons are compared to experi-

ments at ECM = 91 GeV.

Fig. 17. UCLA predictions for protons and A baryons are compared to experiments

at ECM = 91 GeV.
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Fig. 19. UCLA prediction for the rapidity correlation of the A and A baryon pair

is compared to experiments at ECM = 91 GeV.

Lattice QCD work18 within a Euclidean space-time metric indicates that, as

a quark and antiquark separate, the color-field begins to collapse into a narrow

tube-like structure—approximately a "string." There is some very preliminary

lattice-work indication16 tha t , if virtual quark-antiquark pair production is allowed

from the colorfield, then the energy density near the center of the string begins

to drop—that is, the string begins to break. This, of course, is also bolstered by

the very strong intuition tha t as a string stretches, a string broken by a quark-

antiquark pair represents a lower energy state and therefore that the string prefers

to break.

Even if one can't expect truly quantitative results from this analytic tool due

to the difficulties of extracting the behavior in the continuum limit and of ex-

trapolating from a Euclidean metric to a Minkowskian one, the strong coupling

expansion can provide some insights about the physics typical to the strong cou-

pling domain which otherwise would not be possible. For this purpose, we sketch

(below) the relevant results of lattice QCD without extensive derivation or jus-

tification in order to demonstrate what lattice QCD can suggest. (See Ref. 17,

accepted for publication in Physics Reports, for a more extensive discussion.)

To the lowest order in QED, the cross section e+e~ —> / , where / is a final

state of hadrons with particular momenta and flavors can be written as

(14)= ^-(2n)26(Pl+P2-P,)ll,

where /,,„ is the lepton current of an electron and J*1 is an electromagnetic current.

The matrix element (/|./'l(O)|0) is related to an n-point Green's function. For

example, as displayed in Fig. 20, a four-point function, with a loose notation, can

be written as

(f\J"(0)\0) G(xo,xux2,x3), (15)

where indices for the quark fields 1, 2, 3 indicate the production points of hadrons

and 0 indicates the origin where the virtual photon couples to the current J*1. The

next step is to evaluate the n-point Green's function in Euclidean Lattice QCD.
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hadron 1 hadron 3

Fig. 20. The virtual photon created by the e+e" annihilation decays into the

initial (faffa at xo- Three hadrons are produced at xit x2, x3 where the solid

straight lines n depict the classical trajectories of massless fermions (quark or

antiquark) whereas gray lines depict all possible loops connecting the four points

Xo, X\, Xi, X3.

In general, there are many different ways to construct QCD action on the

lattice space-time; the Wilson action is18

= 4 £ (l - iTr

+ 7/.

+ a

1 - 7 |1) (7 (n - A,

(16)

where £/p is the product of links connecting four nearest sites (a "plaquette"), \i

denotes the space-time index, a is the lattice spacing, and g is the bare coupling

constant. The matrix

Ktj = (8 + 2ma)Sii - (1 + e/l7,,)t/,7 = i ( Jy - /ciW.j)
K

was introduced with the hopping parameter K = 1/(8 + 2ma) in Eq. (16).

Upon introducing source terms (p,p) and integrating out the fermion fields,

the n-point Green's function becomes

Z(p,p) = j{dU) det K

= J(dU) ex (17)

where the quenched approximation (det K = 1; that is, no closed internal quark

loops) was used in the last step.

Then, the four-point function Eq. (15) can be written using Eq. (17) as:

G{xo,xl,x2,x3) = | J (

dZ(p,p)

p=0Z(p, p) dpo • • • dp3dpo • • • dp3

= j{dU) (A'O",' • • • A70' + permutations) e~So.

By an iteration, the inverse matrix K~l identically becomes

/ =0

(18)

(19)

Thus, K~x will include the product of (1 ±-ylt) U. One, then, finds the important

result that Eq. (18) becomes

G(xo,xux2,x3) oc £ > m UdU) Tr (U---U)ce-Sa

c J

= 2> r a<Pe i s&' f a 'M<V< m > (20)
c

where m is the perimeter p of the loop C in lattice units, A,t is the gauge field,

and P stands for path ordered product. The summation runs over all the loops

connecting the four points. The quantity in brackets (• • •) is the expectation value

of the Wilson Loop over the gluon field.

Now, when the coupling gets weak (and therefore the lattice spacing gets

small), the perimeter dependence still persists, in the form of e~'ipl'', since it rep-

resents the dependence of the fermion's internal energy, while the area dependence

collapses and the overall Wilson Loop average yields Coulomb's law. So, for weak



coupling (the early perturbative region), the exponent diverges as o -> 0 and dom-

inates the Green's function in this limit. The energy of the initial qoqo pair is so

large that their coupling to gluons can be considered to be small. Therefore, this

perimeter dominance overwhelmingly chooses the light-cone as its trajectory in

order to minimize the perimeter. Thus, this eliminates all other terms in Eq. (20)

except a term with a loop II which goes through the light-cone as in Fig. 20, i.e.,

G(xo,xi,x2,x3) « 5 > m J(dU)Tr(U---U)c

(21)

Next, once the initial qoqo are separated far away from each other defining

a loop n , the coupling rapidly becomes strong, leading toward the hadronization

process. The expectation value of the Wilson Loop over the gluon field in Eq. (21)

should be evaluated considering that the coupling is a mixture of weak (near the

edge of the primary <?o9o) and strong (in the middle) over the configuration II

in Fig. 20. But the expectation value of the Wilson loop over the gluon field

evaluated over the weak coupling region is essentially common to all events with

different hadronic final states [see below for the comments about UCLA "stage

3"]; hence the expectation value over the gluon field in Eq. (21) can be evaluated

as if the coupling is strong in all regions of configuration II in Fig. 20 using the

strong coupling expansion. [Note that the expectation value of the Wilson loop

evaluated over the weak coupling region can be considered as a weak coupling

correction to the expectation value of the Wilson loop evaluated using strong

coupling throughout the configuration II. Further, since this correction factor is

essentially common to all hadronic final states (in 1+1 dimensions, it is exact), it

therefore cancels in comparing the relative weights of the Event Weight Function

for different final states or when using the fragmentation function Eq. (12).]

This yields an area dependence

Thus, finally, one finds the important result in Euclidean space-time with lattice

spacing a:

G ( z 0 ,x u x a , x 3 ) = K"'" (g2)~A / a 2 , (22)

where A is the minimal area enclosed by the loop II, p is its perimeter, and a is

the lattice spacing.

The above procedure is, in fact, a dual expansion in terms of 1/(4 + ma) (a

hopping parameter) which gives a multiplication of successive link variables (the

perimeter dependence) and a coupling constant g which gives a rule for tiling the

surface with plaquettes (the area dependence). So, one can see there is always a

competition between area dependence and perimeter dependence.

The fact that the expectation value of the Wilson loop over the gluon field

evaluated over the weak coupling region is essentially common to all events with

different hadronic final states raises a very interesting possibility. It suggests that

the Event Weight Functions for all the final states can be evaluated by the expec-

tation value of a fermion loop along the classical path in strong coupling which

involves only the area of world surface determined by the fermion loop. According

to this picture, events with hadrons which have big Py's will be suppressed since

the events have large world surface area and will be suppressed by e~VA. Thus,

the picture is qualitatively capable of explaining the fact that jetty events are

preferred to nonjetty events and two-jet events are preferred to three- or more jet

events. In the future development of the UCLA model (UCLA "stage 3"), it will

be attempted to construct the Event Weight Function for a given final state from

such a warped area-law approach, which subsumes the parton shower treatment

into the area-law approach, and to simulate whole events at a time rather than

an iterative implementation.

7 Summary and Future Work

The hadronization process is a very interesting challenge from a QCD viewpoint

in that (a) it is a fundamental QCD process, (b) it can be studied experimentally

extensively in a detailed clean fashion in e+e~ interactions and with particularly

simple fundamental probes in the form of flavored meson rates and distributions,

and (c) it is a transition, as the initial quark and antiquark rapidly separate, from

an original high-virtuality state where perturbative calculations can be performed

to a very soft low-virtuality nonperturbative regime, traditionally the domain of

lattice work and strong-coupling expansion calculations.

We have shown and discussed the steps in an emerging conceptual and calcu-

lational path from QCD to successful predictions of e+e~ annihilation rates and

distributions into hadrons (the simplest arena in which to study quark-colorfield
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behavior). Central to this path is construction of an Event Weight Function which,

for our stringent UCLA assumptions, depends only on a QCD-motivated space-

time area law, approximate longitudinal phase-space, and factors to knit quarks

into hadronic wave functions (Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for flavor and spin, and

a universal "knitting" factor for spatial wave functions).

Our approach is particularly successful in predicting data on light-quark meson

production, thereby contributing to our understanding of this simplest manifesta-

tion of colorfield behavior. It also forms a foundation for further understanding of

more sophisticated colorfield behavior—e.g., baryon formation, PT effects, spin-

spin correlations, etc.—as larger samples of more detailed data become available

in the future.

The Event Weight Function—a simple phenomenological model—also per-

forms the valuable role of a "target" for physicists interested in various QCD

theoretic approaches to hadronization—e.g., Euclidean-space lattice work, rel-

ativistic string modeling, approximate Minkowski-space calculations using new

emerging techniques such as world-line formalism—to use as possible verification

of their work.

Work to be done in the future includes:

(1) Accumulation of large flavor-identified data samples such that accurate two-

and three-particle distributions can be studied in order to understand baryon

formation, PT effects, spin-spin correlations, etc., on the same level as the

present understanding of meson formation.

(2) More highly developed phenomenological Monte Carlo modeling, in particu-

lar, of phenomena such as popcorn production and local PT compensation,

in order to help interpret the data on these phenomena.

(3) Continued lattice work to understand the shape and possible decay of the

colorfield between a quark and antiquark.

(4) As QCD calculational techniques continue to improve, attempts to derive the

Event Weight Function structure (or modifications of it) and then to pre-

dict the parameter values within this structure, in particular (a) the vertex

suppression factors, which our UCLA model assumes are all approximately

1.0 for uu, dd, ss and 0.0 for cc and 66, and (b) the knitting factors, which

UCLA assumes are all approximately equal and for which probability unitar-

ity of the integrated/summed fragmentation function leads to a value around
1/(75 MeV)-2 ~ (2.7 fm)2.

(5) Attempts to calculate and/or understand, either from a QCD-basis or from

other physical mechanisms, the values of the "natural" constants "a" and

"b"; e.g., using spin-and-spectator-quark counting arguments from deep in-

elastic crossing symmetry to estimate "a" values for mesons and baryons.

(6) Attempts to develop the "Initial-to-Final-State Global" approach (UCLA

"stage 3") described in Sec. 6 in which the parton shower is treated as an

unobserved intermediate state and an area law type of approach is applied

to the entire transverse momentum (combining PT from gluons and PT from

the finite colorfield width) of a set of specified final state hadrons.

For those interested in working with our model, the program and manual can
be found at www.physics.ucla.edu/~chuns.
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ABSTRACT

I review recent progress in understanding inclusive quarkonium pro-

duction in hadron collisions. The first part focuses on nonrelativistic

QCD as an effective theory. I discuss its differences from and similar-

ities with effective theories describing bound states of a single heavy

quark, as far as matching calculations beyond tree-level and power

counting are concerned. The second part summarizes predictions for

charmonium and bottomonium production at collider and fixed tar-

get experiments and their comparison with data. The emphasis here

is on novel signatures due to color octet production, polarization of

quarkonia, and the Xilxz ratio in fixed target collisions.

© 1996 by Martin Beneke.
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1 Introduction

The discovery of charmonium bound states1 opened the world of heavy flavors,

its wonderful variety and complexity. Since then, the focus has shifted to decays

of bound states of a single heavy quark, their implications for CP violation, and

perhaps, "New Physics." Quarkonia, due to their leptonic decay signature, on the

other hand have become important tagging modes in hadron collisions and may

become so for the quark-gluon plasma phase. For a theorist, therefore, the interest

in quarkonia is mostly of intrinsic nature. The experimental data are there, and

we are challenged to explain them.

Quarkonia are the "atoms" of the strong force. If their Rydberg energy were

larger than A, the dynamical low-energy scale of the strong interaction, quarkonia

would be weakly coupled bound states of a heavy quark and antiquark, tractable in

perturbation theory just as positronium is in electrodynamics. Neither charm nor

bottom quarks are heavy enough to satisfy this requirement. And the top quark

decays so rapidly that toponium has barely time to form. The binding of char-

monia and bottomonia must be described nonperturbatively. Once the simplicity

of a Coulombic bound state is foregone, having two heavy quarks to bind rather

than a heavy and a light quark adds complications. Apart from the mass scale

rriQ, set by the mass of the heavy quark, a quarkonium bound state involves three

essential "small" (compared to TUQ) scales: TTIQV, the typical three-momentum

of the constituents in the quarkonium rest frame or the inverse quarkonium size;

m.QV2, the scale of binding energies and A. In a heavy-light meson, there is no

other dimensionless ratio of scales besides A/rriQ. Although none of the nonper-

turbative properties of quarkonia are calculated in the approach described in the

sequel, the multitude of low-energy scales entails more complicated power count-

ing rules than those applicable to heavy-light mesons. One may envisage different

power counting schemes, depending on the relation of the low-energy scales.

The success of nonrelativistic potential models in describing static properties

of the charmonium and bottomonium family suggests that these states are in-

deed nonrelativistic and that v2 could be used as a parameter for systematically

expanding about the nonrelativistic limit. With v2 being small, quarkonium pro-

duction involves two different time scales: the scale 1/TTIQ on which a QQ pair

is produced* and the scale \l(mqv2) on which the heavy quark pair binds into

a quarkonium. Provided that the two stages of the production process can be

separated and assuming that perturbation theory is valid at the scale mq, the

heavy quark production part could be computed perturbatively; anything related

to quarkonium formation could then be factorized into quarkonium-specific, but

production process-independent, nonperturbative parameters.

A systematic realization of these ideas has been developed by Bodwin, Braaten,

and Lepage.2 It is based on an effective field theory, called nonrelativistic QCD

(NRQCD), combined with the methods of perturbative factorization, and provides

us with a tool to calculate inclusive quarkonium production cross sections as a

double expansion in a, and v2, and to leading order in A/TUQ in production

processes with (light) hadrons in the initial state. This development is summarized

in Sec. 2.

For phenomenology, the most important insight3 following from the NRQCD

description of quarkonium production is that relativistic effects are very large

in the production of 3S\ states. Because v2 is not very small, the radiation of

gluons late in the production process, when the QQ pair has already expanded to

the quarkonium size, turns out to be favored as compared to the radiation from

an almost point-like QQ pair. As a consequence, the QQ pair can remain in a

color octet state at distances of order 1/m.Q, a possibility that is ignored in the

earlier color singlet model. The importance of these color octet contributions is

supported by the large direct J/ip and ip' cross sections observed in pp collisions

at the Tevatron.4

Subsequent to this initial success, almost all quarkonium production processes

have been reconsidered in the light of NRQCD. The coverage of all production

processes is beyond the scope of this presentation, and I am restricting myself to

an overview of the current status of inclusive quarkonium production at colliders

and fixed target in Sees. 3 and 4, respectively. A discussion of other interesting

production processes, such as photoproduction, e+e~ annihilation, Z° or B decay,

together with a (by now incomplete) list of references, can be found in Refs. 5-7.

There is also an increasing interest in polarization phenomena, as quarkonium

polarization provides calculable quantities in NRQCD, and sometimes a striking

*The scale l/m<j need not appear if the quarkonium is produced through a weak interaction.

Compare B -¥ J/tpX mediated by a 6 -» ccs transition with Bc -» J/tfrX mediated by a b -+ cud

transition. In the latter case, the cc pair is produced at distances of order of the Bc radius.
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signature of color octet production. I believe that although the above choice of

production processes is selective, it covers, on the one hand, the most dramatic

new production mechanisms, and on the other hand, illustrates the difficulties con-

nected with a quantitative confirmation of the universality of long-distance param-

eters, as assumed in NRQCD. Especially for charmonium production, quarkonium

binding effects that are at the center of tests of NRQCD factorization can rarely

be exhibited in isolation from other QCD effects that reside in the short-distance

part or are neglected, such as small-s and soft gluon effects (colliders, photopro-

duction), BFKL-type situations (photoproduction, z -> 2raax w 1), higher twist

effects (fixed target, photoproduction), and parton-hadron duality (B decay). Ev-

erything taken together makes for an intricate combination of QCD phenomena.

Beyond any doubt, NRQCD is the correct theory for quarkonium systems in the

heavy quark limit. Whether the charm quark mass is large enough to justify an

expansion around this limit, will be decided by confronting predictions with exper-

iments. As of now, we are only beginning to assess theoretical uncertainties and

to sort out those observables that eventually will stand as solid tests of NRQCD.

2 Effective Theory and Factorization in Quarko-

nium Production

2.1 Nonrelativistic QCD

Let me assume that indeed mq 3> mqv, mqv2, A. In this situation of well-

separated scales, it is intuitive that a quarkonium production cross section should

factorize into the production cross section of a QQ pair times the probability that

this QQ pair forms a specific quarkonium state.

To make the scale separation explicit, one may think of integrating out all

high momentum modes in the path integral down to a factorization scale \i in

between mq and mqv. The result would be an effective action, which is highly

nonlocal on distances \/mq. But since the low momentum modes that dominate a

quarkonium bound state cannot resolve such small distances, this effective action

could be expanded in an infinite series of local interactions. This expansion would

realize an expansion in v2; to all orders, it would be exactly equivalent to QCD.

In practice, this procedure can be carried out only in very simplified situations.

However, as long as the strong coupling o, is small enough at the scale n, the

effective Lagrangian can be constructed perturbatively to a specified accuracy.

First, one identifies the low-energy degrees of freedom. In the nonrelativistic

limit, intermediate states (in the sense of time-ordered perturbation theory) con-

taining heavy quark pairs are suppressed and integrated out. The heavy quark

field Q splits into a two-spinor quark field V" and a two-spinor antiquark field x-

The effective Lagrangian a priori consists of the most general Lagrangian, includ-

ing nonrenormalizable operators, consistent with the symmetries of QCDJ The

coefficients of the operators are then tuned to reproduce QCD by comparing on-

shell Green functions computed in QCD with those computed with the NRQCD

Lagrangian. The desired accuracy and the values of a,(n) and v2 determine which

operators have to be kept in NRQCD and to what loop-order the comparison has

to be done. Note that since the "matching" is carried out at a scale much above

the bound state scales, only scattering diagrams have to be computed. By con-

struction, the NRQCD Lagrangian already has the same infrared behavior as

QCD. This implies in particular that the result of matching is independent of how

the small scales mqv, mqv2, and A are related. However, their relation does have

some consequences for which operators have to be kept in NRQCD to achieve the

desired accuracy.

Nonrelativistic effective theory has first been introduced by Caswell and Lep-

age8 as a tool to manage bound state calculations in QED. This application is par-

ticularly transparent, as both the short-distance matching and the long-distance

contributions can be calculated perturbatively. The main advantage of nonrela-

tivistic QED compared to the Bethe-Salpeter approach is that the physics above

the scale mc is encoded once and forever in the effective Lagrangian. Because

NRQED still contains two scales, mca and mca
2, the scale separation is still not

complete, but separating mc already entails great simplifications. See Ref. 9 for

a state-of-the-art calculation in NRQED.

The NRQCD Lagrangian takes the form

= £2 + £4 + £fl/ue + (1)

• The NRQCD Lagrangian is usually written in the heavy quark rest frame and is therefore
constrained only by rotational symmetry. Of course, the result of any calculation is Lorentz
invariant. The "hidden" full Lorcntz symmetry constrains some of the coefficient functions in
the Lagrangian.
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The light quark and gluon par t of the QCD Lagrangian remains unaltered and

is not indicated. The contribution to the effective Lagrangian that involves two

heavy quark fields can be obtained at tree-level from a Foldy-Wouthuysen-Tani

transformation, generalized to the non-Abelian case (see, e.g., Ref. 10):

D2 1
2mQ"

• gE — gE • D)ip H 5

+ . . . + charge-conjugated for the antiquark.

(2)

The leading term in square brackets describes a nonrelativistic Schrodinger field

theory. To reproduce the on-shell Green functions in QCD at order v2, the four

subsequent terms have to be included. Radiative corrections due to hard gluons

shift their coefficients away from their tree level values c; = 1. The ellipses stand

for higher order terms in v2. To reproduce Green functions with 2n external heavy

quark fields, NRQCD must contain local operators with 2n quark fields. In the

following, only operators with four quark fields are of interest. The generic form

of £4 is

U =
• rnQ

+ four quark scattering operators,

(3)

where «;,• («(•) is a matrix in spin and color indices and may also contain factors of

spatial derivatives D/rriQ in case of higher dimension operators. The coefficients

di of the annihilation operators are complex. Their imaginary parts describe the

annihilation decay of quarkonium states.2 Finally, integrating out heavy quark

loops leads to higher dimension operators in gluon fields, £siue, the non-Abelian

analogue of the Euler-Heisenberg effective Lagrangian.

The NRQCD Lagrangian Ci + Cgiue coincides with the Lagrangian of heavy

quark effective theory (HQET).11 Nevertheless, the two effective theories are dif-

ferent, because their power counting schemes are different. Because A is the

only low-energy scale in heavy-light mesons, the importance of operators in the

HQET Lagrangian is ordered strictly by dimension. Consequently, the kinetic

energy operator ipiD2/(2mQ)ip is suppressed by A/TUQ and the leading effective

Lagrangian i[>HDoip describes a static quark. In a nonrelativistic bound state, we

expect D ~ TTIQV, but Do ~ mqv2 and the kinetic term cannot be neglected. A

(Po,P)

Figure 1: Coulomb correction to point-like if^X creation.

more compelling argument arises, if one begins to compute Green functions in

the quark-antiquark sector of NRQCD. In the following I will implicitly assume

the Coulomb gauge, which makes the physics of nonrelativistic bound states most

transparent. The amplitude for a QQ pair created in a point and then interacting

through exchange of a Coulomb gluon (see Fig. 1), the "00" component of the

gluon propagator in this gauge, is given by

d^k 1 1 1
= (4)

On-shell, po = P2/(2mg). The integral is done most easily by closing the contour

in the complex fco-plane and picking up the residues of the enclosed poles. The

poles are located at k0 = po—(p+k)2/(2mQ)+ie and k0 = —po+(p+k)2/(2rriQ) —ie,

one on each side of the real axis. Then

TUQ
(5)

• + 2p-k-ie) 4 \p\

The imaginary part is divergent and related to the Coulomb phase; the real part

exhibits the well-known Coulomb divergence close to threshold.

In the static approximation, the "kinetic term" in the propagators in Eq. (4)

would be dropped and the on-shell condition reads po = 0. In this limit, the inte-

gration contour becomes pinched between the two poles and the integral becomes

ill-defined. Thus, the kinetic term must be kept in the propagator to regulate the

pinch-singularity. If one of the quarks were light, as in physical processes to which

HQET applies, the static limit can be taken. Although the static propagator pole

lies on the real axis, the contour can be deformed away from the pole.
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From Eq. (5), it follows that the effective coupling for the exchange of Coulomb
gluons is a,mq/\p\. At small momenta \p\ ~ mqaa, Coulomb exchange cannot
be treated as a perturbation, even at weak coupling a,. The result of resumming
Coulomb gluons is, of course, well-known and leads to Coulomb bound state poles
in the quark Green function. On the other hand, HQET contains only strongly-
coupled bound states. Note that, for the purpose of matching, it is sufficient to
use free NRQCD propagators. Being of infrared origin, the Coulomb-enhanced
terms cancel in the matching coefficients at every order. The integral in Eq. (5)
contains only one scale |p| = mqv. Thus, its finite real part is dominated by
gluons with momenta mqvJ

Because the leading order Lagrangian contains mq in NRQCD, NRQCD does
not lead to flavor symmetry. The nonperturbative properties of charmonia and
bottomonia remain unrelated even in the nonrelativistic limit. On the other hand,
the NRQCD Lagrangian exhibits heavy-quark spin symmetry at leading order
in v2, which turns out to be useful to reduce the number of nonperturbative
parameters that describe quarkonium binding.

I started out with quarkonium production, but the effective Lagrangian above
does not yet allow quarkonia to be produced. One could not have expected that,
because the short-distance part of a production process depends on the initial par-
ticles (hadrons, photons, Z bosons,...) that initiate it. But for every production
process, the separation of short and long distances can be performed in the same
way as for the effective Lagrangian above. I will elaborate on this in the following
subsection.

At this point, let me pause for a discussion of the scales mq, mqv, and mqv2

in charmonium and bottomonium systems. They are shown in Table 1, together
with those for positronium for comparison. The values of v2 are based on potential
models, which describe the spectrum of quarkonia reasonably accurately. For
positronium, v ~ a. In a quantum field theoretic context, v2 could be defined
as the expectation value of a derivative operator that scales like v2 according
to the scaling rules to be described later. In general, t/2 will be a complicated
function of mq and A. In the limit mq -» cc, the binding becomes Coulombic
and v ~ l/ln(m(j/A). Neither charmonia nor bottomonia are Coulombic, because
the energy scale m<ju2 is of order A for both quarkonium families. The same

conclusion can be obtained from the observation that with r
contribution of the linear term in the Cornell potential12

V(r)
_ CFa,{mQ)

+ a2r

1/(JIIQV), the

(6)

is nonnegligible with respect to the Coulomb term. (The string tension is a w
430 MeV and Cp = 4/3.) Let me stress that NRQCD does not rely in any way
on a Coulombic system. It is enough that mq is large compared to all bound
state scales. The values in Table 1 should be understood for the ground state of
each family. Excited states are more nonrelativistic, and at the same time, even
less Coulombic. It is possible that the hierarchy of mqv and mqv2 with respect
to A changes as one considers higher excited quarkonium states. Different power
counting rules would then apply to different members of the onium family. Com-
paring the different onium systems, note that relativistic corrections (governed
by the parameter v2) are exceedingly small for positronium, comparable to ra-
diative corrections (governed by the parameter a,(mq)/it) for bottomonium, and
definitely large for charmonium.

rriQ

mqv

mqv2

V2

a{mq)/n

cc

1.5 GeV

750 MeV

400 MeV

0.25

0.1

66

5 GeV

1.4 GeV

400 MeV

0.08

0.07

e+e~

0.5 MeV

3.7 keV

25 eV

5•10~5

2•10"3

• However, they cannot be thought of as on-shell intermediate states in time-ordered perturbation
theory, a n d in this sense, they are not "dynamical."

Table 1: Scales in onium systems and the expansion parameters of the non-
relativistic approximation.

2.2 Factorization and Matching

The factorization of a quarkonium production process, suggested in Ref. 2, begins
with the observation that the creation of the QQ pair requires an energy larger
than 2mq, and therefore, some of the propagators of the diagram are off-shell by
at least nig, much larger than the typical off-shellness in a quarkonium bound
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state. These propagators can be "contracted to a point," and the remainder of

the diagram, sensitive to distances larger than l/m<j, is then associated with an

operator matrix element in NRQCD. This is true, provided the production process •

is inclusive,

A + B^ 4>(P,\)+X< (7)

where X denotes light hadrons and A the quarkonium polarization state. If it is

not inclusive, the process is sensitive to the details of the hadronic final state and

its long-distance contributions cannot be absorbed in quarkonium-specific objects

alone.

The short-distance coefficients can be computed by replacing the quarkonium

in the final state by a perturbative QQ state at small relative momentum, because

the short-distance coefficient by construction does not depend on those effects that

bind such a quark state into the quarkonium. Hence, one can (and should) use

on-shell quark states, and instead of Eq. (7), one considers

A + B -)• Q(p)Q(p) + gluons, light quarks, (8)

where

P= (\/mQ+ 9i2'9i)- P = (\/mQ + $,&) (9)

in the frame where the QQ pair is almost at rest. (We may think of this frame as

the quarkonium rest frame.) The amplitude squared is then expanded in the small

quantities gi, 92, and the external heavy quark spinors are expressed in terms of

two-component spinors £ and r\. For a quarkonium not at rest, one applies a

Lorentz boost to the vectors p and p. For the case gj = — q\, explicit formulae for

the reduction of the amplitude to rest frame two-spinors can be found in Ref. 13.

The simplest example of tree-level matching is shown in Fig. 2. Evaluating the

CoSXqq .

Figure 2: Trivial example of factorization.

cut diagram and summing over all polarizations results in

lfiff'fi2

(10)

where s is the cms energy of the qq pair. The spinor product can be identified

with the tree-level evaluation of the matrix element

(11)
x,x

where V is again replaced by a QQ pair at small relative momentum. Equa-

tion (11) displays the structure of a quarkonium production matrix element. In

general, the QQ pair can be in various color and spin states. Evidently, in our

example, the QQ pair must be in a color octet and spin-one state as expressed

by the product a'T" in Eq. (11). Further terms in the expansion in q\ and q\ can

be associated with operators similar in form, but with derivatives. It is natural

to combine these into "relative" and "cms" derivatives, such that the following

identifications can be made

+ 92)* (12)

Operators with one relative derivative on each fermion bilinear can be decomposed

as 3Pj with J = 0,1,2. It is important that the quantum numbers of the QQ pair

in the operator need not coincide with the quantum numbers of the quarkonium

ip, because they refer to the QQ state at a time r ~ 1/rriQ (in the quarkonium rest

frame), long before the quarkonium is formed. In between, gluons with energies

less than TUQ can be emitted (so that X becomes nontrivial) and change the color

and spin of the QQ pair. By the nature of factorization, these low-energy gluons

have to be and are included in the definition of the nonperturbative parameters

above.

Operators with cms derivatives are usually neglected, because they are sup-

pressed in v2 according to the power counting rules discussed below.3 These

operators are important to resolve an ambiguity that arises at leading order in v2

and which is apparent in Eq. (10): the phase space restrictions (s = 4mg) are ex-

pressed in terms of partonic variables, such as the quark mass, and do not reflect

§For quarkonium decays, such operators were introduced by Mannel and Schuler.14
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the physical phase space for a quarkonium state with mass different from 4mg. It

must be like this, because the phase space is part of the short-distance coefficient

and therefore can depend only on short-distance parameters. It is also consistent,

because M$ — 2m<j ~ TTIQV2 and the mass difference can be neglected at leading

order in v2. This negligence is certainly unjustified, if an observable is sensitive

to the kinematic boundaries of phase space and leads to large ambiguities even in

fully inclusive (and p(-integrated) hadroproduction cross sections at high energies,

because of the steep rise of the gluon distribution at small x. In the example of

Fig. 2, gi + q-i enters the phase-space delta-function. Expansion in q\ + q\ leads

to a series of higher-dimension operators with increasingly singular coefficients,

schematically written as

- 4m2
Q) (13)

where the superscript on the delta-function denotes derivatives. The resummation

of this series leads to a (nonperturbative) distribution function15 with support

properties such that its convolution with the short-distance coefficient reproduces

the physical phase space constraints.» We will meet a particular application of

this in Sec. 3.1.

So far, I have discussed only tree-level matching. Factorization becomes non-

trivial when one computes radiative corrections, for instance, to the leading-order

qq annihilation process in Fig. 2:

q + q -» Q(p)Q(p) + g. (14)

When the QQ pair is in a P-wave state, the cross section is infrared divergent,

when the gluon is soft.18 (I assume that collinear singularities from emission off

the initial quarks have already been absorbed into redefined partons.) For a long

time, this infrared divergence has shed doubt on the perturbative calculability

of P-wave quarkonium decay or production. Within the NRQCD approach, this

problem finds its natural solution:19 the infrared divergence indicates that the soft

gluon emission is sensitive to bound state scales and therefore should be factored

in a NRQCD matrix element. Since the QQ pair is in a color octet, spin-one

state before gluon emission, the only candidate is (O*(3Si)). Indeed, since this

•In the context of quarkonium decays, the breakdown of the NRQCD expansion near boundaries

of phase space is discussed in Refs. 16 and 17.

matrix element appeared at leading order [Fig. 2 and Eq. (10)], a complete match-

ing calculation includes the a, correction to this matrix element, computed in a

perturbative QQ state at small relative momentum. This contribution is both ul-

traviolet and infrared divergent. The ultraviolet divergence can be absorbed into a

renormalization of (O*(3Si)), which becomes explicitly factorization scale depen-

dent. The infrared divergence cancels the infrared divergence in the calculation

of the process of Eq. (14). The short-distance coefficient of the P-wave matrix

element is now infrared finite, but contains a scale-dependent ln(mg//j). The

scale dependence cancels with the scale dependence of the octet matrix element

Note that before the advent of NRQCD, the infrared logarithm lnm<j/A was

sometimes treated as an adjustable nonperturbative parameter, see, for instance,

Ref. 20. When this is done consistently in all production processes, this procedure

is fully equivalent to taking into account the color octet contribution (O$(3Si)) in

NRQCD. It is for this reason that the leading color octet contributions in NRQCD

for P-wave production do not lead to significant differences compared to the color

singlet model21 at next-to-leading order. Ironically, color octet contributions turn

out to be more important for S-wave quarkonia, precisely because they are sup-

pressed in v2 and not intertwined with the leading color singlet term through

(logarithmic) operator mixing.

It is quite instructive to go into some details of the NRQCD part of the match-

ing calculation. As an example, let me consider the one-loop mixing of (Cff^Si))

into (Of (3Po)). To get a nonzero contribution, a transverse gluon must be cut.

The dimensions work out correctly, because a transverse gluon couples propor-

tional to p/rtiQ. One of the diagrams is shown in Fig. 3; it leads to an integral

- / d k

~ J (2*)'
d3k 1 1 p.f-(p.k)(p'-k)/k*

-fie
(15)

The integral is divergent and has to be regularized. One would like to use dimen-

sional regularization, because it makes matching calculations particularly simple.

Dimensional regularization is fine, as long as the effective theory contains only

one low-energy scale, such as HQET. Then all integrals in the effective theory are

scaleless and vanish identically. NRQCD integrals such as Eq. (15) are not of this

type.
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(Po.p)

Figure 3: Contribution to mixing of (C$(3Si)) into (Of (3P0)>.

To see how such integrals are evaluated, let me consider the following simplified

version of Eq. (15), both with a cut-off and dimensional regularization:

_)'dk
J k (mQ+p + k)2

dk
(16)

I will only consider the logarithmically divergent and finite contributions in the

limit of small infrared cut-ofF A. Because NRQCD is an effective theory below

the scale mq, the ultraviolet cut-ofF must be chosen such that p •C Ac <S mq.

Therefore, taking the integral JAc and expanding it in \c/mq and p/m.Q, one gets

/ 2 p \ Ac 2A,
(17)

The same result would have been obtained if the integrand had been first expanded

in p/mq and k/mq, which are both small for k < Ac. Note the logarithmic term

in the cut-ofF A.c, which would correspond to mixing of {O$(3Si)) into (Of (3Po)) in

the real case. The dimensionally regulated integral, in the limit e->0, evaluates

t 0

Jd = 7— , \9 ( m \ 1) (18)

and seems to have no ultraviolet divergence. The problem here is that dimensional

regularization does not know about the physical requirement p < A j < mq, which

expresses that the factorization scale is smaller than mq, and treats the cut-ofF as

if it were larger than mq. Indeed, up to power-like cut-off dependence, Eq. (18)

coincides with the result for J\c evaluated for Ac 3> mq. We can force dimensional

regularization to treat mq larger than all other scales by expanding the integral

in TTIQ before integration. The result is

mQ
(19)

in agreement with Eq. (17) up to power-like terms in the cut-off which are always

zero in dimensional regularization. Thus, in dimensional regularization, one must

expand the integrand before integration, while with a cut-ofF integrating before

or after expansion yields the same result, provided A <SC mq. The calculation

may be simplified even further when the infrared divergence is also regulated

dimensionally. After expansion of the integrand, all integrals are scaleless and

vanish in dimensional regularization. This technique has been used in Ref. 22

to obtain the NRQCD Lagrangian up to order aB/mQ in the single heavy-quark

sector.

Expanding the integrand works for matching calculations to all loops in the

single heavy-quark sector, but fails in the quark-antiquark sector. Indeed, we know

already from Eq. (5) that some matrix elements in the effective theory must be

nonvanishing, so that the Coulomb divergence cancels in the matching. Integrands

containing Coulomb singularities cannot be expanded in mq before integration

over Aft. While at one-loop it is easy to separate the Coulomb contributions

explicitly, a general matching scheme based on dimensional regularization that

would treat diagrams with mixed Coulomb and transverse gluon exchanges has

not yet been devised. Since the problem does not appear in matching calculations

with a cut-off, II it is not related with the efFective NRQCD Lagrangian per se.

See, however, Ref. 23 for an alternate view of the problem.

Summarizing the discussion of this subsection, the differential quarkonium

production cross section in a hadron-hadron collision, A + B -* ip(P, A) + X, can

be factorized as

da = £ fdxldx2f;/A(x1)fj/B(x2)Y,dai+j_tQQln]+x{Otw). (20)

This equation is diagrammatically represented in Fig. 4, where I have replaced

hadron B by a virtual photon for graphical simplicity. Each factor in Eq. (20)

llNRQED calculations are naturally done in such a scheme, see, e.g., Ref. 9. Otherwise, the

bound state diagrams would also have to be evaluated in dimensional regularization.
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corresponds to a subgraph in Fig. 4 and a momentum scale that dominates this

subgraph. The amplitude squared for A -¥ i + remnant J is given by the parton

distribution fi/A(x\). The typical virtualities in this subgraph are of order A2.

Parton t then participates in a hard collision H, in which a QQ pair in a certain

state n is produced. This involves energies of order mq. The QQ pair (and, in

general, additional gluons) connects to the quarkonium subgraph, represented by

the NRQCD matrix element (OjfM), which contains all soft lines that are sen-

sitive to the bound state scale mqv2. After factorizing initial state singularities

into redefined parton distributions and performing the NRQCD matching as de-

scribed above, the short-distance cross section dopf+.j-+Q(j[nj+x ' s infrared finite, but

depends on the collinear and NRQCD factorization scale. The scale dependence

cancels in the product [Eq. (20)].

Figure 4: Diagrammatic representation of factorization in 7* + A

the cross section, the diagram has to be cut.
V + X. For

Note that the factorization formula above implies complete factorization be-

tween the final and initial state; all lines connecting both run through the hard

part of the diagram. The cancellation of soft gluons, that could connect the

quarkonium arid remnant jet part, is believed, but not yet really proven, to hold

perturbatively for inclusive quarkonium production. This is quite intuitive, if the

quarkonium is scattered at large transverse momentum with respect to the collid-

ing hadrons. It holds also for the total quarkonium production cross section even

though the bulk cross section is from quarkonia at small transverse momentum.

This is intuitive only in the Coulombic limit TIIQV2 3> A, in which quarkonium

formation has terminated long before the time-scale of a second interaction with

the remnant. Since perturbative matching is insensitive to the relation of low

energy scales, factorization should thus hold in perturbation theory. The calcu-

lation of next-to-leading corrections to total P-wave production cross sections24

confirms factorization at the one-loop level. The mathematical statement of fac-

torization is thus that all corrections to Eq. (20) scale as some power of 1/mq,

or another kinematic scale larger than mq, as mq -¥ 00. (Recall that relativistic

and radiative corrections scale as l/\nmq in this limit.) Corrections should then

be suppressed as A divided by potentially any other scale in the process. Since

mqv2 ~ A for charmonium and bottomonium, one may expect large "higher twist"

corrections in fixed-target collisions, when the heavy quark-antiquark pair moves

parallel with a remnant jet and remains in its hadronization region over a time

I/A in the quarkonium rest frame. Even if higher twist effects scale only as A2/m2

for charmonium, they can be expected to be nonnegligible for total cross sections.

2.3 Power Counting (Velocity Scaling)

The factorization formula (20) contains an infinite series of nonperturbative pro-

duction matrix elements (O$w) and would be useless, if it could not be truncated

after a finite number of terms. A first indication comes from the dimension of the

operators, since any power of 1/tnq in the coefficient of an operator can be com-

pensated only by one of the low-energy scales mqv, mqv2, or A. However, the

matrix elements can have additional suppressions beyond their dimension, because

of the particular structure of a nonrelativistic bound state.

The standard power counting (or "velocity scaling") rules are due to Ref. 25.

For example, heavy quark fields scale as (m<jv)3/2, because / d3r ip^ counts heavy

quark number and r ~ l/\p\ ~ l/(mQv). The Virial theorem relates the potential

to the kinetic energy E ~ mqv2 and leads to gE ~ mqv3 for the electric field

inside a quarkonium. From the equation of motion for the vector potential, gB ~

mqv4 follows for the magnetic field. As a consequence, the "dipole interaction"

tpl(gA • d/mQ)ip and "magnetic interaction" il>*(gB • ff/(2mq))ip in the NRQCD

Lagrangian both scale as u2 relative to the Coulomb interaction.

It follows that a matrix element such as (Of^^Si)) scales as v3, because a QQ

pair in a color singlet 3Si s t a t e overlaps with the leading Fock state wavefunction

r
i
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of a J/ip without need of soft gluon emission.** In the following, the scaling

of all matrix elements will be considered relative to (O/^fSi)) ; t h a t is. I P u t

(O]'/*(35i)) ~ 1. To estimate the scaling of other matrix elements, the multipole

suppression of gluon emission with momentum k ~ m^u2 < p ~ TTIQV has to

be taken into account as a consequence of the two low-energy scales present in

NRQCD. (In the context of NRQED, the separation of photons with momenta

|fc| ~ mcv and \k\ ~ mcv
2 and the power counting for the two momentum regions

has been analyzed in detail by Labelle.26)

Consider the P-wave matrix element (0(^(3Po)) in a J/ip state. A nonzero

overlap requires the emission of gluons into the final state. For a single gluon

emission, one such diagram looks exactly like Fig. 3. The QQ vertex carries a

derivative for the P-wave operator, and the transverse gluon also couples propor-

tional to p/niQ from the dipole interaction term above. Thus, (Os' (3Po)) scales

asp4/m,Q ~ vA relative to (<9j^*(3Si)), to which diagrams without radiation would

contribute.

Consider now (Og^'So)), which requires a spin-flip transition. As the chro-

momagnetic interaction is proportional to the gluon momentum, a diagram such

as Fig. 3 leads to [cf. Eq. (15)]

r = <*• f d*k 1

4m?, J (2n)32\k\

Pi! (k x g), (k x 3)j

[Po
AA

aa—§- + magnetic dipole contribution, (21)

where Pjj = <S,y + kfkj/k2. In the second line, I have (schematically) separated

the contribution from the region |fc| ~ mqv. In this region, the \k\ terms in the

quark propagators dominate; the integrand becomes independent of the bound

state structure and results in a pure (power-like) cut-off term. The contribution

from |fc| ~ rriQV2 is denoted as "magnetic dipole" and scales as

^•\k\2~v2\2~v\ (22)

where for |£| ~ rnqv2, the coupling a, must be counted as 1. A = k/p ~ v

corresponds to the ratio of the size of the quarkonium and the wavelength of the

**Up to corrections in u2, this matrix element coincides with the wavefunction at the origin
squared. Keeping only this contribution, NRQCD reproduces the color singlet model for 5-wave
quarkonia.

emitted gluon, and provides the expansion parameter for the multipole expansion.

In general, once gluons of momentum rriQV are separated, the interaction vertices

of NRQCD can be multipole-expanded. This is true beyond perturbation theory

and justifies the single-gluon approximation which I used for illustration. Thus,

(Oi^CSo)) scales as u4, if the cut-off term in Eq. (21) could be discarded. If one

identifies Ac ~ m.QV and a, at the scale TTIQV with v, as suggested by a Coulombic

limit, the cut-off term scales as27'28 v3. Being pure cut-off, however, it should

not be taken into account to estimate the scaling of low-energy matrix elements.

It would be cancelled with a contribution to the coefficient function, if it were

evaluated with the same cut-off. In dimensional regularization, the contribution

from \k\ ~ rtiQV gives a tadpole-like integral and would be set to zero naturally.

The multipole suppression is effective as long as TTIQV ~^> A ~ m,QV2 holds. If,

on the other hand, TIXQV ~ A ^> mqv2, the typical momenta of (soft) gluons would

be A and the multipole expansion would not work, as A = 1. We can keep A as

a free parameter and conceive an intermediate case for J/ip or, in particular, V1'-

The power counting for the most important QQ states is summarized in Tables 2

and 3 for 5- and P-wave quarkonia, respectively. For each QQ state, there exist v2

corrections due to operators with two and more derivatives on a single bilinear of

fermion fields. Since their coefficient functions are not enhanced by fewer powers

of as compared to the leading operator in each channel, I will not discuss them

further. Like operators with cms derivatives, these operators can be important in

specific kinematic regions.

NRQCD

CEM

(Ot(3P0))

1

Table 2: Velocity scaling in NRQCD and the color evaporation model (CEM)

relative to (Of (3£i)) for S-wave quarkonia. The "standard" velocity counting is

recovered for A = v.

Before closing this section, I would like to mention the color evaporation

model29 (CEM), the only remaining potential competitor of NRQCD.tt In the

IT As alluded to earlier, the color singlet model has been swallowed by NRQCD and lost its
justification hence after.
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NRQCD

CBM 1

v6

1

Table 3: Velocity scaling in NRQCD and the color evaporation model (CEM)

relative to {Of (3Si)) for P-wave quarkonia with total angular momentum J. The

"standard" velocity counting is recovered for A = v.

CEM, the NRQCD expansion on the right-hand side of Eq. (20) becomes replaced

by an average,

2m<j,

!

2mg

(23)

i.e., the open heavy quark cross section is integrated over the invariant mass M

of the QQ pair up to the open heavy flavor threshold. It is then assumed that the

quarkonium production cross section is a universal (for each ij>) fraction /^ of the

subthreshold cross section.

Spiritually, the CEM is close to NRQCD in that it also allows a QQ pair in a

color octet state in the hard collision to hadronize into a quarkonium. It is also

clear that, because the NRQCD expansion arises from an expansion of the open

QQ production amplitude at small relative QQ momentum and because mg, —

THQ < nig, the CEM is very similar to NRQCD as far as kinematic dependences of

the production cross section are concerned. The difference arises in the importance

that is assigned to the various terms that arise in the expansion close to threshold.

In terms of NRQCD matr ix elements, this difference can be summarized by the

statement that the power counting implied by the CEM would assign v2d~6 to

any dimension d operator, independent of the color and spin state of the QQ pair

(see Tables 2 and 3). T h e usual argument is that the emission of soft gluons in

the hadronization of a QQ pair randomizes spin and color, so that by the time

the quarkonium forms, any information on the state of the initial QQ pair has

been lost. The problem with the argument is that soft gluons do not flip a heavy

quark spin easily, a piece of information that is incorporated in NRQCD via spin

symmetry but disregarded in the CEM. Moreover, the CEM treats a quarkonium

as if its size were that of a light hadron, in which case the multipole expansion is

not valid. The CEM also does not incorporate the heavy quark limit, in which the

binding becomes Coulombic. This does not impede the color evaporation model

from providing a description that is phenomenologically successful in some cases,

in particular as—in contrast to the color singlet model—the correct kinematic

dependences are incorporated. In general, with only one parameter f$, the CEM

is too restrictive. Its predictions are universal x/(^/V))-ratio fx/fj/t, which is not

supported by the comparison of quarkonium production in fixed target collisions,

photoproduction, and B decay. Note that the CEM (like NRQCD) is based on a

leading-twist approximation to the heavy quark production cross section.

2.4 Quarkonium Polarization

NRQCD factorization also predicts the polarization of the produced quarkonia,

although, in general, at the expense of introducing further nonperturbative matrix

elements that do not appear in the cross section summed over all V" polarization

states ("unpolarized cross section"). Let me sketch the decomposition of matrix

elements for the case of a 5-wave, spin-triplet quarkonium.30'31'13

After expansion of the QQ production amplitude squared in relative momen-

tum, and after decomposing color indices into color singlet and a color octet term,

and spin indices in a spin singlet and triplet term, the cross section can be written

as a sum [compare with Eq. (20)]

n

where the short-distance part C is still coupled to the matrix elements through

three-vector indices that arise in the expansion in relative momentum. To decouple

these indices, one writes down the most general decomposition of the Cartesian

tensor (O*}^') incorporating rotational invariance and the fact that the rest frame

matrix elements can depend only on the polarization vector (in general, tensor)

of the quarkonium.

The constraints from spin symmetry are incorporated as follows. Because of

spin symmetry, spin and orbital angular momentum are separately good quantum

numbers at leading order in the velocity expansion. The angular momentum part

of the quarkonium wave function is thus a direct product S x L,- (i may be a multi-
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index for orbital angular momentum greater than 1) in spin and orbital angular

momentum, and can be represented as

'So 1

% e,,(A)cr"

3Pj ^2(JX\XP'la)(i(
a,f>

(25)

in the quarkonium rest frame, whore {JX\lp; la) denotes a Clebsch-Gordon coeffi-

cient and e(A) an angular momentum-one polarization vector. A general NRQCD

matrix element can then be written as

WDj.... DjmX\0)
x

= tr(/cS) tr(«'5) LiL3 ^,-,....„;,...>„,, (26)

where K is a matrix in spin and color indices and

(27)Zklmn = bo5klSmn

etc. a, 6; are scalar nonpcrturbative parameters. Some of them can be expressed

in terms of those that appear in unpolarized production by taking contractions

or summing over polarizations. For an S-wave quarkonium, the orbital angular

momentum part is trivial and it is straightforward to obtain

= \{Ot(3S1))e
a'(X)€b(X)

X)(4'{\)

- i S,) x|o> (28)

= (Oi(3P0))5ije'"(\)el'(X)

The matrix elements on the right-hand side include implicitly a sum over po-

larization as in the definition of Ref. 2 and in Eq. (11). For the last line, zero

would be obtained in the spin-symmetry limit. The factor 1/3 here follows from

rotational invariance. Note that the decomposition of P-wave operators in the

third and fourth lines is not diagonal in the angular momentum basis JJZ. As a

consequence, for S-wave production, the total angular momentum of an interme-

diate quark pair in a P-wave state is not a good quantum number. In this basis,

interference terms between states with different total angular momentum have to

be included to obtain a factorized form of polarized production cross sections.30

These interference terms vanish when all polarizations are summed over.

Notice that after applying spin symmetry, no new nonperturbative matrix ele-

ments had to be introduced to describe polarized S-wave quarkonium production

as compared to unpolarized production at this order in the velocity expansion.

For P-wave quarkonia, this is also true at leading order in v2, but—in contrast to

S-wave states—no longer there for i/ corrections.

3 Quarkonium Production at the Tevatron

In this present section, I discuss the comparison of predictions for S-wave pro-

duction with Tevatron data,'1'32 which inspired to a large extent the theoretical

development described above. In Sec. 4, fixed-target data will be revisited in the

NRQCD approach.

3.1 Cross Sections

Let me follow the chronology of the development of theory and data. When CDF

measured, for the first time, separately J/tp and ip1 production not coming from

B decay ("prompt"), they found much larger cross sections than expected.4 The

expectation then was based on the color singlet process

(29)

for the direct production of S-wave states, with additional contributions to J/tp

from radiative decays of \e\ a«d Xc2- As indicated, this lowest order process leads

to a very steep p(-spectrum dc/dpf of the short-distance cross section. On the

other hand, at p, » 2m<j the quarkonium mass can be considered small and the

inclusive production cross section, like any single-particle inclusive cross section

in QCD, should exhibit scaling: da/dpf ~ 1/pJ up to logarithms. Such processes

can be described by convoluting a (properly factorized) parton production cross
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section with a fragmentation function D,_»//(z), where z denotes the fraction of

i 's momentum transferred to the hadron H. Braaten and Yuan33 noted that for

quarkonia, the dependence of fragmentation functions on z can be calculated in

the NRQCD approach. Since the hadronization of the QQ pair takes place by

emission of gluons with momenta of order rriQV2 in the quarkonium rest frame,

the energy fraction of the quarkonium relative to the fragmenting parton differs

from that of the QQ pair only by an amount 5z ~ v2 < 1. They argued that the

higher-order color singlet process

p, (30)

exceeds Eq. (29) for p, > 7 GeV as is relevant for most of the Tevatron data. This

expectation was born out by detailed analyses.34 At this point, taking also into

account fragmentation production of P-wave states and their subsequent decay,

theory and data seemed to agree for J/tp production, but showed a factor of

30 discrepancy in overall normalization for ip', a discrepancy then referred to as

the ^'-anomaly. The discrepancy in normalization indicated that an additional

fragmentation contribution had been missed. Braaten and Fleming3 suggested

that the color octet fragmentation process

•> A 1
g + g-*(*&?>] +g: (31)

where a gluon fragments as g -» cc[3Sj ], could make up for the missing piece.

The price to pay is a new parameter (Og (3Sj)) that had to be fitted to the data.

Because Eq. (31) has two powers of aa/ir less than Eq. (30), the magnitude of

(Og'(3Si)) turned out to be consistent with its v4 suppression according to the

scaling given in Table 2. Subsequently, CDF was able to remove x feed-down

from J/xf> production. The same discrepancy as for t/1' appeared in the J/ip cross

section and could be explained as for tp' by color octet fragmentation.35

With this explanation of the ^-anomaly at hand, further studies focused on

finding additional consistency checks of the color octet hypothesis beyond the con-

sistent size of the octet matrix element. One such check derives from polarization

and will be described in the next subsection. Others come from different charmo-

niura production processes. Apart from fixed-target production discussed in the

following section, I do not undertake such a comparison in this article, a compar-

ison that would in any case be still preliminary. Let me instead continue with the

Tevatron analysis and discuss the uncertainties in the theoretical prediction.

At moderate p, ~ 2niQ, two further octet production channels, which do not

have a fragmentation interpretation at order a],

(32)
Ft

need to be considered, too, even though they seem to be suppressed by v4 with

respect to the color singlet process [Eq. (29)]. (I'll come back to this point later.)

These contributions have been calculated in Refs. 36 and 37, and turn out to be

significant for p( < 10 GeV. In this region (and taking mc = 1.5 GeV), the trans-

verse momentum distribution is sensitive only to the combination A/j^'So

defined as

o)) + JL (Ot(3P0)). (33)

This matrix element appears as a second fit parameter. The fits to the CDF

data32 are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. These fits are based on a combined fit of J/ip

and ip' data, keeping the ratios of octet matrix elements for J/ip and TJ/ fixed. See

Ref. 37 for further details. The values of the matrix elements with parameters as

specified for Fig. 5 are found to be

(08 /0(3Si)) = 1-06 • 10~2 GeV3

*(3P0)> = 4-3 8 - 1 0 " 2 GeV3Vi'*(lSo)) + ^<

(Of( 3 Si) )= 0.44 -10- 2 GeV3 (34)
3.5

(0£(1S0)) + i f (Ot'(3Po)) = 1-80 • 10-2 GeV3.

Note that Figs. 5 and 6 include only a3 processes. The leading color singlet process

at large p,, Eq. (30), is not included but would fall below the data by a factor of

30 as mentioned above.

It is not surprising that a good fit of the data can be obtained with two con-

tributions to the fit that scale as 1/p/ and 1/pf at large pt. It is not at all clear

how accurate the fitted matrix elements are, however, as any effect that modifies

the slope of the p, spectrum would affect the relative weight assigned to the two

matrix elements (0 | ( 3Si)) and M^(lS^a),3P^). Some uncertainties that enter

the theoretical prediction can be enumerated:

1. One may vary the parameters of the calculation such as a,, the renormal-

ization and/or factorization scale, as well as the parton distribution set. A
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BR(JAy->nV) do(pp-»JA|»+X)/dpT (nb/GcV)
I n l< 0.6

total
color octcl 'So + 3P,

— — — color octcl 3Sj

color singlet

CTEQ4L

18 20

Pr(GeV)

Figure 5: Fit of color octet contributions to direct J/ip production data from

CDF (s/s = 1.8TeV, pseudorapidity cut |?;| < 0.6). Theory: CTEQ4L parton

distribution functions, the corresponding A4 = 235 MeV, factorization scale \i =

(pf + 4m2)1/2, and mc = 1.5 GeV. Taken from Ref. 37.

V ) do(pp->\);(2S)+X)/dpT (nb/GeV)

— • — color octet 3S,
color singlet

CTEQ4L

6 8 10 12 H 16 18 20

Pr(CeV)

Figure 6: Same as Fig. 5 for prompt ip1 production.

different value of a, modifies the overall normalization and also the slope of

the p,-distribution, because the coupling is evaluated at n = Jim* + pf.

The parametrization of the gluon density affects the prediction in a system-

atic way. Roughly, we may estimate the typical proton momentum fractions

of the gluons that participate in the hard collision as xg ~ 2jp} + Arri*ly/s

for a given value of pt. A gluon density with steeper small-a; behavior there-

fore steepens the p,-spectrum for the 3S{8) component. As a consequence, the

A/j^'Sp8' ,3/3o8') component, whose magnitude depends crucially on the data

being somewhat steeper than the 3S\ component, decreases for a steeper

gluon density.

The combined effect of a lower as and flatter small-a: gluon distribution is

clearly seen in Table 4 by comparing the value of M^b{
xS^\3P^') obtained

with MRS(R2) distributions with the one obtained from CTEQ4L or GRV.

In contrast, the value of (O^^^Si)} is rather insensitive to the parton dis-

tribution set, but absorbs most of the uncertainty in overall normalization

obtained by varying the factorization scale n within a factor of two about

Jim* + pf (see the second error in Table 4). From these variations alone,

one can conclude that none of the two matrix elements is determined to an

accuracy better than a factor of two and that A/^CSQ , -PO ) ' s particularly

sensitive to any effect that influences the slope of the p, distribution.

CTEQ4L GRV (1994) LO MRS(R2)

1.06±0.14±i;g§ 1.12 db 0.14±§:lg 1.40 ±

4.38±1.15ii:?4
2 3.90 ±1.1411;^ 10.9 ±

0.44±0.08i^ 3 0.46±0.08ig$ 0.56 ± g;^

1-80 ±0.5618:8 1.6O±O.51±83g 4.36 ± 0.96JJ&

Table 4: NRQCD matrix elements in 10~2GeV3. First error statistical, second

error due to variation of scale. Ratio of il>' to J/ip fixed. Parton densities from

Ref. 38.
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2. The variation of renormalization and factorization scales gives some insight

into the magnitude of higher order corrections in a, only for those contribu-

tions that have the same kinematic dependence as the leading-order term.

In high-energy processes or at not so large transverse momentum, this may

be rather misleading.

Looking at Fig. 5 or 6, we may wonder why at p( ~ 2m c , the contribution

from color octet 3Pj and 'So cc pairs exceeds the color singlet contribution by

about a factor 20, although from the scaling rules, the color octet contribution

would have been expected to be suppressed by v4 ~ 1/10. Since the ratio of

matrix elements is indeed Mf^S^fP^/iOf (3Si)) ~ 4 • lO"2, the short-

distance coefficient of the octet term must be three orders of magnitude

larger than the coefficient of the singlet term. Examining the short-distance

coefficients at pt = 2mc, one finds approximately

d a / d p s ^ ' p 8 1 ^ 1 (35)

where s is the partonic cms energy. The constant 81 is a large numerical

factor, partly accidental, partly related to color factors a n d the larger num-

ber of P-wave intermediate states. The parametric ratio s2/(2mc)
4 follows

from the fact that diagrams with t-channel gluon exchange do not contribute

to the leading order color singlet amplitude. Thus, all propagators in the

color singlet amplitude are off-shell by s, while the octet amplitude is domi-

nated by t-channel exchange that allows propagators to b e off-shell by only

4m2. Because the gluon density favors small-x gluons, s i s not tremendously

large at the Tevatron. Nevertheless, at p, = 2mc, the lower kinematic limit

specifies s > (1 + \/2)2 (2mc)
2 ~ 5.8 (2?nc)

2 and the ratio s2/(2roc)
4 provides

a further significant enhancement of the amplitude. T h i s rough estimate

approximately coincides with the factor 103 estimated from Fig. 5.

It follows from this discussion that the next-to-leading a 4 color singlet contri-

bution to which t-channel exchange diagrams contribute should be strongly

enhanced as well and lead to large K factors that increase with increasing

transverse momentum, rather similar to photoproduction.39 At pt ^S> 2mc,

this contribution falls as 1/pf, slower than the lowest order contribution [but

still faster than the fragmentation component Eq. (30)], a n d is rather similar

in shape to the 3Pj and 'So octet components. The value of

will therefore decrease to compensate for the additional singlet contribution.

Another source of potentially large higher-order corrections is related to ini-

tial state radiation. These effects, like intrinsic transverse momentum, would

primarily modify the pt-distribution in the small-pi region, up to at least sev-

eral GeV. Initial state radiation could be treated either by analytic resum-

mation or estimated by Monte Carlo event generators. A first step in this

direction has been taken.40 The bulk effect seems to be an enhanced short-

distance coefficient that leads to a decrease of both fitted color octet matrix

elements. For a comparison of (O$(3Si)) in Ref. 40 and those quoted here

and in Ref. 36, one has to take into account that the evolution of the frag-

mentation function in the 3S{8) channel has not been incorporated in Ref. 40.

Evolution depletes the fragmentation function at large z and consequently

increases the fitted value of (O^(3S\)) by about a factor of two.

3. Apart from higher-order radiative corrections, higher order corrections in i>2,

the parameter of the nonrelativistic expansion, can be important close to

boundaries of partonic thresholds, as discussed in Sec. 2.2. Such a situation

occurs for the color octet fragmentation function that enters the most im-

portant fragmentation process [Eq. (31)] at large pt. At the scale 2mc, it is

given by3

z, 2mc) = ̂ y 6(1 - z) {OU3SX)). (36)

The delta-function clearly neglects that a fraction &z ~ v2 of the gluon

momentum is transferred to light hadrons in the "hadronization" of the color

octet intermediate s tate . Because of the steep pi-distribution, negligence of

this nonperturbative softening of the fragmentation function introduces a

systematic bias6'24-'11 towards a too low fitted value of (O$(3Si)).

The momentum taken by the light degrees of freedom (light hadrons) is

incorporated into the velocity expansion of NRQCD through operators with

cms derivatives. Resumming the leading contribution results in15

D^z,2mc) = ^ g i l Jdy+S(l-z-y+)U[3s[8))(y+), (37)
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where

/,[3S!8)] (.</+) = (38)
A'} 5(y+ - [A •

D denotes a (cms) derivative in the quarkonium rest frame, A the Lorentz

boost that transforms it into a moving frame, "+" the light-cone "plus"-

component of a four-vector, and k is the four-momentum of the "hadronizing"

color octet cc pair. The distribution f^,[3S\ ](l/+) can be interpreted as a

distribution of light-cone momentum fraction y+ taken by light hadrons in

the process**:

cc[3SfJ] -» ip + light hadrons. (39)

After resummation, the octet fragmentation function is expressed in terms

of a new unknown function and all predictivity seems to be lost. However,

we know that /*[35{8'](j/+) should have support mainly in a region y+ ~

v2. Moreover, it is a universal function that could in principle be extracted

from other processes not necessarily related to fragmentation. Once such

a universal function is isolated, one can also try to model it and check the

consistency of the ansatz in different production processes.

Summarizing this discussion, I think that regarding the numerical values of

the matrix elements in Eq. (34) as accurate within a factor of two or less for

M^CSo i -Po ) would not be overly conservative. It is worth noting that the

color evaporation model mentioned earlier can reproduce the Tevatron data rather

reasonably.112 This is no surprise for the shape of the p, distribution, as the CEM

includes a fragmentation component. It is less obvious that this works (again

within factors of two) with the same values of normalization factors f^, required

to describe fixed-target data. From the point of view of NRQCD, such agreement

would be considered coincidental, perhaps related to the fact that the octet matrix

elements relevant to both processes all scale equally as v*.

Prompt S-wave bottomonium production has also been measured by CDF,

although a \b component could not yet be separated. A comparison with pre-

dictions can be found in Ref. 36. As t/1 ~ 1/100 for bottomonium, color octet

contributions are less relevant than for charmonium in the region p< < 15GeV

of the Tevatron data. Given the uncertainties in the color singlet contribution

discussed above and the octet matrix elements for bottomonium, the necessity

of color octet contributions is not yet as firmly established as for charmonium

production. A realistic description of the pt spectrum requires the resummation

of soft gluon radiation, which has not yet been undertaken.

3.2 Polarization

Perhaps the most decisive test of the NRQCD picture of quarkonium production

will come from a polarization measurement of direct J/ip and \\>' at the Tevatron at

large quarkonium transverse momentum. Recall that at large pt, the production

cross section is dominated by gluon fragmentation into cc[3S[ '] . It was first noted

by Cho and Wise113 that the cc pair is transversely polarized, because the coupling

of longitudinal gluons is suppressed by 4m2/p2. Furthermore, to leading order

in the velocity expansion, the subsequent transition [Eq. (39)] takes place via

a double electric dipole transition, which does not flip the heavy quark spin.

Consequently, at large transverse momentum, one should observe transversely

polarized quarkonia. The polarization can be observed in the angular distribution

of decay leptons from xj> -> /+/~, which can be written as

: oc 1 + a cos2 0,

writing this review, I learned of related ideas by M. Mangano, who introduces a sim-
ilar distribution function on phenoincnological grounds outside the context of the NRQCD
expansion.

dcos9~* ' " " " " " ' (4°)

with 0 the angle between the lepton three-momentum in the ip rest frame and

the polarization axis, and the ip direction in the hadronic cms frame (lab frame).

Pure transverse polarization would imply a = 1.

Corrections to the asymptotic limit come from three sources, corresponding to

the three small parameters v2, as/ir, and 4m2/p2 that characterize quarkonium

production at the Tevatron.* Since spin symmetry is violated by higher order in-

teraction terms in the NRQCD Lagrangian, longitudinal polarization can arise if

the transition [Eq. (39)] proceeds via two magnetic dipole transitions. These cor-

rections scale as v4 and do not vanish in the limit of large transverse momentum.

According to the power counting estimate,30 they could reduce a to 0.85.

The second source of corrections comes from a s corrections to the fragmenta-

tion function, since radiation of a hard gluon can change the cc pair's polariza-

*I am ignoring higher twist corrections which are suppressed in the small ratio A/pf.
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tion. This correction decreases with pt as l/(lnp (). All relevant fragmentation

functions into longitudinally polarized quarkonia have been computed30 and were

found to yield about 5% longitudinal polarization at pt = 20 GeV. The corrections

turned out to be rather small, mainly because the fragmentation functions can

only be softer than the leading term [Eq. (36)] that produces transverse charmo-

nia. After convolution with the short-distance cross section, this leads to sup-

pression of the higher order contribution. If added to the first correction, the

second still implies that a > 0.65 at p, = 20 GeV. This estimate is based on

{Ot(3Po))/m2
c « (C$(3Si)>, consistent with Table 4 (CTEQ4L).

polar angle asymmetry a in y-»u

20 22 24

PT(GeV)

Figure 7: a as a function of pt. Taken from Ref. 37.

Below p, ~ 15 GeV, the dominant source of depolarization is due to non-

fragmentation contributions,37 because they have large short-distance coefficients

as seen above. The size of these depends crucially on the magnitude of the pa-

rameter M^s(
15o8),3Po

l8))- With t h e ^ u e t a k e n f r o m T a b l e 4 . 'he prediction for

the parameter a in the polar angle distribution is shown in Fig. 7. The band is

based on the nonfragmentation corrections and a, corrections to the fragmenta-

tion functions, but neglects the depolarization due to spin symmetry breaking of

order 5a ~ 0.1. It is important that the band reflects only the uncertainties in

the extraction of NRQCD matrix elements due to statistical errors in the data of

the unpolarized cross section. It does not include any of the theoretical uncertain-

ties that could systematically affect the extraction of these matrix elements. In

particular, if A^5('So , P0
(8)) is smaller than assumed here, which is not unlikely,

the transverse polarization fraction would increase. Nevertheless, at p, ~ 5 GeV,

Fig. 7 shows that no remnant of transverse polarization may be expected. As

Pt increases, the angular distribution becomes rapidly more anisotropic. If above

Pt ~ 20 GeV a substantial fraction of transverse polarization is not observed in

future (run II) Tevatron data, we will definitely know that NRQCD, or at least

spin symmetry, is not applicable at the charm mass scale. If it is observed, the

color evaporation model will have lost most of its remaining appeal.

4 Quarkonium Production at Fixed Target

It has long been known, and highlighted most recently in Refs. 20 and 44, that

the color singlet model does not give a satisfactory description of all quarkonium

production cross sections at fixed target energies. The discrepancies arise for di-

rect J/tp and xi, both of which cannot be produced by gluon-gluon fusion at

leading order in the color singlet channel. When the overall normalization of the

color singlet cross section is adjusted to the data, one also predicts a significant

fraction of transverse polarization, a « 0.25 in the notation of Eq. (40) and in

the Gottfried-Jackson frame. No polarization is observed. As compared to the

Tevatron "^'-anomaly," these discrepancies are less dramatic and the theoreti-

cal uncertainties could always be stretched, and higher twist effects invoked, to

make them appear even less incisive. Nevertheless, these discrepancies must be

reassessed in the light of the NRQCD factorization approach.

4.1 Cross Sections

Fixed target quarkonium cross sections have been calculated by several collabo-

rations.31 •45'46 The spin and color states that can be produced in parton-parton
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collisions at order a2 are as follows:

gg -+ cc[n]: n = ^ ,3

qq —> cc[n] : n = 3S[ , D-waves,.... (41)

At order a ' , after hard gluon radiation, no stringent helicity and color constraints

remain. Adopting a value for (O$(3Si)) on the order of those shown in Table 4, the

quark annihilation channel turns out to be insignificant at energies far enough from

the cc threshold such that X1X2 ~ 4mj?/s <S 1 for the product of parton momentum

fractions. The cross sections are then dominated by gluon-gluon fusion for both

pion and proton beams. Keeping the intermediate cc states that are leading

according to the scaling rules of Table 2, the direct J/ip and xp' production cross

section is given by

5rr3a2

12(2mc)
3s

(42)

l-z2-2z\nz] J
where z = (2mc)

2/(sxiX2), \/s is the center-of-mass energy, and as is normalized

at the scale 2mc. The third line gives the color singlet cross section that enters

at order a3 . Using spin symmetry to relate (O*(3Pj)> = (2J + 1) (C$(3P0)), the

leading color octet contributions are proportional to Mf(lSQ ,3PQ\ ) defined as in

Eq. (33).

A comparison of the predicted energy dependence and normalization of the

cross section (including the qq annihilation channel) with data is shown in Figs. 8

and 9 for ip' and J/ip production, respectively. The solid curves are obtained with

Mf(lsia)*P&*>) = (Ol'(lSo)) + \ (Ot'(3P0)) = 0.56 • l(T2GeV3

MJ'+CsFK'ltf*) s (OJ
S'*{1SO)) + —i (OJ^(3P0)) = 3.0 • 10-2 GeV3, (43)

with mc = 1.5 GeV, which is assumed in this analysis. The color singlet contribu-

tions to the direct production cross section is shown separately. Note that since

the qq annihilation channel is insignificant, the P-wave feed-down incorporated

for J/ip is entirely color singlet, because relativistic corrections to xi production

have been neglected. I will discuss x production in more detail in Sec. 4.2.
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cross section. Dotted line: Direct J/ip production, color singlet only.

Turning first to ip1 production, one notes that given the uncertainties inher-

ent to leading order QCD predictions (no K factors have been inti ->duced), their

renormalization scale-dependence, as well as the dependence o n t n f , and the rel-

evance of color octet contributions is far from obvious. This is mainly due to

the fact that the color singlet cross section is dramatically enhanced compared

to Ref. 44, because it is expressed in terms of 2mc = 3 GeV rather than the sig-

nificantly larger ip1 mass. Expressing the cross section in terms of quark masses

implies a product x\x% smaller by 50% than its physical value and enhances the

cross section as a consequence of the rising gluon density at small x. As noted

earlier, this intrinsic ambiguity of a leading order calculation in v2 would be alle-

viated by resumming higher dimension operators. In the present case, it is likely

that the effect would be a reduction of the color singlet cross section, indicating

more stringently a missing additional production mechanism. The short-distance

coefficients of color octet production would be likewise affected by implementing

the physical phase space constraints. In fact, as the invariant mass of the final

state containing i/>' and light hadrons is even larger than m^i, an even more signif-

icant reduction would be expected. A fit of the normalisation to da ta would then

require a larger Mf^S^^P^) than the one quoted in Eq. (43), which would

be desirable in view of the apparent discrepancy between Eq. (43) and Eq. (34).

Given these uncertainties, we can conclude that the sizes of color octet contri-

butions as deduced from Tevatron and fixed target data are consistent with each

other as far as order of magnitude is concerned, and that one could not have hoped

for more than that.

For J/i>, Fig. 9, we have a clear deficit in the color singlet diiect production

cross section. The difference with respect to ip' comes from the fact that mj/$ is

not much larger than 2mc. While this does not remove the ambiguity with the

choice of mc. one would at least seem to be already closer to the physical phase

space. If we assume that the P-wave feed-down is determined by leading order

color singlet cross sections, an absolute prediction is obtained for the direct J/ip

cross section, once the unknown parameter M/'*(1S'i8)
)
3P0

<8)) is fitted to the total

J/ip cross section. One finds that <r(J/ip),j;,/o(J/ip) « 0.6 in good agreement

with experiment. On the other hand, this ratio comes out a factor of three too

small with color singlet contributions only. The result c(J/ip)A\t/a(J/^>) w 0.6

is still somewhat problematic, because it relies on the assumption that the x

feed-down is accurately reproduced and understood. But, as discussed in the
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following subsection, the \ i / \ 2 composition of the x feed-down assumed here

conflicts with experiment in that there arc too few xi predicted. Thus, there

should be an additional but neglected \- production mechanism that would then

upset the nice agreement found for (r(J/rl>),[\r/(T(J/ip) (and make the color sin-

glet model look even worse). This, however, can be compensated by taking into

account the larger mass of \- states in the same way as for ip1. Thus, it seems

that color octet contributions in fixed target production are natural candidates

to remove large discrepancies in overall normalizations, but the remaining uncer-

tainties preclude a straightforward test of the universality of color octet matrix

elements by comparison with Tevatron data. In particular, one cannot exclude

the possibility of significant "higher twist" contributions that would have to be

added on top of color octet contributions. The numerical situation will be con-

siderably improved by the soon available next-to-leading QCD calculation of all

relevant octet and singlet production channels. For P-waves, this analysis has

been reported in Ref. 24.

A comparison of cross sections in experiments with pion beams, using Eq. (43)

extracted from proton beam experiments, shows that the former are then system-

atically undcrpredicted by a factor of about two. The resolution of this discrep-

ancy, already known in the context of color singlet model predictions,20 is clearly

outside the scope of NRQCD, which assumes factorization of the hadronic initial

from the hadronic final state.

The analysis of bottomonium 5-wave cross sections suffers from the lack of

sufficient experimental data, and in particular, the absence of any experimental

information on \<, cross sections. Using color singlet wave functions and an esti-

mate of color octet matrix elements, one finds31 a larger indirect contribution to

5-wave cross sections than for charmonium. The observation of T(35) comparable

to T(1S) in the B772 experiment47 then indicates the existence of yet undetected

X(,(3.P) states below the open bottom threshold.

In addition to integrated cross sections, xp (Ref. 48) and pt (Ref. 49) distri-

butions may be analyzed. Since the xp distribution is determined by the gluon

flux, the distributions are identical for color singlet and octet contributions and do

not lead to further insight. Note that at large xF, the NRQCD expansion breaks

down and higher twist corrections become large.50 A realistic comparison of p,

distributions in the range of available fixed target data requires accounting of soft

gluon effects.

4.2 T h e X1/X2 Ratio

As noted in Eq. (41), the leading-order gluon-gluon fusion process cannot pro-
duce a spin-1 P-wave state. Consequently, at energies where qq annihilation is
irrelevant,

R = £1^4 = o(-) ~ 0.05 (color singlet), (44)
a(X2) U /

with the numerical value from Ref. 31. The data51 compiled in Table 5 clearly

show more copious Xi production.

Experiment

E673

E705

E771

WA11

E673

E673

E705

E672/706

Beam/Target

pBe

pLi

y>Si

7rBe

TrBe

TrBe

TrLi

7rBe

V?/GeV

19.4/21.7

23.7

38.8

18.63

18.88

20.55

23.72

31.08

11

0.24 db 0.28

0.09

0.34 ±0.16

0.7 ±0 .2

0.96 ±0.64

0.9 ±0.4

0.53

0.57 ±0.19

Table 5: Experimental data on the Xi/,\'2 ratio R. Data compiled from Ref. 51.

In view of the experimental errors, no attempt has been made to rescale older

measurements to account for the latest \- branching fractions.

In the context of the color singlet model, the ,\i production cross section has

sometimes been boosted by taking into account an exclusive quark-antiquark fu-

sion mechanism52 qq -> \cj at order a4, see, e.g., the cross sections displayed in

Fig. 16 of Ref. 20. As this mechanism produces \cj states in the ratio 0:4:1, it

raises R at low energies, especially in TTN and pN collisions. The justification for

keeping this higher order contribution derives from the presence of two infrared

logarithms, so that this contribution is of order oj In2(mc/A), where ln(mc/A) is

interpreted as a nonperturbative parameter. This bears some similarity with the

infrared logarithm in qq —> Xcj + 9 which, as discussed, could be interpreted as

qq -> ccps'8 ' ] ->• \cj + X in the framework of NRQCD factorization. This simi-
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larity is superficial though because the double logarithm above is not regularized

by the quarkonium binding energy and cannot be absorbed into a NRQCD matrix

element. Thus, if it existed, it would contradict NRQCD factorization. However,

it seems clear that the origin of the double logarithm is the exclusive final state

considered. The relevant cut diagram at order a* contains other cuts related to

interfering qqg final states, which would cancel the infrared logarithms in agree-

ment with NRQCD factorization. Thus, there is no infrared enhancement in the

quark-antiquark fusion mechanism, and it cannot help to raise the XilXi ratio.

The next candidates are relativistic corrections in the velocity expansion.31'53

Indeed, since they dominate direct J/tp production, which suffers from the same

suppression as xi m the color singlet gluon-gluon fusion channel, they should

naturally also be large for xi production. The contributions that scale as v4

relative to the leading order contribution for P-wave production are listed in

Table 3. (In each channel, there exist v2 corrections due to operators with spatial

derivatives squared.) To get an estimate with no pretense of accuracy, let me

consider only the octet 3Pj/ intermediate states. They yield

<r(X2)from3P2
(1)

15
8

1
(45)

where I assumed that (C$' (3P2))/<#f (3P2)) ~ 1/10 according to the scaling v4 ~

1/10. If we multiply this ratio by two to account for the intermediate S- and

D-wave states, we obtain a Xi production cross section an order of magnitude

larger than Eq. (44). Since the new production channels contribute also to x2

production, let me assume that they contribute to Xi a n d X2 m the ratio 3:5.

Then

R « 0.3. (46)

I emphasize again that this is a very crude estimateJ The estimate is in agreement

with the Xilxi ratio measured in pN collisions, but is lower than the measurement

in 7TJV collisions. If the trend of larger R for pion collisions exhibited by the

'The short-distance coefficients of all v* suppressed intermediate states have recently been cal-
culated.54 Nevertheless, the significant number of new matrix elements makes it difficult to
improve on the crude estimate given here. The estimate of R given in Ref. 54 is larger than
the one quoted here, because for unknown reasons, the authors choose to omit the dominant
color singlet channel in \i production. Accounting for it makes their estimate consistent with
Eq. (46).

measurements shown in Table 5 is confirmed, the real problem would no longer

be the X1/X2 ratio per se, but the difference between proton and pion beam

experiments. Unless there is an unknown enhancement of the qq annihilation

channel, such a difference would violate the initial/final state factorization of

NRQCD and would have to be attributed to a "higher twist" effect. Note that as

long as the qq annihilation channel can be neglected, the X1/X2 ratio should be

approximately energy independent.

4.3 Polarization

Polarization measurements have been performed for both xp and xp1 production

in pion scattering fixed target experiments.55'50 Both experiments observe an

essentially flat angular distribution in the decay ip —* AJ+/'~ {4> — J/^P, V"')i

da
dcosO

oc l + acos20, (47)

where the angle 9 is defined as the angle between the three-momentum vector of

the positively charged muon and the beam axis in the rest frame of the quarko-

nium. The observed values for a are 0.02±0.14 for rp', measured at y/s = 21.8 GeV

in the region xF > 0.25, and 0.028 ± 0.004 for J/ip measured at ^/s = 15.3 GeV

in the region xp > 0. In both cases, the errors are statistical onlyJ

Compared to these measurements, the color singlet contributions alone yield

a m 0.25 for the direct S-wave production cross section.4'1 The polarization yield

of octet contributions has been considered in Ref. 31.•* The cc[3S' ] interme-

diate state yields pure transverse polarization, but is insignificant for the total

cross section, because it occurs only in qq annihilation. The cc['So8)] intermedi-

ate state results in unpolarized quarkonia while the cc[3PJ8)] intermediate states

prefer transverse to longitudinal polarization by a ratio 6:1. The longitudinal po-

larization fraction is therefore proportional to M^CS^VPo8 '), different from the

combination that enters the cross section summed over all polarizatio'ns. Con-

tContemplating Fig. 11 of Rcf. 55,1 am strongly tempted to assume that the error is misprinted
and that the measurement should read 0.028 ± 0.04.
^Polarization has also been treated in Ref. 45. However, in the first reference of Ref. 45 and
the preprint version of the second, it was assumed that the 'Sg production channel yields pure
transverse polarization rather than no polarization, which leads to results significantly different
from Ref. 31. This has been corrected in the published version of the second reference.
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straining (C#('S0)) and (O^(3P0)> to be positive, the range

0.15 < a < 0.44 (48)

is obtained for ij/ production at T/S = 21.8 GeV. (The energy dependence is rather

mild.) The lower bound is attained if (Og (3Po)) = 0 and could be as low as

0.08, since, as discussed in Sec. 4.1, the color singlet fraction in tp' production is

likely to be lower than that shown in Fig. 8. Thus, the prediction can be con-

sistent with data within experimental errors, if (Og (3Po)) is small compared to

(Og ('So)). Such a scenario would be realized in case that the multipole suppres-

sion of (Of ('So)) is not effective (A ~ 1 in Table 2).

The discussion for direct J/ip production follows the ip' case. To compare

with the measurement, the polarization yield from \ and xjJ feed-down has to be

computed. One then obtains

0.31 < a < 0.62, (49)

the larger value of a being related to the fact that only color singlet mechanisms

to x production were considered (so that the feed-down is almost purely X2, in

conflict with experiment) and that X2 is produced only in a helicity ±2 state in

gluon-gluon fusion at leading order. The feed-down therefore yields an almost

purely transversely polarized component to the J/ip cross section. Equation (49)

is incompatible with the observed flat angular distribution. As a prediction, it

should, however, be taken with due caution. Taking the estimate of Sec. 4.2

literally, only one-third of the x feed-down is due to \2 produced in a color singlet

state, while the polarization yield of the remainder is unknown. Thus, it does not

seem excluded that the total x feed-down is largely unpolarized, in which case

a can be as small as 0.1. To resolve this issue, a measurement of x polarization

would be desirable. In particular, one would like to know to what extent Xc2 is

produced with helicity ±2. Meanwhile, the situation remains unclear and one may

speculate on the role of higher twist final state interactions without impunity.

The comparison with polarization data, as well as the compatibility of matrix

elements determined from large-pj and fixed target production, Eqs. (34) and (43),

could be ameliorated, if, as has been suggested,57 (Og(3Po)) is actually negative.

This is indeed possible in principle for the renormalized matrix element, because

of operator mixing, and in particular, a quadratic divergence, that would appear

in schemes with an explicit factorization scale. However, phenomenologically, a

negative value is unacceptable. The quadratic divergence implies that in any

process, (Og(3Po)) appears as a combination

where fi denotes the factorization scale and the constant k follows from separating

and including only the soft gluon contribution to the color singlet cross section.

As this combination enters a physical cross section, it must be positive in any

factorization scheme. On the other hand, in all phenomenological applications,

the higher order color singlet piece is not included into the theoretical predic-

tion or is argued to be smaller than the octet contribution. Consequently, the

phenomenologically extracted value of (Og(3Po)) alone must satisfy the positivity

constraint. If a fit prefers this matrix element to be negative, it must be attributed

to uncertainties in either theory or data.

4.4 Beyond NRQCD

As emphasized in Sec. 2.2, the NRQCD factorization approach is leading twist

and neglects potential interactions of the intermediate heavy quark pair with

the beam or target remnants, as well as any production mechanism that involves

multiparton interactions in the initial s tate. Quarkonium production cross sections

in fixed target experiments, where most quarkonia escape at small angle with the

beam axis, would be especially vulnerable to such corrections. In this subsection,

I list some of such phenomena, that cannot be described by NRQCD. For more

comprehensive discussions and references, see the overviews given by Brodsky58

and by Hoyer.59

Nuclear dependence. Charmonium production on nuclear targets shows sup-

pression with increasing nucleon number, which is parametrized by a = ao Aa,

where a « 0.9 — 0.92 for cross sections integrated over positive xp. Since a ~ 1

for open charm production, this nuclear dependence cannot be attributed to shad-

owing in parton distributions. NRQCD cannot account for such a nuclear depen-

dence due to rescattering of a cc pair with the nucleus. Since for bottomonia

a ~ 0.97, nuclear suppression is consistent with being higher twist. Note that in

the nucleus rest frame, the charmonium formation time is long in a high-energy

collision and charmonium forms only after the cc pair has left the nucleus. Since

most J/ip are now believed to originate from a cc pair originally produced in a
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color octet state, the rescattcring cross section is that of an oc te t rather than

a singlet cc pair. A further consequence is that despite their different sizes, the

nuclear dependence should be the same for J/ip and ip' &s >s indeed observed.

Comover interactions. A cc pair that moves with nearly equal velocity as light

quarks from the liadron remnants may find it preferable to produce open charm

rather than channoniuni. Comover interactions responsible for this effect would

be expected to be largest in the nuclear fragmentation region (xp < 0), because

of the larger number of potential comovers. Consequently, a should decrease for

xp < 0, an effect that is observed for both charmonium and bottomonium.

Large-xp phenomena. The region XF -> 1 is particularly interesting, because

the usual hard scattering picture breaks down in this region.50 One way to vi-

sualize this is to note that all partons of the projectile have to b e correlated in

order that all momentum can be transferred to a single parton, t h a t subsequently

transfers all momentum of the projectile to the cc pair. Such a correlation is

rather short-lived, and at large XF, its lifetime can approach the hard interaction

time scale set by l/?nc. A hard collision at large xp then takes a snapshot of a

compact Fock state component of the projectile, for which multiparton interac-

tions are not suppressed. Such effects may explain the turnover to longitudinal

polarization at large xp seen by the Chicago-Iowa-Princeton Collaboration, and

also a decrease of a towards 0.7 at large xp, since the soft parton in the projectile

stopped after transferring its momentum to the cc and might then scatter only

from the surface of the target nucleus. If the hadron wave function contains an

intrinsic charm component (which it certainly does at some level), it would also

naturally show itself at large xp, as the intrinsic cc pair preferentially carries most

of the projectile momentum. Charmonium production due to intrinsic charm is

suppressed as A2/m^ (but can be sizable in narrow kinematic regions) and is not

included in NRQCD.

5 Conclusion

In this lecture, I have tried to convey a topical overview on nonrelativistic QCD

as an effective theory and some of its applications. As with any effective theory,

NRQCD relies on the presence of different mass scales, here the quark mass mg

and the quark's typical velocity n%QV and energy rnqv2 in a nonrelativistic bound

state. Assuming perturbation theory at the scale TUQ, NRQCD allows us to or-

ganize a calculation as an expansion in a,(niQ) and v2. NRQCD shares many

features with heavy quark effective theory and yet has a much richer structure

owing to the existence of several low-energy scales ITIQV, mQV2, and A. As a con-

sequence, the power counting in the effective theory is also complicated and one

cannot rely on the dimension of operators alone. The velocity scaling rules of

NRQCD are simple and unique in the Coulombic limit VHQV2 » A. If this limit

were realized, our use of NRQCD would mimic nonrelativistic QED and the bound

state properties of quarkonia would be amenable to a perturbative treatment. As

A is close to any of the two other bound state scales for charmonium, the velocity

scaling is more delicate (and perhaps the most debated issue in NRQCD) and

must in principle be assessed for every quarkonium state anew.

To describe quarkonium production, NRQCD has to be amalgamated with the

concept of factorization in perturbative QCD. This opens tremendous perspectives

on phenomenology, of which only a fraction could be reported here. New insights

into quarkonium production followed from recognizing the importance of color

octet and fragmentation production mechanisms, both of which are crucial in

accounting for the charmonium cross sections observed in the Fermilab Tevatron

experiments.

Nevertheless, NRQCD is not a "Theory of Everything" in quarkonium produc-

tion. The factorization formula for quarkonium production can be compared to the

factorization theorem for Droll-Yan processes, with higher twist corrections due

to, for example, initial and final state multiparton interactions neglected in both

cases. Such corrections may be more or less severe depending on the production

process, but would affect fixed target and forward photoproduction in particu-

lar. The comparison of leading twist predictions with fixed target data showed

significant improvement in all aspects compared to the color singlet model, al-

though some features such as x production and ifr polarization could be made just

consistent with data only upon straining the theory to its limits, which does not

appear entirely satisfactory. In any case, even without higher twist corrections,

theoretical uncertainties remain appreciable and complicate a verification of the

universality of long-distance matrix elements in NRQCD. It seems, at least in my

opinion, that at this moment there is no discrepancy in any process, including

those not discussed here, that could not be attributed to one or another difficulty

in the theoretical prediction, and which thus is understood, even if it is not easily

remedied. As concerns fixed target experiments, much clarity could be obtained
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from measurements of \ polarization, polarization of T(nS), and separate Xb cross

sections.

For any theory, the question "Can it be wrong?" is at least as important as

"Is it correct?" Since, in the asymptotic limit TTIQ —> co, NRQCD is evidently as

correct as QCD itself, one should ask whether it could generally be inapplicable

at the charmonium scale. Here, at last, the situation is clear: V' o r direct J/ip

polarization at the Tevatron at large transverse momentum will evidence dramatic

success or failure of NRQCD for charmonium production.
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1 Introduction

The Fermilab Tevatron pp collider, the world's highest energy accelerator

(1.8 TeV), has recently completed a very successful run. Here we review results

from the two major collider experiments, CDF and D0, in the areas of electroweak

measurements and precision tests of the Standard Model (SM), and searches for

new phenomena beyond the SM.

In the period 1992-1996, the Tevatron delivered an integrated luminosity to

both experiments of ~ 130 pb"1. The run was divided into two distinct run-

ning periods: « 20 pb""' was delivered in 1992-93 (referred to as run 1A), and

« 110 pb"1 in 1994-96 (run IB). Most (but not all) results from run 1A given

here have been previously published, while most run IB results are preliminary.

The two detectors are both general-purpose collider detectors. The CDF de-

tector1 features a superconducting solenoid, tracking system consisting of a central

drift chamber and silicon strip vertex detector, scintillator and gas-based calorime-

try, and muon detectors. The D0 detector2 includes central tracking chambers

(without magnetic field), a uranium/liquid argon calorimeter, and magnetized

iron toroids and drift tubes for muon detection. Both detectors provide excellent

measurement of leptons, jets, and missing energy.

The large data sample now available provides considerably higher precision

in tests of the SM, and significantly higher reach in searches for new particles

and processes than previous experiments. In this paper, we present a selection of

results—measurements of production properties of W and Z bosons, determina-

tion of the W mass, results of searches for diboson final states, and searches for a

zoo of nonstandard particles.

2 W arid Z Production Properties

Production properties of W and Z bosons provide stringent tests of the SM, and

constraints on parton distribution functions (pdf's). Here we review measure-

ments of W and Z cross sections, determinations of the W width, and charge

asymmetries in W and Z production and decay.

3,.
Run I b W —• t'V Sample

r ] VS7V rmuHihil.

[. | I mm - 76 ph '

HO I'riilmiuiiry
1 b Z —> ee Sumple

Figure 1: W and Z distributions.

2.1 W and Z Production Cross Sections

W and Z bosons are identified in hadron collider experiments through their lep-

tonic decays. The signature for a W —> Iv decay is a high pr lepton (electron

or muon) together with a large missing transverse energy {$T), signalling a high

PT neutrino. Z -+ /+/~ decays are detected by reconstructing the invariant mass

of lepton pairs. The main backgrounds to these signals come from QCD multijet

production (where one or more jets fake an electron), cosmic rays (for muon chan-

nels), and W and Z decays to final states containing r leptons. Figure 1 shows

the distribution in transverse mass

MT = \J2E'T$T(l - cosA4>)

for W -4 ev candidates, and the invariant mass distribution of Z —> ee candidates

from D0.

Measured values of the W and Z cross sections are shown in Fig. 2: published

run 1A results and preliminary run (1A+1B) results for both electron and muon
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Figure 2: Measurements of W and Z cross sections.

channels from D0 (Ref. 3), and published run 1A electron results and preliminary

run 1A muon results from CDF.4 The shaded band shows the prediction of an order

al calculation.5'6 CDF measures

aw • B(W -» ev) = 2.49 ± 0.02{stat) ± 0.08(sj/s) ± 0.09(/«m) nb

az • B(Z -¥ e+e") = 0.231 ± 0.006(stat) ± 0.007(sys) ± O.008(/«m) nb.

D0 reports

aw • B(W -> ev) = 2.38 ± 0.01{stat) ± 0.09(sj/s) ± 0.20((«m) nb

az • B{Z -> e+e") = 0.235 ± 0.003(stat) ± 0.005(sys) ± O.020(/wm) nb

aw • B(W -> iiu) = 2.28 ± 0.04(s*a<) ± 0.16{sys) ± 0.19(/«m) nb

az • B{Z -4 n+n~) = 0.202 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.020(sj/s) ± 0.017(/um) n6.

2.2 Indirect and Direct Determinations of IV

The measurements of the W and .Z cross sections can be combined to determine

the ratio
aw • B{W -> it/)

B(Z / + / ) '

Many systematic errors in the individual measurements cancel, a t least partially, in

the ratio. In particular, errors in luminosity cancel completely. Figure 3 shows the

R value as determined in several measurements, both by the Fermilab experiments,

and by UA1 and UA2 at the CERN collider.

1
UAl (e+n) 83/8S>

UA2 (c) 88/90

•&0.63 TeV <R>=10.1K).6

CDF (e) 88/89

CDF ftl) 88/89

D 0 (c) 92/93

D0(H) 92/93

CDF (e) 92/93

(Preliminary) D0 (c) 94/95

(Preliminary) D 0 (n) 9AI9S

& U TcV <R>=10.6±03

9 10 11 12
R,

Figure 3: Measurements of R.

The cross-section ratio can be used to indirectly determine the width of the W.

Using theoretical predicted values6'7 for aw/az = 3.33 ± 0.03 and T{W -> lu) =

225.2± 1.5 MeV together with measurements of BR(Z -> l+l~) from LEP/SLC8

allows IV to be extracted. CDF using electron data from run 1A determines

IV = 2.06 ± 0.09 GeV. D0 obtains Tw = 2.159 ± 0.092 GeV using electrons and

muons from the full run 1 data set.

CDF has also measured Tw directly,9 by fitting the high mass tail of the

MT distribution of W -+ ev events. The fit is shown in Fig. 4. The result is

Tw = 2.11±0.28(stat)±0.16(sys) GeV. This result is less precise than the indirect

determinations, but has the advantage of model independence. All measurements

are consistent with the SM prediction Tw = 2.077 ± 0.014 GeV.

2.3 W and Z Charge Asymmetries

Decay products of W and Z bosons produced in pp collisions display charge asym-

metries due to asymmetries in production (for W*) and in decay (for both W and

Z). The charge asymmetry in W production arises from the imbalance in momen-

tum carried by u and d quarks in the proton—u quarks carry a larger momentum

fraction than d quarks. Thus, W+ are preferentially produced in the proton direc-

tion. This production asymmetry is diluted by a decay asymmetry—the charged

- 5 7 7 -
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Figure 4: Direct determination of Tw

lepton in the decay W —> lu is preferentially emitted opposite the direction of the

W, due to the (V — A) coupling of W to quarks and leptons. The observed

distribution of leptons in pseudorapidity 77 = —/n(tan(|)) is sensitive to the pdf's

u(x) and d(x), and in particular to the slope of the ratio u(x)/d(x). The folded

distributions of charged leptons from W decay10'11 are shown in Fig. 5, compared

to predicted distributions from various pdf sets.12 CDF measures the asymme-

try for both muon and electron channels, since D0 does not measure the sign of

electrons; they use only the muon channel.

Decays of Z bosons also exhibit a charge asymmetry, which is sensitive both

to pdf's and to the V and A couplings of the Z to quarks and leptons. While the

asymmetry is small at the Z pole itself, it is substantial off-peak. This asymmetry

is also sensitive to various non-SM effects, e.g., a heavy Z' boson. Figure 6

shows CDF's preliminary measurement13 of the forward-backward asymmetry of

e+e~ pairs as a function of the mass of the pair, compared to a Standard Model

prediction calculated using MRSA pdf's. No significant deviation is observed.

(.TKQ:IM NI,O
MILS D NUJ
UIU> II NLO

' UI13 D, NLO -

F Preliminary

Fieure5- A = N+M~N-M •rigureo. A - N+M+N_M

Results for A^ of Electron Poirs

— An, Standard Model (MRSA)
•••• Integrated An. Standard Model (MRSA)
x Measured A,,. CDF DATA (110 pb"')

160 ISO 200

3 Measurement of the W Mass

Since W bosons are produced in pp collisions with an unknown (and typically

large) longitudinal momentum, only the transverse momenta of the decay products

Figure 6: Z charge asymmetry (CDF preliminary).
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Figure 9: D0 run IB (preliminary).

Analysis of run IB d a t a is in progress, and an error 6(Mw) less than « 100 MeV

is expected.

D0's MT distribution of W -* eu events from run IB is shown in Fig. 9. The

W mass is determined to be

Mw = 80.38 ± 0.07(Wstat) ± 0.0&(Zstat) ± 0.13(si/s) GeV.

Combining this with the D0 run IA result gives

Mw = 80.37 ± 0.15 GeV.

The dominant systematic errors are energy scale (due mainly to Z statistics),

energy underlying the electron, multiple interaction effects, and the W production

model.

The CDF and D 0 results can be combined with the earlier UA2 measurement17

to give a world average value from pp experiments

Mw = 80.35 ±0.13 GeV {CDF + D& + UA2).

The recent measurement of Mw in e+e~ collisions is presented elsewhere in these

proceedings.18
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can be used practically to determine the W mass. While the pT distributions of

charged leptons and of neutrinos (as measured by $r) can be used to determine

Mw, these distributions are quite sensitive to the pr distribution of the W, and

therefore to pelf's. The transverse mass of the lu pair is considerably less sensitive

to the PT(W) distribution, and we use this distribution to determine Mw

Here, we discuss the measurements of Mw from fits to the MT{lu) distribution

from CDFM and D 0 (Ref. 15), and also a preliminary result from D0 of an

alternative determination, using the ratio of MT(W) to a "transverse mass" of

the Z (Ref. 16).

In the standard approach, Mr (If) distributions are simulated by Monte Carlo

for various values of Mw, and this ensemble of spectra is then used to fit the

observed distribution from data. The main systematic errors come from uncer-

tainties in lepton energy/momentum response and resolution, the W production

model (pdf's), recoil momentum response and resolution, effects of underlying

events, efficiency and acceptance effects, and backgrounds. The W production

model is checked with the measured W and Z cross sections and asymmetries.

Recoil momentum response is determined using Z+jet events.

3.1 Energy Scale Calibration

CDF and D0 calibrate lepton response in quite different ways. CDF uses a

sample of « 60, 000 J/tp —» n+n~ events to calibrate the momentum scale of

their central tracker to an accuracy of « 6 parts in 104, corresponding to an error

in Mw of « 50 MeV. The energy scale of the calorimeter is then determined by

the E/p distribution of good electrons (in fact, the W -* eu sample is used). This

transfers the momentum calibration to the calorimeter; the resulting error in Mw

is a 105 MeV. The calibration is checked using Z and T events.

D0 calibrates their calorimeter's election response using Z —> e+e~, J/ip -4

e+e~, and Tt° samples. The EM energy response is parameterized in terms of

a scale a and an offset <5. The measured M(ee) of Z and J/ip events together

with the distribution of E(e) as a function of opening angle provide constraints

on a and 8. Although the two photons from K° decay are not separated in the

calorimeter, a sample of 7r° events in which both photons convert can be used to

0.946 -

-0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -O.I 0 0.1 0.2
8 (GeV)

Figure 7: D0 preliminary EM scale and offset.

determine a "symmetric mass,"

M,<ym — \ / (1 -cosu>),

where w is the opening angle between the two tracks. The Msym distribution is

then fit for M(ifi). Figure 7 shows the constraints on energy scale and offset. The

diagonal ellipse is the constraint from Z events; the near-vertical ellipse is from

the 7r° data. The small oval shows the overlap of all constraints. The resulting

error in Mw from the energy scale is m 75 MeV.

3.2 Mw Results

The Mr distributions for W -> ev and W -> \w events from CDF's run 1A data

sample are shown in Fig. 8. They determine the following values:

= 80.490 ± O.Ub(stat) ± 0.175(sys) GeV (e)

Mw = 80.310 ± 0.205{stat) ± 0.130(sj/s) GeV (fi)

Mw = 80.41 ± 0.18 GeV (combined).
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The ratio Mw/Mz is related by radiative corrections to the measured value
of sin28w from LEP/SLC and other sources, to the top mass, and to the mass of
the Higgs boson. Figure 10 shows the measured values of My/ and mt from CDF
and D0; the shaded bands show the corresponding values of MJJ.
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3.3 Transverse Mass Ratio of W and Z

D0 has also analyzed their W -> ev data using an alternative approach: a compar-
ison between the W transverse mass distribution and a distribution of "transverse
mass" of Z —> ee events. For each Z event, one electron is removed and replaced
by missing energy. The transverse mass of the remaining electron and the lfa is
then calculated. (Each Z -> ee event is used twice.) The ratio Mw/Mz is then
determined by scaling the MT{Z) distribution and fitting to the MT(W) distri-
bution. Since the W and Z pr distributions are related, this direct comparison
is somewhat less sensitive to the W production model than the standard MT(W)
analysis. Figure 11 shows the MT{W) and scaled MT(Z) distributions. The fit
result using run 1A data, electron data only, is

Mw = 80.160 ± 0.360(stai) ± 0.075(sys) GeV,

Figure 11: W, Z, and MT ratio (D0 preliminary).
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where the statistical error is dominated by Z statistics (it includes the scale error).

The dominant systematic errors come from uncertainty in energy underlying the

electrons, and multiple interaction effects.

4 Diboson Final States

Measurement of cross sections and distributions of final states containing two

electroweak gauge bosons (W, Z, 7) provides a sensitive test of gauge couplings.

These processes are sensitive to anomalous triple boson couplings. Since unitarity

requires that these couplings take their SM values in the limit of high energy, all

anomalous couplings are assumed to be modified by form factors 1/(1 + s/A2)",

where A is the form factor scale.

4.1 W7 Production

Wj final states can be produced both via WW-y and VF77 vertices, and by initial

or final state radiation. Anomalous WWy couplings are described by parameters

AK and A; both are zero in the SM. AK measures the anomalous magnetic moment

of the W, and A measures the W electric quadrupole moment. Nonzero anomalous

couplings lead to both an increase in the Wj cross section and a harder PT(I)

spectrum.

D0 (Ref. 19) and CDF20 have both measured Wj production in (/ + 7 +

$T) channels. Isolation cuts are applied to photons to reduce contributions from

final state radiation. Constraints on AK and A derived from the cross-section

measurements and fits to the Pr(l) spectra are shown in Fig. 12, along with

constraints from CLEO measurements.21

4.2 Z7 Production

ZZ~t and Z77 couplings vanish at tree level in the SM. Anomalous values of

these couplings are characterized by parameters h\', i = 1—4,V = Z,y. The h\2

violate CP, while h\A are CP conserving. D0 (Ref. 22) and CDF20 have measured

Z~i production in both the ee*y and /i/iy channels, and derived limits on the hf

parameters from cross sections and Pp spectra.

A preliminary analysis from D0 (Ref. 22) has searched in the run 1A data

sample for Z-y production in the Z -» vv mode. This mode has the advantages of

Figure 12: Limits on W anomalous couplings.

a factor of six increase in branching ratio relative to Z -4 ee, and of no final state

radiation. The signature for this final state is a single 7 + $T. The principal

backgrounds are (1) W -> eu events, where the electron track is undetected,

and (2) bremsstrahlung photons from cosmic ray or beam halo muons. The first

background is reduced by requiring £7-(7) > 40 GeV, above the endpoint of the

W electron spectrum. The second background is reduced by using the photon

shower shape to reconstruct the photon's direction, and require that the photon

be consistent with the event vertex, both along and transverse to the beam axis.

The final sample contains four events. Figure 13 shows the photon pr spectrum.

Figure 14 shows limits on anomalous couplings h$4 derived from the various

measurements. The tightest limits to date come from the uuy measurement,

although only the run 1A data has been analyzed so far. Analysis of the full data

set is in progress.

4.3 WW and WZ Production

Searches for WW and WZ final states have also been carried out, with some

candidates seen. Figure 15 shows CDF results20 for cross sections for diboson

final states. D0 has set limits19 on the sum of WW and WZ cross sections, using

searches in dilepton and (e + jets + $T) channels.
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Figure 15: CDF diboson cross sections.

5 Searches for W and Z'

Many extensions to the SM predict additional gauge bosons with decays similar

to W and Z bosons. Searches for W decays to Iv have been carried out for both

light and heavy neutrinos. A recently published D0 result23 reports a search for

a right-handed W with associated heavy VR. If the UR is undetected, the W can

be detected as a Jacobian peak in the electron pr spectrum. Decays VR —> e+ 2

jets are also searched for, in the final state ee+ 2 jets. Limits in the M(WR) VS

M(UR) are shown in Fig. 16. Other searches for W decays to a light neutrino

have been previously reported.

Searches for Z' -4 l+l~ have also been carried out. The most stringent limit at

present is a preliminary CDF result31 M(Z') > 690 GeV, assuming SM couplings

for the Z'.

6 Supersymmetry Searches

Supersymmetric (SUSY) theories predict partners for all SM particles. SUSY

particles are assumed to be pair produced, with the lightest SUSY particle (LSP)

stable. Final states will contain LSP's, and a general signal for SUSY particles

is $T. The partners of W, Z, and Higgs bosons can mix, and these particles

are referred to as charginos x+ and neutralinos x°- The lightest neutralino x?

is often assumed to be the LSP. While the parameter space (particle spectra
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Figure 16: D0 right-handed W search.

and couplings) of SUSY models is quite large, many results are interpreted in

the framework of the "minimal SUSY standard model" (MSSM), or supergravity

(SUGRA) inspired models. The parameter space in these models is somewhat

more restricted than the general case.

6.1 Squark, Gluino, and Stop Squark Searches

Searches for partners of quarks and gluons (squarks q and gluinos g) have been

carried out. Decays g, g —» q, g+ LSP are searched for in multijet + ^.final states,

and cascade decays q,g -4 q,g + x, where the x decays to W or Z + LSP are

searched for in // + jets + $T final states. A representative plot of limits34 in the

m(q),m(g) plane is shown in Fig. 17.

D0 has also searched for a light partner of the top quark, the stop (?) (Ref. 24).

If the t is lighter than the top quark, decays to top are not kinematically allowed,

and the stop could decay via a flavor-changing neutral current to a c quark and

the Xi- If the x? is the LSP, then stop pair production would result in a final

state with 2 jets + $T. No signal above background is observed in the search and

a region of the M(t), M(\\) plane is excluded.

000

000

E

i
1OO 200 300 400 600 000

Gluino mass (CeV/o2)

Figure 17: Squark, gluino limits.

6.2 Chargino/Neutralino Searches

Searches for partners of IV/Z/Higgs bosons have been carried out in the mode

X\X\ -> W + Z + 2x?. The signature is a final state containing three leptons +

$T. Both CDF25 and D0 (Ref. 26) have set limits as functions of masses and the

branching ratio for xtx% decay to trileptons. Figure 18 shows preliminary D0

limits on the cross section versus chargino mass.

6.3 Event

CDF's observation27 of a single event containing two high pr electrons, two high pr

photons, and a large $T has aroused considerable speculation.28 Several scenarios

have been suggested in which this event is interpreted as an example of production

of a selectron e (electron partner) pair. CDF27 and D0 (Ref. 29) have carried out

searches in a related channel for n+$T final states, with null results. No positive

confirmation for a SUSY signal has been found to date, but the single event is

difficult to interpret within the SM.
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7 Dijet Resonances

A number of exotic particles might be detected as resonances in the dijet mass

spectrum. Examples include technicolor particles, excited quarks, and (possibly)

Higgs bosons.

7.1 Searches for Excited Quarks

Both D 0 (Ref. 30) and CDF31 have searched for resonances in their inclusive

dijet mass spectra. No bumps have been found; CDF excludes an excited quark

q* decaying to qg in the mass region 20-750 GeV. D 0 sets a slightly lower limit.

7.2 Search for W+ Dijet Resonance

D0 has searched for dijet resonances produced in association with a W boson.32

A signal in this channel could indicate Higgs production. No signal above back-

ground is observed, and limits on resonance cross section versus mass are set both

from the number of events observed, and a fit to event shape. The level of sen-

sitivity is not sufficient to exclude a SM Higgs, but can exclude some non-SM

models.

SO 60 70 SO 90 100 110 120 130 M0

b' Moss (GoV)

Figure 19: 1/ search (D0 preliminary).

8 Fourth Generation Particles

Searches have been carried out for pair-produced fourth generation particles. D0

has reported33 results of a search for a 6' quark with mass mo< < m,. The dominant

decay for the 6' in this mass region is by a flavor-changing neutral current, b' ->

b + (7 or g). Searches are performed for final states 7 + 3 jets, with at least one

jet tagged with a muon, and for 27 + 2 jets. Limits are set on BR(lf -» 6 + 7) as

a function of my. Figure 19 shows limits derived from the 27 + 2 jet mode.

D0 has also searched for a fourth generation neutrino 1/4 (Ref. 34) decaying

via mixing to a W + e final state. No candidates are observed, and limits are set

as a function of 771(1/4) versus the mixing parameter.

9 Search for Heavy, Stable Charged Particles

CDF has searched for production of heavy, stable charged particles.31 The ex-

perimental signature for such particles would be a high pr penetrating charged

particle moving slowly. With a requirement of large ionization energy loss in

both the silicon vertex detector and central tracking chamber, no candidates are
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Figure 20: Limit on a heavy, stable particle.

found in a data sample of 48 pb"1. This result can be interpreted as a limit

on production cross section for a variety of non-SM particles. Figure 20 shows

the cross-section limit for a color triplet charge-1/3 quark compared to a model

prediction. Analysis of the full run 1 data set is underway.
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Figure 21: First generation leptoquark limits.

M{LQ2) > 141 GeV for /? = 0.5, from the nn + 2 jet channel, using their full

run 1 data set. CDF has also searched for third generation leptoquarks.31 The

search is carried out in the channel rr + 2 jets, where one r decays to a lepton

and the other decays hadronically.

10 Leptoquark Searches

Leptoquarks are (hypothetical) particles carrying both quark and lepton quan-

tum numbers, predicted in a number of extensions to the SM. Leptoquarks could

be pair produced in pp collisions and detected through decays LQ —> l+q or

LQ —>• vq. Separate searches are conducted for first (eg), second (ng), and

third (rq) generation leptoquarks. Limits are expressed in terms of a parame-

ter ,3 = BR(LQ -> l+q).

Searches for final states //+ 2 jets and / + jets + $T have been carried out.

The uvqq mode can also be searched for, via a jets + $T signature. D0 reports

a preliminary limit35 on a first generation scalar leptoquark M(LQ1) > 147 GeV

for /? = 0.5, from a search in the ee + 2 jet and E + jets + $T modes in the

run (1A+1B) data set, and a search for wujj in the run 1A data only. Figure 21

shows 95% CL limits on the production cross section, compared to several mod-

els. CDF reports a preliminary limit31 on a second generation scalar leptoquark

11 Compositeness Limits

Quark and/or lepton compositeness would lead to several observable effects in

pp collisions. Jet production in collisions of composite quarks would be modified

by an effective four-fermion contact interaction, characterized by a compositeness

scale A. Such a contact interaction could be detected as an excess in the jet

cross section at very high pr, and modifications in dijet angular distributions.

Limits on quark compositeness from these processes are discussed elsewhere in

these proceedings.36

If quarks and leptons were composite, an effective (llqq) contact term would

modify the mass spectrum of Drell-Yan lepton pairs. Figure 22 shows the mass

spectrum of electron and muon pairs measured by CDF.37 No deviation from the

SM prediction is observed. The individual ee and fi/i spectra can be fit to de-

rive limits on the scale of eeqq and fifiqq contact terms. If the llqq interaction
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Figure 22: CDF Drell-Yan lepton mass spectrum.

is assumed to be universal, a combined limit A > 2.9 TeV, A+ > 3.8 TeV is

obtained (where +, — refer to the sign of the contact term).

12 Conclusions

A very large data set from the Tevatron's 1992-1996 run has been collected and

is still in the process of analysis. Results obtained so far include precise de-

terminations of W and Z cross sections, a new measurement of the W mass,

Mw = 80.35 ±0.13 GeV, and measurements of diboson production in a variety of

channels, with corresponding limits on anomalous gauge couplings. Many searches

for new phenomena have been carried out. Improved mass limits are placed on

a number of nonstandard particles, including heavy gauge bosons, leptoquarks,

and SUSY particles. In the near future, we can expect improved results as the

analysis of the full run 1 data is completed, and systematic errors are reduced.

In the longer term, we can look forward to Tevatron run II. A major upgrade

to the accelerator, replacement of the Main Ring with a new Main Injector, is

underway. This will provide an increase in luminosity of about a factor ten.

The next run is planned to begin in 1999 and is expected to deliver an integrated

luminosity of « 2 fb~l. Both detectors are being upgraded as well. CDF will have

a new tracking chamber and silicon detector, improved calorimetry in the forward

region, and extended muon coverage. D0 will replace their tracking systems,

add a solenoid, and upgrade muon systems. The 20-fold increase in luminosity

along with enhanced detector capabilities will provide significant improvements.

Mass reach for searches will be greatly extended, and higher precision electroweak

measurements can be expected. The resulting precision in the measurement of the

W mass is expected to reach 8(Mw) « 40-50 MeV, which may be competitive

with LEP II.
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ABSTRACT

The prediction for the strong coupling constant in grand unified the-

ories is reviewed, first in the Standard Model, then in the supersym-

metric version. Various corrections are considered. The predictions in

both supergravity-induced and gauge-mediated supersymmetry break-

ing models are discussed. In the region of parameter space without

large fine tuning, the strong coupling is predicted to be a,(Mz) ^ 0.13.

Imposing a,(Mz) = 0.118, we require a unification scale threshold

correction of typically -2%, which is accommodated by some GUT

models but in conflict with others.
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1 Introduction

In the Standard Model, given values of the three gauge couplings, the Yukawa

couplings, the Higgs boson self-coupling, and a dimensionful observable (e.g., the

muon lifetime, a gauge boson mass, or a quark mass), any other observable can

then be computed. In a grand unified theory (GUT), one need only input two

of the gauge couplings, then the third one can be predicted, as well as other

observables.

Thus, GUT theories are more predictive. Because the SU(2) and U(l) cou-

plings are measured quite precisely, we will examine the prediction of the strong

coupling constant in grand unified theories, both in the Standard Model and in

supersymmetric models. We start with the one-loop results and then proceed to

discuss the next higher-order corrections. The inclusion of these corrections leads

to a precise prediction of the strong coupling constant.

2 Renormalization Group Equations

We are interested in measuring gauge couplings at the weak scale or below, and

running the gauge couplings up to higher scales. The solution of the renormaliza-

tion group equations (RGE's) accurately describes the evolution of the couplings,

even as they are evolved over many decades. At one-loop, the renormalization

group equations for the gauge couplings are

dpi
dt ( i )

where the 6,- are the one-loop beta-constants. These constants receive contribu-

tions from every particle which circulates in the one-loop gauge-boson self-energy

diagram. For example, for a fermion doublet (y,e), A&2 = 1/3.

The one-loop renormalization group equation is easily solved. The inverse of

the gauge coupling evolves linearly with the log of the scale,

aT\Q) = ar'Wo) - £ In £ .

If we assume that the couplings do unify at some scale, we have

h -&2
<*3(Q)

(2)

(3)

This equation is valid for any scale Q between the weak scale and the unification

scale. Next, we deduce the MS values of the U(l) and SU(2) gauge couplings from

the quantities d~' = 127.90±0.09 and s2 = 0.2315±0.0004 (Ref. 1) (a and s2 are

the M5 values of the electromagnetic coupling and the sine-squared of the weak

mixing angle evaluated at M£)

(4)ar'(Af2) = 58.97 ± 0.05 , a?(Mz) = 29.61 ± 0.05 .

Given the Standard Model values of the one-loop beta-constants

41 - ? , fc-7. (5)

we determine the prediction of the strong coupling constant in the Standard Model

<*s(Mz) = 0.07 (Standard Model, one-loop) (6)

with negligible error. Comparing with the measured value as quoted by the Par-

ticle Data Group,1 as(Mz) = 0.118 ±0.003, we see that the Standard Model pre-

diction of the strong coupling constant is about 16 standard deviations too small.

Including higher order corrections cannot help repair this situation by more than

a few standard deviations. In order to remedy this huge discrepancy, we need to

go beyond the Standard Model, adding matter to change the beta-constants 6,-.

We also need to specify the mass scale of the new matter.

Rather than determining what additional matter content will lead to successful

gauge coupling unification in an ad hoc fashion, we will examine the implications

of a motivated model. It is widely accepted that the Standard Model is an effective

theory. Some new physics must become manifest at scales below the multi-TeV

scale. A promising model of new physics is supersymmetry,2 which, among other

virtues, explains how a theory with a weak-scale elementary Higgs boson is stable

with respect to the Planck scale. Supersymmetry also naturally explains the

breaking of electroweak symmetry,3 and it typically contains a natural dark matter

candidate.4

In order to make the Standard Model supersymmetric, we are required to

add a specific set of new particles, the superpartners. For every Standard Model

gauge boson, we must add a spin-1/2 majorana particle, a gaugino. And for every

Standard Model fermion, we must add a spin-0 partner, a squark or a slepton. In

order to give both up- and down-type fermions a mass, and to ensure anomaly
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cancellation, we must also add an additional Higgs doublet. We refer to the two

Higgs doublets as "up-type" and "down-type." This additional particle content

defines the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). In the simplest

and most often considered versions of the MSSM with high-energy inputs, the

entire supersymmetric spectrum scales with one or two parameters which must

be near the weak scale by naturalness considerations.

Given this new matter content and the superpartner mass scale, which we

take to be Mz for t h e moment, we can take a first-order look at the prediction

of the strong coupling constant in the MSSM. As before, we use Eq. (3) to solve

for a,(Mz) as a function of ct\(Mz) and a^{Mz). Now the beta-constants are

different. Because of the new matter content, we have the following changes from

the Standard Model values

bi = 4.1 -> 6.6 , 62 = -3.2 -• 1 , 63 = —7 -)• —3 . (7)

We use the central values and errors in Eq. (4) to find

a , ( M z ) = 0.116 ± 0.001 (MSSM, one-loop). (8)

The new matter content mandated by supersymmetry brings the prediction for

the strong coupling constant to the measured value (0.118 ± 0.003) within one

standard deviation! This could be a coincidence, or it could be a hint that we are

on the right track by considering minimal low-energy supersymmetry. Next we

will consider corrections to the prediction of as in the MSSM.

3 Corrections to the Prediction of as

In this section, we consider two sources of corrections to the prediction of the

strong coupling constant in the MSSM. The first involves improving the evolution

of the couplings from their initial values at the grand unification scale to the weak

scale (or, the supersymmetry breaking scale). We simply extend the renormal-

ization group equations to one higher loop order. This means that in addition to

resumming logarithms of the form [a/in ln(MGVT/Mz)]n from the one-loop RGE,

we now resum logarithms of the form [(a/4ir)2 IR^MOUT/Mz)]n from the two-loop

terms. At two loops, it is necessary to run both the gauge and Yukawa couplings

together, as they form a coupled set of differential equations. The general form

for either a gauge or Yukawa coupling RGE at two-loops is8

dgt f
(9)

Since we can safely ignore the small Yukawa couplings of the first two generations,

the set <7,- includes {g\, g^, gz, Xt, A4, Ar}. The equations are readily solved

numerically. The correction due to the two-loop RGE's is large and positive. The

prediction of a,(Mz) increases by about 0.01.

The second source of corrections we will consider in this section are the super-

symmetric threshold corrections. These are divided into two types, the logarithmic

corrections and the finite (i.e., nonlogarithmic) corrections. We will discuss these

in turn.

When we arrived at prediction (8), we assumed that the masses of the super-

partners were equal to Mz. However, we know from collider searches that many

of the superpartner masses must be heavier than Mz, and in general, they could

be an order of magnitude heavier without straining naturalness considerations too

much. As we evolve the gauge couplings down from high scales, we must decouple

each superpartner contribution in turn as we cross the mass threshold. Hence,

we arrive at logarithmic corrections of the form Aft,- ln(AfSU8y/Mz). From these

corrections, we determine the shift in the prediction of the strong coupling and

find, in general, for a particle of mass M > Mz with A6; contributions to the

beta-constants

AaJ1(Mz) = - ^ . (10)

Note that the beta-constants 6,- in this equation include the entire superpartner
spectrum. Plugging in all the superpartners, we arrive at the following supersym-
metric threshold correction

— 281iiTj- (11)

In the first term, MQ and Mi (My, Mp, and ME) denote the left-handed (right-
handed) squark and slepton masses. This term is easily modified to account for
generation-dependent masses.

There are a few aspects of this equation worth pointing out. First, notice that
the first term does not contain Mz. This is because the squarks and sleptons are
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in complete SU(5) multiplets, and degenerate complete multiplets do not affect

a, at one loop. It happens that this particular combination of soft squark and

slepton masses is near unity in the entire parameter space of both of the models

that we consider in the following section. Hence, the squarks and sleptons do not

significantly affect the prediction of as(Mz).

Another point is that the SU(2) and SU(3) gauginos contribute corrections

which largely combine into the term (1/TT) In M2/M3. In GUT models, the gaug-

ino masses are degenerate above the unification scale. At one-loop, they are

renormalized proportional to the corresponding gauge couplings, so the ratio

M2/M3 = 02/03. At the weak scale, this ratio is about 8/30 ~ 0.27. Hence,

this term contributes about +0.006 to aB(Mz), independent of parameter space.

The remaining terms include the residual term from the SU(2) gaugino mass,

and the contributions of the heavy Higgs bosons and Higgsinos. If we take these

three masses to be characterized by a single scale Msusy, then these terms combine

to give

a' z) ~ 287r Mz ^ '

Hence, as we increase the supersymmetric mass scale, the prediction of the strong

coupling constant decreases. This makes sense, since in the limit that the entire

supersymmetric spectrum is raised above MQUT, we should recover the prediction

of the Standard Model. [In fact (0.116)"1 + (19/28TT) lnMGVT/Mz = (0.064)-'.]

If Msusy = 1 TeV, this correction yields Aas(Mz) = -0.007. Note that the

largest contribution to Eq. (12) is due to the \n(\(j,\/Mz) term. Because we impose

electroweak symmetry breaking, \n\/Mz is a measure of the fine tuning necessary

to obtain the Z-mass from the input mass parameters. The predicted strong

coupling is larger in the region of no fine tuning (\n\/Mz ^ 2) than in the region

of appreciable fine tuning (\fi\/Mz J> 10).

There is one last point about Eq. (11). Because of the particle content of

the supersymmetric standard model, the particles which are charged under SU(2)

always come into the expression for A071 with a positive coefficient in front

of the logarithm of the mass. The SU(2) singlets always come with a negative

coefficient. Hence, heavy SU(2) doublets, for example, W, H, or H, will decrease

a,, and heavy SU(2) singlets, e.g., the gluino, will increase the prediction of the

strong coupling.
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Fig. 1. The prediction of a,(Mz) with (solid) and without (dot-dashed) including
the finite corrections. From Ref. 10.

Besides the logarithmic corrections of Eq. (11), there are also finite corrections.

These arise when the full one-loop correction to s2 is taken into account. Taking

the electromagnetic constant, the Z-boson mass, and the muon lifetime as inputs,

we determine the DR (Ref. 6) renormalized weak mixing angle,7

lW(0) n z z (Jlrfj)
Ml M§

(13)

The correction A r is comprised of the real and transverse DR gauge-boson self-

energy contribution (the oblique correction), and the vertex and box diagram

contributions, <Svb (the non-universal part).8 The oblique correction contains both

logarithmic and finite contributions, while Sv\, is purely finite. The finite contri-

butions decouple as M|/M8
2

usy for large supersymmetric masses.

In the regions of parameter space where some SU(2) nonsinglet particles are

of order Mz, the finite corrections to the weak mixing angle can substantially

increase the prediction of the strong coupling constant.9'10 We illustrate this in

Fig. 1. We show the prediction of the strong coupling with and without taking

the finite corrections into account in the supergravity model described below. If

all the supersymmetric particles are above a few hundred GeV, the finite cor-

rections are negligible. In that case, the low-energy threshold corrections are

well-approximated by the logarithms in Eq. (11).
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4 as(Mz) at Two Loops in Two Supersymmetric

Models

Utilizing the two-loop renormalization group equations and the weak-scale thresh-

old corrections, we are now in a position to present the improved prediction of

the strong coupling constant in the supersymmetric case. We still need to specify

the supersymmetric particle spectrum. In what follows, we consider two models

in turn, first a minimal supergravity model, then a simple mode l with gauge-

mediated supersymmetry breaking.

4.1 Minimal Supergravity Model

In the minimal supergravity model, there are universal soft-supersymmetry break-

ing parameters induced at the grand unification scale. These include a gaugino

mass M1/2, & scalar mass Mo, and a trilinear scalar coupling AQ. Also, we re-

quire that electroweak symmetry is broken radiatively.3 This happens naturally,

as the large top-quark Yukawa coupling drives the up-type Higgs mass-squared

negative near the weak scale. Given the Z-boson mass and t a n /3 [the ratio of

up-type Higgs boson vacuum expectation value (vev) to down-type], we impose

electroweak symmetry breaking, and this allows us to solve for t h e masses of the

heavy Higgs bosons and their superpartners, MH and |/i|.

In Fig. 2, we show the prediction of the strong coupling in the MQ, M\JI plane.

After including the corrections, the supersymmetric prediction is n o t as consistent

with the measured value 0.118±0.003. We find that for squark masses below about

1 TeV (where the model is more natural), a, is predicted to be greater than 0.127.

For the smallest supersymmetric masses, we find numbers larger t han 0.140. The

predicted value is three to seven standard deviations larger t h a n the measured

value.

The prediction of a, depends slightly on mt. It changes by a b o u t 0.001 if m,

changes by 10 GeV. Of the three input parameters Mz, Gp, and at, only d has an

appreciable error. Changing d by 1-a changes a, by about 0.001. The prediction

weakly depends on tan/? because at small (~ 1) or large (;> 30) tan/3, the top,

bottom, and/or tau-Yukawa couplings become large, and they e n t e r into the two-

loop renormalization group equations of the gauge couplings. T h e prediction for
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Fig. 2. The prediction of aa(Mz) in the Mo,
Ao = 0. FVom Ref. 10.

plane, with tan/3 = 2 and

a» (Mz) can be lowered by about 0.002 at the extreme values of tan /?.* The strong

coupling is also insensitive to the sign of the Higgsino mass term ft. In Fig. 2 and

the following figures, we set /x > 0.

Hence, we find that we cannot avoid the large values of a, shown in Fig. 2.

We will give an interpretation of these large numbers after discussing the gauge-

mediated case.

4.2 Minimal Gauge-Mediated Model

Models with gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking are an attractive alterna-

tive to the supergravity models. In the supergravity model we considered, we chose

universal boundary conditions, which suppress dangerous squark- and slepton-

mediated flavor changing neutral currents. However, there is no symmetry which

protects this choice of boundary conditions, and hence it is an artificial imposition.

The advantage of the gauge-mediated models is that flavor changing neutral cur-

rents are automatically suppressed, since the soft supersymmetry breaking masses

which are induced by the gauge interactions are flavor diagonal and generation

independent.

'The change -0.002 is due solely to the Yukawa couplings entering into the two-loop RGE's.
There may be an additional dependence because the particle spectrum depends on tan/3.
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In the simplest models with gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking," there

is a messenger sector with the superpotential interaction

W = XSM~M , (14)

where S is a Standard Model singlet superfield, M and M are a pair of messenger

fields which are vector-like under the Standard Model gauge group, and A is

the messenger Yukawa coupling. In a grand unified theory, M and M come

in full SU(5) representations. We will consider n5 5 + 5 pairs and nio 10 + TU

representations. Perturbative unification of the gauge couplings is ensured if we

allow at most (n$,nio) = (1, 1) or (4, 0).

In these models, the singlet superfield S couples to a sector in which super-

symmetry is dynamically broken, and as a result, it acquires both a vev (S) and

an F-term (F). This in turn generates supersymmetry-conserving diagonal entries

and supersymmetry-violating off diagonal entries in the M, M scalar mass ma-

trix. The M and M fields enter into loop diagrams with Standard Model fields on

the external legs, thereby generating soft supersymmetry breaking masses for the

superpartners and the Higgs bosons. The gaugino and scalar masses are generated

at one- and two-loops, respectively, and in the limit F < AS2 are given by11

(15)

A2 , (16)

4TT
3

th2(M) =

where M = AS is the messenger mass scale, A = F/S, and C,- = 3Y2/5,3/4, 4 /3

for fundamental representations and zero for singlet representations.

The mass parameters [Eqs. (15) and (16)] serve as boundary conditions for

the renormalization group equations at the messenger scale. In order to determine

the superparticle spectrum, we run these parameters from the messenger scale to

the weak scale using the two-loop renormalization group equations. As before, we

impose radiative electroweak symmetry breaking and determine the Higgs boson

and Higgsino masses Mu and |/i| for a given tan /?. Hence, the parameter space

of the model under consideration is

tan/?, M, A, n5, n10, A, sgn(/i),

where A is the value of the messenger Yukawa coupling at the grand unification

scale (we assume a single Yukawa coupling). Note that a physical messenger

spectrum requires M > A.

After we determine the superpartner spectrum at the weak scale, we apply

the same weak-scale gauge coupling threshold corrections as in the supergravity

model. However, the messenger sector gives rise to additional corrections. Not

only are the one- and two-loop renormalization group equations altered above the

messenger scale,12 but there are also new threshold corrections at the scale M. A

degenerate SU(5) multiplet does not affect the prediction of a, at one loop. How-

ever, the evolution of the messenger Yukawa couplings from the grand unification

scale down to the messenger scale splits the messenger multiplets. If we decom-

pose a 5 + 5 pair of messenger fields into their doublet and triplet components,

respectively denoted L and D, then the messenger sector superpotential below

the grand unification scale becomes

W = \LSMLML + \DSMDMD . (17)

Thus, the messenger doublet (triplet) ends up with mass XiS {XDS). According

to Eq. (10), this mass splitting leads to the threshold correction [the 10 + TU fields

decompose into [SU(2), SU(3)] representations Q(2, 3), C/(l, 3), and E(\, 1)]'

The Yukawa couplings are evaluated at the messenger scale, either XiS oi XpS or

XQS ~ Ay5 cz XES. Note that at one loop order AaJl(Mz) = AaJl(M).

To determine the messenger Yukawa couplings at the messenger scale, we solve

the renormalization group equations which are of the form12

(19)

where the dots indicate that there may be extra contributions due to interac-

tions of the singlet with the supersymmetry breaking sector fields. These extra

contributions are the same for all the messenger fields so they do not affect the

ratios of Yukawa couplings. Note that for a large initial value of the messenger

Yukawa coupling, the renormalization group evolution is initially dominated by

the Yukawa term, which leads to the same evolution for the various messenger

fields. Hence, there will be less splitting if the initial value is large. We illustrate

'There is an additional negligible correction due to the splitting within each U(l), SU(2), or

SU(3) multiplet. Each logarithm in Eq. (18) is replaced according to ln(Ai/A2) -» ln(Ai/A2) +

(1/12) ln[l - (F/A.S2)2]/!! -
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Figure 3: The ratios of the messenger masses at the messenger scale vs the value
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this in Fig. 3 where we show the ratio of messenger Yukawa couplings at the mes-

senger scale versus the starting value at the grand unification scale. In the 10 + 10

case, we see that XQ/XU (AQ/AB) varies from 1.2 to 1.3 (2.3 to 2.6). Hence, the

splitting is small and confined to a narrow range of values. Plugging this splitting

into Eq. (18), we find that the messenger threshold correction results in at most

Aa3(Mz) = -0.003 for n10 = 1, +0.001 for n5 = 1, and +0.005 for n5 = 3.

Combining all the effects together, we show the full result for the prediction

of as(Mz) in the gauge-mediated model in the M/A, A plane in Fig. 4, with

tan/? = 4, rtg = 1, and A = 3. We see slightly smaller numbers than in the

supergravity case (Fig. 2). Relative to other choices of n^, nio, and A, this case

results in the smallest values of aa(Mz)- As before, the result is not very sensitive

to the value of tan /?. Changing the value of the messenger Yukawa coupling does

not change the value of the strong coupling significantly.

The dashed lines in Fig. 4 indicate that the region of parameter space with the

least fine tuning (\fi\/Mz ^ 2) corresponds to the largest value of a,(Mz) 2i 0.137.

The strong coupling can be reduced significantly at the cost of fine tuning. In the

fine tuned region \fi\/Mz ^ 10, a,(Mz) oi 0.125.

We summarize the predicted values of as in the gauge-mediated models in

Table 1. Here we set m, = 175 GeV, tan/3 = 4, and /J > 0. We find that

300

200
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70

50

- M/M,-10_

0.137

0.131

0.137 I
103 10*

Figure 4: Contours of a,{Mz) in the gauge mediated model with ns = 1, tan/3 = 4,
and A = 3. The dashed lines show contours of \\i\jMz — 2, 5, and 10.

if |/z| < 10Mz, a3(Mz) is greater than 0.124. This is two standard deviations

larger than the measured value. Hence, we are faced with the fact that, like the

Standard Model, supersymmetric models do not predict that the gauge couplings

meet. However, the discrepancy in the Standard Model case is enormous. The

small discrepancy in the MSSM can be accounted for, and is required by, threshold

corrections at the grand unification scale.

n8 = l

nio= 1

\fi\ < 10Mz

A = 0.01 A = 3

> 0.125 > 0.124

> 0.126 > 0.125

> 0.127 > 0.128

|/i| < 2MZ

A = 0.01 A = 3

> 0.137 > 0.136

> 0.139 > 0.136

> 0.137 > 0.140

Table 1: Summary of predictions for as(Mz) in the gauge-mediated models.

5 GUT Threshold Corrections

At the GUT scale, there are incomplete SU(5) multiplets (most notably the color

triplet Higgs bosons) and there can be split multiplets as well. These fields give
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rise to threshold corrections which are expected to be of order of a couple of

percent (or larger if OGUT is larger).

If we take all three gauge couplings as input at the weak scale and run them

up to the grand unification scale MGUT (which is defined to be the scale where

<7i and gi meet), we find a discrepancy between the value of 53 and g\ = 52- We

define the discrepancy eg as

+ eg) . (20)

If we fix a${Mz) = 0.118, the discrepancy is negative. We show a scatter plot

of the discrepancy in Fig. 5 for three different models: the supergravity model,

the messenger model with 715 = 1, and the messenger model with 715 = nio = 1

(Ref. 13). For the supergravity model and the messenger model with 715 = 1,

eg varies from about - 3 to - 1 % as |//| varies from 100 to 1000 GeV. For the

messenger model with 715 = nio = 1. £g is larger because OGUT is larger.

In a grand unified theory, there will be a discrepancy due to the grand uni-

fication threshold corrections.' In any particular model of grand unification, we

can calculate eg as a function of the GUT model parameter space. By varying the

parameters over their allowed range, we can see whether the model is consistent

with the "measured" values of eg shown in Fig. 5. Here we give two examples, the

minimal SU(5) model14 and the missing doublet SU(5) model.15

•There are possibly additional corrections due to higher dimension operators suppressed by

IKIC- See Ref. 17 for a discussion.

In the minimal SU(5) model, we find the correction10'16

_ 3OGUT Ma,
(21)

where M//, is the triplet Higgs boson mass. It is constrained to be larger than

about 1016 GeV by the lower limits on the nucleon lifetimes.18 Both MQUT and the

bound on MH, are functions of the supersymmetric parameter space. The bound

on M//, is typically such that Mu, > MGUT, SO that in most of the minimal SU(5)

model parameter space, eg is positive. From Fig. 5, we know that in order to

be compatible with gauge coupling unification, eg must be negative. Hence, the

minimal SU(5) model is not compatible with coupling constant unification.

The minimal SU(5) model contains a 5 + 5 of Higgs fields. The doublet parts

are the MSSM Higgs fields with order Mz masses. The triplet parts mediate

nucleon decay via dimension five operators. In order to be compatible with the

lower bound on the nucleon lifetimes, the triplet Higgs particles must have GUT

scale masses. In general, it is problematic to find a GUT model which naturally

yields light Higgs doublets and heavy triplets. In the minimal SU(5) model, this

doublet-triplet splitting is imposed by fine tuning superpotential parameters. The

missing doublet model elegantly solves the doublet-triplet splitting problem by a

judicious choice of Higgs representations. The 75, 50, and 50 representations are

employed, and when the 75 gets a vev, the superpotential term 75 50 5 generates

a mass for the triplet, but not for the doublet.

In the missing doublet model, we find10'19

£.7 = _ (22)

We have defined an effective triplet Higgs mass Mff3 which enters into the nucleon

decay amplitude in the same way as in the minimal SU(5) model, so the same

bounds apply. However, the splitting in the 75-dimensional representation gives

rise to a negative correction, such that in the missing doublet model, the discrep-

ancy eg is negative, just as it must be in order to be consistent with the measured

values of pi(Mz), gi(Mz), and <73(Mz). In fact, in each of the three models shown

in Fig. 5, the allowed range of eg in the missing doublet model just about overlaps

the required values. Hence, the missing doublet model is consistent with gauge

coupling unification.
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6 Conclusion

In the end, what we really do when we investigate gauge coupling unification is

constrain the physics at the grand-unification scale. The weak-scale measurements

of the gauge couplings imply that eg is negative. We can calculate eg in various

grand unified models to see whether the grand unified model parameter space can

accommodate the required value. Here, we showed that this is not possible in

the minimal SU(5) model, but that it is possible in the missing doublet SU(5)

model. In other words, the missing doublet model requires that eg is negative,

which corresponds with the measured values of the gauge couplings. Similarly,

there are SO(10) models which can accommodate the "measured" eg, and others

which cannot. Gauge coupling unification remains an effective constraint on model

building.
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ABSTRACT

In this article, recent preliminary results of the four LEP experiments,

ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL, from running at energies above

the Z resonance are presented. LEP was operated at center-of-mass

energies between 130 and 140 GeV at the end of 1995 and at the

e+e~ -+ W+W" threshold of 161 GeV in 1996. Studies are performed

on fermion pair production and the energy evolution of QCD observ-

ables. From the measured W pair cross section at 161 GeV, a value for

the mass of the W is obtained. The new energy regime in e+e~ col-

lision is also exploited to extend searches for particles predicted by

Supersymmetry and other extensions of the Standard Model.

© 1996 by Joachim Mnich.
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1 Introduction

The Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) at CERN in Geneva has been oper-

ated since 1989 at center-of-mass (cms) energies close to the mass of the Z. This

first phase (LEP I) has been concluded in 1995. Each of the four experiments,

ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL, has collected approximately four million Z

decays allowing very precise tests of the Standard Model (SM) of electroweak

interactions and the determination of many of its parameters. Significant contri-

butions are made to Quantum Chromodynamics, b-quark and tau physics, as well

as the search for new particles and phenomena. In particular, the SM Higgs boson

is ruled out in the entire mass range from 0-65 GeV by the LEP experiments.

In preparation of the second phase (LEP II), marked by running at energies

above the W pair production cross section, LEP was operated at cms energies be-

tween 130 and 140 GeV in November 1995 (LEP 1.5). This has been possible after

installation of additional super-conducting (SC) radio frequency cavities required

by the higher energy loss due to synchrotron radiation at higher beam energies.

A total luminosity of about 6 pb"1 was delivered by LEP to each of the four

experiments. Besides serving as a pilot run for the machine and the experiments

to get accustomed to the very different running conditions as compared to the

Z, this run also provided interesting physics results, in particular, the search for

Supersymmetry, which are discussed below.

In 1996 after installation of more cavities, LEP ran at a cms energy of 161 GeV.

The main merit of this run is the determination of the W mass from the measured

cross section e+e~ —> W+W~ at the threshold. Also, new kinematic regions in the

search for new particles are explored. Preliminary results from about one-third of

the data collected at this energy were available at the time of the conference and

are included here.

2 Status of LEP

The energy upgrade of the LEP machine requires most importantly the increase

of the accelerating power which is achieved by the addition of SC cavities. The

average energy loss per turn of the circulating particles increases from about

130 MeV at the Z pole to 1900 MeV for a beam energy Eb = 90 GeV. By

October 1995, in total, 64 SC cavities were installed increasing the maximum

(nti 1/tiny)

1000 7

Integrated luminosity per day and per hour in 1998 (nli-1/hour)

100

Figure 1: Day-by-day development of the integrated luminosity per day and per

hour delivered by LEP to each experiment from the end of June to August 1996.

beam energy to Ei, = 70 GeV. During the winter shutdown, 80 more units were

installed allowing for beam energies above 80 GeV and hence crossing the W

pair threshold. In October 1996, a total number of 172 SC cavities will have

been installed, which will increase the operational energy to E\, = 86 GeV. The

successful operation of the machine so far demonstrated the reliable performance

of the SC cavity system at its design gradient of 6 MV/m (Refs. 1 and 2).

The performance of the LEP machine is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the

delivered integrated luminosity as a function of time from June to August 1996.

The setup of the machine was done at the Z pole which provided calibration data

for the experiments. In the last week of running at i/s = 161 GeV, average daily

luminosities of 0.6 pb"1 were provided to each of the four experiments.

The installation of more cavities is foreseen such that in 1998 the beam energy

can be raised to 96 GeV. The goal is to provide an integrated luminosity of

500 pb"1 above the W pair threshold to each of the four experiments by the

year 2000.
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3 Total Cross Sections and Forward-Backward

Asymmetries

The LEP experiments study fermion pair production a t the new cms energies far

above the Z pole. Total cross section measurements are performed for the four

reactions

exe~ -» hadrons, (1)

In the leptonic final states, the forward-backward asymmetry, ,AFB, is determined

as well.

Cross sections at LEP 1.5 and at LEP II are abou t two orders of magnitude

smaller than at the Z pole. Figure 2 shows the cross section e+e~ -> qq as a

function of the cms energy. The approximate energy range of current and pre-

vious e+e~ colliders is also indicated. The luminosity of 5-6 pb"1 collected at

130-140 GeV corresponds to about 1600 hadron events per experiment. Approx-

imately the same number of events has been observed in 11 pb"1 at 161 GeV.

10
50 100 150 200

Figure 2: The. cross section e+e~ -» qq as a function of the cms energy. The

approximate energy ranges of previous and current e + e ~ colliders are indicated.

to 4000
Monte Carlo 161 GeV

3000

2000-

1000-

75 100 125 150

Vs' [GeV]

Figure 3: Distribution of the effective cms energy, \/P, in the reaction e+e~ -4

hadrons, obtained from MC calculation at y/s = 161 GeV.

3.1 Radiative Return to the Z

At cms energies above the Z pole, initial state radiation (ISR) plays an important

role. Radiation of photon(s) by the incoming electrons removes energy from the

annihilation process and the fermion production takes place at a lower effective

cms energy, y/P, where the cross section is different. In particular, if the remaining

energy in the e+e~ system is close to the mass of the Z, mz, the annihilation

cross section is very high. Consequently, this provides a major contribution to

the total cross section e+e~ -¥ ff and it is called "Radiative Return to the Z."

The importance of the return to the Z is illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows the

distribution of the effective cms energy of the final-state quark pair in e+e~ -> qq

as obtained from a Monte Carlo (MC) calculation for y/s = 161 GeV. Besides the

usual peak at the nominal cms energy with a smooth tail towards lower energies

from the radiation of soft photons, one observes that the majority of the events is

actually produced a t y/P « mz.

Table 1 gives the fraction of events with the fermion pair produced at lower

energy (</? < 110 GeV) calculated with the JETSET3 and KORALZ4 programs.

The relative contribution of events radiated back to the Z becomes smaller with

increasing cms energy as the required energy for the ISR photon is higher. In the

hadron sample, the fraction of events produced at y/P sa mz is higher than in the

muon and tau samples because the ratio of hadron to charged lepton production

at the Z is higher than above the Z as the Z couples more strongly to quarks than
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140 GeV 161 GeV
fermions, Qi and 02 (Fig. 4):

e+e~ —> hadrons

e+e~ —> n+/i~

80%

65%

70%

50%

Table 1: Fraction of events with effective cms energies \fs* < 110 GeV for hadron

and muon final states at two cms energies.

to charged leptons. For the process e+e~ —> e+e~, the t-channel boson exchange

is dominant above the Z pole. Hence, the resonant s-channel production at the Z

is less important for this process (see below).

Because of the different nature of events produced at, or close to, the nominal

cms energy and those stemming from decays of real Z bosons, the LEP experiments

measure two sets of cross sections and forward-backward asymmetries: for the

total sample and the high energy events separated by a cut in the reconstructed

Vs* value. The definition of high-energy events differs among the experiments.

3.2 Determination of y/s"

The effective cms energy is reconstructed assuming a three-body final state, i.e.,

only one ISR photon (Fig. 4). Then </? is given by the photon energy i?7:

s1 = s- 2E1^/s . (2)

If the ISR photon is detected, its measured energy can be used to obtain \fp.

However, in general, photons are emitted at small angles by the incoming electron

or positron, and thus often escape detection through the beam pipe. In this

case, the photon energy can be determined from the polar angles of the outgoing

Figure 4: Reconstruction of the photon energy from the polar angles of the out-

going fermion-antifermion pair.

02)| ' (3)

Higher order effects like multiple photon emission are taken into account by cor-

recting the cross section and Ara measurements with factors obtained from MC

studies. Hadron events are forced into two jets and the quark directions are ap-

proximated by the jet axes. A kinematic fit taking into account direction and

energy measurements improves the resolution on £7 and thus \fs'.

An event e+e~ —> hadrons + 7 recorded with the DELPHI detector at ^/s =

130 GeV is shown in Fig. 5. In this example, the ISR photon is emitted at a

relatively large angle and observed in the forward calorimeter of the detector.

The effective cms energy, reconstructed as described above by L3, for the four

final states of Eq. (1) is shown in Fig. 6. The data correspond to a luminosity

of 4.3 pb"1 at y/s = 161 GeV. High-energy events are clearly separated from

the ones produced with v ^ « mz- The shapes of the observed distributions are

well-described by MC simulations. As mentioned above, the radiative return to

the Z is much less pronounced in the e+e~ final state because the cross section is

dominated by i-channel boson exchange.

3.3 Results on Total Cross Sections

The measurements of cross sections at LEP 1.5 are described in Refs. 5-8. Most

of the luminosity was taken at cms energies of 130 and 136 GeV and only a small

amount at 140 GeV. A total number of about 1 600 hadron events has been

recorded by each experiment. Recent preliminary results from the 161 GeV run

are presented in Ref. 9.

The results of the hadronic cross-section measurements above the Z pole are

shown in Fig. 7 for both the total event sample and the high-energy events alone.

For the sake of comparison, the results of the four experiments are scaled to

the common definition \/P > 110 GeV for the high-energy sample.9 The mea-

surements are compared to the SM expectations as calculated with the program

ZFITTER 4.9 (Ref. 10), and they are found to be in good agreement.

Measurements of leptonic cross sections above the Z pole are shown in Fig. 8.

Here the results for e+e" -4 ft+fi~&nd e+e~ -> T+T~ are averaged over the four

experiments after being adjusted to a common \/7 cut. For comparison also, the
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Figure 5: Example of an event e+e~ -» hadrons+7 in the DELPHI detector (side

view). Here the initial state photon is observed in the left forward region of the

detector.

high-precision measurements at cms energies close to mz are displayed. For both

reactions, the total cross sections as well as the cross sections for the inclusive

high-energy samples are in good agreement with the SM prediction.

3.4 Results on Forward-Backward Asymmetries

The forward-backward asymmetry is defined as

NF-N^ ( 4 )

where NF and Ng are the number of events in the forward and backward hemi-

spheres. Above the Z, a large fraction of the events is produced with a large

acollinearity angle. This creates an ambiguity in the definition of the asymmetry

because both final state leptons are often scattered into the same hemisphere.

Forward and backward events are defined either by the hemisphere of the neg-

ative lepton or by calculating the polar angle in the £+(~ rest frame. Different

definitions of /IFB used by the experiments make it difficult to compare experi-

mental results, especially for the asymmetry of the total sample which includes

the radiative return to the Z.

As an example, experimental results from OPAL from the Z pole up to recent

measurements based on about 3 pb"1 at 161 GeV are shown in Fig. 9 and compared

to the SM expectations. Figure 9(a) shows the asymmetry in e+e~ as a function

of the cms energy for electron scattering angles | cos 06-1 < 0.7. For most of the

energy range, ^-channel boson exchange dominates and leads to a large positive

forward-backward asymmetry. The effect of resonant Z production at -/s = mz,

where the asymmetry is small, is clearly visible.

The reactions e+e~ -> ft+^~ and e+e~ -» T+T~ which are expected to have

similar asymmetries are combined in Fig. 9(b). The SM expectation for the total

sample is shown as a solid line and for the high energy events \fs'/s > 0.8 as

a dotted line; the latter is close to the Born-level asymmetry without radiative

corrections (broken line). Radiative corrections are huge above the Z pole since

the total sample is a mixture of events from high energy with large asymmetry

and events at the Z where the asymmetry is small. The observed polar angle

distributions for the three lepton species at 161 GeV are shown in Figs. 9(c)-9(e).

All measurements are in good agreement with the theoretical expectations.
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Figure 6: Distributions of the reconstructed effective cms energy •v/s' for the four

reactions of Eq. (1) obtained at ^ s = 161 GeV by L3. The points with error bars

represent the data. Signal and background MC expectations are shown as open

and hatched histograms, respectively.
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Figure 9: Measured e+e~ forward-backward asymmetry (a) for | cos 0e-1 < 0.7

as a function of the cms energy as obtained by OPAL, (b) shows the combined

muon and tau asymmetry as a function of energy for the total and the high-energy

samples (y/s'/s > 0.8). The SM expectations are represented as solid lines for the

total, and a dotted line for the high-energy sample. The broken line shows the

Born-level asymmetry. The polar angle distributions at 161 GeV of the negative

leptons are shown in plots (c)-(e).
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The measurements at the highest e+e" energies can be compared to results ob-

tained by experiments at lower energies. Figure 10 shows a compilation of forward-

backward asymmetry measurements in e+e~ -> n+fi~ performed at e+e~ colliders

operating below the Z resonance (see Ref. 11 and references therein) together

with L3 measurements at and above the Z. Measurements in the gap between the

TRISTAN cms energy and mz are performed using events collected at ^/s = raz

which are radiated down to lower energies.12 Good agreement between the mea-

surements and the SM prediction is observed over the entire energy range up to

v/s = 161 GeV.

LBP

incl.

incl.

130-140

TOPAZ

GeV

+0.
•/had

.18 ±0.34
-0.21 ±0.20
-0,.07 ±0.16

Standard Model +0.22

Table 2: LEP results on the hadronic interference term ./had from fits in the

S-matrix framework using different data sets. The last line shows the SM expec-

tation.

4 Determination of the 7Z Interference

The total e+e~ —> ff cross section, <7tot> ' s composed of three terms

ftot = c-r + °z + 0-int (5)

describing the contributions of the photon and Z exchange and their interference,

<7int. While running at the Z pole, the LBP experiments mainly measured the

Z contribution whereas the other two represented small corrections preventing

their precise measurement. In particular, the 7Z interference contributes signif-

icantly only below and above the Z pole. This can be seen from Fig. 11 which

shows the relative contribution of c-,nt to the total hadronic cross section. Above

the Z pole, most of the sensitivity is contained in the part of the cross section at

high effective cms energy.

In lowest order, the contribution of the 7Z interference can be written as

s — m\

Jt = 2k
y/ZTTQ

with Tz denoting the total width of the Z, a the QED, and Gp the Fermi coupling

constants. The interference term Jt is proportional to the product of the charge,

<7c and the vector coupling constants gr
v of the fermions involved.

Of special interest is the hadronic interference term defined as the sum over

the five quark flavors produced at LEP energies

About 90% of the Z decays recorded by the LEP experiments are hadronic final

states which therefore dominate the results on parameters like the mass and total

width of the Z. When determining Z parameters from a Breit-Wigner fit to the

measured cross sections at the Z resonance, the hadronic interference term usually

is set to its SM expectation. This way, the quark couplings, and hence, the flavor

composition of hadronic Z decays, are prescribed to their SM expectations. This

introduces some model dependence into the determination of Z parameters.

Alternatively, the hadronic interference term can be measured by treating it as

a free parameter in the fit. For instance, this is done in the S-matrix approach.13

In Table 2, the results on ./had averaging over the four LEP experiments are shown

with and without using the data collected at LEP 1.5. One notices that the few

hundred hadron events at high energy collected per experiment significantly im-

prove the precision on ./had as compared to the Z data alone. Further improve-

ment is achieved when including the measurement of the hadron cross section at

y/s = 57.8 GeV performed by the TOPAZ Collaboration.14 The measurements of

Jhad agree reasonably well with the SM expectation.

At the Z pole, the 7Z interference contribution changes its sign. Varying the

hadronic interference term would therefore change the position of the peak while

leaving the width and height of the resonance curve unchanged. Figure 12 shows

the correlation of mz and Jhad as obtained from a fit to LEP data in the S-matrix

framework.15 Both 68% contours, with and without including LEP 1.5 data, are

shown. The improvement on ./had translates hence to a reduction of the error on

mz determined this way, which depends less on the validity of the SM (Table 3).

u,d,cts,b
(7)
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Figure 10: Measurements of the forward-backward asymmetry in e+e~ —> ^+/( as

a function of the cms energy performed by experiments at various e+e~ colliders.

The solid line represents the Born-level expectation.
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Figure 11: The relative contribution of the 7Z interference to the total hadronic

cross section as a function of the cms energy. The broken line shows this ratio for

the cross section at high effective cms energies.
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Figure 12: Contours (68% C.L.) in the mz-Jhad plane using LEP data at the Z pole

only (broken line) as well as including LEP 1.5 results (solid line). The horizontal

line shows the SM expectation for Jhad.
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LEP -/s « ?7iz

incl. 130-140GeV

7?iz [MeV]

91189.3 ±6.2

91 193.6 ±4.0

fixed to SM 91191.3 ±2.0

Table 3: LEP results on the Z mass obtained in the S-matrix framework, with

and without including measurements at 130-140 GeV, and compared to the result

obtained with a fixed hadronic interference term.15

For comparison, the combined LEP Z mass obtained with a 7]md fixed to its SM
value is quoted as well.16

5 Studies of QCD in e+e~ —> hadrons

The hadronic events recorded during the runs at 130 < i/s < 161 GeV are used to

perform studies on the energy evolution of observables and to compare them to the

predictions based on QCD. For these studies, events radiated to lower effective

cms energies are excluded. Details on the QCD tests performed with the da ta

collected at 130 < y/s < 140 GeV can be found in Refs. 17-20. Some examples of

these studies are presented here.

A first example is the measurement of the average charged particle multiplicity

in hadronic events, <nc;, >. The DELPHI experiment, using their hadron sample

with y/? > 122 GeV, finds for ^/s = 130 GeV (Ref. 18)

= 23.84 ±0.91 ±0.52, (8)

where the first error is statistical and the second systematic.

In Fig. 13, this result is compared to measurements at lower cms energies. The

evolution of the average charged particle multiplicity is well-described by QCD

including next-to-leading log corrections up to the new measurement when using

as(130 GeV) = 0.105.

In addition to counting charged particles from quark fragmentation, the mo-

mentum spectrum is studied at the new cms energies. From the particle momen-

tum, p, normalized to the beam energy, one defines the quantity

= - In xp
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Figure 13: The average charged particle multiplicity in e+e~ -» hadrons measured

by DELPHI at 130 GeV compared to measurements at lower energies and to the

QCD expectation.18

thus emphasizing the low-energy part of the spectrum. The distribution obtained

by OPAL from the first part of their 161 GeV data is shown at the top of Fig. 14.

The observed spectrum is compared to the PYTHIA21 MC program and to a QCD

fit in next-to-leading log approximation. From the fit, the position of the maxi-

mum, £o> >s obtained which can be calculated in QCD. At the bottom of Fig. 14,

measurements of fo a t different energies are compared to the QCD calculation.

Again, the new measurements are in good agreement with the expected energy

evolution up to </s = 161 GeV.

The LEP experiments determine the average thrust in e+e~-> hadron events at

the new energies. The ALEPH result is compared to measurements at y/s = rtiz

and other experiments at lower energies in Fig. 15. These data are compared

(9)
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result a t 133 GeV is compared to measurements at lower energies and various MC

calculations.

to several MC models predicting the narrowing of jets at higher energies. The

measurement at 133 GeV is in agreement with the expectation.

All QCD observables investigated at high energies are consistent with their

expected energy evolution using the aa value measured by the LEP experiments

at the Z pole. Hence, the new measurements can be used to extract a, at higher

energy. Table 4 summarizes the results on a, obtained from various event shape

variables at the average LBP 1.5 energy of y/s = 133 GeV. As expected, these a s

values are smaller than a,(mz), but the statistical errors are still large. Detailed

investigations of error correlations on the experimental and theoretical side should

allow us to confirm the running of a, from the Z up to the new cms energies.

Measurements of the strong coupling constant a, at different momentum trans-

fer Q are compared in Fig. 16. The experimental results are in agreement with

the expected running of a,.
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as(133 GeV)

ALEPH 0.119 ±0.008

DELPHI 0.119 ±0.008

L3 0.107 ±0.008

OPAL 0.110 ±0.010

Table 4: Measurements of as a t

variables.17"20

= 133 GeV using hadronic event shape
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Figure 16: Measurement of the strong coupling constant as at different energies.

New LEP measurements at y/s = 133 GeV are compared to measurements at the

Z and various other determinations at lower energies. The solid line represents

the second order QCD prediction for as(mz) = 0.120 (Ref. 20).

W+

W"

Figure 17: Feynman diagrams contributing to the reaction e+e~ —* W+W" in

lowest order.

6 W Pair Production at LEP

The second phase of the LEP program, marked by the increase of the cms energy

above the threshold for the process e+e~ -» W+W~, has started in 1996. This

reaction proceeds by the two Feynman diagrams depicted in Fig. 17: s-channel

photon or Z exchange and ̂ -channel electron neutrino exchange. Both individual

diagrams diverge at high energies, and only their sum with the couplings predicted

by the SM preserves unitarity. Of particular interest are the couplings a t the three

boson vertices arising from the non-Abelian structure of the SM of electroweak

interactions. These will be tested experimentally to the percent level during the

next years at LEP II (Ref. 22).

The first goal is to determine the mass of the W, mw, from the measured

cross section at the threshold. Figure 18 shows the cross section as a function of

the cms energy around threshold for five different W mass values. These mass

values are chosen 200 MeV apart and in the vicinity of the combined measurement

from pp colliders. The curves are calculated with the program GENTLE,23 which

includes initial state radiative corrections and the finite width of the W. The

best separation between the curves and hence the highest sensitivity for mw is

achieved for a cms energy of 161 GeV. The point with error bars indicates the

statistical precision on mw one experiment would have with 25 p b " 1 luminosity

and an average selection efficiency for W+W~ final states of 50%.

6.1 Selection of W Pairs

The branching fractions of the W into hadrons and into each of the lepton gener-

ations has been measured at pp colliders to be24

Bfl(W->qq') = 67.9 ±1 .5%
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Figure 18: The cross section e+e~ -¥ W+W~ in the threshold region for different

W mass values. The point indicates the statistical precision obtainable with an

integrated luminosity of 25 pb"1 and 50% selection efficiency.

BR(W -> Cv) = 10.8±0.4%, (10)

in agreement with the SM prediction. In the reaction e+e -* W + W , one

distinguishes three event classes as observed in the detector which are listed in

Table 5 with their relative fractions.

Events where both W bosons decay into quarks are selected as four-jet hadron

events. To suppress four-jet background from e+e~ -> 7/Z -+ hadrons, the jet-

pair masses are required to be close to row- Usually, kinematic fits are performed

to increase the resolution on the jet-pair mass. It should be noted that for ^/s =

161 GeV, the total hadronic cross section is about 50 times larger than the cross

section for W pair production.

The second event class is marked by the presence of two jets with a jet-pair

mass of approximately mw, an energetic charged lepton, and large missing energy

due to the neutrino. To keep background from two-fermion production under

control, events are retained only if the lepton is isolated from the jets. The decay

:«Vtnl 7228: 63669 Clio 060714 Tim) 1l957Clrk(ll. 7S Bjrp.m.9)
«n EO.600 Evil 162.6 W i a -1.6VI«( -0,02, 0.08, 0.M) M»n(N" 0)
•1.027 Bundllol | / | Thrual.0.8072 Aplm.0,0263 Cblll.0.2886 ttfl

9J.S) Kcll(N.15 £m£. 8.7)
IH. 9) f3»l(N. 1 B»i£. 1.9)

Figure 19: Candidate event e+e~

detector.
W+W- -> 4 je ts observed in the OPAL

- 6 1 1 -



Event class Fraction

Figure 20: Candidate event e+e~ -> W+W~ ->• qq' n~Pfl observed in the DELPHI

detector. The isolated high momentum track in the lower left part stems from the

W+ —> T+VT can be identified by the hadronic decay of the r lepton giving rise to

a narrow jet containing one or three charged hadrons.

If both W bosons decay into leptons, two oppositely charged leptons are seen

in the detector. The process e+e~ -4 C+(~ is suppressed by requiring missing

energy and the two lepton candidates to be acoplanar.

Figures 19, 20, 21, and 22 show some examples of e+e~ —)• W+W~ events

selected by the LEP Collaborations in the first part of the 1996 run at 161 GeV.

e + e - -> W+W" -4 4 jets 46%

-> Iv + 2 jets 44%

-»• Iv + £V 10%

Table 5: Classes of W pair events as observed in the detectors and their relative

abundance (C = e, /i, r ) .

Figure 21: Candidate event e+e" -> W+W~ -t qq' r'Vp observed in the L3 detec-

tor. The narrow jet containing one charged particle on the left side is interpreted

as the tau lepton from W decay.
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Experiment JXdt [pb"1] <rww [pb]

Figure 22: Candidate event e+e"

detector.

W + W " -¥ i " ^ observed in the ALEPH

ALEPH

DELPHI

L3

OPAL

3

5

6

3

4.9+l:§
3.5+13
2 9 + 1 ' 3

3 9 + 1 ' 8

Table 6: Integrated luminosity analyzed by the time of the conference and results

on the e+e~ -» W+W~ cross section as obtained by the LEP experiments.

6.2 First Results on e+e~ —> W+W~ Cross Section

Preliminary results on the W pair cross section at the threshold obtained by

the LEP experiment using the first part of the 1996 data are summarized in

Table 6. The luminosity analyzed so far corresponds to 5-10 events seen by each

experiment. These results can be combined to an average value of25

= 3.6 ± 0.7 at v
/s = 161.3 ±0.2 GeV. (11)

It should be noted that the total luminosity collected by the four LEP experiments

during the summer of 1996 is about 11 pb"1 per experiment, such that very soon

more precise measurements of the e+e~ -> W+W" cross section at 161 GeV will

be available.

6.3 W Mass Determined from Threshold Cross Section

The LEP average on the W pair cross section [Eq. (11)] can be converted into

a value of the W mass. This method intrinsically implies the validity of the

SM, in particular, the couplings at the three-boson vertex. Figure 23 shows the

e+e~ -¥ W+W~ cross section as a function of mw for the average LEP cms energy

of -y/s = 161.3 GeV. From the curve, one reads the preliminary LEP result on

mw (Ref. 25)

m w = 80.4 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 (LEP) GeV. (12)

The second error represents the current precision on the knowledge of the LEP

beam energy as obtained from preliminary magnet calibrations.26 Both errors are

expected to be reduced in near future.

The result presented in Eq. (12) is in good agreement with the measurement

of mw from Fermilab27 and the mass value that can be inferred from the precise
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•v/s = 161.3 GeV calculated with GENTLE.23 The band shows the combined LEP

result [Eq. (11)] and the derived W mass.

measurements of electroweak radiative corrections at LEP I and SLC16:

m w = 80.37 ±0.15 GeV

m w = 80.36 ± 0.05 GeV

Fermilab

LEP I & SLC. (13)

7 Search for Supersymmetry

The search for new particles predicted by Supersymmetry28 (SUSY) has been

carried out by the LEP experiments at the Z resonance. No experimental evidence

for SUSY has been found, and limits on particle masses and model parameters are

set.24 For most of the presumed SUSY particles, the kinematic range accessible

has been explored at LEP I, and further improvements cannot be expected from

more luminosity at ^/s = m-i (Ref. 29).

X

Figure 24: Feynman diagrams contributing to SUSY chargino pair production.

High cross sections on the order of several picobarns are expected for a wide

range of SUSY parameter space in the kinematically accessible region at LEP 1.5

and in the 1996 run at 161 GeV, in particular, for chargino pair production

e+e~ -» X+X~- This very fact was one of the motivations for a short run at

130-140 GeV at the end of 1995 because already with a modest integrated lumi-

nosity of several inverse picobarns, the chargino could be discovered if it existed

or else the saturated LEP I limits could be improved.

Here some results on SUSY searches in the framework of the Minimal Super-

symmetric Model (MSSM) are presented. Searches for charginos and neutralinos

at LEP 1.5 are published in Refs. 30-35.

The free parameters of the MSSM are the gaugino mass at the weak scale

M2, the mass scale of the scalar partners of the fermions mo, and the mixing

parameter of the two Higgs field doublets \i and tan /? which is the ratio of the

vacuum expectation values associated to the neutral Higgs bosons (h and A).

Values around tan/? = 1.5 and 35 are favored by cosmological arguments.

7.1 Chargino Search

Pair production of charginos, the superposition of the fermionic W partners (winos)

and the charged Higgs (higgsino), in e+e~ collisions as predicted by the MSSM

is depicted in Fig. 24. Two diagrams contribute: s-channel boson exchange and

t-channel exchange of a sneutrino, u, the massive supersymmetric partner of the

neutrino. For most of the parameter space usually considered, these two diagrams

interfere destructively such that predicted cross sections are generally higher if a

large mass for the sneutrino is assumed.36
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Expected cross sections at LEP 1.5 energies for chargino pair production as
a function of the chargino mass are shown in Fig. 25 (Ref. 32). The two plots
correspond to a very high sneutrino mass and to a light v compatible with the
lower bounds obtained at LEP I. The parameters of the MSSM are varied in
the range 0 < M2 < 800 GeV, -400 < n < 400 GeV and tan/? = 1, 1.5, 35.
In addition, the chargino is assumed to be at least 10 GeV heavier than the
neutralino. Under these assumptions, cross sections in the O(pb) are expected
(Fig. 25) and a luminosity of a few inverse picobarns at high energy would allow
the discovery of the chargino or pushing the mass limits beyond the LEP I range.

The chargino is assumed to decay via W radiation into a neutralino, Xii the
lightest SUSY particle, which interacts only weakly and hence escapes the detector
undetected (Fig. 26). The signature of chargino production is thus missing energy
from the xj, and eventually the neutrino from the W decay, and the decay products
of the two W's: an acoplanar lepton pair, two jets, and an isolated lepton or
acoplanar jets with missing energy.

In addition to the background at lower energies, fermion pair production and
two-photon collisions, new important background sources for SUSY searches play
a role at ^ = 161 GeV. W pairs with one of the bosons decaying leptonically
have similar signatures as charginos. Also, single W production, as depicted in
Fig. 27, with the electron escaping through the beam pipe can fake the SUSY
signature. Figure 28 shows one candidate found by L3 in the search for SUSY at
161 GeV, which can be explained in the SM by single W production. For a total
luminosity of 5.5 pb"1 analyzed at the time of the conference, this was the only
candidate event found with 1.9 background events from SM processes expected.
The new background sources require more stringent experimental cuts and hence
reduce efficiency for the SUSY signal.

The data between 130 and 161 GeV show no evidence for SUSY. The results
can be converted into experimental upper limits on cross sections. As an example,
Fig. 29 shows the experimental upper limit on the cross section e+e"" -* X+X~
at 161 GeV obtained by ALEPH. The plot shows the range of x* masses not
explored at LEP I. The results of LEP 1.5 are included in the plot by applying
appropriate phase space factors. The shaded area is excluded kinematically and
by requiring that the neutralino is lighter than the chargino.

A low cross section (OJ+J- < 0.7 pb) is excluded in the region mj± ta 50 GeV
and rrija « 20 GeV where the kinematic conditions are favorable providing high

DELPHI Ecm=130.4 + 136.3 GeV

i-MxJ > 10 GeV/c2

Figure 25: Expected cross sections for chargino pair production as a function of

the chargino mass.32
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Figure 26: Chargino decay into the lightest neutralino and a W boson.

Figure 27: Single W production e+e~ -> W~e+ve at LEP II.

Candidate event

Run* 6S0010 Ev«it« 4074 Total Enow: 78.44 GoV

Possible explanation:

e + e~ —» Weue

W

Figure 28: Two-jet hadronic event with missing energy observed by L3 at •/!) =

161 GeV. The SM explanation for this event is single W production with the

electron escaping detection through the beam pipe (Fig. 27).
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Figure 29: Experimental upper limits (95% C.L.) on the cross section e+e -+

X+X~ at -y/s = 161 GeV in the mass plane of the chargino and the lightest neu-

tralino, here denoted Xi obtained by ALEPH. The shaded area is kinematically

inaccessible and the remaining area is subdivided into five regions with different

experimental upper cross-section limits.

detection efficiency and good background suppression. Limits on the cross section

become worse as the neutralino mass approaches the mass of the chargino because

the visible energy in the detector becomes lower and thus reduces the detection

efficiency. Also, background from two photon processes is larger there. Similarly,

if the mass difference between the chargino and neutralino becomes large, the

missing energy is reduced and chargino events resemble more and more ordinary

fermion pairs. This makes background suppression difficult, and consequently,

only higher cross sections can be excluded.

This way of presenting search results is less model dependent as it makes

only assumptions about the decay of SUSY particles, e.g., the chargino decay

in Fig. 26, which is needed for the calculation of detection efficiencies. For the

interpretation in terms of limits on SUSY parameters, like the chargino mass, one

calculates chargino pair cross sections for different sets of SUSY parameters and

compares them to the experimental cross section limit as shown in Fig. 29. The

exclusion limit on the chargino mass is only valid in the range of SUSY parameters

considered. Figure 30 shows the exclusion in the m^± — m%> plane obtained by

DELPHI at LEP 1.5 using the calculated cross sections shown in Fig. 25 and the

parameter space considered there. With the assumption of a heavy sneutrino,

chargino masses close to the kinematic limit can be ruled out.

7.2 Neutralino Search

The MSSM predicts the existence of four weakly interacting neutralinos x? with

the index i ordering them by mass. Assuming R parity conservation and following

cosmological arguments, the lightest neutralino, x?, must be stable and invisible.

The production of a pair of kinematically allowed, but not necessarily identical,

neutralinos in e+e~ annihilation is depicted in Fig. 31. The decay of a heavier

neutralino into xj proceeds by radiation of a Z and thus gives rise to missing energy

and a pair of jets or leptons (Fig. 32). The decay through photon radiation is also

possible and has been searched for.34

The nonobservation of a signal can be expressed in terms of cross-section limits

on neutralino production. Similar to Fig. 29, the experimental upper limit of the

cross section e+e~ -> x§ X? a t >/* = *61 GeV as a function of the masses of the

two lightest neutralinos is shown in Fig. 33.
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DELPHI Ecm= 130.4 + 136.3 GeV
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Figure 30: Limits set by DELPHI on the chargino mass from LEP 1.5 shown in

the mj± — mjo plane.32
Figure 32: Decay of the second lightest into the lightest neutralino by radiating a

Z boson.

Figure 31: Feynman diagrams contributing to SUSY neutralino pair production.
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Figure 33: Same as Fig. 29 for the cross section e+e" —• Xs> X? (n e r e labeled \'

and x)-

Again interpretation in terms of SUSY parameters requires more assumptions

about the model. The cross section limits on neutralino pair production can be

interpreted in terms of mass limits for the right-handed supersymmetric partner

of the electron, eR. Figure 34 shows the L3 result from LEP 1.5 assuming MSSM

parameters in the range 0 < M2 < 200 GeV, -200 < n < 200 GeV, and tan/3 = 1.

The high-energy data enlarge the excluded region in the mjR — m^o plane as

compared to the limits obtained at LEP I owing to the relatively high sensitivity

due to the i-channel contribution to neutralino pair production (Fig. 31).

For the other bosonic partners of the SM fermions, the LEP I limits are not

improved. From a combined analysis of the data taken at the Z resonance and at

130-140 GeV, the ALEPH Collaboration sets a lower mass limit for the lightest

neutralino mg > 12.8 GeV (Ref. 31).

The results on SUSY searches are often presented in an exclusion plot for the

H and A/2 parameters. Figure 35 shows the result obtained by OPAL using about

3 pb"1 at 161 GeV and including those regions already excluded at LEP I and

LEP 1.5. The two plots are obtained assuming two different values for tan/3 and

the mass scale for the scalar partners of the fermions to be mo = 1 TeV.

8 Four-Jet Events at «/s > 130 GeV

A detailed study of four-jet hadronic events at LEP 1.5 has been reported by the

ALEPH Collaboration.37 From selected four-jet events, the invariant masses of

jet pairs are computed, and out of the three jet combinations, the one with the

lowest difference in jet-pair masses is retained. The distribution of the sum of

these two jet-pair masses is shown in Fig. 36. Not only is the total number of

four-jet events observed by ALEPH at 130-140 GeV larger than expected from

QCD, but this excess is contained in a narrow window around 105 GeV for the

sum of the jet-pair masses. In this window, about two times the width of the

estimated resolution, nine events are observed with only 0.8 events expected from

QCD. Detailed discussion of this observation can be found in Ref. 37.

Similar analyses have been performed by the other three LEP experiments on

their LEP 1.5 data, and all find agreement with the QCD expectation.38'35 No

anomaly either in the total four-jet rate nor in the jet-pair mass distribution is

seen by any of the other experiments. Combining the four LEP experiments, one

obtains the distribution shown in Fig. 37 (Ref. 39). However, with the limited
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Figure 34: Mass limit for the right-handed supersymmetric partner of the electron

in the msa — m ô plane obtained at LEP 1.5 as compared to the LEP I result.
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Figure 35: Exclusion (95% C.L.) of SUSY parameters /* and M? for two different

values of tan /? and for m0 = 1 TeV from OPAL. The limits obtained from 161 GeV

are compared to the combined limits from LEP I and LEP 1.5. The broken lines

indicate the kinematic limit at 161 GeV for chargino pair production.
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Figure 36: Sum of jet-pair masses in four-jet hadronic events as observed by

ALEPH for cms energies of 130-140 GeV.

statistics, a possible signal cannot be ruled out. By averaging the four experi-

ments, a cross section for four-jet events with the sum of the jet-pair mass equaling

105 GeV can be derived39:

<r(S mh = 105 GeV) = 1.2 ± 0.4 pb. (14)

Neutral SUSY Higgs boson production e+e~ -> h A is not likely to explain the

surplus of four-jet events at £ m,;- = 105 GeV, as the expected cross section is

much lower and there is no evidence for b-quark enrichment in the nine ALEPH

events. The latter argument would not apply for charged SUSY Higgs boson

e+e~ —> H+H" -> cscs, but in this case, CST~PT final states should also be ob-

served. Clarification of the ALEPH observation is expected from more luminosity

at energies ^/s > 130 GeV. The first results reported from the 161 GeV run are

in agreement with the SM expectation.39

9 Studies of Photon Final States

Every time a new energy domain is experimentally accessible, studies of events

with hard photons draw much attention since many extensions of the SM predict

significant additional sources of photon production. Compositeness of SM par-

ticles is just one example. The studies of single and multiphoton final states at

LEP 1.5 are described in Refs. 40-43.

Single-photon final states have been used at LEP I to determine the number

of light neutrino generations (Fig. 38). At energies above the Z pole, the energy

spectrum of the observed photon is very much different since the return to the Z

gives rise to very energetic photons. Figure 39 shows the spectrum measured by

the L3 experiment at 161 GeV. One clearly sees the peak at E7 = 55 GeV which

is just the energy of the ISR photon which leaves \/P = mj for the annihilating

e+e~ system. The rate and the energy distribution of the single photon events are

in good agreement with the SM expectation.

Two-photon final states in the reaction e+e" -> 77 are mediated by t-channel

exchange of an electron. The reaction can be used to test the point-like structure of

electrons because the existence of an excited electron, e", would lead to a different

angular distribution of the photons. Deviations from QED are parametrized by
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Figure 37: Distribution of the sum of jet-pair masses in four-jet hadronic events

as observed by the four LEP experiments at cms energies of 130-140 GeV.
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Figure 39: Spectrum of single photon events observed by L3 at y/s = 161 GeV.

The top plot shows the total sample and the bottom plot the events a t large polar

angles (44° < 0 < 136°). The points are the data, and the histograms show the

SM expectations.

Figure 38: Feynman diagram contributing to the single photon reaction in the

SM.
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two cutoff parameters A±

with 0* being the scattering angle in the two-photon rest frame. As an example,

Fig. 40 shows the result obtained by ALEPH at LEP 1.5. The plot shows the

ratio of measured to QED differential cross section as a function of the scattering

angle. Good agreement is observed, and 95% C.L. limits of the cutoff parameters

of 132 and 169 GeV, respectively, are derived.

No deviation from QED in this reaction has yet been reported from the data

at -^/i = 161 GeV which would allow us to further increase the limits on A± by

about 30 GeV.

10 Search for Excited and Heavy Leptons

The LEP experiments have searched for excited states of the known fundamental

charged and neutral leptons, e*, p", r*, and u". Excited leptons can be produced

either in pairs (e+e~ —> £"£") or singly (e+e~ -» if). As the excited leptons are

thought to decay radiatively into their ground states, their existence would lead

to anomalies in the observed £+(~^ and £+i~fy final states. If produced in pairs,

the expected cross section is, apart from kinematic suppression, assumed to be

the same as for ordinary lepton pairs. Therefore, excited leptons can be excluded

up to the kinematic limit of me « Eh with a relatively small luminosity. In

principle, exclusion up to me RS ̂ /S can be achieved from single f production.

This, however, depends on assumptions about coupling constants.

The decay of excited leptons through Z and W radiation has also been in-

vestigated. Details of the analysis at LEP 1.5 can be found in Refs. 44-47. As

an example, the excluded mass of a charged excited lepton as a function of the

coupling parameter A is shown in Fig. 41 as obtained at LEP 1.5 by ALEPH.

The precision measurements of Z parameters at LEP have shown that there are

only the three fermion generations with light neutrinos (mv < mz/2). However,

there still could exist a fourth generation with all fermions being heavy. Searches

for neutral (L°) and charged (L*) heavy leptons are performed at LEP. These

particles are assumed to be produced in pairs, and they decay through W radia-

tion into known fermions: L° -> fiW* and L* -» t^W*. No sign for these new

a
•o

b

0 -

ALEPH
QED prediction
At = 169 GeV
A. = 132 GeV

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

COS 0*

Figure 40: Ratio of the experimental and QED expected differential cross section

of the reaction e+e~ -* 77 as measured by ALEPH at cms energies between 130

and 140 GeV (Ref. 40). The two lines show the maximum deviation experimentally

allowed according to the parameterization of Eq. (15) from which limits for A±

are derived.
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Figure 41: Exclusion limits (95% C.L.) in the mass-coupling plane for singly

produced charged leptons f as obtained by ALEPH at LEP 1.5. The solid,

dotted, and dot-dashed lines are for e*, n*, and T", respectively.44
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Figure 42: The excluded region (95% C.L.) in the mass plane of the charged and

neutral heavy lepton. The neutral heavy lepton i>i, is assumed to be stable.
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particles has been observed so far. Details can be found in Refs. 48-50. Figure 42

shows the result of OPAL at LEP 1.5 in the mass plane of the charged and neutral

heavy lepton.

11 Conclusions

The second phase of the LEP program has started in October 1995 with cms

energies of 130-140 GeV, and it continued in June 1996 at y/s = 161 GeV at

the e+e~ —> W+W~ threshold. The energy upgrade was successful, and good

luminosity and background conditions were provided to the experiments.

Prom the measured cross section at the threshold using the first part of the

161 GeV data, the LEP experiments determine the mass of the W boson to be

m w = 80.4 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 (LEP) GeV,

in excellent agreement with the value measured at pp colliders and the mass

derived from precise measurement of electroweak corrections at the Z pole.

For the first time, fermion pair production in e+e" annihilation has been stud-

ied above the Z resonance. This provides a much improved determination of the

7Z interference as compared to the LEP I data.

The search for new physics has been extended into a new energy regime. No

sign of Supersymmetry has been observed at LEP, and lower mass limits have

been improved, in particular, for the chargino.

The Standard Model of electroweak and strong interactions is confirmed up to

an energy of 161 GeV.

The energy of LEP will be further increased in steps up to ,/s = 192 GeV

with the goal of collecting 500 pb"1 per experiment, which will allow us the

determination of W parameters and to extend the search for new particles, in

particular for the Higgs boson up to mn « 100 GeV.
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